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Double Gel'fand states are given explicitly as polynomials of boson operators. The coefficients of 
these polynomials may be expressed in terms of recoupling coefficients of external products of 
permutation groups or Kronecker products within the unitary group, as well as in terms of 
multiple Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the unitary group. 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b, 03.65.Fd 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Double Gel'fand states emerge naturally from the treat
ment of representations of the unitary group in terms ofbo
son polynomials (see Louck' and references therein). They 
prove to be a powerful tool (Chacon et al. 2 and Louck and 
Biedenharn3

) in this context, but they are also useful in estab
lishing connections to the permutation group.4-6 Further
more, they may be used explicitly to describe physical 
systems.7 

A close study of the explicit expressions for these states 
is justified as they are basic for many applications5

•
7

• One 
such expression was given by Louck and Biedenharn,3 and a 
different one in Refs. 5 and 6. 

In the present paper we shall give three closed expres
sions: A first one in terms of multiple Clebsch-Gordan coef
ficients of Un. This expression may be shown to be closely 
related to the one given by Louck and Biedenharn.3 Next we 
proceed to obtain an expression in terms of recoupling coeffi
cients for the Kronecker product in Un. Finally we shall 
show that this expression may be reinterpreted in terms of 
certain recoupling coefficients for external products of per
mutation groups. This expression is identical to the one ob
tained in Ref. 5, if a mistake in the normalization given there 
is corrected (see Appendix). 

The following diagram illustrates the relations for the 
coefficients of each monomial if a double Gel'fand state is 
given as a boson polynomial. 

multiple Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients of Un 

coefficients / 
of double Gel'fand 

\B 
recouplIng 

coefficients of Un states 

~ I 
recoupling coefficients 
tor outer products in 
perm uta tion groups 

In the next section we shall give some preliminaries 
concerning double Gel'fand states and fix the notation we 
shall use. Then we proceed to prove the steps A, B, and C, as 
indicated in the diagram. The proof of step A will be very 
different from the derivation of a similar result given by 
Louck and Biedenharn3 and will only use standard vector 
coupling techniques. Step B will be proved in a quite elemen
tary way, generalizing a method used in Ref. 8. To prove step 
C, we shall employ the concept of special Gel'fand states,4 

generalizing a technique developed previously for special 
cases.9 The above diagram could be completed by the proof 
ofD as given in Ref. 5 but we shall not reproduce this proof, 
as it is given in the reference, and its methods differ basically 
from the ones used in this paper. We shall only discuss in an 
appendix how the normalization constant, as presented in 
Ref. 5, must be corrected, to coincide with our result from 
step C. 

Many of the results of this paper are known at least for 
special cases. Nevertheless, we believe that this presentation 
is relevant not only because it gives the results in full general
ity but especially because all results are obtained by standard 
techniques and do not require the introduction of new com
plicated concepts as the proofs in Louck and Biedenharn3 

and Ref. 5 .The only exception is the use of special Gel'fand 
states, but these are only relevant to establish the connection 
with SN' 

Most of the content of this paper is contained in a thesis 
by one of us. 10 

II. DOUBLE GEL'FAND STATES AS BOSON 
POLYNOMIALS 

Two standard representations for double Gel'fand 
states are used in the literature; one'·3 in terms of creation 
operators for harmonic oscillator wavefunctions (boson op
erators), the otherS in terms of the variables of a complex 
Bargmann space." The two formulations are equivalent, 
and we shall here adopt the former. 

We thus formally consider an harmonic oscillator in n2 

dimensions. Denoting coordinates and momenta by 
x;,pi (s,) = l, ... ,n), we may define the creation operators 
7Ji = (lIv2)(x; - ipj) and the annihilation operators 
gj = (7Jj)\ where t denotes Hermitian conjugation. Clearly 
we have 
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The operators 

CV = 17:5; (2.1) 

now form a Lie Algebra for Un' under commutation [ , ]. 
This algebra, defined as an operator algebra over polynomi
als of 17 (boson polynomials), only admits the completely 
symmetric representations [N 0.··0], spanned by the set of all 
monomials of degree N. By contraction we can form two Lie 
algebras with generators 

C{;st = IC; (2.2a) 
j 

and 

Cij=IC:j (2.2b) 

that generate two unitary groups in n dimensions denoted by 
~ n and Un that refer to the upper and lower labels respec
tively. Clearly their direct product is a subgroup 
UnX~nCUn2. 

It is well known I that the irreducible representations 
(IR's) of Un and ~ n must be equivalent to be contained in 
[N 0 ... 0] and thus to be realized on the space of the boson 
polynomials. These IR's are characterized by a partition of 
N into a sum of n positive integers. 

If a polynomial transforms according to an IR of one of 
the groups Un or ~ n' then it transforms according to the 
same IR of the other one. The row labels with respect to the 
two groups are independent and we have ad; -dimensional 
vector space, all of whose members transform according to 
an IR a of dimensions da with respect to either group. 

We choose the row labels for both groups as Gel'fand 
schemes, that is, by characterizing them through the IR of 
the chain of subgroups 

~n:)Ci2tn~1 :)"':)~2:)u2tI' 

and similarly for Un. These IR's are successively partitions 
of positive integers (<;N) into n, n - 1, n - 2, etc., positive 
integers and may be arranged into triangular patterns that 
characterize the row label of an IR [g] [g7 ,g~ , ... ,g~ ]. Such 
a pattern, called a Gel'fand scheme, is denoted by 

\g/= 

" 
," 

(2.3) 

The number gj must fulfill the "betweeness" conditions 

gj>gJ~I>gJ+I' (2.4) 

A further important concept is that of the weight of a 
Gel'fand pattern defined by 

If[ g] is a partition of the type [mO ... O]==m, then the vector w 
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formed of all weights characterizes the pattern uniquely, and 
we shall often use the labels m and w instead of [g] and \g/ 
to denote such situations. If, in turn, the weight vector has 
only one component different from zero, [g] must be of the 
type [mO· .. O] and the nonzero component ofw must equal m. 
We shall then denote [g] and \g/ by m and i, where i indi
cates the component of w that is unequal to zero. 

To be quite clear, the above notation implies that a basis 
vector of Un usually given by the pattern 

g7 g~ 

[ g] 

/
=[ g];\g/, 

\g 

(2.5) 

will now be denoted for the special cases mentioned above as 

mO 

". 

mO 

mO 
" . , 

mO 

~ 
0 

i-I 

rows . 

o 

.' 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 

m 
- =m;w, 

w 

m 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

We shall use notations with the row labels below or next to 
the representation label according to typographic conve
nience. When considering double Gel'fand states, we intro
duce similar notation for ~ n and Un' i.e., for upper and 
lower labels; preferably we shall use the letter h when refer
ring to the lower and the letter g when referring to the upper 
indices, and we shall usually put the row labels in the corre
sponding upper or lower position. 

As mentioned above, we must have equal partitions for 
the IR's of Un and ~ n and thus we have 
h 7 = g7= /;, 1 <;i <;n, where we introduce the last notation, 
/; to avoid asymmetry. A double Gel'fand state now is writ
ten as 
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/1I:;~: I, ... ,n ~~~) 
\ 1- I, ... ,n \ h / 

(2.8) 

where / \ indicates an inverted Gel'fand scheme, and the 
bra indicates a representation as a boson polynomial. In a 
double Gel'fand state we have a second set of weights 

i i-I 

Wi = IhJ - IhJ-I. 
j= I j= I 

The first weight w is associated with the upper, the second w 
with the lower labels. A pattern is said to be of highest weight 
if Wi = .t: for all I <i<n, and similarly we have a double state 
of highest weight if both patterns are of highest weight. The 
weight Ws is the eigenvalue of CCJss and is thus equal to the 
sum over i of the exponents of 11: in a state. This sum must be 
constant for all terms of the polynomial that forms the state. 
A similar argument applies to Wi for the lower labels [cf. Eqs. 
(2. lOa) and (2. lOb)]. 

Double Gel'fand states of highest weight are propor
tional to products of determinants of boson operators I and 
are thus readily available. All other double Gel'fand states 
may in principle be obtained by applying lowering opera
tors 12 to the polynomials, first to the upper, then to the lower 
indices. The result must be a homogeneous polynomial in the 
11: and may be written as 

( 

Ig\) 1I:;~ = l, ... ,n [fl 
1= I, ... ,n 

\ hi 
n (lI:)D" 

= ~C(D;[f]' \ gl, \ h I)Jl (Ds;!)1/2' (2.9) 

where D is a n X n matrix with elements Ds; that fulfill 

(2. lOa) 

ID,;=wi • (2. lOb) 

We thus write 

The last equations express a property of the weights men
tioned above. The factor 1/(DSi!)1I2 was introduced for con
venience, since then each monomial is a normalized oscilla
tor function. 

Various explicit expressions for coefficients C will be 
derived in the following sections. 

III. EXPRESSIONS IN TERMS OF MULTIPLE CLEBSCH
GORDAN COEFFICIENTS 

In order to express double Gel'fand states in terms of 
multiple Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we use the fact that 
the basic building block of the expression (2.9) is 
(lInD''I(Dsi !)l12; this simple monomial clearly transforms ac
cording to an IR [DSiO ... O] of Un and W n' The correspond
ing double Gel'fand state is characterized uniquely by the 

weights w; = orsDsoW)' = OJ;Dsi · 
Next we may consider a monomial of the form 

TI;(1I:}D"/(Dsi!)1I2. Such a product transforms according to 
the IR WS = [wsO ... O] [ws given by Eq. (2. lOa)]. Again the 
weight determines the state completely. For the upper indi
ces we have w~ = 0srws' and for the lower ones 
W' = Os = [DsIDs2· .. Dsn]' 

Considering notation established in (2.6) and (2.7), we 
may write 

( 
S fixed IS) n lI:

D
" 

1I~;. _ 1 ws;O = IT 112' 
1- , ... ,n s i= I (Dsi!) 

(3.1) 

Here thes refers to W n and the Ds to the Un row labels. 
For reasons that will become apparent later, we now proceed 
to couple two such states to one transforming according to 
the IR [gl]= [it~O ... O]. We perform this coupling using 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of Un and summing over dif
ferent possible values ofDI and O2 , To choose the lower 
pattern for the coupling is essential, because all possible row 
labels ofws are of the type required, whereas the upper labels 
are fixed. 

( 

1 g2\) 
,.s = 1,2 2 _ ~ ( s.s = 1 I.I)( s.s = 2 1.2 )(WI W2Igi~0"'0) lIi,. 1 [g] - £.. 11;,. I wI' 11;,. w2, , 
1= , ... ,n \ yl D"D, 1= , ... ,n 0 1 1= I, ... ,n D2 DI D2 \ yl 

(3.2) 

where the last coefficient on the right is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Here \ y / is any pattern compatible with the IR 
[it g~ 0 ... 0], and we define 

g: 

~ iz 

Ig'\- g; g~ '" g; 
0 

'. g; g; g; 0 0 (3.3) 

The upper pattern then has to be / g2 because g: = WI and all weights for s > 2 are zero. It is now clear that we intend to 
proceed by successive coupling, using the recursive formula 
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(3.4) 

Again the upper pattern is completely fixed as we add weight only in one row that previously had weight zero. Here and in 
what follows we use any partition with i numbers different from zero to identify an IR of any group~, i<J<n without 
adding or dropping the zeros in question explicitly. 

Note that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients involved are free of multiplicities since one of the partitions is always of the 
one row type. Explicit expressions for these coefficients are given by Chacon et al. 2 

We now choose the patterns \y"/=\ h I and I g\-I g"\. Applying (3.4) repeatedly, we obtain 

( 

s.s= l, ... ,n 
71;, . 1 

1= , ... ,n 

(3.5) 

where D is any matrix fullfilling Eqs. (2.10) and Ds is the sth row of this matrix. We inserted Eq. (3.1) in the last line and we 
defined the multiple coupling coefficient (MCC) of Un by 

We thus have obtained a first closed expression for double Gel'fand states. Comparing Eq. (3.5) with Eq. (2.9), we find that the 
coefficient C is exactly the MCC of Eq. (3.5). 

From Eq. (3.6) and the expression given by Chacon et al.,2 these coefficients are given in a closed form. 
A similar expression could have been obtained by interchanging the role of rows and columns. This gives an identity 

between distinct MCC's that is a generalized "Regge symmetry" as shown at the end of the next section. 

IV. DOUBLE GEL'FAND STATES IN TERMS OF 
RECOUPLING COEFFICIENTS 

We now proceed to give an expression similar to (3.5), 
but in terms of recoupling coefficients rather than MCC. To 
do this, we shall show that the particular MCC (3.6) is pro
portional to a recoupling coefficient of the n2 representations 

. 
[-,,! 'J " .. 

. 
[J;, J 

X ([[ [[~d [Ui}]] UP] [~l] ] ... ] [ifn - I) [~"] I [f] ). 
\q/\q21 \q31 \qJ \ hi 
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Dij = [DijO ... O], iJ = 1, ... ,n. The result one obtains will 
have the advantage of being completely symmetric with re
spect to the upper and lower patterns. 

We shall define a recoupling coefficient assuming that 
all couplings involved are multiplicity free. 

We consider n2 IR [..::1;)] of Un with row labels \qijl, 
and we couple them in two different ways as follows: 

I][Wn ] I [f] ) 
\qnl \ hi 

(4.1) 
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Here we define the following compact notation for recoupling coefficients: 

[All] [A 12] [ui ] [A 13] [01 ] [01- 1] [A In] [wd 

[.1 21 ] [.1 22 ] [01 ] [.1 23 ] [~ ] [01- 1] [A2n] [W2] 

[~ ] [~ ] [~ ] [~ ] [02] 

[A" ] [.1 32 ] [~ ] [.133] [~ ] [~-I] [A3n] [W3] 

[~ 
(7 

~l= e 

[U;,-I] [~-I] [~-I] [u;:-I] [on-I] 

fA nl ] [An2 ] [~ ] [An3 ] [~ ] [0-;:-1] [Ann] [w] 

[WI] [W2] [e2] [W3] [e] [en-I] [wn] [f] 

= (! ... ! ( ... ( [A II] [A 12]) [ui ].1 13) [01 ] ... [01- I] [A In ])[ WI] (.--(-.. ) [W2] J [02] ... J [0 n - 1]( .--(-.. ) [Wn ] J [f] I (4.2) 

X ! ... I( ... ( [A II] [.1 21 ]) [~ ]A 31 )[o:i ] ... [0"; - I HAnl ])[WI ](.+ .. ) [W2]J [e2] ... J [en - 1](.--(-.. ) [Wn ] J [f]). 

The symbols [Aij ], [oj], [OJ], [Wi ], [Wi ], [0 i], and lei] 
all indicate IR's of Un; their exact roles are clear from their 
appearance in the MCC's. 

We now proceed to identify the last MCC on the left
hand side ofEq. (4.1) with the one in (3.6). This defines all Wi 
to be trivial IR's Wi = [wiO ... O]; the [Aij] must, in tum, be 
trivial IR's of the form Dij = [DijO •.• O]. The IR [0-;] then 
becomes spurious and may be omitted where it is convenient; 
the IR [0 i] has to be choosen as [t]. The barred quantities 
playa similar role. 

We are still free to choose the \qijl within certain re
strictions derived from the previous choices; we shall set 

o 

o 

o 

j-l rows 

o (4.3) 

We now consider the first n MCC's on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (4.1). Employing Eq. (4.3) and notation (2.6) and (2.7), we 
find that thejth MCC is 

(4.4) 

Thus, essentially the first n MCC's on the right-hand side are 
1, the labels Wj, iL, and [oj] take the values defined in the 
Kronecker {j 's, and the corresponding summations 
disappear. 

Focusing now on the last MCC on the right-hand side, 
we find that it has the form 
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Since in each coupling step, weight is added in one row only, 
beginning at the bottom, we find that for a given choice of 
\ hi, the [ej

] are fixed as indicated by the {j 's, provided that 
the weights of \ h I are Wj; this eliminates the last sum on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (4.1). Furthermore, the coefficient is 
simple enough to be calculated using (3.6) as well as Eq. (6.2) 
given by Chacon et al. 2; the result free of summations is given 
in Eq. (4.5). 

We have chosen the Wi to be one-row partitions. Then 
the \q;l are uniquely defined by the weights predetermined 
by the \qi/; otherwise the coefficient becomes zero. The 
sum over \q;l is thus eliminated, and we are left with coeffi
cients of the type 

with numerical value given by 

(4.6) 

Inserting these results in Eq. (4.1), we obtain 

h ~l 
(4.7) 

where the trivial (7'S are suppressed. 
Substituting this expression into Eq. (3.5), we obtain a 

new closed expression for double Gel'fand states in terms of 
recoupling coefficients of Un : 
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( 

- I I g\) (un ,- 'II" (I' I' ) )1/2 ,D" [DSi TJ:;~= , ... ,n [f] = k=IWk,W"k' /<'J/-J~,+S-t IIT~. 
l-l, ... ,n \hl IIj=I(f;+n-j)! D.,.hl D'i! w 

h 

(4.8) 

Since the recoupling coefficient is invariant under reflection of the diagonal from upper left to the lower right, the result 
(4.8) is pleasingly symmetric with respect to upper and lower labels. Also we can take advantage of the symmetry of the 
recoupling coefficient in Eq. (4.7) to elucidate the following Regge symmetry for the MCC ofEq. (3.6)13.14: 

(4.9) 

It may also be worthwhile to note that the derivation ofEq. (4.7) actually allows for the more general case, where in the 
recoupling coefficient the couplings of the Llij are stretched only in one direction, e.g., we may assume [w, ] = [Wi, ,Wi, "·Wi .. ] 
not to be a one-row partition. In this case the generalization of Eq. (4.7) reads 

[
Llwij a(q) ~l = [ Il7J= I"Llijln7 = I Il~~(~/ ~ w~ ~ 1"- k )Il~= I (Is +_ n - s)! ]1/2 

h f Il'J= I (Wi, + n j).Ilk= I wk·IIs</(1s J; + t s) 

x([ ... [[W I][W2 ]][02][W3 ]] ... ][on-.Ij[W"]I[f]), (4.10) 
\ql/\q21 \q31 \q"1 \ hi 

where a(q) is a n X (n - 2) matrix with elements (J'ij = [(q;)'; .. ·(qi to ... O] and (q; X ... (q; t means thejth row of the Gel'fand 
pattern \q;l. This expression may be useful in certain computations in nuclear physics as it provides a simple closed form for 
certain recoupling coefficients of SU (3) occurring in this context. IS 

V. RELATION BETWEEN RECOUPLING COEFFICIENTS 
FOR KRONECKER PRODUCTS IN Un AND EXTERNAL 
PRODUCTS IN Sn 

We shall now reinterpret the multiple recoupling coeffi
cient of Un obtained in the previous section as a recoupling 
coefficient for external products in Sn . 

Any multiplicities that may occur in such products are 
completely equivalent (see, e.g., Hamermesh 16). Since the 
actual problem at hand is multiplicity-free, we omit all mul
tiplicity labels, but we note that the entire argument is valid 
if nontrivial multiplicities occur. In the previous section the 
simple relation between MCC's and recoupling coefficients 
depends on the particular form of the IR involved. The rela
tion we derive next between recoupling coefficients of Sn and 
Un will be general, despite the fact that we shall apply it to 
the particular case of the previous section. 

A special Gel'fand state is defined to be a double Gel
'fand state, one of whose weights is (1,1, ... ,1). Given this 
weight, two consecutive rows in the Gel'fand patterns differ 
in just one label; accordingly, the Gel'fand pattern may be 
characterized by a Yamanouchi symbol or, equivalently, by 
a Young tableau. We shall abbreviate such a Yamanouchi 
symbol by a Greek label p; thus 

( 
,.S=l, ... ,njf, p) 

TJi). 1 ' / 1= , ... ,n \g 

will denote a special Gel'fand state where the particular 
weight corresponding to p is realized for the upper pattern. 
We can now choose the subgroup S" of q; n that permutes 
the weights. The special Gel'fand states will span an invar
iant subspace under this subgroup; indeed, it can be shown 
that they form a Yamanouchi basis for the IRf of Sn .4 

(Actually, the concept of special states is not restricted 
to the relation between a Gel'fand and a Yamanouchi basis. 
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For example, a Weyl basis of U" will go into a basis for the 
rational representation of Sn in an analogous fashion, 17 and 
we can generally speak of special states to establish relations 
between bases of Un and Sn.) 

Consider now the subsets "{ij of the ordered set "{ and 
the two chains of groups 

n 

SN -:JSN_ f'i, XS/I!., -:J ... -:J IT S/I!.i' 
i= I 

" 
S f'i, -:J S N" - N,,, X S N,,, -:J ... -:J II S N,,/ (5.1) 

j=1 

" SN -:JSN.j{, XSj{, -:J ... -:J II S~, 
j=1 

(5.2) 

where"{; = u'l= I"{ij' i{; = u7= I"{ij and where, e.g., S/I!." is 
the group of permutations of the elements in the set "{ij' 

Note that the last groups in both chains, n;'= I n; ~ IS N 

and n'l= I II7= ISN"" are conjugate and connected by the -" 
permutation 

("{II "{12 "{In "{21 "{nn)_Z 
\l'{11 "{21 l'{nl "{12 l'{"n - , 

which is to be interpreted as replacing each set by the corre
sponding string of numbers. 9 

We now define a recoupling coefficient for the outer 
product of S n as the matrix element of Z between a bra that is 
subduced according to the chain (5.1) and a ket that is sub
duced according to the chain (5.2): 

< [ ... [( ... (Ll I ILl l2)r: Ll 13)ri .. ·Ll 1n )w\( ... (Ll2\Ll22)r~ · .. Ll 2n )w2 ] 

X 02· .. 0n _ I (",)wn ]a I Z 1['" [«( ... (Ll IILl 2dr: Ll31)~ .. ·Llnd 

X w\( ... (Ll 12Ll 22)ri .. ·Ll n2 JW2]o; .. ·e;; _ \ (,,,)wn ]a), 

where the..1ij are the IR's of S/I!.,,' The symbols rl, (5.3) 
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11, Wi' Wi' 0;, and e; are IR's of the subgroups 

S/'f." + ... + /'f.'J+ I' S/'f.ij+ ... + /'f.i+ Ij' S/'f.i' SI<I' S/'f., + ... + /'f.i' and 
SFl, + ... +~, respectively. The row labels of..:iij do not appear 
and the matrix elements are diagonal in..:i ij' since the sets "{ij 
are permuted without suffering internal reordering. 

We may now calcuate this coefficient by taking the ma
trix element of a weight permutation between special states 
that transform like the bra and ket, respectively. 

We proceed, e.g., to construct the state for the ket, cou
pling successively with respect to UN' Using arguments simi
lar to those that lead to Eq. (3.5), we find: 

(~;; :~l, ... ,n la\ q/{"{["'[:IIII :
2

2

1

1r ···r ' :n~1 r[ .. -[-.. rr .. ·r ·l .. [ .. ·rnr) 
~2r ~3r .. ·r ~n kq~) 

iii' .,q'n 

n ( sElfJ; I 7ji ) X II 7jj; ..:iji;. 
j= I t = l, ... ,n qj; 

(5.4) 

Note that with respect to the upper labels we have a special state that is part ofa basis of an IR for the permutation group of the 
weights and of the form required in Eq. (5.3). 

In the matrix element between such states, the permutation acts trivially on the product of uncoupled kets. Clearly the 
scalar product is diagonal in the IR labels..:iij and in the row labels q;j of S/'f.ij' and is independent of the latter labels. Since all 
states are normalized, we obtain 

( { {[
..:ill ..:i12]Y: Jy'i 2 ..:iln}W'}8n ,[ [ ]Ui,,}UI I { {[..:ill ..:i 2I JY: JY'i '..:inl}jij, Ie;, ,[[ ] wn}Q) 

a\ q/;... 711 7
12

'" 71n ... ... Z a\ q/;... 711 721'" 7nl '" ... 

q".q~.qj[[[;11 ~2r ~3 r· .. r-I ;nn I \~) JII ([[[:~I 
iiI'" ·,qn 
q .... ,q" 

x ([[[:I~j :2~ r :3~ r .. ·r 2 :n~ Ii) ([[[~I ~2] 0, 
-J7i J-~3 ' ... On , (5.5) 

In the right-hand side we have a sum over Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of UN; this sum defines a recoupling coefficient of this 
group as may be confirmed by comparing with Eq. (4.1), after using unitarity relations for the MCC's to gather them on one 
side of the equality. 

Therefore, we finally have the relation 

.::III .::112 r: .::I u 1'7 11 - 2 
.::lIn WI 

.::121 .::122 r~ .::In 7'~ r~ - 2 .::I 2n W 2 

r: r~ r! r~ O2 

.::1,3 I .::I :12 r~ .::1 3,3 0 y; - 2 
3 .::I]n W,\ = < [ ... [( ... (L1 I 1.::1 12)r: .::1 13 )1'7 ... .::1 In )W I ("')W2 ]e2 • .. ]an _ I ("')Wn ]a 

y;' 2 rz 2 0 .. 2 Y:: - 2 On .. I ] 

.::Inl .::In2 r~ .::In] 1" ... r~ - 2 .::Inn Wn 

WI W 2 ~ W,3 ... e:, - I Wn a (5.6) 

Thus step C of Fig. I is completed. Step D is proved directly,S essentially by using matrix basis elements of SN applied to the 
indices of a simple product of states of creation operators or (equivalently) of Bargmann space variables. A mistake in the 
normalization given in Ref. 5 is corrected in the Appendix. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Closed forms for double Gel'fand states have been de
rived by straightforward methods of vector coupling in Un 
and related to different results previously obtained. It is im-
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portant to note that the coefficients involved are available 
explicitly in terms of factorials. 

The main feature of the train of thought followed is that 
it yields, in a simple and straightforward way, deep insight 
into the structure of Gel'fand states. The use of boson poly-
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nomials is convenient but by no means essential to the argu
ments given. 

The practical importance of these results consists ofre
lating certain coefficients of S N that appear frequently in 
problems involving the evaluation of matrix elements of 
antisymmetric states l8 to multiple Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cients of UN' which may be evaluated following Chacon et 
aU 

Finally, this paper establishes implicitly the relation be
tween the unitary and the permutation group approaches to 
the evaluation of matrix elements between antisymmetrized 
states. 18.19 

APPENDIX 

From Ref. 5, Eq. 10.5 we take the following expression 
for the normalization constant (we drop the square-root of 
the denominator given there erroneously): 

N = [ (a8E(il)I Z k laOE(H)2] -112. (AI) 
.f. TI;j [~ij(Zk)]! 

The symbols are as in Sec. V except that the identity IR of 
Sw XSw X"'XSw =HisabbreviatedbyE(H)andsimilar-
ly E(ii)~ n 

The expression (AI) may be summed as a particular 
case of an orthonormality relation for double coset coeffi
cients obtained by Klein et al. 18 Considering such expres
sions, we have 

~)l/dk)<a8E(il)IZk laOE(H)(a'8'E(il')IZ k la'O 'E(H') 
k 

n! 
= IH IIH Iial Da.a,DE(ii),E(ii,)DE(H),E(H'1' (A2) 

where dk denotes the number of times a double coset iiZkH 
is covered by hz k h as hand h range over Hand jj respec
tively, it is given by TIlt [Dij(Zk)]1. lal means the orde~ofthe 
IR a, and IH I and IH I indicate the order of Hand H. 
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From (AI) and (A2) it follows that 

'" (aOE(H)IZk laOE(H)2 __ n! 
£.. (A3) 
k TI7j[Dij(Zd]! IHI lal IHI 

Substituting the corresponding values for lal,20 IH 1, and 
lil I, we have for the normalization constant 

_ [TI/'= I w/!w/lTI7<j(J; - Jj + j - i)] 112 N- . 
TI~ = I U; + n - i)! 

(A4) 

Using this constant, the results in Ref. 5 and Sec. V coincide. 
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The Auslander-Kostant induction scheme is extended to yield the discrete series VIR's of G (G 
semisimple) in theL 2-cohomologygroup~~(if,,), wherei = ~(dim.,( - rank9')ori = !dimjl. We 
show that this involves a choice of complex structure in each Weyl chamber which is intimately 
connected with the choice of a positive polarization at that point. We iIIustrate our results with the 
example of Spin (4,2). 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs, 02.20.Rt 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The intimate connection between the Auslander-Kos
tant theory of VIR's of simply connected solvable Lie 
groups I and the geometric quantization scheme2 is very well 
known. Here, we continue to analyze the VIR's of semisim
pIe Lie groups with special emphasis on the discrete series 
representation. We know from Schmid's work3 that for all 
semisimple G with compact Cartan subgroup H, the discrete 
series VIR's are realized in JY'~ (if" ), the Hilbert space of i
forms which are solutions of the Laplace-Beltrami equation 

Ow = O. (1.1) 

We note that in Schmid's theory the degree i of the form is 
dependent on the Weyl chamber in which the character e" 
defining the representation lies. In a previous paper,4 we 
have shown that for Spin (2,1) and Spin (2,2), it is possible to 
choose complex structures in each Weyl chamber in such a 
manner that i = 0, leading to VIR's in Hilbert spaces of 
functions rather than forms. We also showed that this choice 
of complex structure is very naturally tied up with the choice 
ofa positive polarization in the Auslander-Kostant theory. 
Finally, it was clear from our analysis that if i = 0, then 
Auslander-Kostant theory was sufficient to reproduce all 
the well-known results. 

Our aim in this paper is to generalize the above analysis 
to arbitrary semisimple Lie groups, and to extend the Aus
lander-Kostant induction scheme in order that it may yield 
the discrete series VIR's. Our results can be summarized by 
the following 

Theorem: Let G be semisimple. Let H be a compact 
Cartan subgroup of G. Then, to each nonsingular AEA'; (the 
complex dual of he) leading to a character eA on H, there 
corresponds a unique element sEA' which is regular and 
quantizable in the sense of Kostant. Further, there exists a 
positive polarization Y x at x. Choosing complex structures 
on G / H in accordance with the choice of Y x' all discrete 
series VIR's of G appear in spaces ~ (!f ,,), where 

i = !(dimA - dimh) or i = !dirryl, (1.2) 

fl' = h + jl being the Cartan decomposition. 
We give the proof of this theorem in Sec. II. We illus

trate the theorem with the example of a physically important 
group, Spin (4,2), in Sec. III. 

Throughout this paper, we assume that G has discrete 
series representations. 

II. GENERAL THEORY AND PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

Let G be a semisimple Lie group with fl' as its Lie alge
bra. Let Hbe a compact Cartan subgroup and let h be its Lie 
algebra. We define a mapping 

j = h_h; (the complex dual of he) 

by XI-+A, h" = 21Tix, where 

A (h) = B(h",h) VhEhc' (11.1) 

Let .!f = I AEA';:eA is a character on H } . 
Proposition 1: xEA' is quantizable iffj(x)E!f. Define the 

scalar product 

(A,a) =B(h,t,ha ), A,aEA';. (11.2) 

Let.d be the system of roots associated with (fl', h) and define 

ci.i(A) = Il(A,a) VAEA';. (11.3) 
ae.d 

Let 

(11.4) 

Lemma1: The following statements are equivalent: (i) 
xEA' is regular and quantizable and (ii)j(X)E!f'. 

Proof This follows from 

(A,a) = B(h,t,ha ) = a(h,t) = 21Tia(x), (11.5) 

where A = j(x). Note, of course, that if a (x) = 0 for some 
aE.d, then fl'a + f1- a ~f1x and hence x is not regular. 

Let Y x be a positive polarization at x. 
Lemma 2: (i) Y x exists for all regular x and is ofthe 

form 

Yx=h+n', n'=If1u:aE.d'j, 

where.d ' is a certain subspace of .d. 

(II) aE.d '{::}(A,a) > 0, where A = j(x). 

(11.6) 

(11.7) 

Proof The existence and general form of Y x is well 
known.s To prove (ii), let I hi I be a basis of h such that 

B (hi,hj ) = - 8ij. (11.8) 

Since H is compact all the roots are pure imaginary on h. It 
follows immediately that 
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where (ak ) is defined by 

i(ak) = a(hd, (adElR. 

Since H is compact, it is easy to show that 

A-E2'=>A- = Inaa, naEZ, 
a 

implying h" = - iI(A-k)hk and 
k 

(A-,a) = B(H",Ha) = I(ak)(A- k ). 
k 

Finally, if ZE9'a' then 

[z,z] = - irI(ak)hk, rElR, r>o. 
k 

Defining A- = j(x), one has 

iB(x,{z,Z})O¢:> - IB((A-k)hk,(a,)h,)O 
k.l 

¢:> - B (hi,hj)(A.,a)O¢:>(A-,a)O. 

(11.9) 

(11.10) 

(11.11) 

(11.12) 

(II. B) 

From the fact that the a's are pure imaginary, we con
clude that n'n9' = 0. Also, we know that;a = 9' _ a' 

Hence, 

8 = 9'nY, = h, e = 9'n(Y, + Y,) = 9" 

Define 

A fIx) = laEA:9' ±a ~Y, j. 

(11.14) 

(11.15) 

Since Y, is a polarization and hence isotropic with respect 
to B, it follows immediately that A k± (x) is a positive (resp. 
negative) subspace of A and therefore can be used in place of 
the A + used by Schmid. 
Define 

K k± (A-) = card I aEA f(x),,9'a ~..fc' (A-,a) <01 
+ card I aEA k±' 9'a 9lc> (A-,a) > OJ, (II.16) 

where A- = j(x). It follows immediately from Lemma 2 that 

K k+ (A-) = cardlaEA +(x):9'a 9lc) = !dinvz, 

K k- (A- ) = card I aEA -(x):9'a ~..fe ) (II.I7) 

= !(dim..f - dimh) = !(difiL.f - rank,9'). 

Using the results of Schmid, we now conclude that the 
spaces ~ (2' ,,), i = K k± (A- ) depending on the choice of 
positive subspace of A, bear UIR's of G, proving the theorem 
stated in Sec. 1. 

Corollary: Let G be compact. Then the discrete series of 
UIR's appear in spaces of holomorphic function (i.e., K k+ 

(A-) = 0). 
We know that all compact Cartan subalgebras of 9' are 

equivalent to one another. Also, every regular XEk belongs to 
a unique compact Cartan subalgebra. Now, from Schmid's 
work, we know that the discrete series UIR's derived by 
choosing different compact Cartan subgroups are equiv
alent. We thus have the following 

Theorem 2: LetxEk be regular, semisimple, and quanti
zable. Let Y x be a positive polarization at x. Let e" denote 
the character whose differential is given by 21TiB (x, - ). Let 
D, E be constructed as usual and let d ~ (.2" " ) be the space of 
i-forms with compact support on the line bundel.2"" asso-
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ciated with the principal bundle D_E_E I D and let ~ 
(.2" A) be defined in terms of d~ (.2" ;.l as in Schmid with i 
given by Eq. (11.17). Letfric1~(e") denote the natural represen
tation at G or ,}f'io(.2" A)' Then 

a = ind~(incf~e") (11.18) 

is irreducible and is dependent only on the orbit of x under 
AM. 

The formal similarity between this result and the result 
of Auslander-Kostant is worth noting. Of course, if i = ° 
(e.g., for G compact) then the induction scheme reduces to 
the Auslander-Kostant scheme. 

III. APPLICATION TO SPIN (4,2) 

We define the Lie algebra SO(4,2) by 
[Jij,Jkd = gikJjI + gjlJik - g,"jk - gjkJi/,Jij = - Jji · 

where ij = 1, ... ,6 and 

gij = diagl + 1, + 1, + 1, + 1, - 1, - 1). (III.l) 

B is defined by 

B(Jij,Jk,1 = - (gikgj, -gj/gjk), 

with 

(III.2) 

/z = I JI5,J25,J35,J45,JI6,J26,J36,J46j· 

h can be chosen as 

h= IJI2,J34,J56)' (III.3) 

It follows immediately that K k± (A- ) = 4, K k- (A- ) = 2. (,9', h) 
has twelve roots: 

a l = (i, - i,O) 9'a, = IJ I3 + iJ23 - i(J24 + iJ34)jEke , 

a 2 = (O,i,i) 9'a, = ! J 35 + iJ45 + i(J36 + iJ46)) 9'lc, 
a 3 = (O,i, - i) ,9'a, = !J35 + iJ45 - i(J36 + iJ46)) 9'lC' 
a 4 = (i,i,O) 9'a. = lJl3 + iJ23 + i(J24 + iJ34 )) Eke' 
a 5 = (i,O,i) 9'a, = I J I5 + iJ25 + iJI6 + iJ26) ) 9'lc> 
a 6 = (i,O, - i) 9'a. = I J I5 + iJ25 - i(J16 + iJ26) )E0c> 

(III.4) 

where, e.g., a I = (i, - i,O) means that 

aMI2) = - a I (J34) = i,a l,(J56) = 0, 

and where 

f7 - a = 9'a' 

It is easy to see that if 

A- = A- la I + A-2a2 + A-P3' 

then 

A- = (iA-l,i(A-2 + A-3 - A- 1),i(A-2 - A-& 

It follows therefore that 

(111.5) 

.Y = (A = nla l + np2 + n3a 3 , nl>n2,n3EZl. (111.6) 

tiJ(..1. ) # ° imposes six conditions on A,: 

(ii)2n2 - n l #0, 
(iv)n2 + n3 #0, 

(i)2n, - n2 - n3 #0, 
(iii)203 - 0 1 #0, 
(v)nl + n2 - n3 #0, (vi)n) - n2 + n3 #0, (111.7) 

corresponding to the six conditions (A.,a;) #0. These six con-
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TABLE I. Subspaces of Y'c1assified by sign of (A,a,), i = 1 •...• 6 and corresponding values of K,(A). 

S.No. Sign of (A.a,). i = 1 •...• 6 K,(A) 

2 3 

1 + + + 
2 + + 
3 + + 
4 + + 
5 + + 
6 + + 
7 + + 
8 + 
9 + 

10 + 
11 + 
12 + 
13 + + 
14 + + 
15 + + 
16 + + 
17 + + 
HI + 
19 + 
20 + 
21 + 
22 + 
23 + 
24 

ditions are not always independent. e.g., if 
2n I - n2 - n3 > 0. 2n2 - n l > 0. then n1 + n2 - n3 > 0. One 
accordingly gets 24 subspaces of x", where two subs paces 
are distinguished by the signs of the (A,a,). These subspaces 
are listed in Table I. where the entry under j is the sign of 
(A,a J Note here, that, e.g., (A,a d > 0=:>2n I - n2 - n) < O. 
Also listed for each case is the value of Ks (A ), defined with 
reference toLl + = \a 1,a2,a),a4 ,as,a6 1.NotethatK,(A )var
les from subspace to subspace. The positive polariz~tions 
attached to each x can be read off from the same table, using 
Lemma 2. For example, for case 1, where all (Aa;) > 0, one 
has 

y x = ;; + 9'a. + f7a, + f7u., + 9'a. + f7u, + f7a.· (111.8) 

Forming..::1 k± (x), one gets 

..::1 k+ (x) =..::1 +, ..::1 k- (x) =..::1 -..::1 +, (1II.9) 

and hence K k+ (A ) = 4, K k- (A ) = 2 as expected. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

By choosing different complex structures in different 
Weyl chambers of h;, we have shown that the Schmid repre
sentations are realizable in JIlPo (2'),), where i is constant 
over the Weyl chambers. In particular, for G compact, we 
have seen that it is possible to choose i = 0, which repro
duces the classical results. We note also that our choice of 
complex structure at each point x is intimately related to the 
choice of a positive polarization at that point. This result 
encourages us to believe that the Auslander-Kostant theory 
could be extended to semisimple Lie groups. 

There are, of course, at least two problems to be solved 
before such an extension can be performed. 

( 1) The parameter i used above has been defined inde
pendently of XEk. However, for xE',h, we know that i = ° is 
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+ 3 
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+ + 3 

+ 4 

+ 4 
5 

+ + I 

+ 2 

+ 2 
3 
2 

+ 3 

+ 2 
3 

+ 3 

+ 2 
3 
4 

indicated by the classical theory rather than the value de
fined above. Of course, ifjl contains a Cartan subalgebra, 
then D = E and hence the problem does not arise [as in the 
case of Spin (2, 1) and Spin (2,2)]. Spin (4,2), however provides 
a counter example to this case. 

(2) While for x regular and semisimple, XEk, our results 
are fairly conclusive, we have not made ai)y statements re
garding the case when x is not regular. The condition x regu
lar, however cannot be imposed ab initio in an extended A us
lander-Kostant theory, for [e.g., in Spin (2, I) and Spin (2,2)] 
it is known that the supplementary series of representations 
cannot be derived using x regular. We hope to comment on 
these and related problems in a future communication. 
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As an illustration, we discuss a physically relevant symmetry group, Spin (4,2). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper,· we have shown that the discrete 
series VIR's of G (G semisimple) arise in a natural manner 
from an extended Auslander-Kostant theory.2 Here we dis
cuss the case of the principal and supplementary series 
VIR's. Our major result is given by 

Theorem: Let G be semisimple and let h be a O-invariant 
splie Cartan subalgebra. LetxEhnp be quantizable. Let there 
exist a positive polarization, Sx at x. Let X be the character on 
Gx associated with x. Let Sx = GxS~, where S~ is the ana
lytic subgroup of G e with Lie algebra sx' Let X / denote X 
extended trivially to Sx' Then the following representations 
are equivalent. 

(i)p. = ind~:( ind ~:X), 
(ii)p2 = ind~CX', 

where ind denotes holomorphic induction and where D 
and E are defined as usual. 

We prove this theorem in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we discuss 
a physically interesting symmetry group, Spin (4,2). 

II. GENERAL THEORY AND PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

Let G be semisimple and let h be a O-invariant split 
Cartan subalgebra, i.e., 

h = (hnp) ffi (hnk), (11.1) 

g = k + p being the Cartan decomposition. 
Let..:1 denote the set of roots relative to (g,h). The follow-

ing results are well known. 
Proposition 1: 
(i) If aE..::l is real on h, then a vanishes on hnk.4 
(ii) If aE..::l is pure imaginary on h, then a vanishes4 on 

hnp. 
(iii) If a is complex, then ga = gil' 
Let xEhnp. Define 

(0) = [aE..::l:a(x)=OJ. (11.2) 

It is clear that 

gx = h + n., 

where 

n. = (lin span [ ga :aE(O) J )ng. 

Let..:1 + be a positive subspace of ..:1. 

(11.3) 

Proposition 25
: Letx be quantizable. There exists a posi

tive polarization Sx at x which is of the form 

Sx =h+n. +n2, 

where 

(11.4) 

for a suitable choice of..:1 +. Note, however, that Sx is not 
necessarily unique. 

It is clear that 

8 = sxng = h + n. + (n2ng), 

e = (sx + Sx )ng = h + n. + (n2 + D2)ng. (11.5) 
Lemma 1: Let X be the character on G x associated with 

x. Then X is trivial on sxlh. 
Proof This follows from the fact that the mapping 

21TiB (x, - ):gx-HR, which is the differential of X , is trivial on 
gx lh . 

Consider the induction 

0'. = ind;:(x'). (11.6) 

The left covariance condition reads 

¢(gh) = X/(g)¢(h), gEsx ' hEEe • (11.7) 

It is obvious that if gED e' then Eq. (11.7) agrees with the 
corresponding condition for the induction 

0'2 = ind ~:(x). (11.8) 

Assume accordingly thatgESxlDc' One gets immediately, 
from Lemma 1, 

¢(gh) = ¢(h), gESx IDe , hEEc' 

We take g of the form 

g = exp(z~AI-')' A" En2 (no summation) 

and write h as 

(11.9) 

h = [llexp([;A j )'1Texp(1lj,{)].h', h'EDc> Aj En2, A j ED2· 
(11.10) 

On performing the multiplication, we get 

gh = h "[ll exp(f;A j )'1T exp(1l;.A;) ].h /, h "EGxlH. 
(11.11 ) 

Eq. (11.9) then becomes, using the fact that X (h ") = 1, 

¢[ll exp(f;l}ll exp(1l;·A;)]·h' 

= ¢[II exp(s;AJ1T exp(1l;·A;l-h ']. (11.12) 

Differentiating the equation with respect toz~, rewriting this 
differential in terms of a¢1 af", and putting z;, = 0, we find 
that 

(11.13) 
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which is just the holomorphicity condition. We have thus 
proved, 

Lemma 2: Using notation as above, 

-:--d Ec Iv) . dEclv') In DclA: = In S.IA: • 

One immediately concluded that 

. dO ( -:--d Ec ) • d Oc(' dE, ') 
PI = 10 E: 10 D.x::::;10 E,1O s.X ::::;P2 

which proves the theorem stated in I. 

III. APPLICATION TO SPIN (4,2) 

with 

We define the spin (4,2) Lie algebra by 

[Jij,1k/] = gikJjI + gjlJik - gil~k - gjkJi/, 

Jij = - Jji , i,j = 1, ... ,6, 

gij = diagl + 1, + 1, + 1, + 1, - 1, - 11. 
We have, 

k = IJI2,JI3,JI4,J23,J24,134,1561, 

p = I JI5,125,135,145,116,126,136,J46 I· 
Let h = IJI5,126,134J with 

hnk= IJ34 }, hnpIJI5,126 1· 
The roots are given by 

al = (1, - 1,0), g ± al = IJI2 =t=J25 =t= J56 =t=JI6 }, 

a2 = (0,1 ,i), g ± a2 = 1 J23 =t= J36 ± i(J24 =t= J46) I, 
a3 = (0,1, - i), g ± a 3 = 1 J23 =t= J36 =t= i(J24 =t= J46) I, 

(II. 14) 

(III. 1 ) 

(III.2) 

TABLE I. Forms ofs, [Eq. (II1.5)]' A ± sign under i. i = 1 ..... 6 implies 

g ± a, !; s: resp. 

S. 
No. 2 3 4 5 6 

1 + + + + + + 
2 + + + + + 
3 + + + + 
4 + + + 
5 + + + + + 
6 + + + 
7 + + + 
8 + + + + 
9 + + + + 
10 + + + 
11 + + 
12 + 
13 + + + + + 
14 + + + + 
15 + + + 
16 + + 
17 + + 
18 + + + 
19 + + + 
20 + 
21 + + 
22 + + 
23 + 
24 
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a4 = (1,1,0), g ± a4 = IJI2 =t=J25 + J I6 ± J56 1, 
a5 = (I,O,i), g ± as = IJ13 +J35 ± i(J14 =t=J45 )}, 

a 6 = (1,0, - i), g ± a 6 = 1 JI3 =t= J35 + i(J14 =t= J45 ) I, (III.3) 

where, i.e., a l = (1, - 1,0) means that 

ad)l5) = - ad)26) = I, ad)34) = O. 

Let x = b lJ I5 + b~26' b l ,b2ER. We have the following 
classes of orbits: 

(i)b l ,b2 #0, Ib l l#lb2 1,ix =h, 
(ii)b l = b2 #0, gx = h + &., + g _ a,' 

(iii)b l = - b2 #0 gx = h + &.4 + i- a
4

' 

(iv)b. = 0,b2 #0, 
ix = h + (&" + i-a, + i a• + g-a.)ng, 

(v)b. #0,b2 = 0, 
ix = h + (&', + i-a, + &., + g_a.,)ng. (III.4) 

In all the cases, X is quantizable. The corresponding positive 
polarizations are given by 

Sx = gx + s~, 
where s~ could be any of the 24 subalgebras listed in Table I. 
Here, a ± sign under i, i = 1, ... ,6, indicates g ± a

i 
k s~ respec

tively. Further, X is trivial on gxIIJ.5,J26j. The correspond
ing representations ofGthus form a subset of the set ofprin
cipal and supplimentary series defined by Harish Chandra.6 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have succeeded in reproducing some of the repre
sentations defined by Harish Chandra et al. using the Aus
lander-Kostant induction scheme. One may possibly hope 
to rederive all the known principal and supplementary series 
representations by using a modified induction scheme, 

I • dOc( -:--d Ec ) 
U = In Ec In D, U , 

where U is an arbitrary UIR of Dc. However, the relationship 
between U and the point XEg under consideration (as exists if 
U is a character) is not yet transparent. An analogous situa
tion arises if we choose u to be non unitary representation in 
order to rederive the complementary series of 
representations. 

'B. R. Sitaram and K. C. Tripathy. "Geometric Quantization and VIR's of 
Semisimple Lie Groups. II: Discrete Series," J. Math. Phys. 23.481 
(1982). 

2L. Auslander and B. Kostant. Invent. Math. 14.255 (1971). 
3J. Dixmier. Enveloping Algebras (North-Holland. Amsterdam. 1977). 
4R. Hermann. Lie Groups/or PhysiCists (Benjamin. New York. 1966). 
3L. P. Rothschild and J. A. Wolf. Ann. Sci. ECole Norm. Sup. t 7. ISS 
(1974); H. Ozeld and M. Wakimoto. Hiroshima Math. J. 2. 445 (1972). 

"These representations are discussed in R. L. Lipsman. "Group Represen
tations." Lecture Notes in Mathematics Vol. 388 (Springer. Berlin. 1974). 
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An expression for the anomaly of any representation of the SU(N) groups and SU(N 1M) 
supergroups is presented. Some anomaly free complex representations ofSU(N) and SU(N 1M) 
are pointed out. For SU(N) these occur for N> 5 and for large dimensions. For SU(N 1M) they 
already occur for low dimensions. Also a generating function to obtain the eigenvalues of all 
Casimir operators ofSU(N 1M) is given and an extension to other supergroups is pointed out. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs, IUO.Pb, 11.1O.Np 

To construct a renormalizable nonabelian gauge the
ory, one should avoid triangle anomalies. I Also in a gauge 
theory with zero mass fermionic bound states, in addition to 
elementary fermions, anomalies calculated in terms of ele
mentary or composite fermions should be the same for con
sistency. 't Hooft suggested2 to use this as a constraint to 
search for possible models with a zero mass fermion spec
trum. He2 and other authors3

-
s found various solutions. In 

particular, the supergroup SU(N 1M) has been used as a tool 
to in vestigate 't Hooft constraints. 3,4 It is desirable to have an 
expression for the anomalies of various representations of 
supergroups to facilitate further investigations. A formula to 
calculate the anomaly of a general representation ofSU(N) is 
given in the literature,6,7, \6 In this paper we give the anomaly 
of any representation ofSU(N) in Young tableau parametri
zation and extend this result to the SU(N 1M) case. The 
anomaly is proportional to the eigenvalue of the cubic Casi
mir operator. 7 One can calculate higher order Casimir invar
iants in the same way,!! We conclude this paper by describing 
a procedure to obtain the eigenvalues of higher order Casi
mir operators of supergroups starting from the expressions 
for SU(N) and O(N) given in the literature.9

,lo 

The anomaly of the representation R,A (R ), is given by6 

o (R )dabc = Tr[ {R (Qa),R (Qb)}R (Qc)], (1) 

where the matrices R (Qa) are the generators of the gauge 
group in the representation R. For the group SU(N), the d 
symbol, which is completely symmetric, is defined by the 
relation 

(2) 

where IN is the N XNunit matrix and Aa!2 are the gener
ators in the fundamental representation. Note that there is a 
factor of 2 between this normalization and that of ref. 6, We 
take Aa 's to be traceless and normalize them according to 
Tr(AaAb) = 2oab , We define the third order Casimir opera
tor C3(R ) in the representation R as 

C3(R) = dabcR (QO)R (Qb)R (QC). (3) 

Using Eqs. (2) and (3), and the fact that the Casimir operator 
is proportional to unity, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as 

"Research supported in part by the U. S. Department of Energy under 
Contract No. DE-AC02-76ER03074. 

(4) 

In this expression Tr R (I) and Tr M) are the traces of the 
identity element of the group for the representation Rand 
the fundamental representation, respectively. C3( 1) is the Ca
simir operator in the fundamental representation. For Lie 
groups, in particular for SU(N), the trace of identity is equal 
to the dimension of the representation considered. 

A method to obtain eigenvalues of any Casimir invar
iant starting from the characters is given in Ref. 8. We de
scribe it here for completeness. We denote a given represen
tation ofSU(N) by (n l ,n 2 , ... ,n N _ 1,0), where nj is the number 
of the boxes in the i'th row of the corresponding Young tab
leau. The character X(n"n,,) of this representation isH, II 

(5) 

where we have shown the (ij)th element of the matrix, the 
determinant of which is calculated. hm in the above expres
sion is the character of the representation (m,O,O, ... ,O) corre
sponding to the tableau with a single row of m boxes and is 
given by!! 

h _i,!!!.. zn-I 

m - J 21Ti det(l - zU)' 
(6) 

where U is the group element in the fundamental representa
tion (1,0,0, ... ,0). Since any group element can be written in 
the form g = exp(aoQa) we can write the C3(R ) asH 

(7) 

whereR (g) is the representation of g. Upon taking the traces 
of both sides we find 

We first calculate C3(m), the eigenvalue of the Casimir oper
ator in the completely symmetric representation 
(m,O,O, ... ,O). Using Eqs. (6) and (8) we find 

C (m) = C (l)m(N + m)(N + 2m). 
3 3 (N+2)(N+l) 

(9) 

Upon substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (4) we get 
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A(m) = m(N+m)(N+2m)A
1
, (10) 

dm N(N+l)(N+2) 

1 
dm = -, N(N + I)(N + 2) ... (N + m - 1) = hm (I), 

m. 
where A (m) and dm are the anomaly and the dimension of the 
representation (m,O, ... ,O). Assuming A 1 #0 [which is true ex
cept for SU(2)} we may normalize it to A 1 = 1. This result 
agrees with Ref. 6. Similarly differentiating Eq. (5) we obtain 
the anomaly A (n 1,n2, ... ,n,,0, ... ) of the representation 
(n 1,n2, ... ,n,,0, ... ) as8 

A (n 1,n2, ... ,n,,0, ... ) 

A(n 1) dn,_1 dn,_2 

A(nl+l) dn, dn,_l 

A(nl+2) dn,+l dn, 

dn, A (n2 - 1) dn , -2 

+ 
dn , + 1 A (n 2) dn,_ 1 

dn, +2 A (n2 + 1) dn, 

dn , dn,_ 1 A (n3 - 2) 

+ 
dn, + 1 dn, A (n3 - 1) 

dn , +2 dn,+ 1 A (n3) 
+ ... , 

(11) 
where the dimension of each determinant is equal to I, the 
number of rows in the Young tableau. In the above expres
sion the number of determinants in the sum is also I. This 
agrees with the previous results which are given in different 
forms. 6.9 

One can use the formula for the eigenvalues of the cubic 
Casimir operator given in Ref. 9 to write down a concise 
expression for the anomaly. We give the result in two identi
cal forms. One of these is 

A (n 1,n2, ... ,n,,0, ... ,0) 

d (n l,n2, ... ,n,,0, ... ,0) 

= 2 N 2 [2 ± n; + 3b ± (ni - 2ini) 
(N -1)(N -4) i=1 i=1 

+ 6 itt (Fni - ini) + nIb 2 + b - 2n)]. (12) 

where n is the total number of boxes in the Young tableau, 

and 

b = N + 1 - 2nl N. 
Equation (12) can be recast into yet another form: 

A (n l ,n2 , ... ) 

d(n"n 2, .. ·) 

(l3a) 

(l3b) 

2N N ( . n N + 1 )3 
=(N2-1)(N2-4)i~' n;-l- N+-2- . 

(14) 

For possible applications in grand unified theories and the
ories of composite quarks and leptons2- 5 it is of interest to 
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inquire whether there are anomaly-free, complex, irreduci
ble representations ofSU(N) type groups. Using Eq. (12) we 
calculated the anomaly of the representations of the groups 
SU(N},4.;;;N.;;;9, with dimension less than 1000. We found 
that the only anomaly-free representations among these are 
the real representations. However, for large values of n there 
are anomaly-free, complex, irreducible representations of 
SU(N ),N>5. We give some examples of anomaly-free, com
plex, irrreducible representations ofSU(N) groups in Table I. 

We denote the generators of the supergroup SU(N 1M) 
by XA,A = a,a. These form a superalgebra. 
Xa,a = 1, ... ,N 2 + M2 - 1 are the even elements and 
Xa,a = 1, ... ,2NM are the odd elements of the superalgebra. 
The grade of the index A is defined as g(a) = O,g(a) = 1. For 
the supergroup SU(N 1M) we again define the d symbol by 
the relation. 

TABLE I. Some anomaly-free, complex, irreducible representations of 
SU(N) groups, in Young tableau parametrization. 

N Representation 

( 13,13,6,3,0) 
5 (13,10,7,0,0) 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

(12,9,6,6,0,0) 
(12,12,6,6,3,0) 

( 11,8,6,6,4,0,0) 
(11,8,7,6,3,0,0) 
(11,8,8,6,2,0,0) 
(11,9,9,6,0,0,0) 
(11,11,7,5,5,3,0) 
(11,11,8,5,4,3,0) 
(11,11,9,5,3,3,0) 
(11,11,11,5,2,2,0) 

(10,7,5,5,5,4,0,0) 
(10,7,6,5,5,3,0,0) 
(10,7,7,5,5,2,0,0) 
(10,8,8,5,5,0,0,0) 
(10,10,6,5,5,5,3,0) 
(10,10,7,5,5,4,3,0) 
( 10,10,8,5,5,3,3,0) 
( 10,10,10,5,5,2,2,0) 

(9,6,5,5,5,3,3,0,0) 
(9,6,6,5,5,3,2,0,0) 
(9,6,6,6,5,2,2,0,0) 
(9,7,7,5,5,3,0,0,0) 
(9,7,7,6,5,2,0,0,0) 
(9,7,7,7,5,1,0,0,0) 
(9,9,6,6,4,4,4,3,0) 
(9,9,7,6.4,4,3,3,0) 
(9,9,7,7,4,3,3,3,0) 
(9,9,9,6,4,4,2,2,0) 
(9,9,9,7,4,3,2,2,0) 
(9,9,9,8,4,2,2,2,0) 

(8,5,4,4,4,4,3,3,0,0) 
(8,5,5,4,4,4,3,2,0,0) 
(8,5,5,5,4,4,2,2,0,0) 
(8,6,6,4,4,4,3,0,0,0) 
(8,6,6,5,4,4,2,0,0,0) 
(8,6,6,6,4,4,1,0,0,0) 
(8,8,5,5,4,4,4,4,3,0) 
(8,8,6,5,4,4,4,3,3,0) 
(8,8,6,6.4,4,3,3,3,0) 
(8,8,8,5,4,4,4,2,2,0) 
(8,8,8,6,4,4,3,2,2,0) 
(8,8,8,7,4.4,2,2,2,0) 
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where the (N + M) X (N + M) supertraceless matrices A A 12 
are the generators in the fundamental representation, 
"I = + 1 ( - 1) for the class I (II) representations. The metric 
gAB is not symmetric and related to the normalization of A 
matrices by a supertrace8

: 

Str(AAAB) = 2gAB (16) 
with gAB = ( - 1 )g(A ).g(B )g BA . We note that dABc as defined by 
Eq. (15) is symmetric for even indices, but antisymmetric for 
odd indices. We define the third order Casimir operator 
analogously to Eq. (3), except for using the d symbol of the 
supergroup SU(N 1M). 

For supergroups the anomaly of a representation R, 
A (R ), takes the form 

!A (R )dABC = Str[{R(XA),R(XB)}R(Xc )]. (17) 

For supergroups Casimir operators are proportional to unity 
only for the representations where the dimension of the bo
sonic supspace is not equal to the dimension of the fermionic 
subspace17

• For such representations Eq. (17) can be written 
in an analogous form to Eq. (4): 

A R _ Cf·M(R) XR(I) 
( ) - Cf.M(I) XI(I)' (18) 

where C3's are eigenvalues of the Casimir operators for the 
representation R and the fundamental representation and 
X 's are the characters of identity for these representations. 
Note that for supergroups, the character is defined as the 
supertrace of the matrix representation. 8 

A detailed study of the representations of supergroups 
is given in Refs. 8 and 12. In this paper we will examine class 
I representations only. Generalization of our results to class 
II representations is straightforward. 

We first consider class I representations constructed 
from only covariant bases. We denote a given class I covar
iantrepresentationofSU(N IM))by (n l ,n2, ... ), wheren i is the 
number of boxes at the i'th row of the corresponding super
tableau. 8 The character of this representation is8 

Xln,.n, .... ) = det(Hn,_i+j)' (19) 

where Hm, the character of the representation (m,O,O, ... ), is 

H _i..!!!.. z-n-I 

m - j 21Ti Sdet(1 - zil2t)' 
(20) 

with 0;; being the supergroup element in the fundamental 
representation. Following the methods of Ref. 8 we can ob
tain the eigenvalue of the third order Casimir operator for 
the supergroup SU(N 1M) as 

(21) 

Equations (20) and (21) give C3(m), the eigenvalue of the Ca
mir operator for the representation corresponding to the su
pertableau with a single row of m boxes, as 

CN.M(m) = CN,M(l) m(N -M + m)(N -M + 2m) 
3 3 (N-M+2)(N-M+ 1) , 

(22) 
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which agrees with Ref. 4. Equations (18) and (22) yield 

A(m) m(N-M+m)(N-M+2m) 

X m (I) (N - M)(N - M + 2)(N - M + 1)' 
(23) 

1 
X m (I) = -, (N - M)(N - M + 1 ) .. ·(N - M + m - 1) 

m. 
= Hm(I), 

where X m (I) is the character ofidentity (which is equal to the 
numberofbosons minus the numberoffermions) and A (m)is 
the anomaly for the representation (m,O,O, ... ). Similarly dif
ferentiating Eq. (19) we find the anomaly A (n l ,n2, ... ,n{,0, ... ) 
of the covariant class I representation (n l ,n2 , ... ,n{,0, ... ) as 

A (n l ,n2, ... ,n{,0 ... ) 

A (n d X n, - I (I) 

A (nl + 1) Xn, (I) 

+ Xn,+1 + .... (24) 

Now, if we compare this expression forSU(N 1M) toEq. (11) 
for SU(N), we note that they are formally the same except for 
the replacement of Nby N-M. Indeed this observation l3 is 
true for all Casimir operators as can be derived from the 
expressions in Ref. 8. Therefore we can simplify our expres
sion and obtain a result similar to Eq. (12) in terms of sums of 
powers of n i' We find that 

A (n l ,n2, ... n{,0, ... ) 

Xln"n, ... n/.D, ... ) (I) 

(N-M) 
[(N - M)2 - 1] [(N - M)2 - 4 ] 

X [2 itt n; + 3f3 ,tl (n; - 2in,) 

+ 6 Jl (i2n, - in~) + n(f32 + f3 - 2n)], (25) 

where again n = n l + ... + n[ andf3 = N - M + 1 
- [2n/(N - M)]. Using Eq. (25) one can find a number of 

anomaly-free representations of SU(N 1M). In particular, 
class I representations of the supergroup SU(N + rlN) cor
responding to the supertableaux with the same shape as 
those of the real representations ofSU(r) (with r> 3) are 
anomaly-free. From Ref. 8 it can be seen that the same result 
applies to the class II representations of the supergroup 
SU(N IN + r) which have supertableaux reflected from the 
diagonal relative to those ofSU(N + rIN). These are com
plex representations of the supergroups and were used in 
Ref. 3 with r = 4 for the representation (2,0, ... ) to construct a 
model of composite quarks and leptons that satisfy the 
anomaly constraints of 't Hooft. 

Character formulas for the class I (and also class II) 
representations constructed from only contravariant as well 
as mixed (covariant and contravariant) basis vectors is given 
in Ref. 8. Using those expressions and Eq. (21) one can obtain 
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obtain anomaly expressions in determinantal forms similar 
to Eq. (24). In particular we have the relation 

A ( ... , - n3 , - n2 , - nl;O,O, ... ) = -A ( ... ,0,0;n l,nZ,n3, ... ) (26) 

between the anomalies of the covariant representation 
( ... ,O,O;n l,n Z,n3 , ... ) and the contravariant representation 
( ... , - n3 , - nz, - nl;O,O, ... ). 

With the recent advent of dynamical supersymmetries 
in nuclear physics 14 one particularly needs the eigenvalues of 
linear and quadratic Casimir operators. Reference 8 gives an 
expression for the eigenvalues of any Casimir operator. 
However, the determinantal forms of Ref. 8 can be simpli
fied using the methods of Ref. 9. We only need to note that 
SU(N 1M) Casimir eigenvalues can be obtained from the cor
responding SU(N) eigenvalues by replacing Nby N-M, as 
follows from the expressions in Ref. 8, and as illustrated 
above for the cubic Casimir operator. 

The standard definition of the pth order Casimir opera
tor ofSU(N 1M) is l5 

(27a) 

where the generators T/ are related to the previously defined 
generators X A via the relation 

(27b) 

Note that a cubic Casimir operator defined in this way dif
fers from our previous definition [Eq. (3)], which is more 
suitable for anomaly considerations, by quadratic Casimir 
operator. We give the result for covariant representations of 
SU(N 1M). Co is defined to be N - M. The generating func
tion for the Casimir operators of SU(N 1M) is 

! C:·MzP 
p=o 

= (N - M) exp[ - I(z)] + /1- exp[ - l(z)J1z- l
, (28) 

where 

(29) 

For the covariant class I representation (nl,nZ, ... ,nl,O, ... ), 
with 1< N - M,Sj is given as 

N-Mj-I(j)( n )'-1 '1 Sj = L L n; --- (N-M-l), 
;=11=0 t N-M 

(30) 

where n is the total number of boxes in the supertableau. We 
again emphasize that the above expressions are valid only for 
the representations where the dimension offermionic sub
space is different from the dimension of bosonic subspace. 
Using Eqs. (27)-(29) we can write the eigenvalues of the qua
dratic Casimir invariant for the representation 
(nl,nZ, .. ·,nl,O, ... ) ofSU(N 1M): 
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1 { I n
Z 

} C~·M=_ L (n7-2in;)+(N-M+I)n--- .(31) 
2 ;=1 N-M 

One can similarly obtain the Casimir invariants of the super
group OSP(N 12M) from the expressions for O(N) given in 
Ref. 10 by substituting N - 2M in place of N. 
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Dimensions of orbits and strata in complex and real classical Lie algebras a) 

J. Patera. b) C. Rousseau. c) and D. Schlomiuk c) 

c. R. M A., Universite de Montreal, Case Postal 6128, Succursale "A ", Montreal H3C 3J7. Quebec, Canada 
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Explicit expressions for codimensions of orbits and strata of elements of complex Lie algebras 
gl (n, q, o(n, q.sp(~n, q and real Lie algebrasgl (n, H),gi (n, H), u(p, q), o(p, q), o*(2n),sp(2n, H), 
a~d sp(~p, 2q) are given. They make it possible to list easily all dimensions of orbits and strata in a 
given Lie algebra. The dimension of an orbit or stratum of a given matrix an element of one of 
the Lie algebras in its natural representation, can be determined from ou; formulas after the 
matr~x ha~ been trans~ormed into its Jordan normal form ingl (n, q, gl (n, H). or gl (n, H). 
StratIficatIon of the Lie algebra in the vicinity of a singular element is discussed. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Sv 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is generally accepted that fundamental physical inter
actions are determined by a spontaneously broken gauge 
symmetry. 1-3 The symmetry is characterized by the fact that 
an interaction potential (Higgs potential) has a minimum on 
a nontrivial group orbit. Therefore the orbit structure of re
presentations of some compact semisimple Lie algebras has 
been needed often and a number of particular cases were 
studied in detail (cf. Refs. 1-3 and references therein). Orbits 
and strata of representations of noncompact semisimple Lie 
algebras are equally of interest; their structure is richer. One 
of the representations invariably appearing in particle phys
ics is the adjoint one. In this case one often speaks of conju
gacy classes of elements of the Lie algebra because they coin
cide with the orbits. 

In mathematics also much attention has been devoted 
to conjugacy classes of elements (cf. Ref. 4 and references 
therein). It is curious to notice that the orbits of interest in 
elementary particle physics are the critical orbits which are 
of smallest dimension, while in mathematics those which are 
best studied are the largest, called regular and subregular 
orbits.4

•
5 

In this article we consider two related stratifications of 
real and complex classical Lie algebras: (i) into orbits under 
the action of the corresponding Lie group, and (ii) into fam
ilies of orbits, called strata, containing elements of the same 
structure, i.e., having conjugate centralizers under the ac
tion of the corresponding group. 

Consider first an example, the Lie algebra 
gl (2, q~C2X2. It is a union ofthree strata of 2 X 2 complex 
matrices: 

1. Matrices with distinct eigenvalues; they form an open 
dense set of C2 x 2. 

2. Matrices similar to a 2 X 2 Jordan block; these form a 
semi algebraic (i.e., defined by equalities and inequalities) 
submanifold of codimension one. 

alWork supported in part by the Natural Science and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada and by the Ministere de l'Education du Quebec. 

blCentre de recherche de math6matiques appliquees, Universite de Mon
treal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 

clDepartment de mathematiques, U niversite de Montreal, Montreal, Que
bec, Canada. 

3. Multiples of the identity matrix (scalar matrices); this 
is an algebraic submanifold of codimension three in gl (2, q. 

Clearly orbits belonging to the same stratum are distin
guished by the eigenvalues. In the first and the second case 
the orbits have dimension two; in the third an orbit is just a 
point. The union of strata 2 and 3 is an algebraic subvariety 
of C2 x 2 isomorphic to the direct product of a cone and a line, 
and the set of the scalar matrices is the direct product of the 
vertex of the cone with the line. 

The purpose of this paper is to answer the following two 
questions about the dimensions of orbits and strata in com
plex and real classical Lie algebras: 1. What are the dimen
sions occurring in a given Lie algebra? 2: Given a matrix, an 
element of a given Lie algebra, what is the dimension of its 
orbit or stratum? 

It turns out that the dimension of the orbit and stratum 
of a matrix depends only on its Jordan normal form in 
gl {N, q, gl (N, H), or gl (N,H) according to the case, and not 
on the additional Lie-algebra structure. 

In what follows elements of a Lie algebra (group) are 
identified with their natural matrix representations. It is ad
vantageous to consider codimensions d of the orbits and co
dimensions c of the strata rather than the respective dimen
sions D and C. Obviously, 

D=N-d, C=N-c. d)c, (I) 

where N is the dimension of the Lie algebra. Together with 
the codimensions of orbits we present the codimensions of 
strata. Strata with codimension c > 0 are called singularities. 
In general, strata are semialgebraic submanifolds. 

The results for gl (n, q and gl (n, H) are in Ref. 6. They 
are also in Refs. 7 and 8, respectively, and these techniques 
are generalized to the other cases. The dimension formulas 
of Ref. 9 for sp(2n, JR) are simplified here. For o(n, q and 
sp(2n, q they are in Ref. 10. The remaining cases are new 
here. 

Our expressions for the codimensions d of orbits were 
obtained by direct computation of the centralizers of repre
sentatives of conjugacy classes of elements. 11.12 Another way 
to arrive at the same results would be to use the description 
of the centralizers given in Ref. 4. Since each stratum con
tains orbits of the same codimension d, the codimension c of 
a stratum is obtained from d by subtracting from it the num-
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ber of distinct nonzero real (complex) numbers necessary to 
specify the eigenvalues of a generic element of the stratum of 
a real (complex) Lie algebra. However, c can be computed 
from any element of the stratum. 

Section 2 contains explicit formulas for the codimen
sions d and c of all orbits and strata in all complex and real 
classical Lie algebras. In Sec. 3 a local stratification of a Lie 
algebra is described in the neighborhood of an element be
longing to a stratum of small codimension. Section 4 con
tains some remarks and conclusions. 

2. CODIMENSIONS OF ORBITS AND STRATA 

Here we first introduce some conventions and then give 
explicit formulas for d and c. 

We denote the Lie algebras as in Ref. 13. In our compu
tations the normal forms of representatives of conjugacy 
classes were used. II

•
12 A conjugacy class is represented by a 

direct sum of generalized Jordan blocks 

a I 

(2) 

and their transposed with entries either numbers (in JR,C,H) 
or 2 X 2 matrices. However, one does not need to be familiar 
with details of Refs. 11 or 12 in order to find the dimension of 
the orbit to which a matrix (an element of a given Lie algebra) 
belongs. Indeed, it suffices to bring the matrix to its Jordan 
normal form [in gl (n, C) or gl (n, JR) or gl (n, H) according to 
the case] ignoring the details of its Lie algebra structure, and 
to use the information about its structure and eigenvalues in 
the formulas below. The Jordan form ingl (n, JR) andgl (n, H) 
consists of the generalized blocks of type (2) associated with 
pairs of eigenvalues a ± ib. The actual computation of these 
formulas was lengthy but straightforward. We present just 
the results, a few comments, and examples. 

Algebra g/ (n. c) 

If an element has distinct eigenvalues a I, ... ,ar , each 
corresponding to a direct sum ofJordan blocks of respective 
orders n; >n~ > ... >n~i' then 

r Vi 

d= I I (2j-1)n;, 
i~ I j~ I 

c = d - r. 

Algebra g/(n. R) 

(3) 

(4) 

Formula (3) applies in this case with any pair of complex 
conjugate eigenvalues a ± ib counted as one a j . The Jordan 
blocks are now real. Also 

c=d -v, (5) 

where v denotes the number of distinct eigenvalues. 
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Algebra g/(n. H) 

If an element has pairs of complex conjugate eigenval
ues (ai' af), ... ,(ar , a~) corresponding Jordan blocks with en
tries which are 2 X 2 complex matrices (.!: po ~) (represent
ing quatemions) and of respective orders n; >n~ > ... >n~" 
and real eigenvalues a i, ... ,as corresponding to Jordan blocks 
of respective orders m; > ... >m~i' then 

d= .t I(2j - lIn; + 2 i I(2j - lIm;, (6) 
i ~ Ij ~ I i ~ Ij ~ I 

c=d - v, (7) 

where v is the number of distinct eigenvalues. 

Algebras o(n, C) and sp(2n, C) 

If an element has nonzero eigenvalues a I, ... ,ar , each a j 

corresponding to Jordan blocks of respective orders 
n; > ... >n~" and Jordan blocks of orders NI>···>Ns of zero 
eigenvalues, t of these blocks being of odd order, then 

d = + Ctl
j
tl(2j - lIn; + ktl(2k - l)Nk - €t), (8) 

where € = + 1 for o(n, C) and € = - I for sp(2n, C) 

with 

c=d- ..!..- -8, 
2 

1 if 0 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity 2 and 

(9) 

8={ € = I, (10) 
o otherwise. 

Note that d is half of (3) minus !Ct. 

Algebras o( p, q) (€ = + 1) and sp(2n. JR) (€ = - 1) 

Codimension d is given by (8) where pairs of complex 
conjugate eigenvalues a ± ib are counted as one a j • The Jor
dan blocks are real. 

c = d -!v - 8, (II) 

where v is the number of nonzero eigenvalues and 8 is given 
by (10). 

Algebras sp(2p, 2q) and 0 ~(2n) 

The dimension d is equal to half of (6) 

c = d -!v - 8', 

where v is the number of nonzero eigenvalues and 

8' = {I 
o 

if 0 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity 2 
€= -1 
otherwise. 

Algebra u(p, q) 

(12) 

and 

In this case the dimensions d and c are given by (3) and 
(4), respectively. 

Let us point out that a stratum of elements of a given Lie 
algebra contains all matrices with the same structure of Jor
dan blocks corresponding to eigenvalues of the same type. 

It follows from computing the centralizers that the no
tion of the stratum of elements of a Lie algebra and the no-
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tion of "the set of elements of the Lie algebra having the same 
Jordan normal form" are closely related. Namely one has 
the following 

1. The two notions coincide for gf (n, q, gf (n, R), 
gf (n, 1flI), sp(2n, q, and sp(2n, R). 

2. Elements of the orthogonal algebras o(n, q, o(p, q), 
and 0*(2n) with the eigenvalue zero of multiplicity 2 belong 
to strata which contain also elements of another Jordan nor
mal form (see examples below). 

3. For the algebras o(p, q), u(p, q), [resp. sp(2p, 2q)) a Jor
dan normal form of an element can be divided into two parts 
of order p and q (resp. 2p and 2q) according to the signature of 
the algebra. A stratum contains only elements with the same 
Jordan normal forms within each of the two parts. 

For example, the matrices (g ~ (3) with f3 =1= ° and (g g) 
belong to the same stratum in 0(2, q but to different strata in 
sf (2, q; in the first case their centralizers coincide, in the 
second one they are different. In general, whenever matrices 
with different Jordan normal forms belong to the same stra
tum, the one with the eigenvalue ° of multiplicity 2 is a spe
cial case of the other. 

Consider the matrix 

Ml =M(b,b ') 

° b 
-b ° 1 

° b 
-b ° 

° b 
-b ° 

b,b'ER, b =l=b ', b,b'=l=O. 

° b ' 

_b' ° 

(13) 

It is an element of 0(6, 2) because it satisfies the relation 
KMI + M;K = 0, where K is the nonsingular symmetric 
matrix 

-1 

K= 
-1 

(14) 

with signature (6, 2). Let us denote the pairs of distinct eigen
valuesofM1 bya 1 = ± ibanda2 = ± ib I. They correspond 
to Jordan blocks of respective orders n: = 4, n~ = 2, and ni 
= 2. From (8) and (9) one finds thecodimensionsd 1 andc 1 of 

the Ml orbit and stratum 

d1=![(n: +3n~ +ni)]=6, t=O, 

C 1 = d -!v - t5 = d - 2 = 4, t5 = 0, v = 4. (15) 
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The matrix Ml and the matrix 

M2=M(b,0) 

° b 
-b ° 1 

° b 
-b ° 

° b 

-b ° 
(16) 

° 
° 

have the same centralizers in 0(6,2), as can be verified by 
direct computation. In thiscased1 andc1 are given by (8) and 
(11), where n: = 4, n~ = 2, Nl = N2 = 1, t = 2, t5 = + 1, 
E = + 1, v = 2. Thus one has as before d 1 = 6 and C1 = 4. 
Clearly Ml and M2 belong to the same stratum. If, however, 
we put b = b I in (13) the matrix M3 = M(b, b) belongs to a 
different 0(6, 2)-stratum. Indeed, then we have 
n~ = 0, n~ = 2, and v = 2, so that 

d = !(n: + 3n~ + 5nl) = 10, 

C = d -!v = 9. (17) 

As another example consider the matrix 

-1 

a 

-a )
, aElR. 

-a 

(18) 

It is an element of 0(2, 2) because MK + KM T = 0, where K 
is a nonsingular symmetric matrix 

(19) 

of signature (2, 2). The Jordan normal form M J of Mis 

a 

-a J (20) 

Using again (8) and (11) and the properties of M J , one can 
determine the codimensions d and C of the orbit and stratum 
containing M, namely, a I = a, a 2 = - a, v = 2, t5 = 0, 
n: = 2, n~ = 2, therefore 

d = !(n: + n~) = 2, 

c=d-!v= 1. (21) 

It is important to notice that a simple eigenvalue never 
contributes to the value of the codimension of a stratum; 
such an eigenvalue contributes 1 to both d and to the number 
of continuous parameters. As a consequence, for instance, a 
matrix with one 2 X 2 Jordan block and all other eigenvalues 
distinct always belongs to a stratum of codimension C = 1 in 
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g/ (n, C) regardless of the value of n > 2. That explains why it is 
simpler to work with codimensions rather than with 
dimensions. 

As a consequence of Eqs. (3 )-( 11) we have the following: 
Theorem: Let M be an element of a real classical Lie 

algebra A. The dimension (codimension) of the orbit and 
stratum of A containing M is determined by the Jordan nor
mal form of M ingl (n, q if A = u(p, q),o(n, q or sp(2n, q, in 
g/ (n, JR) if A = o(p, q) or sp(2n, R), and in gl (n, JHl) if 
A = o*(2n) or sp(2p, 2q). 

3. LOCAL STRATIFICATION OF A LIE ALGEBRA 

Here we describe the stratification of a Lie algebra in 
the neighborhood of a singular element Mo belonging to a 
stratum of codimension c> 0. This stratification is a direct 
product of a stratification in CC (resp. RC

) with eN - C (resp. 
RN - C). where N is the dimension of the Lie algebra. Hence 
the stratification depends essentially only on c. Consequent
ly the problem reduces to a stratification in ec (resp. Re). To 
find the stratification, one computes a matrix M (A ) depend
ing holomorphically (smoothly) on complex (resp. real) pa
rametersA = (Aw .. ,lic) and such thatM(O) = Mo, the differ
ent values of A representing all strata appearing in a 
neighborhood of Mo. The matrix M (A ) is computed from a 
versa} deformation of Mo (cf. Refs. 7-10). One can decide 
from the characteristic polynomial of M (A ) and its discrimi
nant when singularities occur. The set of parameters 
(A ,,. .. ,lie) corresponding to the singularities is called the bi
furcation diagram. Fore = 1,2 and 3 it is convenientto draw 
the bifurcation diagram. 

We consider two examples of bifurcation diagrams in 
the neighborhood of the two singularities of codimension 
c = 2 present in u(p, q). The first one corresponds to the 3 X 3 
Jordan block with the eigenvalues ib. Then 

M(A) =~, ib 1, b, AI' A2EIR. (22) (
b 0) 
A,2 AI ib 

M (A ) belongs to u(2, 1) since 

M (A )K + KM (A )+ = 0, K = (~ 0 ~ 1) 
-1 0 0 

The characteristic polynomial of M (A ) is (t - ib )3 

(23) 

- Ut(t - ib) - iA2• ThematrixM(A) is singular iff the dis
criminant of its characteristic polynomial is equal to zero, 
i.e., 

3U ~ + 27A ~ = o. (24) 

The bifurcation diagram is shown in Fig. I(a). The product of 
this diagram with R P + q gives the stratification of 
u(p + 2, q + 1) in the neighborhood of an element having 
one triple eigenvalue and the remaining ones simple. Hence 
on this diagram one readily sees the strata of u(p + 2, q + 1) 
surrounding the singularity. Namlely, there are two open 
strata [on the left and on the right of the curve (24)], one 
closed stratum at the origin, and one stratum given by Eq. 
(24) minus the origin. 
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EB 
ffi 

----------------~~--------------~\1 

(a) 

(b) 

FlO. I. Bifurcation diagrams describing the neighborhood of the singular 
elements of the algebra II(P, q) with codimension c = 2. Different circles 
indicate the position of the eigenvalues in each region of the (A." A. 2)-plane. 
The interior of the circles are portions of the complex plane, dots and con
centric circles indicating mUltiple eigenvalues with the corresponding 
multiplicity. 
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The second singularity of codimension c = 2 in u(p, q) 
corresponds to a couple of double eigenvalues /3, - /3 *. One 
can take M (A ) as 

1 

/3 
o 
o 

o 
o 

-/3* 
-1 

_ A'~- ;,I,). (25) 

-/3* 
It belongs to u(2, 2) because it satisfies the identity 

M (A )K + KM (A ) + = 0, K = ~ (26) 

M (A ) is singular iff A i + A ~ = 0 (cf. Fig. 1 b). Similarly as in 
the previous case this singularity appears in any 
u(p+2,q+2),p,q=0, 1, ... 

Note that in u(p, q) there are other singularities of codi
mension 2: they occur as intersections of two singularities of 
codimension 1, corresponding to different eigenvalues. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

(1) Codimensions of all orbits and strata in classical real 
or complex Lie algebras of all ranks are found in Eqs. (3 )-( 11) 
of Sec. 2. 

(2) In applications one is often interested in particular 
orbits or strata, such as open or closed strata, critical orbits. 

Open strata have codimension O. There is a unique open 
dense stratum in complex Lie algebras and in the compact 
real forms. In general a noncom pact real Lie algebra may 
have several open strata; cf. Fig. 1 (a) where we have two open 
strata. 

Closed strata are strata of maximal codimension. They 
are algebraic submanifolds. In the adjoint representation 
there is a unique closed stratum and two cases can appear: 

(i) All elements of the Lie algebra have trace zero. Then 
the closed stratum has a unique orbit which is therefore criti
cal (i.e., isolated in its stratum2

). This orbit is just a point: the 
zero element. 

(ii) In other cases [gl (n, q, gl (n, 1R), gl (n, 1HI), u(p, q)] the 
closed stratum consists of multiples of the identity matrix. 
Therefore there is no critical orbit. 

In general, orbits are semialgebraic submanifolds. 
One can remark that our definition of stratum coincides 
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with the one of Refs. 1-3, namely: a stratum is a union of 
orbits having conjugate little groups. 

(3) In other applications, for example the study ofsim
pIe singularities, one is interested in regular and subregular 
elements of Lie algebras. 

An element of a semisimple Lie algebra is regular iff its 
orbit has codimension R, where R is the rank of the algebra. 
The set of regular elements is open and dense. 5 It contains in 
particular all open strata and a unique orbit of nilpotent ele
ments. An element is regular iff its characteristic polynomial 
coincides with its minimal polynomia1.4 

An element is subregular iff its orbit has codimension 
N + 2, where N is the rank of the algebra. (There are no 
orbits of codimension N + 1.) The set of subregular elements 
is a nonsingular submanifold of codimension 3 (Ref. 5). 
There is a unique orbit of subregular nilpotent elements. 5 
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A new representation of causal functionals is introduced which makes use of noncom mutative 
generating power series and iterated integrals. This technique allows the solutions of nonlinear 
differential equations with forcing terms to be obtained in a simple and natural way. It 
generalizes some properties of Fourier and Laplace transforms to nonlinear systems and leads to 
effective computations of various perturbative expansions. Illustrations by means of the cubic 
anharmonic oscillator are given in both the deterministic and the stochastic cases. 

PACS numbers: 02.30. - k 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently a new approach to causal functionals was pro
posed using noncommutative variables and iterated inte
grals. I This algebraic viewpoint enables us to obtain in 
closed form solutions of nonlinear differential equations 
with forcing terms. This can be done in a very simple and 
natural way using the vector fields connected with the equa
tion. The rules for manipUlating noncommutative variables, 
where the product is replaced by the shuffle, generalize 
Heaviside symbolic calculus to the nonlinear domain, i.e., 
noncom mutative variables allow us to extend some proper
ties of Laplace and Fourier transforms to nonlinear systems. 

The aim of this paper is to illustrate this theory, which 
has appeared in engineering, by some physical examples. 
After some necessary recapitulation, we compare the funda
mental formula giving the solution of a nonlinear differential 
equation with some recent attempts due to Uzes,2 louvet and 
Phythian,3 and Langouche et al. 4 Morton and Corrsin5 used 
Fourier transforms for giving the solution of the cubic an
harmonic oscillator, commonly known as the Duffing equa
tion. Their computations, which had only an heuristic value, 
are completely justified with our noncommutative variables. 

The last section is devoted to the study of statistical 
properties of the output of the cubic anharmonic oscillator 
driven by a Gaussian white noise. Noncommutative varia
bles give a systematic understanding of the derivation of the 
first perturbative terms of the moments and lead to an easy 
implementation on computers.6 

I. NONCOM MUTATIVE GENERATING POWER SERIES 

A. Free monoid and noncommutative formal power 
series 

Let X * be the/ree monoid 7 generated by a finite set 
X = I x o' ... , Xn l called the alphabet. Every element of X * is a 
word and consists of a finite sequence x j, ."xj" ofletters of the 
alphabet. The product of two wordsxj,"'xj" andxk,,"'xk,, is 
the concatenation xj,,,,xj,,x k ,. ",xk ,,' This operation is non
commutative. The neutral element is called the empty word 
and written with 1. 

Let IR(X) and IR( (X» be the IR-algebras offormal 
polynomials and power series (ps) with real coefficients and 
noncommutative variables xjEX. An element SEIR ( (X > > is 
written as a formal sum 

s=I!(s,w)wlwEX*j, where (S,W)EIR. 

Addition and (Cauchy) multiplication are defined byX 

SI + S2 = I! ((SI' w) + (S2' w)]wlwEX*J, 

SIS2 = I{LJ:=w (SI' WIl(S2' w2l]wlwEX*}. 

B. Iterated integrals and analytiC causal functionals 

Let 5o, 51' ... , 5n: [0, T]~R be n + 1 continuous func
tions with bounded variations. We define the iterated inte

gral 9 f~ d5j, ... d5j" (0,;;;;/,;;; T) by induction on the length 

L d5j = 5j(t) - 5j(0) Ij = 0, 1, .. " n), 

L d5j, ... d5j" = L d5j,(7)L
T 

d5j, , ... d5j", 

where the last integral is a Stieltjes integral. 
To the inputs U 1' ... , Un: (0, T]~R, which are assumed 

to be piecewise continuous, one associates the iterated 
integral 

L d5j, .. ·d5j", where 50(7) = 7, 5i(7) = f ui(a)da 

(i = 1, ... ,n). 

Now consider a noncom mutative ps gER < (X) >. It de
fines a causal, or nonanticipative, functional 10 of the inputs 
U i if we replace the wordxj,'''xj " by the corresponding iterat
ed integral f~d5j, .. ·d5j,,' Thus, the numerical value ll is 

y(t; U I , ... , un) = (g, 1) + I i (g, Xj, ... xjj 
v;;;;oD jo •.. " j,. =--0 0 

xl! d5 · .. df: . 
h ~Jo 

o 
(1 ) 

Such a causal functional is said to be analytic with the gener
ating ps g. 

C. Fundamental formula 

Consider the following differential system, which is as
sumed to be of first order without loss of generality, 

t'(t)( = dq/dt) = Ao(q) + ,t I Ui(t lAi(q) , (2) 

(t) =h (q). 
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The state q belongs to a real analytic manifold Q [the initial 
state q{O) is given]; the vector fields Ao, A I' "" An and the 
function h: Q_R are analytic, The inputs (or controls) U I' "" 

Un: [0, T]-R are often forces, 
Take some local coordinates chart, where q = (ql, ,'" 

qN)and 

~ (}k ( I N) a 
Aj = £.. j q, "" q -I: 

k= I Jq 

(the () jk are analytic functions of ql, "" qN), Recall then that 
the first line of (2) is equivalent to 

(llt)=e~+ t Ui{t)e~ (k=l"",N), 
i= I 

One can prove that the outputy of(2) is an analytic 
causal functional of u l' "" undefined by the generating ps 12 

9 = h Iq(o) + L t Aj " ",Aj,h Iqlo)Xj,"'Xjo 
11>0 Jo. , .. ,j\" = 0 

[the notation Iq(o) means the value at q(O)]. 
The formula (3) and its proof generalize Grobner's 

work l3 on Lie series and free differential equations of the 
form ti{t } = A (q}. 

(3) 

Uzes2 tried also to extend Grobner's theory to get the 
solution of forced nonlinear differential equations, using Ga
teaux-Frechet's functional derivatives. 14 The latest expim
sions are really useful if the time t is fixed once and for all. In 
the dynamic case, where time varies, they lead to a more 
complex formulation than (3). On the other hand, J ouvet and 
Phythian3 and Langouche, Roekaerts, and Tirapegui4 used a 
formalized operator which does not give the generating 
functional in a simple form. These comparisons, and others 
we can make with engineering attempts, 15-17 lead us to think 
that for causal functionals the natural expansion is done with 
noncommutative generating power series. 

D. Volterra series 

Volterra series are until now the functional expansions 
most commonly used.2,4.15-17 With only one input, One 
obtains 

y(t; u l ) = wo(t) + L WI(t, 1".)u l (1"\)d1"\ 

Kernels here are in a triangular form; hence t;'1"s ;"";'1"1;,0. 
One can also use the symmetric form 

y(t; u t ) = wolt) + r w; (t, 1"1)u\(1".ld1"\ + .,. 

+ r ,., r w;(t, 1"s, ... , 1".lu l (1"s)",u t (1"\) 

Xd1"s,·,d1"\ + "', 
where the w; are symmetric functions of the variables 1"" ... , 
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1" \' In each case the kernels are uniquely defined up to a set of 
measure zero, 

In these expansions, the linear, quadratic, cubic, etc., ... 
contributions are separated. 

There is, in fact, a strong relationship between Volterra 
series and noncom mutative generating ps. One can show 
that a Volterra series defines an analytic causal functional if, 
and only if, for alls;,O, the kernel ws(t, 1"s, .. " 1"tl is an analyt
ic function oft, 1"s, ... ,1"\. 

Consider the differential system 

{
ti(t) = Ao(q) + u l(t)A \(q) 

y(t) = h (q) 

of the form (2), with only a single input. From (3), we can get 
the outputy as a Volterra series (4), where the kernels are 
given byJS 

wo(tJ = L A ~ h Iq(o) ::. = e'A"h Iq(o) , 
v;;. 0 v! 

(t - 1" )V'1"v" 
WI(t, 1"tl = L A ~"A IA ~'h Iq1o) I I 

l'wl'l>O vt!vo! 

= eT,A"A ell - T,)A"h I 
1 q(OI' 

ws(t, 1"" ... , 1"J) 

II. A NONCOMMUTATIVE SYMBOLIC CALCULUS 

A. Presentation 

The generating ps representing the solution of a forced 
differential system can be obtained by a noncommutative 
symbolic calculus which generalizes Heaviside symbolic, or 
operational, calculus. Rather than a general formulation, I 
we apply the method to the cubic anharmonic oscillator, i.e., 
the Duffing equation 

y(t) + ay(t) + y(t ) + /3y3(1 ) = U I(t). (5) 

To account for the cubic term, we introduce a new oper
ation on generating ps: we define the shuffle product by in
duction on the length of words 

llIIl = 1, 

\;JxEX, XlIII = hnx = x, 

\;Jx,x'EX, \;Jw, w'EX*, 

(XW)lII(X'W') = X[WlII(X'W')] + x'[(xw)mw']. (6) 

So the shuffle product of two words is a homogeneous 
polynomial, the degree of which is the sum of the length of 
the words. For example 

XoXIlIIXIXO = 2xoXixo + Xlr IXoX I + X JXoXIXO + 2x IX6x I' 

The shuffle product of two generating ps 9 I' 92ER ( (X » is 
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given by 

Consider now the product of two iterated integrals 

(f dSj, ... dSjo )( f dSk, .. ··dSk,.). 

An integration by parts gives 

This last formula is similar to the definition (6) of the shuffle 
product. '9 We then have the following important result. 

Theorem2o: The product of two analytic causal func
tionals is a functional of the same kind, the generating power 
series of which is the shuffle product of the two generating 
power series. 

Consider again (5) in the following integral form: 

y(t) + a L y(r)dr + L dr f y(o")da + /3 f dr f y3(a)da 

= f dr fu ,(a)da + at + b, (7) 

where a = )i(0) + ay(O) and b = y(O). 
The previous theorem and the relationship between it

erated integrals and noncommutative indeterminates allow 
us to write (7) in the following form: 

g + axog + x~g + /3x~gwgwg = XoX, + ax, + b. (8) 

The algebraic equation can be solved iteratively with the 
fixed point theorem, according to the scheme 

g;+, + axog; + x~g; + /3x6g;wg;wg; = xoX, + ax, + b. 

Noncommutative variables extend some properties of 
Laplace-Fourier transforms to the nonlinear domain. In
deed, with the linear differential equation 

j + y = u,{t) 

we associate for y(O) = )i(0) = 0, by the method described 
above, the generating ps 

g + x6g = XoX" 

g = (1 +X6)-lXoX" 

which is analogous to the classical transfer function 
1/(p2 + 1). 

B. An example of functional expansion 

Consider again Eq. (5), seeking for small/3 a perturba
tive expansion of the form 

y(t) = yo(t) + /3y,(t) + /3 2Y2(t) + .... 
In a quoted paper, Morton and Corrsin,5 to this end, used the 
Fourier transform. This is heuristic because there is no sim
ple relationship between the transform of a product and a 
product of transforms. After briefly reviewing their work, 
we show that our noncommutative symbolic calculus justi
fies it rigorously. 
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Making use of harmonic analysis, the authors write y 
and u, in the form 

y(t) = IY((tI)eil
'" 

I f+T 
with y((tI) = - y(t)e-i''''dt, 

2T - T 

1 f+ T . 
with U,((tI) = 2T _ T u ,((tI)e - ""'dt, 

where [ - T, + TJ can be very large. Equation (5) becomes 

(1 - (tI2 + ia(tl)Y((tI) + /3II y((tI - (tI')Y((tI' - (tI")Y((tI") 
6/ (t)" 

or 

(1 - (tI2 + ia(tllY((tI) + /3 

= U,((tI). 

Terms of the perturbative expansion 

y((tI) = ¥;)((tI) +/3Y\((tI) +/32Y2((tI) + ... 
are then 

Yo((tI) = (1 - (tI2 + ia(tlj-'Ud(tl) = - S((tI)U,((tI), 

Y,((tI) = S((tI) I ¥;)((tI,)¥;)((tI2jYO((tI3)' 
lVl + (J)~ + (:)1 = (tJ 

Y2ku) = 3S((tI) I Yo((tIdYO((tI2JY,((tI3)' 

These expressions become more and more complicated. The 
use of Feynman type diagrams in which 

a straight line (--) represents S ((tI), 
a dot (.J represents/3, 
a dashed line (---j represents Yo((tIj, 

allows us to simplify the manipulations. We deduce the fol
lowing representations: 

Y t ~ 
" '" --eE:.:--
" 
'" '" " ~ 

3 --.~~--
" ' ... 

The one-to-one correspondance between Yk and these dia
grams obeys the following rules: 

Four elements are joined at each vertex, at least one of 
which is a straight line. 

There is a factor of 3 associated with every vertex hav
ing one or two dashed lines entering it. 

So to draw Yk one must take k straight lines and k 
vertices, combining them in all possible ways consistent with 
the above rules and adding the necessary (2k + IjYo's 
(dashed lines). 

~/ "," ",' ",," 
Y4 ....... 27 -'~'E:--'~~' + 9 ... .... .... .... 

+ 18 

, 

--,~~:-
'" \ / ... --, 

'" '" 

, , 

~' -' " --,~--
; , .... . ,~-- ' " , 
" 

Let us write the solution g of(8) in the perturbative form 

g = go + /3g, + /3 192 + .... 
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Hence, 

go = (1 + axo + X~)-!(XoXl + axo + b) 

= - S(XO)(XoXl + axo + b), 

9! = S (xo)goIII90IIIgo, 

92 = 3S (Xo)90III90III9!, 

which represent them as Yo, Y1, Y2 by 

, 

91 +-+ -I'~--
" , 

90 +-+ --<~<:.--- " , ' 

The connection between three branches corresponds to the 
shuffle of three series. 2 

1 

III. SYSTEMS DRIVEN BY WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISES 

A. Generalities 

A classical problem of convergence offunctional ex
pansions arises when the inputs are white Gaussian noises. 
This happens with generating ps as well as with the other 
techniques. 

As we will see in the following, it is, however, instruc
tive to use noncommutative variables. To this end, we must 
first give a meaning to stochastic iterated integrals 
S~dSj,···dSj,,' where the Si(t) = bi(t) are Wiener processes, or 
Brownian motions which, for simplicity's sake, are supposed 
to be mutually independent and standard, i.e., (bi(t) = 0, 
(b t(t) = It I. To keep the rules of ordinary calculus and tak
ing account of approximation properties,22 we use Stratono
vich integrals. 23

•
24 If So(t) = t, Si(t) = bi(t), we set 

i'dE: ... ·dE:· = I' dE:. (r)l'dE:. ..·dE:, ':J),. ':J)() ':J}v ':J},. I ':JJo 
o 0 0 

where for iy :;60, this last integral is a Strotonovich integral. 
It is also necessary to compute the average 

(f~dSj, .. ·dSj) of iterated integrals. The following proposi
tion can be compared with Wick's theorem. 

Proposition: The moment (S~dSj,· .. dSj,,) of the iterated 
integral S~dSj, .. ·dSj" is given by induction on the length by 

if iy = 0, 

otherwise. 

satisfies the Stratonovich stochastic differential equation 

(Foriv = 0, i.e., dsjv = dt, the result is trivial). This Straton
ovich stochastic differential is related to that of Ito by 
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dB . = B . ·dE: + IdB . ·dE: 
}'''''',}o },. \ ... ·Jo ':JJv 2 1, 1.· .. Jo ':JJV' 

where the symbol. denotes the differential in the Ito's sense. 
Hence, 

dBj,".J" = Bj, , .... J" ·dsj, 
+ l[B ' ·dE:, + IdB . ·dE:· l.dE: 2 j, 2.···Ju ~J" 1 2: j" 2 ... ·Jo ':J},. I ~J, .• 

From the definition of the Ito stochastic differentials, we 
have 

(Hj , , •... J" .dS},) = O. 

Finally, the classical rules of stochastic calculus, 

{

db.db"""dt, 

db.dt~O, 

dt.dt"""O, 

lead to 

(dBjrJ" ) 

~{~(Bj , .... J" ) if i,. =iv-I :;60, 

otherwise. 

B. Statistics of the solutions of stochastic differential 
equations 

Consider again the system (2); here in Stratonovich sto
chastic form 

tq = Ao(q)dt + it! Ai (q)dbo 

(t) = h (q). 

b .. b2, ... ,bn are standard Wiener processes, which are mutu
ally independent [the initial state q(O) is given]. Applying the 
previous rules to the fundamental formula, we geeS 

tV ( I n 2)" (y(t) = h Iq{o) + L - Ao + - L Ai h Iq{o) 
V;'O v! 2 i= 1 

= [exp t ( Ao + + itl A 7) ] h I q(O) . 

Example: The following system is described by 

tq = (Ho + it! Bjdbi )q(t), 

(t) = Aq(t). 

The state q belongs to ]RN; Bj (j = 0, ... , n) and A are, respec
tively, square matrices and row vectors of order N (systems 
of this form are known, in control theory, as regular or bilin
ear systems). We have 

y(t) =A (1 + ~j" .. t=o B}, ... Bj"i'dSj, ... dSj"P(O), 

hence 

(y(t) =A [exp t(Bo + + itl B:) ]q(O). (9) 

In this particular case, we see that we have convergence and 
the formula (9) is then rigorous.26 

Figure 1 gives the time expansion up to orders 8 and 12 
of the moment (q(t) where 

ij + q + q + 0, 2l = 6 (t ), 
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<q(t» 

----- Sollition by Monte-Carlo method 

-.-.-. Time eXpansion up to order 8 

____ Time expansion up to order 12 

FIG. I. First moment of the solution of the equation q + 4 + q + 0.2q3 = 6 (t) with ~ = 5, q(O) = 3, 4(0) = o. 

and 

(1 +axo+x~)~\(ax+b) 

with q(O) = 3, 1i(0) = 0.27 The symbol Ii is the formal deriva
tive of a Wiener process b, i.e., Ii is a Gaussian white noise. 
Here (b (t) = 0, (b 2(t) = 51t I. 

In the following we study perturbative expansions from 
which we can expect better results. 

=A\(I-a\xo)~1 +A2(I-a2xo)~I, 

c. Perturbatlve expansions with respect to nonlinearity 

Consider the nonlinear differential equation 

Ly + /3P (y) = Ii (t) (y(0), ;itO), ... , are given), 

where L is a differential operator with constant coefficients, 
P a polynomial, and /3 a small parameter. Here we seek a 
perturbative expansion for the solution y(t ), 

y(t) =yo(t) +/3y\(t) +/3 2Y2(t) + .... (10) 

Techniques using noncommutative variables, shown in the 
Appendix, give the ps 9i corresponding to the Yi: 

9 = 90 + /39 \ + /3 292 + .... 
9 is the generating ps associated to y. From a result analo
gous to the previous proposition, it is possible to derive the 
first terms of the perturbative expansion of (y(t) and more 
generally of (yn(t). 

Application: We refer again to the anharmonic 
oscillator 

ji + a;i + y + /3y3 = Ii (t ), 

for which we compare our results with those of Morton and 
Corrsin5 (Fig. 2). The generating ps associated with the solu
tion y verifies the algebraic equation 

9 = - /3(1 + axo + x~)~ \gwgwg 

+ (1 + axo + x~)~ \ (xox \ + axo + b). 

Setting 

(1 + axo + x6) = (1 - a\xo)(1 - a2xO) 

we obtain28 

CJ go = 1 0 
o 0 

D o 0 

X 
0 

0 

.,~ 1 
X Y 

1 0 

0 1 

I 
3 X X 

1 0 
0 

I 
3 X X 

1 0 
0 

I 
X X 

1 0 
0 

I 
3 X X 

0 
0 

I 
6 X X 

1 0 
0 

Y 

~I· 

~I 
:1 

:1 
0 
3 

X Y 
3 2 

0 

X Y 
2 1 

2 

~ 
:J 
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I 
3 X X X Y 

~l 0 0 

0 2 3 

I 
6 x x x y x 

0 3 2 2 
0 0 0 

y 

~I 
112 

X X X X Y 
1 0 3 2 

0 0 2 

y 

~l 
I 

6 X X X Y X 

0 2 1 0 

0 1 2 2 

y 

~l 
1'2 

X X X X Y 
0 2 0 0 

0 2 2 2 

y 

~l 
For the first moment, we have then 

0 (90) = 1 0 
o 0 

D o 0, 

1 0 

(g,) ~ [' 

X X 

:1 
1 0 

0 1 

I 
3 X X 

;1 I 0 

0 1 

I 
3 X X 

:i 0 

0 

I 

X X 

~I 1 0 

0 

12(~) X X X X X 

1 0 3 2 1 1 

0 I 0 I 2 0 

12 cr' X X X X X 
2 

I 0 2 I 0 0 

0 1 1 1 2 1 

Figure 2 gives the perturbative expansion up to order 2 
of steady-state moment (y2). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The functional methods proposed here are mathemat
ically rigorously correct in the deterministic case, where 
they clarify various former attempts. In the stochastic case, 
their algebraic nature simplifies the computations of pertur
bative expansions. 
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APPENDIX 

with 

and 

Consider the differential equation 

Ly + /3P (y) + 6 (t ) 

P(X) = f Pjx, 
j=1 

As previously (Sec. IIA), the generating ps associated withy 
is given by 

(to ljx~ - j)g + x~ /3
j

tl pjgWj 

n-I 
n-I +" £ j =Xo XI ~ UjXO 

;=0 

or 

g = - (to l;x~ -) - lx~/3 jtl pjgWj 

+ (to ljx~ -;) - I( x~ - IXI + ~t~ 8;Xb). 

where 8 j (i = O, ... ,n - 1) are constants depending on the ini
tial conditions. 

The expansion (10) is "equivalent" to that of 9 in powers 
of /3: 
with 

.14 

.12 

.1 

.08 

9 = go + /3g I + /3 2g2 + ... 

/ 
,: i 
, , 

:/ 

-- ':JC'lutiofl lly FokKt:!r-Planck equation 

. Perturbative expansion up to order' l 
(by formal p.s,) 

Perturbative expansion up to order 1 
(by formal p.s.) 

Perturbative expansion up to order! 
(Morton and Corrsin) 

/ 

1 
" 

.06 i/ 

I 

'I 

i 

::v~·//~. 
.1 . L 

FIG. 2. Second sleady-state moment of the solution of the equation 
Q+q+q+/3q'=b(I), (b'(I) =u'III. 
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and 

(

n )-1 m 
gk = - .2: l;x~ - ; x~.L 

1=0 J= I 

k, + ... + k)= k 

XPkjgk, Wgk, w",wgk)· 

To have the rational expression of g;, we need to com
pute the shuffle product of powers series of the form 

(l-aoX(r'x;,(I-a,xo)-'x;, ... (I-apxo)-l. (AI) 

Proposition29
: Given two formal ps 

and 

«(I - aoXo)-lx ;, (I - a,xo)-lx ;, ... x;) I - apxo)-') 

f
l - aoXo)-lxo«(1- a,xO)-'xi "'X; (1 - apxo)-') , p 

= ~(I-aoXo)-lxo«(l-a~o)-'xi,"'x;p(l-apXo)-') 

g; is then a rational fraction in the only variable xO' Its de
composition into partial fractions and the following lemma 
give its corresponding expression in time. 

Lemma: The rational fraction (1 - axo) - p corresponds 
to the exponential polynomial 

(P:f ( j ) aitj)eat • 

j=O \P - I J1 

This results easily from 

(l-axo)-P=(1 +axoY'-'w(l-axo)-'· 
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, h Jq q 0 
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We find a class of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, in p, of any order m)2 whose 
solutions are given by the nonlinear superposition law p(t) = x(t )r(r), dr = Il(t )dt, where 
d mr/d7'" = F(r, r ', ... ) and x(t) satisfies a special self-adjoint linear equation of order m. The 
coefficients of the self-adjoint equation inx, which are identical to those of the nonlinear equations 
in p, can be deduced from the well known invariants of the classical theory of linear differential 
equations. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Hq 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The celebrated Riccati equation 

dyldt + ao(t) + al(t LY + a2(t LY2 = 0 (1.1) 

is perhaps the best known nonlinear differential equation for 
which a superposition principle exists. As is well known, if 
three distinct particular solutions Y I ,h, and Y3 of the Riccati 
equation are given, its general solution follows from the alge
braic relation 

y - Y2 . YJ - Yl = C, 
Y - YI Y3 - Yz 

(1.2) 

where C is an arbitrary constant. This cross ratio is the com
position rule for the nonlinear superposition law l

•
2 for the 

Riccati equation. Recently, Anderson3 has obtained a non
linear superposition law for a system of coupled Riccati 
equations of the projective type, the generalized cross ratio 
for the ith equation being expressed in terms of particular 
solutions of the given system of equations. The problem of 
expressing the general solution of a given differential equa
tion in terms of a fundamental set of particular solutions of 
that equation held the attention of certain mathematicians in 
the 1890's. See Anderson3 for key references to the older 
literature. In the same vein, for the equation 

dy/dt + ao(t) + a I(t LY + az(t LYz + a3(t LYJ = 0, (1.3) 

Chiellini4 found nonlinear superposition laws which, with 
certain restrictions, compose its general solution in terms of 
four particular solutions y,,i = 1 , ... ,4. 

In the foregoing cases the nonlinear superposition is 
such that the general solution of a given equation, or set of 
equations, is composed of particular solutions of the given 
equation, or set of equations. In contrast, we have recently 
studied5

•
o a different type of superposition law whereby the 

solutionp(t) ofa certain ordinary differential equation is ex
pressed by the composition rule 

p(t) = x(t )r(r), dr = dt /x 2
, (1.4) 

where x and r are solutions to differential equations related 
to, but different from, the given equation in p. 

In our earlier point of view5
,6 the pair of nonlinear 

equations 

Ii + p(t),O + ,,/(t)P = ql(t }f(q2(t )Pl, 

x + pIt )X + u/(t)x = q3(t )g(q4(t )x), 

(l.5a) 

(1.5b) 

was taken as a premise, and the nonlinear superposition law 
(1.4) was deduced by choosing the q's such that the ratio 
r = pix satisfied the autonomous equation r" = F{r). We 
will let overdots denote differentiation with respect to t and 
primes denote differentiation with respect to r. The function 
Fis determined when theq's are specified in terms ofx andp, 
The choice of the q's is not unique and, in general, (1.5a) and 
(1.5b) become coupled. In Ref. 6 the q's were chosen to se
cure the pair of equations 

Ii + p(t),O + u/(t)P = l(x/p)/(xp2), 

x + p(t)X + ui(t)x = g(o/X)/(X2p), 

the solution beingp = xr, provided 

r" = F(r) = l(l/r) - gIrl. 

(1.6a) 

(1.6b) 

(1.7) 

We call this pair of coupled equations an Ermakov system,6 

for which there exists the first integral 

f
X1P 

fPIX 
I=~{12(px-xpI2+ I(A)dA+ g(A)dA,(1.8) 

where 

(1 = exp f p(t) dt. (1.9) 

The form of the right members of(1.5) may seem overly 
contrived at first glance, but the functional form/(q7P) is in 
fact necessary if lis to be more general than a set of powers 
ofp.5.7 We are led to this conclusion if we consider (1.5a), for 
example, as an equation of motion and apply Noether's theo
rem to the corresponding Lagrangian.? It was found that 
Noether's theorem forces the condition q2 = 1/x, which is 
the same as our choice for the Ermakov system. From this 
point of view, our superposition law is a by-product of 
Noether's theorem. 

We mention, in addition, that Noether's theorem acts 
to uncouple the auxiliary equation in x from the equation of 
motion in p. The Noether system 
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p + p(t lP + U)2(t),o = l(xlp)/(xp2), 

X + p(t)X + U)2(t)x = K I(() 2X3), 

(1.lOa) 

(1.10b) 

where K is a constant, is thus not as general as the Ermakov 
system. The Noether invariant for system (1.10) takes the 
form 

Our earlier work has emphasized the importance of the in
variants (1.8) and (1.11). 

In this paper we forsake Ermakov systems and 
Noether's theorem, and thereby forfeit first integrals such as 
(1.8) and (1.11), in favor ofa search for other nonlinear ordi
nary differential equations of the second and higher orders 
whose solutions are still given by the composition rule 
p = xr. We will reverse our earlier point of view and empha
sis and will now regard the nonlinear superposition law 

p(t) = x(t) r(r), d7 = f-l(t) dt, (1.12) 

as the basic premise. 
In Sec. II it is seen that the linear form of the left side of 

(1.5a) allows the deduction of defining differential equations 
for both f-l and x in (1.12). Linearity of the left side is assumed 
for all higher-order equations under consideration. In Secs. 
III and IV we apply (1.12) to nonlinear third- and fourth
order equations, respectively, and outline a calculational 
procedure to vouchsafe our superposition law. Based on 
these explicit calculations, inferences are drawn for the high
er orders of this class of nonlinear equations and, in addition, 
it is noted in Sec. V that results from the classical literature 
are apropos to establish our composition rule for any order 
m ;;.3. Section VI contains several important examples of the 
rule. In Sec. VII we present our conclusions and indicate 
areas for further work. 

II. SECOND-ORDER EQUATIONS 

With a slight change in the notation of (1.5a) to accom
modate the higher order equations, consider the second-or
der equation 

p+aIP+a2P=qIF(q2P), aj=aj(t), qj=qj(t), (2.1) 

and the substitutions 

p = x(t) r(7), d7 = f-l(t) dt, (2.2) 

which transform simultaneously the dependent variable p 
and independent variable t. It follows that (2.1) is trans
formed into 

r" + r'(2f-lx + fLx + a tJlx)If.u2x) 

+ r(x + alx + a:zX)/f.u2x) = qIF(q1fJ)/f.u2X). (2.3) 
We make the choice to reduce this last equation to the simple 
autonomous form 

r" =F(r), r' =dr/d7, 

and we thus must have 

504 

qj = f-l 2
X, q2 = l/x, 

lX/x + fL/f-l + al = 0, 

x + a IX + a2x = O. 
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(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Let x, therefore, be a solution to (2.7), and let (2.6) serve as a 
defining equation for f-l. Integration of (2.6) yields the 
solution 

f-l()x2 = 1, () = exp f a j dt. (2.8) 

Thus we have 

f-l = [()(t)x2(t)]-I, (2.9) 
i.e., f-l(t) is defined implicitly in terms of x and (). From (2.2) 
the variable 7 is given for the second-order case by 

f dt 
7 = (()x2 )' 

(2.10) 

Combining these results, we find for the nonlinear equation 

p + alP + a2P = (()2X3)-IF(p/x), (2.11) 

the solution 

f dt 
p=x(t)r(7), 7= --, 

(()x2
) 

(2.12) 

where x is a particular solution of the linear equation (2.7) 
and r is the general solution of (2.4). Conversely, if x is the 
general solution of (2. 7) then r may be a particular solution of 
(2.4). 

Had we chosen the coefficient of r in (2.3) to be a con
stant K, then x would be a solution to the nonlinear equation 

x + alx + a~ = K /(()2X3), (2.13) 

instead of (2.7), and r would satisfy 

r" + Kr = F(r). (2.14) 

By redefining the arbitrary function to be F = I( l/r)/r the 
Noether system (1.10) is recovered. Further, by setting the 
coefficient of r in (2.3) equal to the arbitrary function 
q3 g(q4X), instead of K, the Ermakov system (1.6) is regained 
through appropriate choices of q3 and q4' Thus as long as F 
depends only on r there is no new result for second order. 

However, the substitutions (2.2) will reduce the 
equation 

p + al P + a1fJ = (0 2X 3)-IF(p/x,() (px - xp)), (2.15) 

to the autonomous form 

r" = F (r,r'), (2.16) 

by the foregoing scheme. Equation (2.15) has solution (2.12) 
provided x satisfies (2.7) and r now satisfies (2.16); but the 
system now has no Ermakov invariant, because the simple 
device used for integrating (2.4), i.e., multiplication by r', will 
not work for (2.16). It is still possible to derive8 an equation in 
p, with autonomous equation (2.16), such that a Noether 
invariant will obtain. 

We mention that the superposition law exhibited in this 
section is equivalent to the integrability condition obtained 
by Bandi69 for the nonlinear equation 

(2.17) 

III.THIRD-ORDER EQUATIONS 

In this section we will subject the nonlinear third-order 
equation 

(3.1) 
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to the transformations (2.2). The result of these transforma
tions on the left side of(3.I) is unaffected by the argument of 
F on the right side as long as that argument is such that F 
reduces to the form F(r,r',r", .. ·). For this reason, it is nota
tionally convenient and is no loss of generality to carry only 
the single argument q2 p, where q2 = l/x for all orders. It is 
convenient to do the calculations with the next-to-highest 
derivative absent from the equation. The omission of the 
next-to-highest derivative here and for higher orders creates 
no loss of generality. It is well known that the substitution 
P = Y exp( - f a l dt) removes the next-to-highest deriva
tive. It may be assumed that such substitution has been made 
for the equations under consideration. 

When transformations (2.2) are introduced into (3.1), 
we easily obtain the transformed equation 

r'" + 3r"tu2x + ",p,x)ltu3x) 
+ 3r'tux + p,x + a2l'-x + ,uxI3)1tu3x) 
+ r(.X' + 3a2x + a3x)ltu3x) = ql F(r)/tu3x). (3.2) 

To obtain the simple autonomous equation r''' = F (r), it is 
clear that ql = ",3X and that the coefficients of r", r', and r 
must separately vanish. The latter requirement generates a 
set of differential equations, i.e., 

xix + p,1", = 0, 

x + xp,l", + x,u/(3",) + a~ = 0, 

,X' + 3a~ + a3x = 0. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

These equations must be consistent or compatible. The first 
of these yields a defining relation for", in terms of x, i.e., 

'" = l/x(t) (3.6) 

which expression used in (3.4) gives 

x - ~21x +¥Z~ =0. (3.7) 

This last equation and (3.5) are not generally equivalent; 
however, they are equivalent if (3.5) is of the self-adjoint 
form, i.e., 2a3 = 3a2• Multiplication by x followed by inte
gration brings the self-adjoint form of (3.5) into the second
order form (3.7). We put the integration constant equal to 
zero. The nonlinear equation (3.7) is equivalent to the linear 
equation 

X + ~a2 X = 0, X = x 1/2
• (3.8) 

The requirement of consistency of the hierarchy (3.3)
(3.5), places a restriction on the coefficient a3 such that the 
linear equation (3.5) becomes self-adjoint. With the use of 
(3.6), we have q2 = x- 2

• Therefore, the solution of 

(3.9) 

is given by p = x(t )r(r), dr = dt lx, where x is a solution of 
the linear equation 

x' + 3a2x + ¥i~ = 0, (3.10) 

and r is a solution of 

r'" =F(r), r' = drldr. (3.11) 

Alternatively, x may be determined from the second-order 
linear equation 

X + ~a~ = 0, X = xI!2. (3.12) 
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IV. FOURTH-ORDER EQUATIONS 

The next member in the class of equations under con
sideration is of the form 

p(4) + 6adi + 4a3 p + a4 P = q, F(q2P). (4.1) 

When the substitutions (2.2) are made in this equation, we 
will get a transformed equation of the fourth order in anal
ogy to (3.2). To secure the autonomous equation r(4) = F (r), 
it is necessary to set separately equal to zero the coefficients 
of r"', r" , r', and r in the transformed equation. The following 
hierarchy of equations is thus produced: 

x /L 2- +3- =0, (4.2) 

x '" 
.. 2 p,x (2,u + /1,2 +) ° x + - + - - a2 x = , 

'" 3", '" 
2 

(4.3) 

x' + 3 /Lx + (3,u + 3a2 ) x + (~ + 3 fta2 + a3) x = 0, 
2", 2", 4", 2", 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

As in the previous examples, this set of differential 
equations must be consistent. Integration of(4.2) defines", in 
terms of x, i.e., 

'" = X-
2/3

, (4.6) 

from which it follows that 

ql = ",3X = x-513 . (4.7) 

When this expression for", is used in the second member, 
(4.3), of the heirarchy there results the equation 

(4.8) 

which is equivalent to the linear equation 

X + ~ a2 X = 0, X = x 1/3
• (4.9) 

The use of (4.6) in the third member, (4.4), of the hierarchy 
reduces that equation to the form 

x' -xxix + ~3/x2 + lja~ + ~a3x = 0, (4.10) 

which is equivalent 10 to the linear equation 

ji' + lj a2 Y + ~ a3 Y = 0, Y = x2/3. (4.11) 

Consistency requires this equation in y to be equivalent to 
the linear equation in X. The requirement is met if 

2a3 = 3a2• (4.12) 

Replacing a3 in (4.11) by 302/2, multiplying by y, and inte
grating gives 

ji - !y2ly + ~a2Y = 0, (4.13) 

which equation transforms into 
.. 1/2 

X + ~ a~ = 0, X = Y . (4.14) 

An integration constant was set equal to zero in (4.13). The 
remaining equation in the hierarchy, the linear equation 
(4.5), must also be reducible in stages to the linear equation in 
X. Equation (4.5) can first be reduced to the nonlinear equa
tion (4.10), and then by the route already indicated to linear 
second-order equation (4.14). To achieve the first stage, sub
stitute (4.12) for a3 and (4.8) for x into (4.5); then multiply by 
x and integrate by parts to obtain the equation 
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xx' -xx + ~31x + ¥a2XX + ~a~2 

+ f (a4 - ~ ii2 - m2a~ ) x2dt = 0. (4.15) 

It is readily seen that this equation is the same as (4.10) if 
(4.12) holds and if 

(4.16) 

The net result of the foregoing calculations is the state
ment that the nonlinear fourth-order equation 

p(4) + 6adj + 6a2/'J + (~ii2 + m2a~) p = x- 5/3 F (pix), 
(4.17) 

has the solution 

p = x(t )r(r), dr = dt Ix2i3 , (4.18) 

where x satisfies the self-adjoint equation 

x (4
) + 6a2x + 6a2x + (~ii2 + m2a~) x = 0, (4.19) 

and r satisfies the autonomous equation 

d 4rldr4 = F(r). (4.20) 

Alternatively, instead of (4.19), we may solve the second
order equation 

(4.21) 

V. HIGHER-ORDER EQUATIONS 

The calculations made above to derive those third- and 
fourth-order equations with solutions given by p = xr may 
easily be extended to higher-order equations of this class. We 
have sufficiently demonstrated the nature of the calculations 
to infer several conclusions valid for any order m. These are 
forthcoming, but first it is convenient to define the linear 
operator 

L = ~ + (m) a
2 

d m - 2 

m dtm 2 dtm - 2 

+ (m)a3 d
m

-
3 

+' .. +am, 
3 dt m - 3 

(5.1) 

where m;;.2 and ai = ai(t), i = 2,m. The symbol (~) is the 
usual binomial coefficient. 

Given the mth-order nonlinear differential equation 

Lm P = ql F(q2P) 

and the transformations 

p = x(t) r(r), dr = f.l(t) dt, 

there will obtain a transformed equation of the form 

r lml + (7) altm 
-I) + (~) aim - 2) + (~) a 3t

m - 3) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

+ ... + amr = ql F(r)l(f.lmx ). (5.4) 

The coefficients a i are functions of x, f.l, and their t deriva
tives and of the a i • For each order m we choose 

ql = f.l mx, q2 = l/x, (5.5) 

and we require the coefficients a i separately to vanish, leav
ing the autonomous equation 

(5.6) 
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The set of m differential equations in x and f.l thus produced 
must be consistent. Setting the coefficient a I equal to zero 
leads to a first-order equation in x and f.l whose solution 
defines f.l in terms of x. The vanishing of a2 gives a nonlinear 
second-order equation in x andf.l. We should expect that, 
when f.l is eliminated, the resulting equation in x is then 
equivalent to a linear second-order equation in X via the 
transformation X = xl/1m - I). The remaining equations of 
the set must all reduce consistently to the linear equation in 
X. In the process of this reduction, restrictions are forced on 
the coefficients ai' i = 3, .. . ,m in such a way that the linear 
equation L m x = 0, the last member of the set, becomes self
adjoint. Not only is the linear equation rendered self-adjoint, 
all coefficients higher than a2 are determined in terms of a2 

and its derivatives. The class of nonlinear differential equa
tions for which our superposition law will hold is thus 
restricted. 

We therefore conclude to prove our superposition law 
for order m that only the first two equations of the hierarchy 
of equations for order m and the last, Lmx = 0, are needed. It 
is sufficient, then, to know only the first three terms of 
d mpldt m when it is transformed according to (5.3) to secure 
our nonlinear superposition law for the equation of order m 
of this class. It is not our intention to transform d mp/ dt m 
here; the calculation has been done by Forsyth II (see Sec. II 
of his paper). We shall be content to adapt to our notation a 
formulation of Rivereau, 12 whose presentation best suits our 
ends: 

p1m) = tm)f.lmX + t m - IIf.lm- 2[ (7) f.lX + (~) fLX] 

+ t m - 2)f.l m 
- 4 {(;) f.lZX + 3 (~) f.lfLx + [(~) f.lJl 

(5.7) 

For any order m it follows that coefficients a I and a z are 
given by 

(7)a l = (f.l2X)-1 [(7) f.lX + (;)fLx] (5.8) 

(;) a2 = (f.l2X)-I{(;)f.l2X + 3 (~)f.lfLX 

+ [(~)f.lJl + 3 (:)fL
z
] x + (;)f.l2xaz}. (5.9) 

Setting a I equal to zero yields 

fL 2 x -+---=0, 
f.l m-1 x 

(5.10) 

and the result 

f.l(t)=x2lm - l , (5.11) 

follows for an order m ;;.2, while setting a z equal to zero leads 

to 

x fL x (m - 2) fL + (m - 2)(m - 4) fL2 
+(m-2)-- + 4 

x f.l x 3 f.l f.l2 
+ az = 0. (5.12) 
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In view of(5.11) this last equation can be written as 

x- (m-2) x2 
+3 (m-1) a~=O, (5.13) 

(m-1) x (m+1) 

which is equivalent to 

.i + __ 3_ a~ = 0, X = xllim - II, 

m + 1 
(5.14) 

for any order m > 2. The higher-order equations of the hierar
chy corresponding to a; = 0, i = 3,m, must each reduce to 
the linear equation (5.14) for any order m>3. 

We are now able to state our nonlinear superposition 
theorem for equations of order m: For nonlinear differential 
equations of the form 

plml + (;) a2plm - 21 + (;) a3plm - 31 + ... + am p 

= X -1m + 1)I1m - IIF (pix), 

the solution is given by 

p(t) = x(t) r(1"), d1" = dt Ix2llm - II, 

where x satisfies the linear equation 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

Xlml + (;) a~lm - 21 + (;) a3 xlm - 31 + ... + amx = 0, 

(5.17) 

and r satisfies the autonomous equation 

dmrld~ =F(r). (5.18) 

The notation a;, i = 3, .. . ,m, indicates that the coefficients 
a; are expressed in terms of a2 and its derivatives such that 
(5.17) is self-adjoint. (Explicit self-adjoint forms are listed 
through tenth order by Chiellini.13) 

Alternatively, we can express the superposition theo
rem in terms of Xby replacing x 111m - II with X and the mth
order linear equation (5.17) in x with the second ordedinear 
equation (5.14) in X. 

Under the condition that coefficients a l and a 2 both 
vanish, Rivereau 12 has recorded the coefficients a 3, a 4 , and 
a 5 for any order m of the transformed equation in r. Closely 
associated with the coefficients a;, i>3, are quantities called 
invariants. The first such invariant, 12 labeled B3 here, is asso
ciated with a 3 ; it has the form 

B3 = 2p 3a3 = 2a3 - 3G2· (5.19) 

The next two such invariants l2 can be written as 

3(5m + 7) 2 

=a4-2G3+~2- 5(m+l) a2, 

Bs = pS[ as - ¥i4 + J.?ii3) 

(5.20) 

5(7m + 13) (2 3' ) a2 a3 - a2 • 
7(m + 1) 

(5.21) 

Forsyth II called these quantities "linear" invariants, and he 
carried the explicit calculations on through B7 of this se
quence. Those calcuations are rather tedious, and shall be 
omitted here. It is possible from the formulas given above to 
draw an important conclusion: The requirement that the 
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"linear" invariants B;, i>3, vanish produces the same effect 
on the coefficients a; as the requirement of consistency of 
resulting differential equations when the a; are set separate
ly equal to zero in the transformed equation in r. 

As an example of the use offormulas (5.19)-(5.21), we 
can treat nonlinear differential equations of the form 

plml+ (;)a2plm-21+ (;)a3plm-31+ (;)a4plm-41 

= ql F(Q2P), m>4, (5.22) 

for which the linear operator Lm truncates after the coeffi
cient a4 • Using transformations (5.3) and deducing from 
B3 = OandB4 = Othe coefficientsa3 anda4, respectively, we 
find that equations of the form 

plml + (;) a2plm - 21 + ~ (;) G2plm - 31 

( m) ['4ii 3(5m + 7) a2] 1m - 41 
+ 4 5 2 + 5(m + 1) 2 P 

=X- Im + 1I/Im-IIF(plx), m>4 (5.23) 

have the solutionp = xr, where x satisfies the linear equation 
which results when F==.O in (5.23) and r satisfies the autono
mous equation d mrld~ = F (r), m>4. Let us call (5.23) the 
four-term equation of the class. Knowledge of the set of "lin
ear" invariants through Bn would permit determination of 
the coefficients a; of the n-term equation for m > n. Addition
al examples are discussed in the next section. 

VI. EXAMPLES 

In this section we demonstrate the use of our superposi
tion law with a few specific cases of the autonomous equa
tion rml = F (r). The simplest possible form of F (r), i.e., 
F = 0, leads immediately to a nontrivial result. The linear 
equation 

(6.1) 

where Lm is the operator Lm with the coefficients restricted 
to self-adjoint form in terms of a2 and its derivatives, has the 
general solution 

p =X;n-I(b l + b21" + ... + bm_ l 1"m -2 + bm1"m-I). (6.2) 

We use the alternative form of our theorem, and XI is a 
particular solution of the linear equation (5.14). The expres
sion in parenthesis is just the solution of d mrld~ = 0, and 
the b; are constants of integration. Since 1" = S dt lXi, an
other solution of(5.14) isX2 = XI 1". Solution (6.2) can thus be 
expressed as 

p = bIX;n-1 + b2X;n-2X2 + ... + bm_IXIX~-2 
(6.3) 

Solutions of the latter type have long been known for the 
lower orders. Brioschi 14 seems to have been first to note this 
solution for third order. We will not attempt to cite all the 
papers since Brioschi's which report this solution for third 
and fourth orders. Sapkarev l5 has fairly recently found solu
tion (6.3) for equations of orders four through eight, with and 
without the next-to-highest derivative. As far as we know, 
this solution has not been displayed before for ninth- and 
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higher-order self-adjoint equations of the class under 
discussion. 

Another example for any order m follows when 
F (r) = K, a constant. In this case 

LmP=KIX'['+I. 

The solution is 

wherepc is solution (6.3). 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

An important subclass is that set of equations in p 
which are uncoupled from x or X. We posit the nonlinear 
equation 

Lm P = KPP, K = const. (6.6) 

and ask for the value of f3 that will render the right member a 
power of r when the coefficients a; are constrained by the 
requirements of our superposition rule. We find 
f3 = - (m + 1 )/(m - 1). Therefore the nonlinear equation 

Lm p = Kp - Im+ I)/Im-I) 

has the general solution 

p = x(t )r(1"), d1" = dt Ix2!lm -11, 

= X m - I(t )r(1"), d1" = dt IX 2, 

where r satisfies the autonomous equation 

d mrld1"m = K l,Jm + I)/Im - I) 

and 

Lmx = 0, X + [3/(m + 1)] a~ = O. 

(6.7) 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

In closing our discussion of examples, we will remark 
on two special cases of (6.7). When m = 2 there results the 
Ermakov-Pinney l6,17 equation 

p+a2(t)p=Kp-3. (6.11) 

For this case, the autonomous equation r" = K I~ yields the 
result 

f (b l _Kr-2)-1/2 dr = b2 + f ~~, (6.12) 

the form in which Keckict 8 implicitly left the solution 
p = xr. Keckic arrived at (6.12) by a different route. But, 
since 1" = S dt Ix2

, the integration can be completed,6 and 
the solution takes the form 

p= [blx~ +2b~IX2+(b~ +K)xn I/2 , (6.13) 

which is equivalent to the solution first found by Ermakov. 16 

Functions x I and x2 are linearly independent solutions of 
(6.10) with m = 2. 

Gergen and Dressel19 made a search for a third order 
Ermakov-Pinney equation and concluded with essentially a 
null result. We see for m = 3 in (6.7) that the third-order 
equation 

ii + 6adJ + 002P =Kp-2, (6.14) 

obtains. It is natural to call this equation the third-order 
Ermakov-Pinney equation. The solution takes the form 

p = xr = (bIX~ + b~IX2 + X~) r(1"), (6.15) 

where 

r''' = Kr- 2, d1" = dt IX~, (6.16) 
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and XI and X2 are linearly independent solutions of 

X+aa~=O. (6.17) 

We are justified in saying that (6.7) above represents the com
plete Ermakov-Pinney hierarchy of equations for any order 
m"> 2. It is now a simple matter to represent the general solu
tionfor m">2 in theformp = pcr(1"), where Pc is given by (6.3) 
and r(1") is any particular solution of (6.9). In the second
order case it may be more convenient to obtain a complete 
solution of the r equation. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In previous papers5
•
6

•
8 we have considered first integrals 

of such systems as 

(7.1a) 

and 

(7.1b) 

to be of an importance equal to the composition rule p = xr 
for the solution. Here we have elevated the superposition law 
p = x(t )r(1"),d1" = fl(t )dtto the fore and have dropped consid
eration of first integrals altogether. In particular, the empha
sis has focused on a search for those ordinary differential 
equations whose solutions are given by the above superposi
tion law. We have succeeded in finding a class of equations 
with that property. 

The class of equations found for which our superposi
tion law is valid is of the form 

Lm p = x- 1m + 1)llm - I)F(plx,px -pi, ... ), (7.2) 

where Lm is the linear operator defined in (5.1) constrained 
in such a way that it is self-adjoint in terms of the coefficient 
a2 and its derivatives. The functions x and r satisfy the equa
tions Lmx = 0 and d mrldt m = F (r,r', . .. ), respectively. We 
have outlined a direct calculational procedure for securing 
the composition rule for any order m =f 1. 

It is fitting at this point to note that Berkovic20 and 
Berkovic and ROZOV

21 have applied transformation (5.3) to 
nonlinear differential equations of the form 

(7.3) 

which clearly is similar to (7.2) when ifJ (t) = O. Their reduc
tion scheme, however, is considerably different from ours. 
For example, they require r to satisfy an mth-order linear 
autonomous equation with nonzero coefficients. Conse
quently, there is little overlap of their results with ours. 

In pursuit of the higher-order nonlinear equations hav
ing the composition rule p = xr, we have "backed" into the 
rich lode of older results that exist on the invariants oflinear 
ordinary differential equations. Many of the details of our 
superposition law have been known since the work of For
syth, II Halphen,22 Brioschi,23 and others24 and we insinuate 
no proprietary claims on the relationp = xr and several oth
er formulas of Sec. V. To our knowledge, however, the super
position law presented here has not before been applied to 
third- and higher-order equations. It seems to us that the 
classical literature pertaining to invariants oflinear differen
tial equations might now be read with an eye for application 
to nonlinear equations. 
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Generalized mth-order systems analogous to (7.1) hav
ing been neglected, the examination of third- and higher
order coupled systems for first and subsequent integrals is an 
open subject for further work. In addition, Noether's theo
rem should be applied to higher-order systems to find those 
with Noether symmetries. 
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This paper, Paper II of a series, presents a transformation technique that enables one to 
substantially simplify the form of the matrix elements of the simultaneous equations to which the 
two-dimensional Helmholtz equation was reduced in Paper I. The explicit passage to the limit was 
also carried out for the case of the normally incident wave. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr 

INTRODUCTION 

Paper I of the present series, Ref. 1, described a new 
method of solution of the Helmholtz equation in domains of 
complex shape together with the application of this method 
to solution of the two-dimensional problem of plane wave 
diffraction on a periodical boundary of general form. The 
solution of this problem was obtained analytically as a series 
(6.12) in Paper I whose coefficients C", Bm had to be found 
from a convergent infinite system of linear algebraic equa
tions (5.1) (Paper I). Matrix elements of this system were 
expressed through multiple integrals of the quasistatic 
Green function G, and their direct calculation on a computer 
would lead to a substantial increase in program complexity 
and computation time. 

In this part of the work we shall demonstrate an analyt
ical transformation technique that will markedly simplify 
the form of the matrix elements, thus decreasing multiplicity 
of integrals in them and even enabling to calculate several of 
them explicitly. Relations will be derived that permit simpli
fying calculations to solve the system (1.5.1), and passage to 
the limit when (3----+0 will be carried out for the case of normal 
incidence in this system. We shall make use of all notation 
and results of Paper I without further comment. In what 
follows the prefix I before a formula, e.g., (1.5.1), denotes 
reference to a formula in Paper I. 

1. CALCULATION OF AUXILIARY INTEGRALS 

Consider the functionf(z) = exp[i(3n z - i(3p S (z)]. The 
function is evidently analytical in the semistrip a < x < d, 
y> a and periodical, with the period d. Let us apply a confor
mal mapping e2i1

<Z1'd = s. As a result the semistrip mentioned 
would become a unit circle c, lsi < 1, cut along a radius 
a < Res < I. Denotef(z) = irs). Due to periodicity in z, fas a 
function of s will be single-valued in the circle lsi < I and 
analytical throughout, except maybe the point s = 0, which 
is the image ofz = 00. The relations (1.3.3)-{1.3.5) imply that 
irs) ~s n - P when s----+O, i.e.j(O) = a when n > p, 
/(0) = const < 00 when n = p, and when n <p; thenj(s) has a 
pole ofthe order p - n at zero. Thus](s) can be expanded into 
the Laurent series 

its) = ! a,s'. 
k---o-n-p 

From here we immediately find 

= - f(s)-=a o 1 1- ds 
21Ti c s 

{

a, n >p 
= 1 d P - n _ 

(p-n)! dsp-n [J(s)s1'-nL~o, n<,p. 
(1.1) 

Expressing S from Eq. (1.3.3) and denoting 'P(z) = X{s), 

{

I d
k 

I --F(s) ,k>O, 
liJkF(s) = k! dsk S~O 

0, k<O 

we can rewrite (1.1) in the form 

I 1<1 - exp [i(3" x - if3ps (x,O) ]dx 
d 0 

= (4; .- i(3"KIS)=E 
,J' p"e - lI.p' ( 1.1') 

In the similar way we find 

I 1d - exp[i(3ps(x,O)-if3"x]dx 
d 0 

(1.2) 

Taking complex conjugates of (1.1 ') and (1.2), we find 
two more integrals ((3 is assumed real): 

1 i<l -- exp[ - i(3"x + i(3pS(x,O)]dx 
d 0 

[ f.:J} e - i(J,.Khl] * = ry; eifJ,.Xlsl = if ( 1.3) 
, p - n ' p n n, p , 

[ ry; eifJ,.J(I.\)]* = (y) e - ifJ,. \'i·vl = E - (1.4) 
. ,,-p . "-p ~p' 

(Here and further on both an overbar and an asterisk denote 
complex conjugacy.) 

Integrating](s)/s along the circumference of Cy : 

lsi = e 2rryld corresponding to the segment O,;;;,x,;;;,d, 
Imz = y in the z plane, we obtain an obvious generalization 
of(1.1'): 

~ f exp[i(3nx - i(3pS(x,y)]dx=eP"YEn . p' (un) 

Similarly, 

~ (d exp( _ if3n x + if3ps )dx = e fJ"YE n. P' 
d Jo 

(1.2') 
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1 [ -0 -d 0 exp(-i/3nx+i/3p~)dx=enYEn.p, (1.3') 

1 Ld - -- exp(i/3 x - i/3 ~ )dx = e -flny E-don p n.p· (1.4') 

These integrals will be used while calculating the values 
In ,J + and the matrix elements (I. 5.1). 

11. CALCULATION OF THE VALUES tn' t + 

It obviously follows from (1.5.2) that to determine 
In,J +, one needsin,j +. Note that Eq. (1.5.2) was derived 
for y > O. For arbitrary yEll this formula must have the form 

In = en8(y) + in(x,y), 

where 

{
I, y;>O, 

8(y)= 
0, y<O. 

Similarly, Eq. (1.5.4) for arbitrary y has the form 

(2.1) 

I+(x,y) = e+8(y) + i+. (2.1') 

Denote 

5Y rd 

i(3"x'G I d' 
, n = Jo e y' ~ 0 x, 

It follows from (1.5.2) that 

in = Ln + an ,5V·n· 

Similarly, 

i + = Lo - a.5V·o· 

(2.2) 

(2.2') 

Let us apply the Green formula to a pair of functions G and 
v(x', y') = /flnx' - IflnlY' in the semistrip f} J : 0 < x' < d, 
y'>H;>O, 

i ,f(GA'V - vA'G) dx' dy' 
nIl 

= r (G ~ _ v aG) dl' 
Jan,! an' an' , 

(2.3) 

whereA' = a llax,2 + allay'l. Taking into account the con
ditions (1.3.12), (1.3.14), (1.3.15) and the harmonicity of the 
function v, we obtain from (2.3) 
8(y - h )v(x,y) 

= _ rd 

eif3"X,(a~ + l/3n IG) dx'e -1(3,,1
11

• (2.4) 
Jo ay y' ~ II 

Hence for H = 0 we find 

(2.4') 

Substituting Eq. (2.4) into Eqs. (2.2) and (2.2'), we obtain 

r - ( 1/3 I) 5V 8() i(3"x-lfl"ly (2.5) In-all- n' ,,- ye , 

i + = - (a + /3 )%0 - 8 ( y)ei(3x - (3y. (2.5') 

Now let us apply the Green formula to the pair offunctions 
W.,(x',y') = /(3"x' sinh/3ny'//3., and G in the domain 
nil: O<x' <d, O<y' <H. As Wn is a harmonic function, we get 

f f w.,..1 'G dx' dy' = wn(x,y)X(f}II) 

{J1l 
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= r (W aG _ G awn) dl' 
Jan" n an' an' ' 

(2.6) 

where X (f) II) is a characteristic function of the domain f} II . 
As the integrals along the segments x = 0 and x = d are can
celled because of the condition (1.3.14), and Wn (x',O) = 0, 

aWn (x',O)/ay' = ei(3"X', Eq. (2.5) implies 

wn(x,y)X(f}II) 

Sa
d i(3 x' aG I sinh/3 n H 

= e" - dx'---
o ay' y' ~ II /3 n 

_ rd 

ei(3"x'G I dx'cosh/3.,H + rd 

ei(3"x'G I dx'. 
Jo y' ~ 0 Jo y' ~ 0 

Hence, using Eq. (2.4), we obtain 

+ rd 

ei(3"x'G I dx' cosh/3.,H 
Jo y' ~ II 

+ [(sinh/3.,H )//3n ] [8 (y - H )ei(3"x - 1(3"I( y - II) 

_ l/3n I rd 

ei(3"x'G I, dX']' (2.7) Jo y ~ II 
Having taken H large enough with y fixed, we ensure H > y, 
rt' > '17 and obtain from Eq. (2.7) 

'~/'n = wn(x,y)8(y) + e l(3" III rd 

ei(3"x'G I dx' 
Jo y' ~ II 

= W.,(x,y)8(y) - e 1(3" III { rd 

ei(3"x'[ r ei(3p(§;-§;') 
Jo p ~ - Inl 

X e P dx' cosh/3p'17 - 1(3 I,"] 

l/3p Id 

Sa
d [ " i(3 If; - f; ') cosh/3p'17 + L e p. - e 

o !pl > :.,1 l/3p Id 
If3"I'''] , dX'} 

y-II 
-Wn -II -12 , 

It follows from the estimate (1.3.5) that 12-0 when H-oo. 
Thus, when H-oo, we get 

'~/'n =wn(x,y)8(y)-e l(3,,11I ~ cosh/3p'17 ei(3p§; 
p~-Inl l/3p ld 

X rd 

ei(3"x' - 1(3/;' - l(3pl1)' I dx' + o( I) 
Jo y' ~ H 

1 I
II [ - I cosh/3 '17 

= wn(x,y)8(y) + e (3" I p 

p~ -Inl /3p d 

X /(3,,§; rd 

eif3"x' if3,,!;' I dx' 
Jo y' ~ H 

_ :f cosh/3p'17 /(3,,§; rd 

eif3"X'-i(3p;'1 dX'] +0(1). 
p~o /3pd Jo y'-II 

Substituting Eqs. (1.1"), (1.2')-( 1.4') into this relation, we 
obtain 

,5Vn =w.,(x,y)e(y)+el(3"IIIL~~lni COS~p'17 

- :f cosh/3p'17 ei(3ps - (3"H -E-.,-,-p ] + o( 1). 
p ~ 0 /3p 

i(3,,5 -j (3"IIE e /I,p 

(2.8) 
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Now consider separately the cases n;;;'O and n < 0. When 
n;;;.O, thenp < n in the first sum on the right-hand side ofEq. 
(2.8), i.e., by definition, En,p = O. Then for n;;;.O 

c _ n i{3ps cosh,Bp 77 --_-
'W'n - wn(x,y)8(y) - I e E n,p + 0(1). 

p ~ 0 f3p 

As .W' n is independent of H, we obtain finally 

n , cosh,B 77 
,;¥'n = wn(x,y)8(y) - I e,{3p5 p E n-.p' n;;;'O. 

p ~ 0 f3p 

The same expression can be rewritten as 

'r/' = ,{3"x sinh,Bn y 8 ( ) 
,/1 n e y 

f3n 
II e i{3/; + /{3p; 

- I E II • p ' n;;;'O. 
p ~ 0 2f3p 

(2.9) 

(2.9') 

When n < 0, then the second sum in Eq. (2.8) equals zero, and 
we have 

/' _ - I i{3ps cosh,Bp 77 
.k n - wn(x,y)8(y) + I e E n.p' n <0, 

p ~ n f3p 

(2.10) 

or 

'{3 smh,B y - I e i{3p!; + e i{3'; 
~/' I "x n 8 ()" E 0 

, n =e f3n y + p~n 2f3
p 

lI.p' n< . 

(2.10') 

Substituting Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), or (2.9'), (2.10') into (2.5), (2.5'), 
we obtain explicit expressions for jn andj+. The values!" 
and! + can be obtained now from Eq. (1.5.2'). 

III. SIMPLIFYING THE FORM OF gm 

In order to simplify the form of grn' let us assume that 
we know such functions Vm that Livrn = - k 2Um. It is not 
difficult to construct the systems I Urn l for which the corre
sponding Vrn are known. For instance, one can imbed!.iJ into 
a rectangle ° <x <A, 0> y> - B,A;;;.d, B;;;.h, and construct 
the system of I Urn l by orthonormalizing in!.iJ any system of 
trigonometric functions that are complete in !.iJ [e.g., 
I sin(k1rxl A) sin(17ryIB)j k.k I]. For such Urn the construc
tion of v rn is obvious, One can take as Urn a complete system 
of eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator Li Urn = - A rn Urn 
in 9) (boundary conditions for all m need not coincide). 
Then v rn = k 2U rn I A rn' When the domain !.iJ allows the sepa
ration of variables, particular solutions (modes) of the Helm
holtz equation can be taken as U m' Then v rn = U m • 

Knowing Vrn ' one may write 
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The expression for grn in the form (3.1) is simpler than the 
original one as it contains a single instead of a double inte
gral. It can be simplified even more if an additional condition 
Vrn (x,O) = 0, ° <x <D is imposed on Vrn . Then, taking ac
count ofEq. (1.3.13), it follows from Eq. (3.1) that 

1 aVrn 
grn = Vm (x, Y)X(!.iJ) + G-, d/'. 

a.'/ an 
(3.1 ') 

This expression is further simplified by imposing one more 
condition on Vrn: aVrn Ian laCi' = O. Then we obtain 

(3.1/l) 

If we choose as v rn a system of functions satisfying the 
Cauchy conditions vrn(x,O) = avm(x,O)lay = 0 on the reso
nator gap ° < x < t>, y = 0, then it follows from Eq. (3.1) that 

- 1 aVrn gm = vm (x,Y)X(.f0) + G-d/'. 
a', an' 

(3.1"') 

This form is convenient as it contains G when; is real, ; = 5 
since 77 = ° on r. 

If Vrn (x,O) #0, then Eq. (3.1') contains a term 
sg vrn(aG lay')l y ' ~odx' which is an integral of the double 
layer potential type, i.e., a discontinuous function with a gap 
line ° < x < t>, y = 0. The discontinuity can be explicitly de
termined in the following way. Introduce a function v;" (x, y) 
defined in !.iJ + a9), harmonic in !.iJ and such that v;" (x,O) 
= Vrn (x,O). Applying the Green formula to the pair G, v;" in 
!iJ, we have 

f f(GLi'V;n - v~,Li 'G) dx' dy' 

- vrn (x,y)X(9)) 

( (Gav;~ -v;" a~)d/' 
Ja', an an 

- G rn d/' , d ' 1 av' ll> aG I - -- - v-x. 
a', an' 0 m ay' y'~,O 

= 1 G aV;n d/' - 115 

aG I d' Vm X. 
a'/ an' 0 ay' y' ~ 0 

Hence 

i
15 

Vrn a~ I dx' = V;" (x,y)x(!P) + ( G av;,: d/'. (3.2) 
o ay y' ~ 0 Ja', an 

The integral on the right of Eq. (3.2) has become a continu
ous function. The function v;" is not uniquely determined by 
the conditions mentioned. Imposing additional conditions, 
one can obtain different versions ofEq. (3.2) in the same way 
as Eqs. (3.1')-(3.1"') have been obtained from Eq. (3.1). 

Substituting Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (3.1), we have 

[ ] 1 a(Vm - v;") 
gm = vm(x,y)-v;"(x,y) x(!iJ) + G , d/'. 

a'/ an 

IV. TRANSFORMATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS OF 
EQUATION (1.5.1) 

(3.3) 

Making use of the results obtained, we can substantially 
simplify the form of the matrix elements of the system (1.5.1). 
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To this end, we shall need some symmetry relations for G 
which immediately follow from Eq. (1.3.11): 

G (x, y,x',y'; -{3) = G(x',y',x,y;{3), (4.1) 

For real values of {3 the following relation is also valid: 

G*(x,y,x',y';{3) = G(x',y',x,y;{3). (4.2) 

The formula (1.3.11) was derived for real{3, but it can be 
extended for complex {3 with a nonzero real part, if instead of 
1/3,1 we substitute 13" = /3" sign (Ref3"). In the same manner 
Eqs. (1.5.3)-(1.5.5) are generalized to the complex/3numbers. 
Relations (1.3), (1.4), (1.3'), (1.4') and others that follow from 
them are extended for complex /3 as a result of analytical 
continuation. In this case complex conjugates must be taken, 
regarding /3 as real. One has to consider complex /3, for in-

t 

- 8~ + (an - l{3n I) 
-IE E-+E I ~ s,p s,p, 

p ~" (3p 2 

Similarly it follows from Eq. (2.5') that 

f'+ - 8' a +(3-E - E,.o + Es•o -- +-- 0 \ 0 (3 .0 2 . 

stance, in problems dealing with system eigenfields, with dif
fraction on a system of nonhomogeneous plane wave and 
with wave generation and amplification in a system with 
electronic flow. For calculations it is convenient to deal not 
with Eq. (1.5.1), but with the subsystem (1.5.1') in the form 
(1.5.6) together with the subsystem (1.5.1 "). Consider at first 
coefficients of the system (1.5.1.'). Making use ofEq. (2.5), we 
get 

ins = (lId)ldin (x,o)e- iP'-xdx 

= (an -1(3nl)(lId)ldYn(X,o)e-iP,-Xdx-8;. 

Having used then Eqs. (2.9'), (2.10') and (1.2), (1.3), we have 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

To simplify the form of the grns elements, change the integration order; then we have 

grn\ = LJ Urn (X"Y')dX'dY'((lId )fG(X,O,x',Y')e- i/3'XdX]. 

s>o}] dxdy. 

S<O 

(4.5) 

Due to analytical continuation this formula is extended for complex {3 [here E..
P 

must be taken from Eq. (1.3), i.e., taking a 
conjugate we regard (3 as real]. In the same manner as Eq. (4.5) we obtain from (3.1) that 

, i (. * aUrn ay,:) grns = Y, ---Urn -- dl 
a,g an an 

(4.6) 

easy = + 0 while calculatinggrns ' one should setX (9) = 0 in Eq. (3.1)]. It is obvious that Eqs. (3.1 ')-(3.1'''), (3.2), and (3.3) can 
be similarly rewritten. 

If these relations are less convenient than Eq. (3.1), then the right-hand side ofEq. (4.6) can be somewhat simplified in the 
following manner. Note that aYJanla:/ = 0 [it follows from Eq. (1.3.2)]. Then we may write 

l ay. l6 aY*1 Urn __ s dl = Vrn __ s dx. 
<19 an 0 ay y=o 
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Then, having applied the Cauchy-Riemann relation to (2.9'), (2.10'), we get 

r v'" .5V~ dl = i (' v'" (x,O) ~ I [ -,I" :, '"~~ ,".IE ,,,' '>0] dx 
JaD an Jo ax - 1 e ", - e ,,"--I E,p, s<o 

I' -, 2f3p d ' y 0 

[[

_ i e ,IJi;_e i
f3,.SC\ E

s
.
p

' s:;;'O]X:Cb 
, p-o 2f3p d .v~o 

= IV", (X,O) ,_ ,/3 '. /3 C \ 
-1 e !'S_e 1",:- --

I E,p' s<o 
p ~, I[ 2f3p~ e if',~ ~I e "f3,,; x _]0 

- I 2f3
p
d E"p' s:;;,O 

_ i rb 
av", (X,O) I' - () dx. 

Jo ax i e' ;/3,,; - e" ,/3,,; E,. I' , S < ° 
I' _ , 2f3p d y - 0 

The term outside the integral on the right of this equality equals zero, as by definition S (0) = ° and S (b) = f(b), Thus 

= f ./V* aV
m 

dl iibaVm(X,O) [[-"to e""/3":~; i/3,,; E,.p' s:;;,o] 
gm, 'a + a Ii .' IJ C . dx. 

iJ5) n 0 x lell'~-eII'S--

I E"p' s<O 
p" 2f3p d y-O 

Consider now the coefficients in the system (1.5.1"). It follows from Eqs. (2.1), (2.1'), (2.5), and (2.5') that in g; 

/" = (a" - 113" 1 PV'" , 1+ = - (a +(3).IVO• 

By definition 

/"j = r f uj /" dx dy = (a" - If3n I) f f u)x,y) dx dy rd 

G(x,y,x',Ojei
/3"x' dx', JJ) ~/ Jo 

Let us restrict the analysis to real uj , 13 and take complex conjugates to both parts of the latter equation: 

I,,~ = (a" - 113" 1 j f f uj dx dy rd 

G *(x, y,x',O)e - i/3"x' dx'. '/ Jo 

(4.6') 

The case of complex uj (x, y) is reduced to the one treated in the text if we consider the collection of real and imaginary 
parts of u) as a new system of functions! u", !, 
Using Eq. (4.2) and changing places of the variables (x, y) and (x', y'), we get 

In) = (an - If3n Il r e - ifl.x dx L f G (x,O,x', y'juj(x', y') dx' dy' = d (an - If3n 1 )gjn or Inj = (an - If3n ildgfo· 

(4.7) 

Similarly, 

Ii' = - (a +(3)dgj" (4.8) 

These formulas can be generalized to complex 13 in the same manner as all the above formulas, i.e., If3n I is substituted by 
13" sgn(Re{3,,) and conjugates are taken to "real 13." 

In the similar way symmetry relations are obtained for gmj: 

(4.8') 

Making use of the results of Sec. III and applying the Green formula, integrals in gmj can be lowered by two orders, grnj being 
expressed by a double integral of G. We present the corresponding results without intermediate steps and only for cases 
corresponding to Eqs. (3.1 ") and (3.3) 

1 ibaVm(X',O) 'ib ,avj(x,O) 
gmj = vrnj - -2 , dx G (x,O,x ,0) dx, (4.9) 

k 0 ay 0 ay 

_ . _ v' _ -1-1. a(Vrn - v;") dl' i G a(Vj - v;) dl. (4,10) 
grnj - vrn) mj k 2 an' an a'l a~ 

Here 

vrn} = fD fV",U j dx dy, V;nj = J/ f v;"uj dx dy. 
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Derivation ofEq. (4.9) and similar transformation in the 
rest of cases considered in Sec. III present no difficulties. 

v. NORMAL INCIDENCE CASE 

As it was mentioned in Ref. 1 a passage to the limit 
when/3-0 must be carried out to fit the results obtained for 
the case of normal incidence. Directly this passage can be 
made only in the values En, p ,E n-.p (and in their conjugates). 
We get 

lim En,p En,p(O) = fiJ p_ n exp[ - 2irrpx(s)/d], 
(J .0 

E n~p (0) = !:II n _ p exp [2i1rpx(s)/ d 1, 
Hence 

En,o (0) = E ,;:-0 (0) = 8~, 

(5.1) 

(5,2) 

and, if the function X (s) is real on the real axis, then for all p,q 

Ep_q,p(O)=Ep-:-q(O), (5,3) 

If only X (0), X '(O), ... ,X Irl(O) are real, then Eq. (5.3) is valid for 
all p, provided q<J. It follows from the symmetry principle 
that X (s) is real if and only if the periodic system fl is symmet
ric with respect to the axis x = d /2, We omit the easy proof 
of this fact, 

Let us find now limf3 _.o /3ln (x, y; /3 ) and 
limf3 .0 /3gm (x, y; /3), After obvious transformations Eq. (5.2) 
yields 

lim /3/', = ik8~, lim /31 + = - ik, 
(3 .0 f3 ·0 

(5.4) 

lim /3g rn = - ( lid ) f _ f urn dx dy. 
f3-~0 '/ 

Now we may find lim{3--00 Urn' To this end, we first find 
limf3~o /3u(x, y; /3). Taking into account that u(x, y;O) is a fin
ite value and using Eq. (5.4), we obtain from Eq. (1.6.12) 

0= - ikA + ikCo(O) + _1_' f Brn(O) f f urn dx dy, 
kd rn =0 '/ 

(5.5) 

where Col f3 =o = ColO), Brn 1f3 =0 = Brn(O), 
If the orthonormal system [urn 1 is chosen so that 

uo(x, y) = VVS, whereSis the area of 9, then Eq. (5.5) will 
acquire an especially simple form 

(5,5') 

whereK = kd /27r. Using Eq. (1.2,4), Eq. (5.5') can be written 
in the alternative form 

Co(O)+ (i/2Krr) L f u(x,y)dxdy=A, (5.5") 

or 

(lid) f us(x,O)dx + (i/2Krr) r f u(x,y)dxdy=A. 

(5.5''') 

These relations are interesting as they are, e,g" for control in 
numeric calculations, To take the limit at /3-0 directly in 
the system (1.5.1), and therefore in the coefficients en' En we 
need, asymptotics of the matrix elements (1.5.1) must be 
found at /3--+0 with the accuracy 0 ( /3 ), After some transfor
mations we find: 

(5.6) 

[ l 
i iSi(O) s e-2i1r~/d + e- 2i1r[ld ----- L E-(O) 

A _ If! a rn f f is ctl 2d s! p = 1 4rrd s, p , 
g rns - - s - + Urn - Os + 2- f- d - -/3d y d -1 e- 11r.1 + e-2'1r~/d ---

~s 4rrd Es,p(O) , s<O 

s>O}] dxdy + 0(/3) 

a = - 8? /3~ + g;"s + 0 ( /3 ), (5.7) 

where am = S S §J Urn dx dy; 

Iv=d(a,-I/3,I)gj~=8?(I+ ~)aj+d(a,-I/3sl)g;, +0(/3), (5.8) 

gmj = - ( f uj dx dy J f [_1 + 2(5 - 5 ') - 11] - 1]' 1 - 11] + 1]' 1 
J§J ',/3d 2d 

+ 
-2n'lpll"-'illd+ ... 21rIPI171+7illdj aa 

e2itrls-s'l/de e um (x',y')dx'dy'+O(/3)=-~ -g;"j+O(/3). 
41Tlpl /3d 

(5.9) 
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Further on, for the sake of simplicity, we shall consider the 
case when Uo = const, and, therefore, (Tn = 8 ~ due to orth
onormality of the system I u m J. Introduce the Amatrix 
A = ((aM))' - N <p,q<N + M, where: aM = /;"q when 
[P1,lql <N; ap,N+H I =/;"j when [PI <N, O.,;J<M; aN+ m + I,q 

=gmq whenO<m<M, Iql<N;aN+m+I,N+j+1 =gm,j 
when O.,;J, m<M. Having expressed the solution of the sys
tem (1.5.1) by Kramer formulas and using the relation 

f +-~&: {3+a; 
p - {3 0 + {3 Jo, p -a -a 

that follows from Eqs. (2.5), (2.5'), we find after obvious 
transformations 

- 2aA ..1/ 
C/ = ----, 1=1=0, 

a -(3 i1J 
(5.10) 

Co=A(~~ + a+(3), 
a-{3 i1J a-{3 

(5.11) 

E = 2aA L1 N+m +1 
m a-{3 g; 

(5.12) 

where ffl = Id I = detA T, A T is the transposition of the pq .. 
matrixA, ..1/ is a cofactor of the element do/ 10 i1J. Equations 
(5.10)-(5.12) permit in the general case to decrease the 
amount of computations when solving the system (1.5.1). Us
ing Eqs. (5.6)-(5.9), take the limit with (3-G in Eqs. (5.10)
(5.12). After easy but cumbersome transformations, which 
have been omitted, we obtain 

lim C/_C/(O) = 2AL1/,oli1J o' (I =1=0, I/I<N), (5.13) 
(3 -.0 

lim Em Em (0) = 2AL1N + m + 1,0190' 
(3 .0 

(5.14) 

where 9J 0 = Id;q I = detA 6, 
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Ao = ((a;,q + 8; + laoqlikd - 8~ + lapO 

- 8; + 18~ + lapqlikd ))p,,<o, q,,<O' 

..1/,0 is a cofactor of the element d N + 1,1 in 9J 0' 

a;.q = ap,q - 8~8~d 1{3, Ip I, I q I <N, 

a;.N + j + I = ap,N + j + I + (ik 1{3 )8~8J, 

Ip I <N, 0.,;J<M, 

a;., t- m+ I.q = aN+m + I,g - (1!{3d)8?,,~, 

Iql <N, O<m<M, 

a;"+m+I,N+j+1 =aN+ m +I.N+j+1 -(1!{3d)8?,,8J, 

O.,;J, m<M. 

Knowing Eo(O), the coefficient Co(O) is determined from Eq. 
(5.5'), which, as can be easily seen, is valid if Co and Eo in it 
are substituted by Coo Eo. The exact coefficients Cm , Em 
when (3-G are obtained, in the same way as in the general 
case, from Cn (0), Em (0) when N,M----+oo. A rigorous proof of 
this obvious physical fact would be a rather cumbersome 
one, and it will be skipped. 

CONCLUSION 

The relations obtained in this paper allow one to sub
stantially simplify the form of the matrix elements in the 
system (1.6.2) and thus decrease the amount of computer 
time needed for its numerical solution. Applications of the 
described method for calculating diffraction on specific 
structures will be presented in subsequent papers. 

'I. L. Verbitskii, J. Math. Phys. 22, 32 (1981). 
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Pseudopotentials and Lie symmetries for the generalized nonlinear 
SchrOdinger equation a) 

J. Harnad and P. Winternitz 
Centre de Recherche de Mathimatiques App/iquees, Universite de Montreal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
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The generalized nonlinear Schr6dinger equation Zxx + iz, = I(z, z*) is analyzed from the point 
of view of the existence of pseudo potentials, Backlund transformations, Lie symmetries, and 
conservation laws. Applying the Wahlquist-Estabrook method of closed differential ideals we 
show that eight classes of nontrivial interaction terms I(z,z*) exist for which the equation alIows 
the existence of pseudo potentials. Five of them simply lead to conservation laws, the remaining 
three to Backlund transformations. The usual "cubic" nonlinear Schr6dinger equation with 
I(z,z*) = ezlzl 2 is obtained as a special case. It is also the only case for which the Backlund 
transformation contains a free parameter. We show that the real and complex parts of this 
parameter are generated by the dilation and Galilei in variance of the equation. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr, 03.6S.Fd 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The method of "pseudopotentials," as developed by 

Wahlquist and Estabrook 1-4 and others,5-13 provides a cer
tain unity to a variety of different solution techniques for 
certain classes of nonlinear differential equations. This ap
proach includes, as special cases, the derivation of conserva
tion laws, Backlund transformations, and the linear equa
tions of the inverse scattering method. The Wahlquist
Estabrook (WE) approach, based upon the study of closed 
differential ideals, does not provide the most general integra
ble transformation equations, but it has the virtue of compu
tational simplicity and a natural geometrical interpretation 
in terms of covariant derivatives with respect to integrable 
connections. Among the equations to which it has been ap
plied are the KdV, modified KdV, sine (sinh)-Gordon, Liou
ville, and nonlinear Schr6dinger equations, as welI as certain 
other equations in more than one spatial dimension. 

Another useful approach in the study of partial differ
ential equations involves the determination of symmetries in 
the sense of Lie. This leads, in the case oflinear equations, to 
solutions in separated variables and, in the nonlinear case, to 
classes of self-similar or invariant solutions under the action 
of the various symmetry groups. The method has been ap
plied, in particular, to the classification of symmetry-break
ing nonlinear interactions in the Schr6dinger equation 14 as 
welI as to the determination of invariant solutions to the 
Yang-Mills equations. 15-18 

A link between the study of Lie symmetries and the 
study of Backlund transformations exists in the classical 
case 19-21 of the sine-Gordon equation, describing pseudos
pherical surfaces, where it has been shown how the composi
tion of the two gives rise to a parametric family of Backlund 
transformations. This interpretation of the parameters oc
curring in Backlund transformations was generalized by Sa
saki22 to other equations admitting symmetries of the dila
tion type. The existence of such parametric families is of 
central importance in the applicability of Backlund transfor-

"Supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada and the Ministere de l'Education du Gouvernement de 
Quebec. 

mations to the generation of new solutions from old, since 
they underlie the existence of a permutability theorem or 
double Backlund transformation. 1.2 

In this work, we generalize some of the results of Esta
brook and Wahlquist concerning the nonlinear Schr6dinger 
equation (NLSE) by studying the class of equations of the 
type 

iZ,+zxx=/(z,z*), (1.1) 

where I(z,z*) is, a priori, any complex function. Using a given 
generalized Pfaffian (exterior differential) system to which 
this equation is equivalent, we seek by the standard meth
ods 1-8 the possible forms of I(z,z*) which allow for pseudopo
tentials satisfying the appropriate integrability conditions. 
Making the usual assumptions concerning which variables 
the pseudopotential equation may involve, and requiring 
that, in particular, pseudopotentials of one complex dimen
sion exist, we find that the permissible I(z,z*) are very limit
ed. In fact, up to changes in the dependent and independent 
variables, the only I(z,z*) for which genuine pseudopoten
tials exist are the usual expression 1= Elzl2Z in the standard 
nonlinear Schr6dinger equation and two slightly different 
ones of the form 1= (Elzl2 + b)(z + cz*) and 
1= Iz 12( - EZ + z*) + Eaz - a*z*, where the constant a is 
complex, band c are real with c#O, E = ± 1. Besides this, 
we find a list of equations for which the pseudopotential 
becomes dependent on the original variables (z,z* ,x,t ) only; 
that is, where the resulting integrability equations ar actually 
equivalent to conservation laws. As a matter of terminology 
we shall refer to alI transformations defining one-dimension
al pseudo potentials which are not trivially equivalent to con
servation laws as "Backlund Transformations" (BT) wheth
er the new variable satisfies the same equation or not. We 
then show how Lie symmetries in the standard NLSE give 
rise to the known complex parameter. For the other cases 
above, no parameter arises. 

In Sec. II we replace the NLSE (1.1) by a closed Pfaffian 
system, introduce the pseudopotentials )f'(x,t ) and reduce 
the compatability conditions for the pseudopotentials to a 
set of commutation relations for certain differential opera
tors. In Sec. III we solve these commutation relations under 
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the assumption that all operators involved lie in the algebra 
sl (2,C). We show that eight different nontrivial cases occur, 
i.e., eight different types of interaction terms f(z,z*) for 
which pseudopotentials exist. For each of them we obtain 
the pseudopotentials explicitly. In Sec. IV we discuss all the 
cases obtained in Sec. III. For each interaction we find the 
linear Lie symmetries of the corresponding NLSE, write 
down the conservation laws corresponding to the first five 
pseudopotentials, and the Backlund transformations and in
verse scattering equations corresponding to the last three. 
Section V is devoted to conclusions. 

II. THE DIFFERENTIAL IDEAL 

The nonlinear Schrodinger equation (1.1) is equivalent-
ly represented by the following closed Pfaffian system: 

Wi = dz 1\ dt - zxdx 1\ dt, 

w 2 
= idz I\dx - dzx Adt + fdx Adt, (2.1) 

Wi> = dz* Adt - z~dx Adt, 

w 2
> = - idz* 1\ dx - dz~ 1\ dt + f*dx 1\ dt 

(the asterisks denote complex conjugation). 
The space on which the 2-forms are defined is (at least 

locally) the first jet space J i(IR2,C) with coordinates 
(x,t,z,zx,z,). We now introduce a mapping 

tf;:J i(IR2,qXC-+J I(IR2,C), 

preserving the natural projections onto IR2 X C, expressed in 
local coordinates by 

y~ == t/I~(z,z* ,zxz~ ,ZI ,z~ ,y"), 

(2.2) 

jl,V = 1,2, ... ,n, 

where (x,t,y",y': ,y',') are the local coordinates in J i(IR 2,C). 
Note that for simplicity we have assumed that there is 

no explicit dependence on x, t, and y"> in (2.2) 

The contact module in J i(IR1,C) is generated by the 
forms 

8 " = dy" - ~dx - y','dt. (2.3) 

According to the Wahliquist-Estabrook method 1.2 we 
now require that the pull-back tf;*8 I' of (2.3), together with 
the pull-back of the system (2.1) under the trivial projection 
J i(IR 2,q XC"---+J !(IR2,q generate a differential ideal. That is, 
writing 

tf;*8 1' = dy" - 1/1: dx - 1/I,'dt, 

we require that 

d (tf;*()!') = - d1/l: A dx - d1/l: A dt, 

should be linear in (w! ,w2 ,w! > ,w2
> ,tf; > 8 1'). 

This condition is equivalent to the following set of par
tial differential equations for 1/1: and t/Ii'. 

a1/l: = a1/l: = a1/l; = al/l: = at/li' = a1/l: = 0, (2.4a) 
azx az; az, az~ az, az~ 

(2.4b) 
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a,Ii' a· IJ' 
t/J~1_'I' x_ - tP~ _'1'_" _ 

a·IJ' a·IJ' 
'fit 'PI * 

ay" ay" 
--zx - --zx 

az az* 

= at/li' f a1/l,' f* -+- . 
azx az; 

(2.4c) 

Equations (2.4a) and (2.4b) can be solved directly and 
the result can be substituted into (2.4c). We equate the coeffi
cients of equal powers of Zx and z; in (2.4c) and find that 1/1; 
and 1/1,' of (2.2) can be written in the general form 

1/1.: = i[ IzI2QI'(y) + Zpl'(y) - z*R "(y) + UI'(y)], (2.5a) 

1/1,' = (zz; - z*zx )QI'(y) - zxP"(y) - z;R "(y) 

+ i[ IzI2V',(y) - ZXI'(y) - z* Y"(y) + SI'(y)). (2.5b) 

In order that Eqs. (2.4) are satisfied, the functions 
Q "(y),P"(y), ... ,S "(y) must satisfy certain conditions. These 
are best expressed by introducing vector fields 

and 

Q'" = Q I'(y) ~, P = PI'(y)~' "', S = S "(y) ~, 
ay" ay" ay" 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Equations (2.2), combined with (2.5) are now equivalent to 
the following operator relations on the image under the map
ping tf;: 

... 7A. A A. A 

Wx = i[zl-Q + zp - z*R + U], (2.8a) 

¢, = (ZZ; - z*zx)Q - zxP - z;R 
+ i[lzl2V - zX - z*Y + Sj. (2.8b) 

For the relations (2.4) to be satisfied (identically in z, z*, 
zxz;,z" and z~) the vector fields in (2.6) must satisfy the fol
lowing commutation relations: 

V = [P,R], X = [P,U], Y = [R,U], (2.9a) 

[Q'p] = 0, [Q,R] = 0, [Q,U] = 0, (2.9b) 

[lzI2V-zX-z*Y+S: IzI 2Q+zP-z*R+O] 

= (z*Q + P)f + (- zQ + R)f*, (2.9c) 

where f = f(z,z*) is the function figuring in the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation (1.1) (NLSE). 

A pseudopotential y"(x,t ) for the NLSE is obtained in 
the form (2.2) from (2.8), whenever a solution of the commu
tation relations (2.9) exists. 

We would at this stage like to point out a connection 
between equations (2.8) and certain classical results on sys

tems of ordinary differential equations. Lie23a proved that 
the necesarry and sufficient condition for the system 

dx
i 

i( in) . _ 1 - = Tf x , ... ,X ,t, I - , ... ,n, 
dt 

(2.10) 

to have a "fundamental set of solutions" (such that the gen
eral solution can be written as a function of the fundamental 
solutions) is that (2.10) be expressible in the form 

d i r 

~= Lza(t)S~(x) i= 1, ... ,n, x=(xl, ... ,xn), 
dt a ~ I (2.11) 
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where the functions f ~ (x) are such that the operators 

An. a 
Xu = If~(X)-i' I<a<r, (2.12) 

i~l ax 
generate a finite-dimensional Lie algebra. A A A 

Thus, if we require that the set of operators Q,P,R, and 
(j be contained in a finite-dimensional Lie algebra of vector 
fields, (2.8a) satisfies Lie's criterion. For the cases n = lor 2 
this essentially forces (2.8a) to acquire the form of a Riccati 
equation or a coupled set of Riccati equations.24

•
25 This may 

be the reason why Riccati equations play an important role 
in all of soliton physics. 

III. SOLUTIONS OF THE COMMUTATION RELATIONS 
A. General comments 

In order to obtain explicit pseudopotentials we may 
look for solutions to the commutation relations (2.9), within 
a finite-dimensional Lie algebra, and then choose represen
tations giving Q,fi, ... ,§ as differential operators in the form 
(2.6). 

In general the "pseudopotentials" yare multicompon
ent objectsy = [y" I = lY\ ... ,yn), withy"EC (p, = 1, ... ,n). Re
lations (2.2) for these pseudopotentials reduce to conserva
tion laws if the variable y does not figure on the right hand (or 
can be eliminated by a transformation of variables). If the 
right-hand sides are linear in y, then we obtain equations of 
the type used in the inverse scattering method. The variables 
y(x,t) will in general themselves satisfy partial differential 
equations. For n = 1 the equation satisfied by y(x,t ) may be 
the same as satisfied by z(x,t) and (2.2) amounts to an inner 
Backlund transformation. If the equations for y differ from 
those for x we may have an outer Backlund transformation 
(further conditions must be imposed to make this statement 
exact). 

It is well-known that the only Lie algebras that can be 
realized by operators of the form 

d 
Xi =.t;lY) dy' 

(i.e., holomorphic vector fields in one complex variable) are 
sl (2,q and its subalgebras. 23 While we do not restrict our
selves to the case n = 1 we shall limit ourselves to the case 
when all operators (2.6) do lie in the algebra sl(2,q and pro
vide the most general solution of(2.9) under this assumption. 

From here on we assume that all the operators in (2.6) 
lie in some vector field representation of sl(2,q. 

Choosing a basis of sl(2,q satisfying 

we shall make use of the following representations. 

and 
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For n = 1, we put 

. d 
T3 = ly dy' 

d 
T =

+ dy' 
d 

T =y2_ 
- dy' 
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(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

T + = - iuau ' T_=-ivau , 

(3.4) 

and 

¢x = uxau + vxav ' ¢t = utau + vtav • (3.5) 

We now proceed to solve equations (2.9) in sl(2,q. We 
are interested in solutions up to coordinate transformations 
and hence up to equivalence under Lie algebra automor
phisms. This equivalence allows us to simplify the expres
sions for one or more of the operators involved. We recall 
that an arbitrary nonzero element ofsl(2,q is conjugate un
der SL(2,q either to T + or to aT3 (aEC). The results below 
will always be expressed by quoting just one representative 
of each equivalence class under automorphisms of the un
derlying algebra. 

The commutation relations (2.9) are in general incom
patible. Indeed, nontrivial solutions exist only if the interac
tion term J(z,z*) satisfies certain conditions to be obtained 
below. Whenever such an interaction J(z,z*) is found, we 
shall simplify it as much as possible by an affine transforma
tion in the unknown variable 

z' = az +/3, (3.6) 

where a and /3 are suitably chosen complex constants. 

B. Solutions in sl(2,C) for 6~o 

Since R.P and (j commute with Q and all four lie in 
sl(2,q we have 

P=pQ, R =rQ, 
A A 

U=uQ, 

(p,r,u,E q, 
and (2.9c) implies 

(zz* + zp - z*r + u)[S;Q] 

= [(z* + p)J - (z - r)J*]Q, 

and hence 

[S;Q] = ikQ, kEC, 
A A 

Q=T+, S= -kT3' 

Two possibilities occur. 

A. r = - p*, k = k * 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Taking z-.z - p* and redefining the constant u, we 
have 

Jl(Z,Z*) = [g(z,z*) + (ik /2)(1 + u/lzI2) lz, 

g(z,z*) = g*(z,z*), 

¢x = i(lzl2 + U)T +, 

(3. lOa) 

¢, = ( - zxz* + zz: + is)T + - ikr3 • (3. lOb) 

If k = 0, then u, SEC; if k #0, then uElR, S = o. 
B.r# -p* 

We take z-.!(r + p*)z + ~(r - p*) and find 

};(z,z*) = [i/2(z + z*)] 

xlk(lzI2+z-z*+u)(z+ 1) 

-k*(lz I2 -z+z*+u*)(z-1)l, 

¢x =i(lzI2+Z_Z*+U)T+, 

¢, = [-zx(z*+ 1)-z~(z-l)]T+ -ikT,. 
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Notice that II involves an arbitrary real function g(z,z*), 12 
involves only free constants. The function g(z,z*) does not 
figure in (3. lOb). We shall show in Sec. IV that the obtained 
pseudopotentials simply provide conservation laws. 

c. Solutions in sl(2,C) for Q = 0 

Relations (2.9b) are satisfied trivially. We separately 
consider the cases when R = aP and R # aP. 

A. R = aP. aeC, a#O 
We now consider individual SL(2,Q orbits of P. 
AI: P = pr3' R = r'/3' pr#O. 

The algebra (2.9) can only be solved if 
I(z,z*) = I I(Z,Z*)lei¢ where if> is a constant phase. Taking 
z--ze - i¢ we obtain 

nz,z*) = I~(z,z*), 

~x = i[p(z + z*) + U]7"3' 

~, = [PI -zx +z; -S]7"3 

[i.e., /;(z,z*) is an arbitrary real function]. 

A2: P = p7" +, R = r7" +, pr#O, Ipi = Irl· 

(3.12a) 

(3.12b) 

We can transform z and conjugate in sl(2,q to set 

p = - r = 1. This gives 

14(Z,Z*) = g(z,z*) + az, (3.13a) 

g(z,z*) = g*(z,z*), 

~x = i(z + z*)7" + + iU7"3' u
2 = Rea, 

~, = [ - Zx + z; + u(z - z*)]7" + + iS7"3' s = - Ima. 

A3:P=P7"+, R=r7"+, pr=/=O, Ipl=/=Irl· (3.13b) 

By SL(2,q conjugation we can choose rp = 1 and 
obtain 

15(Z,Z*) = Az + Bz* + c. (3.14a) 

For IA 12 - IB 12 =f. 0 we can transform z so that C = 0, 
B = B *. For IA 12 - IB 12 = 0 we can transform so that 
A = B, C = EC * (E = I if lmA =/=0, £ = - I if lmA = 0, 
ReA #0). 

For C = 0 and B = B * we define 

S = (i/2p2)[P(A - A *) - (p4 - I)B], 

u2 = (l/2p2)[P2(A +A +) + (P4 - lIB], U+ = O. 

For A = B #0, C = EC* we define 

s = i(l - p2)(p2A + A *) 
2p2 ' 

u2 = 1 +p2 (p2A +A *), 
2p2 

In both cases, the pseudopotentials satisfy 

~x = i[pz - (l/p)z* + u+]7" + + iU7"3' 

~t = p(uz - zx) + (l/p)(uz* - z;) + iS7"3' (3.14b) 

Notice thatp is a free parameter, s, u, and U+ are given in 
terms of A, B, C, and p. 

A4:P=R =0. 
The function f(z,z*) is arbitrary, the Backlund transfor

mation (BT) trivial. 
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B. Rand P linearly independent 
In this case (2.9c) implies that I(z,z*) can be written as 

I(z,z*) = glz2Z* + g2ZZ*2 + g3z2 

gjEC, 

satisfying 

+ g4Z*2 + g5ZZ* + goZ + g7Z* + gH' 

[V,P] =gi+gfR, 2[V,0] =gsP+gtR, 

[V,R] = -gi-gfR. 

(3.15) 

[X,O]- [s'P] = -gji-gfR. (3.16) 

[X,P] = -gi-gtR, 

[Y,O] + [S,R] = -g7P-gtR, 

[Y,R] = g4P+ gtR, [s,OJ =gJ>+g~R. 

We proceed further by tra9,.sforming Pinto p7" 3' 7" +x or 0 
and then using the stabilizer of Pin SL(2,q to simplify R. We 
then solve the commutation relations (2.9a) and (3.16), find 
the gj in (3.15), and simplify using (3.6). 

Let us discuss the individual cases. 

Bl:P=p7"3' R=7"++r7"3' p=/=O 

16(Z,Z*) = IZI2( - EZ + z*) + Eaz - a*z*, £ = ± 1, 

¢x = i(z - EZ*)7"3 - iZ*7" +, (3.17a) 

~t = - [zx + €Z~ + E(a - a*) ]7"3 

+ ( - z; + Izl2 - a)7" +. (3.17b) 

B2: P = p7"" R = r(7" + + 7"_) + r37",\, rp=/=O 

nz,z*) = (€lzI2 + B Hz + Cz*), £ = ± 1 

r = [(P4 - 1)1/4]12p, r3 = - €/p, 

C = Ep2, B = B *, P = p*, 

~x = i[pz + (€/P)z*]7"3 
_ (iZ*/2p)(p4 - 1)112(7"+ + L), 

(3.1Sa) 

~t = [-pzx +(€/P)z~]7"3- [(P4_1)1/2/2p]Z;(7"+ +7"_) 

+ Hlzl2 + B ](p4 - 1)"2(7" + - L). 
(3.1Sb) 

Notice that contrary to all previous cases, the entire sl(2,q is 
involved ~ (3.1Sb) (7"A-,7" _, and 7"3 all figure). 

B3: P = P7"3' R = 0, p=/=O. 
The only solution is I(z,z*) = O. 
B4: P= 0, R =/=0. 
This leads only to I(z,z*) = az + b, (a,b,EiC). The equa

tion is linear and we shall not give the pseudopotential which 
is of little interest. 

B5: P = 7" +, R = O. 
Again f(z,z*) = az + b. 
B6: P= 7"+, R #0. 
Performing an exp(a7" +) transformation, we can trans-

A A A~ 

formR to the form R = r _7" _ + r37"3' The relations for [V,P] 
and [V,R] imply r3 = O. Thus R = r7" _. We obtain, after 
simplification, 

Is(z,z*) = (E/2)lzI 2 + hz, b = b *, (3.19a) 

and 
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¢x = i[z1" + + z*(d4)1" _ + U1"3], 

¢, = ( - Zx + UZ)1" + + (d4)(z~ + uZ*)1" _ 

+ [ - (d2)lzI 2 + U2 - b ]1"3' (3.19b) 

For b = 0 this case reduces to the usual "nonlinear Schro
dinger equation" (cubic Schrodinger equation). 

IV. SYMMETRIES, CONSERVATION LAWS, AND 
BACKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS 

In Sec. III we have found eight different forms of the 
interaction terms I(z,z*) in the nonlinear SchrOdinger equa
tion (1.1), for which pseudopotentials exist. 

In this section we shall discuss the individual cases, and 
obtain the Lie symmetries of the equations, the conservation 
laws and inverse scattering equations. 

A. Lie symmetries for the NLSE 

To study the symmetries of the equations considered 
above, we may proceed by a number of different methods. 
The most familiar approach 23. 14 consists of applying finite or 
infinitesimal transformations in the space of dependent and 
independent variables, and requiring that these map solu
tions of the equation into solutions. An alternative ap
proach, which is closer in spirit to the computation of the 
previous sections, consists of determining the symmetries of 
the differential ideal. Again, a finite or infinitesimal ap
proach may be taken. The latter26

•
27 is what will be described 

here although the same results are obtained by the direct 
study of the infinitesimal in variances of the equations them
selves. The finite transformations may subsequently be de
termined by integration. 

The infinitesimal symmetries are vector fields X on the 
jet spaceJ '(R 2,C) with coordinates (x,t,z,zx,z,) for which the 
Lie derivatives of the generators (2.1) of the differential ideal 
remain in the ideal: 

YxWI =a:w l +a~w2+b:wl +b~W2, (4.1a) 

Y xW2 = aiw ' + a~w2 + b iw l + b ~W2 (4.1b) 

(plus the complex conjugate relations). The general form of X 
IS 

_ a a a a x = a(x,t) - + b (x,t) - + c(x,t,z,z*) - + c*(x,t,z,z*)-a 
at ax az z* 

+ ( t * *) a *( * *) a ex, 'Z'Zx 'Zx ,z"z, - + e x,t,z,zx,zx ,z,,z, -. 
azx az~ 

(4.2) 

There are no a /az, or a/az~ terms since it is sufficient to 
work on the partial jet space [x,t,z,z* ,zx~j in view of the 
expressions (2.1) defining [w I ,w2 ,w I· ,w2·j. In fact, the de
tailed form of e(x,t,z, ... ) is determined from the coefficients a, 
b, c [see Eq. (4.5)], since we are dealing here with a prolonga
tion of a vector field on the space J"(R 2,q that is, with an 
infinitesimal Lie transformation. 

The corresponding transformation acting upon sec
tions of J"(R 2,q, that is, functions z(x,t), is given by the 
operator 
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x = a(x,t) ~ + b (x,t) ~ - c(x,t,z,z*), (4.3) 
at ax 

and henceeUXz(x,t) is a solution ofEq. (1.1) whenever z(x,t) is. 
The fact that X is the prolongation of a Lie transformation 
need not be assumed a priori, but is assured by the presence 
of the forms [w I ,w I.j in the ideal. We simplify matters how
ever by allowing a and b to depend only upon the indepen
dent variables (x,t ) and c only on (x,t,z,z*) at the beginning. It 
follows from (4.1) that c(x,t,z,z*) is at most linear inhomoge
neous in z and z*. We shall simplify further by taking it to be 
of the form 

c(x,t,z,z*) = c(x,t )z, 

that is, purely linear in z. 
Equation (4.la) implies that 

ax = 0, 

and 

Equation (4.1 b) implies 

at = 2bx , and ibt = 2cx' 

as well as 

(4.4) 

(4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

(4.6) 

(c - 2bx )1 - czlz - c*z* Iz. + (ic, + cxx)z = 0. (4.7) 

Integrating (4.5a) and (4.6) shows a, b, and c to be of the form 

a(x,t) = aft ), 

b (x,t) = a'(t )x + /3 (t), 
2 

c(x,t) = i[ a';t) x 2 + /3 ~t) x + y(t) J. (4.8) 

Substituting in (4.7) and equating like powers of x gives 

ia" [J - zlz + z* I .. ] = a"'z, 

i/3' [J - z Iz + z* I.. ] = p "z, 

i[(y - ia')1 - yzlz + y·z* I..] = (y' - (i/4)a")z. (4.9) 

It is easy to see that y(t) = 0, a'(t) = 0,/3 '(t) = 0 is a solution 
for any I(z,z*). Thus, translational invariance is always pre
sent: X = P and X = H satisfy (4.5) for any interaction 
I(z,z*), where 

P=~, H=~. (4.10) 
ax at 

This is, of course, a trivial expression of the fact that the 
coefficients in the NLSE do not depend explicitly on x and t. 

We stress that the use of the infinitesimal operator X 
satisfying (4.3), (4.4) is a definite restriction. For the free
particle Schr6dinger equation (1.1) with I(z,z*) = ° this ap
proach would lead to the Schrodinger group Sch( 1) and its 
Lie algebra 14,28 

H=a" D=2ta, +xax +,.1, 

C = t 2at + txax + t /2 - iX2/4, 

p=ax' B= -tax +ix/2, 

E, = i, E2 = 1 (A.Eq. 

(4.11) 

A consideration of more general transformations than 
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linear ones would clearly be desirable in the context of non
linear partial differential equations. 2 1,29-32 

Here D, C, and B correspond to dilations, conformal 
transformations, and Galilei "boosts," respectively,H and P 
to translations, and EI and E2 to multiplication, of z by an 
arbitrary constant. 

Now let us consider individual cases obtained in Sec, 
III. 
B. Discussion of pseudopotentials leading to 
conservation laws 

fl(z,z*): Zxx + iz, = [g(z,z*) + (ik /2)(1 + u/lzI2)]Z, 
(4. 12a) 

g(z,z*) = g*(z,z*), 

The only solution of (4.9) valid for all g(z,z*) is 
a' = f3' = Y = 0 so that the only Lie symmetries are transla
tions. The pseudo potential defined by (3. lOb) however pro
vides a conservation law. Using (3.2) and (3.3), we have 

Yx = i(lzl2 + u), 

y, = ( - zxz* + zz~) + kyo (4.12b) 

Puttingji(x,t) = e·· k'Y(X,t), substituting into (4.12b), and set
ting lYx), = lY,)x' we obtain the "time-dependent" conserva
tion law 

i ~[(lzl2 + u)e - k'] + ~[(zxz* - zz~)e k'] = o. 
at ax 

(4.12c) 

If appropriate asymptotic conditions are satisfied and u';;O 
there will be a conserved quantity 

(4.12d) 

(For k = 0 this quantity can be interpreted as the total 
probability. ) 

nz,z*): 

Zxx + iz, = [i/2(z + z*)lI k (zz* + z - z* + u)(z + I) 

- k *(zz* -z + z* + u*)(z - 1)1. (4.13a) 

Equation (4.9) allows for a non translational symmetry in this 
case only ifu = 0, k = k *. Then 

zxx + iz, = ikz2/(Z + z*), 

and the symmetries are 

a a 
P= -, H= -, E= I, 

ax at 

(4.13b) 

(4.13c) 

where E indicates thatz in (4.13b) can be multiplied by a real 
constant. 

Equations (3.1Ib) always provide a conservation law. 
Proceeding as in case (4.12) we have 

i ~ [( Iz 12 + Z - z* + u)e - k' ] at 
a 

+ -[zx(z*+I)-z~(z-I)e-k']=O. (4.13d) 
ax 

f3(Z,z*): zxx + iz, = f(z,z*), f(z,z*) = f*(z,z*). (4.14a) 

There are no nontranslational symmetries but (3.12b) pro
vides a conservation law 
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i !....(z + z*) + ~(z - z*) = O. 
at ax x x 

f4(Z,z*):zxx + iz, = g(z,z*) + az*. 

(4.14b) 

(4.15a) 

Again, in general there are no non translational symmetries. 
Equation (3.13b) can be rewritten by putting w = eUx + S'y 
and using (3.2) and (3.3). The obtained conservation law 
(wx)t = (wt)x is 

i ~[(z + z*)eUX + S'] 
at 

+ ~([Zx _z~_u(z_z*)]eux+s'}=O. (4.15b) 
ax 

/,(z,z*): ZXX + iZt = Az + Bz* + c. (4.16a) 

Nontranslational symmetries only exist in special cases, 
namely the following 

(i) A = B = 0, C #0. Dilation symmetry: 

P, H, and D = 2ta, + xax - 2, z'(x,t) = a- 2z(ax,a 2 t). 

(4.16b) 

(ii) C = 0, B #0. Multiplication by a real constant: 

P, H, and E = 1, z'(x,t) = az(x,t), a = a*. (4.16c) 

(iii) B = C = 0, A #0. Symmetry under the Schro-
dinger group Sch( 1). In addition to 

P -- ~ H -- ~ E . dEl (4 16d) ax' at' I = I, an 2 =, . 

i.e., z'(x,t ) = az(x + x{),t + to), we have Galilei invariance 

B = - tax + (i/2)x, 

z'(x,t) = exp[(ib /2)(x - bt /2)]z(x - bt,t), 

a modified dilation in variance 

D = 2tal + xax + 2iAt, 

z'(x,t) = exp [ - fA (1 - a2 )t ]z(ax,a2t), 

and a modified conformal invariance 

C = t 2a, + txax + IV -lix2 + iAt 2), 

(4.16e) 

(4.161) 

z'(x,t) = (1 + et )-112 exp[ ie (x 2 
_ 4At 2)) 

4(1 + ct) 

(
X t) XZ --- ---

I + ct' 1 + et . 
(4.16g) 

These symmetries for the linear Schrodinger equation 
ZXX + iZt = Az have been studied elsewhere. 2M Putting 

w(x,t) = eUx + "y(x,t ), 

we obtain a conservation law from Eg. (3.14b) valid for arbi
trary A, B, and C and hence independent of the above linear 
Lie symmetries 

i ~[eux +.'I(PZ - ~z* + UtI] 
at p 

+ ~ [eux+s< \p(zx - uz) + ~ (z; - uz*)l] = O. 

(4.16h) 

Let us summarize the results of this section. 
(1) The interactions il(z,z*), ... ,j,(z,z*) all allow for po

tentialsy that provide conservation laws for the correspond-
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ing Schrodinger equation. 
(2) The interactions fl, f3' and f4 each involve an arbi

trary real function which does not figure in the pseudopoten
tial equations. 

(3) The algebras leading to these cases were one or two 
dimensional subalgebras of sl(2,C). 

(4) In general the conservation laws are not related to 
the linear Lie symmetries of the considered equation. 

The remaining three interactions f6' f7' and fs are 
somewhat different. 

C. Discussion of pseudopotentials leading to Backlund 
transformations and to inverse scattering equations 

f6(Z,Z*): Zxx + iz, = Iz12( - €Z + z*) + €az - a*z*. 
(4.17a) 

Using the one-variable realization (3.2) and (3.3) we rewrite 
the transformation (3.17b) as 

Yx = -(z-€z*lY-iz*, 

y, = - i[zx + €Z~ + €(a - a*)]y + ( - z~ + Izl2 - a). 
(4.17b) 

The equations (3.17b) involve a two-dimensional subalgebra 
ofsl(2,q with basis (73,7+). Contrary to previous cases, the 
terms in (4.17b) involving y also depend on z. Hence (4.17b) 
cannot be reduced to a conservation law by a simple trans
formation of the y variable alone. 

In general (4.17a) has only translational symmetries. 
For a = 0 we also have dilation in variance 

D=2ta, +xax + I, (4.17c) 

z'(x,t) = [ebDz] (x,t ) = bz(bx,b 2t), b = b*. 

Notice that (4.17b) does not involve a free parameter [both a 
and € figure in f6(Z,Z*)]' If we write (4.17b) for a = 0 and 
perform the dilation (4.17c), no parameter is introduced. 

Equations (4.17b) represent an outer Backlund trans
formation. The new variable y satisfies an evolution equation 
that can be obtained by solving for z and z* from the first of 
equations (4.17b) and its complex conjugate and substituting 
the result into the second equation. The resulting equation 
for y is nonlinear and complicated and we shall not repro
duce it here. 

Outer Backlund transformations can in some cases be 
transformed into inner ones by making use of the symmetries 
of the equations involved. For Eq. (4.17a) however, this is not 
possible. Indeed, assume that a function u(x,t ) exists, that 
satisfies Eq. (4.17a) whenever z(x,t) satisfies this equation and 
y satisfies (4.17b). We put u(x,t) = F(z,z* ,y,y*) and then sub
stitute u and u* into (4.17a) and its complex conjugate. Re
quiring that the obtained pde for Fbe an identity in z,z*, and 
their derivatives whenever (4.17a) is satisfied, we find that no 
such function F exists, other than z itself. 

The BT (4.17b) has a form reminiscent of the inverse 
scattering equations,33-37 that have been most successfully 
applied to solve certain nonlinear pde. Equations (4.17b) are 
linear iny, involving z as a "potential." The second equation 
gives the time development of y, the first one describes the 
"scattering." These equations, however, contain no free pa-
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rameter that could serve as an eigenvalue for the problem. 
A conservation law for the NLSE (4.17a) can be derived 

directly from the equation [by adding € times the complex 
conjugate equation to (4. 17a)]. We obtain 

i 4iz - £z*) + ~(zx + £z~) = O. (4.17d) 
at ax 

A conserved quantity can also be derived from the BT 
(4.17b). Indeed put 

y(x,t ) = y exp [s~ (z - €z* )dx' ]. 

Then 

Yx = - iz* exp[S~(z - €z*)dx'], 

so thatyx is expressed in terms ofz andz* alone. Since (4.17b) 
are compatible when z satisfies (4.17a) we must have 

(Yx), = (Y,)x' Hence 

I = S~ ooz*(x,t) 

X (exp{s~ [z(x',t) - €z*(x',t )]dx'} )dx, (4.17e) 

must, if it exists, i.e., if the integral converges, be a conserved 
quantity. 

17(z,z*): Zxx + iz, = (€lzI2 + B)(z + Cz*), (4.18a) 

€ = ± 1, B = B *, C = C * = €p2 of- O. 

The algebra underlying (3.18b) is all of sl(2,q and the 
BT involves no free parameters. Using the one-variable real
ization (3.2) ofsl(2,q, we rewrite the BT (3.18b) as 

€ (P4 _ 1)1/2 
Yx = - (pz + -z*lY - iz* (1 + y2), 

P 2p 
€ (P4 _ 1)112 

y, = - i(zxp - z~ -lY - z~ (1 + y2) 
P 2p 

+Hiz I2+B](p4-1)1/2(I_ y 2). (4. 18b) 

Let us first discuss the Lie symmetries of Eqs. (4. 18a). If 
B of- 0 Eq. (4.9) implies that Eq. (4.18a) allows for transla
tional in variance only. For B = 0 we also have dilation 
in variance 

D = 2ta, + xax + 1, z'(x,t) = az(ax,a2t). (4.18c) 

If we define that under dilations y transforms as 
y' = y(ax,a2t) then we can easily check thaty' andz' are relat
ed by the same BT as y and z. Thus, the dilations do not 
introduce a parameter into the Backlund transformations 
(4. 18b). 

The BT (4.18b) is an outer one. The new variable y(x,t) 
satisfies a complicated nonlinear evolution equation. We ob
tain it by first solving the first of Eqs. (4. 18b), together with 
its complex conjugate, for z and z*, then calculating Zx and 
z~ and substituting into the second of Eqs. (4. 18b). We have 
attempted to obtain an inner Backlund transformation for 
Eq. (4.18a) from (4.18b) by setting u = F(z,z*,y,y*) and re
quiring that u satisfy (4.18a) when z satisfies this equation 
andy satisfies (4.18b). However no such function F (z,z* ,y,y*) 
exists, other than z itself. 

Finally, let us obtain linear equations of the type used in 
the inverse scattering method for the NLSE (4.18a). Substi
tuting the two-variable representation (3.4) and (3.5) for 7; 

into (3.18b) we obtain 
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(
Ux)=(!(pz-r,z*) -rz* )(U) 
Vx - rz* - !(pz - r,z*) v' 

(4.18d) 

(
U,) = (. !i(Zx~ + z!'rl ) iz;r + i([z[2pr - S))(U). 
v, IZ;r-I([z[2pr-s) -~i(zxp+z!,r,) v 

(4.18e) 

As required, these equations are linear in U and v and should 
be compared to those of the Zakharov-Shabat and 
Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur approaches. However, the 
lack of a free parameter in the BT implies that there is no 
ei.genvalue in (4.18d), so the standard techniques cannot be 
dIrectly applied. 

/8(Z,Z*): Zxx + iz, = (d2)[Z[2Z + bz, 

b=b*, E= ± 1. (4. 19a) 

As mentioned above, for b = 0 this is the much studied stan
dard "nonlinear Schrodinger equation".2.33-l6.3H-47 The case 
b #0 can be transformed into the b = 0 case by the time
dependent change of dependent variable z(x,t )-.eib'z(x,t). 
We shall hence consider b = 0 in (4.19a) and discuss the 
equation 

(4.19b) 

The BT for this case were obtained by Wahlquist and 
Estabrook. 2 In order to obtain their formulas, we must use a 
slightly modified realization of sl(2,q, namely 

i 2 d 2' d 
T + = TY dy' T - = - I dy' 

and put U = k in (3.19b). We obtain 

y x = - ~(zy2 - EZ* + 2ky), 

y, = - !ik (zy2 - a* + 2ky) 

+ ~i( - zxl- a; + E[Z[2y ). (4. 19c) 

The NLSE (4. 19b) has a large in variance group, namely 
a five-dimensional subgroup of the Schrodinger group 
Sch( 1). A basis for its Lie algebra is 

H- a p_ a E=i 
- at' - ax' 

a ~ a a 
B= -t-+ - D=2t-+x-+ 1. (4.19d) 

ax 2' at ax 

The operators Band D generate Galilei transformations 
(boosts) and dilations respectively, and they are together re
sponsible for the complex parameter kin (4. 19c). To see this 
we write Eqs. (4. 19c) for, e.g., k = I: 

y x = - ~(iy-2 - €i* + 2yl, 

y, = - ~ik (iy2 - Ei* + 2y) + !i( - i x y2 - Ei: + E\i\2Y). 

Putting 

i(x,t) = aeib (x - bl 121/2Z[ a(x - bt ),a2t ], 

y(x,t ) = e - ib Ix - bl 12112y [a(x - bt ),a2t ], 

we find that y and z satisfy (4.19c) with 

k = lIa - ib 12a (a = a*,b = b *). 

(4.1ge) 

(4.19t) 

The BT (4.19c) are outer ones andy(x,t) satisfies a com
plicated nonlinear evolution equation that can be obtained 
directly from (4.19c). It is in this case possible to perform a 
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transformation to a new variable w = F (z,z* ,y,y*) which sat
isfies Eq. (4. 19b). The function w will then be related to z by 
an inner Backlund transformation. To obtain the function 
F(z,z*,y,y*) we evaluate wxx + iw" use Eq. (4. 19b) and its 
conjugate to eliminate Zxx and z!'x terms, and (4.19c) to elimi
nateyxx,Yx, andy, terms. We then require that 
wxx + iw, = (d2)w\W[2 be satisfied identically in Z"Zx ,z and 
their complex conjugates. The result is 2,5 

w(x,t) = z(x,t) + [2(k + k *)y*/(\y\2 - E)]. (4. 199) 

Thus, if we take a specific solutionz(x,t) of(4.19b), substitute 
it into Eqs. (4.19c), solve for y(x,t) and substitute into (4. 199), 
we obtain a new solution w(x,t). Lamb38 has directly ob
tained an inner Backlund transformation for the cubic 
Schrodinger equation, using a different method. 

Again, we can obtain the inverse scattering equations 
for (3.19b), using the two-variable realization (3.4) and (3.5). 
Putting U = - kin (3.19b) we have 

(4.19h) 

- iE(Z~ - kZ*)I4)(U) 
- !i(!E[Z[2 - k 2) v' 

which correspond to the equations used by Zakharov and 
Shabat.34 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Having replaced the generalized nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation zxx + iz, = I(z,z*) by a specific Pfaffian system 
and having made certain assumptions about the forms of the 
pseudo potentials we have found all functions I(z,z*) for 
which such pseudopotentials exist. In addition to the trivial 
case of a linear interaction I(z,z*) = az + b we have found 
eight different classes of such functions I(z,z*). Five of them 
lead to pseudopotentials that provide simple conservation 
laws and conserved quantities that are not obtained from any 
linear Lie symmetries of the NLSE. The existence of con
served quantities for a pde is of great value in numerical 
calculations and provides a criterion for the quality of a nu
merical solution.47 The three remaining functions I(z,z*) 
lead to Backlund transformations and to linear equations of 
the inverse scattering type. Only in the case of the ordinary 
cubic NLSE does the Backlund tranformation involve a free 
parameter. This free parameter, as we have shown, is due to 
the combined dilation and Galilei invariance of the equation 
z xx + iz, = !EZ\Z[2 and to the fact that the corresponding BT 
is not invariant under these two transformations. The free 
parameter is necessary in order to obtain permutability theo
rems and the corresponding "nonlinear superposition laws" 
and also serves as an eigenvalue parameter in the inverse 
scattering method. 

It must be emphasized that the class of nonlinear Schro
dinger equations which admit pseudopotentials may be larg
er than those found here. The assumption in (2.2) on the lack 
of dependence of tP on the variables x,t, and 1", was made for 
simplicity only and may be abandoned. The assumption 
about all vector fields belonging to an sl(2,q representation 
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was also for convenience. Even in the I-dimensional case, 
the underlying algebra might be infinite-dimensional. Fur
thermore, within the Wahlquist-Estabrook (W-E) ap
proach, the choice of integrable exterior system is crucial. A 
different choice, which nevertheless has the same maximal 
integral manifolds, may lead to entirely different pseudo po
tentials. As an example we might have used the following: 

IL 1= dz - z,dt - zxdx, IL I * = dz* - z~dt - z~dx, 

1L2 = dZt I\dt + dzx I\dx, 1L2* = dz~ I\dt + dz~ I\dx, 
(5.1) 

1L3 = dzx 1\ dt - (f - iZ t )dx 1\ dt. 

Although the ideal generated by (5.1) has the same 
maximal integral manifolds as (2.1), it is not identical to it. In 
fact, the resulting pseudopotentials may involve z,' unlike 
those we have studied here. The reason for the difference is 
that neither (2.1) nor (5.1) is algebraically "complete" (in the 
sense of Cartan26

). That is, for both there exist forms which 
annihilate the null spaces but do not belong to the ideal. An 
interesting and important question which is suggested by the 
WE method is thus to find a complete exterior system whose 
maximal integral manifolds are the solution manifolds for 
the original differential equations. If such a system exists, 
application of the WE method may lead to results of greater 
generality. There is a second related question: are the pseu
dopotentials arising from two different differential ideals for 
the same equation really distinct, or are they necessarily re
lated by dependent variable transformations such as the "in
nerising" transformation of the type (4.19b)? If they are al
ways so related, there would be no greater generality 
obtained by changing or extending the ideal. The most gen
eral approach, of course, is to return to the method of 
Clairin,2 

I.38.4H which works directly with the differential 
equation, rather than with exterior forms. A comparison of 
the assumptions involved in these various approaches would 
be of interest. 
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Exact relationships are developed that describe the occupation statistics for 
pseudobidimensional arrays of dumbbells. It is found that E (k,N), the number of ways of 
arranging k indistinguishable dumbbells on a 3 XN diagonal array of compartments is exactly 
described by the recursion relation 

E(k,N) = 4E(k - 1,N - 1) + E(k,N - 1) - 2E(k - 2,N - 2). 

The 3 X N diagonal lattice space provides to the central sites of the lattice their full coordination 
number of nearest-neighboring compartments; therefore the solution of the present system 
provides a 1 X N diagonal (central sites) "window" to watch the behavior of a true bidimensional 
array of dumbbells. For large values of N, the dumbbell freedom per lattice site on any given site 
of the central diagonal is found to be 1.8477,.·, which is only 3% higher than the exact value 
(1.7916,..) found for a "locked" dumbbell on a bidimensional array. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many physical and chemical systems can be represent
ed by the distribution of particles on a lattice space. One 
interesting problem is to determine statistically the number 
of possible arrangements of dumbbells (particles that occupy 
two contiguous lattice sites) on a regular lattice space. We 
are going to consider a pseudobidimensionallattice space of 
compartments, and we will allow the dumbbells to occupy 
two adjacents compartments only. A bidimensional form of 
this problem is found in the theory of adsorption of diatomic 
molecules by a metal surface. I 

Fig. 3(a)] is defined to be an array of compartments arranged 
in three adjacent diagonals of N compartments each; (2) a 
A (N) array [see Fig. 3(b)) is one in which the compartments 
are arranged in three adjacent diagonals of (N + 1) compart
ments for the upper one and N compartments for the other 
two; (3) a y(N) array [see Fig. 3(c)), as before, an array of 
compartments arranged in three adjacent diagonals of 

Problems dealing with particles that occupy more than 
one lattice site have always been troublesome; unlike simple 
particles, there is no reciprocity between particles and va
cancies. Therefore, as is generally true for problems of this 
nature, exact solutions have been found for the one-dimen
sional case2

-4 but for spaces of higher order dimensionality 
exact solutions have been obtained only for very special 
cases-a 2XN rectangular array of compartments,S and a 
bidimensional array completely covered with dumbbells.6

,7 

The purpose of this paper is to study the occupation 
statistics for dumbbells on a pseudobidimensionallattice 
space [see Fig. l(a)]. Unlike the 2XN rectangular lattice 
spaces [see Fig. l(b)] our pseudobidimensional space pro
vides to the central sites of the lattice their full coordination 
number of nearest neighboring compartments. We are going 
to determine the occupational degeneracy E (k,N) for dumb
bells particles, that is, the number of ways k indistinguish
able dumbbells can be arranged on a 3 XN diagonal lattice 
space [see Fig. l(b)). 

II. EXACT RECURSION RELATION 

We wish to determine a recursion relation for E (k,N), 
the number of possible arrangements of k indistinguishable 
dumbbells on a 3 X N diagonal array of compartments. Let 
us first define the following arrays: (1) An €(N) array [see 

(N + 2),(N + 1), and Ncompartments for the upper, central, 
and lower diagonals, respectively; (4) a 8 (N) array [see Fig. 
3(d)] is an array of three adjacent diagonals of (N + 1), 
(N + 1), and N compartments for the upper, central, and 
lower diagonals, respectively. 

Let E (k,N) be the number of ways of arranging k indis
tinguishabledumbbellsonan€(N)array,andL (k,N),G (k,N), 
D (k,N) are the number of ways k indistinguishable dumb
bells can be arranged on a A (N), y(N), and 8 (N) arrays, 
respectively. 

Theorem I: 

G (k,N) = D (k,N) + L (k - 1,N). 

Proof Let g(k,N) be the set of all possible arrange
ments of k indistinguishable dumbbells on a y(N) array; 

1-----·--
(a) 

(b) 

~-- N ------i 

FIG. I. (a) A 3 XN diagonal array; (b) a 2XN rectangular array. 

(1) 
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FIG. 2. Six of the 29 possible arrangements of two dumbbells on a 3 X 3 
diagonal array. 

d (k,N) is the subset ofg(k,N) where the only compartment of 
the (N + 2)th column is vacant and I (k,N) is the subset of 
g(k,N) in which that compartment is occupied. Then, every 
arrangement in d (k,N) differs from every arrangement in 
I (k,N) by the condition of occupation of the above mentioned 
compartment, i.e., d (k,N)n/ (k,N) is a null set. In addition, 
every member of g(k,N) can be found either in d (k,N) or 
I (k,N), i.e., d (k,N)u1 (k,N) = g(k,N). 

Therefore *g(k,N), the number of members of the set 
g(k,N), is given by 

*g(k,N) = *d(k,N) + */(k,N) = G(k,N). 

The compartment of the (N + 2)th column is unoccu
pied in the setd (k,N) so that by definition *d (k,N) isD (k,N). 
It that compartment is occupied then the adjacent one is also 
occupied. Hence, all other possible arrangements must in
volve the remaining (k - 1) dumbbells on the remainder of 
the array, which is aA. (N) array. The number of elements in 
l(k,N) is thereforeL (k - I,N), i.e., */(k,N)=L (k - I,N). 

Therefore, we conclude that 

FIG. 3. (a) An E(N) array, (b) a A (N) array, (e) a y(N) array, and (d) a 8 (N) 
array. 
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G (k,N) = D (k,N) + L (k - I,N). 

Theorem II: 

E(k,N)=D(k,N-l)+L(k-l,N-l) (2) 

Proof Let e(k,N) be the set of all possible arrange-
ments of k indistinguishable dumbbells on an E(N) array; 
d (k,N) is the subset of e(k,N) where the lower compartment 
of theN th column is vacant and I (k,N) is the subset of e(k,N) 
in which that compartment is occupied. Then, every arran
gement in d (k,N) differs from every arrangement in I (k,N) 
by the condition of occupation of the lower compartment of 
theN th column, i.e., d (k,N)n/ (k,N) is a null set. In addition, 
every member of e(k,N) can be found either in d (k,N) or 
I (k,N), i.e., d (k,N )ul (k,N) = e(k,N). We conclude that *e(k,N), 
the number of members of the set e(k,N), is given by 

*e(k,N) = */(k,N) + *d(k,N). 

The lower compartment of the Nth column is unoccu
pied in the set d (k,N), so that by definition *d (k,N) is 
D (k,N - 1). If that compartment is occupied then the adja
cent one is also occupied. Hence, all other possible arrange
ments must involve the remaining (k - 1) dumbbells on the 
remainder of the array, which is aA. (N - 1) array. The num
ber of elements in I (k,N) is therefore L (k - I,N - 1), i.e., 
*1 (k,N)=L (k - I,N - 1). 

Therefore, we conclude that 

E(k,N)=D(k,N-l)+L(k-l,N-l). 

Corollary 1: 

G(k,N - 1) =E(k,N) (3) 

Proof From Theorem I, substituting N by N - 1 in 
Eq. (1), we obtain 

G(k,N-l)=D(k,N-l)+L(k-l,N-l), (4) 

and the right-hand side ofEq. (4) is E (k,N) because of Theo
rem II. 

Theorem III: 

L (k,N) = E(k,N) + L (k - I,N - 1). (5) 

Proof Let I (k,N) be the set of all possible arrange
ments of k indistinguishable dumbbells on a A. (N) array; 
e(k,N) is the subset of I (k,N) in which the only compartment 
of the (N + l)th column is vacant and c(k,N) is the subset of 
, (k,N) in which that compartment is occupied. Then, every 
arrangement in e(k,N) differs from every arrangement in 
c(k,N) by the condition of occupation of the only compart
mentofthe(N + l)thcolumn, i.e., e(k,N)nc(k,N) is a null set. 
In addition, every member of' (k,N) can be found either in 
e(k,N) orc(k,N), i.e., e(k,N)uc(k,N) = l(k,N). We conclude 
that *' (k,N), the number of members ofthe setl (k,N),isgiven 
by 

*1(k,N) = *e(k,N) + *c(k,N). 

Only one compartment of the (N + l)th column is va
cantin thesete(k,N), sothatbydefinition *e(k,N)isE (k,N). If 
that compartment is occupied, then the adjacent one is also 
occupied. Hence, all other possible arrangements must in
volve the remaining (k - 1) dumbbells on the remainder of 
the array, whichisaA. (N - 1) array. The number of elements 
in c(k,N) is therefore L (k - 1 ,N - 1), i.e., 
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*c(k,N) = L (k - I,N - 1). 

Therefore, 

L(k,N)=E(k,N)+L(k-l,N-l). 

Corollary 2: 
k 

L (k,N) = 2: E(k - i,N - i). 
'=0 

Proof We can evaluate L (k - I,N - 1) by using 
Theorem III: 

L(k-l,N-l) 
=E(k-l,N-l)+L(k-2,N-2). 

Substitution of this into the Theorem III yields 

L(k,N)=E(k,N)+E(k-l,N-l) 

+ L (k - 2,N - 2). 

Repeated use of Eq. (7) gives 

L (k,N) = E(k,N) + E(k - I,N - 1) 

+ ... +E(I,N - k + 1) +L (O,N - k). 

However, L (O,N - k ) = E (O,N - k). Therefore 
k 

L (k,N) = 2: E(k - i,N - i). 
i=O 

Theorem IV: 

(6) 

(7) 

E(k,N) =L(k,N -1) +L(k -1,N -1) 

+G(k-l,N-2)+E(k-l,N-l). (8) 

Proof Let e(k,N) be the set of all possible arrange
ments of k dumbbells on an €(N) array and let at(k,N), 
a2(k,N), a3(k,N) anda4(k,N) be subsets of e(k,N) in which the 
lower two compartments of theN th column of the €(N) array 
are occupied in a manner shown in Fig. 4. In other words, the 
a j (k,N) are defined on the basis of the manner in which those 
two compartments are occupied. Since every member of 
a j (k,N) differs from any and every member of aj (k,N) (i =1= j) 
we conclude that a j (k,N )naj (k,N) = 0, i =l=j. Also, these four 
configurations are clearly the only possible we can form with 
the above mentioned compartments; therefore 

4 

U aj(k,N) = e(k,N). 
i= 1 

We conclude that 
4 

*e(k,N) = 2: *aj(k,N)=E(k,N). (9) 
i=1 

The set at(k,N) contains only those arrangements in 
which those two compartments are vacant. All k dumbbells 
are then arranged on the remaining A. (N - 1) array; hence 
*at(k,N)=L (k,N - 1). 

The set a2(k,N) contains a dumbbell occupying both 
compartments, and the remaining (k - 1) dumbbells are ar
ranged on an array composed of the original array minus the 
two precluded compartments, i.e., on all. (N - 1) array. We 
may then write *a2(k,N)==.L (k - I,N - 1). 

The set a3(k,N) has the upper compartment of the above 
two mentioned occupied and the lower one empty. The re
maining end of the dumbbell occupies a compartment of the 
(N - 1 )th column, the remaining (k - 1) dumbbells are ar
ranged on an array composed of the original array minus the 
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I j- ~---- ---: 

I--------- N - --1 >__--- N ----< 

; 
[ 

------------ -- ----~ 

FIG. 4. The four possible states of occupation of the lower compartments of 
the Nth column. 

three precluded compartments, i.e., on a y(N - 2) array. We 
may then write *a3(k,N)=G(k - I,N - 2). 

The set a4(k,N) has the upper compartment occupied 
and the lower one empty, the remaining end of the dumbbell 
occupies another compartment of the Nth column, and the 
remaining (k - 1) dumbbells are arranged on a €(N - 1) ar
ray, i.e., *a4(k,N )=E (k - I,N - 1). Therefore, by Eq. (9) we 
prove Theorem IV. 

Corollary 3: 

E(k,N) = 4E(k -1,N - 1) 

+ E(k,N - 1) - 2E(k - 2,N - 2). (10) 

Proof By Corollary 1 [Eq. (3)] we evaluate 
G(k - I,N - 2): 

G(k-l,N-2)=E(k-l,N-l). 

We may then write Theorem IV as 

E(k,N) 
=2E(k-l,N-l)+L(k,N-l)+L(k-l,N-l). 

We then use Corollary 2 [Eq. (6)] toevaluateL (k,N - 1) and 
L (k - I,N - 1) in Theorem IV, i.e., 

k 

E(k,N) = 2E(k - I,N - 1) + L E(k - i,N - 1- i) 
;=0 

k-\ 

+ I E (k - 1 - i,N - 1 - i). (11) 
i=O 

IfEq. (11) is used to evaluate E (k - 1,N - 1), we obtain 

E(k -1,N -1) = 2E(k - 2,N - 2) 
k-t 

+ I E (k - 1 - i,N - 2 - i) 
i=O 
k-2 

+ I E (k - 2 - i,N - 2 - i). 
;=0 

Ifweform thedifferenceE(k,N) - E(k - I,N - l)andnot
ing that 

k k-t I E (k - i,N - 1 - i) - I E (k - 1 - i,N - 2 - i) 
;=0 i=O 

=E(k,N-l) 
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FIG. S. The number of possible arrangements when indistinguishable 
dumbbells are placed on a 3 X N array for Nand k in the range 0-10. 

and 
k-I k-2 L E(k-1-i,N-1-i)- L E(k-2-i,N-2-i) 
;=0 ;=0 

=E(k-1,N-1), 
, 

we obtain Corollary 3, which is the recursion relation 
desired. 

Corollary 4: 

E(k,k)=4E(k-1,k-1)-2E(k-2,k-2). (12) 

Proof Since if k > N, no arrangements are possible, 
i.e., E (k,N) = 0, the special case in which the array is ~ filled, 
or the central diagonal completely filled, has the recursion 
given by Eq. (12). With the initial conditions A (0,0) =! and 
A (1,1) = 2. 

Figure 5 shows the number of arrangements of k indis
tinguishable dumbbells on a 3 X N diagonal array for k and N 
in the range 0-10, according to Eq. (10) with the boundary 
conditions A (k,N) = 0 (if k < 0 and/or N < 0; or k > N); 
A (0,0) = !;A (1,1) = 2 and A (0,1) = 1. 

III. DUMBBELL FREEDOM PER LATTICE SITE 

We are going now to compare our results with those 
obtained on a 2 X N rectangular arrayS and on a bidimen
sional array.6,7 

Either the 2 X N rectangular array or the 3 X N diagonal 
array are very special examples of the physically interesting 
case of a regular lattice. Nevertheless there is a very impor
tant difference between both of them-whereas the sites be
longing to the central diagonal in the 3 XN diagonal array 
have their full coordination number, there is no site with this 
property on a 2XN rectangular array. This fact justify the 
use ofthe central diagonal of a 3 XN diagonal array as a 
"window" to watch the behavior of a true bidimensional 
array of dumbbells. 

Let us see how good is this "window" by comparing the 
dumbbell freedom per lattice site, that is, the number of ways 
(per lattice site) in which a dumbbell can be placed on the 
lattice. 

The dumbbell freedom per lattice site of a bidimen
sional array completely covered with dumbbells (which was 
the only case solved) it was found to be LI = 1.7916 .... 6,7 

In order to perform the comparison we are going to 
evaluate the dumbbell freedom per lattice site on (i) a com-
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pletely covered "window" (central diagonal of a 3 XN diag
onal array) and (ii) on a completely covered 2 X N rectangu
lar array. 

The special case in which the 3 XN diagonal array has 
its central diagonal completely covered has the recursion 
relation given by Eq. (12): 

E(k,k) = 4E(k - 1,k - 1) - 2E(k - 2,k - 2). 

Using the results ofZeitlin,8 we find the generating 
function of E (k,k ) to be 

1 _ ~ E(k k)Xk (13) 
2 - SX + 4X 2 - k~O ' • 

The generating functions may also be written as 

tl t2 
2 - SX + 4X 2 = 1 - T1X + 1 - T ~ 

where the ts are constants and the Ts are the zeros of 
2X2 - SX + 4, i.e., TI = 2 + '\1'2, T2 = 2 - '\1'2. 

(14) 

Therefore, the generating function may be rewritten as 

(15) 

Since the absolute value of T2 is less than unity, T~ 
approach zero as k--+oo, therefore 

lim E(k,k) = tIT~. (16) 
k_", 

As X--+T 1- 1, only the first term on the right-hand side 
ofEq. (14) is important; therefore 

1· (1 tl) 0 1m - = 
X_T,-' 2 - SX + 4X 2 1- T1X . 

(17) 

By using L'Hospital's rule, we find t I: 

tl = __ T...:...i_ = (2 + '\1'2)2 ~0.603. 
S(TI - 1) S + S'\I'2 

(IS) 

Therefore we may write 

limE(k,k) = tlT~ 
k_", k 

~0.603(2 + '\1'2) . (19) 

The number of occupied sites is 2k; therefore the 2k th 
root ofEq. (19) is the number of ways (L2 ) per lattice site in 
which a dumbbell can be placed on any given site of the 
central diagonal. 

L 2 = lim [0.603(2+'\I'2)k]1I2k, 
k_", 

L2 = V2 + 'V'2~1.S477 .... 
A completely covered 2 X N rectangular array has the 

following recursion relation (see Ref. 5); 

A (k,k)=/k' 

where/k is the k th Fibonacci number, proceeding in the 
same manner as before we find that the dumbbell freedom 
per lattice site (L3) of a "locked" dumbbell on a 2 X N rectan
gular array is 1.2720 .... 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The dumbbell freedom per lattice site of a bidimen-
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sional array completely covered with dumbbells 
(L) = 1.7916 ... )6.7 is about 10% lower than 2, which is the 
number of ways (per lattice site) in which a free dumbbell can 
be placed on a regular lattice. The corresponding value of 
any given site of the central diagonal on a 3 X N diagonal 
lattice (L2 = 1.8477 ... ) is only a 3% higher than the exact 
value. On the other hand, the dumbbell freedom per lattice 
site on a 2 X N rectangular array (L3 = 1.2720 ... ) can never 
be higher than 1.5, which is the number of ways (per lattice 
site) in which a free dumbbell can be placed on such an array. 

Therefore, we immediately see that the 3 X N diagonal 
lattice can provide a substantial improvement to the under
standing of some properties of the physically interesting case 
of a regular lattice covered with an arbitrary number of 
dumbbells. I hope to comment upon these possibilities in 
more detail at a later date. 
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Analytic structure of the Henon-Heiles Hamiltonian in integrable and 
non integrable regimes a) 
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The solutions of the Henon-Heiles Hamiltonian are investigated in the complex time plane. The 
use of the "Painleve property," i.e., the property that the only movable singularities exhibited by 
the solution are poles, enables successful prediction of the values of the nonlinear coupling 
parameter for which the system is integrable. Special attention is paid to the structure of the 
natural boundaries that are found in some of the nonintegrable regimes. These boundaries have a 
remarkable self-similar structure whose form changes as a function of the nonlinear coupling. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 02.30. - f 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Given a Hamiltonian system there is, as yet, no system
atic method for determining whether or not that system is 
integrable. 1 The usual approach is a combination of numeri
cally investigation and inspired guesswork. However, recent 
work suggests that there is an intimate connection between 
the analytic structure of a system and its integrability. This 
connection was pointed out by Ablowitz el aJ. 2 in the context 
of partial differential equations (p.d.e. 's). These authors con
jectured that if a p.d.e. could be reduced, by an exact similar
ity transformation, to an ordinary differential equation 
(o.d.e.) of the Painleve type, then the associated p.d.e. would 
be soluble by inverse scattering transform methods, the im
portant characteristics of the Painleve type o.d.e.'s being 
that the only movable singularities their solutions can exhib
it are simple poles. The importance of this property in the 
solution of certain dynamical problems was appreciated 
many years ago in the classical work of Kowalevskaya. 3 

The use of the Painleve property may also be relevant in 
determining the integrability of systems of o.d.e. 'so Segur4 
applied this notion to the Lorenz system and was thereby 
able to identify sets of adjustable parameter values for which 
there existed one or more integrals of the motion. Recently, 
two of us5 made a detailed study of the analytic structure of 
this system and found that the nonintegrable regimes were 
characterized by a very rich multisheeted structure. 

Here, we report the results of an analysis of the well 
known Henon-Heiles Hamiltonian. The Painleve property 
can also be used in this case to successfully identify those 
parameter values for which the system is integrable. Howev
er, in this paper we are mainly concerned with studying the 
structure of the natural boundaries that appear in the nonin
tegrable regimes. The existence of such a boundary was re
cently discussed by Greene and Percival6 in the context of 
Hamiltonian maps. These authors have conjectured that 
natural boundaries may be a generic property of nonintegra
ble Hamiltonian systems in general. The natural boundaries 
that we have found for the Henon-Heiles system are remark-

"'This work was supported by Office of Naval Research, Contract No. N
OOOI4-79-C-537. 

h'On leave from Department of Computer Science, University of Nebraska, 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588. 

able in that they exhibit a self-similar or "fractal,,7 structure 
that allows one to deduce the form of the singular set. Fur
thermore, as the system parameters are varied the natural 
boundary undergoes some remarkable changes with new 
fractal structures appearing. 

2. PAINLEVE ANALYSIS AND CANONICAL 
RESONANCES 

We write the Henon-Heiles Hamiltonian in the general 
form 

H = ~(p~ + p~ + x 2 + y2) + Dx2y - C /3Il. (2.1) 

In the case D = C = 1 (2.1) reduces to its standard form. 8 

The second order (Newtonian) equations of motion are 

X= -x-2Dxy, 

Y = _ y _ Dx2 + Cy2. 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

We determine the leading order behavior of the solution at a 
singularity at time t = t. by making the substitution 

x = a(1 - t. la, y = b (t - t. f 
and equating most singular terms. This leads to the pair of 
equations 

ala - l)a(t - t.)a - 2 = - 2Dab (I _ t.)a +f3, (2.3a) 

{3({3 - l)b (t - t. f- 2 = Cb 2(t - t. )2f3 - Da2(t - t. )2a, 

(2.3b) 

with the two sets of solutions 
Case 1: a = - 2, a = ± (3ID)(2 + 1/...1 )112, 

{3 = - 2, b = - 31 D, 

where for notational convenience we set A = D IC, and 
Case 2: a =! ± ~(1 - 48...1 )1/2, a = arbitrary, 

{3 = - 2, b = 61C. 

Since the most singular behavior supported by the equations 
of motion is t -2, both branches of the Case 2 singularities can 
only exist for A > -~. For the Painleve property to hold all 
leading order behavior must be integers (later we shall show 
that this constraint may be relaxed), and this places restric
tions on the values of A in Case 2. The first few values of A 
leading to integer a in this case areA = - i, -~, - 1, 
- ~, ... , etc. Typically, Case 2 introduces irrational values of 
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A. and for A. > is the order becomes complex. In the standard 
caseC=D= 1 fA. = 1) we have 

a =! ± (i/2)y'47, a = arbitrary, 

/3= - 2, b = 6. 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

In order to proceed with Painleve analysis we have to 
look for the so called resonances,2 i.e., the conditions under 
which arbitrary parameters may enter into a general power 
series expansion about t = t •. Since we have two second or
der equations the solution must be characterized by four 
constants of integration. One of these is provided by the sin
gularity (hopefully pole) position t = t •. Starting with the 
Case 1 leading orders and following the procedure of 
Ab10witz et al., we now set 

x = ± (3/D)(2 + 1/A. )1/2t -2 + pt -2+
r

, 

y = (3/D)t -2 + qt - 2+ r, 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

where p and q are the arbitrary parameters (whose values are 
fixed by the constants of integration) and for notational con
venience we have set t. = O. These expansions are substitut
ed into the equations of motion (2.2) with only the most sin
gular (dominant) terms included, i.e., 

X= -2Dxy, 

ji = _ Dx2 + Cy2. 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

Setting up the ensuing linear equations for p and q one finds, 
after a little analysis, that these will be arbitrary if 

1

(3-r)(2-r)-6 ±6(2+1/A)1/2 I 

I =0. (2.7) 
±6(2+ 1/11,)12 (3-r)(2-r)+6/A 

Setting 

e = (3 - r)(2 - r) 

one finds two possible solutions 

e= 12 

and 

e = - 6( 1 + 1/11, ). 

(2.8) 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

These values of e determine the values of r (and hence the 
powers of t ) at which the resonances occur. 

For e = 12 we find 

r= - lor 6. (2.10) 

The root r = - I is always present in such analyses and 
represents the arbitrariness of t • . 2 This, together with the 
root r = 6, provides us with two of the arbitrary parameters. 
Fore= -6(1 + U)wefind 

r=i±t(l-24(1 + 1/11,))1/2. (2.11) 

From this result we see that four-parameter solutions can 
exist for A> 0 or A < -!. Furthermore the resonances are 
complex when A > 0 or A < - ~ and the imaginary part be
comes infinite when A~+. 

The resonance analysis may be repeated using the Case 
2 leading orders. Now the dominant terms in the equations 
of motion are 

X= -2Dxy, 

ji = Cy2. 

(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 

The analysis proceeds exactly as before and yields the roots 
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r= - 1 and 6 (2.l3a) 

and 

r=Oandr= +(1-4811,)112. (2. 13b) 

The upper and lower signs of the last member of (2.13b) are 
associated with those of the leading order behavior a. In 
either case the two values of r + a calculated from (2.13b) 
are equal to the two values of a. The root r = 0 corresponds 
to the arbitrariness of the associated leading order coeffi
cient. Four-parameter solutions can only exist when 
A> -~. For A. > is the leading orders and resonances are 
complex (the imaginary parts become infinite when 
11,_ + 00). When -! < Ais the negative branch 
a_ = ~ - !(1 - 4811, )1/2 can define a four-parameter solu
tion; in this range a _ and r + = + (1 - 48A. ) 1/2 are real. Fi
nally, when A = 0 the singularity in thex variable disappears 
and the equations of motion are integrable. 

In order to determine those A values for which the Pain
leve property is satisfied, we require that all leading orders 
and resonances, for both Case 1 and Case 2, are integers. The 
only values of A for which this can occur are 

A = - i, -!, - 1. 

The value 11,= - 1 gives the roots r = - 1,2, 3, 6 for 
the resonances of the Case 1 singularities. A detailed analysis 
of the expansion about the singularity demonstrated that the 
solution is Painleve (single valued) and depends on four arbi
trary parameters. This implies that the system is integrable 
and in this case the integrals of motion have been known for 
some time.9 

The value A = - ~ is rather peculiar in that the coeffi
cient in the first term of(2.5a) (Case 1) vanishes. The reson
ances for Case 1 are r = - 1, 0, 5, 6. The root r = 0 corre
sponds to the vanishing of the coefficient. What happens is 
that at A = -! the Case 1 singularity merges with the posi
tive (a = 3) branch of the Case 2 Singularity. The negative 
branch (a = - 2) is undefined at this point. Thus the "lead
ing orders" are x = at 3, y = - 3t -2, where a is arbitrary. 
There is one resonance at r = 6 that introduces one further 
parameter. Detailed analysis of the expansion about a singu
larity shows that this is a three-parameter, Painleve solution 
and, hence, not the general four-parameter form of the 
solution. 

Finally, we consider the value A = - i. The resonances 
of the Case 1 singularity are r = - 3, - 1,6,8. This implies, 
and detailed calculation confirms, that the Case1 singulari
ties are associated with a three-parameter, Painleve form of 
the solution. On the other hand, for the Case 2 singularities 
(a = - 1,2), we find a four-parameter, Painleve form of 
solution associated with negative (a = - 1) branch. By nu
merical investigation of this case we have found only this 
four-parameter form of the solution to be present. Motivated 
by this numerical coincidence, John Greene was able to iden
tify the additional integral of motion for this case, thereby 
confirming its integrability. to The two integrals of motion 
are the energy 

E =H = ~(p; + p; +AX2 + By2) +x2y + 2y 3 (2.14) 

(where for generality we include the variable linear frequen-
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cies A and B ) and the quantity 

(2.15) 

The Painleve properties of this case, i.e., A. = -!, and the 
case A. = - 1 have been derived in Ref. 11. 

The integrability of the system for A. = -! raises the 
interesting question of the significance of the three-param
eter solutions. For this particular case this branch of the 
solution also satisfies the Painleve property. Numerical in
vestigations, however, could not detect this (three-param
eter) solution. It might be possible, then, only to concern 
oneself with the four-parameter solutions. Thus we have 
found for the Hamiltonian 

with D /C = - ~ and B = 16A, that the associated Case 2 
singularities define, after a trivial change of variables, a four
parameter Painleve form of the solution. (The details of this 
calculation are provided in the Appendix). In this case the 
Case 1 singularities also yield a three-parameter branch of 
the solution which is Painleve. Although we have not yet 
found the second integral of motion, the numerical evidence 
(surfaces-of-section and singularity structure) suggests that 
this case is indeed integrable. Using this generalized form of 
Painleve property there appear to be many parameter values 
for which the system (2.16) might be integrable. 

We now introduce the concept of a canonical resonance. 
In the normal search for resonances one starts with Eqs. (2.5) 
which utilize the most singular leading order behaviors; in 
this case a = f3 = - 2 (Case 1). One then proceeds to find 
the powers of t (that is, r - 2) at which the parameters p, q 
enter the expansion. From (2.11) we see that this power is 

! ± !(1- 24(1 + 1/,.1, W12. (2.17) 

By canonical resonance we mean those cases when the power 
of t at which the resonance occurs is identical to the second 
possible leading order behavior (Case 2). Comparing the 
square roots in (2.17) and Case 2 the only values of A. for 
which this can occur are 

A. = 1 and A. = -!. 
The case A. = -! results in a leading order/resonance at 
a = 3 (the root a = - 2 is discarded). The case A. = 1 corre
sponds to the imaginary leading order given in (2.4a). The 
significance of these canonical resonances would appear to 
be, on the basis of our numerical results, that the associated 
analytic structure has a particularly symmetric form. This 
idea will be illustrated in the next section. 

To conclude this section we remark that a study of the 
detailed structure of a solution about a singularity requires 
examination of the full series expansions. These are compli
cated double series. For example, for Case 1 leading orders 
they take the form 
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where 

and 

T = t a
, a =! + !(1- 24(1 + 1/,.1, ))1/2, 

T= t a, a=! - !(1- 24(1 + 1/,.1, ))112, 

aoo = ± (3/D)(2 + 1/,.1, )112, boo = - 3/D. 

Similar looking series can be written down for the Case 2 
leading orders. A discussion of the associated recursions re
lations and the asymptotic (It' <1) properties of the solution 
near a singularity is beyond the scope of this paper and will 
be presented elsewhere. 12 However, it is somewhat remark
able and deserves to be noted at this point that (2.18) repre
sents a four-parameter form of the solution when A. > 0 or 
A. < - ~ (a and a complex) or when - ~ <A. < -! and (a, 
il) are not rational. 

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Many numerical integration techniques proceed with 
little knowledge of the precise positions and/or orders of the 
singularities encountered in the complex solution plane. 
Here we use a Taylor series method that yields detailed in
formation concerning the singularity nearest to the point of 
integration. 13 The method is automatic in that one only 
needs to enter a statement of the o.d.e. 's and such control 
parameters as initial conditions and path of integration. All 
of the results discussed below were obtained with this meth
od, hereafter referred to as the A TSMCC method. 13 Applied 
to the Henon-Heiles system ATSMCC was able to locate the 
positions of the singularities to a high degree of accuracy and 
evaluate their orders in agreement with our leading order 
analysis to four figure accuracy or better. 

In our preceding note 14 we described the analytic struc
ture of the solutions associated with the canonical case 
A. = 1. Here we sample values of A. in the range 
+ 00 < A. - 00. In all the results that follow we concentrate 

on the analytic continuation of x(t ). This is the most interest
ing since there is the possibility of two different leading order 
behaviors being present. The positions of the singularities 
are identical for y(t ); but here all have the same leading order. 

To begin with we will describe the structure of the sin
gularities that occurs when A. = 1 (canonical resonance). 
When the solution is expanded at various points along the 
real-time axis there is found a nonuniform row of seemingly 
isolated singularities (see Fig. 1). (We specify the initial data 
so that the motion is bounded for real time and the singu
larities are a finite distance from the real-time axis.) Howev
er, when the path of integration is deformed into the com
plex-time plane and passes between two of the singularities 
observed from the real-time axis, there is found a third singu
larity located at the apex of an (aproximately) isosceles trian
gle whose base is the line joining the two singularities that are 
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on either side of the path of analytic continuation (see Fig. 1). 
If this base consists of two order - 2 singularities, the singu
larity at the apex is of order !. On the other hand, if the base 
consists of an order - 2 and an order! (order refers to the 
real part of the leading order) singularity, there is found an 
order - 2 singularity at the apex. The base angle is found to 
be approximately 25°. 

Furthermore, when one integrates between any pair of 
singularities that are observed to be "neighboring" during 
the process of analytic continuation, the above construction 
is repeated. Several levels of structure are implied by this 
"self-similar" process. One is that the set of singularities con
sists of a closed, perfect set with no isolated points on the 
multisheeted Riemann surface. Another is that about any 
singularity there emanates a double spiral (one clockwise, 
one anti clockwise) (see Fig. 1). Finally, since the base be
tween the neighboring singularities is contracting geometri
cally at the successive stages of the analytic continuation 
process, it is impossible to continue the solution beyond 
more than a given finite distance in any direction beyond a 
pair of "base" singularities. That is, assuming one does not 
retrace the original path, any path of analytic continuation 
between a pair of singularities (on the same side of the real 
axis) would appear to be trapped in a geometrically converg-

1m{t) 

o 
Re (t) 

7.0 

1m (t) 
6.5 

6.0L.. _______ ~ ______ ..____J_ 

Re (t) 

7.2 

1m (t) 
7, 

7.0 L-__ ---'-___ -'--___ -'--___ '---

6.2 6.3 64 6.5 6.6 

R e (t) 

FIG. 1. Analytic continuationofx(t) for A = I. (a) Sequence of singularities 
found from the real axis and one singularity found at the first stage of 
analytic continuation .. = singularity of (leading) order - 2 and x = singu
larity of order ~ ± (i/2)'V' 47. (b) Boxed region of (a) in more detail showing 
double spiral of singularities about apex of "triangle."' (c) Boxed region of (b) 
in more detail showing self-similar nature of the double spiral of singulari
ties. Analytic continuation of y(t) is identical but all singularities now have 
order-2. 
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ing web of singularities that creates a natural boundary of the 
solution. Using the self-similar nature of the above construc
tion, we have estimated the "fractal dimension" of the singu
lar set to be 1.1419 (this calculation is described in Ref. 14). 

What is particularly striking about the singular struc
ture for A, = 1 is its highly symmetric form when compared 
to those found for other values of ..1. We believe that this is 
related to the fact that A, = 1 is one of the canonical reson
ances defined in the previous section. 12 

We will now describe the way the singular structure 
changes at ..1---,> 00 • When A, = 1 there were found two types of 
triangles: "type 1," whose base consists of two order - 2 
singularities with an order ~ singularity at the apex, and 
"type 2," whose base consists of an order - 2 and an order! 
singularity with an order - 2 apex. As A, increases from 1 
the base angles of the type 1 triangles increase (towards 90° 
when ..1---,> 00 ) while the base angles of the type 2 triangles 
decrease (towards O· as ..1---,> 00 ). At the same time both type 1 
and type 2 triangles cease to be isosceles. The net result is 
that as ..1---,> 00 the apex of the type 1 triangles recedes infinite
ly far from the base, which maintains a finite width. The 
spirals about this apex consist of type 2 triangles, and these 
collapse onto the sides of the tunnel that is formed by this 
process. (See Fig. 2.) Along any tunnel the distance between 
order - 2 singularities on the side wall appears to be mono
tonically decreasing but decreasing sufficiently slowly so 
that they do not converge in the finite t plane. The overall 
singular structure when ..1_ 00 is conjectured to consist of an 
infinite set of infinitely branched tunnels, constructed entire
ly of order - 2 singularities. The order! singularities will be 
completely inaccessible since they can only be found at the 
ends of the infinitely deep tunnels. The structure that results 
is reminiscent ofMandelbrot's generalized Koch curve (Ref. 
7, p. 64), which has a fractal dimension of 1.8797. 

We have observed that, when ..1_ + 00 and the imagi
nary part of the Case 2 leading order/resonance becomes 
infinite, the Case 2 singularities recede from the A, = 1 struc
ture thereby creating a tunneled structure. In a similar way, 
when A, decreases from I to 0 and the imaginary part of the 
Case 1 resonance becomes infinite, the Case 1 singularities 
recede from the original structure creating "tunnels" of Case 
2 singularities [see Figs. 3 and 4]. The principal differences 
between the ..1---,> 00 and ..1_0 behavior appear to be the inte
grability of the ..1---,>0 limit and the vanishing of complex Case 
2 leading order/resonance at A, = fg. The vanishing of the 
complex leading order is associated with the collapse of the 
type 2 "triangles" into a "sawtooth" structure. [See Fig. 
3(e).] At the point of the sawtooth there should appear a Case 
1 singularity that is a limit point of Case 2 singularities that 
appear on the sides. This sawtooth structure has been found 
to be repeated between every pair of neighboring Case 2 sin
gularities that were studied (sawtooths on sawtooths), there
by implying the existence of a natural boundary (see Fig. 
3(t)]. When ..1_0 the sawtooth structures are stretched out 
into a regular lattice by the recession of the Case 1 singulari
ties to infinity. (See Fig. 4). 

For - 1.;;;..1.;;;0 there are three values of A, for which the 
system is integrable: 

A, = 0, - i, - 1, 
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1m (t) 
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FIG. 2. (a) At A = 4 "type 2 " triangles collapsing onto sides of "type I" 
triangle as the complex singularity (x), now of order! ± (i/2)y 191, moves 
deeper into complex plane. (b) At A = 00 the complex singularity has reced· 
ed to infinity leaving an infinitely deep tunnel with sides made up of singu
larities of order - 2. Tunnels emanate from every pair of adjacent singular
ities. Here are shown a "primary" (1st) tunnel with associated "secondary" 
(2nd) and "tertiary" (3rd) tunnels. All lie on the same sheet. Arrows indicate 
paths of integration. 

:[L·_'~:~_~~_~~L'-_'<~~_~_:~L~_~~'>_~_/'L·~._~~~'_C_~L~~_-~«_~_·~L·~_·~····_:a~) 
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Im(!) :[ ,:,::\./.~.,<\/ 
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(c) :t '~V~::-/-7'=C~=:- ~'~,!l~~ --. 
6 , ~ Y. 

" . 
o 10 

Re (I) 

FIG. 3. (a), (b), and (c) positions of Case I and Case 2 singularities gradually 
changing as A decreases from 1 to ~. The complex singularities (x) move 
downwards as the order - 2 singularities (.) move away from the real axis. 
(d) At A = -10 a "principal" triangle with complex (x) base and - 2 (.) apex 

with associated "subsidiary" triangles closing in. (e) At A = fa the - 2 sin· 

gularities are completely excluded, leaving a sawtooth whose sides are com· 
posed entirely of singularities (zeros) of order ;(x). (f) Here are shown a pair 
of "primary" sawteeth with a "secondary" sawtooth emanating from the 
side of one of the primaries. Arrow marks path of integration. Note how all 
the sawteeth pinch off at about the same height, thereby creating a natural 
boundary. 
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and one canonical resonance: 

,1= -!. 
For -! <,1<0 the numerical solutions were found to 

contain solely the negative branch of the Case 2 (four-param
eter) singularities. For - 1<,1< -! the solution was found 
to contain Case 1 singularities (four-paremeter) only. The 
significance of this result is that the three-parameter solu
tions of either case were never found in the numerical solu
tion. It would be of interest to determine what restriction (if 
any) on the initial data would give rise to these three-param
eter forms of the solution. In some instances a three-param
eter, Painleve form of solution (say, for A = -!) is known, 
while the general form of the solution is multiple valued. 
This suggests that by suitably restricting the initial data an 
"integrable" form of solution might be obtained. 

With reference to the above values of A, the regular 
lattice of poles found at A = 0 [Fig. 4(b)] and A = - ~ dis
torts into regular clusters of three singularities when 
A = -! (Fig. 5). In this range ( - i < A < 0) we do not find a 
natural boundary, i.e., it is possible to integrate arbitrarily 
far into the complex t plane. 

In the range - 1 < A. < -! the natural boundary ap
pears to return in a form similar to that found for 0< ± <~, 
i.e., a sawtoothlike regularity that is shown in Fig. 6. As A. 
approaches - 1 the sawtooth opens out (the "transition" 
appears to be around A. = -~) into a regular lattice of poles; 
lattice points now being pairs of poles (Fig. 7). For this case, 
as with the cases A. = - i and A. = 0, we emphasize that the 
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FIG. 4. (a) Elongated sawtooth at A. = ~ .. = singularity (zero) of order 

O.2461 ... corresponding to the negative branching of the Case 2 singularities. 
(b) RegularIattice of poles at A. = O. For x(t) the orderis identically zero, for 
y(t) - 2. 

souItions are single sheeted. 

For A. in the range - 00 <A. < - 1 some quite compli
cated structures appear but we do not find any natural 
boundaries. For example, at A. = - 6 we find a "boxing 
glove" like structure (see Fig. 8) and surprisingly, despite its 
labyrinthine complexity, it is possible to work one's way 
through it arbitrarily deep into the complex plane. Finally, 
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FIG. S. (a) At A. = -1 rowsofsingularities[order(1 - v'7)/2]. Dotted line 
indicates positions of singularities as integrator approaches from right and 
full line for approach from left. (b) At A. = -1 regular lattice of triads of 

poles, all of order - I. 
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FIG. 6. (a) At A. = -! sawteeth of singularities now of order - 2. The 
pattern repeats with remarkable regularity. (b) Secondary and tertiary saw
teeth emanating from side of the left-hand sawtooth in (a). The system of 
these connecting tunnels lies on same sheet. Arrows mark paths of 
integration. 

at A. = - 00 we find an infinitely deep tunnel-like structure 
similar to that found at A. = + 00. 

Our results suggest that the overall changes in the ana-
lytic structure can be divided into four main ranges: 

(i) 0 <A.< + 00 natural boundary present, 
(ii) - 1<A.<0 no natural boundary present, 
(iii) - i <A. < - 1 natural boundary present, 
(iv) - 00 < A. < - i no natural boundary present, 

although ranges (iii) and (iv) have not been investigated in 
any detail. 

To conclude we note the results ofa number oftests (by 
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FIG. 7. At A. = - I regular lattice of doublets of poles of order - 2. 
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FIG. 8. A = - 6 showing complicated "boxing glove" structure of singu
larities. Arrows indicate paths of integration. 

no means complete) that were made of the effect of changes 
in initial conditions and energy on the various structures 
described above. Changes in the former (at a given energy) 
tended to twist or tilt the structures slightly, and increases in 
the latter tended, overall, to bring them slightly closer to the 
real axis. In general, however, the basic geometry of the 
structures is unchanged. 
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APPENDIX: GENERALIZED PAINLEVE PROPERTY 

We consider Henon-Heiles systems of the form 

H = !(P; + p; + Ax2 + By2) + Dx2y - (C 13)y3, (AI) 

with the equations of motion 

x = -Ax - 2Dxy, 
(A2) 

ji = - By - Dx2 + Cy2. 

In the parameter range -! <A <O(A = D IC)theCase2sin
gularities, with leading order behavior 

x=at a
, a=~-~(1-48A)I/2, 

y = bt -2, 

have resonances at 

r = - 1, 0, (1 - 48A ) 1 /2, 6, 

which defines a four-parameter form of the solution. On the 
other hand, the Case 1 singularities can define, at most, a 
three-parameter solution. 

We find that for 

A = -n, 
the Case 2 leading order 

a= -! 
and resonances 

r = - 1, 0, 2, 6. 

By requiring that 
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B= 16A 

the expansions at the Case 2 singularities are found to be 

x(t)=t- I/2 I ajt j
, 

j=O 

y(t) = t -2 I bjt j, 
j=O 

where 

j aj 

° f.,l 

° 2 e 

3 -f.,l 3/18 
4 (f.,l15)A 2 

5 - f.,l2e 118 

6 ,p,(;.t5/108 - 2f.,ltP) 

bj 

_1 
8 

° -A/2 
f.,l2/12 

_!A 2 

f.,le 13 

tP 

andf.,l, e, tP are arbitrary. In terms of the variable 1" = t 1/2 the 
above expansion are Painlev€:. For the Case 1 singularities we 
find that 

( a ) 
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FIG. 9. Surface-of-section of Henon-Heiles system with D = 1, C = - 16, 
A = I, B = 16 at (a) E = 1 and (b) E = ~ (dissociation). Outermost circle 

denotes phase space boundary. In the outermost regions we found smooth, 
densely packed, banana shaped curves. There were no discemable regions of 
chaotic motion. 
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FIG. 10. Surface-of-section of Henon-Heiles system with D = 5, 
C = - 16, A = 5, B = 16 at E = 1 (dissociation). By contrast with Fig. 9(b) 

there are large regions of chaotic motion. 

x= ± 3i(14)1/2t -2, 

y= _ 3t- 2 

with resonances 

r= -1, 6, ~±!v'361. 

Suprisingly, this branch is also ofthe Painleve form (albeit 
three-parameter). We have studied the surfaces-of-section 
(see Fig. 9) and these show only smooth invariant curves, 
right up to the dissociation threshold (E = ~). The singularity 
structure of the solutions is always that of a regular lattice. 
These results are strongly indicative of an integrable system. 
(We add that surfaces-of-section for other A values around 
A = - rr, were also very smooth.) 

These results for A = - rr, clearly suggest that there 
may be many other integrable cases (for A < 0). Thus, in the 
range -! <A <0, any A value for which 

(1 - 48,.1, )1/2 = n/m, (A3) 

where nand m are (relatively prime) integers, may yield a 
four-parameter Painleve solution in the variable r = t 112m. 

However, each case must be checked for logarithmic terms. 
Thus, for example, ,.1,= fi" which satisfies (A3), is found not 
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to be Painleve. A surface-of-section at the dissociation 
threshold (also E = ~ when A = 5, B = 16) shows wide
spread chaos for this case (see Fig. 10). 

In the range - ~ < A < - ~ for which only the Case 1 
singularities yield (real) four-parameter solutions, there is 
also the possibility of Painleve solutions for those A values 
satisfying 

(1 - 24(1 + 1/,.1, ))1/2 = n/m. (A4) 

One possible candidate is A = - a. However, direct calcula
tion reveals that this is also not Painleve. A systematic study 
of all the cases satisfying (A3) and (A4) is currently in 
progress. 

Note added in proof We have recently learned that L. S. 
Hall (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Preprint UCID-
18980, 1982) has found, by another method, the second inte
gral of motion for the case A = - k 
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Classical mechanics of nonspherical bodies. I. Binary collisions in two 
dimensions 
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In order to discuss the statistical mechanics and to prove an H-theorem for two-dimensional 
nonspherical bodies, which possess only a symmetry axis, the mechanics of collisions of such 
bodies are investigated in detail, starting from the collision formulae ofD. Bernoulli and Euler. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i,46.30.Cn 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Introductory remark 

The present work is concerned with two-dimensional 
rigid bodies. Rigid means that all inner (elastic) degrees of 
freedom are neglected; thus its motion can still be formulat
ed in terms of ordinary differential equations. In two dimen
sions, the essential new feature of the collision problem for 
asymmetric bodies, namely transfer of angular momentum, 
is present, but without some of the technical complications 
that occur in three dimensions (tensor instead of a scalar 
moment of inertia, pseudovector instead of a pseudoscalar 
angular velocity). Therefore, all theorems are formulated 
here for two dimensions; a three-dimensional treatment will 
follow. 

B. Outline of the paper 

In a previous publication, I one of the authors (D.S.) re
called a classical equation describing binary collisions of 
two-dimensional rigid bodies due to Daniel Bernoulli and 
Euler (1737); here we present a modem derivation of these 
equations. Apart from their interest and their use as classical 
models for nonspherical molecules, these collision equations 
can be used for the statistical mechanics of large systems of 
such bodies.2 In three dimensions, such problems were large
ly discussed in the classical treatises of BoItzmann3 and Tol
man4

; however, the derivation of the collision equations is 
generally shunted. 

For this reason, and because it has not been published 
yet for two-dimensional bodies, we present in Secs. II-IVa 
derivation of the collision equations. In Sec. II, the main 
properties of two-dimensional rigid bodies are presented. 
Section III complements it by expliciting the geometrical 
notions needed to describe a binary collision: On the one 
hand, the full description is given by the constellation of the 
collision; on the other hand, the relevant dynamical param
eters are the impact parameters. The dynamics of a binary 
collision will not be discussed in the present paper, but the 

'IBoursier IRSIA. 
blPostal address: Campus Plaine ULB c.P. 231, Boulevard du Triomphe, 

B-1050 Bruxelles, Beigique. 
CIPostal address: Chemin du Cyclotron, 2, B-1348 Louvain-Ia-Neuve 

Belgique. ' 

kinematics are presented in Sec. IV, in which the collision 
equations are derived (from hypotheses which make the no
tion "rigid" explicit); a compact description is given in terms 
of the Eulerian collision matrix, whose properties will be 
discussed. 

One of the crucial problems of kinetic theory as well as 
of collision dynamics is, of course, reversibility. In the pre
sent framework, one must ask whether any given collision 
(which causes a change of state of two bodies) may be com
pensated by some other collision. Lorentz5 noticed that com
pensating collisions do not always exist for bodies of arbi
trary shapes. Though Lorentz's argument closely parallels 
Euler's methods, it seems that he did not carry it through. 
However, Tolman shows that, under some symmetry as
sumptions on the shapes, compensating collisions do exist in 
three dimensions. 

In the framework of quantum mechanics, a similar 
problem was treated by Stiickelberg6 and Heitler, 7 who re
lated the problem of reversibility (and of compensating colli
sions) to the unitarity of the scattering matrix. 

In the present work, a general discussion of the problem 
of compensating collisions is given in terms of the impact 
parameters (instead of the constellations themselves) in Sec. 
V. In Sec. VI, a sufficient condition for the existence of com
pensating collisions is derived for bodies with a reflection 
symmetry (i.e., an axis symmetry). 

The paper ends with some remarks about questions 
which remain open. 

C. Remarks on the notation: scalars, vectors, and 
pseudoscalars 

A scalar is denoted by an italic letter: v 
A vector is denoted by a boldface roman letter: v 
The modulus of vector v is v_lvl = (V'V)1/2 

The scalar product of two vectors v and b is: v·b 
A pseudoscalar is denoted by a script letter:,,': 
el ,e2 are two orthogonal unit vectors (in clockwise 

order) 
i is the pseudo scalar unity 
X denotes the external product: 
i = el Xe2 = - e2Xe l, 
el =e2xi= -iXe2, 
e2=iXel = -elxi. 
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This external product defines a clockwise orientation of the 
plane. 

II. THE ISOLATED TWO-DIMENSIONAL RIGID BODY 
A. Geometry 

A two-dimensional rigid body is, with respect to colli
sions, completely specified by: 

-its shape, i.e., its boundary, which may be given as a 
closed curve in the plane, 

-the location of its center of mass (c.m.), which is arbi
trary within the boundary, 

-its massm, 
-its moment of inertia around the c.m., e, or alternati-

vely its radius of gyration g=(e Im)'/2. 

Whereas the shape is a purely geometric quantity, the 
location of the C.m. depends on the mass distribution inside 
the body. This mass distribution, however, enters into the 
formula that describes the collision process only through m 
and e. It is convenient to describe the boundary of the body 
with the help of polar, body-jixed coordinates (r,I/'), the ori
gin of which is located at the C.m. The reference direction 
(I/' = 0) will be fixed later. In this section it remains arbitrary. 

Let the boundary be given by a relation r = r(I/'). In 
what follows we assume that 

(1) the body is convex; 
(2) the boundary is sufficiently smooth, i.e., twice con

tinuously differentiable. 
The first condition implies that the function r = r( 1/') is a 

univalued, positive function. Because of the second condi
tion, the curvature exists and is a continuous function of 1/': 

- rr" + 2r'2 + r 
K = K(I/') = (r'2 + ?-)3/2 ' (2.1) 

where the prime denotes derivation with respect to 1/'. The 
body is convex if 

K;;'O (2.2a) 

i.e., 

(2.2b) 

If the inequality holds strictly, we shall call the body strictly 
convex; we shall restrict ourselves to this special case. 

A boundary point Q then is parametrized by the angle I/' 
or, what amounts to the same, by the length of the segment of 
the boundary, such that 

I [Q (0)] = 0, 

rp
• 1 [Q(l/'o)J = Jo I'(I/')dtf;, 

with 

I'(I/')-(?- + r'2)'12. 

The total length is 

L = I [Q (21T)]. 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

In the following, we shall simply write I (I/') instead of 
I [Q (1/')] and all equalities referring to 1 will be understood 
"modulo L " (just like all equalities referring to I/' are under
stood modulo 21T). 
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B. Impact parameters 
If the body is hit at a point Q (1/'), the impact vector b is 

given by 

b = (3u, 

and the lever scalar (3 by 

(3 (I/') = rr'II', 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where u is the unit vector directed along the tangent to the 
boundary at Q (I/') (followed anticlockwise). If one defines an 
inward normal unit vector fi at point Q, one finds 

u = fiXE, 

E=uXfi, 

ii = EXU. 

(2.8) 

Obviously, for a convex body, u and ii are uniquely deter
mined by Q (or I/'or I), and conversely (see Fig. 1). Similarly, b 
and (3 are uniquely determined by Q (or I/' or I ), but the con
verse does not hold. 

Definition 1: ,Let Q, be a boundary point; consider the 
set B, of all boundary points Qi such that 

b i =b,. 

Hence 

(3i = a i (3, 

with 

a i = ± 1 

and we define two subsets of B, 

if ai = + 1: Qi is said to be equivalent to Q" 

if ai = - 1: Qi is said to be antiequivalent to Q,. 

Obviously, in both cases, 

b, Xfi, = aibi Xiii' 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Definition 2: A point Q is called indifferent if b (Q) = O. 
Obviously, if Q, and Q2 are equivalent and antiequivalent, 
they are indifferent. 

c. State of a body 
The kinematical state of a rigid body is determined by 

four parameters: 

FIG. I. Description ofa rigid body: (G) reference axis in the plane (¢ = 0). 
(A) body-fixed axis (I/J = 0). (F) boundary of the body. 
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-the location of the c.m., given by a vector x in the 
plane; 

-the direction of the bodyfixed reference axis (t/! = 0); 
it will be given by the angle rP between the body-fixed axis 
and the space-fixed x axis; 

-the velocity of its c.m.: v=x 
-its angular velocity around the c.m.: w==-¢ 
The position x and the velocity v are vectors. The direc

tion rP (the difference of two direction parameters) and the 
angular velocity ware pseudoscalars. Any point on the 
boundary has a location in the plane given by 

Q(t/!) = x + r(t/!), 
where 

Irl = r(t/!), arg r = t/! + rP· 
We shall denote the state of a body by S: 

S-(x,rP,v,w). 

Obviously, the state is a function of time: S = S(t). 

The canonical momenta are 

the linear momentum p==-mv, 

the intrinsic momentum J=()w, 

the angular momentum i = J + X X p. 

For a body in a force field F and a torque field JI: 

d,p=F, 

d, J =JI. 

The following notations will be used: 

X = (x,rP ) "complete location," 

V = (v,w) "complete velocity," 

p = (p, J) "complete momentum," 

y = (rP,v,w) "abstract location." 

Finally, we introduce the kinetic energy 

1 1 
E= _p2 + -J 2 = ~mv2 + !Ow2. 

2m 2() 

III. GEOMETRY FOR A BINARY COLLISION 
A. Description of a collision 

(2.11) 

(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 

(2.12c) 

(2.13a) 

(2.13b) 

(2.14) 

Consider two rigid bodies 1 and 2 in states SI- and S2-
at time t < to; the two bodies need not be identical. Moreover, 
we neglect the influence of any "external fields" offorce and 
moment in some interval including the time of the collision 
to: In this interval, the bodies are free, except for collisions; 
we always refer to times in this interval. We shall write down 
a collision in the obvious notation 

SI- + S2- - St + S2+ . (3.1a) 
t= to 

If a collision occurs, x and rP vary continuously, while v 
and w jump. These jumps can be described by vector-valued 
step functions. The complete locations of both bodies are 
therefore well defined at the time of the collision. If we call 
them X? (i = 1,2), their evolution Xi before and after the 
collision may be written as: 
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before the collision (t < to), 

Xi - = X? + Vi - (t - to); 

after the collision (t> to)' 

X/ = X? + V/(t - to). 

(3.lb) 

(3.1c) 

Equations (3.1) express the hypothesis of instantaneous colli
sions. Therefore, a proper description of the bodies at instant 
to, the only one at which they interact, is crucial. 

B. Constellations 

The relative position of two colliding rigid bodies (1 and 
2) is given by standard variables (xl,rP.) and (X2,rP2). At time to 
the bodies have one single common boundary point Q, where 
the impact occurs; we distinguish between Q. (the boundary 
point on body I), Q2 (on body 2), and Q (the point of the plane 
which coincide with Q. and Q2 at time to)· Knowing Qi is 
equivalent to knowing the angle t/!i (see Sec. II B) provided 
also rPi is known; if one knows the shape of the bodies, it is 
easy to derive from Q, t/!o and rPi the location Xi of the c.m. 

Moreover, since the boundaries are continuously differ-
entiable, they have a common tangent at the impact point: 

fi//li2· 

As the bodies are on opposite sides of the tangent, 

fi. + li2 = 0; (3.2a) 

hence 

(3.2b) 

Since the normal vector fii and the direction parameter 
t/!i fix the boundary point Qi completely, the geometry of the 
collision can be completely reconstructed from the following 
data: 

-the location of the impact in the plane: Q 
-the relative positions of the bodies, i.e., the constella-

tion (rPI,rP2,Q.). 
Since the constellation is defined at the time of the im

pact, it is called (after Boltzmann,3 Sec. 79) the critical con
stellation. Because of its role for the description of collision 
(3.1), we shall indicate it in the collision formula through the 
symbol QI (or II): 

(QtI 

SI- + S2- - St + St . (3.3) 
,= to 

C. Impact parameters 

From the critical constellation (rP l.rP2' I.), it is easy to 
derive the impact parameters for each body; they are the 
vectors b l and b2. However, since the bodies are tangent to 
each other, there are only three independent impact 
parameters: 

-two scalars PI and P2' 
-one unit vector iii (or li2, e.g.). 
Four possible relations between constellations are use

ful for what follows. 
Definition 3: Two constellations (rP ~,rP ~, Ilk) (k = A,B) 

are called: 
-congruent if P1 = Pf (i = 1,2), 
-anticongruent if P1 = - Pf (i = 1,2), 
-equivalent if P1 = Pf and li1 = fif (i = 1,2), 
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-antiequivalent if /31 = - /3 ~ and 
fi1 = - fi~ (i = 1,2). 

This classification parallels Tolman's classification of 
constellations; however, Boltzmann and Tolman take as 
fundamental parameters the relative positions of the bodies, 
whereas we relate the classification to the more relevant im
pact parameters. Therefore, we shall not retain their 
vocabulary. 

As for boundary points, we notice that the existence of 
constellations anticongruent to a given one is not granted in 
general (that is, for bodies of arbitrary shape). In fact, it does 
not exist in general. In Sec. VI we shall derive a sufficient 
condition with respect to the shapes of two bodies which 
guarantees the existence of an anticongruent constellation 
whatever the direct constellation. 

Proposition 1: Given a constellation (ifJl,ifJ2' II) and an 
arbitrary angle ifJo, the constellation (ifJl + ifJO,ifJ2 + ifJo, II) is 
congruent to (ifJl,ifJ2' Itl· 

Proof Obvious; this is nothing but rotational 
invariance! 

Corollary: One may associate an infinite one-parameter 
family of mutually congruent constellations (ifJ I~ ,ifJ 2~ , II~ ) 
with any given constellation (ifJl,ifJ2' II); this family will be 
indexed by one angle parameter. 

Furthermore 

(3.4) 

IV. THE COLLISION EQUATIONS 
The collision equations, relating the incoming and out

going states of two bodies can be derived in various ways. 
The problem of their derivation may be stated as follows: 

(1) The incoming (as well as the outgoing) state is given 
by six dynamical variables: the two vectors (Pt>P2) and the 
two pseudoscalars Ci I' iJ 

(2) There are four conservation laws, valid for free 
system: 

-one vector (PI + P2)' 
-one pseudoscalar VI + i2)' 
-one scalar (EI + E2)' 

Therefore, one must find two more relations for connecting 
incoming and outgoing states in order to have a complete 
description of the collision. But it is known that the outgoing 
momenta (PI,P2) depend also on the constellation, which is 
characterized by the impact parameters; thus collision for
mulae must provide relations between incoming and outgo
ing momenta, in which the impact parameters enter 
explicitly. 

Such relations always rest on the hypotheses through 
which the physical (mechanical) notion of "rigid body" is 
formulated. Several derivations have been proposed (see Ref. 
Ib for a discussion); the following one seems the shortest 
since all (including the constitutive) hypotheses are formu
lated with the help of the momenta. 

A. The collision equations for momenta 
Consider a collision 
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(4.1) 
1=/0 

Since we exclude the action of external forces, external 
moments, and non kinetic degrees of freedom, the conserva
tion laws read 
PI- + P2- = PI+ + P2+' 

.1 1- + XI XPI- + .1 2- + X2XP2-

E-
+ 

= ·;It + XI XPI+ + .1 2+ + X2XP2+' 

+ E 2- = E t + E 2+ . 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Of course, the mass m and the moment of inertia 0, as well as 
the shape of each body is the same before and after the colli
sion; we say that the collision does not alter the bodies. 

Our additional collision equations include the impact 
parameters. We suppose that: 

(1) The component of the linear momentum of body I 
parallel to the tangent vector U I is not changed by the 
collision: 

(4.5) 

(2) The angular momentum of body 1 around the im
pact point is not changed by the collision: 

JI- - fl XPI- = Jt - fl XPI+' 

Using (4.5), we may write (4.6) as 

')1- - hI XPI- = '}I+ - hI XPI+' 

or 
')1-- -/3IPI-·fi l =Jt -/3IPI+·fi l · 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Notice that (4.5)-(4.7) too have the form of conservation 
equations 

!(S;- ) = !(S;+ ). 

Relations (4.2)-(4.6) form a system of six equations for 
six unknown quantities (p/ , J/). Equation (4.4) is quadrat
ic, while all other equations are linear; one easily verifies that 
the linear system is not degenerate, and especially that (4.4) is 
not redundant. Therefore, at most two sets of states S~ut can 
be solutions: 

(a) the set S~ut = S;- , in which case there occurs no 
collision at all; 

(b) the set S~ut = S/ #S;-, in which case there is a 
collision. 

The explicit calculation of S;+ is easy: 
(1) From (4.2) and (4.5) follows 

(4.8) 

(2) Taking in (4.3) Q as the origin and using (4.6), we find 
also 

(4.9) 

(3) With the help of (4.5)-(4.9) and (4.2), the energy 
equation (4.4) becomes 

1 _ 2 1 ( +)2 
2D (PE ) = 2D PE , (4.10) 

where D is the "impact mass" 

1 lib 2 _=_ + - + _I + 
D m l m 2 01 

(4.11 ) 

and the Euler momentum 
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PE=DvE, 

VE==(V\ + b\XaJII*n\ + (Vz + bzXaJz)*nz' 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

The scalar VE , the "Euler velocity," is the normal rela
tive velocity of the impact points Q\ and Qz. We notice that 

before the impact (t < to)' 

VE- <0, 

after the impact (t> to), 

vt >0 

because the bodies repell each other. 
Using (4.14) and Eqs. (4. 10)-(4. 13), we find 

pt = -Pi· 

(4. 14a) 

(4. 14b) 

(4.15) 

This equation (Euler, 1737) is the only one in the section 
expressing that the collision changed the states of the bodies; 
for case (a) we would find simply 

p~ut = -PE-' 

Simple algebra then leads from (4.15) to the following 
equations: 

p/ = pj- - 2pi nj , (4. 16a) 

.>/ = '>j- - 2Pi /3jE. (4.16b) 

One sees that pi is half the impulse transmitted by the im
pact, and that the lever directly influences the changes in 
linear and angular momentum, 

o oJ j = bj xop;, 
with the notation 

oA;=A i+ -A j-' 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Thus, the final states (St ,Si~ ) are entirely determined by 
the initial states (S\- ,S2-) and the impact parameters (b l ,b2 ). 

B. The collision equations for velocities 
Although the momenta are the canonical variables for 

describing a binary collision, we shall often use the velocities 
of the bodies. Therefore we express Eqs. (4.16) in terms of 
velocities: 

Vi+ = vi - - 2(D Imi )vi ni, 

aJi+ = aJ,- - 2(D IOi)Vi /3iE. 

C. The collision matrix 

(4.19a) 

(4.19b) 

With the help of the (formal) Euler collision matrix CE , 

which operates on the "complete velocities," Eqs. (4.19) may 
be written as 

Here 

CE =1 + et; E' 1 = unit matrix, 

'G' -( et; II - et; 12) 
Q E = _ et; Zl et; 22 ' 

et; .. _(- 2(Dlm j )N - 2(Dlm;)bj X), 
'i 2(D 10; )bi X - 2(D 10;)/3; /3j 

where N is the projector onto the collision axis 
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(4.20) 

(4.21a) 

(4.2lb) 

(4.21c) 

Nv = n\(n\*v). 

This matrix is involutive, 

C~ =1. 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

Therefore, it has an inverse. Furthermore, it has negative 
determinant: 

detCE = - 1. (4.24) 

It follows that the equations expressing S- in terms ofS+ 
are of the same form. 

Finally, diagonalization shows that CE (resp. et; E) has 
eigenvalues + 1 (resp. 0) fivefold and - 1 (resp. - 2) singly; 
VE is the "eigenvector" associated with the latter. This corre
sponds exactly to the series of hypotheses (4.2)-(4.6) together 
with (4.15). 

D. Collision matrix and impact parameters 
Since the impact parameters enter the collision equa

tions (4.20) only through the collision matrix, one may ask 
whether this matrix fixes the impact parameters completely. 
The answer is provided by the solution of the equation: 

(4.25) 

with respect to /3 ~ and n~, if /31 and n1 are known. From 
(4.21) follows 

DANA =DBN B 

or 

N B = (DA ID B)N A
• 

Since N A and N B are projectors, this implies 

DA =DB, 

N A =N B
, 

and, since n 1 is a unit vector, (4.26b) becomes 

n1 = an~, a = ± 1. 

From (4.21c) and (4.26a) follows 

b1 = b~, 

whence 

/31 = a/3r 

This establishes 

(4.26a) 

(4.26b) 

(4.27a) 

(4.27b) 

(4.27c) 

Proposition 2: Two collision matrices ct and C~ are 
equal if and only if they refer to constellations either equiv
alent or antiequivalent. 

This property will be essential in the next section. 

V. COMPENSATING COLLISIONS 
A. Requirements and definitions 

Consider a collision (called in the following the direct 
collision) 

(1,1 

SI- + S2-- ---+ St + S2+ . (5.1) 

We may view this collision as a process responsible for a 
displacement of two bodies in the space of states from states 
Sj- to states Si+ . One may then look for collisions which 
compensate this "flow," either directly or by a cycle. We 
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shall restrict ourselves to the first case and call the possible 
candidates "compensating collisions." 

Let us first try collisions of the form 

S\+ + S2+ -S\-- + S2- , (5.2) 

with some convenient impact points Q;, Q;. Such colli
sions, ifthey exist, will be called converse to the direct colli
sion under consideration. 

We now ask: Given a direct collision, does there exist a 
converse collision? The answer is never. Given St and S2+ , 
the constellation of the collision is completely determined, 
and one has 

vE = vi >0. 

This makes an impact impossible [see relation (4.14)]. Be
cause of this contradiction, we must weaken our require
ments and define the inverse collision of (5.1) as 

I; 

Y \+ + yt - y \- + Y 2- (5.3) 

or 

14>,.4>,.1;) 

V \+ + V 2+ - V \- + V 2- . 

Since we neglect the effects of all external fields on a colli
sion, we need not specify where the collision occurs (in the 
vicinity of x~ ,x~). For definiteness we shall suppose that the 
impact point Q. (in the plane) coincides with Q. Given a 
direct collision between two discs, an inverse collision does 
always exist; indeed, because there is no angular momentum 
transfer, we need substitute only 

In this degenerate case, tP \ and tP2 are irrelevant (see Fig. 
2). But for bodies of arbitrary shape, this is not always possi
ble.5 As an example, consider a wedge at rest into which a 
disc collides (Fig. 3). One sees that no impact point is avail
able to stop the wedge without deviating the disc or setting 

wi G---O 
101 ~ G 
(el 

(dl 

G~ 
OG---

FIG. 2. Colliding rigid discs: lal direct collision, incoming states, Ibl direct 
collision, outgoing states, Icl inverse collision, incoming states, Idl inverse 
collision, outgoing states. 
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(al 

(bl 

(el 

(dl 

FIG. 3. Colliding arbitrary rigid bodies: lal direct collision, incoming states, 
Ibl direct collision, outgoing states, Icl incoming states for a presumed in
verse collision, Idl outgoing states for the collision from Icl. 

the wedge into rotation: condition (5.3) cannot be fulfilled 
because of Eq. (4.17). 

Therefore, we weaken our requirement further and de
mand a reciprocal collision of(5.1) only: 

I</>T.H.ITI 
V\+ + V2+ - V\- + V2-, (5.4) 

without any requirement as to the new constellation. This 
weakening is consistent since it does not affect the essential 
properties: 

(OPi )rec = _ (OPi )dir, (5.5a) 

(0 Jirec = _(OJi)dir. (5.5b) 

Definition (5.4) is the most general one compatible with. (5.5). 
An inverse collision is obviously also reciprocal; and 

clearly, (5.1) is also converse to (5.2), inverse to (5.3), and 
reciprocal to (5.4). Of course, none of these collisions are the 
time reversal of each other! 

We shall now give a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of a reciprocal collision to any given one. 

B. Existence condition for a reciprocal collision 
The direct collis:on (5.1) is described by Eqs. (4.19). The 

reciprocal collision (5.4) is described by similar equations, in 
which superscripts + and - have been interchanged. It 
follows from (4.20) and (4.23) that the reciprocal collision is 
characterized by the same matrix CE as the direct collision. 
Therefore, 

(5.6a) 

(5.6b) 

with a = ± 1. From this result and from definition (4.13), 
we derive 
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v~- =uvi. 

In accordance with (3.4), we require vi > 0, Vi < O. Hence 

(7=-1. 

Thus we have proved 
Theorem 1: Two collisions 

V1- + V2--+vt + Vt, 

and 

VT- + V!--+VT+ + V!+ 

are reciprocal to each other if and only if 
(1) V t = VT - and V 2+ = V! - , 
(2) their constellations are antiequivalent. 

(S.6c) 

Since condition (S.6b) may always be satisfied by a prop
er choice of the bodies' orientations </>i' the existence of a 
reciprocal collision depends only upon the existence of an 
antiequivalent constellation. In general, this condition can
not be fulfilled for bodies of arbitrary shape; in Sec. VI, we 
shall derive a sufficient condition for the existence of an an
tiequivalent point to each boundary point and thus for the 
existence of a reciprocal collision. 

VI. SYMMETRIC BODIES 
A. Geometry of one body 

From now on, we shall impose a further restriction on 
the bodies: we shall demand that they possess a symmetry 
axis. That is, 

( 1) Under reflection in this axis, the boundary goes over 
into itself. We shall call such a body geometrically symmet
ric. Notice that in general such a body does not possess a 
symmetry center: in two dimensions, rotational symmetry of 
order 2 already insures the existence of such a center (and 
conversely); nor would such a symmetry help matters. 

(2) We demand that the c.m. be on the symmetry axis; 
such a body will be called mechanically symmetric, or, for 
short, symmetric. For symmetric bodies, I/J will always be 
measured from the symmetry axis. 

Proposition 3: If a body B is symmetric, the two bound
ary points Q (I/J) and Q ( - I/J) are antiequivalent. 

Proof r(I/J) is an even function of I/J. 
Corollary 1: If B is symmetric, the boundary points Q (0) 

and Q (1T) are indifferent. 
Note: 
-A body may have more than two indifferent points; 
-Consider the class of all equivalent points; a point 

antiequivalent to one of them is antiequivalent to all of them; 
thus we may speak of the class of points antiequivalent to a 
class. There follows: 

Corollary 2: If B is symmetric, the number of points in 
both classes is the same. 

B. Two-body constellations 
Consider a constellation (</> 1'</>2' I tl of two arbitrary sym

metrical bodies (Fig. 4), together with the constellation that 
results from a (mirror) reflection in an arbitrary axis with 
direction </>0' passing through the impact point Q. We shall 
denote by a superscript M all quantities referring to this im
age. Thus 
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FIG. 4. Collision of two symmetric bodies: IN) collision axis, IQ) impact 
point. 

QM=Q. 

Obviously, 

ifJ:f= -I/Ji and {3~= -{3i' 

This means that the mirror constellation is anticongruent to 
the direct one. Furthermore, 

</> ~ = 2</>o - </>i 

since by construction </> ~ = </>0' This implies for the 
differentials 

d</>~= -d</>i> dl~= -dl l • 

The result is summed up by: 
Theorem 2: For each constellation (</>1></>2' Itl of two 

symmetrical bodies, there exists an infinite class of anticon-

gruent constellations (</> T ,</> !, 1 n 
These constellations form a one-parameter family. 

Furthermore, 

dl T = - dl l , d</> T = - d</>I' d<P! = - d</>2' 

Moreover, among the anticongruent constellations, 
there is one and only one antiequivalent to the direct 
constellation. 

Corollary 1: For each constellation (</>1></>2' Itl of two 
symmetrical bodies, the class of anticongruent constella
tions (</> r ,</> !, I T) has the same range as the class of congru
ent constellations (</> 1= ,</> 2= , 11=), 

Proof Compare with the Corollary of Proposition 1 
[Eqs. (3.9)]. 

Corollary 2: The same relation holds when "congruent" 
is replaced by "equivalent" and "anticongruent" by 
"antiequivalent. " 

VII. PROSPECTIVE REMARKS 
The properties established in the present paper suffice 

for a number of purposes, but the theory is not yet complete. 
A first question arises from the consideration of the conser-
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vation equation (4.2)-(4.6): Are the summational invariants 
of these binary collisions always linear combinations of the 
conserved quantities? There are reasons to believe so, but we 
have not yet completed a rigorous proof. 

On the other hand, the sufficient condition presented in 
Sec. VII is not necessary. A theorem, proved by one of us 
(Y.E.), determines all possible conditions under which to 
each boundary point corresponds an antiequivalent one; the 
consequences of this theorem are under examination. 

A more detailed discussion of the collision equation can 
be found in a previous report by one of us. 1 
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An H-theorem is proved for a gas of two-dimensional rigid bodies which are not spherically 
symmetric but possess only a symmetry axis. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 05.20.0d 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Introductory remarks 

In a previous preprint, I a kinetic equation for two-di
mensional noncircular rigid bodies was proposed. The pur
pose of this paper is to present an alternative derivation of 
this equation and to show that, under suitable restrictions, 
an H-theorem can be derived from the kinetic equation, 
without using the ergodic theory. But these restrictions do 
not affect the derivation of hydrodynamics. 

All notions associated with binary collisions, which are 
needed in this article, were presented in the first paper of this 
series,2 hereafter referred to as I. The notations, too, are the 
same as in I, and formulae from I will be referred to in the 
form (1.1.3). 

B. Nature of the problem and aim of this paper 

Attempts to generalize Boltzmann's equation to bodies 
with internal degrees offreedom have encountered a difficul
ty formulated first by Lorentz. 3 Lorentz noticed that the 
shape of a rigid body may be such that, in general, for a given 
collision 

(VI~ ,Q)I~ )(V2~ ,Q)2~ )-(vt ,Q)I+ )(vt ,Q)2+) 

the "compensating collision" 

(v l+ ,Q)t )(v2+ ,Q)2+ )-(VI~ ,Q)I~ )(v; ,Q)2~) 
does not exist. This argument may be circumvented by con
sidering chains of collisions, which ultimately lead to the 
recurrence of the initial pair of states. In general, one must 
then use ergodic arguments. A detailed account of these 
questions may be found in the classical treatises of Boltz
mann4 himself and ofTolman5

; Grad,6 too, considers the 
hydrodynamics and the statistical mechanics of these sys
tems. 

In the framework of quantum mechanics, a similar 
problem has been studied by Stiickelberg,7 by Heider,8 and 
recently by Yang and Yang.9 

The present approach rests on classical collision equa
tions for binary eccentric collisions, found independently in 

alBoursier IRSIA. 
blPostal address: Campus Plaine ULB C.P. 231, Boulevard du Triomphe, 

B-I050 Bruxelles, Belgique. 
CIPostal address: Chemin du Cyclotron, 2, B-1348 Louvain-Ia-Neuve, 

Belgique. 

1737 by O. Bernoulli and Euler; more details are given in I, 
where references are quoted. 

While completing this work, one of us (Y.E.) received a 
series of articles from Curtiss,lO where a similar equation is 
proposed and used in three dimensions. But Curtiss, as his 
collision equation indicates, does not seem to know Euler's 
equations and theorem, which makes his argumentation less 
transparent and convincing. Furthermore, Curtiss subjects 
the bodies to the restriction of having a center of symmetry, 
while neither the binary collision formulae nor the kinetic 
equation need such an hypothesis. On the other hand, in two 
dimensions, this hypothesis is not adequate for the deriva
tion of a H-theorem. 

Finally, we note that the kinetic theory of gases with 
internal degrees of freedom has been the subject of many 
studies since the fundamental work of Wang-Chang and 
Uhlenbeck. II

•
12 

C. Outline of the paper 

In Sec. II, we introduce the one-body distribution func
tion (Sec. IIA) and the corresponding Boltzmann equation 
(Sec. lIB). In Sec. III follows the calculation of macroscopic 
variables with a definition of moments (Sec. IlIA) and the 
main forms of collision integrals (Secs. IIIB and IIIC). 

In Sec. IV, we restrict ourselves to axially (i.e., reflec
tion) symmetric bodies (defined in Sec. VI of I). Then the 
symmetrization of collision integrals is carried out under 
some (restrictive) symmetry hypothesis on the microscopic 
variables (Secs. IV A, IVB, IVC). These symmetric collision 
integrals yield a proof of the H-theorem (Sec. IVO), for 
which one needs a distribution function that is an even func
tion of the orientation of the body: 

fIx, t/>, v, Q), t) = fIx, - t/>, v, Q), t ). 

An appendix contains a remark about odd functions of t/> and 
their use for a possible H-theorem. 

II. BOLTZMANN EQUATION 
A. Distribution function 

Since the state of a body is completely determined by 
the quantities x, v, t/>, Q), we may consider a one-body distri
bution function 

f(S, t) = fIx, t/>, v, Q), t) 
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and its time-evolution 

dJ=JJ + v·JJ + {j).JJ + (lIm)F·J.f + (1/e )JI.JJ, 
(2.1) 

where F and J( are given external fields. In the following, we 
shall often write/lS) instead of/(S, t). 

B. Boltzmann equation 

In the framework of a low density approximation, one 
may look for an equation which describes the evolution of 
the one-body distribution function, in the form 

dJ(S, t) = ~ner (S, t) - I deer (S, t ).(2.2) 

All approximations appear in the expressions for the 
integrals liner and Idecn formed in terms of two one-body 
distribution functions. Since the derivation of an H-theorem 
as well as the identification of the hydrodynamic variables 
require a number of symmetrizations, it is indicated to write 
the collision integrals as symmetrically as possible. This will 
be done with the help of a redundant state S and an addition
al Dirac function. 

The number of bodies leaving state S because of binary 
collisions can be written as 

I deer (S, t) = J J J/(S,-lf(S2-)8 (SI- - S) 

X K (S,- , S2- , I ddl,dS ,- dS2- • (2.3) 

Here, 1\ refers to the boundary point of body I hit by body 2; 
j(SI- ) andj(S2- ) indicate that the rate of decrease is propor
tional to the number of bodies in states SI- and S2- (uncorre-

lated); integration on SI- and S2- takes into account all pos
sible collisions; 8 (SI- - S) reflects the condition that one of 
the bodies leaves state S; K(S,- , S2- , Id is the kernel of the 
collision operator: 

K(S,- , S2- , 11)=lvE 10 (QI - Q2) (2.4) 

and depends on 1\ through VB' 

Obviously, 

K(St, S2+' II) = K (SI-' S2-' 'I)' (2.5) 

If we assume that 

I(x" y" t )'-... /(Q" y"t), (2,6) 

i.e., that the characteristic lengths of variation for the one
body distribution function are much greater than the body's 
size, 13 the spatial integrations become trivial; 

Ideer(x, y, t) = f f fl,-12- 8(YI- - y)IVE IdlldYI- dY2- ,(2.7) 

wheref 1- = f(x,y 1- ,t). 

In a "Stosszahlansatz" -like derivation, one may associ-
ate in (2.3); 

j(SI- )dl l with the target, 

.l\S 2- )IVE I with the incoming flux. 

Likewise, the number of bodies entering state S due to 
binary collisions is 
liner(x, y, t) 

= II If 1- f2- 0 (SI+ - S)K(SI ,S2- ,II) dlldS I- dS2- .(2.8) 

This expression has the same status as (2.3) since the collision 
matrix is invertible (see I, Sec. IVC). Hence 

dJ(S ,t) = f f 5/1-12- (O(St - S) - 8(SI- - S)]K(S,- ,S2-,ld dlldS I- dS2-

= Iff/l-I ; (8(YI+ -y)-8(y,- -y)]/vE ldl ldYI-dY2-' (2.9) 

Because of the symmetry between 1 and 2, we may write 

III. MACROSCOPIC VARIABLES 
A. Moments 

With any microscopic variable one may associate a 
macroscopic variable by taking its average over all states. 
Since all interactions are transmitted by contact (or possibly 
short range) interactions, it is convenient to single out the 
position dependence and write for any microscopic variable 

A =A (x,y, t). 

The macroscopic variable associated with A is the field 

a(x,t) = JA (x, y, t)f(x, y, t) dy, (3.1) 

for which an evolution equation is readily derived from the 
Boltzmann equation (4.9) and the evolution equation for 
A (x, y, t) 

!!!!... = fdA f dy + C a (3.2) 
dt dt 
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(2.10) 

r with the collision integral 

Ca(x,t)= JA(Iiner-Ideer)dY. (3.3) 

The most useful of these moments will be the number 
density: 

nIx, t )= J If(x,y, t )dy. (3.4) 

One may then define the averages 

(A )(x, t) = ~ J AfdY (3.5) 

and the fluxes 

J a(x, t )= fA (v - u)1 dy, (3.6) 

where u=(v) is the mean velocity. 

In this paper, we are not interested in the evolution 
equations themselves, and we shall not write them more ex-
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plicitly. We only note that (3.2) may be rewritten as 

~(nA) - n(dtA ) = C a (3.7) 
dt 

and focus our attention on the collision integral ca. 

B. Collision Integrals 

We must calculate 

c a = I A (liner - Idecr)dY· 

Inserting (2.9), we obtain 

C a 
= f I I I(S.-JI(Sn A (S)[c5(St - S) - c5(SI- - S)] 

XK (SI- , Sz- , II}dlldSI- dS2- . (3.8) 

Provided that the approximation 

A (x, Y, t)~ (Q, Y, t) 

holds, this relation may be written as 

C
a 

= II III-I;c5AdVEldlldyl-dY2-' 
where 

A 1+ :sA (St ), etc. 

c5A .. :sA,.+ -A j-' 
Relabeling 1+±2, we also have 

C a = II fll-12- c5AzlVE IdlldYI-dY2-

and, taking half the sum of the two expressions, 

C a =!I I fll-12-..1A IVE IdlldYI-dy2-' 

where..1A is the collisional balance 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

..1A :sA t + A t - A 1- - A 2- = c5A. + c5A2• (3.13) 

If ..1A = 0, we say that A is a summational invariant of the 
collision. In this case, one has: C a = O. Hence, the principal 
hydrodynamic variables, namely the macroscopic averages 
of the collisional summational invariants, obey simple differ
ential equations. But, for the nonhydrodynamic modes, 
there remains a special collisional source. 

C. Other formulations 

From (3.10) we derive also 

ca = J J JI.-12- A.+ IvEldl.dy.-dy2-

549 

-J J JII-12- A 1-lvEldlldyl-dy; 

= f f III-/2- A 1+ IvEld/ldyl-dy2-

-J J fltlt A 1+ IvEld/ldytdyt 

= J J J(/I-/2- -/1+/2+)A t IvEld/ldyl-dy2-

=!f f f(/I-/2- -ltI2+)(A t +A 2+)lvE ldl.dyl-dy2-· 
(3.14) 
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Note that in general one is not allowed to symmetrize further 
by combining (3. 14) with (A 1- +A nift-/2- -It It ) un
der the same integral, because there is no symmetry in the 
integrand between S,.+ and Sj- and because time-reversal 
invariance is of no use here. 

For proving an H-theorem with the use of only two 
(mutually) compensating collisions, one needs rather colli
sion integrals of the form 

Iff ifJ'2 - !tA)(A I +A2 -AI -~)lvEldlldYldy2' 
(3.15) 

where the symbol A indicates an operation on the states. 
In order to carry through such an operation we shall make 
use of two additional restrictive assumptions, which we shall 
prove to be also sufficient. However, no such requirement is 
needed for Boltzmann's general proof of the H-theorem, 
which considers cycles of associated collisions but uses the 
ergodic theorem. 

IV. SYMMETRICAL BODIES 

In this section, as in Sec. VI of I, we apply the theory of 
the preceding sections to symmetric bodies. These bodies are 
defined as having a boundary symmetric under reflection in 
some mirror axis which passes through the center of mass. 
As indicated in I, we measure all angles '" on a body's bound
ary from its symmetry axis. 

A. General considerations 

Consider the collision integral (3.10): 

C
a 

= II I(A t -A .-J/1-12-lvEld/ldYt- dY2-· (4.1) 

With each constellation (~I' ~2' It! we shall now associate an 
anticongruent constellation (~ r, ~ !, I n This association 
will be bijective, as suggested by the Corollaries of Theorem 
1.2, but there remains some ambiguity due to the free choice 
of the angle ~o for the mirror axis ofEq. (1.6.2). However, in 
all cases we have, according to the theorem 

c a 
= II I(A r+ -A r-)lr-/!-lv!ldlrdyr-dyr-

= f I f(A r+ -A r-)lr-/r-lvEld/ldYI-dY2-' (4.2) 

Taking halfthe sum of (4. 1) and (4.2), we find 

ca=~fff[(At -A t-)lt-/2- +(Ar+ -Ar-) 

X Ir -Ir- liVE IdI1dYI-dY2-' (4.3) 

= iff f(..1A/t-12- +..1A *Ir -Ir - )IVE I 

X d/tdit-dy2-' 
Recall that 

Q*=Q, 
vr- =v,.+, 

(j)r - = (j),.+ , 
vr+ =v/-, 

(j)r + = (j)/- . 
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Two choices of anticongruent constellations are especially 
useful: ' 

(1) The mirror axis is fixed in the space and is chosen to 
be the same for all constellations: this choice will be referred 
to as uniform symmetrization; since the direction of the nor
mal is not invariant under this mirror reflection, the constel
lations related by (4.5) are generally only anticongruent rath
er than antiequivalent. 

(2) The mirror axis is chosen parallel to the common 
tangent at the impact points in each constellation: this will be 
referred to as constellational symmetrization; then the con
stellations related by (4.5) are always antiequivalent. 

Both possibilities will be pursued separately. 

B. Uniform symmetrization 

We use the mirror axis as the first coordinate axis in the 
plane: 

rp. = O. (4.6) 

Then, under the additional (necessary) assumption 

A (x, rp, v, UJ, t) = A (x, - rp, v, UJ, t) (4.7) 

together with (3.9), we have 

A r- =A;+, 
thus, 

oA f = - oAiJ 

..::lA· = -..::lA. 

A r+ =A;-; (4.8) 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

Obviously (4.7) is a severe restriction. Then (4.4) becomes 

c a 
= AI I I(A t + A / - A 1- - A 2-) 

X UI-12- -If -IT - )IVE IdlldYI- dY2-' (4.10) 

Thus we have established an expression of the requested type 
(3.15), with the operator 1\ acting on the states in a given 
collision: 

C. Constellational symmetrization 

The integrals in (4.3) involve a sum over all constella
tions. For any given direct collision we must relate A t ± to 
A k±' This can be done in the form 

provided that 

A (x, v, 2rpo - rp, UJ, t) = A (x, v, rp, UJ, t). (4.11) 

The latter condition must be fulfilled for any constellation, 
whatever the direction of the normal, Ii, i.e., whatever the 
direction of the mirror axis rpo. This in turn requires that A be 
independent of the orientation rp: 

aA larp = o. (4.12) 

If this last condition is satisfied, it is obvious that 

A ( - rp ) = A (rp ). 
This is the necessary and sufficient condition allowin~ uni-
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form symmetrization. It follows that constellational symme
trization can be used under even stronger restrictions only. 
Therefore, we shall discuss it together with uniform symme
trization. 

D. H-theorem using uniform symmetrization 

A decisive feature of the classical Boltzmann equation 
is the existence of functionals H of the distribution function 
f, whose collision integral C h is a semidefinite function off 
The proof of this property rests essentially on the form (3.15) 
of the collision integrals. 

We have shown that a similar type of collision integral 
may be formed for symmetrical bodies using the uniform 
symmetrization hypothesis. Now we use expression (4.10) 
for finding all H-functions such that 

Vf, (4.13) 

i.e., 

0;.. fff(Hf- +HT- -HI- -H2-)ffl-/2- -/f-IT-) 

X IVE IdlldYI- dY2-' 

This requires that (Hf - + HT - - H 1- - H 2-) be a 
monotonic nonincreasing function of ff 1-I 2- - If -IT - ). 
This is tantamount to demanding that (H 1- + H 2- ) be a 
monotonic (increasing) function of I 1-12-' hence that H]
be a monotonic lunction 01 In/ l- . An obvious simple choice 
IS 

H = lnffllo) (4.14) 

(with an arbitrary dimensional constantfo), whence 

Ch 
= lJ J JUI-12- -I; -I; - )lnU; -I; -111-/2-) 

(4.15) 

But, according to (4.15) and (4.7), such a substitution re
quires that 

I(x, rp, v, UJ, t) = I(x, - rp, v, UJ, t). (4.16) 

The collision integrals may then be written 

ca=!fff(At +At -A]- -A 2-)U]-/2- -ltI2+) 

xlvE ldl]dy]-dY2- (4.17) 

just as for hard discs! 

E. Future work 

The derivation of macroscopic equations from the 
Boltzmann equation using the moments was outlined in Sec. 
III. The determination of the hydrodynamic equations be
comes then possible from the moments of the summational 
invariants. 

The equilibrium distribution too will be derived from 
the summational invariants. 
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APPENDIX: EVEN AND ODD FUNCTIONS 

In the framework of uniform symmetrization, it is in
teresting to consider also odd functions of the direction 
parameter: 

A(x,v, -t/>,UJ,t) = -A (x,v,t/>,UJ,t). (AI) 

Then one has for a given collision 

At- = -A k+, 

whence 

c u = !fff(A,+ +At -A ,- -A 2-) 

X (/1-/2- + If -It - )IVE Idl,dy,- dY2-

= -iffff(A ,- +A 2- +Af- +At-) 
X(f,-12- + If -It -) 
X IVE Id,dy,- dY2-' 

(A2) 

(A3) 

One may again try to derive an H-theorem from (A3). 
Using (A3) and the definite positivity of 

1,-12- + If -It - , 
the basic relation (4.13) 

'rIj, Ch..;O 

goes over into the statement 

'rI collisions, H ,- + H 2- + Hf - + Ht - >0 
(A4) 

or H t + H 2+ - H ,- - H 2- ..;0. 

This relation depends on the balance of H only, and is inde
pendent of the distribution functions I themselves. An H-
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theorem may be thus be derived only if one is able to find a 
microscopic variable H whose total value (in a pair) always 
decreases in a collision: 

.J.H..;O. (AS) 

As this seems very artificial, it will not be discussed further. 
One may notice the opposition between (A4) and the 

usual derivations of H-theorem from "microscopic revers
ibility" (which is paralleled by Our H-theorem in Sec. IVD). 
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It is shown there are only two classes of time-dependent Kepler potentials 
[V2==A.O(at 2 + bt + c)- I12lr, (b 2 - 4ac#O), and V3==A.O(at + /n-I/r] for which the associated 
classical dynamical equations will admit quadratic first integrals more general than quadratic 
functions of the angular momentum. In addition to the angular momentum the system defined 
by V2 admits only a "generalized time-dependent energy integral," while the system defined by 
V3 admits in addition to these a time-dependent vector first integral that is a generalization of the 
Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector constant of motion (associated with the time-independent Kepler 
system). For the V3 system the time-dependent vector first integral is employed to obtain in a 
simple manner the orbit equations in completely integrated form. The complete group of 
(velocity-independent) symmetry mappings is obtained for each of these two classes of dynamical 
systems and used to show that the generalized energy integral is expressible as a Noether 
constant of motion. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 95.1O.Ce, 41.70. + t 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We determine constants of the motion, symmetry map
pings, and orbit equations for certain time-dependent central 
force dynamical systems based upon Lagrangians I 

.!? = ~8ij.exi + cf> (t )/r, 

r=8ijxix i, i,j = 1,2,3, (Ll) 
with concomitant equations of motion 

(1.2) 

Such dynamical equations arise in a time-dependent 
Kepler system. The time-dependence for such a gravitation
al problem could occur due to time variation in the gravita
tional "constant" G, as suggested by Dirac,2 or in a more 
usual situation due to time variation in the mass, as would 
occur in an accretion problem. Another possible physical 
situation leading to these dynamical equations arises in a 
Coulomb problem with variable charge. 

We restrict ourselves to the determination of constants 
of motion of the form 

I =!Mij(x,t )Xiii + Ji(X,t)Xi 

+K(x,t), Mij =Mii> (1.3) 

where it is noted that the coefficients are explicitly time de
pendent. The form (1.3) includes the well-known angular 
momentum linear first integrals 

(1.4) 

which of course are constants of motion of (1.2) for arbitrary 
cf> (t ). 

For the time-independent case cf> (t ) = cf>o = const the 
dynamical system (1.2) admits the well-known Laplace
Runge-Lenz vector constant ofmotion3 

Ao =cf>o-I(LXv) + rlr, L = rXv, 

V = drldt, 

and the energy integral 

Eo=~v.v - cf>oIr . 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

It is to be noted that Eo and the components of Ao are also 
special cases of (1.3). 

Unless indicated otherwise in this paper we assume 
throughout that cf> (t ) is not constant. 

We shall consider two methods for obtaining constants 
of motion of the type (1.3): 

(i) Direct solution of the equation4 

j;; O. (1.7) 

[As is well known, the orbits for all central force dyna-
mical systems are planar. Hence we obtain the solution of 
(1.7) in two dimensions and show how to extend the results to 
three dimensions.] 

(ii) Techniques that require the determination of sym
metry mappings of the dynamical systems oftype (1.2). (For 
the sake of generality, since no additional complications are 
introduced, we treat this part of the problem in n 
dimensions. ) 

As a consequence of our analysis we find there are only 
two cf> (t) functions, referred to as cf>2(t) [Eq. (2.64)] and cf>3(t) 
[Eq. (2.66)], for which the respective dynamical systems (1.2) 
will admit quadratic first integrals (1.3) more general than 
quadratic functions of the angular momentum. We find for 
both cf>2 and cf>3 the dynamical system (1.2) admits a scalar 
quadratic first integral E [Eq. (2.86)]. In addition the dyna
mical system based upon cf>3 will admit a vector constant of 
motion A (2.83) whose components are quadratic first inte
grals of the form (1.3). These scalar and vector constants of 
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motion are explicitly time dependent and may be regarded as 
generalizations respectively of the energy Eo (1.6) and La
place-Runge-Lenz Ao (1. S) constants of motion associated 
with the time-independent Kepler problem. 

The complete group of symmetries admitted by each of 
the dynamical equations (1.2) [regarded as n-dimensional] 
determined by <P2 and <P3, respectively, is obtained. These 
symmetries are based upon infinitesimal (velocity indepen
dent) mappings that are functions of Xi and I. From this anal
ysis it is shown that the above-mentioned scalar quadratic 
first integrals for both the <P2 and <P3 cases can be formulated 
as Noether constants of motion. 

For the <P3 case the components of the vector constant 
of motion A (2.83), mentioned above, are used to obtain in 
explicit finite form the orbits in plane polar coordinates of 
the dynamical equations (1.2). The orbits so obtained are 
classified according to a "generalized eccentricity" in a man
ner similar to that used in the usual time-independent Kepler 
problem. 

2. CONSTANTS OF MOTION BY DIRECT SOLUTION 

We now proceed with the direct method of determining 
the constants of motion (1.3) of the dynamical system (1.2). 
As mentioned in the Introduction it is sufficient to assume 
the motion is two dimensional (n = 2). 

The conditions to determine the unknown coefficients 
M ij ,J;.K of (1.3) are obtained by requiring that j vanish for 
the solutions of the dynamical system (1.2). From (1.3) we 
find4 

! . 0 ~ 'i'j'k (J ~M ).ii. j = "kXX X + .. + .. X I), l.j I),t 

+ [Ji., - (<P /,-'3)Mijx j + K.i ]ii 

- (<P /,-'3).lixi + K., ~ 0, (2.1) 

in which thex terms have been eliminated by means of(1.2). 
Since (2.1) must hold identically in the i's we obtain after 
symmetrization the following conditions on Mij,Ji,K: 

Mij,k +~k,i + M ki.j =0, 

Ji,j + -0,i = - M ij.l , 

K,; = (<P /,-'3)Mijx j - J;,tt 

K" = (<P /,-'3).liXi. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

We consider first the solution of (2.2) for the functions 
Mij(x,1 ). For n = 2, the equations (2.2) take the form 

M II •I =0, 

M 22•2 = 0, 

M II ,2 + 2M12,1 = 0, 

M 22•1 + 2M12,2 = O. 

By (2.6) and (2.7), respectively, we have 

Mil = M I1 (X 2,1), 

M22 = Mnlx I ,I ). 

From the integrability condition on M12 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

[MII •22 = M22•11 ] derived from (2.8) and (2.9), it is seen by 
use of (2.10) and (2.11) that 

(2.12) 
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Hence from (2.12) it follows that 

Mil (X2,1 ) = tPo(1 )(X2)2 

+ tP2(1 )X2 + tP3(1), 

M 22(X I,t) = tPO(I)(XI)2 

+ tPl(t)x1 + tP4(t). 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

If we make use of(2.13) in (2.8) and (2.14) in (2.9) we 
obtain, respectively, 

2M12•1 = - [2tPO(t)x2 + tP2(1)], (2.15) 

2M12•2 = - [2tPo(I)x1 + tPl(I)]. (2.16) 

From (2.15) and (2.16), respectively, we find 

2M12 = - [2tPoX2 + tP2]X I + 0'1 (X2
,1 ), (2.17) 

2M12 = - [2tPoX l + tPl]X2 + 0'2(XI,I). (2.18) 

By comparison of(2.17) and (2.18) we may write 

tP2(1 )x' + 0'2(X 1 ,t) = tP,(1 )X2 

+ 0' dX2 ,I ) #(1 ). 

It follows from (2.19) and either of (2.17) or (2.18) that 

M12 = - tPo(1 )x'X2 - !tP2(1 )x' 

- !tPl(t)x2 + !,u(I). 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Hence this solution of (2.2) for the Mij is given by Eqs. 
(2.13), (2.14), and (2.20). 

We consider next (2.3) to determine the functions 
J;(X,I). Use of (2.13), (2.14), and (2.20) in (2.3) gives 

2J1,! = - [tPb(X2f + tP;X2 + tP31, 

2J2.2 = - [tPb(Xl)2 + tP;XI + tP~], 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

JI,2 +J2•1 = tPbXIX2 + !tP;x l +!tPiX2-!,u'. (2.23) 

Integration of (2.21) and (2.22) gives, respectively, 

2J1= -xl[tPb(X2)2+tP;X2+tPi]+TI(X2,1), (2.24) 

2J2= -x2[tPb(XI)2+tP;XI+tP~]+T2(XI,I). (2.25) 

Hence from (2.24), (2.25), and (2.23) it follows that 

6tPb x lX2 + 2tP;XI + 2tP; X2 - TI,2 - T2.1 _,u' = O. 
(2.26) 

By forming the second derivative of (2.26) with respect to Xl 
and X2 we find that 

tPo(l) = ao = const. (2.27) 

Substitution of (2.27) into (2.26) followed by differentiation 
of the resulting equation gives 

2tP; - T 2.11 = O. (2.28) 

From (2.28) it follows that 

T2(X I,t) = tP~(XI)2 + tPS(t)x1 + tP6(t). (2.29) 

Use of (2.29) and (2.27) in (2.26) followed by integration 
with respect to X2 gives 

TI(X
2,t) = tP; (X2)2 - (tPs + ,u')x2 + tP7(t). (2.30) 

Finally use of(2.29) and (2.30) in (2.24) and (2.25) gives 

J I = - }x1(tP;X2 + tP3) + !tP; (x2f 

- ~(tPs + ,u')x2 + ~tP7' 

J2 = - }x2(tP; Xl + tP~) + !tP~ (xlf 

+ ~tPSXI + !tP6' 
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There remains the determination of the function K. 
From (2.4) the integrability condition K,I2 = K,21 can be ex
pressed in the form 

rlP [MI1,2XI + M12,2X2 - MI2,IXI - M22,IX2] 

- 3lP [Ml1XlX2 + Mdx2)2 - Mdxl)2 - M2:r IX2] 

- r [JI,2t - J2,lt] = 0, (2,33) 

From (2.13), (2.14), (2.20), (2.31), and (2.32) it is seen that the 
bracketed expressions in (2.33) are polynomials in Xl, x 2

• 

Since n > 1 the term r is an irrational function of x I, x 2
• 

Hence it follows that 

(2.34) 

If (2.34) along with (2.13) and (2.14) are used in (2.33), 
we obtain by a straightforward calculation 

2("'4 - "'3)xIX2 + ,u[(XI)2 - (x2f] = 0, (2.35) 

which implies 

(2.36) 

By the use of (2.31), (2.32), (2.34), and (2.36) we obtain 

"'; = 0, "';' = 0, "'s = as = const. (2.37) 

We consider now the remaining integrability conditions 

K,tl =K,I/I 

K,t2 =K,2/1 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

which must be satisfied. The derivative K,t2 is calculated by 
means of(2.5), (2.31), (2.32), (2.36), and (2.37), and the deriva
tive K,2t is calculated by means of (2.4), (2.14), (2.20), (2.32), 
and (2.37). If the expressions so obtained are used in (2.39) 
the resulting equation reduces to 

lP 'r[ - "'2(xlf + "'IX IX2 + 2"'3X2] 

+ rW.;'x2 - ",g) 

+ 3lPx2("'-r 1 + ",~2) + lPr[ - "'i(xl)2 

+ "';XIX2 + "'iX2 - "'6] = 0. 

Inspection of (2.40) implies 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

Equation (2.40) reduces by use of (2.41) to a polynomial in x I 
and x 2

• This leads to the conditions 

2"'3lP' + "'ilP = 0, (2.42) 

"'2lP' + "'i lP = 0, (2.43) 

'" IlP ' + "'; lP = 0, (2.44) 

"'6=0, "'7 =0. (2.45) 

We summarize in the list below the previously obtained 
conditions on the various ""s and,u [refer to (2.36), (2.37), 
(2.41), (2.45)] along with the restrictions derived by integrat
ing (2.42)-(2.44). 

"'0 =ao, (2.46) 

"'3 = "'4' (2.47) 

"'S = as, (2.48) 

"'6 = "'7 = 0, (2.49) 

,u =0, (2.50) 

"'; =0, (2.51) 
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"'t = 0, (2.52) 

",;'=0, (2.53) 

lP"'2 = k2' (2.54) 

lP 2"'3 = k3' (2.55) 

lP"'l =k., (2.56) 

where the a's and k 's are arbitrary constants. 
Before continuing with the integration of(2.4) and (2.5) 

to obtain K we use (2.46H2.50) to simplify the expressions 
for Mij [refer to (2.13), (2.14), (2.20)] and J i [refer to (2.31), 
(2.32)]. 

Mil = ao(x
2)2 + "':r

2 + "'3' 

MI2 = - aoXlx2 - ~"':rl - ~"'IX2, 

M22 = ao(x
l
)2 + "'IX

I + "'3' 
J I = - ~"':rIX2 + ~"'; (X2)2 

- ~"'ixl - ~asx2, 

J2 = - !",;X IX2 + ~"'i(xl)2 
- !"'iX2 + ~asxl. 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

The various conditions under which (2.51)-(2.56) will 
be consistent leads to the following three cases: 

Case 1: 

lP(t) = lPl(t) = arbitrary (#const), (2.62) 

"'I = "'2 = "'3 = 0; kl = k2 = k3 = 0. (2.63) 

Case 2: 

lP (t) = lP2(t )==Ao(at 2 + bt + C)-I 12, a,b,c,).,o 

= const, b 2 - 4ac#O, Ao#O, (2.64) 

"'I = "'2 = kl = k2 = 0; 

"'3 = k0 0- 2(at 2 + bt + c), k3 = const #0. (2.65) 

Case 3: 

lP (t) = lP3(t) = Ao(at + f:?j-I, Ao#O, a#O, (2.66) 

"'I = klA 0- I(at + f3); "'2 = k0 0- I(at + f3); 

"'3 = k3A 0- 2(at + f3 )2, 

a,/3,).,0,kl,k2,k3 = const. (2.67) 

We now consider the analysis of the above three cases. 

Analysis of Case 1 

In Case 1 [lP.(t) arbitrary] use of (2.63) in (2.57H2.61) 
gives 

Mil = ao(x2)2, MI2 = - aoX tx2 , 

M22 = ao(xlf, J t = - !asx2, J2 = !asxt. (2.68) 

Use of(2.68) in (2.4) and (2.5) leads toK = Ko = const, which 
may be dropped. With these values of M ij and Ji so obtained 
it follows from (1.3) that 

(2.69) 

where L is the angular momentum. 
As mentioned in the Introduction it is well known that 

angular momentum is a constant of motion for every dyna
mical system (1.2) [that is, for arbitrary lPt(t I]. Since ao and as 
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are arbitrary constants we find that the only common linear 
first integral admitted by every dynamical system (1.2) is an
gular momentum; likewise the only common quadratic first 
integral admitted by every dynamical system (1.2) is a qua
dratic function of the angular momentum. 

Analysis of Case 2 

Use of (2.64) and (2.65) in (2.57)-(2.61) gives 

Mij = ao(r8ij - XiX)) + r/J38ij. 

J I = - !(r/J;x l + asx
2). 

(2.70) 

J2 = - !(r/J;x2 - asxl). (2.71) 

By use of (2.70) and (2.71) in (2.4) and (2.5) we obtain upon 
integration 

K = ak3r/(U~) - r/J3<1>2/r. (2.72) 

Use of(2.70). (2.71). and (2.72) in (1.3) leads to the constant of 
motion 12, 

12 = !aoL 2 + !asL + (k31 A ~ )E2• 
where 

[ 

( '1)2 ( '2)2 
E2=(at 2 + bt + c) X ; X 

Ao ] 
r(at 2 + bt + C)I/2 

(2at+b) (1'1 2'2) ar - XX +xx +-. 
A~ 2 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

Since L is a constant of motion it follows from (2.73) that E2 
is a constant of motion. 

In terms of <1>2 [refer to (2.64)] the constant of motion E2 
may be expressed in the alternative form 

E2 = A ~ [_1 (..!:.!.. _ <1>2) _ J.. ~ (_1 )2 r.v 
(<I>2f 2 r 2 dt <1>2 

+ ~ (_1 )2 r]. (2.75) 
dt 2 <1>2 4 

From (2.75) we note if <1>2 = <1>0 = const [so that the 
dynamical system (1.2) reduces to the time-independent 
case] then E2 reduces to Eo [Eq. (1.6)]. the time-independent 
energy integral. 

Analysis of Case 3 

Ifwe make use of(2.66) and (2.67) in (2.57)-(2.61) and 
use the resulting M ij and Ji in the K equations (2.4). (2.5). we 
find by integration 

K = kp2r _ k3(at + [3) _ klXI + k2X2 
U ~ Ao' 2r' 

(2.76) 

Use of(2.57)-(2.61) [with the appropriate r/J's given by (2.67)] 
and (2.76) in (1.3) gives the constant of motion 13 

13 = ~aoL 2 + ~asL + ~klAI + ~k~2 + (k31A ~)E3' 
(2.77) 

where 

A L [( [3\v2 2] Xl 10 k 1=- at+ r -ax --= x' 
Ao r 

(2.78) 

A2=~ [ - (at +[3)X1 + axl] _ x
2 
~ kyo 

/Lo r 
(2.79) 
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E3==(at + [3 f [(XI)2 + W)2 _ Ao ] 
2 r(at + [3) 

- a(at + [3 )(XIXI + X2X2) 

+ a
2r ~ k*. 
2 

(2.80) 

Sinceao• as. kl' k2• and k3 are arbitrary constants it/allows in 
addition to the angular momentum L that A I' A2• and E3 are 
constants 0/ motion [which have the respective values kx .ky. 
and k * on a dynamical path as indicated in (2.78)-(2.80)]. 

When expressed in terms of <1>3 given by (2.66) the con
stant of motion E3 may be given the form 

E3 = A ~ [_1 (..!:.!.. _ !Ii) _ J.. ~ (_1 )2 r.v 
(<I>3f 2 r 2 dt <1>3 

~(_1 )2 r]. 
+ dt 2 <1>3 4 

(2.81) 

The constants of motion A I and A2 [refer to (2.78) and 
(2.79)] are components of a vector 

A = ilAI + i~2' (2.82) 

This vector A can be expressed in the form 

A = (at + [3) (vXL) _ ~ (rxL) _~, v=dr.(2.83) 
Ao Ao r dt 

If r, v, and L are considered as three-dimensional vectors, 
then the three-dimensional vector A of the form (2.83) will be 
a constant of motion of the corresponding three-dimensional 
system (1.2). This is easily verified by showing d Aldt == 0 
[with the aid of (1.2)]. 

The following functional dependence may be shown to 
exist between the constants of motion A, E3, and L: 

2(L·L)E3 + A ~ = A ~A.A. (2.84) 

Equation (2.84) holds in either two or three dimensions. On a 
dynamical path (which is assumed to be in the x-y plane), 
(2.84) takes the form 

2/~k* +A~ =A~(k~ +k;), (2.85) 

where I ~ ,;;, L·L. 
Ifin <1>3 (2.66) we consider a = 0 [in which case 

<l>3(t) = <1>0 = const, and the dynamical equation (1.2) re
duces to the time-independent equation of motion]. s then the 
time-dependen t cons tan t of motion E 3 (2.81) reduces, within 
a constant factor, to the time-independent energy integral Eo 
(1.6), and the time-dependent vector constant of motion A 
(2.83) reduces to the time-independent Laplace-Runge
Lenz vector constant of motion Ao (1.5). 

We summarize the results of this section in the follow
ing theorem and corollaries. 

Theorem 2.1: For an explicitly time-dependent central 
force dynamical system in two or three dimensional Euclid
ean space with Lagrangian 

Y=!8ijxix) + <I> (t )/r, r-8i)xixi, (1.1)' 

and with associated dynamical equation 

Xi + <I> (t )xilr1 = 0: (1.2)' 

a) The only common linear first integral admitted by 
every [<I> (t ) arbitrary] time-dependen t dynamical system ( 1.2) 
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is the angular momentum L=r X v(v = dr I dt ). 
b) The only common quadratic first integral admitted 

by every [l/> (t ) arbitrary] time-dependent dynamical system 
(1.2)' is a quadratic function of the angular momentum. 

c) For an explicitly time-dependent dynamical system 
of the form (1.2)' to admit a quadratic first integral in addi
tion to a quadratic function of the angular momentum, the 
function l/> (t ) must be either of the form 

l/> (t) = l/>2 Ao I' a,b,e,A,o 
(at 2 + bt + ell 2 

= const, Ao::;60, b 2 - 4ae::;60, (2.64)' 

or of the form 

l/> (t) = l/>3-~' Ao::;60, a::;60. 
at+(3 

(2.66') 

d) For l/> (t) = l/>2 or l/>3 the dynamical system (1.2)' will 
admit the scalar quadratic first integral [refer to (2.75) and 
(2.81)] 

E A ~ [l/> ~2(~V'V _ l/» _ ~ ~ (l/> ~2 )r.v 
r 2 dt 

+ ~ (l/> ~2) ~]. (2.86) 
dt 2 4 

e) For l/> (t ) = l/>3 the dynamical system (1.2)' will admit 
besides E the additional vector quadratic first integral 

A (at + (3) (vXL) _ ~(rXL) _.!:., v=dr. (2.83), 
Ao Ao r dt 

Corollary 2.1: If the dynamical system (1.1), (1.2) is re
garded as n dimensional (i = 1, ... ,n) then Theorem 2.1(d) is 
valid in n dimensions. 

Corollary 2.2: For the l/> = l/>3 case the first integrals 
E,A, and L are functionally related in that 

2(L.L)E + A ~ = A ~A.A. (2.84), 

Remark 2.1: In the limiting case of l/> (t ) = l/>o = const 
for which (1.2)' reduces to a dynamical system with no ex
plicit time dependence, the first integral E (2.86) reduces to 
Eo, the energy integral, and A (2.83)' reduces to Ao, the La
place-Runge-Lenz vector first integral. 

3. SYMMETRY MAPPINGS OF THE DYNAMICAL 
EQUATION (1.2) 

It is of interest to determine to what extent the con
stants of motion derived in the previous section can be ob
tained as concomitants of infinitesimal symmetry mappings 
admitted by the equations of motion (1.2). We shall base this 
symmetry analysis upon deformations of the type6 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

The symmetries admitted by the dynamical systems 
(1.2) will in general depend upon the form ofthe function 
l/> (t ). Our primary interest is to determine what symmetries 
are admitted by the dynamical systems that correspond to 
the three cases for l/> (t) obtained in Sec. 2. However, for gen
erality we shall first determine all dynamical systems of the 
type (1.2) that admit symmetries based upon mappings of the 
form (3.1) and (3.2). 
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It is well known that for arbitrary l/> (t ) the central force 
dynamical systems (1.2) will admit rotational symmetry 
(with concomitant angular momentum constant of motion). 
We shall determine those (nonconstant) l/> (t) whose corre
sponding dynamical systems admit symmetries in addition 
to rotations, and in the process obtain as subcases the sym
metries for those particular dynamical systems based upon 
l/>t, l/>2' and l/>3 considered in Sec. 2. 

Based upon the above-mentioned mappings (3.1) and 
(3.2) it follows to within first order in oa thae 

"'i_ dx dx
i 

_ (i-i 'ii-O)" uX=--=--- ~ -x~ ua, 
dt dt 

(3.3) 

d 2:-=i 2 i 
""i_ X d x _ (fi 'ifo ",.:;ii-O)" ux=-_----- ~ -x~ -"""'~ ua. 

dt 2 dt 2 
(3.4) 

With use of the definitions (3.1 )-(3.4) the deformation of any 
function F(x,i,x,t) is determined by the formula 

"F - aF ,,"i JF" 'i JF" i aF" u =-.uX +-.ux +-.ux +-ut. 
ax' ai' ax' at 

(3.5) 

The symmetry equations that determine those S i,S 0 

that define the symmetry mappings (3.1), (3.2) of some dyna
mical equations E i are obtained from the requirement that 
oE i = ° whenever E i = 0. Such symmetries will contain as 
special cases the more familiar Noether symmetries. 8 

For a dynamical system in an Euclidean configuration 
space of n dimensions referred to rectangular coordinates 
withLagrangiano? = !oijiii j - V(x,t)thisprocedureleads 
to symmetry mapping functions S i,S 0 of the form 7 

Si = A ;(t )xjxi + B 5(t)xj + C i(!), 

Sa =Aj(!)x j + B(t). 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

The functions A j (t ) and B (t ) are to be determined as solutions 
of the equations 

Ak V.kO~ + 2Am V,i - (A ;Xk + B ")O~ 
+ 2(A ;;'Xi + A ;XkO~ + B ~) = 0, (3.8) 

A m"'xmxi + Bi"xm + C i
" - (A 'Xi +A' xmo' +Bi)V m ) m J J.J 

+ 2(A ~xm + B 'Wi + V,idA ~XmXk 

+B~xm + C k ) 

+ f,it(Amxm + B) = 0. (3.9) 

Since the above symmetry formalism holds for n dimen
sions, we shall for generality now consider the dynamical 
equation (1.2) to also be n dimensional and take the potential 
energy V to be 

V = - l/> (t )/r, r=o'jxiX j
, i,j = 1, ... ,n. (3.10) 

With V so defined (3.8) may be expressed in the form 

l/> [AkXkO:" + 2Amxi] + ? [2A ;;'Xi + A ;xko:" 

+2B~-B"o:,,]=0. (3.11) 

Contraction of (3.11) on i and m gives 

(n + 2)l/> [Amxm] + ?[(n + 2)A ;;'xm 
- nB" + 2B;::'] = 0. (3.12) 

Note that the bracketed terms in (3.12) are polynomials 
in the x's. Ifwe assume n > 1, the term? is irrational in the 
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x's. Hence the bracketed terms must vanish, which implies 

Am =0, 

nB " - 2B ;;;' = 0. 

Use of (3.13) in (3.11) gives 

B "8~ - 2B::' = 0. 

Note that (3.14) is a consequence of (3.15). 

In (3.15), if i=l=m we obtain 

B ~ = b ~ = consts, i=l=m. 

In (3.15), if i = m we have 

B;;;' = !B " , m not summed. 

Hence 

Bl' =B~' = ... =B~' = ~B". 

Integration of(3.18) gives 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

B; = !B' + b;, i not summed, b; = consts. (3.19) 

It can be shown that these conditions are also necessary and 
sufficient when n = 1. 

The constants b; appearing in (3.28) and (3.30) may be 
expressed in the form 

b; = {Uj + ,u,8j, (Uj = - cd;. 
Use of(3.31) in (3.20) gives 

(3.31) 

B j = (!B' + ,u,)8j + (Uj. (3.32) 

By use of(3.13), (3.26), and (3.32) in (3.6), (3.7) we obtain 
the symmetry mapping functions 5 i,5 0 in the form 

5 i = (!B' + ,utlx i + {UJx j
, 

{Uj (= - cd;), ,u, arbitrary const , 

SO=B, 

where from(3.25) and (3.30) 

B = P2t 2 + p,t + Po, 

PO,{J,,{J2 = arbitrary consts, 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

Equations (3.16) and (3.19) can be combined into the form and 

B j = !B '8; + b j, b j = consts. (3.20) 

By inspection it is seen that (3.13) and (3.20) are neces
sary and sufficient for the solution of (3.11) when n> 1. 

When n = 1, Eq. (3.11) reduces to 

3<PA,+Ai'(xT+ [2Bl'-B"](x')2=0. (3.21) 

It is easily seen by inspection of(3.21) that (3.13) and (3.20) 
are also necessary and sufficient for solutions of (3.11) when 
n=1. 

By substitution of (3.10), (3.13), and (3.20) in (3.9), fol
lowed by multiplication by r, (3.9) may be expressed in the 
form 

r [!B '"Xi + C i"] + xi{[(<P 'B + !<PB ')8: 

- 3<Pb: ]xkxm - 3<PC kXk} = 0.(3.22) 

As in a similar situation above [refer to the statement 
following (3.12)] the bracketed terms in (3.22) must vanish 
individually if n > 1. Hence if n > 1 

(3.23) 

[(<P 'B + ~<PB ')8: - 3<Pb: ]xkxm - 3<PC kXk = 0. 
(3.24) 

From (3.23) and (3.24) it follows that 

B'" = 0, (3.25) 

C k = 0, (3.26) 

(2<P 'B + <PB ')8: - 3<P (b: + b k) = 0. (3.27) 

It follows from (3.27) that 

b: + b k = 0, k =l=m, (3.28) 

2<P 'B + <PB' - 6<Pb;;; = 0, m not summed. (3.29) 

From (3.29) we obtain the conditions 

,u,=bl =bi = ... =b~ = 2<P'~;<PB' (3.30) 

It is easily shown that (3.25), (3.26), (3.28), and (3.30) are 
necessary and sufficient for (3.22) to be satisfied when n > 1. 
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(3.36) 

If B = 0, then (3.36) shows that,u, = 0, and hence (3.36) 
is satisfied identically. In this case <P (t) is arbitrary and the 
symmetry functions 5 i,5° of(3.33), (3.34) reduce to the fa
miliar rotation 

5; = (UJx< SO = 0. (3.37) 

This implies that every dynamical system (1.2) admits the 
rotation group, which of course is well known. 

If B =1=0, we may solve (3.36) for <P in the form 

<P(t)= ±(k,/B)-'/2 exP(3,u1 f B-1dt). (3.38) 

with B given by (3.35). 
Alternatively the solution of(3.36) for B in terms of <P is 

given by 

B = <P -2[ 6,u1 f <P 2 dt +,u2]. ,u2=const. (3.39) 

Note that (3.39) is valid for B = ° as well as for B =1=0. [Ifin 
(3.39) B = 0, then,ul = ° and,u2 = ° and <P will be 
arbitrary.] 

It should be noted that the forms of <P (t ) corresponding 
to cases 1-3 in Sec. 2 are special cases of the form (3.38). 

If a N oether mapping of the type (3.1 ), (3.2) exists for the 
dynamical system (1.2), then it will be a special case of the 
mapping defined by (3.33H3.36).8 We shall now determine 
what additional restrictions the symmetry functions 5 ;,5 0 

must satisfy in order to define a Noether symmetry mapping. 
A Noether symmetry requires that there exist a func

tion r(x,t) such that the mapping (3.1), (3.2) satisfies 

d dr 
8.Y + .Y - 8t = - - 8a, (3.40) 

dt dt 

where.Y is given by9 (U) and 8.Y is calculated by use of 
(3.1H3.3) and (3.5). By the expansion of (3.40) and the re
quirement that it hold identically in the x's we are led to the 
necessary and sufficient conditions 

(3.41) 
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f:i f:j_i:f:O_ ~ ,j + ~ ,i Uij~ ,I - 0, (3.42) 

S:t +T,i =0, (3.43) 

- <1>XiSi + <1> 'rSO + <1>rS~ + r'lT,t = O. (3.44) 

By use of(3.33), (3.34) in (3.41)-(3.44) we obtain 

2(!B' + f-ldoij - oijB' = 0, (3.45) 

!B "Xi + T,i = 0, (3.46) 

- <1> (!B' + f-ll)r + <1> 'rB + <1>rB' + r'lT,1 = 0, (3.47) 

f-ll = 0, (3.48) 

/32xi + T,i = 0, 

<1> (~B' - f-ll) + <1> 'B + rT,t = O. 

From (3.49) we find 

l' = -! /32r + I(t ). 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

Use of(3.48) and (3.51) in (3.50) gives 

<1>B' + 2B<1>' + 2rf' = O. (3.52) 

It follows from (3.52) that I = /33 = arbitrary constant, 
which may be taken to be zero. Hence from (3.51) 

l' = - !/32r. (3.53) 

Use of (3.48) and (3.53) in (3.50) gives 

2B<1> ' + <1>B' = O. (3.54) 

It follows from the above work that we may state the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1: A necessary and sufficient condition that 
n-dimensional dynamical equations of the form (1.2)' (refer 
to Theorem 2.1) admit infinitesimal symmetry mappings of 
the form 

Xi = Xi + OXi, OXi==S i(X,t loa, 

t = t + Of, Of =s O(x,t loa, 

is that 

S i = (~B' + f-ll)xi + wJx j
, 

w; (= - cd;), f-ll arbitrary consts, 

SO=B, 

where 

(3.1)' 

(3.2)' 

(3.33)' 

(3.34), 

B /32t 2 + /3lt + /30' /30,/31,/32 arbitrary consts, (3.35), 

and the function <1> (t) appearing in the dynamical equations 
is determined by the condition 

(3.36), 

This implies <I> (t ) must be expressible in terms ofthe quadrat
ic polynomial B (t) by 

<1> (t) = ± (klIB )-1/2 eXP(3f-l1 f B -\ dt)' B ¥-O, 

(3.38), 

or alternatively the quadratic polynomial B must satisfy 

B = <1> - 2( 6f-l1 f <1> 2 dt + f-l2). f-l2 arbitrary const. 

(3.39)' 

The functions t i,t ° given by (3.33)" (3.34), will define 
Noether mappings in that they satisfy the condition 
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d dT 
O.Y + .Y-Of= --oa, 

dt dt 
(3.40), 

if and only if f-ll = 0 in (3.33) and 

1'= - !/32r. (3.53), 

Corollary 3.1: If B = 0, <1> (t) is arbitrary and the corre
sponding (Noether) symmetry mappings admitted by the 
dynamical equations (1.2)' are rotations. 

For any Noether mapping (Si,SO,T) it is well known8 

there will be a concomitant Noether constant of motion IN 
given by the formula 

I _a.Y Si (a.Y' i cp)tO =-- - -- X - ..L + T. 
N axi axi 

(3.55) 

In the next section it will be shown which of the con
stants of motion obtained in Sec. 2 are Noether constants of 
motion. 

4. SYMMETRY GROUPS ADMITTED BY DYNAMICAL 
EQUATIONS (1.2) BASED ON <1>1. <1>2. AND rfJ3 

In Sec. 2 we determined those <1> (t) (denoted by rfJ l , <1>2' 
<1>3) for which the corresponding dynamical equation (1.2) 
(considered to be of two or three dimensions) admitted first 
integrals oftheform (1.3). In Sec. 3 wefound the most gener
al form of <1> (t) (3.38) such that the corresponding dynamical 
equations (1.2) [considered for generality to be n dimension
al] would admit symmetry mappings of the form (3.1), (3.2). 
This general form for <1> (t) included (as mentioned in Sec. 3) 
the cases <1>1' <1>2' <1>3 and restricted the mapping (3.1), (3.2) to 
be of the form (3.33), (3.34). 

In this section we shall obtain the complete symmetry 
group admitted by each of the dynamical equations (1.2) 
(considered as n dimensional) determined, respectively, by 
<1>2 and <1>3' For each case we determine the Noether symme
try subgroup and obtain the concomitant Noether constants 
of motion. It is then shown that some of the constants of 
motion obtained in Sec. 2 are of the Noether form. 

In the Appendix we give the remaining <1> (t ), called <1>4' 
<1>5' <1>6' for which the corresponding dynamical systems (1.2) 
admit symmetry mappings of the form (3.33), (3.34). Such 
dynamical systems will not admit quadratic first integrals 
(1.3) other than a quadratic function of the angular 
momentum. 

It was noted in Sec. 3 [following (3.37)] that the rotation 
symmetry group was admitted by all dynamical systems (1.2) 
regardless of the form of <1> (t) [case 1, <1>\(t) = arbitrary]. For 
all (nonconstant) <1> (t) except <1>2(t), <1>3(t), <1> 4(t), rfJ5(t), and 
<1> 6(t ), the rotation group is the complete group of symmetries 
for the corresponding dynamical systems. Since for this rota
tion symmetry f-l1 = 0 [refer to (3.33)-(3.37)], it follows from 
Theorem 3.1 that the rotation group is a Noether symmetry, 
and the concomitant Noether constants of motion (3.55) are 
angular momentum, as is well known. 

There remain to be considered the symmetries of the 
dynamical systems defined when <1> (t ) has the form <1>2 or <1>3' 

We now consider case 2 for which <1> (t) = <1>2 [refer to 
(2.64)]. By (3.39) and (2.64) we have 

(4.1) 
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For the case b z - 4ac < 0, (4.1) gives 

B = IlZ( at Z : ~t + C) + 6J.t1(at Z + bt + c) 

X L4ac: bZ)112 arctan C4a~~ :~I/Z)]' (4.2) 

A comparison of (4.2) and (3.35) shows that we must take 
III = 0 and 

fJz = Ilzali 0- z, fJI = Ilzbli 0- z, fJo = Ilzcli 0- 2. (4.3) 

Hence by (4.2) the mapping functions (3.33), (3.34) become 

~ i 1 (2at + b) i i j !> = 21lz x + UJjx , 
Ii~ 

~o= (at
2

+bt+C). 
!> 112 Ii ~ 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

In (4.4) and (4.5) Ilz and UJ; act as group parameters and lead 
to the symmetry mapping vectors 

t i(Jt2) = e~ ~ b }i, 
~ 01.. ) = at 2 + bt + c 
!> II-"Z Ii ~ , (4.6) 

t i(u/,J = 8~xj - 8Jxk, to(ed,,) = O. (4.7) 

Based upon (4.6), (4.7) we obtain the generators 

M=(2at+b)xia (at
2
+bt+C)a 

2 U~ ,+ Ii~ " 
(4.8) 

flij=:=J/aj - xjai· (4.9) 

These generators define a [1 + n(n - 1)12]-parameter group 
of symmetries. 

For the case b 2 - 4ac> 0 we find in a similar manner 
that againlll = 0 and we are led to the same generators (4.8), 
(4.9) and hence to the same symmetry group. 

For any generator of the form 

F i(t )xiai + g(t )a" I(t ),g(t) arbitrary, (4.10) 

it is easily shown that the commutator of Fwith any rotation 
generator flij vanishes identically, that is, 

[F,flij ]=0. (4.11) 

Hence for the physically interesting case for which n = 3, 
the dynamical equations with <I> = <1>2 will admit the 
G4 [M2,l1ij] with group algebra 

[M2,flij] =0, (4.12) 

[11 12,1123 ] = - 1131 , [1112>1131 ] = - 1123 , 

(4.13) 

With reference to Theorem 3.1 (using general n) and the 
fact thatlll = ° in (4.4) and (4.5) it follows thatthe mappings 
defined by (4.6), (4.7) are Noether mappings. to From (3.53) 
and (4.3) we obtain for the mapping (4.6) the associated 
function 

r(Jt2) = - _a_ r. (4.14) 
U~ 

Use of(4.22) and (4.27) in (3.55) [with.2" of(1.1) generalized 
to n dimensions and based upon <1>3 of (2.66)] leads to the 
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Noether constant of motion 

IN(Jtz) = - lil~ {(atZ + bt + C)[ ~8ijXixj 

lio ] 
r(at 2 + bt + C)I/2 

- !(2at + b )8ijXix
j + ~ r}. (4.15) 

Comparison of E2 (2.74) withIN(Jt2) of(4.15) with n = 2 
shows 

(4.16) 

We now obtain the symmetry group of the dynamical 
equation (1.2) for the case in which <I> (t) = <1>3 [refer to (2.66)]. 
Again for generality we assume general n. 

From (3.39) and (2.66) we find 

B = _ 6llJ(at + fJ) + Ilz(at + fJ)2. 
a lio 

(4.17) 

Comparison of(4.17) and (3.35) shows that 

fJ - a
2 

fJ - 2llzaf3 6 
2 -1l2J:2' J - ---;:z - 'Ill' 

° ° 
fJo = 1lz/3

2 
_ 61l1fJ. 

1i6 a 
(4.18) 

By use of (4.17) in (3.33) and (3.34) we obtain 

t i = Ill( - 2xi) + Ilz 

X (;6 (at + fJ)) Xi + UJ;x
j
, (4.19) 

to=IlI( - ! (at+ fJ )) 

(
at + fJ)Z 

+1l2 A;- , (4.20) 

where Ill' Ill' and UJ; are the 2 + n(n - 1)/2 parameters of 
the symmetry group. Hence we obtain 2 + n(n - 1)12 sym
metry mapping vectors given by (4.7) and 

ti(Jt.) = _2xi, t°(Jt.) = -~(at+fJ), (4.21) 
a 

. a . 
t '(Jt2) = J:2 (at + f3 )x', 

° 
r(Jtz) = (at Ii: f3Y. (4.22) 

The above symmetry vectors lead to the generators (4.9) and 

- . 6 
MI = - 2x'ai - -(at + f3 )a" 

a 
(4.23) 

(4.24) 

These generators define the symmetry group of the n-dimen
sional generalization ofthe dynamical equation (1.2) for the 
case <I> = <1>3' When n = 3, the commutators of this group 
are given by (4.13) and 

[MI,Mz] = - 6M2, (4.25) 

[My,flij] =0, Y= 1,2. (4.26) 
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[Equation (4.26) follows from (4.10), (4.11).] 
With reference to Theorem 3.1 (general n) the mapping 

based on M2 [see (4.22) and (4.24)] is a Noether symmetry. 
From (3.53) and (4.18) the associated function $2) for this 
mapping is 

r(,u2) = - ~(al...to)2r. (4.27) 

Use of(4.22) and (4.27) in (3.55) [with.5t' of (1. 1) generalized 
to n dimensions and based upon <1>3 of (2.66)] leads to the 
Noether constant of motion 

I~(,u2)= --I-{(at+13)2[~DijXiX}- ...to ] 
...t ~ r(at + 13) 

- a(at + 13 )Dijxix} + !a2r}. (4.28) 

ComparisonofE3(2.80)withI~(,u2)of(4.28)withn = 2 
shows 

(4.29) 

The results of this section are summarized in the theo
rem to follow. 

Theorem 4.1: With reference to Theorems 2.1 and 3.1: 
(a) When <I> = <1>2 or <1>3 the corresponding n-dimensional 
dynamical equation of the form (1.2) admits the Noether 
symmetry (in addition to rotations) defined by 

[:il .. ) _ Xi d (<I> -2) [:01 .. ) _ <1>-2 
~ '1""2 -"2 dt ' ~ '1""2 - , 

r(,u2) = - r d
2

2 (<I> -2). 
4 dt 

(4.30) 

(b) When <I> = <1>3 the corresponding n-dimensional dynami
cal equation ofthe form (1.2) admits in addition to the 
Noether symmetries mentioned in (a) the non-Noether 
symmetry 

(4.21), 

(c) When <I> = <1>2 the Noether symmetries mentioned in (a) 
form a group of [1 + n(n - 1 )/2] parameters defined by the 
generators 

flij==xia} - x}ao 

M2=( 2a~ ~ b) Xiai + ( at 2 : ~t + C) al • 

In case n = 3 the group algebra is given by 

[M2,flij] = 0, 

[fl l2,fl23] = - fl3h [fl l2,fl31 ] = - fl 23 , 

[fl23 ,fl31 ] = - fl n · 

(4.9), 

(4.8), 

(4.12), 

(4.13), 

(d) When <I> = <1>3 the symmetries mentioned in (a) and (b) 
above form a group of[2 + (n - 1)/2] parameters defined by 
the generators (4.9), and 

- . 6 
Ml=-2x'ai --(at+13)al , (4.23), 

a 

M2=~ (at + 13 }xiai 
...t6 

+ (
at

...t:
13Y al

• 
(4.24), 
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In case n = 3 the group algebra is given by (4.13), and 

[M1,M2] = - 6M2, (4.25), 

[My,flij] = 0, r = 1,2. (4.26), 

(e) When <I> = <1>2 or <1>3 the Noether constant of motion [of 
the n-dimensional dynamical equation of the form (1.2)] 

IN =a.5t' gi(,u2) - (a.5t' Xi - .5t')g°(,u2) + r(,u2) 
ax' ax' 

(3.55)' 

concomitant with the Noether symmetry (4.30) mentioned 
in (a) is found to be 

(4.31) 

where E is given by (2.86). [Refer to Theorem 2.1 (d) and 
Corollary (2.1).] 

5. ORBIT EQUATIONS FOR THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEM 
WITH <I>(t) = <1>3 

We shall now determine the orbit equations for the two
dimensional dynamical system (1.2) for case 3 for which 
<I> (t ) = <1>3 of (2.66). This will be done by use of the two con
stants of motion A 1 and A2 [refer to (2.78), (2.79)] which are 
the components of the vector constant of motion (2.83). 

Based upon the above-mentioned <1>3 the dynamical 
equations (1.2) in plane-polar coordinates (r,ifJ ) take the form 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

Equation (5.2) leads immediately to the angular mo
mentum constant of motion 

L = r~ ~ 10' 10 = const. (5.3) 

In the r,ifJ coordinates the two constants of motion A 1 

and A2 referred to above may be expressed in the respective 
forms 

lo(t/!' - por) sin ifJ - (1 -Iot/!r~) cos ifJ ~ kx' (5.4) 

- lo(t/!; - porI cos ifJ - (1 - lot/!r~ ) sin ifJ ~ ky, (5.5) 

where 

(5.6) 

If (5.4) and (5.5) are solved for the coefficient~ ofthe 
sin ifJ and cos t/> terms and (5.3) is used toeliminateifJ, then the 
resulting equations lead immediately to 

16t/!lr=S, (5.7) 

t/!'-por= -S'llo, (5.8) 

where 

S = S(ifJ )==1 + kx cos ifJ + ky sin ifJ, 

S' = - kx sin ifJ + ky cos ifJ, 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

and where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 

ifJ· 
By use of (5.7) we eliminate t/! from (5.8) to obtain 

r,S + loS' = Po/6r. (5.11) 

We now transform (5.1) and (5.11) to u,ifJ variables 
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[where it is assumed u = u(¢J)] by means of the relation 

u = 1/, (5.12) 

and (5.3) to obtain, respectively, 

u" + u = ulS, 

u'S-S'u= -flo/o. 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

We note that the function u'S - S'u of(5.14) is a first 
integral ofthe (dynamical) equation (5.13). 

From (5.14) we obtain 

(uIS)' = -flololS2, (5.15) 

which upon integration gives 

u = S [ - flo/o I ~~ + co], Co = const. (5.16) 

By use of(5.6), (5.9), and (5.12) we may express (5.16) in 
terms of the ',¢J variables to obtain the orbit equations of the 
dynamical system (5.1) in the form 

~ = (1 + k, cos ¢J + ky sin ¢J ) , 
x [ -/o!!-. I d¢J + co]. 

Ao (1 + kx cos ¢J + ky sin ¢J )2 
(5.17) 

The orbit equation (5.17) can be rewritten in the form 

1 
- = col 1 + e cos(¢J - y)] , 

al 
- _0 [1 + e cos(¢J - y)] 

Ao 

I d¢J 
X [1 + e cos(¢J - yW ' (5.18) 

where e and yare defined by 

and 

kx = e cos y, ky = e sin y, 

e2 =k; +k;. 

With reference to (2.85) we note that 

e2 = 1 +2/~k*IA~. 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

If we reduce the dynamical equation to the usual time
independent Kepler problem by choosing a = 0 so that 
(/> = (/>3 reduces to a constant [refer to (2.66)], then the orbit 
equation (5.18) reduces to the familiar equation of a conic3 

1/, = co[1 + e cos(¢J - y)], (5.22) 

in which case e given by (5.20) defines the eccentricity. 
With (/>3 reduced to a constant, Eq. (5.21) can be inter

preted as the usual relationship between eccentricity e and 
the value of angular momentum 10 and energy k * associated 
with the dynamical curve (5.22).11 [Refer to (2.80) and the 
last paragraph of Sec. 2.] However for the time-dependent (/>3 

we must regard (5.21) as a generalized formula where 10 is 
still the value of the angular momentum but where k * and e 
are now analogous, respectively, to the energy and 
eccentricity. 

For the case of time-independent (/> the value of the 
eccentricity (e> 1, e = 1, e < 1, e = 0) determines the nature 
of the conic orbit. In a similar manner the value of the con-
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stant e determines the nature of the more general orbits given 
by (5.18) for the time-dependent (/>3 case. For the time-depen
dent (/>3 we shall now consider the orbit equation (5.18) for 
each of the above-mentioned e's. 

A. The case e = 0 

For the casee = Owenotefrom (5.20) thatkx = ky = 0, 
and from (5.21) that k * = - A ~/2/~. 

With e = 0 the orbit equation (5.18) leads to 

(5.23) 

which is recognized as a spiral. As a tends to zero (or equiv
alently as (/>3 approaches a constant value) the spiral orbit 
(5.23) approaches in the limit the circular orbit , = 1 leo asso
ciated with the time-independent case a = O. 

For this e = 0 case, and ¢J are easily expressible as func
tions of t. Since e = 0 implies kx = ky = 0, we obtain by 
means of(5.6)-(5.9) 

r(t) = I~(at + fJ)lAo· (5.24) 

If, = '0 when t = to we obtain from (5.24) 

(
at + fJ) r(t) ='0 . 

. ato +fJ 
(5.25) 

If(5.23) is evaluated at t = to [¢J (to)=¢Jo] we obtain 

Co = ~ + alo ¢Jo' (5.26) 
'0 ,10 

Use of(5.25), (5.26), and (5.3) evaluated at to in (5.23) gives 
[(d¢J I dt )()=~o] 

(5.27) 

B. The case e = 1 

For the case e = 1 we note from (5.20) that 

k; + k; = 1, (5.28) 

and from (5.21) we find k * = O. With e = 1, the orbit equa
tion (5.18) takes the form 

1 al 
- = col 1 + cos(¢J - y)] - _0 [1 + cos(¢J - y)] 
, ,10 

xI d¢J. (5.29) 
[1 + cos(¢J - y)]2 

Upon carrying out the integration in (5.29) the result can be 
written in the form 

1 al 
-=co[l +cos(¢J-r)] __ 0 
, 3Ao 

X [sin(¢J - y)[2 + cos(¢J - y)] ]. (5.30) 
I + cos(¢J - y) 

We note that as a tends to zero (or equivalently as (/>3 ap
proaches a constant value) the orbit (5.30) approaches a 
parabola. 

As an illustration of the nature of the orbit for the case 
e = 1, (5.30), we find for the choice Co = 0 and 
alol(3Ao) = - 1 that the orbit equation in rectangular co-
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ordinates has the form 

x2= y(2y- W 
2- 3y , 

which is recognized as a form of a strophoid. 12•13 

C. The case e< 1 

For the case e < 1 we note from (S.22) that 

(S.31) 

k~ + k; < 1, (S.32) 

and from (S.23) that k * < 1. 
Evaluation ofthe integral in (S.20) for the case e < 1 

allows us to express the orbit equation in the form 

~ = C [1 + e cos(¢ _ y)] _ a/or 1 + e(¢ - y)] 
r 0 Ao(1 _ e2)3/2 

X [arccos ( e + cos(¢ - y) ) _ e(1 - e
2

)112 sin(¢ - Y)]. 
1 + e cos(¢ - y) 1 + e cos(¢ - y) 

(S.33) 
As a approaches zero the orbit approaches an ellipse. 

D. The case e> 1 

For the case e> 1 we note from (S.22) that 

k ~ + k; > 1 (S.34) 

and from (S.23) that k * > 1. 
Upon integration of the integral in (S.20) for case e> 1 

we may express the orbit equation in the form 

1 
- = Co [1 + e cos(¢ - y)] 
r 

_ alo [1 + e cos(¢ - y)] 
Ao (e2 

- 1)3/2 
X {e(e2 

- 1)1/2 sin(¢ - y) 

1 + e cos(¢ - y) 

_In[e + cos(¢ - y) + (e2 
- 1)1/2 sin(¢ - Y)]}. (S.3S) 

1 + e cos(¢ - y) 

As a tends to zero the orbit approaches a hyperbola. 

APPENDIX 

Complete groups of symmetries for n-dimensional dyn
amical systems of the form (1.2) based upon 4>4' 4>5' or 4>6' 
respectively, are given. These groups will contain in addition 
to the rotation group one non-Noether symmetry. However, 
when n = 3 the corresponding three-dimensional dynamical 
systems (1.2) will not admit quadratic first integrals other 
than quadratic functions of the angular momentum. 

We list below each of the above-mentioned 4> 's, and 
concomitant t i,t ° that define the generators of the complete 
group of symmetries. 

Case 4>4: 

4>4(t )=~ exp(_V_), Ao,V,y = const, v#O. 
t-y t-y 

(AI) 

. [ 3 ] . S'f,ul) = 1 - -; (t - y) x', 

to(,ul) = _l.- (t - y)2, (A2) 
V 
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(A3) 

The generators of the complete group are given by 

M [ 
3 ]. 3 2 

4== 1 - -; (t - y) x/ai - -; (t - y) a" (A4) 

(AS) 

These generators define a [1 + n(n - 1)/2]-parameter 
group, which for n = 3 has the group algebra [refer to (4.11)] 

[M4,ilij] = 0, (A6) 

[il 12,il23 ] = - fJ 31 , [il 12,il3 t1 = - il23, 

[il 23 ,fJ31 ] = - fJ 12• (A7) 

Case 4>5: 

4>s(t) ==Ao(t - yt- 1/2(t - 8) - v- 112, Ao,y,8 

= const, y#8, v#O. 

t i(,ul) = [1 + 3(2t - Y - 8)] Xi, 
2v(y- 8) 

to(,ul) = 3(t - y)(t - 8), 
v(y-8) 

t i(cJk) = 8~xj - 8Jxk, t O(cJk) = O. 

(AS) 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

The generators of the complete group are given by (AS) 
and 

Ms=[1 + 3(2t - Y - 8)] xia. 
2v(y- 8) I 

+ 3(t - y)(t - 8) at. 
v(y-8) 

(All) 

These generators define a [1 + n(n - 1)12]-parameter 
group, which for n = 3 has the group algebra defined by (A 7) 
and 

[M5,fJij] = O. 

Case 4>6: 

4>6(t) Ao[(t - yf + 82 ] -1/2 

X exp[; arctan e ~ y)], Ao,y,8,v 

(A12) 

= const, v#O, 8 #0. (A13) 

t'(,ul) = [1 + (3Iv)(t-y)]xi
, 

to(,ul) = (3Iv)[(t - y)2 + 82], 

t i(cJk )=8~xj - 8Jx\ r(cJk) = o. 
(AI4) 

(AlS) 

The generators of the complete group are given by (AS) 
and 

M6=[ 1 + (3Iv)(t - Y)]Xiai + (3Iv)[(t - y)2 + 82]a t • 

(AI6) 

These generators define a [1 + n(n - 1)12]-parameter 
group, which for n = 3 has the group algebra defined by (A 7) 
and 

(AI7) 

IThe coordinates Xi will denote rectangular coordinates in Euclidean space. 
Repeated indices satisfy the Einstein summation convention. A dot over a 
symbol indicates total time derivative. A comma (.) indicates partial differ-
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entiation. A primed symbol ('l denotes differentiation with respect to the 
indicated argument. 

2For references to the time-varying G problem refer to the survey article by 
P. S. Wesson, Physics Today 33,32 (July, 1980). 

3H. Goldstein, Classical Mechanics, 2nd ed. (Addison-Wesley, Reading, 
MA,1980). 

"The symbol ( g, ) denotes equality on a dynamical path, that is for those 
Xi = xl(t) that are solutions of the dynamical equations (1.2). 
~In the analysis of case 3 we assumed a¥-O to exclude the time-independent 
case. 

"It is well known that, by use of what is generally referred to as the inverse 
Noether theory, corresponding to any constant of motion there will exist a 
concomitant uelocity-dependent Noether mapping. However, such map
pings in general will not be unique and they mayor may not be symmetry 
mappings of the dynamical equation, that is, they may not map the solu
tion set of the dynamical equation into itself. For references to the inverse 
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Noether theory see for example W. Sarlet and F. Cantrijn, "Generaliza
tion of Noether's Theorem in Classical Mechanics," to appear in SIAM 
Rev. (1981). 

'G. H. Katzin and J. Levine, J. Math Phys. 18, 1267 (1977). 
8G. H. Katzin andJ. Levine, J. Math Phys. 17, 1345 (1976). Refer to Theo
rem 3.2 ofthis reference. 

"We are continuing with the assumption that the system is n dimensional 
and hence r in (1.1) is understood to be n dimensional. 
I~uation (4.7) defines rotations, and therefore will not be treated in detail. 

It is well known that the associated Tj~) = 0 and the concomitant 
Noether constant of motion is angular momentum. 

1 1 Refer to Eq. (3.57) of Ref. 3. 
12G. James and R. James, Mathematical Dictionary (Multilingual Edition) 

(Van Nostrand, New York, 1959). 
13We acknowledge the computational assistance ofL. R. Katzin for plotting 

the strophoid curve. 
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Direct and inverse scattering problems of the nonlinear intermediate long 
wave equation 
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The inverse scattering transformation method associated with a nonlinear singular 
integrodifferential equation is discussed. The equation describes long internal gravity waves in a 
stratified fluid of finite depth, and reduces to the Korteweg-de Vries equation as shallow water 
limit and the Benjamin-Ono equation as deep water limit. Both limits of the method and novel 
aspects of the theory are also discussed. 

PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf, 02.30. + g 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, there has been considerable physical 
and mathematical interest in a certain nonlinear singular 
integrodifferential equation, 1-6 

U, + (l/D)U x + 2uux + Tuxx = 0, (1.1) 

where T(·) is the singular integral operator given by 

(Tf)(x) = _1_ pfoc coth 1T( Y - x) f( y) dy 
2D -00 2D 

(1.2) 

(PS~ oc represents the principal value integral). Physically, 
Eq. (1.1) describes the long internal gravity waves in a strati
fied fluid with finite depth (characterized by the parameter 
D ). Depending on the parameter D, (1.1) reduces to the 
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation as D-+O (shallow-water 
limit), 

u, + 2uux + (D/3)u xxx = 0, (1.3) 

and the Benjamin-Ono (BO) equation as D-+oo (deep-water 
limit), 

u, + 2uux + Huxx = 0. (1.4) 

Here H (.) is the Hilbert transform given by 

1 foc 1 (Hf)(x) = -P --fly) dy. 
1T -ocy-x 

(1.5) 

Hence Eq. (1.1) is an intermediary equation between those 
two very interesting nonlinear evolution equations, (describ
ing certain long wave motion). It is now known that (1.1) has 
an N-soliton solution/.4 infinite number of conservation 
lows, a Backlund transformation and a novel type of inverse 
scattering transform (1ST) to solve the initial value 
problem. 6.? 

In this paper, we discuss in detail the direct and inverse 
problems of this new scattering problem. This paper serves 
to amplify and extend the results of our previous note.? In 

"Ipresent address: General Education, Miyazaki Medical College, Miya
zaki 899-16, Japan. 

Sec. 2, we reformulate the 1ST scheme, originated in Ref. 6, 
with a specific analytical requirement in the complex x 
plane, say z plane. Specifically, the scattering problem may 
be viewed as a differential Riemann-Hilbert problem. In 
Sec. 3, we discuss the direct scattering problem, and define 
specific J ost functions in terms of a Green function. Then we 
show that the Jost function satisfies a Fredholm type integral 
equation. This is unlike the usual situations where we have 
local scattering problems (e.g., Schrodinger equation) and 
where the Jost function satisfies the Volterra integral equa
tion. Several remarkable features of the Green function cor
responding to the limits D-G, D-+ 00 are discussed in Appen
dix A. Using the results obtained in the previous sections, 
Sec. 4 is devoted to solving the inverse problem within a 
certain class of initial conditions. For this class of initial con
ditions we construct the linear integral equation (i.e., a Gel
'fand-Levitan type equation) and hence give the direct con
nection between the solution of (1.1) and the scattering data 
defined in Sec. 3. In Sec. S, using the Gel'fand-Levitan equa
tion, we obtain an explicit form of the N-soliton solution, and 
in Sec. 6, taking the analyticity of the scattering data into 
account, we give the trace formula for the scattering func
tion, and we express the conserved quanitities in terms of the 
scattering data. In Secs. 4-6 we keep D finite in order for use 
to be sure of the appropriate analyticity of our Jost functions. 
We discuss the case D = 00 (the BO limit) in Sec. 7, and we 
illustrate several remarkable properties of the scattering 
problem in this case. Our basic philosophy regarding the BO 
equation is to obtain the information by taking the limit pro
cess D-+ 00. However, we are careful to point out that we do 
not present here the solution to the initial value problem of 
the BO equation. Nevertheless we feel that the analysis pre
sented here should be a basis for extension to the BO 
equation. 

2. 1ST SCHEME 

The 1ST Scheme6 for (1.1) is given by 

itg + (u - A )tp+ = I.J.,'IP-, (2.1) 
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iI/J,± +2i(A.+ 1I20)I/Jx± +I/J/~ + [+iux -Tux +v]I/J± 

=0, (2.2) 

where A. and I" are constants given by A. = - k coth 2k8, 
I" = k cosech 2k8, and v is a constant determined by fixing 
the Jost functions of (2.1) (see Sec. 3). Here I/J ± (x) represent 
the boundary values of functions 

[i.e., I/J ± (x) = lim I/J ± (Z)] analytic in the horizontal strips 
Imz-+O 

between 1m z = ° and 1m z = ± 28, and periodically ex-
tended vertically. By using the operator T(·), I/J ± (x) may be 
written in the form 

I/J+(x) = lim I/J(z) = !(1. - iT) 1/1 (x), 
ImzlO 

(2.3a) 

I/J-(x) = lim I/J(z) = - MI + iT) 1/1 (x), 
Imz!O . 

(2.3b) 

where 1/1 (x) defined on the real axis is a proper fuction for the 
operator T(.) (i.e., If"':. <X 1/1 (x) dxl < 00, and 1/1 (x) satisfies the 
Holder condition on the real axis, i.e., there exists constants 
Candh such that I 1/1 (x) - l/I(y)1 < C Ix - yl\ ° < ho;;;;l), and 
for 1m z#O(mod 28), I/J(z) is given by 

I/J(z) = _1_. foo coth 1Tty - z) 1/1 (y) dy. 
48, -00 20 

(2.4) 

From (2.3) and (2.4), we have a relation 

T(I/J+ - I/J-) = i(I/J+ + I/J-). (2.5) 

It should be noted that the relation (2.5) due to the analytic
ity requirement is weaker than condition (27) in Ref. 6 in a 
sense (i.e., if In I/J+ is analytic, then so is I/J+). Furthermore, 
from the periodicity (period 48) of(2.4), we have the relation 
between I/J ± (x) in the form of difference 

(2.6) 

We also note that the same constant can be added to 
I/J ± (x) without violating the analytically requirement. With 
regard to the limits 8---+0 and 8~ 00 , we make some remarks. 

Remark 1: As mentioned in Ref. 6, for 8---+0, the scatter
ing problem (2.1) tends to the Schrodinger equation with 

t/J (x) = lim I/J ± (x), i.e., 
~ 

8(t/Jxx + k 2t/J ) + ut/J = 0, 

and for 8~ 00 , 

(2.7) 

iI/Jx+ + (u + k )I/J+ = 2kI/J-, for k > 0, (2.8) 

where I/J ± (z) are the functions analytic in the upper and low
er half z plane. 

Remark 2: The formula (2.4) with the limit 8~ 00 is just 
thePlemelj formula, that is, as8~00,!(1 + iT)(.) in (2.3) tend 
to the usual projection operators P ± (.) = !( 1 + iH)(.) that 
decompose a function into two functions analytic in the up
per and lower half z plane. 

3. DIRECT SeA TTERING PROBLEM 

Here and in Secs. 4-6 we assume for convenience that 
the initial condition u(x,O) decays sufficiently rapidly as 
Ixl~oo. In order to analyze the direct scattering problem of 
(2.1), it is convenient to define a new function, 
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W(x;k )=I/J(x;k) exp(ikx), (3.1) 

where we have defined I/J(x;k)=I/J ± (x ± i8;k) and 
W (x;k )== W ± (x ± i8;k ) by taking (2.6) into account. Here
after, for functions! ± (x), we shall frequently use the notion 
fIx) in which! ± (x) = fIx =t= i8). 

From (3.1) Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) become 

iWx+ + (t+ + 1I20)(W+ - W-) = - uW+, (3.2) 

iW,± - 2it+ W x± + W x=; 

+ [=t=iux - Tux +p]W± =0, 
(3.3) 

wherep = - 2kt+ + k 2 + v, t ± = t ± (k) 
== k ± (k coth 2k8 - 1128) (we shall need the definition of 
t _ subsequently). The solution to (3.2) can be given by an 
integral equation, 

W (x;k ) = Wo(x;k) + f: 00 G (x, y;k )u( y) W + (y;k ) dy, 

(3.4) 

where Wo(x;k) is the solution of the homogeneous equation 
of (3.2) [i.e., u(x) = 0], and G (x,y;k) is a Green function 
satisfying 

i~G+(x,y;k)+(t+ + 1I20)[G+(x,y;k) ax 
-G-(x,y;k)] = -8(x-y). (3.5) 

HereG ±(x,y;k) = G(x + i8a,y;k ).From(3.5), we have the 
Fourier representation of the Green function G (x, y;k ), 

G (x, y;k ) = 2~ L dp G (p;k )eiP(x - y) 

in which G (p;k ) are given by 

G( 'k) = [ el'6 _ 2k sinhp8 e2M ] - 1 
p, P sinh 2k8 

(3.6) 

= ~ COSeCh(P8){ p[t +( ~) - t +(k)]} -1, 

(3.7) 

where the contour C is taken to be a contour (from - 00 to 
00 ) determined by choosing the specific solution to (3.2) (see 
below). In Appendix A, we discuss the properties of the 
Green function in both limits 8---+0 and 8~00. From (3.7), 
we see that G(p;k) have poles atp = O,p = 2t :;: 1 [t+(k )]. 
Since t :;: 1(.) is the multivalued function, we have an infinite 
number of poles for which we shall define p _ 1 = 0, Po = 2k 
andpn,Pn (n> 1) such that, for n> 1, (2n - 1)1T/(20) < Impn 
< (2n + 3)1T /(20 ) and similarly for - 1m Pn . Moreover dou
ble zero poles occur at special values of t +(k) satisfying 
t +(k) = 0 andpn = t +(k ),Pn = t +(k )(n> 1) [i.e., 
Pn = Pn - I,Pn = Pn _ dn>O)]. We call these values t I~ = 0 
and {t 11 ,t 11 J:o= 1 (1m til > O,lm (11 < 0). Considering 
the equations ofpn (n;;'O), 

dPn Pn 
--= 
dt+ 2O(Pn - t+)(t+ + 1120) 

(3.8) 

(jin satisfy same equation), one can see that there are logarith
micbranch points att+ = -1I20forpo,Pn andPn (n>l), 
and square root branch points at {t I~ .tl~ J for Po, at 
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1m 

------
1m ~+ <0 

7r _--

-S- 1 _...t:r-
, -- -(2) .... ------ s+ 12 

FIG. I. The k plane lor p/2 plane). For given k, X and 0 denote the poles 
P_I =O,Po, lpj,pjlr_"andthedoublepoles;'~ =0, lb'~ ,~11Ir_1 of 
Eq. (3.7), respectively. Each branch is surrounded by the dotted line, and 
branch A is the principal branch (PB). The shaded regions correspond to the 
upper half; + plane (multisheeted). 

1;- {n~ ,;- (: + III for Pn' and at {t{~ ,f{: + I} I for Pn' respective
ly. It should be noted that from the multiplicity of k 
( = t :;: 1(.)), we are required to define an appropriate branch 
in k plane. We show in Fig. 1 the several of the branches in k 
plane, and in Fig. 2 the fundamental sheet (abbreviated here
after as FS) corresponding to the principal branch (as PB), 
which is the portion A including the real k axis in Fig. 1. 

From (3.2), one can see that if W (x;k ) is a solution, then 
W(x; - k) exp(2ikx) is also a solution. Taking this into ac
count we now define specific Jost functions of(3.2). For real 
k, the Jost functions are defined as the solution to (3.2) with 
the boundary conditions 

M(x;k)-I, } 
as x- - 00, 

M (x;k )-+e2ikx
, 

I 
- 28 

o 

1m 

(3.9a,b) 

Re 

FIG. 2. The fundamental sheet (FS) corresponding to the principal branch. 
The wave lines show the branch cuts corresponding to the edges of PB. 
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N{x;k )-+e2ikX
,} 

- asx-oo. 
N(x;k)-+l, 

(3.lOa,b) 

Here note that M (x;k ) = M (x; - k ) exp(2ikx) and 
N (x;k ) = N (x; - k ) exp(2ikx). Then in terms of the Green 
function (3.6), these Jost functions are given by 

~~:~:~) = C2\X) = f~ 00 G1(x,y;k July) ~ :~~::;) dy, 

(3.11a,b) 

~(X;k)) (e2ikx
) f'" (N +(Y;k)) 

-. = + G2(x,y;k)u(Y)\N+( 'k) dy, 
(x,k ) 1 - '" y, 

(3. 12a,b) 

where the contours Ct.2 for Gt.2 (x,y;k) are taken to be the 
lines Re (p - iO), Re(p + iO), respectively [this is necessary 
in order to preserve the boundary conditions (3.9) and 
(3.10)]. Note that by taking these contours the Green func
tions G1 2 (x, y;k) are bounded as Ixl-+oo. It is important to 
remark that (3.11) and (3.12) are Fredholm type integral 
equations, unlike the usual case of the local scattering prob
lem (e.g., Schrodinger equation) where the Jost functions sat
isfy the Volterra type integral equations. In addition, we note 
that by using residue calculus (3.11) and (3.12) can be repre
sented in an explicit manner useful for the proof of existence 
and analyticity of the solution (see Appendix B). As shown in 
Appendix B, we have the following propositions: 

(i) M (x;k ), N (x;k ) have convergent Neumann series in 
certain region of the FS for given 8 and max 1 u 1 chosen small 
enough. 

(ii) Despite the fact mentioned below Eq. (3.8) (i.e., the 
poles have square root branch points in the FS), M (x;k ) and 
N (x;k ) are holomorphic in the upper and lower half plane of 
the FS, respectively. Moreover they are analytic in these re
gions, whenever the Neumann series converges in this re
gion. In addition, we have the asymptotic form of M (x;k ) and 
N(x;k), 

M(x;k )-+1 + 0 (;) as 1;-+1-+00, Im;-+ > 0, (3.13) 

N(x;k)-+1 + o( ;) as 1;-+1-+00, Im;-+ <0. (3.14) 

We now define the appropriate scattering data corre-
sponding to the Jost functions (3.11) and (3.12). For real k 
[i.e., t + > - 11(20)], by virtue of the fact that 

Gt(x,y;k) - G2(x,y;k) 

= _1 ___ 1_ exp(2ik (x _ y) - 2k8], (3.15) 
2;8;-+ 2i8;-_ 

we have alternative representations for M (x;k ) and N (x;k ), 
respectively, 

M (x;k ) = a(k ) + b (k )e2ikX 

+ r"'ooG2(X,y;k)u(y)M+(y;k)dy , (3.16) 

N(x;k) = ii(k )e2ikx + b(k) 

+ f~ 00 Gt(x,y;k )u(y)N +(y;k) dy. (3.17) 
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Here ark ), b (k ), a(k ) and b (k ) are given by 

1 f"" a(k)= 1 + -- dyu(y)M+(y;k), 
2i~; + - "" 

(3.1Sa) 

b(k) = - -.I-f"" dy u(y)M+(y;k)e-2ikly-iIJI, 
21~; - "" 

- (3.1Sb) 

a(k) = 1 + _1_ f"" dy u(y)N +(y;k )e- 2iklY- i61, 

2i~; _ - "" 
(3.19a) 

b(k)= -- dyu(y)N+(y;k). 1 f"" 
2i~; + - 00 

(3.19b) 

When the solutions of the integral equations (3.16) and (3.17) 
are unique (or having a convergent Neumann series as a 
stronger condition), then we have 

M(x;k) = ark )N(x;k) + b (k )N(x;k) (3.20) 

and 

N(x;k) = a(k )M(x;k) + b(k )M(x;k), (3.21) 

which are considered as "right" and "left" scattering equa
tions, respectively. Moreover, as shown in Appendix C, one 
finds 

a(k ) = a*( - k ), (3.22a) 

b(k) = - b (- k) = ( d;: ) ( d;; ) -I b *(k ), 

(3.22b) 

la(k W - ( d;: ) ( d;k- ) - lib (k W = 1. (3.23) 

From (3.1Sa), we note that a(k) takes on the same analyticity 
asM(x;k), and ark )~1 as ILI~oo, Im;+>O. 

On the other hand, for; + + i 0 with; + < - 1/(2~) and 
; + real [i.e., k is in the upper half plane at the edge of the PB 
where; + (k ) = ; + = ; + (k *)] we have a relation 

(3.24) 

from which we have 

M(x;k) = a(k) + J: "" G2(x,y;k *)u(y)M +(y;k) dy, (3.25) 

N(x;k *) = a( - k *) + roo"" GI(x, y;k )u( yiN +( y;k *) dy. 

(3.26) 

Here we have used the relation N (x;k ) = N (x; - k) exp 
(2ikx). From (3.25) and (3.26), we obtain 

M(x;k) = ark )N(x;k *), (3.27) 

N(x;k *) = a( - k *)M(x;k) (3.2S) 

[i.e., ark )a( - k *) = 1], whenever the solutions of(3.25) and 
(3.26) are unique. 

The bound states defined as 

M (x;k )~O as x~ + 00 (3.29) 

and 

N(x;k)~ as x---+- 00 (3.30) 
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are given by 

a(kd = 0, M(x;k,) = b,N(x;k,) (3.31) 

and 

(3.32) 

with k, = - k r for 1= 1,2, ... ,N. As shown in Appendix D, 
a(k) has only simple zeroes and they lie on the imagina!:y k 
axis, i.e., k, = iK, = k" 0 < K[ < rr/U in the PB, and bib, 
= 1. The right and left scattering datas are now given by 

SR = [a(k),b(k),fK"b[l~=,J, (3.33) 

SL = [ark ),b(k ),IK[,b[l~= 1 J. (3.34) 

Let us now find the time evolution of the scattering 
data. By virtue of the boundary condition (3.9), the constant 
pin (3.3) is taken to be zero. From (3.3), (3.20), and (3.27), we 
obtain 

a(k,t) = (k,O), 

b (k,t ) = b (k,O) exp[ - 4ik (A + 1/2~)t], 
bitt) = bl(O) exp[4KdAI + 1/2~)t], 

where Af = A (iK[) = - K[ cot2K,~. 

(3.35a) 

(3.35b) 

(3.35c) 

Before closing this section, we offer several remarks: 
Remark 1: Although there are infinitely many solutions 

to (3.2) corresponding to the poles of(3.7), we have chosen 
only a finite set of solutions as the Jost functions where the 
Green functions are bounded as Ixl~oo for real k, that is, 
(3.9) and (3.10). As shown in Appendix E, however, when we 
have a unique solution to the integral equation (3.4) [e.g., in 
the case that the Neumann series of the integral equation 
(3.4) converges], our set of the Jost functions (3.11) [or (3.12)] 
consists of a complete set of the functions in the sense of 
L 2( - 00 < x < 00 ). 

Remark 2: In order to define the scattering data (3.33) 
[or (3.34)], we have assumed that the solution of the integral 
equation (3.4) is unique (and we have given sufficient condi
tions on~, maxlul for this to hold), mathematically speak
ing, there is to be no nontrivial solution of the homogeneous 
equation of (3.4), i.e., 

Wh+ (x;k) = J: oc G +(x, y;k )u( y) W h+ (y;k) dy. (3.36) 

However, in general, the solutions W h+ (x;k) may exist for 
some k [certainly for ~~oo (see Sec. 7) we refer to such val
ues of k as "eigenvalues" ofthe Fredholm integral equation]. 
In this case, the solution to (3.4) may have a singularity, 
unless W 0+ (x;k ) satisfies 

f~ = [Wt(x;k )Wo(x;k U+ dx = 0, 

where Wt(x;k) is the solution of the adjoint equation of 
(3.36), 

[Wt(x;k )J+ = U(X)J: 00 G +(y,x;k )[Wt(y;k )J+ dy, 

and we must add this eigenvalue into the scattering data (it 
may be a new kind of bound state). We shall discuss briefly 
such situations in Sec. 7. 
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4. INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM 

We now discuss the inverse scattering problem associ
ated with (3.2) in the case when the integral equations for the 
Jost functions have a unique solution and the Jost functions 
are analytic in certain region of the FS. 

For N (x;k ), from the analyticity and the asymptotic be
havior (3.14), the following integral representation is 
suggested: 

N(x;k) = 1 + 100 

ds K (x,s)ei
!;, (x - s) for 1m; + < O. 

(4.1) 

Substituting (4.1) into (3.2) and (3.3), one finds that the kernel 
K (x, y) satisfies 

[iax + 1/28+ u(xllK+(x,y) + (iay -1/28)K--(x,y)=0, 
(4.2) 

pa, + a: - a; + 2(ax K(x,x)))K(x,y) = 0, 

with 

u(x) = iK + (x,x) - iK-(x,x), 

where K ± (x, y) = K (x + i8, y + i8) and K (x, y)-+O as 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

y-+ 00 • It is important to note that (4.4) is a decomposition of 
u(x) (see Sec. 2), and from (2.5) we also have the relation, 

(Tu)(x) = - [K + (x,x) + K -(x,x)). (4.5) 

Subject to (4.4) and (4.5), one can see that the compatibility 
between (4.2) and (4.3) gives Eq. (1.1). 

From (4.1) and the relation N(x;k) = N(x; - k) 
exp(2ikx), we also have 

N(x;k) = e2ikX [ 1 + .r ds K(x,s)e i!; IX-SI] , (4.6) 

which is analytic in the upper half; _ plane [note 
; +( - k) = -; _(k)]. By virtue of the triangular representa
tions (4.1) and (4.6) one can derive the linear integral equa
tion (i.e., a Gel'fand-Levitan type equation) and hence solve 
the inverse problem as follows: dividing (3.20) and (3.27) by 
a(k) and operating with (1/21T)Soo. >YO d; + exp[i; +( y - x)]. 
(i.e., Fourier transform) for y > x, we have 

_1_f'-"+iO d;+ M(x;k) e's-.(y--x) 

21T -- 00 + iO ark ) 

= -1-f"" -iO d; N(x;k)ei{;,(y-X) 
21T -- oc - ID 

+ _I_foc d;+ b(k) N(x;kjei{;,iY-X). (4.7) 
21T - 1/28 ark j 

From the analyticity arguments forM (x;k janda(k )(i.e.,ana
lytic on the upper half plane of the FS), the left-hand side of 
(4.7) can be written in the form 

N - I C1N(x;iKt!exp[i;+I(y-xj], (4.8) 
1= I 

where C1 = - ibl/li l , iii = aa/a; + Is" =!: .1' ; + I =; +(iKtJ. 
Then, using (4.1) and (4.6), we obtain the Gel'fand-Levitan 
equation, 
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K(x,y)+F(x,y) = f"K(x,S)F(S,y)dS=O fory>x, 

(4.9) 
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with 

F(x, y) = _1_ foc dk ( d; +) b (k) ei!; x + ii:.y 
21T _ 00 dk ark ) 

/II 

+ I C I exp(i; . IX + i; + I y), (4.10) 
I~ I 

(note S",- oc dk (d; +Idk). = Se: l!2IJd; + .). In Sec. 5, by using 
(4.9), we construct theN-soliton solution as an example of an 
explicit solution of (1.1). 

To close this section, we briefly discuss an alternative 
method of the inverse problem which is a direct methodl< 
based upon the Gel'fand-Levitan equation (4.9). From 
(4.10), taking (; + + 1/28) = ( - ; _ + 1/28) exp(4k8 ) into 
account, one finds that F(x, y) satisfies 

(iax + 1/28)F +(x, y) + (iay - 1/28)F -(x, y) = O. 
(4.11 ) 

From (3.35), we also have 

(i at + a; - a;)F(x,y) = o. (4.12) 

From (4.9), (4.11), and (4.12) one can derive (4.2) and (4.3) 
with (4.4) whose compatibility yields (1.1) with (4.5). Then 
the direct method based upon (4.9) is given as follows: For 
given u(x,O), 

(I) findK ± (x,y,O) from (4.2) with the boundary condi
tion K _t (x,x,O) = + iu ± (x,O) [u(x,O) = u+(x,O) + u-(x,O) 
from (4.4)], 

(2) find F ± (x, y,O) from (4.9), 
(3) find F ± (x, y,t) from (4.12), 
(4) find K ± (x, y,t) from (4.9), 
(5) then u(x,t) = iK +(x,x,t) - iK -(x,x,t). 

5. N-SOLITON SOLUTION 

In the case of an N-soliton solution, F (x, y) in the 
Gel'fand-Levitan equation is given by 

N 

F(x, y) = I CI exp(i;_ IX + i; + IY)' 
1= I 

(5.1) 

where C I is a positive real function of t (see Appendix D). In 
order to solve (4.9) with (5.1), we assume K (x, y) to be of the 
form 

N 

K (xy) = I (c/)I/2r/(x) exp(i; + /y). (5.2) 
1= 1 

Then (4.9) becomes 

N (C C )1/2eil~- ,,+;;, ,I 

rn + i '" n / r, = _ C 112ei; ,,' 
l~1 ; _ n +; + I n 

(5.3) 

Here we note that the matrix Ll (x) defined by 

[Ll(X)]n, =i(C
n
C,)1/2 exp[i(s_n +;+I)X] (SA) 

;-n+;+{ 
is positive definite. Namely, for an arbitrary column vector 
V = (v" ... ,V/II)T the inner product (V,Ll V)=(VT)*..:l V takes 
positive value, i.e., noting (; + 1)* = -; _ I' 
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(C C)I/2/t;-nH",,)X 
(V,..1 V) = i.L v~ n I V, 

n,l ; -n +; +1 

= fOltC!12Vn eXP(i;+nsf ds>O. 

Therefore, for r=(F" ... ,F N)T, we have 

r = (I + ..1 ) - IE 

where E=(EI, ... ,EN)T with the element E, 
- C)12 exp(i; _IX). From (5.6), we obtain 

a 
K(x,x) = -lndet 11+..1 (x)l, 

ax 

which leads to 

( ) -' a I d t I 1+..1 (x - io,t) I ux,t -1- n e , 
ax 1+ ..1 (x + iO,t ) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

where I is the identity matrix. For example, a I-soliton solu
tion is given by 

(5.9) 

where KI is an eigenvalue, k = iK I , and from (3.35) x/(t) is 
given by 

xl(t)= _I_In CI(t) 
2KI 2KI 

=(U I +O-I)t+XI(O). (5.10) 

For N-soliton solution, following the method developed in 
Ref. 9, one can calculate the phase shift formula for I th
soliton, 

x/ (0) - x ,- (0) 

= J.. ln [ ± I; + I + ; - m I'f I ; + m -; + I I]. 
KI m ~ I + I ; + I - ; + m m ~ I ; - m + ; + I 

(5.11) 

Here we have orderedK, >K2 > ... >KN > 0, andx,± (0) are the 
phases of the soliton at t-+ ± 00, respectively. 

It is interesting to note that the N-soliton solution (5.8) 
can be written in terms of the squared eigenfunctions. From 
(5.3) we have 

and 

N
n 
=e- 2K

"x [1-i ± C,N
, 

], 
I~I;-n +;+1 

where N/(x) = N (X;iK/)' Then we obtain 

u(x) = iK +(x,x) - K -(x,x) 

N 

= - i L C/[N/(x) -NI-(x)) 
I~ I 

N 

= 2 L CI sin(2K,o)IN / IVK,x. 
I~ I 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

On the other hand, from (2.1) or (3.2), one finds that the 
equation for 4/1 = 1 tV 12 = 1 W + exp[ - ik (x - iO)W with k 
real or pure imaginary satisfies 

(5.15) 
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which is the associated linear equation of( 1.1). Note that this 
result is similar to the case of the KdV equation.9 In fact, the 
results obtained in Ref. 9 for the KdV solitons are derived by 
taking lim 0-0 in our results. 

6. CONSERVATION LAWS 

As shown in Ref. 6, (1.1) has an infinite number of con
servation laws. Here we give the direct connection between 
those conserved quantities and the scattering data defined in 
the Sec. 3. We first show that the function defined by 

u(x'k) = In M -(x;k) 
, M+(x;k) 

(6.1) 

is directly related to the scattering data a(k). Noting that, for 
large; + in the upper half plane of the FS, M ± (x;k ) are not 
zero, we have a relation 

(Tu)(x;k) = - i In[M +(x;k)M -(x;k)A], (6.2) 

for large 1;+ I, 1m; + > 0, where we have used the fact men
tioned below Eq. (2.6), and the constantA can be determined 
by the boundary condition (see below). It should be noted 
that u(x)-o as Ixl-+oo, since for 1m; + > 0 in the FS, 
M ±(x;k )-+1 asx-+ - 00 andM ±(x;k)-a(k)asx-+ + 00. 

From (6.1) and (6.2), (4.2) and (4.3) become 

eU 
- 1 = _1_ [J.. (1 - e'1- iux - Tux + 2U), (6.3) 

2;+ 0 
u, - 2; +ux - iuxx + U x Tux + 2ux = O. (6.4) 

Taking J': 00 Ux Tux dx = 0 into account, from (6.4), one 
finds that u(x) is a conserved density. For large 1;+ I, (6.3) has 
an asymptotic expansion 

u(x;k) = f ¢n(x) . 
n~ I (2; +t 

The first two ¢n (x) are 

1,61 =2u, 

1,62 = - 2u2 - .3... u - 2iux - 2T(ux ). o 
On the other hand, from the definition of T(.), we have 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

{ 

- 2~ f: 00 u(y;k) dy as X-+oo, 
(Tu)(x;k)-+ 1 00 -f u(y;k)dy as x-+- 00, 

20 -00 

and from the boundary conditions of M ± (x;k ) for 
Im;+ >0, 

(6.7) 

In[M+(x;k)M-(x;k)A ]-+{llnn[A
a2

(k)A] as x-++ 00, 

as X-+ - 00. 

Comparing (6.7) with (6.8), we obtain 

In a(k ) = - _,_' fOO u( y;k ) dy. 
20 - "" 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

Next we derive a closed form expression for a(k ) by us
ing the analyticity requirements of the previous sections. 
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Namely, we employ the following facts: 
(i) a(k ) is analytic for 1m ~ + > 0. 
(ii) a(k ) has only a finite number of simple zeros. 
(iii) a(k )-+1, as I~ + 1-+00 for 1m ~ +;;'0. 
(iv) a(k) = 0*( - k *) for real ~ +(k). 
In this case, a(k) can be written in the form 

a(k) = o(k) IT ~ + - ~ + 1 , (6.10) 
1~1~++~_1 

where, for 1m ~ + ;;'0, o(k ) has no zeros and o(k )-+1 as 
I~ + 1-+00. From (6.10) we obtain 

a(k ) = ( IT ~ + - ~ + 1 ) 

1~1~++~_1 

X exp [_1 . foo ,d~ '+ Inla[k '(~ '+ )]12], 
21Tl- 00 ~ + - ~ + 

for Im~+ >0, (6.11) 

a(k ) = lim a(k), for real ~ +. 
ImSo 10 

For large I~ + I, we have the asymptotic expansion, 

In a(k) = _1 ! _1 _ [ 2" foo (~'+)" - 'lnla(k 'W d~ '+ 
28 "~l (2~ +)" 11' - 00 

(6.12) 

Comparing (6.5) with (6.12), we now obtain the trace form ula 

foo 2"8 foo 
I" oo¢J"(y)dy = - --:;; _",d;+;"+-/lnla(k W 

2" + 1 N 

- -i8 I [;"+1 -;~"/l· (6.13) 
n I~ 1 

From the first two terms of I", we have 

(6.14b) 

7. NOTES ON THE BENJAMIN-ONO EQUATION 

In Secs. 4-6, we developed a method associated with the 
1ST problem of (1.1) in the case where the Neumann series 
corresponding to the integral equation (3.4) converges. Suffi
cient conditions for this to hold are to have 8 finite and 
maxlul chosen small enough (see Appendix B). We now 
briefly consider the scattering problem in the case 8 = 00, 
and we find several results associated with the BO equation 
by solving the scattering problem. Our basic philosophy re
garding this case is to obtain information by taking the limit 
process 8-+ 00 . 
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From (3.2) and (3.3) with 8-+ 00 , the 1ST scheme of the 
BO equation is given by 

(7.1) 

iw,± - 4ikwx± + wx~ + [ + 2iP ± (ux) + p]w ± = 0, (7.2) 

where P ± (0) are the usual projection operators given by 
P ± (.) = Ul + iH](.), and w ± (x) are the boundary values of 
the functions analytic in the upper and lower half z plane, 
respectively. Here we require that the derivatives ofw ± (x;k ) 
satisfy 

(7.3) 

With (3.11) and (3.12), we define the Jost functions of 
(7.1) as follows. For real k > 0, 

m ± (x;k ) = lim M ± (x;k), (7.4a) 
6-"'00 

m± (x;k) = lim M ± (x;k) exp( - 2k8), (7.4b) 
{j '00 

n ± (x;k ) = lim N ± (x;k ) exp( - 2k8), (7.5a) 
D-_T 

ji±(x;k) = lim N±(x;k). (7.5b) 
{j '00 

As mentioned in Appendix A, these Jost functions are the 
solutions of the split equations 

iw/ + 2k (w+ - wo) = - P +(uw+), 

2k (w- - wo) = P -(uw+), 

(7.6a) 

(7.6b) 

where Wo is a constant determined by the boundary condi
tion. The Green's functions associated with (7.4) and (7.5), 

defined by gl~2(X,y;k) = lim G 1~2(X,y;k), are given in the 
lj ... oc 

explicit form, for real k > 0, 

gt (x,y;k) = ie2ik (x -YI{ e (x - y) - 2~ Ei [2ik (x - y)] }, 

(7.7a) 

gt (x,y;k) = ie2iklx-YI + gt (x,y;k), (7.7b) 

1 
gl (x,y;k) = 4 "k( "0)' 

1Tl x-y-z 
(7.8a) 

g2' (x, y;k ) = gl- (x, y;k), (7.8b) 

where e (.) is the usual Heaviside step function, and Ei (z) is 
the exponential integral, 

Ei(z) = 100 

edt, for larg zl < 11', 
Z t 

(7.9) 

and asymptotically Ei(z)-+O(e - z/z) as Izl-+oo. The integral 
equations for m + and n + are found in the same way as in Sec. 
3; hence, from (7.7), we have, for real k > 0, 

m +(x;k ) = 1 + (3 (k )e2ikx 

+ roo oogt(x,y;k)u(y)m+(y;k)dy , (7.10) 

n+(x;k) = a(k )e2ikx 

+ Joooogt(X,y;k)u(y)n+(Y;k)dY, (7.11) 
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which leads to 

m+(x;k) = n+(x;k) +/3(k )n+(x;k), 

n(x;k ) = Zi(k )m+ (x;k ), 

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

whenever the solutions of(7.10) and (7.11) are unique. Here 
/3 (k ) and Zi(k ) are given by 

/3 (k ) = lim b (k ) exp(2k8) 
{j~ -"00 

(7.14) 

Zi(k) = lim ii(k) 
8-.", 

= l-i f:",u(y)n+(y;k)e-2ikYdY (7.15) 

[note that, forrealk > 0, a(k )_1, b(k)-o as 8-00]' So far 
we have discussed the Jost functions for real k > 0. A re
markable feature of the scattering problem (7.1) may arise 
for real k < 0. In this case, the Green functions become 

gt (x,y;k) = g2+ (x, y;k) = (I/21T)Ei [2ik (x _ y)]e2ik (X -YI, 

(7.16) 

andgl-:-2 (x, y;k) are the same as (7.8). Then, theJost functions 
are given by 

m+(x;k) = 1 + _ e2ik (x-YI 1 J'" 
21T - '" 

Ei[2ik(x-y)]u(y)m+(y;k)dy, (7.17) 

1 f'" . n+(x;k) = 21T _ '" e2lk (x -YIEi [2ik (x - y)]u(y)n+(y;k) dy, 

(7.18) 

where we have omitted the term exp(2ikx) in (3.12a), since 
this function is not analytic on the upper half z plane 
(Rez = x) for k <0 in the sense of(7.3). We note that if there 
is a nontrivial solution of (7.18), then, by the asymptotics of 
Ei(x), n+(x;k )-0 (I/x) as Ixl-oo [i.e., this solution maybe 
considered to be a bound state for (7.1)]. By the method of 
successive approximations, 10 one can find that if the kernel 
K (x, y;k )-(21T) - 1 Ei [2ik (x - y)] u( y) exp [2ik (x - y)] satis
fies the following square integral conditions, 

Stlx) f~ 00 IK (x, y;k W dy < 00, 

S2(y) f:",IK(x,y;kWdx<oo, (7.19) 

So= roo 00 f: 00 IK(x,y;k )1
2 dx dy < 00, 

and if So < 1, then there is only the trivial solution to (7.18), 
i.e., n+(x;k) = 0. For real k, the condition So < 1 gives 

f:oo[U(Xlf dx < 41Tlk I· (7.20) 

This implies that, for given u(x), one may expect to have a 
nontrivial solution for those k satisfying 
Ik I < (41T)-lf~ ~ [u(xW dx. In order to illustrate some of 
those features [e.g., the existence of nontrivial solutions of 
(7.18)] of the scattering problem (7.1), we discuss a simple 
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example. Namely consider the following initial condition, 

2v€ 
u(x) = 2 c' (7.21) 

x + 
where v and € are constants, and without loss of generality € 

can be taken 1 by virtue of the scaling asymmetry, X-eX, 
t_ct, u-u/€ (the BO equation with this initial condition 
has been discussed numerically in Ref. 11). The method dis
cused below can be applied to the case in which u(x) takes 
more general form of a rotational function. For a bound state 
(i.e., real k < 0), by virtue of Cauchy's theorem, we immedi
ately obtain n-(x;k), from (7.6b), 

1 
n-(x;k) = -P-(un+)(x;k) 

2k 

= _1_J'" 1 (~)n+(Y;k)dY 
41Tik _ 00 x - y - iO y2 + 1 

= _1_ Res [ 1 (~)n+(Y;k)] 
2k x-y-iO y2+1 

ivn+(i;k) 
2k(x - i) , (7.22) 

where we have used the requirement that n + (y;k ) is analytic 
on the upper half plane. It should be noted that n-(x;k) can 
be calculated explicitly and the degree of singularity in the 
upper half plane is the same as the one of u(x) when u(x) is the 
rational function. Then the solution n+(x;k) can be found 
directly from (7.1) in the form 

n:(~.;k) = -v( x-~)"Jx (y+~)v 
n (I,k) x + I - 00 Y - I 

X exp[2ik (x - y)] d 
. y, (7.23) 

y-l 

with the boundary condition (n+(x;k )-0 as Ixl-oo) 

Dv(k )::=foo (y + ~)" exp( - 2.iky) dy = 0, (7.24) 
-00 y-I y-l 

which determines the discrete eigenvalues (see below). For 
v < 0, integrating (7.23) by parts, one may see that n+(z;k) 
has a singular point at z = i, and there is no bound state. As a 
special case of v > 0, we first consider the case v = n = in
teger. Bya residue calculation, one can see that (7.24) is the 
Laguerre polynomial of degree n, i.e., 
Dn(k) = (21Ti)-ILn{ - 4k) exp(4k) = 0 for k <0. Hence 
there are n real distinct eigenvalues, e.g., for n = 1, 
kl = - AJar n = 2, k1,2 = - (2 ± Y/2)14, and so on. On 
the other hand, (7.23) can be written in the form, 

n+(~;k) = _ v ( x - ~)ne2ikX [ i (n)(2i)f1 II\nl(x;k I], 
n+(I;k) X+l I~O I 

(7.25) 

TABLE 1. The eigenvalues of the Fredholm integral equation (7.18). 

v 0.8 1.0 
0.48 1.0 

-4k 

1.5 
0.12 
1.97 

2.0 
0.59 
3.41 

2.5 
0.085 
1.28 
4.69 
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3.0 
0.42 
2.29 
6.29 
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where I\n)(x;k ) is given by 

Iln)(x;k) = IX exp( - 2iky) d 
I (.)n -1+ 1 Y 

-00 y-l 

= __ 1_ [ _e_x!....p('---_2_ik_x-'-) I ] - 2ikI In~ 1 (x;k ) 
n -/ (x - ir- I 

n - I Ym e - 2ikx ( 2 'k )n I 
'" - I - Iln)(x'k). 

= mL;: 1 (x - i)m + (n _ /)! n' 
(7.26) 

Here Y m is the constant to be calculated recursively, and 
I ~n)(x;k ) is the exponential integral Ei [2ik (x - i) 1 which has 
a logarithmic singularity at x = i. However, the coefficient 
of I~n) in n+(x;k) isjust the Laguerre polynomial, i.e., 

Ln( _ 4k) = i (n) (4k r -I, 
I~O / (n-l)! 

(7.27) 

which is required to be zero by the condition (7.24). Namely, 
the condition (7.24) corresponds to the requirement that 
n + (x;k ) is, in fact, analytic in the upper half plane. Thus we 
expect to find an n-soliton solution when v = n (in agree
ment with Ref. 11). By direct calculations, one can show that 
the solution (7.25) with (7.27) = 0 satisfies (7.18) [i.e., this 
shows the existence of the nontrivial solution to the homo
geneous integral equation (7.18)]. For the situation with 
v,t:integer, we note that (7.24) can be expressed by 

00 (y + Ire4ky 
- I al/ 

(l_e21T j,,) ( I~O dy=O, (7,28) 
Jo /+ v 

where [v] denotes the Gauss's symbol (i.e., maximum integer 
less than v), and the series }; ~ '20 a 1/ is the first [v] + 1 terms 
of the Taylor expansion of (y + I)V exp(4ky) around y = O. 
From (7.28), we find that there are n roots of(7.28) when v is 
in the range n - 1 < v';;;n. We have listed the values of k 
versus v in Table I. 
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APPENDIX A: GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 

We give here the form of the Green's function 
G ± (x, y;k ) in the limits of 15--+0 and 15--+ 00 for real k. 

For 15--+0, taking t + --+k into account, the Green's func
tion (3.6) with (3.7) becomes 

1 i eip(x -y) 
G (x, y;k)--+ - dp, 

21TD c p(p - 2k) 
(AI) 

which is the Green's function of the Schrodinger equation of 

V(x;k) = lim W(x;k), i.e., 
lJ-JJ 

(A2) 

[note V = ¢ exp( - ikx) where ¢ is in (2.7)]. On the other 
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hand, for 15- 00 , we have 

A 1 
G(p;k)---8(p), 

p- 2k 
A 1 
G -(p;k)_ 2k 8 (p), 

(A3a) 

(A3b) 

where 8 (.) is the usual Heaviside step function. It should be 
noted that t + (k )-2k8 (k ) for real k, and the negative eigen
value in (7.1) corresponds to what happens to t + < - 1/(215 ) 
(i.e., k is on the edge of the PB) for finite D. From (A3), we 
have 

G+(x,y;k)--+- dp, 
1 i eip1x y + iO) 

21T c' P - 2k 
(A4a) 

G-(x,y;k) __ I_[ e-iplx-y iO)dp, 
41Tk - 00 

(A4b) 

where the contour C + is taken to be a positive half p line 
avoiding the singularity p = 2k (see Sec. 7). It is remarkable 
that (A4b) is just the usual projection operator 
P -(.) =!(l + iH)(·), i.e., 

G -(x,y;k)- 1 
41Tik (x - y - iO) 

=- D(x-y)- -p--1 [ i 1] 
4k 1T x - Y 

1 A 

= -P-(x-y) (AS) 
2k 

[note that P -(.) = Soc 00 dy P -(x - y)(.)]. Indeed, the 
Green's functions G ± (x, y;k ) decompose the scattering 
problem into two equations: 

iG;"(x,y;k)+(t+ + 1/2D)G+(x,y;k) = -.1 +(x-y), 
(A6a) 

(L + 1/2D)G-(x,y;k)=.1-(x-y), (A6b) 

where the functions.1 ± (x - y) satisfying 
.1 +(x - y) +.1 -(x - y) = D(X - y)(i.e.,.1 ± isadecomposi
tion of D-function) are given by 

.1 +(x - y) 

= _1_ ( dp p - (t + + 1/215) e'jJ(x -y + i()) 
21T Jc p - (t+ + 1/215)(1 - e- 2lJP) 

(A7a) 

.1-(x-y) 

= _1_ (dp (t + + 1/2D)e'- 2bp eip(x - y iO). 

21T Jc p - (t + + 1/215)( 1 - e - 2lJP) 
(A7b) 

Here we note that for 15- 00, (A 7) tend to the usual projec
tion operators, 

A +i 
.1 ± (xy)-P ± (x - y) = . (A8) 

21T(X - y ± iO) 

APPENDIX B: ANALYTICITY OF THE JOST FUNCTIONS 

Here we discuss the analytical property of M +(x;k) in 
the fundamental sheet (FS). [The analyticity of N + (x;k ) can 
be discussed in a similar fashion to that considered here.] In 
order to do this, it is convenient to write G 1+ (x, y;k ) in the 
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explicit form calculated by the residue theorem, i.e., 

G t(x,y;k) 

i 00 1 
= - I exp [iPn(x - y)]8(x - y) 

28 n~ -] Pn -~+ 

__ i_ ! 1 exp[ipn(x _ y)]8(y _ x). 
28 n~1 Pn -~+ 

Herepn (n> - I),Pn (n> 1) are given below (3.7). 

(BI) 

Firstly, we show that in the upper half plane ofthe FS, 
G 1+ (x, y;k) [and therefore M +(x;k)] is holomorphic at the 
points on the branch cut corresponding to the edge of the 
principal branch (PB) in 1m k > O. 

Let ~ + 0 be the point on the branch cut in the upper half 
plane of the FS. Then there are two points k" k2 (say, Re k, 
< Re k2 ) on the edge of the PB, such that ~ + 0 (k I) 
= ~ + 0 (k2)' Calculating the two limits of G 1+ (x, y;k ) in the 

FS (or PB), 

lim G t (x, y;k ) = lim G t (x, y;k ) (B2a) 
Im;+LIm{;j.(J k_kl 

and 

lim G t (x, y;k ) = lim G t (x, y;k), (B2b) 
Im{;,tlm{; to k-.• k, 

{;,--{;, " 

we obtain (B2a) = (B2b), since at k],po = 2k p PI = 2k2 , at 
k2,po = 2k2,p] = 2k], and the other polesPn,Pn (n>2) re
main the same. Hence, G 1+ (x, y;k ) does not have the branch 
cut in the upper half plane of the FS. It should be noted that 
for 1m ~ + < 0, G t (x, y;k ) has a branch cut corresponding 
to the lower edge of the PB. For G t (x, y;k) [associated with 
jij (x;k )), similar reasoning suggests that G t (x, y;k ) does not 
have the branch cut in the lower half plane of the FS. 

Now let us discuss the analyticity of M +(x;k) for 
1m ~ + >0. In the case ~ + =/=Pn (n>O) (i.e., there is no double 
zero), one can estimate, from (B 1), 

J:oo IGt(x,y;k)u(y)1 dy 

1 (1 1 ) foo <20 I~+I + 1;-1 _oolu(y)ld
y 

+ 2 maxlul ! 1 
1T n~ I (2n - I)lPn - ;+1 

=a] < 00. 

(B3) 

(i.e., the kernel can be estimated by a constant which depends 
on 8, maxlul and f"'- 00 lui dx). Then, by the method ofsuc
cessive approximation, we have the Neumann series for 
1M +(x;k)1 in the form 

IM+(x;k)I<I + J:ooIGJ!x,y;k)u(y)1 dy 

+ J: 00 dy]f'''oo dY2/GJ!x,y,;k)u(ydG](Y"Y2;k)u(Y2) 

+ ... 

<1 +a l + a~ + .... 
(B4) 
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Ifa l (k,8) is less than I, then (B4) converges and 1M +(x;k)1 is 
uniformly bounded. For the case, Pn" = Pn" + 1 =; + (n>O) 
for a certain no (i.e., there is a double zero in the upper half 
plane of the FS), we have 

J: 00 /G ,+ (x,y;k )u(Y)1 dy 

(BS) 

where 'L': ~ 0 expresses the sum over n>O except n = no and 
no + 1. Thus, the convergence of the Neumann series is giv
en by a 2 < 1, and 1M + (x;k ) I is also uniformly bounded. In the 
case ~ + = 0 (k = 0), we need a different way to estimate 
1M + (x;k ) I. Here the estimation of the kernel G t (x, y;k )u( y) 
depends on x. We write the integral equation for M + (x;k ) in 
the form 

M+(x;k)= 1 + fooV(x,y;k)U(y)M+(y;k)dY 

+ J~ooF(x,y;k)u(Y)M+(Y;k)dY. (B6) 

where 

V(x 'k) = _1 ___ 1_ e2ik Ix - Yi, (B7a) 
,y, 2i8~ + 2i8~ _ 

F(x,y;k)=G,+(x,y;k)- V(x,y;k). (B7b) 

Define <P (x;k ) to be 

<P (x;k ) = I + J~ ",F (x, y;k )u( y)M + (y;k ) dy, (BS) 

from which we have 

M +(x;k) = <P (x;k) + J: 00 V(x, y;k )u( y)M +( y;k) dy. (B9) 

Noting that (B9) is a Volterra integral equation, we have a 
resolvent kernel r (x, y;k ) given by 

r (x, y;k ) = ! K Inl(x, y;k), (BlO) 
n=' 

with 

K1nl(x,y;k) = fdS V(x,s;k )Kln - II(s,y;k), 

KI1I(x,y;k) = V(x,y;k july), (BII) 

and M +(x;k) is given by 

M +(x;k) = <P (x;k) + J: 00 r (x, y;k)<P (y;k) dy. (BI2) 

From (BI2), (BS) can be written as a Fredholm integral equa
tion in the form 

<P (x;k ) = 1 + J: 00 K (x, y;k )<P (y;k ) dy, (B13) 
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whose kernel 

K(x,y;k) = F(x,y;k July) + roo F(x,s;k )u(s)F(s,y;k) ds 
Jy • 

(B14) 

[notethatF(x, y;k )(andthereforeK (x, y;k )]hasalogarithmic 
singularity atx = y. By the method of successive approxima
tions for (B 13), if K (x, y;k ) satisfies the following 
conditions,lo 

f: 00 IK [x, y;k W dy = 131(x) < 00, for all x, (BI5a) 

f~ooIK(X,y;kWdX 132(Y) < 00, forally, (B15b) 

f~ 00 f: 00 IK(x,y;k W dx dy < I, (BI5c) 

then the Neumann series of (BI3) converges. In the case 
k = 0, we have the estimation IK (x, y;O) I, for x i= y, 

IK (x, y;O) I..;; IF (x, y;O)u( y) I 

with 

I foo + -lu(y)1 dsIF(x,s;O)u(s)r(s,y;O)1 ds 
2rr ~ 00 

(BI6) 

Ir(x, y;O)I..;; ~ [1 + ~ (iyl + Ixll] 
3 28 

x exp [13+ ~ XO(X)f:ooIU(S)ldS]. (BI7) 

IF(x,y;O)I..;; _1_ f _l_exp[ _ (2n - I)rr Ix _ yl] 
28 n ~ I iPn I 28 

..;; _I_In 1 + exp[ - (rr/28 )Ix - yl] , 
21T 1 - exp[ - (rr/28)lx - ylJ 

(BI8) 

13 = - 1+ -Ixl lu(x)1 dx. 2 foo ( 34 ) 
3 ~OO 28 

(BI9) 

From (B 16), one can see that, for finite 8, if u(x) decays suffi
ciently rapidly as Ixl--oo, then IK (x, y;O)1 is square integra
ble. Moreover the Neumann series converges for given 8 and 
maxlul chosen small enough. Namely, the solution of(Bl3) 
exists for all x, and therefore M + (x,O) exists. It is interesting 
to note that, for the limit 8-0 with u(x)/8 remaining finite, 
F(x, y;k) tends to zero and (B6) becomes the Volterra equa
tion of the Schrodinger equation (see Appendix A). Conse
quently, these results imply that M +(x;k ) is analytic in the 
upper half plane of the FS whenever the Neumann series 
converges in this region. 

APPENDIX C: RELATIONS BETWEEN (a(k),b(k)} and 
( a(k),b(k) } 

For real k, we derive the relations (3.22) and (3.23). In 
order to do this, it is convenient to consider the following 
form of the scattering problem, 

(CI) 
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where 

¢> (x;k )= W (x;k ) exp( - i; +x), 

and r (k )==(; + + 1/28) exp( - 28; +) 
= ( - ; _ + 1/28) exp(28; ~) = r ( - k ). Then, for real k, 

the Jost functions are defined by 

f(x,k)--+e ~ i~. x, as x- - 00, (C2a) 

g(x;k )--+ei~ x, as x- + 00, (C2b) 

[note that from r (k ) = r ( - k ), if¢> (x;k) is a solution, then 
¢> (x; - k) is also a solution]. Then the relations (3.20) and 
(3.21) become 

f(x;k) = a(k )g(x; - k) + b (k )g(x;k), (C3) 

g(x;k ) = a(k If(x; - k ) + b (k If(x;k ), 

from which we have 

and 

a(k )a( - k) + b (k )b(k ) = I, 

a(k )a( - k) + b (k )b(k) = I, 

a(k )b ( - k ) + b (k )a(k ) = 0, 

a(k )b ( - k ) + b (k )a(k ) = O. 

(C4) 

(C5a) 

(C5b) 

(C6a) 

(C6b) 

On the other hand, from (Cl) and its complex conjugate 
equation, we have 

By virtue of the relation [¢> ± ] * = [¢> * J += , we obtain 

0= i[ ¢> + [¢> * 1-] I~ ~ " 00 

+ r (k ) }i~ ( t~ll ~:~ dx + f~+i~/) dX) I¢> 12. (C8) 

Using((x;k las¢> (x;k )in(C8),and taking the boundary condi
tion off(x;k ) into account, we obtain (3.23). Also comparing 
(3.23) with (C5) and (C6), we have (3.22). 

APPENDIX D: BOUND STATES 

Here we show that the zeroes of a(k ) are pure imaginary 
and simple. 

From (2.1), we have 

i ~ [¢t [¢t 1*] - (AI -A i)[¢t [¢t 1*] 

= ftl¢I-- [¢I+ 1* - fti¢t [¢I~ 1*, (01) 

where ¢,=(x;kl),A , =,,1. (kl),ftl =ft(k l ) and 1m kl >0. By 
virtue of that [¢ ± 1 * = [¢* 1 += , we have 

(AI - A nro 00 I¢t 12 dx + (PI - fti)LOOoc 1¢11 2 dx = O. 

(02) 

From (02), using the formula of A and,u in terms of the k [see 
below (2.2)], we obtain kl = iK I • 

In order to prove a(kd#O (i.e., kl is a simple), we show 
the following relation, for the bound state k = iK, 

C -I_iti/b = f~ oc Ig(x;iKW dx, (03) 

whereg(x;iK) is given by (C2b), and Cis defined in (4.8). From 
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(CI) and its derivative with respect to; +, i.e., 

if~ / + (u + 1128)1,6 + = r~ - + 1'1,6 - (D4) 

[here the dot denotes the derivative with respect to; +, e.g., 
I' = - 28;+ exp( - 28;+)), we have, for k = iK, 

i~ [~+!¢+I*] =r[~-!¢+I*-~+{¢-I*] 
ax 

- 28;+e- 26;+¢ -{¢ +1*, (DS) 

where~ = a¢ fa; + Ik ~ iK' and we have used r *(iK) = r(iK). 
Integrating (DS) over - 00 to 00, we have 

i~+{¢+I*I~~~oo =rlim (J-
I
-

i6 
dx+ t+

i6 
dX)~¢* 

I-Ctj ~/+ib J/-i6 

- 28 + e - 20;. lim (f - I dx + JI dx + t + i6 dX) 11,6 12, 

I~oo -1+i6 -I JI 
(D6) 

where we have used [1,6 ±]* = [1,6 *] =t=. From (D6) with 
1,6 = fand the boundary condition off, we have 

iab * = f~ 00 I f(x;iK) 12 dx . (D7) 

Consequently, fromf(x;iK) = bg(x;iK), we obtain (D3). 

APPENDIX E: CLOSURE OF THE JOST FUNCTIONS 

Under the condition of the analyticity for the Jost func
tions considered in Sees. 4-6, we show that the set of the Jost 
functions defined in (3.11) or (3.12) consists of the closure for 
the eigenvalue problem (3.2). We use the scattering problem 
(CI) for convenience. 

Let us define the adjoint problem of (C I) in the form 

- i { 1,6 A 1 x- + (u + 1128) { 1,6 A 1 - = F(k ) { 1,6 A 1 +, (E I) 

where 1,6 A = 1,6 A (x;k ) is the adjoint solution of 1,6 (x;k ). For 
real k, the Jost functions of(EI) are given by 

fA (x;k)-e - i, x, as x_ - 00, 

gA (x;k )_ei; . X, as x- + 00. 

From (C2) and (E2), one can see that 

1,6 A (x;k ) = 1,6 *(x, - k ) for real k. 

By virtue of the analytical continuation, we have 

(E2a) 

(E2b) 

(E3) 

¢ A (x;k ) = ¢ *(x, - k *) for complex k. (E4) 

Let (k Ik ') be an inner product defined by 

(k Ik ')= f~ 00 ¢ (x;k)¢ A (x;k ') dx 

- f~oo (klx)(xlk')dx, (ES) 

where the Dirac symbols are defined by (k Ix) ¢ (x;k) and 
(xlk )=[ (k IX)]A = ¢ A (x;k). Thenforrealk,from(CI)and 
(EI), we have 

[r(k) - r(k ')](k Ik ') 

= i[¢ +(k )/¢A(k 'Jl-]I~~ ~ 00 

- F(k ) !~~ (f--I ~ i6 dx + r + iD dX) ¢ (k )¢ A (k ') 
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+ r(k ') }~~ (f--/~i6 dx + r- i6 

dX) 1,6 (k )¢A(k'). 

(E6) 

Defining 

f(x,k) (k,llx)}, 
g(x,k )=(k,2Ix) 

(E7a) 

(E7b) 

and by virtue of the boundary conditions offandg, we have 
the following orthogonality relations, 

(k,llk ',2) = 21Ta(k )8(; + -; '+) for real k,k', (ESa) 

(k, IliKI,2) = (iKI> Ilk,2) = 0 for real k, (ESb) 

(ESc) 

If the set of the functions [{ f(x;k ), - 00 < k < 00 I, 
{ f(x;iKI ) 1 f~ 1 ] is complete in the sense of L 2( - 00 < x < 00), 

then an arbitrary function h (x) in L2 can be expanded in the 
following form (that is, the expansion theorem), 

I JOO A N 
h (x) = 21T _ 00 d; +h (k If(x;k) + I~I hi f(x;iKI ), (E9) 

where h (k ) and hi are determined by using (ES), i.e., 

h(k)= - h(x~(x;k)dx, I Joo 
a(k) - 00 

(ElOa) 

I Joo hi = -.. - h (x~ (X;iK1 ) dx. 
lal - 00 

(ElOb) 

In order to verify the expansion theorem (E9) it is sufficient 
to show that, for this case, there is an identity operator given 
in the form 12 

or 

(ylllx) =8(x-y) 

= - --+ gA (y;k If(x;k ) I Joo d; 
21T - oc a(k) 

+ ± ~gA(y;iKllf(x;iKI) 
I~ 1 tal 

I Joo = - gA(y;k)g(x; -k)dL 
21T - 00 

+ - --gA(y;k)g(x;k)d;+ 
I Joo b (k) 

21T -//26 a(k) 
N 

+ I ClgA(y;iKI)g(x;iKI )· (EI2) 
I~ 1 

By using the triangular representation of 

N (x;k ) = g(x;k ) exp(i; +x), 

g(x;k) = ei; x + 100 

K (x,s)ei, 'ds, (EI3) 
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(E12) becomes 

< yllx) = o(x - y) + K(x,y) + F(x,y) 

+ L" K (x,s)F(s,y) ds 

+ 100 

K*(Y,S)[K(X,s) +F(x,s) 

+ 100 

K (X,t )F(t,s)dt ] ds. (EI4) 

By virtue of the Gel'fand-Levitan equation (4.9), we have 

< ylI Ix) = o(x - y). (ElS) 
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Parabolic approximations to the time-independent elastic wave equation 
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A splitting matrix method is used to derive two parabolic-approximation partial differential 
equations to the three-dimensional, linear, elastic wave equation in isotropic, inhomogeneous 
media. The derivation is valid for media whose Lame parameters vary slowly on the length scale 
of the wavelength of the elastic waves. Next an integral form of the full wave equation is derived 
based on the splitting matrix and the parabolic approximation solution. Iteration of this 
equation gives a three-dimensional vector-valued series which generalizes the one-dimensional 
Bremmer series (which was used in the study of second-order ordinary differential equations). 
These results are expected to have applications to geophysiCal modeling and nondestructive 
evaluation. 

PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf, 02.30.Td 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Parabolic or forward-scattering approximations to the 
reduced scalar wave equation l

-
7 have been used extensively 

in the study of acoustic and electromagnetic wave propaga
tion in inhomogeneous media. The parabolic approximation 
provides a full wave approximation (including diffraction 
effects) that is amenable to numerical investigations. It has 
provided the basis for accurate simulation of wave propaga
tion in media with complicated inhomogeneities, including 
stochastic media. A recent review of parabolic approxima
tions to the scalar wave equation, including numerous refer
ences, can be found in Ref. 6, where important new results on 
improved parabolic approximations to the reduced scalar 
wave equation are also presented. 

Roughly speaking, the parabolic approximation is used 
when a particular direction is singled out in a medium by the 
nature of the excitation of the medium and when it is valid to 
assume that the dominant behavior of the propagation lies 
along this distinguished direction. A distinguished direction 
is defined, for example, by the axis of a pencil oflight shining 
into a piece of glass. The direction is distinguished by the 
excitation, not by the medium. Thus, it is not necessary to 
assume that the medium is stratified. The propagation is 
dominated by behavior along the distinguished direction if 
the medium is such that the reflections of the incoming wave 
back along the distinguished direction are negligible. Typi
cally, in the scalar case this situation obtains if the inhomo
geneities are small and slowly varying on the length scale of 
the wavelength of the incoming wave. The parabolic ap
proximation is valid in the vicinity of the axis of the incom
ing pencil, typically an acute cone with axis coincident with 
that of the pencil. It is not, however, a uniform approxima
tion along the distinguished direction. 

Intuitively there should be, in the appropriate region, a 
parabolic approximation to the elastic wave equation. Sur
prisingly in view of the success of such approximations in the 
scalar case, there have been few attempts to derive such a 
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result. For example, the problem of diffraction in inhomoge
neous elastic media was studied both earlier and more thor
oughly8 than parabolic approximations. For the full three
dimensional problem, Ref. 9 provides a parabolic approxi
mation in the case of nearly compressional or nearly shear 
waves when each component of displacement oscillates at 
the same spatial frequency. In Ref. 10 an alternate parabolic 
approximation was derived. In two dimensions, a parabolic 
approximation in terms of the velocity potentials was de
rived in Ref. 11. 

In this work, parabolic approximations to the three
dimensional elastic wave equation for propagation in inho
mogeneous media are derived. The method used is a general
ization of the splitting method used for the reduced scalar 
wave equation in Ref. 5. This method provides a parabolic 
approximation in both senses of the distinguished direction 
together with the coupling between waves propagating in 
either direction. It leads simply to an integral equation 
equivalent to the full elastic wave equation, including natu
ral boundary conditions. The iterates of the integral equa
tion supply corrections to the parabolic approximation. 

The origin of the method developed in Ref. 5 and used 
here is found in Bremmer's analysis of upward and down
ward-moving waves modeled by second-order ordinary dif
ferential equations. I The series that arises from iteration of 
the above-mentioned integral equation is the generalization 
of the Bremmer series for the ordinary differential equation 
(o.d.e.) case. The integral equation itself is a generalization of 
the Bellman-Kalaba equation,2 again originally derived for 
the o.d.e. case and extended to the three-dimensional scalar 
Helmholtz equation in Ref. 5. 

The plan of this paper is the following. Section 2 con
tains the derivation of parabolic approximations to the elas
tic wave equation based on splitting methods. In Sec. 3, a 
heuristic justification of the method, particularly of one of 
the splittings in Sec. 2, is given. In Sec. 4 an integral equation 
is derived which yields the generalized Bremmer series. It is 
fully equivalent to the elastic wave equation together with 
natural boundary conditions. The iteration of this equation 
yields corrections to the parabolic approximation. Section 5 
compares the results of this paper with those in Ref. 9 and 
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gives a brief discussion of the methods and results of this 
work. 

2. DERIVATION OF THE PARABOLIC 
APPROXIMATIONS 

In this section two parabolic approximations for the 
linear, monochromatic elastodynamic wave equation in an 
isoptropic, inhomogeneous, elastic medium will be derived. 
The wave equation in this case is given by 

(A + 21l)V(V,u) + (VA )(V·u) -IlVX(VXu) 
(2.1) 

+ (VIl) X (VXu) + 2 [(VIl)'V)U +pcuZu(r) = 0, 

where A andll are the Lame parameters,p is the mass densi
ty, rER 3 is a point in the elastic medium, and u(r) is the elastic 
wave displacement. The splitting method used in Ref. 5 to 
derive the Fock (and other) parabolic approximations to the 
scalar Helmholtz equation will be generalized and applied to 
Eq. (2.1). Although the logic is straight forward, the tensor 
structure of elastodynamics leads to a number of complica
tions. For this reason, the derivation will first be outlined. 

The first step is to express each component of u in its 
approximate "upward" and "downward" projections, de
noted as u/ (r) fori = 1,2,3. This decomposition, or split
ting, is made for physical reasons. The reader is referred to 
Refs. 4 and 5 for a discussion of these arguments. Additional 
heuristic arguments for the decomposition used here will 
appear in Sec. 3. Suppose that the coordinate axes are chosen 
such that the distinguished direction in R 3 is x I with X z and 
X3 as the other two orthogonal coordinate axes. In the nota
tion where partial differentiation of uj with respect to x I is 
written as 

(au) 
(uj •x , )(r)= ax~ (r), 

the quantities u/ will always be linear combinations of uj 

and uj,x, . The second step is to rewrite the original wave 
equation as a system of first order in x I for the variables uj ± . 

It is emphasized that this system is equivalent to the original 
second-order wave equation. It re-expresses the physical 
content of the wave equation, Eq. (2.1), in variables which 
are interpreted as upward and downward moving waves in 
the x I direction. Each approximate upward and downward 
wave component is then written as an amplitude function v/ 
times the exponential of a fast phase. In general the fast 
phases are different in different components. Next, the equa
tions for the v/ 's are derived. Then it is assumed that the 
coupling between up- and down-moving waves can be ne
glected to first order in the approximation. The interpreta
tion of the neglected terms as reflections is consistent with 
the interpretation of the u/ ·s. The resulting equations are 
the parabolic approximation to the elastic wave equation. 

To implement this procedure it is useful to rewrite Eq. 
(2.1) in the equivalent component form as 

~[(A + 21l) au I + A (au z + au3)] aX I aX I aX2 ax} 
a [ (au I au2)] +-Il -+-aX2 aX2 aX I 

(2.2) 
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a [(au l aU3)] 2) + - Il - + - + pcu ul(r = 0, aX3 aX3 aX I 

plus two other equations obtained from cyclic permutations 
of 123 in Eq. (2.2). 

These equations can be rewritten as 

a -a [u,x,] = K·uu + £ou,x, , (2.3) 
XI 

where the matrix operators K and L, 

K=(kij)' 
L = (tij)' 

are given by 

and 

kll = - (A + 21l)-1[~ (Il~') aX2 aX2 
+ ~(Il~') + pcu

2
] , aX3 aX3 

kl2 = - (A + 21l)-1 [(::)(a~2 -)], 

kJ3 = - (A + 21l)-1 [(::)(a~3 .)], 

k21 = _1l-1[(::)(a~2 .)]. 
k22 = -Il-I[~ ((A + 21l) ~.) aX2 aX2 

III = - (A + 21l) - I [ ~ (A + 21l)]. aX I 

112 = - (A + 21l)-I[A (~.) + ~ ttL·)]. aX2 aX2 
11.l= - (A + 21l)-I[A (~-) + ~ ttL.)]. aX3 aX3 
121 = - Il- I [ ~ (A·) + Il ( ~ -) ]. aX2 aX2 
122 = -I( all) -Il -. aX I 

123 = 132 = 0. 

l" = - Il- , [ ~ (A·) + Il ( ~ .) ], ax} ax) 

133 = - Il - '( all ). ax, 
Corones, DeFacio, and Krueger 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

(2.6c) 

(2.6d) 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

(2.7c) 

(2.7d) 

(2.7e) 

(2.7f) 

(2.7g) 

(2.7h) 
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It is convenient to rewrite the system in a 6 X 6 first
order form as 

a~1 C:(,r/r)) = B (u:) = ~ ~) (u:) (2.S) 

where () and I are the 3 X 3 zero and unit matrices. The moti
vation for rewriting Eq. (2.1) in the form Eq. (2.S) is twofold. 
First, using u, u'x, in the system allows a straightforward 
transformation to a system of equations involving the u/'s. 
Secondly, the coefficient matrix is of a form that generates a 
system which contains only first-order derivatives in XI and 
no mixed derivatives involving XI' 

To define the new wave variables u/, let 

(2.9) 

and 

(2.10) 

and set 

(2.11) 

where S is the 6 X 6 splitting matrix. The general splitting 
matrix is given by 

S=p-IWP, (2.12) 

where 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 p= (2.13) 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

and 

«w, 0 1) w= 1 0 W2 (2.14) 
2 0 0 

In Eq. (2.14), "0" is the 2 X 2 zero matrix and the three 2 X 2 
matrices ~,} = 1,2,3, are in the form 

(
1 - iWj(r)-I) 

~ = I iwj(r)-I ' (2.15) 

where the functions wj(l) are defined below. Each choice ofa 
set offunctions (Wj~ = 1,2,3 J specifies a 6X6 matrix W 
through Eq. (2.14), which defines a corresponding splitting 
matrix S through Eq. (2.12). The permutation matrix P de
fined in Eq. (2.12) rearranges the components ofu and u'x, 
making the variables uj and uj •x, nearest neighbors, for each 
), in the 6 X 1 column vectors in Eq. (2.S). Each component of 
the six equations combined in Eq. (2.11) is in the form 

u/ = ~(Uj + iWj - IUj.x ,). 

The next step is to derive the equations for the u/. To 
do this let U be the 6-vector 
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VIr) = (u:(r)) 
u (r) 

(2.16) 

and rewrite Eq. (2.S) as 

~V = [as S -I + SBS -I]V 
aXI aX I 

=(T++ R+-)V 
\R-+ T-- , (2.17) 

where 

and 

T+ + = ..!...(aF F- 1 -F- 1 -FK +FLF- I ), 

2 aX I 
(2.ISa) 

R + - =..!...( - aF F - I + F - I - FK - FL F - I), 
2 aX I 

(2.1Sb) 

R - + =..!...( - aF F- 1 -F- I +FK -FLF- I), 
2 aX I 

(2.1Sc) 

T- - =..!...(aF F- I +F- I +FK +FLF- I). 
2 aX I 

(2.ISd) 

In Eqs. (2. I Sa)-(2. ISd), K andL are the 3 X 3 matrices ofEq. 
(2.5) and F is the 3 X 3 matrix 

(
WI(r)-1 0 

F=i 0 w2(r)-1 

o 0 
(2.19) 

The block off-diagonal terms R + - and R - + in Eq. (2.17) 
are interpreted as infinitesimal reflection operators, i.e., op
erators which couple forward and backward moving waves. 
It is easy to show that the 3 X 3 matrices in Eq. (2.1S) satisfy 
the conjugation symmetry relations 

T+ + = (tij)' (2.20a) 

R + - = (rij)' (2.20b) 

R - + = (rt) = [R + -1*, (2.20c) 

T- - = (tt) = [T+ +1*, (2.20d) 
where i and) range over values 1,2,3 independently and the 
superscript asterisks denote complex conjugations. The ele
ments tij and rij are given by the equations 

til =..!... {- ~ (Inw l ) + iWI - ~ In(;l + 2f.i) 
2 aX I aX I 

+ i [~(f.i ~.) + ~ (f.i ~.) 
aX2 aX2 aX3 aX3 

+ pw2 ];[(;l + 2f.i)w l l }. (2.2Ia) 

tl2 =..!... {[i a;l (~.) -;l ~ (w2.) 

2 aXI aX2 aX2 

- ~ (f.iW2 .) ]/[(;l + 2f.i) WI1}. (2.21b) 
aX2 

tl3 =..!... {[i a;l (~.) -;l ~ (W3') 
2 aX I aX3 aX3 

- ~ (f.iW3 .)]/[(;l + 2f.i) WI1}. (2.21c) 
aX3 
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r 12 = - tfl' 

rl3 = - tf3' 

r 21 = -t~\. 

r23 = t23• 

r31 = - ttl' 

and 

r33 = ~{~lnW3) - iW3 + ~ln,u) 
2 ax) ax) 

+ i[~(J.L~ .) 
aX2 aX2 

+ ~((A + 2J.L)~.) + poi]/[J.LW3 ] l· 
aX3 aX3 

(2.2li) 

(2.21j) 

(2.21k) 

(2.211) 

(2.21m) 

(2.21n) 

(2.210) 

(2.21p) 

(2.21q) 

(2.21r) 

The equations in Eq. (2.17) combined with Eqs. (2.20) and 
(2.21) are equivalent to Eq. (2.1); it is just that in the former 
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the information is expressed in terms of the variables u/ . 
with a clear physical interpretation. 

To arrive at a parabolic approximation it is necessary to 
specify a set offunctions {wj;j = 1.2.3 J. As a first example 
set 

(2.22a) 

and 

(2.22b) 

To avoid the unnecessary reproduction of very similar equa
tions. the fast phase terms will now be introduced. The fol
lowing definitions are required. 

and 

p(r) = Pol 1 + p(r)). 

J.L(r) = J.Lo( 1 + ,u(r)). 

A (r) = ,1,0(1 + io(r)). 

k TO = IpcfJJ2/J.Lo)) 12. 

With this notation 
'k u)±(r) = v)±e±1 LO''', 

u/±(r) = v/±e±ikr oX,. 

for I = 2.3. The additional notation 

and 

(2.23a) 

(2.23b) 

(2.23c) 

(2.24a) 

(2.24b) 

(2.25a) 

(2.25b) 

(2.26a) 

(2.26b) 

will be convenient. The equation for v, which follows readily 
from Eq. (2.17), is 

R t -) 
T)- - ·v, (2.27a) 

with 

T 1+ + = (t ):tj + ). (2.27b) 

The elements in the matrix on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(2.27b) are 

t til + = - ~ ~lnlp)) - ~ ~ln(A + 2J.L)) + i(w) - kLO 4 ax) 4 ax) 

+ i[~ (J.L~.) + ~(J.L ~ .)]/[4p(;)2(A + 2J.L)))12 
aX2 aX2 aX3 aX3 

(2.28a) 

t );12 + = !i(kTO - kLO)"t [i( aA )(~ .) = A ~wd 
aX I aX2 aX2 

- ~W2 .)]/[P(;)2(A + 2J.L)] 1/2, (2.28b) 
aX2 
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t tl3 + =! /(k TO - kLO)x, [i( aA, )(~ .) + A,~(wd 
aXI aX3 aX3 

- ~W3 ')]/[PCU2(A, + 2,u)] 1/2, (2.28c) 
aX3 

and 

The reflection matrix elements 

Rt - =(rt -) (2.29a) 

are given by 

+ -rl,11 =rlt 
_ - 2ikuY'. e , (2.29b) 

ri;12 - = rli - - itkLo + kro)X. e , (2.29c) 

rtl3- =r11 - e - ilkLO + kro)X., (2.29d) 

rt21- = r2t 
- e - i(k1• O + kro)X., (2.2ge) 

rl;22- = r2i 
- - 2ikL oXt e , (2.29f) 

rt23 - = r21 - - i(kLO + kTO)x 1 e , (2.29g) 

rt31- = r3i - - ilkLO + kTO)x, e , (2.29h) 

rt32- = r3i 
- - i(kLO + kTO)xt e , (2.29i) 

and 

+ -rl.33 = r31 - e - 2iku,x, (2.29j) 

Similar expressions for T 1- - and R 1- + can be obtained. 
It is interesting to note that the phases in Eqs. (2.28) and 

(2.29) are just those obtained from wave-number (momen
tum) conservation. As an example, consider the transition 
from a downward-moving longitudinal wave u 1- to an up
ward-moving transverse wave ut . The reflection matrix ele-
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ment involved rl;21- and has the phase i(kLO + kro )xl' 
which is similar to the scalar case. 

The parabolic approximation to Eq. (2.27) is obtained 
by suppressing the reflection terms. This is valid when the 
functions [i),iii J in Eq. (2.23) are small compared to 1 and 
are slowly varying in (X I,X2,X3 ) on the length scale of the 
carrier waves. In this case, the phases of all terms in R 1+ -

and R 1- + vary rapidly making these terms negligible in the 
lowest order approximation. Thus, the parabolic approxi
mation for v+ is given by 

~(v+) = T]+ + ·vt (2.30a) 
aX I 

and the approximation for v-- is given by 

a -(v--) = T]- - ·v-. (2.30b) 
aX I 
Clearly other choices of splitting, i.e., the wj's, yield 

different parabolic approximations. Likewise various phys
ical assumptions may make it useful to assume wave num
bers for carrier waves different from that in Eq. (2.25). This 
case is described in Sec. 5, where a comparison is made with a 
parabolic approximation by Hudson.9 

A second natural splitting is completely parallel to both 
the scalar- and the Fock-parabolic approximation to the 
Helmholtz equation.5 This splitting is defined by 

(2.31a) 

and 

(2.31b) 

In a slight abuse of notation, the approximate upward- and 
downward-moving waves are again denoted as u/ and again 
the amplitudes and phases are chosen such that Eq. (2.25) 
holds. Using the same reasoning as before it follows that this 
leads to a new parabolic approximation 

a 
- (v+) = T 0+ + ·v+, (2.32a) 
ax] 

where 

T 0+ + = (t ojj + ). 

The matrix elements ofEq. (2.32b) are 

t 0;]1 + =![ - iWf(A, + 2,u) - WI ~ (A, + 2,u) + ipcu2 
ax] 

(2.32b) 

+ i~ (,u ~.) + i ~ (,u~ .)/[WM + 2,u)], 
aX2 aX2 aX3 aX3 

(2.33a) 
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(2.33d) 

and 

+ + ) [ . 2 ( all ) . 2 . a ( a ) t 0.33 = 2 - IW3/l - W3 - + IPW + I - /l - • 
ax) aX2 aX2 

+ i ~ ((A + 2/l) ~ .)]/[W3/l]. (2.33i) 
aX3 aX3 

This completes the derivation of two parabolic approxima
tions to Eq. (2.1). In the next section some heuristic argu
ments are presented which strongly suggest that the inter
pretation of the u/ 's, especially as associated with Eq. 
(2.22), is indeed correct for elastic media with small, slowly 
varying inhomogeneities. 

3. HEURISTICS OF THE SPLITTING SCHEME 

As mentioned in Sec. 2, the functions u/ (r),j = 1,2,3, 
can be interpreted physically provided that a reasonable 
splitting scheme is used. To justify this heuristically, both 
the scalar wave equation and the reflection-refraction prop
erties of an elastic wave at the interface between two homo
geneous media will be shown to suggest the same splitting 
scheme. 

Looking first at the scalar wave equation in one 
dimension, 

it is well known 1.4.5 that the splitting 

-ik(x)-I) ( t/J(x) ) 
ik (X)-I (dt/Jldx)(x) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

yields a "parabolic" approximation for the functions t/J+ and 
t/J-. It has been known since the work of Bremmer I that 
these functions are the "forward" and "backward" moving 
components of t/J, respectively. If 

k2(X) = k6(l + 7](x)) (3.3) 

with 7](x) small and slowly varying, a second splitting scheme 
can be written as 

(
t/Jo+ (X)) = ~ (1 
t/Jo- (x) 2 1 

- ik 0- I) ( t/J(x) ) 
ik 0 I (dt/Jldx)(x)' 

(3.4) 

This scheme is, in general, computationally more convenient 
than that in Eq. (3.2) but the functions t/Jo± are approxima-
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tions to t/J ±. 

The three-dimensional scalar wave equation 

..dt/J(r) + k2(r) t/J(r) = 0 (3.5) 

has similar splitting schemes. 5 It is assumed that there is a 
preferred direction of propagation, say x I' and in this case 
the term dt/Jldx in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) is replaced by at/Jlax l • 

The functions t/J ± are then the components of t/J moving in 
the ± x I direction and t/Jo± are approximations to t/J ± . 

The splitting schemes used in Sec. 2 are analogous to 
Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4). From Eqs. (2.11)-(2.15) it is seen that 

(:~:)= ~ ~. (auj;axJ (3.6) 

forj = 1,2,3. Thus, it is reasonable to assume upon using 
Eqs. (2.23a)-(2.23c) that u I± are the components of a longitu
dinal wave moving in the ± XI direction. Similarly,u2± and 
u3± are the components of transverse waves moving in the 
± x I direction. 

This interpretation of the u/ 's is supported by com
parison of the parabolic approximation Eqs. (2.30a) and 
(2.32a) to "infinitesimal transmission and reflection coeffi
cients" obtained from reflection-refraction from a plane in
terface between two different homogeneous media. In order 
to display this comparison, consider the configuration 
shown in Fig. 1. The incident, reflected, and refracted shear 
waves in Fig. 1 are given by 

_ B ik 1(x2 sin 80 - XI cos 80 ) 

Ureft,s - e , 

and 

_ A ' ik ,!~x~ sin 8, + XI cos 61,) 
Urcfr .. ~ - e , 

Medium 2 
pi,' fLU, A" 

Medium I 
P: ~I, A! 

Urefr,S 

Uinc,s Urefl,s 

N 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

FIG. \. Geometry for a shear wave incident at the plane interface between 
two homogeneous media. Medium I has constitutive parameters (P"fl',A ') 
and medium 2 has constitutive parameters (P",fl",A "). The angle ofinci, 
dence is 80 , the angle of reflection is also 8", the angle of refraction is 8" and 
all angles are measured from NN', the normal to the interface. The X,' 

coordinate axis lies along the normal NN' and thex2,coordinate axis is in the 
plane of the interface between the media. All waves are transverse or shear 
waves. 
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where 

k ~ = (p'oilJ.L')1/2 (3. lOa) 

and 

k';=(p"o}IJ.L")1/2. (3.10b) 

Using the continuity of the displacement and stress at the 
interface, on p. 184 of Ref. 12, it is shown that 

A'= 2J.L'cos(}0 Ao (3.11) 
&.t'cos (}o + J.L,,(k ';Ik~) cos (}I] 

and 

&.t'cos (}o - J.L"(k ';Ik~) cos (}o] 
B= Ao· 

&.t'cos (}o + J.L"(k ';Ik~) cos (}I] 

Define J.L' and J.L" by 

J.L' = J.L( - L1x/2, 0,0) , 

J.L" = J.L(L1x 1/2 ,0,0) , 

(3.12) 

(3.13a) 

(3.13b) 

where the function J.L is the transverse Lame parameter of 
Sec. 2. Assumesimilardefinitionsforp',p",A ',andA". Then 
to first order 

and 

J.L" = J.L' + J.L'x, ( - L1x /2, O,OjL1x I , 

p" =p' + P'x, ( - L1x I /2, O,OjL1x I , 

A" =..1.' +A,x,( -L1x/2, O,OjL1x l , 

where 

(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

(3.14c) 

(3.14d) 

c + = Hp,x ( - L1x I /2, 0,0)1 p' ± J.L'x, ( - L1x I 12, 0,0)1 J.L'] . 
- , (3.14e) 

It follows that 

A' = A [1- !{c __ tan2(}0 + c+}L1x d (3.I5a) 

and 

(3.I5b) 

Consistent with the parabolic approximation, assume that (}o 
is small so that 

cos (}o;::;:,l , 

sin (}o;::;:' (}o , 

tan2(}0;::;:'O. 

Then the rate of change of the forward moving component of 
the shear wave is 

lim fUrer"s - Uine,s} 
.:lx,->O L1x I 

= { _ ~ [~ + ~] + i(pW2 )1I2} I u· I 
4 P J.L J.L (0,0,0) me,s (0,0,0) 

(3.16) 

Identifying uinc,s with u/ , the left-hand side of Eq. (3.16) is 
seen to be aU 2+ lax I' Comparing Eq. (3.16) to Eq. (2.27) and 
allowing for the removal of the fast phase, the right-hand 
side ofEq. (3.16) clearly agrees with those terms in t ':22+ 
which do not involve transverse derivatives. Furthermore, if 
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U,efl,s is identified with U2- then Eq. (3.15b) shows that the 
infinitesimal reflection coefficient is of order (} ~ L1x I' This 
justifies neglecting reflection terms in the first 
approximation. 

A similar analysis can be performed for a longitudinal 
wave incident upon a plane interface between two homogen
eous media as shown in Fig. 2. The incident, reflected, and 
refracted longitudinal waves are given by 

and 

_ A I ik i'(x, ~in 02 + XI cO:'o (;1~1 
U refr .p - e , 

where 

[ 
p'W2 ] 1/2 

k ~ = (A' + 2fl') 

and 

[ 
P"W2 ]1!2 

k"-
L - (A" + 2J.L") . 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

(3.17c) 

(3.17d) 

(3.17e) 

The reflected and refracted transverse waves are given by 

(3.18a) 

and 

(3.18b) 

where k ~. and k 7 are given in Eq. (3.10). Define p', p". fl', 
f1." ,A. " and A. " as in the previous example and assume that (}o 

is small. Using continuity of the displacement and stress at 
the interface, it follows from p. 186 of Ref. 12 that to first 
order 

Iv1edium 2 
p~r J-L~' Ali 

Medium I 
p~p..I, AI 

N' 

N 

84 Urefr, P 

Urefl,P 

FIG. 2. Geometry for a longitudinal wave incident at the plane interface 
between two homogeneous media. Medium I has constitutive parameters 
1p'.ft'.A. 'land medium 2 has constitutive parameters Ip" .ft".A. "). Theangleof 
the incidence is Bo. the angle of the reflected P wave is e". the angle of the 
reflected Swave is B,. the angle of the refracted Pwave is e2 • and the angle of 
the refracted Swave is e,. All angles are measured from the normal NN'. 
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00 (1 + a..:ixd 

- O(/K 1 
K 200 (1 + y..:ixd 

200 K2[ 1 + (a - 2/3 + y)..:ixil 

where 

1 [(A + 2}-l).x, P.x, ] I 
a = 2 (A. + 2}-l) - P (0,0,0)' 

(3.20a) 

/3=J...[~-~]1 ' 
2}-l P (0.0.0) 

(3.20b) 

r - ['!.:2] I - }-l (0,0,0)' 
(3.20c) 

and 

[
A. + 2}-l] 1/21 

K = -}-l-- (0,0,0) . (3,20d) 

Solving for E, C, A " and C' requires a tedious calculation 
which gives 

A'=A[l-J...{~ + (A+2}-l).x'}1 ..:iXI]' (3.21) 
4 P A. + 2}-l (0,0,0) 

while E, C, and C' are all of order Oa..1x I' Upon setting 

(3.22a) 

and 

1, { Urefr.p - Uinc,p} aut 
1m =--, 

4x,~0 ..:ix i aX I 
(3,22b) 

it is apparent that Eq, (3,22a) is equal to the terms in t til + 

which do not contain transverse derivatives, 

4. BREMMER SERIES AND PARABOLIC 
APPROXIMATIONS 

Now an integral equation equivalent to Eq. (2.17), in
cluding the natural boundary conditions associated with the 
physical interpretation of the u/ 's, will be derived. Iteration 
of this equation will provide corrections to the parabolic 
approximation. 

Using Eq. (2.17), define the parabolic operators P ± by 

P ± = [~ - T ± ±] . (4.1) 
ax, 

The parabolic approximations are written as 

and 

P-u- =0. 

The system of Eq. (2.17) can be expressed as 

P+u+ =R + -u-

and 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

The methods of this work are applicable to the generic prob
lem of finding a solution to Eq. (2.1) with upward-moving 
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(3.19) 

waves specified by W+(x; 'x 2'x3 ) at XI = x; and downward
moving waves specified W-(x;',X 2 ,X3 ) atx l = x;', x;' >x;. 
To apply the form of solution of Eq. (4.2) to Eq. (2.1) four 
solutions to Eq. (4.2) are needed: 

(1) The solution uo+ of Eq. (4.2a) such that 

(2) The matrix solution G 0+ (rlr') of Eq. (4.2a) such that 

G;t (x; ,x;,x;,lx; ,x~,x;) = 8(x; - x~)8(x;, - x;')l 

and 

G 0+ (rlr') = 0 

for all x; >x l • 

(3) The solution uo- ofEq. (4.2b) such that 

(4) The matrix solution G 0- (rlr') of Eq. (4.2b) such that 

G 0- (x; ,x;,x;lx; ,x~,x;) = 8(x; - x~)8(x; - x;)l 

and 

G 0- (rlr') = 0 

for all xi <XI' 

With these solutions, Eq. (4.3) can be written as 

u + (r) = u It (r) 

+ f' f: 00 f" 00 G 0+ (rlr') R + -(r')u-(r') d 3r ' 

(4.4a) 

and 

u-(r) = u() (r) 

-r;' f~ '" f~ 00 G 0- (rlr') R - +(r')u+(r') d 3 r' . 

, (4.4b) 

The boundary conditions are satisfied by Eq. (4.4) and by 
explicit differentiation it is easy to show that Eq. (4.4) satis
fies Eq. (4.3). If Eq. (4.4) converges, iteration of it yields a 
series solution with a clear physical interpretation. The ze
roth order solution consists of two uncoupled waves, one 
moving upward and one moving downward along the x I 
axis. The first order solution adds a term that converts up
ward to downward waves (and vice versa). The next order 
solution adds all double reflections, and so on. The first iter
ation is of particular interest since it yields the lowest order 
approximation for reflected waves-a problem of consider
able interest in geophysical applications. This series solution 
is the Bremmer series for the elastic wave equation.5 
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It is interesting to note that a different system of integral 
equations can be obtained by using just the diagonal terms of 
Eq.(2.17). Set 

and 

P + a . = --t·· 
J aX

I 
D 

~ ). 
P± 

3 

(4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

(4.6) 

Then an extremely crude approximation to Eq. (2.17) is giv
en by 

Po+u+ =0, 

Po~u- = O. 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

In this approximation, coupling between longitudinal and 
transverse components is ignored. The full system of Eq. 
(2.17) is equivalent to 

where 

M= ~
++ 

- + 
R + -) _ (Tt + 

T- - 0 
o ~) 

T;; 
and 

(

tIl 

T t + = [T;; ~]* = ~ 

o 0) o . 
t33 

Now the following functions are needed. 

(1) The solution 00+ ofEq. (4.7a) such that 

00+ (x; ,x2,x3) = W+(x; ,X2,x3); 

(2) the solution Oo~ of Eq. (4.7b) such that 

uo~ (x;' ,x2,x3) = W-(x;' ,x2,x3); 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(3) the six scalar Green's distributions G / forj = 1,2,3, 
which are solutions of 

P/G/ =0, 

taking upper or lower signs throughout, and where 

G / (x; ,xi ,xi/x; ,x; ,xn = 8(xi - x;)8(xi - x3'), 

G/(r/r') = 0, for XI <x;, 
Gj~(r/r')=O, forxl>x;. 

Form the matrices 

(

G I± (r/r') 0 0) 
GJ(r/r')= 0 Gl(r/r') 0 ,(4.11) 

o 0 Gl(r/r') 
again taking the upper or lower signs throughout. It follows 
that the solution to Eq. (4.8) can be written as 
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u+(r) = u O(r) + {' f: 00 f: 00 G t (r/r/) 

and 

X [(T + + - TD + +)u+(r/) + R + -u-(r/)] d 3 r' 
(4.12a) 

u-(r) = uo~ (r) - fl' J: 00 f: 00 G;; (r/r') 

x[(T~ ~-T;; ~)u-(r')+R- +u+(r')]d 3 r/. 
(4.12b) 

In this case, coupling between longitudinal and trans
verse components is initially encountered in the first-order 
solutions, as is coupling between forward and backward 
moving waves. On the other hand, the scalar Green's distri
butions in Eq. (4.12a) will generally be easier to compute 
than the matrix Green's distributions of Eqs. (4.4a) and 
(4.4b). 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The parabolic approximation to the scalar (acoustic) 
Helmholtz equation is the subject of an extensive literature. 
A large fraction ofthis literature is concerned with computer 
studies of acoustic waves in media with complicated inho
mogeneity. Significant advantages accrue to the parabolic 
approximation for two reasons. 
(1) In comparison to the full wave equation, it is relatively 
simple to integrate. 
(2) As opposed to ray or diffraction theory, it is a full wave 
theory. Thus, a parabolic approximation for the full elastic 
wave equation in isotropic, inhomogeneous, three-dimen
sional media should be useful for both geophysical models 
and for the quantative nondestructive evaluation using 
ultrasonics. 

The available literature on parabolic approximations to 
the three-dimensional elastic wave equation is surprisingly 
rare.9

•
10 In Ref. 10 a parabolic approximation is derived for 

stress-wave propagation in linearly inhomogeneous solids. 
The principal equation derived, Eq. (42) there, is a compli
cated differential equation involving a spectral average over 
wave number using a sine function weight. The equation 
includes mode-conversion and a detailed discussion of the 
conditions under which the derivation is valid. The distur
bance is assumed to be "almost plane-wave" potentials of S 
type (shear) and P type (compression). The method used to 
describe these potentials involves four waves together with a 
constraint relation which reduces the system to its three in
dependent components. The combination of the constraint 
and the wave number filtering make the resulting parabolic 
approximations somewhat complicated. 

The results in Ref. 9 are simpler than those in Ref. 10 
and are more closely related to the present work. The author 
considers an inhomogeneous medium with two specific 
types of propagation: 

(1) propagation of nearly compressional waves, and 
(2) propagation of nearly shear waves. 
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In each case a particular scaling argument and asymptotic 
expansion is used. The principal results are Eqs. (13a)-(13c) 
and (18a) and (18b) of Ref. 9. To use the splitting methods 
developed here to reproduce those results, the following are 
needed. For (1) choose the functions 

for use in Eq. (2.IS), whereas for (2) choose 

WI = W2 = W3 = kTO ' 

Ifin addition to Eq. (S.I), all terms of the form 

and 

(S.I) 

(S.2) 

(S.3a) 

(S.3b) 

are neglected in Eq. (2.30a) then Eq. (13a) of Ref. 9 is ob
tained. The additional neglect of all second derivatives and 
all terms of the form 

~ fltl!2vt] 
JX I 

(S.4a) 

and 

a
J fit I!2V3+ ] , (S.4b) 
XI 

together with Eqs. (S.3a) and (S.3b) and (S.I), yields Eqs. (13b) 
and (13c) of Ref. 9. Similarly, starting from Eq. (S.2) and 
neglecting all terms of the form in Eqs. (S.3a), (S.3b), and 
(S.4a), (S.4b) in Eq. (2.17) yields Eqs. (18b) and (18c) of Ref. 9. 

One aspect of the approximation derived in Ref. 9 is 
clarified by comparing Eqs. (S.I) and (S.2) and Eqs. (2.31a) 
and (2.13b). Since it is not possible for the longitudinal and 
transverse wave numbers to be equal, it appears that the 
"amplitude factors"uj,j = 1,2,3, in Ref. 9 contain a consid
erable amount of phase information. If so, this could violate 
the assumptions in Ref. 9 concerning the order of magnitude 
of terms such as Ju 11Jx2• 

The parabolic approximations derived in this paper are 
all based upon splitting methods. The results are simpler 
than those in Ref. 10, and involve various corrections to Ref. 
9 while retaining much of the simplicity of that work. Part of 
the increased generality of this work over Ref. 9 is due to the 
fact that both amplitude and phase information are used in 
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two stages of approximation as was also done in Ref. 10. The 
results obtained here constitute a method to study parabolic 
approximations rather than one final version. It is important 
to realize this, since the main test of parabolic approxima
tions resides in numerical simulation of wave propagation. 
The rich variety of possible inhomogeneities suggests that 
this general structure should prove valuable. Such questions 
as numerical stability and rate of convergence, the size of the 
cone of validity, and which splitting matrices are most effi
cient in simulating specific classes of inhomogeneity are left 
to future work. 

It should be noted, however, that the Fock parabolic 
approximation to the Helmholtz equation is derived using a 
constant splitting matrix.5 In the elastic wave case the analo
gous matrix is given by Eqs. (2.31a) and (2.31b). This splitting 
yields the simplest approximation to Eq. (2.1). If the analogy 
to the scalar case holds, this simple Fock-type parabolic ap
proximation should yield significant information about the 
propagation of elastic waves in media with relatively small 
and slowly varying inhomogeneity. 
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Group representations on the Liouville representation spaces are considered. It is shown that the 
state space f] (H) of trace class operators on Hilbert space H and the observable space!£' (H) of 
bounded operators are completely reducible under physically induced representations of 
compact Hausdorff groups when appropriate topologies are used. For state space f](H) both 
the norm topology and the weak topology lead to complete reducibility, while for observable 
space !£,(H) the weak-. topology-but not the norm topology-suffices. This leads to 
conservation laws, selection rules, and Wigner-Eckart theorems for the Liouville 
representation. It is shown that serious difficulties are encountered when a similar theory is 
attempted on the observable space and state space used in the algebraic approach. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ca, 03.65.Fd, 02.20.Nq, 02.1O.Sp 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Symmetry principles playa fundamental role in the un
derstanding of physical laws and physical systems. Symme
try operations are conveniently represented in terms of 
group operations on objects representing the states and/or 
the observables of a system. When the states of a quantum 
mechanical system are represented by vectors in a Hilbert 
space H, most symmetry operations are represented by uni
tary operators, and a wealth of information may be obtained 
by applying the well-developed theory of unitary group re
presentations. In this way one may derive conservation laws, 
selection rules, and quantitative relationships among certain 
transition amplitudes. 

More recently, alternative phenomenologically orient
ed formulations of quantum mechanics have proven useful. 
They have the advantages of being formulated in terms of 
operationally defined quantities and of treating pure and 
mixed states on the same basis. One of these, the Liouville 
representation, is a straightforward generalization of the 
standard Hilbert space formulation in that it represents pure 
or mixed states as density operators on a fundamental Hil
bert space H. Another, the algebraic approach, is defined 
more abstractly and has the property that it includes many 
more states than the Liouville representation. Both of these 
formulations are vector space theories, in which the vector 
spaces representing the states and observables are Banach 
spaces. Accordingly, while symmetry operations can be re
presented by operators acting on the space of states or the 
space of observables, they cannot be represented by unitary 
operators acting on these spaces; the theory of unitary group 

"Current ~ddress: Department of Physics, Texas A and M University, Col
lege StatIOn, TX 77843. 

representations cannot be directly applied. Nevertheless, it is 
reasonable to expect that symmetry arguments will provide 
physical information similar to that which they provide in 
the pure state (i.e., Hilbert space) representation. Indeed, 
since the Banach space representations contain all informa
tion present in the Hilbert space representation, one might 
reasonably expect to obtain even stronger results. We show 
here that in fact there are conservation laws and selection 
rules for transitions which may be derived directly from 
group representations on the Liouville representation spaces 
which may only be obtained indirectly in the pure state-Hil
bert space representation, where one applies group methods 
to the wavefunctions and then constructs averages over suit
able mixed states. 

In this paper we begin an investigation of representa
tions of symmetry groups on the Banach spaces occurring in 
the Liouville representation and in the algebraic approach. 
We will restrict our attention to compact symmetry groups 
and deal primarily with the Liouville representation. We be
gin in Sec. II by recalling the fundamental results from the 
theory of unitary representations of compact groups on Hil
bert spaces which are necessary to establish the desired phys
ical results (e.g., conservation laws, selection rules, and 
Wigner-Eckart type theorems). We then show that the nec
essary mathematical results do not extend to the general 
continuous representation of a compact group on a Banach 
space. Thus, in order to draw the desired physical conclu
sions, it is necessary to establish these important results for 
the specific representations which are encountered in phys
ical applications. In preparation for this, Sec. III reviews the 
Liouville space formulation of quantum theory, while Sec. 
IV is devoted to general aspects of group representations on 
topological vector spaces. In Sec. V we show that appropri
ate topologies make the state space and observable space of 
the Liouville representation completely reducible. This leads 
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to conservation laws, selection rules, and Wigner-Eckart 
type theorems for statistical properties describing quantum 
mechanical ensembles. These results may be obtained only 
indirectly (through explicit averaging procedures) from the 
application of group theory at the wavefunction (i.e., pure 
state) level. Finally in Sec. VI we show that difficulties are 
encountered when one attempts to generalize the unitary 
representation results to the representations occurring in the 
algebraic approach. 

II. PROPERTIES OF UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 

Central to the theory and application of unitary group 
representations are the following classical results l

-
3 (here G 

is a separable compact topological group, and all vector 
spaces are assumed to be complex): 

( I) Let U:G X H-Hbe a continuous unitary representa
tion of G on Hilbert space H, and let HI be a subspace of H 
which is invariant under U[i.e., U(g)HI CHI for allgin G]. 
Then there exists a closed subspace H2 of H which is invar
iant under U and such that H is the direct sum 
H = HI ffiH20f HI and H 2• In fact, H2 may be chosen to be 
the orthogonal complement of HI (i.e., H2 = Hi 
= !vEHI(vlv l ) =Oforallv l inHJ). 

(2) If U:G XH-H is a continuous unitary representa
tion of G on Hilbert space H which is irreducible (i.e., H has 
no nontrivial closed invariant subspaces), then His finite
dimensional. 

(3) (Schur's lemma): Let UI: G XHI-H I and U2: 
G XH2-H2 be continuous unitary representations of G on 
Hilbert spaces HI and H 2, respectively. Let .51': HI--->H2 be a 
linear operator from HI to H2 which commutes with the 
actions of the group [i.e., .7 UI(g) = U2(g).7 for allg in G;.7 
is called an intertwining operator for UI and U2]. Then, if U I 
and U2 are irreducible, either .7 is the zero operator (i.e., 
./v l = 0 for all VI in Hd or .7 is an isomorphism (i.e., one
to-one and onto). In the latter case ./' is invertible and we 
have UI(g) = .7- 1 U2(g)./ and U2(g) = .7UI (g),/-1 so that 
the irreducible representations UI and U2 are equivalent. 

(4) (Peter-Weyl) 1--': Let H = L 2(G) be the Hilbert space 
of square integrable functions (relative to Haar measure) on 
G, and let U: G X H--->Hbe the right regular representation of 
G defined by [U (glf](h ) = J(hg), whereg and h are in G. Then 
H may be decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible repre
sentations in which each unitary irreducible representation 
of G occurs with a (finite) multiplicitx equal to its dimension. 
Thus, recalling that the dual object G of G is the collection of 
(equivalence classes of) irreducible unitary representations 
ofG, we have 

di~g) 

L2(G)= Lffi ~ ffiHg , 
gEG i= 1 

where Hg is a representation space for representation g and 
dim(g) is its dimension. 

(5) (A. Gurevic4
): If U:G XH-H is a continuous uni

tary representation of G on Hilbert sp~ce H, then U is com
pletely reducible. That is, for each gEG there is a cardinal 
number mg such that H = };g"G ffi mgHg, where mgHg is the 
direct sum of mg copies of H g. Each mgHg is a primary 
subrepresentationof H, and, ifg#g', thenmgHg and mg.Hg. 
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are disjoint. (Recall that two representations are disjoint if 
there exists no nonzero intertwining operator between them, 
and that a representation is primary if it cannot be decom
posed into a direct sum of disjoint representations.) 

(6) (RacahSJ'): If G is a Lie group, there is a finite set of 
operators (the generalized Casimir invariants) whose eigen
values uniquely characterize (to within equivalence) the irre
ducible representations of G. Thus the primary subrepresen
tations mgHg of a unitary representation may be labeled by 
the eigenvalues of the generalized Casimir operators on the 
irreducible representation g. Moreover the representations 
of the Casimir invariants are self-adjoint. 

Conservation laws, selection rules, and Wigner-Eckart 
theorems may be easily derived from these results. By the 
theorem of Gurevic the Hilbert space of state vectors is re
ducible into a direct sum of primaries corresponding to each 
irreducible representation of G. Now a symmetry operation 
is by definition an invertible operation on a physical system 
which commutes with time development. That is, if one 
starts at time to with two identical systems (A and B ) and 
performs a symmetry operation on system A at time t A > to 
and the same symmetry operation on system B at time 
t B > to, then at any time t greater than both t A and t B the two 
systems are again identical. Thus, if one has a group of sym
metry operations the time translation operator U (t 2' t I) from 
tl to t2 for any pair of times tl and t2 commutes with the 
group of symmetry operations, i.e., U(t2' tl) is an intertwin
ing operator. Consequently, the transition amplitude 
(¢g' IV (t2, tIll t,Vg) from any state t,Vg in primary mgHg to any 
state ¢g' in a different (i.e., disjoint) primary mg.Hg, is zero 
(by definition of disjoint representations). Because the Casi
mir operators are self-adjoint, they represent observables; we 
see that the values of these observables are conserved. 

Selection rules and Wigner-Eckart theorems may be 
derived similarly. Suppose that one has a system made up of 
two subsystems (A and B). The Hilbert space H of pure states 
of the system is the tensor product H = HA ® HB of the Hil
bert spaces describing the subsystems. Each of these spaces 
has a direct sum decomposition into disjoint primaries; 
H = };g,,8mgHg, HA = };g"Gm:Hg, and HB = };g"Gm:Hg. 
Suppose that at time to subsystem A is described by vector 
¢ L in primary gA and subsystem B is described by vector 
¢:8 in primary gB' Then the transition amplitude (t,Vg I U (t2, 

tl)I¢:A ® ¢:n> into a state t,Vg of the entire system in primary 
g will be zero unless the irreducible representation g is con
tained in the productgA xgB • This provides selection rules 
for changes in the eigenvalues of the generalized Casimir 
invariants. Furthermore, the Wigner-Eckart theorem is ob
tained from Schur's lemma which implies that any inter
twining operator [such as the time translation operator U (f2 , 

tIl] depends upon only one parameter for each irredicuble 
subspace in H and each pair of irreducible subs paces in H A 

andHB · 

It is clear that if the six results listed above can be ex
tended to representations on Banach spaces, then conserva
tion laws, selection rules, and Wigner-Eckart theorems are 
valid for the Banach space representations of quantum the
ory. Accordingly, we will see which of these results general-
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ize to isometric representations on Banach spaces. First of 
all, it is not ture that every closed invariant subspace B I of a 
continuous isometric representation ~: G XB~B may be 
complemented by a closed invariant subspace B2 such that 
B = B I e B2 • In particular, let B = !t' (H) be the Banach 
space of bounded operators on Hilbert space H; let 
B I = Com(H) be the Banach space of compact operators on 
H. Then, if U: G X H~H is a continuous unitary representa
tion of compact group G on H, ~: G X B~B defined by 
CfI (g) & = U (g) & U -I(g) is a continuous isometric represen
tation of G on B which leaves B I invariant. But B I has no 
complementing subspace7 in B so it certainly has no invar
iant complementing subspace. Since establishing the exis
tence of complementary invariant subspaces is a key step in 
proving the complete reducibility of an arbitrary unitary re
presentation, this failure suggests that not every continuous 
isometric representation on a Banach space will be com
pletely reducible. 

Secondly, while not every continuous irreducible repre
sentation of a compact group G on an arbitrary topological 
vector space is finite-dimensional, this statement is true if the 
topological vector space has a nonzero continuous linear 
functional. 3 The Hahn-Banach theorem thus implies that 
every continuous irreducible representation of G on a Ban
ach space is finite-dimensional. 

Thirdly, since by (2) every irreducible representation of 
G on a Banach space is finite-dimensional, Schur's lemma as 
stated applies to Banach space representations. 

The Peter-Weyl theorem is specifically a Hilbert space 
result and need not be generalized. 

It is not true that every continuous isometric represen
tation CfI: G X B~B of a compact group is completely reduc
ible. Specifically, the representation ofthe circle group 
S 1= ! ei8 10..;;0 < 21TJ on the space B = L I(S I) of integrable 
functionsonS I givenby[~(O }()](¢) =/(0 + ¢ ) is not com
pletely reducible. 8 

Finally, since the irreducible representations are all fin
ite-dimensional, Racah's theorem on generalized Casimir 
invariants is unchanged. 

Thus, in order to prove the conservation laws, selection 
rules, and Wigner-Eckart theorems it must be demonstrated 
that the particular representations encountered in physical 
applications are in fact completely reducible. We show in 
Sec. V that the group representations on the spaces of the 
Liouville representations are completely reducible. 

III. THE LIOUVILLE REPRESENTATION 

In the Liouville representation each state is represented 
by an operator p on Hilbert space H which satisfies: 

DO 1. P is self-adjoint, i.e., pt = p. 
002. p is nonnegative, i.e., (fjllplfjl);;.O V fjlEll. 
003. P has unit trace, i.e.,p is trace class and trp = 1. 

Any such operator is called a density operator (DO). 
State space is defined to be the complex vector space spanned 
by the density operators. It is precisely the Banach space of 
trace class operators on H and is denoted by f 1 (H). State 
space thus has a norm (the trace class norm) given by 
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(3.1) 

Notice that each density operator has a state space norm of 
one. 

Observables are represented by the bounded self-ad
joint operators on H. Observable space is defined to be the 
complex vector space spanned by the observable operators. 
It is precisely the Banach space of all bounded operators on 
H and is denoted by !t'(H). Observable space thus has a 
norm (the operator norm) given by 

11&11 = sup (&fjll ffl/J) 1/2. (3.2) 
~H 

(.,vl.,v) ~ I 

The expectation value of observable & when the system 
is described by density operator p is given by tr( ff pl. This 
may be extended to a sesquilinear form on !t' (H) X f I (H) by 

(ff, A ) ........ «ff IA »=tr(&+ A). (3.3) 

!t'(H) is the dual off I(H ),9. 10 where the duality is expressed 
by the sesquilinear form « I ». Furthermore, the norm of 
bounded operator & considered as a linear functional on 
f,(H) coincides with its norm when it is considered as a 
bounded operator on H. 9

•
1O Thus 

11&11 = sup I«&IA »1· 
AE.f',(H) 

\lAII. ~ I 

The norm of Ad I(H) is similarly given by9.10 

I"E fiJI) 

111'11 ~ I 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

The norms 11·111 and 11·11 naturally define topologies on 
state space f I and observable space !f. However, the dual
ity between state space and observable space provides each 
with an alternative topology. The weak topology9,II on fl is 
defined to be the weakest vector space topology such that for 
each ffE!t' the expectation value function E :: fl~C de
fined by E r+ (A ) = « & IA ) ) is continuous. It has the prop
erty that for any topological vector space X a linear function 
J X ~f I is continuous if and only if the composite function 
E: 0 J X ........ C is continuous for each & E!t'. Similarly the 
weak-. topology9,'1 on!t' is defined to be the weakest vector 
space topology such that for each A d I the expectation val
ue function EA:2" 1""""(; defined by EA (ff) = tr& + A is con
tinuous. It has the property that for any topological vector 
space X a linear functionJX ........ !t' is continuous ifand only if 
the composite function EA 0 J X~(; is continuous for each 
AEf I • 

State space f I with either the norm or the weak topol
ogy and observable space with either the norm or weak-. 
topology are locally convex and Hausdorff. 1 I 

IV. GROUP REPRESENTATIONS ON TOPOLOGICAL 
VECTOR SPACES 

Throughout this section G is a compact Hausdorff to
pological group with Haar measure dg, Vis a locally convex 
topological vector space, and ll: G~2"( V) is a group repre
sentation on V such that (g, v"!--+ll (g)v from G X V to V is 
jointly continuous. We are most interested in the case where 
V does not have a Hilbert space structure. We begin by con-
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sidering direct sum decompositions of V and then define 
complete reducibility of representation II. 

Definition: Suppose J is a finite index set and that for 
eachjEJ there exists a nonzero linear operator Pj on V such 
that 

ADS 1. 
ADS 2. 
ADS 3. 

PiPj = 0 if i =l=J. 
PiPi=Pi · 
'1,jEJPj = I the identity operator on V. 

Then we say we have an algebraic direct sum (ADS) decompo
sition of Vand that V is the algebraic direct sum of [ V; LeJ 
and we write V = '1,jEJ (B V;. Here V; = Pj V is the range of 
operator Pj and is an algebraic direct summand of V. 

Definition: Suppose J is an index set and that for each 
jEJ there exists a nonzero linear operator Pj on V such that 

TDS 1. PiPj = 0 if i =1= J. 
TDS 2. Pi Pi = Pi' 
TDS 3. Each Pj is continuous. 
TDS 4. '1,jEJPj = I, whereIEY(V) is the identity oper

ator on Vand the sum converges in the strong 
operator topology on Y( V) (i.e., for each VE V 
and each neighborhood N of v there exists a 
finite set J I CJ such that for each finite set 
J /I CJ satisfying J I CJ /I the finite sum 
'1,jEJ" Pj v is in neighborhood N). 

Then we say we have a topological direct sum (TDS) decom
position of Vand that V is a topological direct sum of [ V; l jEJ 
and we write V = '1,jEJ (B V;. Here Vi = Pi V is the range of 
operator Pi and is a topological direct summand of V. 

Definition: If V = V, (B V2 is an algebraic (respectively, 
topological) direct sum then V2 is called an algebraic (respec
tively, topological) complement of V" and vice versa. We also 
say that V, is complemented by V2• 

These definitions call for some comment: 
(1) When V is finite-dimensional, there is no difference 

between an algebraic direct sum and a topological direct 
sum. This is because (a) the index set J is necessarily finite so 
that no topology is needed to define the sum '1,jEJ Pj and (b) on 
a finite-dimensional vector space every linear operator Pj is 
continuous. 

(2) While every subspace V, of V is algebraically com
plemented by some subspace V2, it need not have a topologi
cal complement even if it is closed. However, V, will have a 
topological complement if it is closed and satisfies anyone of 
the following three conditions): 

(a) V, has finite codimension, 
(b) V, has finite dimension (the assumption that V is 

locally convex is crucial here), 
(c) V is linearly homeomorphic with a Hilbert space. 
(3) The above definition of topological direct sums does 

not correspond precisely with the universally defined direct 
sum. It is, however, simply related to the universal topologi
cal direct sum and the universal topological direct 
product.'2.'J 

Definition: SupposeJis an index set and V; is a topologi
cal vector space for eachjE J. The universal topological direct 
sum of [ V; ljEJ is the (unique) locally convex topological vec
tor space (denoted by ~jEJ (B V;) equipped with a set of con
tinuous linear maps I j: V;---'~jEJ (B V; such that the follow-
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ing universal mapping property is satisfied. Given any 
locally convex topological vector space Wand any set of 
continuous linear maps Fj;,. V;~ W, there exists a unique 
continuous linear map F: '1,jEJ (B V;~W such that 
Fj = FOIj. 

Concretely, ~jEJ (B V; is the vector space of all functions 
on Jsuch thatf(j)EV; andf(j) = o for all but a finite number of 
JEJ. The collection of subsets tJ = [fE~jEJ (B V; l!(j)EtJj , tJ j 
open in V; l is a local base at 0 for the universal direct sum 
topology. 

The insertion operators ~: V;---. V = '1,jEJ (B V;, which 
are restrictions of the identity operator I: V~Vto the closed 
subspaces V; are continuous and linear so that by the univer
sal mapping property there exists a continuous linear func
~on I:~jEJ (B V;~ V such that I j = 101 j. I is one-one so 
'1,jeJ (B V; is isomorphic to a subspace of V. Furthermore the 
topology on Vis weaker than the [Ij ljErfinallinear topology 
on V. 

Definition: SupposeJ is an index set and V; is a topologi
cal vector space for eachjEJ. The universal topological direct 
product of th~ V; is the (unique) locally convex topological 
vector space IljEJ V; equipped with a set of continuous linear 
maps 1Tj :ITjEJ V;~V; such that the following universal map
ping property is satisfied. Given any locally convex topologi
cal vector space Wand any set of continuous linear maps Fj 
:W~Vi.!. there exists a unique continuous linear map 
F: W~IljeJ V; such that Fj = 1Tj OF. 

Concretely ITjEJ V; is the vector space of all functions on 
J such that f(j)E V;. The collection of subsets of the form 
tJ = 1Tj - '( (7' j ) for (7' j open in V; is a subbase for the product 
topology. 

The projection operators Pj: V = '1,jEJ (B V;~V; are 
continuous and linear so by the universal mapping property 
there exists a continuous linear map P: V~ITjEJ V; such that 
Pj = 1Tj 0 P. Because no VE V is annihilated by all Pj , Pis one
one and V is isomorphic to a subspace of ITjEJ V;. The topol
ogyon V must be stronger than the subspace topology inher
ited from ITjEJ V;. 

The relationship between our definition of a topological 
direct sum and the universal topological direct sum and uni
versal topological direct product may be summarized as fol
lows: For our purposes a topological direct sum of locally 
convex spaces [ V; LEJ is any locally convex topological vec
tor space Vwhich is (linearly isomorphic to) a subspace of the 
universal direct product ITjEJ V; and which contains the uni
versal direct sum ~jEJ (B V; as a vector subspace such that the 
topology on Vis stronger than the subspace topology inherit
ed from ITjEJ V; and such that it induces a topology on the 
universal direct sum ~jEJ (B V; which is weaker than the uni
versal direct sum topology. 

(4) When the index set J is finite, the universal direct 
sum and the universal direct product of [ V; LEJ are equal so 
that any two direct sums of [ V; LEJ are isomorphic. '3 Hence 
the topological direct sum agrees with the universal topo
logical direct sum. 

(5) When the index set J is infinite, the universal direct 
product is much bigger than the universal direct sum. Conse
quently, two different vector spaces Vand W may be direct 
sums of the same [ V; LEJ' Vand W may differ both in terms 
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of their topologies and in terms of their sets. This non unique
ness is easily illustrated by taking direct sums of an infinite 
number of Banach spaces Bj • For all positive p, let B P be the 
set off unction sf such thatf(i)EB j and Itrllp = (l:jEJ I tr(i)lIP)l/p 
is finite. Here I tr(ill I is the norm off(i)EBj • This gives a topo
logical direct sum for each p > O. While p = 1 is sometimes 
taken as the definition of the Banach space direct sum, I there 
is nothing canonical about this choice. 

We conclude this section with three definitions. 
Definition: A closed subspace VI of Vis invariant under 

the representation n: G--+Y( V) if1T(g)VIEVI for all VIEVI and 
allgEG. 

Definition: The representation n: G--+Y( V) is irreduci
ble if V has no nontrivial closed invariant subspaces. 

Definition: The representation n: G--+Y(V) is com
pletely reducible if Vhas a direct sum decomposition into 
invariant irreducible subspaces. 

V. THE COMPLETE REDUCIBILITY OF f 1(H) AND 1 (H) 

In this section we prove the main results of this paper: 
The projection operators from state space (observable space) 
to the standard irreducible tensorial operators decompose 
state space (observable space) into a direct sum of invariant 
subspaces when an appropriate topology is used. We begin 
by considering the properties of the physically induced re
presentations on state space f I (H) and observable space 
.Y'(H). 

Let T: G xH--+Hbe ajointly continuous unitary repre
sentation of a compact, Hausdorff group G on Hilbert space 
H, where H is assumed to have the norm topology. This 
induces several representation of G on state space f 1 (H). 
Define, for AEfI(H), 

.'T1(g)A -T(g)A, (5.1) 

''/r(g)A AT+(g), (5.2) 

.'Ta(g)A =T(g)AT+(g). (5.3) 

These are the left, right, and adjoint representations of G, 
respectively .. 5'-1 and .'Tr may be combined to form a repre
sentation .'/ p of the product group G X G by defining 

,5'-p(g, h)A = T(g)AT+(h) = .'Tdg).'Tr(h)A. (5.4) 

The adjoint representation is the product representation re
stricted to the diagonal: .'T a (g) = ,Y-p (g, g). Because of the 
unitarity of T, all of these are isometric representations, i.e., 

II·'TA III = IIA III VAEfI(H). (5.5) 

For each of the representations fl , Y r' and .'T a the 
mapping (g,A jr-.-Y(g)A isjointlycontinuousfrom G Xfl to 
f I when f I is given either the norm or the weak topology. 
Similarly the mapping (g, h, A )--+.'Tp(g, h)A is jointly con
tinuousfromG XG Xf l tof l. To prove these assertions, 
assume first that ~.'T(g)A from G to f I is norm continu
ous for each AEf I' Then 

11·5'-(g)A - ,'/(go)Aolll 

<11,'/(g)(A - Ao)111 + II [.'T(g) - Y-(go)]Aolll 

= IIA - Aolll + II [.'T(g) - .'T(go)]Aolll' 

which goes to zero asA--+Ao andg--+go so joint continuity has 
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been established. Thus, since if ~Y(g)A is norm continu
ous it is also weakly continuous, it is only necessary to show 
that it is norm continuous. We first prove this for the left 
representation. Choose E> O. LetA = l:jEJ I¢i )Ai (¢i I be the 
polarrepresentationlOofA. Thus (¢il¢j) =Dij, (¢il¢j) 
= Dij , Ai >0, l:iEIAi = IIA III and I is the set of integers. 

Choose NEl such that l:t'~ N + I Ai < E/4 and choose neigh
borhood'fl of go such that II[T(g) - T(go)]¢ill <E/2NAi for 
i= 1, ... ,N. Then,definingAN =l:~~II¢JA'(¢il and 
A' =A -AN' we have 

II [.'TI (g) - Y I (go)]A III 

<11[T(g) - T(go)]ANIII + II [T(g) - T(go)]A '111 
N 

< LAill[T(g) - T(go)]¢ill + IIT(g) - T(go)II·IIA '111 
i= 1 

<El2 + 2(El4) = E. 

A similar argument proves that the right representation .'Tr 
is norm continuous. It is now easy to show that the product 
representation is continuous, i.e., that (g, h )~Yp(g, h)A is 
continuous for eachAEfI. Fix E> O. Choose a neighbor
hood 'fI1 of go such that II [YI (g) - Y I (go)]A III < El2 for all 
gE'fI 1 and a neighborhood 'fI2 of ho such that II [.'Tr (h ) 
- .'Tr (ho) ]AIII < El2 for all hE'fI 2. Then 

II [Yp(g, h) - Y-p(go, ho)]A III 

= IIT(g)AT+(h) - T(go)AT+(ho)111 

<IIT(g)AT+(h) - T(g)AT+(ho)111 

+ IIT(g)AT+(ho) - T(go)AT+(ho)111 

= IIA [T+(h) - T+(ho)] III + II [T(g) - T(go)]A III 
= II [·'Tr(h) - .'Tr(ho)]A III + II [.'Tdg) - Y-dgo)]A III <E. 

The continuity of the adjoint representation !Fa is obtained 
from the restriction of the product representation ,,/ p to the 
diagonal. 

Similar representations may be defined on observable 
space .Y'(H): 

and 

,7dg)t) = T(g)tI, (5.6) 

,7r(g)(7" = tlT+(g), 

,7a(g)f7' = T(g)tlT+(g), 

(5.7) 

(5,8) 

(5,9) 

However, these representations are not, in general, norm 
continuous. Thus, for example, let H = L 2(R 3) be the square 
integrable functions on Euclidean 3-space, let G be the one
parameter group of rotations about the z axis, and let 
[T(O )¢](x,y,z) = ¢(xcosO + ysinO, - xsinO + ycosO,z) for 
¢EL 2(H). The infinitesimal generator of Tis the angular mo
mentum operator L z which is not bounded so that 0..--. T (0) is 
not norm continuous, i.e., II T(O) - I II does nottend to zero as 
o tends to zero. II This implies that the mapping 0..--.71 (g)J 
is not continuous at 0 = O. Similar examples can be given for 
the representations !7 r , !7 a' and !7 p' Because they are not 
norm continuous they are not weakly continuous. 14 They 
are, however, weak-* continuous; that is, the map 
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~Y(g)& is continuous when :f(H) is given the weak-. 
topology. Thus, fix AEJ'I(H) and E> O. Because the maps 
~g-I and ~Y(g)A are continuous there exists a neigh
borhood U& of go such that II[Y(g-·) - Y(go- I) 
]A III <dll&11 forallgEw. Then 

I «,:;-(g)fi IA » - «§-(h )& IA » I 
= I « fi I [,/(g-I) - .7(go- I)]A » I 
<llf"II·11 [.7(g-l) - .'T(go-I)]A II. <E 

for all gE'11 . 
We now inquire into the reducibility of these represen

tations. The irreducible sub representations ofthe unitary re
presentation T: G---* . .1"'(H) provide irreducible subrepresen
tations in .fdH) and ..:r(H). Let H = !.jEJ ffiHj be a direct 
sum decomposition of H into finite-dimensional orthogonal, 
invariant, irreducible subspaces as guaranteed by the theo
rem of Gurevic. 4 Let Pj be the continuous self-adjoint pro
jection operator from H to Hi' For each (j',j")EJ XJ define 
the operator :J"l Ij" on f I (H) and the operator 9 j'j" on . .1'" (H) 
by 

,(J"lj'j"A = PIAPj" , AEfI(H), 

:7) j'j" & = Pj' & Pj" , & EL (H), 

They clearly satisfy the relations 

:J"lj" j'" .UJ!j" j'" = p" ... 8" ,,8, .. ' .. 
I I 2 2 11 It h 12 Jill 

and 

;:;;, .. /;;, .. = 9, ... 8,,8 .... 
1111 1112 h.lt 1I1l it 12 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

and thus are projection operators. Furthermore, they do not 
increase the norm 

II·UJ!J'J"A III<IIA III VAEJ'dH), 

II :1?j'j" 0'11 <11&11 V &E:f(H), 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

and so they are norm continuous. The conditions TDS1, 
TDS2, and TDS3 are thus satisfied for the families 9 j'j" and 
;;; Ij" . If TDS4 is also satisfied, then they define topological 
direct sum decompositions of fl(H) and :f(H), 
respectively. 

We show first that TDS4 is satisfied for the operators 
. cjJJj" on fl(H) when fl(H) is given the norm topology. It 
then follows trivially that TDS4 is also satisfied if f I(H) is 
given the weak topology. LetA beinfl(H), and letA = !.iEI 
I¢li )Ai (¢; I be its polar decomposition. For any pair of finite 
subsets J' and J" of J, let 

A IF,J") = I 9 lJ"A = I 9}'A9j" 
Il J" )EF x J" If J")EJ ' x J" 

and let ~' = !.j'EJ' 9 j' ¢ for ¢ in H. Choose N so that 
!.t~ N + • 2A.i < d2 and choose a finite subset K of J so that 
NAmax(lI¢; -t/1"IIH + lI¢li -¢If'IIH)<E/2forallfinitesub
sets J I and J" of J containing K and for all i<N, where Amax 
= SUPiEJA;. Then for all BE:f(H) with liB II = 1 we have 

I ( (B IA » - «B IA FJ"» I 

= I~Ai(¢iIBI¢li) - (t/1"IBI¢ln)1 

<IA;I(¢;IB I¢I;) - (t/1"IB I¢lnl 
iEl 
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= IAi I (¢i - t/1"IB I¢li > + (t/1"IB I¢li - ¢I n I 
iEI 

<IAi(II¢; - t/1"IIH + lI¢li - ¢If'IIH) 
iEl 

N 00 

< IAi(lI¢i - t/1"IIH + II¢I; - ¢lnH) +, I 2A.; 
i~ I ,~N+ I 

<E 
for all finite subsets J' and J " of J containing K. This shows, 
by virtue of (3.5), that 

I ·cjJlj"A 
V'J")EJ xJ 

converges to A in f I (H) norm for all A in .f dH ). 
On :f(H) the situation is somewhat different. Since the 

norm closure of the set of finite rank operators is the set of 
compact operators and since for every 0' EY' (H) and every 
finite subset J' XJ" CJ XJ the operator 

/J};lJ"&= I .9j'j"&=PF &PJ" 
v' J" )EF x J" 

has finite rank, TDS4 will not be satisfied if H is infinite
dimensional and !/(H) is given the norm topology. Howev
er, TDS4 is satisfied if !/(H) is given the weak-. topology. 
Thus chooseAEf.(H). Then 

I «.9lJ" & IA » - « & IA » I 
= 1«& I (9j'j" - I)A » I 

<1I&1I·1I(·9'/J" -I)A II., 
which converges to zero since II (.9' /i" - I)A III converges to 
zero. 

Let fjt be the range of 9 j'j" and let :fj'j" be the range 
of .9}'j'" To review, fl(H) and !/(H) have the direct sum 
decompositions 

f l = I ffif
j
/, (5.14) 

V'J")EJ xJ 

:f(H)= I ffi!/j'j". (5.15) 
V'J")EJ xJ 

Each fJt is a finite-dimensional subspace of f I which is 
invariant under the representations Y I , .r" Y a' and .5"-p . 

Similarly each :fj'j" is a finite-dimensional subspace of 
2' (H ), which is invariant under the representations Y. , Y co 

Ya, and Yp. The subspaces ff' and :flJ" are obvious!y 
irreducible under the product representations Y p and .r p' 

respectively. Since they are finite-dimensional, they may be 
decomposed into irreducible subspaces for each of the other 
representations using familiar finite-dimensional tech
niques. (The irreducible subspaces thus obtained consist of 
the standard irreducible tensorial operators.) Consequently, 
state space f. (H) and observable space .!f (H) are complete
ly reducible under the left, right, adjoint, and product repre
sentations of the compact and Hausdorff group G. 

The set of operators in !/},j" is identical to the set of 
operators in f/j", and :f},j" and J~lJ" are isomorphic vector 
spaces. The fact that the nonisomorphic vector spaces !/ (H) 
and f I (H) are the direct sums of these isomorphic vector 
spaces is possible because of the nonuniqueness of infinite 
direct sums as explained in Sec. IV. 
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VI. REPRESENTATION THEORY ON THE SPACES OF 
THE ALGEBRAIC APPROACH 

The algebraic approach l5
•
16 is a quantum mechanical 

formalism which is closely related in spirit to the Liouville 
representation approach. It differs from the Liouville repre
sentation in that the space of states is defined to be the set of 
all positive linear functionals t/J on the set of observables such 
that t/J (I) = 1. Although the spaces of the algebraic approach 
are defined abstractly, a concrete realization of the axiomat
ic system is provided by representing each observabe by a self 
adjoint element of 2"(H) for some Hilbert space H. The 
states are then represented by elements in the dual space 
2"*(H). This dual space is a topological direct sum 10 

2"*(H) = f tfH) ffi Com(H)l 

of the trace class operators f I (H) and the space Com(H)l of 
linear functionals which vanish on the compact operators. 
Thus, whenever H is infinite-dimensional, the set of states 
used in the algebraic approach is much larger than the set of 
states used in the Liouville representation. In this section we 
consider the difference this enlarged state space has on the 
group representations. 

The representations Y I , Y r' Y a , and Y p defined in 
Eqs. (4.6)-(4.9) still exist on 2"(H). These may be used to 
define representations on 2"*(H) by 

,7dg) = 3i(g-I), 

.7r (g) = ,r:(g-I), 

2J-()_<H(-I) Jag-'/ag, 

,7p(g, h) = .7;,(g-l, h -I), 

where t refers to the adjoint operation. 
In the algebraic approach there are two natural topolo

gies to consider on 2"(H) and 2"*(H). On 2"(H) itis natural 
to consider the norm topology and the weak (Banach space) 
topology. Both of these topologies are finer than the weak-* 
topology which is natural in the Liouville representation. On 
2"*(H) it is natural to consider the norm topology and the 
weak-* topology. We must now ask if the representations Y 
and.7 are continuous in any of these topologies. We have 
already seen that the representations Y on 2"(H) are not 
norm-continuous for many physically significant groups 
such as one-parameter rotation groups. These one-param
eter subgroups cannot be weakly continuous either since 
weak continuity implies norm continuity. 14 This in turn im
plies that.7 on 2"*(H) cannot be weak-* continuous which 
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implies that !}- cannot be norm continuous. In our opinion 
the failure of these representations to be continuous in phys
ically significant topologies represents, for certain applica
tions, a significant disadvantage of the algebraic approach 
relative to the Liouville representation approach in which 
the corresponding representations are £ontinuous. 

Since the representations Y and .r are not, in general, 
continuous, it is difficult to proceed with a general represen
tation theory. It is clear, moreover, that even when Y is 
continuous the general observable tJ E2" (H) cannot be ex
panded in terms of irreducible tensorial operators in either a 
norm convergent or a weak convergent sense. This is because 
each irreducible tensorial operator is of finite rank. The limit 
of such operators in either the norm or the weak topology is a 
compact operator. Thus, unless observable tJ is compact, it 
cannot be expanded in terms of irreducible tensorial 
operators. 
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This paper represents the final installment in a series on the solution of the inverse scattering 
problem for the Schrodinger equation in three dimensions. The potential is constructed from a 
given scattering amplitude without assuming its existence, even in the presence of bound states. 
For exponentially decreasing potentials, properties of the Jost function and of the regular 
solution are derived that are sufficient to establish the triangularity of the kernel on which the 
generalized Gel'fand-Levitan (GL) equation is based. Other generalized GL equations, for 
nonzero reference potentials, and a nonlinear equation are derived, and for central potentials 
they are shown to reduce to the well-known radial equations. The contents of the series of papers 
is summarized. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Nk 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is the third in a series of papers, 1.2 (referred 
to in this paper as II and III) on the inverse scattering prob
lem for the Schrodinger equation in three dimensions, with a 
potential for which no assumption of spherical symmetry is 
made. In Sec. 2 we discuss four Hilbert problems for opera
tor-valued functions with operator-valued solutions. The re
sults there found are needed for the construction of a poten
tial if there are bound states and for the construction of the 
Jost function. 

Section 3 completes the construction of a potential from 
a given scattering amplitude that is not known to be associat
ed with an underlying potential, in the presence of bound 
states. Theorem 3.1 therefore generalizes Theorem 3.1 ofIlI 
to the case with bound states. It shows that the miracle, as 
defined in II, is a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of an underlying local potential even when there 
are bound states. Together with the other assumptions listed 
for the Class eel in Sec. 3 ofIlI it therefore serves as a charac
terization of admissible scattering amplitudes. (However, 
the theorem does not determine the asymptotic fall-off of the 
potential. ) 

In Sec. 4 the Jost function is constructed from the given 
S matrix by solving a Hilbert problem as in Sec. 2. The result 
is stated in Theorem 4.1. In preparation for the generalized 
Gel'fand-Levitan equation the Jost function is then expand
ed on the basis of the spherical harmonics, after a similar 
expansion ofthe scattering amplitude. It is shown that if the 
potential decreases asymptotically exponentially then the 
spherical-harmonic coefficients of the scattering amplitude 
behave near k = 0 as in (4.13). As a result the coefficients of 
the Jost function in general behave as in (4.25), though we 
have not been able to rule out the "accidental" possibility of 
exceptions if the rank of the coefficients of an infinite set of 
linear equations is finite and small enough. 

The regular solution defined in II is examined in Sec. 5. 
On the basis of the results of Sec. 4 we find that its spherical-

harmonic coefficients behave near k = 0 as in (5.2), a fact 
that for central potentials is well known and easily provable 
for a large class of potentials irrespective of their asymptotic 
fall-off. Here, however, a definition of the regular solution by 
means of a boundary condition is lacking and (5.2) has to be 
established via the scattering amplitude. The result is Theo
rem 5.1. 

The properties of the regular solution found in Sec. 5 
allow us in Sec. 6 to establish the triangularity of its three
dimensional Fourier transform that had been assumed with
out proper foundation3 in Sec. 8 of II as a basis for the gener
alized GL equation. Two versions of this equation are de
rived. Their kernels are expected, in general, to be 
distributions. 

In Sec. 7 we formally derive generalized GL equations 
for comparison potentials other than zero, and a generalized 
nonlinear GL equation. Section 8 contains the reduction of 
the generalized GL equation to the well known radial equa
tions for central potentials. Section 9 gives a summary of 
what has been accomplished in the series of papers II, III, 
and the present one. 

2. THE HILBERT PROBLEMS 

In this section we shall prepare both the construction of 
the Jost function and of an underlying potential, if it exists, 
from a given scattering amplitude in the presence of bound 
states, by means of the generalized Marchenko equation. It 
turns out to be necessary for the latter purpose to formulate 
the Hilbert problem for operator-valued solutions, just as for 
the Jost function, instead offor vector-valued solutions as in 
Sec. 4 ofIl. We therefore pose first four different relevant 
Hilbert problems. Let ,O/J the class of linear operators on 
L 2(S2). 

Hilbert Problem H b (S): Suppose a function S (k), 
lR---+,%' , is given and for almost all k it has the following 
properties4

: sst = sts = 1; S( - k) = S*(k); QSQ = S; 
(S - l)ESL 2(lR). Find a function F(k), lR---+:~, with the fol-
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lowing properties: 

(a) F( - k) = St(k )QF(k )Q; 

(b) (F - l)eSL 2(R); 

(2.1) 

(c) F(k) is the boundary-value of an analytic function5 

F(k), C+ -+g{j, holomorphic in C+; 

(d) for Imk>O, lim IIF(k)-lll=O. 
Ik I~oo 

Hilbert Problem Hg (S): This is identical with H 6 (S), 
except that (d) is replaced by: for 1m k> 0, 
limlk I~O IIF(k )11 = 0, and (b) is replaced by: FeSL 2(R). 

Hilbert Problem H! (S): Suppose S (k ) is given as in 
H 6 (S); also given is a set of n pairs, each consisting of a 
positive number Km and a finite-dimensional subspace dY m 

ofL 2(S2), m = 1, ... ,n. Find a functionF(k ),R-+g{j, with the 
properties (a), (b), and (d) of H 6(S), as well as 

(c) F(k) is the boundary value of an analytic function 
F(k), C+ -+g{j, meromorphic in C+ with simple poles at 
k = iK m and residues 1 1m ) there such that6 Ran 1 1m

) = dY m' 

Hilbert Problem H ~ (S): This is identical with H! (S), 
except that (b) and (d) are replaced as in Hg(S). 

Problem H 6 (S ) is solved by the generalized Marchenko 
equation. We state the result in the form of 

Lemma2.1: Suppose that A (k;(J,(J ') is such that the self
adjoint operator Y on L 2(R + X S 2) whose kernel is given by 

G (a,fJ;(J,e ') = G (a + f3;e,e ') 

= -i
2
f'" dkkA*(k;-(J',e)eikla+f31 

(217") - '" (2.2) 

is compact, and so is the operator Y' whose kernel is 
G '(a,fJ;(J,e ') = - G ( - a - f3;e,e '); suppose further that 
the function G (a), R-+.q&, defined by the kernel G (a,e,e '), is 
in SL 2(R) and that neither Y nor Y' has the eigenvalues 
± 1. ThenH 6(1 - (k 12m")A ) has a unique solutionF(k )giv

en by 

F(k) = 1 + 1'" da eikaE(a), 

where for a;;;.O, E (a) is the unique solution in SL 2(R +) ofthe 
integral equation 

E(a) = G(a)Q + 100 

df3 G(a + f3)E(f3)Q. (2.3) 

Furthermore, (2.3) is solvable by iteration, [F(k )]-1 has no 
singularities in C+, and (F- 1 

- l)eSL 2(R). 
Proof The proof of the first part is entirely analogous to 

the corresponding part of Theorem 3.1 of III and need not be 
repeated. The proof of the convergence of the iteration (Neu
mann series) is contained in that of Theorem 2.1 of III. We 
need only prove the last part. 

Consider the equation for a > 0, 

E(a) = G( - a)Q + L'" df3 G( - a - f3)E(f3)Q. (2.3') 

By the definition of [1' and the first part of Lemma 2.1 this 
equation has a unique solution E (a) in SL 2(R +) if Y' does 
not have the eigenvalue - 1, and if [1 = ([1 ')' does not have 

A 

the eigenvalue - 1 either then the function F(k) obtained 
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fromE(a) by 

F(k) = 1 + f" da eikaE(a) 

solves the Hilbert problem H 6 (S *). Therefore 
A A 

(F - l)eSL 2(R)andF(k )isholomorphicinC+ . Furthermore 
it satisfies the equation 

F( - k) = S(k )QF(k )Q, (2.4) 

whereas F (k ) satisfies (2.1), the transpose of which reads 

F(-k)=QF(k)Q(S*)(k). (2.1') 

Multiplying (2.4) by (2.1 ') and using the unitarity of S yields 

F( -k)F( -k) = QF(k)F(k)Q. 

The left-hand side being holomorphic in C- and the right
hand side in C + allows us to conclude_b)' an operator gen~
alization of Liouville's theorem that FF = 1, since both F 
and F tend to 1 as 1 k 1-+ 00 in C +. This concludes the proof. 

Corollary: Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 the only 
solution of H g (S ) is the trivial one, F = O. 

We now want to solve H ! (S). For that purpose we con
struct the operator II (k ) as defined in Sec. 4 of III, by means 
of Km and dY m' m = 1, ... ,n. Then define 

sred(k) = Q [ll(k)] -IQS(k )ll( - k) (2.5) 

and pose H 6 (S red) (where red stands for reduced). If S has the 
properties stated in H 6 (S) then so does S red. Next construct 
G red from S red as stated in Lemma 2.1. If [1 red and Y red' are 
compact, neither has the eigenvalue 1, and G redIa) eSL 2(R), 
then the equation 

E redIa) = G red(a)Q + 1'0 df3 G redIa + f3)E red(f3)Q 

(2.3") 

has a unique solution in SL 2(R+) and by Lemma 2.1 the 
function 

red(k) = 1 + 100 

daE red(a)e ika 

is the unique solution of H 6 (S red). The function 

F(k) = Jl(k )Fred(k) 

then solves H! (S). 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The function F (k ) is, in fact, the only solution of H ~ (S ). 
Suppose there were two solutions. Then their difference L1 
would solve H ~ (S ) and II - 1 would solve H g (S red). Hence by 
the corollary to Lemma 2.1, L1 = O. Thus we have proved 

Lemma 2.2: if [1 red and [1 red' are compact, neither has 
the eigenvalue 1, and G redeSL 2(R), then H! (S) has the 
unique solution F = JlFred, where Fred is given by (2.6) in 
terms of the unique solution in SL 2(R+) of (2.3"). 

Corollary: Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 H~ (S) 
has only the trivial solution F = O. 

We now take the Fourier transform of (2.1) in H ! (S ). 
Defining 

E(a)=_l_f
OO 

dke- ika [F(k)_I] 
217" - 00 

(2.8) 
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we obtain 

E(a) = QE( -a)Q+ G(a)Q 

+ I: 00 d{3 G (a + {3 )E (J3 )Q 

together with the requirement that for a < 0 

E(a) = i i I 1m leaK",. 
m= I 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

The system (2.9), in which G (a) and Km ,,w'm = Ran Ilml, 
m = 1, ... ,n, are given, is equivalent to the demands made in 
H~(S) on 

F(k) = 1 + f~ 00 da E (a)eika. (2.6') 

That is, ifand only if EESL 2(K) and it solves the system (2.9), 
F(k) of (2.6') solves H ~ (S). 

Suppose that the homogeneous system consisting of 
(2.9b)(inwhichKm and,w'm = RanI1ml,m = 1, ... ,n,aregiv
en) and the equation 

E (a) = QE ( - a)Q + I: 00 d{3 G (a + (3)E (J3)Q (2.9'a) 

had a nontrivial solution. Then the system (2.9) would not 
have a unique solution. Hence if S satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.2 that lemma would be violated. We have there
fore proved 

Lemma 2.3: If Sis such that GredESL 2(K) and ~red and 
~red' are compact operators without the eigenvalue I, then 
the only solution of the homogeneous system (2.9'a) and 
(2.9b) [in which Km,,w'm = Ran 1 1m ), m = I, ... ,n, and G(a) 
are given] is E (a) = 0 for a > 0, and 1 1m) = 0, m = 1, ... ,n. 

We remark that Lemma 2.3 will be crucial for the con
struction, and there is no analog of it if the Hilbert problems 
are formulated for vector-valued solutions rather than oper
ator-valued ones. 

3. CONSTRUCTION WITH BOUND STATES 

Let us now pose H ~ (S x) for the family of S matrices S x 
corresponding to shifted potentials, i.e., with xEK3

, 

Sx!k;e,e') = S (k;e,e ')eikx'l(J - 0'1. (3.1) 

As a result of this x dependence,w':' will depend on x (see 
Sec. 4 of III) and so will IIx (k ), but not Km' We define 

flx(a)=_I-f
oo 

dke-ika[IIx(k)-l] 
21T - 00 

which is explicitly given by (4.7) ofIIIfor a < 0, while flx(a) 
= 0 for a > O. Then (2.7) leads to the relation for a > 0 

Ex(a) = E~ed(a) + 100 

d{3 flx(a - (3 )E~ed({3) (3.2) 

and fora <0 

Ex (a) =flx(a) + iood{3flx(a-{3)E~ed(J3) (3.2') 

in which Ex is related to Fx and E ~ed to F~ed by (2.8). 
Let us suppose now that for all x the operators ~ ~ed and 

~~ed' are compact, neither has the eigenvalue 1, and that 
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G :edESL 2(R), so thatH ~ (Sx) has a unique solution construc
table via Lemma 2.2 by (2.3/1). As a result Ex solves the sys
tem (2.9). Define 

o 
rx(a) = (.:1 - 2 oa e.V)Ex(a), (3.3) 

where e is regarded as a multiplicative operator. Application 
of the operator.:1 - 20/oae·v to (2.9) leads to the system 

rx(a) = QFx( - a)Q + Gx(a)Qrx 

+ I:ood{3Gx(a+{3)Fx({3)Q (3.4a) 

and fora <0 

rx(a) = i il1.:m)eaKm, (3.4b) 
1 

where, by (3.2) and (3.2') 

rx = 2e·V[Ex(0 -) - Ex (0 +)] 
= - 2e.V[E~ed(0 +) - flx(O - )), (3.5) 

and 

l1.:ml = (.:1 - 2Kme·V)I~ml. (3.6) 

[The derivation of (3.4a) uses the fact that 

(.:1 - 2 ~ e.V)Gx(a) = Gx(a)(.:1 + 2 ~ e·V), 
oa oa 

an integration by parts, and that (2.9a) implies QrxQ = rx 
ifGx(a) is continuous ata = 0.] Multiplying (2.9a) by rx on 
the right and subtracting (3.4a) we obtain 

Fx(a) = QFx( - a)Q + I: 00 d{3 Gx(a + (3)Fx(J3)Q, 

(3.7a) 

where 

Fx(a) = rx(a) -Ex(a)rx' (3.8) 

and similarly from (2.9b) and (3.4b) for a < 0 

Fx(a) = i i l~mleaKm, (3.7b) 
1 

with 

Ilml = Jlml _ I Iml r 
x x x x· (3.9) 

Having solved H ~ (Sx) we know I ~ml and hence the ranges of 
I~m), m = I, ... ,n. Lemma 2.3 then implies that the only solu
tion of the system (3.7) is Fx = llml = O. MUltiplying these 
equations by4 1 we obtain in detail for a < 0 and a > 0 

(.:1 - 2 :a e,v)7Jx(e,a) = I de /I rx(e /I)Ex(a,e,e /I), 

(3.10) 

(.:1 - 2Kme·V)7J~ml(e) = I de /I rx(e /I)I~ml(e,e /I), 
(3.11) 

where 

7Jx(e,a) = Ide' Ex(a,e,e'), 

7J~ml(e) = Ide' nml(e,e '), 
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5Vx(O) = IdO' ;i'/x(O,O') 

= -20,V[1J:ed(0,0+)-ilx(0)], 

ilx(O) = I dO' ilx(O - ,0,0 'I, 

and f/'x(O,O '),EJa,O,O 'I, I~ml(O,O 'I, and ilx(a,O,O ') are the 
kernels of the operators ~'x,Ex(a), I~ml, and ilx(a), 
respectively. 

Suppose now that the miracle occurs i.e., that 5Vx (0) is 
independent of O. We then define 

V(x) = :vx(O) = - 20,V[1J:cd(0,0 +) -ilx(0)].(3.12) 

Then (3.10) and (3.11) become for a <0 and a > 0 

[Ll - 2 :a O·V - V(x)]1Jx(a,o) = 0, 

[Ll - 2KmO·V - V(x)]1J~ml(O) = O. 

Furthermore 

rx(k) = Fx(k)i 

satisfies the equation 

rx( - k) = S!(k )Qrx(k) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

obtained from (2.1) by multiplication by i. Equation (3.13) 
implies that "p(k;O,x) = rx (k,O )exp(ike.x) satisfies the Schro
dinger equation. That it has the correct asymptotic form, 
with the function A (k;O,O ') as its scattering amplitude, is 
shown as (3.19) of III was derived. Eq. (3.15) shows that it 
obeys the required relation between incoming and outgoing 
wave solutions. 

The constructed function "p(k;O,x) is meromorphic as a 
function of k in C +, with simple poles at k = iK m' 

m = 1, ... ,n, and its residues there are 

e-Km(l'X1J~ml(O) = L Y~J - e)u~(x) 
b 

because the range of I~ml is spanned by Y~( - 0) e _. KmO·X (see 
Sec. 4 of III and Sec. 5 ofII). If V(x) has the needed regularity 
[say, (2.1) of II] then it follows that each u~ (x), is in L 2(JR3), 
and (3.14) shows that, since the characters Y~m' b = 1, ... ,N m' 

are linearly independent, each u~ (x) is a bound-state eigen
function of the Schrodingerequation with V(x). Comparison 
with (5.8) of II shows that the functions u~(x) are linearly 
independent and have the asymptotic form (5.5) of II. 

We have therefore proved the generalization of Theo
rem 3.1 of III to the case with bound states. 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose a given unitary 
S (k ) = 1 - (k /21TijA (k) satisfies the Levinson theorem ap
propriate to Nbound states [(5.3) of II] and that A (k;O,O) is 
the boundary value of a meromorphic function with n simple 
poles. Construct the N m characters, m = 1, ... ,n, ~N m = N, 
as in Sec. 5 of II, and JIx as in Sec. 4 of III, Sx by means of 
(3.1), and S ~ed by (2.5) from Sx' Suppose that the resulting 
A :ed = (21Ti/k) (s~ed - lIEd [where d is the class defined 
in Sec. 3 of III; however, we have to add the condition that 
Gx (a;O,O ') be continuous at a = 0]. Then the equation 

1J:ed(a) = G :ed(a) i + Ie d/3 G redIa + /3 )1J:ed(j3), 
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(in which G :ed is constructed from A ~ed as in Lemma 2.1) has 
a unique solution 1J~edEL 2(JR+ xs 2). Suppose further that 
these solutions are miraculous in the sense that (3.12) is inde
pendent ofO. Construct 1Jx from 1J~ed by (4.8) and (4.8') of III 
[i.e., (3.2) and (3.2') multiplied by 1] and define 

"p(k;O,x) = eikO.x + I:", da1Jx(a,O)eik,a + (I,xl 

and 

"plm l(8,x) = 1J~ml(O)e - "mo.x. 

Then "p(k;O,x) and "plml(O,x) satisfy the Schrodinger equations 

[Ll + k 2 - V(x)]"p(k;O,x) = 0, 

[Ll - K~ - V(x) ]"plml(O,x) = 0, 

where V(x) is given by (3.12). Furthermore, the outgoing and 
incoming wave solutions are connected by 

"p( - k;O,x) = I dO'S *(k; -- 0,0 ')"p(k;O ',x) 

and the asymptotic form of"p(k;O,x) is given by (3.19) ofIII. If 
V(x) satisfies (2.1) of III then "plml(O,x) is of the form 

N", 

"plml(O,x) = L Y~J - O)u~(x), 
b=] 

where the N m functions u~ (x), b = 1, ... ,N m' are linearly in
dependent bound-state eigenfunctions in L 2(JR3) of the 
Schrodinger equation with V(x) and 3c such that4 

lim eKmIX!lxlu~(x) = cY~Jx). 
(xi "X 

This theorem characterizes the "admissible" scattering 
amplitudes, but it does not give a sufficient condition for the 
existence of an underlying potential in a particular class of 
functions. While it is not hard to show that if kA (for fixed 0 
and 0 ') is absolutely integrable as a function of k and three 
times differentiable as a function of 0 ' then V (x) decreases as 
Ixl- 2 at infinity, it will require much more work to prove 
sufficient conditions for the potential to be L I(JR3) or in the 
Rollnik class. 

As a second remark we note that if the potential satisfies 
the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 of II [the crucial one of which 
presumably is that VEL I(JR3)] then by (3.8) of II the large-k 
behavior of A (k;O,O ') is dominated by a function/(r) of 
r = k (0 - 0 'I. For such a function the integral 

IdO i"'dkk21/(rW= Jdo I0-or' 3 

X f"dtt 21 /(tiW, 
where i = (0 - 0 ')110 - 0 'I, is always divergent. Conse
quently, if711kA (k )112 EL 2(JR) then the associated potential 
cannot satisfy all the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 of II; presum
ably it cannot be in L I(JR3). It is therefore important to start 
with an amplitude such that kA redESL 2(JR) as stated in the 
definitions of class d (Sec. 3 of III) but such that 
IlkA 112tL 2(R).8 

An interesting point that emerges in the construction is 
that the analyticity of the forward amplitude (or of its trace) 
in C+ was never used in the inversion procedure, except to 
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obtain the bound-state eigenvalues and characters. For this 
connection between bound states and scattering data to exist 
the potential has to be in L I, and indeed, as Sec. 5 of II shows, 
more and more further restrictions on V have to be imposed 
if there are bound states of high multiplicity. It is not known 
what would happen if construction were attempted with an 
amplitude whose trace is not the boundary value of an ana
lytic function holomorphic in C+, and with bound-state data 
that are independent of the scattering data. A plausible con
jecture is that if the miracle occurs, a potential will emerge 
but it will not be in L I. The alternative, that in such a case the 
miracle could not occur, would imply a quite surprising con
nection between the nature of solutions of the generalized 
Marchenko equations and analyticity of the trace of the 
amplitude. 

4. THE JOST FUNCTION 

Suppose an S matrix S (k ) is given and it satisfies the 
Levinson theorem [see Sec. 5 of II] for n bound states of 
degeneraries N m , m = l, ... ,n. We then find the bound-state 
eigenvalues Km' m = l, ... ,n, and the characters Y~ (0) as 
shown in Sec. 5 of II. Let Y~J - 0), b = 1, ... ,N m span JY m' 

We now pose the Hilbert problem H ~ (S ) as stated and 
solved in Sec. 2. If the solution of this problem isF (k ) then we 
define the Jost function by 

J(k) = [F(k )]-1. (4.1) 

According to (2.7) correspondingly 

J(k) =ped(k )ii( - k), (4.2) 

where ped = (F red) - I, and hence the operator J (iKm) has a 
nullspace equal to JY m' which includes the space spanned by 
the residueoftf(k;O,x) at its poleatk = iKm for all values ofx. 
The only question is whether [F (k )] - 1 has any singularities in 
C+. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the Jost functions J (k) 
satisfies the relation 

J( - k) = QJ(k)QS(k) (4.3) 

and that it is holomorphic in C+. We state the result in the 
form of 

Theorem 4.1. If the scattering amplitude A (k,O,O ') satis
fies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 and neither ftJ red nor ftJ redl 
has the eigenvalues ± 1 then the Jost function J (k ) is given 
by (4.1) in terms of the unique solution of the Hilbert prob
lem H ~ (S), J + - 1 is in SL 2(R), and J (k ) is the boundary 
value of an analytic function J (k ), C+ ---+f!lJ , holomorphic in 
C+ such that for 1m k > 0 

lim IIJ(k) -111 = O. 
Ik I '00 

Furthermore,l(k) is singular at k = iKm, m = 1, ... ,n, in the 
sense that J (iK m ) has a nontrivial null space equal to JY m' 

We note that Lemma 2.1 of III gives sufficient condi
tions on the potential for ftJ red and ftJ redl to be compact and 
for ftJ red to be in SL 2(lR). 

For later purposes we will require certain properties of 
the expansion coefficients of the Jost function on the basis of 
the spherical harmonics. For the latter (normalized) we shall 
use the simplified notation YL (0), in which capital L denotes 
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the pair (I,m), 1=0,1,2, ... , -1<.m.;J As a preliminary we 
start by defining expansion coefficients of the wave function 
tf(k;O,x) as a function of O. (We emphasize that no assump
tion is made that the potential is spherically symmetric.) 
Define 

tfL (k,x) = f dO Y!W)tf(k;O,x), (4.4) 

which exists for all k and x if V satisfies (2.1) of II. It follows 
from the integral equation (2.3) of II and the expansion of the 
plane wave4 

tf°(k;O,x) = eike
.
x = 41T I i'l/(k Ixl)YL(O )Y!(X), (4.5) 

L 

wherej,(z) is a spherical Bessel function, that 

tfL(k,x) = 41Ti'l/(k Ixl)Yr(x) 

1 f 3 e
ik Ix - yl 

- - d y V (y)tfL (k,y). 
41T Ix - yl 

This equation can be solved by Fredholm methods analo
gous to those used in Sec. 2 of II. Since 

I . (z)1 <.C Izl' 
it '(I+lzl)'+' (4.6) 

one easily finds that if D (0) #- 0, where D (k ) is the modified 
Fredholm determinant [(2.18) of II], and if V is such that 

fd 3
X jV(x)llxl/< 00 (4.7) 

then as k---+O 

I/Jr.(k,x) = O(k I). (4.8) 

If V is such that 3€ > 0 for which 

f d 3X I V(x)le<lxl < 00 (4.9) 

then (4.7) holds for alII, and hence so does (4.8). What is 
more, one readily proves that if(4.9) holds then tfL(k,x) and 
tf(k;O,x) are analytic/unctions of k for real k #-0, and includ
ing k = 0 if D (0) #-0. More precisely than (4.8) one can prove 
that for each L 3 C such that 

(4.10) 

where II . II denotes the L 2(R3
) norm. 

As a next step we define similar expansion coefficients 
for the scattering amplitude in its dependence on 0 and 0 I: 

ALL,(k)= fdOdO' YL(O)Y!,(OI)A(k;O,O'). (4.11) 

It follows from formula (3.1) of II for the scattering ampli
tude that 

ALL,(k) = - (- i)'f d 3x V(x)Y!(x)j/(k Ixl)tfL,(k,x). 

(4.12) 

One then easily proves by means of (4.6) and (4.10) 
Lemma 4.2: If the potential satisfies (2.1) of II and (4.9) 

for some € > 0 and if k = 0 is not an exceptional point, then 
for all Land L I, A LL' (k ), as a function of k, is analytic on the 
real axis and 3 C/[, such that 

I I 1
1+ I' IALL,(k) <CII' k (4.13) 
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for all real k. 
We note that in the spherically symmetric case 

ALL' = 0 unlessL = L', and then (4.13) is a well-known re
sult for exponentially decreasing potentials. 

Corollary: On the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 

an , 
ak n ALL·(k )Ik =0 = 0 for n <I + I . (4.14) 

We now translate these results to the Fourier transform 
of kA, the function G (a;O,O') defined in (2.1). If we define 

and 

GLL·(a) = fdOdO'YL(O)Y!,(O')G(a;O,O') 

= - i(-2 1)1 f"" dk keikaAL'L *(k) 
(211") -- "" 

p2L' = ~ J"" da anGLL , (a), 
n! - "" 

then (4.14) immediately implies 
Lemma 4.3: On the assumptions of Lemma 4.2, 

p2L' = 0 for all n<1 + I'. (4.15) 

We now return to the Jost function and define 

2(k) = J(k ) - 1 

and 

.I"\L'(k) = {dOdO' YL(O)Y!,(O')2(k;O,O') 

as well as the Fourier transforms 

2'(a) = _1_ f"" dk e - ika2(k), 
211" - 00 

2' LL' (a) = _1_ f"" dk e - ika2LL, (k). 
211" - "" 

We translate (4.3) into the equation 

2'(a)Q - Q2'( - a) = G( - a) 

+ I~ "" dP G( - a -P)2'(f3)· 

Expansion on the spherical harmonics yields 

(- 1)/2' L'L(a) - (- 1(2' L'L( - a) = GL'L( - a) 

+ ~ I~ "" dP GL'L" (- a - P)2' L"L(f3)· 

Multiplying by an and integrating we obtain 

[( - 1)/+n - (-I(]r2'L =P2'L 

n-I'-1 I" n -I' -I" - 1 

+ I I " n-sr s 
~ PL'L" L"L 

I" =0 m" = -I" s=o 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

by shifting variables of integration, using the binomial theo
rem, and defining 

r2'L = ~J"" da a n2' L'L(a). (4.22) 
n! - "" 

The upper limits on the sums in (4.21) originate from (4.15). 
For each fixed nand L, (4.21) constitutes a finite set of equa
tions for r~'L withs..;n and I' <n. Define 1/ to be the set of 
allr2'L with I' + n <I. For r2'LEJiI (4.21) reduces to the 
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following sets of homogeneous equations: For O<r<min 
(21 ',1- 1), r even, 

1-1-r I" 1-1"-I-r 
I~O m,J.-I" s~o pi"ti:-r-sr~"L =0; (4.23a) 

for I' + l,n,I-I', 

[( - 1)/+n - (- It]r2'L 

n-I'-1 I" n-I'-I"-1 
= I I " n-srs 

~ PL'L" L"L; (4.23b) 
/" =0 m" = -I" s=o 

and for n <min(/-I', I' + 1), I + I' + n odd, 

r2'L = O. (4.23c) 

For a fixed value of I, I' may be allowed to run from 0 to 00 in 
(4.23a). Therefore (4.23a) make up an infinite set of homo
geneous equations for the (finite number of) members of 1 1, 

The set of p's that would allow them to have nontrivial solu
tions is at most exceptional. In the generic case we may con
clude that (4.15) and (4.20) imply that 

r 2 'L = 0 for n <I - I '. 

We note parenthetically that for n>1 + 1', with 
r = n -1-1', for r> 0 even, (4.21) becomes 

1-1+r I" 1-/"-I+r 
" " "pI + /' + r - s r s 
~ ~ ~ L'L" L"L 

1"=0 m"=-I" s=O 

= -pi"t[+r, 

(4.24) 

which for fixed r and I is an infinite set of inhomogeneous 
equations for the finite set of r ~ "L' This implies that unless 
the set ofp's is, again, exceptional, no solution for rt"L U I 

exists. It follows that in general Eq. (4.13), withanS(k ) that is 
analytic at k = 0, will have no solution that is analytic there. 
Thus not even (4.9) assures analyticity of J(k) at k = O. 

From (4.24) and the inversion of (4.19) we conclude 
Lemma 4.4: If A (k ) is such that (4.13) holds, then every 

solution of (4.3) is such that near k = 0 

(4.25) 

where n = max (0,/ - I 'I. [Here 2LL , is defined by (4.16) and 
(4.17) in terms of the solutionJ(k) of(4.3).] 

Consider now 

2L(k,O) = IdO' Y!(O')2(k;O,O') 

and calculate 

f
d02L(k,O)eikIJ.X=411" I 2L'L(k)FY!,(i)jI·(klxl) 

L'"L 

(4.26) 

+ {dO 2L(k,O )EL(k,O,x), (4.27) 

where 

EL(k,O,x) = eikIJ.x 
- 411" I /'YL,(O)Y!,(i)jI,(k Ixl)· 

L'"L 

It follows from (4.25) and (4.26) that the sum on the right of 
(4.27) is O[(lxlk)~ as k---+O. It is easily seen from (4.6) and the 
analyticity of E L that E L = 0[( Ix I k )1 + 1]. Since by Theorem 
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4.1, L (k )ESL 2(R), it follows that 

I~ 00 dk I dB 12L(k,BW < 00, 

which implies that 

~i~ k 2I dB 12L(k,B W = O. 

As a result the integral in (4.27) is 0[( Ixlk )'] and therefore, as 
k-+O 

I dB 2L (k,B )elkli.x = 0 [(lxlk )']. (4.28) 

5. THE REGULAR SOLUTION 

As in II we define the regular solution of the Schro
dinger equation by9 

¢>=JI/J (5.1) 

or more explicitly, 

¢>(k;B,x) = IdB' J(k;B,B ')I/J(k;B ',x). (5.1') 

It therefore satisfies the integral equation 

¢> (k;B,x) = elk().x + I dB' 2(k;B ',B )e,kII"x 

1 I elk Ix -y! 
- - d 3y V(y)¢> (k;B,y). 

41T Ix - yl 
Its spherical-harmonic projection 

¢>L(k,x) = IdB Y!(B)¢> (k;B,x) 

consequently solves 

¢>dk,x) = 41Ti'i,(k Ixl )Y!(x) + I dB 2L (k,B )e,kli.X 

1 I elk Ix-yl 
- - d 3y V (Y)¢>L (k,y). 

41T Ix - yl 
By (4.6) and (4.28) the inhomogeneity here is 0 [(lxlk)1 as 
k-+O. It then easily follows that if k = 0 is not exceptional, 
and if V satisfies (4.9) then 

¢>L (k,x) = 0 (k I). (5.2) 

It follows from (5.1), (4.3), and (3.16') of II, and the uni
tarity of S that 

¢> ( - k;B,x) = ¢> (k; - B,x). (5.3) 

This, together with the analyticity of JI/J in C + , implies that ¢> 
is an entire analytic function of k (for all x and almost all B ). 
It can thus be expanded in a convergent power series in k: 

¢> (k;B,x) = ! k nCn (B,x) (5.4) 
n=O 

whose coefficients Cn are functions of Band x. The result 
(5.2) then implies that in general 

I
dB an¢> (k;B,x) I YL(B) = 0 (5.5) 

ak n k ~O 

for alii> n. The words "in general" are intended to say that 
we have not been able to rule out the possibility that if the 
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scattering amplitude is exceptional (5.5) may fail. 
The result (5.5) is well known for central potentials. Eq. 

(8.5) shows that in that case ¢>L(k,x) differs from the regular 
radial function ¢>, (k, Ix I) by a factor of k " and ¢>, is known to 
be entire analytic. However, in order to prove this, and hence 
(5.5), in the case of a central potential no requirement as 
.strong as (4.9) is needed. Since ¢>,(k, Ixl) can be defined direct
ly by means of a boundary condition, its analyticity can be 
proved by means of its Volterra equation. In the non central 
case no such direct definition of ¢>L (k,x) is known and (5.5) 
has had to be proved by the circuitous route of Sec. 4, via the 
intermediary of the scattering amplitude's property (4.13). 
This property requires, in the central case too, the exponen
tial decay (4.9) of the potential. 

Note that since YL ( - B) = ( - 1 )'YL (B), the definition 
of ¢>L (k,x) shows that it may be written in the form 

¢>L(k,x) = k '¢L(k 2,X), 

where ¢L is an entire analytic function of k 2. Now we may 
choose such linear combinations of Y 7'( B ) to form Y L (B ) 
that k 'YL (B) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree I in the 
three Cartesian components of the vector kB = (k.,k2,k3). It 
follows therefore from (5.2) that ¢> (k;B,x) is an entire analytic 
function of each of the Cartesian components of kB 
separately. 

Let us look at the integrability of ¢> as a function of k on 
the real line. Let a be in L 2(S 2). Then by (5.1) 

(a,(¢> - I/JO)) = (a,( J - 1)(I/J - I/JO)) 

+ (a,(J - l)I/JO) + (a(,I/J - I/JO)), 

where I/Jo is defined by (4.5). Since by Theorem 4.1 (r - 1) 
ESL 2(S 2), by Lemma 2.4 of II, and since I/Jo is uniformly 
bounded, each of the three terms on the right-hand side is 
square integrable as a function of k. Therefore for each fixed 
ad 2(S2) 

I dk I (a,(¢> (k,x) - I/JO(k,x)W < 00 (5.6) 

the inner product being in L 2(S 2). This may be stated by say
ing that, as a function of k, ¢> - I/Jo is weakly square integra
ble: (¢> - I/JO)E WL 2(R). 

We also note that it follows from (5.1), Theorem 4.1, 
Lemma 2.3 of II, and Lemma 2.4 of II, that for any fixed 
ad 2(S 2) the function (a,¢> )(k ) is an entire function of expo
nential order Ixl. We shall summarize all of these results in 

Theorem 5.1: Suppose that V satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.1 of II, of Lemma 2.4 of II, and of Theorem 4.1. 
Then there exists a "regular solution" ¢> (k;B,x) of the Schro
dinger equation in R3 given by (5.1) with the following 
properties: 

(a) ¢> satisfies the symmetry (5.3); 

(b) as a function of k, (¢> - l/Jo)EWL 2(R), 

where I/Jo is a defined by (4.5), ¢> - I/Jois regarded as a function 
R-+L 2(S2), and WL 2(R) is defined by (5.6); 

(c) for all fixed x and almost all fixed B, ¢> (k;B,x) is an 
entire analytic function of k, and for each fixed ad 2(S2), 
(a,¢> ) is of exponential order Ix I· 

If furthermore, V satisfies (4.12) for some E> 0, then 
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(d) in general each expansion coefficient of if> as a func
tion of e on the basis of the spherical harmonics satisfies (5.2) 
near 0, or equivalently, if> satisfies (5.5); 

(e) under thes~ conditions if> is an entire analytic func
tion of each Cartesian component of ke separately. 

The meaning of "in general" is explained below (5.5) 
and below (4.23c). 

6. THE GENERALIZED GL EQUATION 

As in (5.1) ofIlI we define the Fourier transform of 
if> - t/J0 in its dependence upon k 

q(x,e,a) = - dk e-'ka[t/J°(k;e,x) - t/> (k;e,x)] , 1 f"" . 
2rr - "" 

(6.1) 

where t/J0 is defined by (4.5). This Fourier integral exists for 
almost all e and a (and all x) in the WL 2 sense, by Theorem 
5.1, so that for each x, and each aEL 2(S2), Ide a*(e) 
q(x,e,a)EL 2(K). Furthermore, (5.5) implies that for all nand 
all i> n 

fda f deanq(x,e,a)YL(e) = 0, 

and (5.3), that 

q(x, - e, - a) = q(x,e,a). 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

It follows from (6.2) and (6.3) that q(x,e,a) is a Radon trans
form. Ifwe define the three-dimensional Fourier transform 

h (x,y) = (1/2rr)3 1"" dk k 2f de 

Xe - ikll·Y[t/J°(k;e,x) - t/> (k;e,x)] (6.4) 

then q is the Radon transform of h, 

q(x,e,a) = f d 3y l5(a - e.y)h (x,y). (6.5) 

Since there is no assurance that (t/Jo - if> )EL 2(K3
), h, asafunc

tion of y, is generally not square integrable and may be a 
distribution. 

It follows from (c) of Theorem 5.1 and the Paley-Wie
ner theorem 10 that for every aEL 2(S 2) the function of a 

f de a*(e )q(x,e,a) 

has support in the interval ( - Ixl,lxl): 

f
ix I 

if> (k;e,x) = t/J°(k;e,x) - da eikaq(x;e,a) 
-Ixl 

(6.6) 

in the weak L 2 sense. It then follows I I from (6.2) that the 
support of h (x,y) is in the balllyl..;; Ixl. [Alternatively, this 
conclusion may be reached by combining (c) and (e) ofTheo
rem 5.1 and using the Paley-Wiener theorem for each of the 
three Fourier integrals with respect to the three Cartesian 
components of ke.] This establishes the "triangularity" of 
h (x,y) that had been assumed in II on insufficient grounds. 

The ~eneralized GL procedure may now be based en
tirely on h (x,y), or else on q(x,e,a). The former is very much 
simpler and more elegant, but it has the drawback of dealing 
with kernels that may be distributions. The arguments of II, 
Secs. 7 and 8, lead to the generalized GL equation for 
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Ixl>lyl, 

II' (x,y) = ho(x,y) - f d 3 zh(x,z)ho(z,y), (6.7) 
)lzl<IXI 

which is (8.4) of II. The kernel ho(z,y) is given by 

ho(z,y) = J t/J°(k,z) d (p - pO) t/J°(k,y)*, (6.8) 

which is more explicitly written out below (8.5) of II, but 
where in our present notation 

M(k) = Q [J(k )Jt(k)] -IQ - 1. (6.9) 
The partial differential equations satisfied by 11', and repre
sentations of the potential, are given in Sec. 5 ofIlI. 

One may also obtain an equation for q by taking a par
tial Radon transform of (6.7) [since (6.7) holds only for 
Iyl < Ixl]' Defining 

i 3 v ° d y ho(z,y)l5(a - e.y) = qlxl (z,e,a), 
lyl < Ixl 

we find from (6.7) for lal < Ixl 

q(x,e,a) = q[xi (x,e,a) - f d 3Z II' (x,z)q[XI (z,e,a). 
)Izl < Ixl 

Furthermore, since qO can be written in the form 

q~l(z,e,a) = f de'o//Ixl(e',e'.z;e,a), 

and 

f d 3Z h (x,y)f(e·z) = f dpq(x,e,/3 )f,I/3), 

we obtain the generalized GL equation for q(x,e,a), for 
lal <lxi, 

q(x,e,a) = f de' all Ixl (e ',e '.x;e,a) 

- fde' flX
I 

dP q(x,e',/3) all Ixl (e' ,/3;e,a), 
-Ixl 

(6.10) 

which replaces (8.3) ofll.12 
The partial Radon transform all x is calculated by 

means of the formula (for a..;; Ixl) 

/(k,e.e',lxl,a) = f d 3yl5(a _ e.y)eikll '·Y 

)IYI<lxl 

= 2rr(lx12 - a 2)1/2 eikall.II' 

kle xe'l 

XJI [k(lxI 2 _a2)1/2Ie xe'I], 

where Ie xe'l = [1- (e-e')2j112 andJl istheBesselfunction 
of order one. Thus 

all Ixl (0 ',/3;O,a) = (21T)-3 L"" dk k 2J dO" 

Xeik(J /(k,e.e ",lxl,a)M(k,e', - e") 

+ ntl f de" e - K./JMK.le ',e") 

X/(iKn,e·e ",Ixl,a), (6.11) 

where M and M K • are the kernels, defined in (8.1) and (5.22) 
of II, that enter the spectral function. 
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7. OTHER GENERALIZED GL EQUATIONS 

We shall derive a generalization of the G L equation that 
leads from a given "reference potential" to another poten
tial, and a generalization ofthe nonlinear GL equation. 

Let us write Eq. (7.8") of II in the form 

if; V(k) = U)v0if; O(k) 

and 

if; W(k) =U)w°if;°(k) =U)wO(U)vO)-lif; V(k), 

so that if 

if; W(k) = U)wvif; V(k) 

then 

U)WO(U)VO)-l = U)wv. 

It follows that U)wv = (U)VW)-l and hence 

U)WV = U)w0U)0v. 

Writing U) = 1 - h we therefore have 

h wv = h wo + hOV _ h wOhoV 

or, since [vo = - h OV, if we write U)-I = 1 + l, 
h wv = h wo _[vo + h wo[vo. 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

Now, h WO(x,y) = 0 for Iyl > Ix!. and hence [WO(x,y) = 0 for 
Iyl > 14 Consequently (7.2) reads explicitly 

h wv (x,y) = h WO(x,y) _ [VO(x,y) 

+ ( d 3Z h WO(x,z)[VO(z,y) 
)IYI < Izl < Ixl 

and implies that h WV(x,y) = 0 for Iyl > lxi, and hence 
[wv = 0 for Iyl > Ixl. 

The completeness for W reads, symbolically, 

8= fif;wdPWif;wt=U)wvfif;vdPwif;vt(U)wV)t (7.3) 

or 

[(U)WV)t] -I = U)wv f if; v dpwif; vt, 

whereas the completeness for V reads 

8= fif;vdPVif;vt 

so that 

U)wv = U)wv f if; vdpv if; vt 

and therefore 

(7.4) 

{(U)WV)t] -I _ U)wv = U)wv f if; v d (pw _ pV)if; vt. (7.5) 

If we write explicitly 

h ~(x,y) = f if; V(k,x) d [pW(k) - pV(k )]if; V(k,y)t (7.6) 

then (7.2) implies that for Iyl < Ixl 

h wv (x,y) = h ~(x,y) - { d 3Z h wv (x,z)h ~(z,y). 
)Izl < Ixl 

(7.7) 
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The solution of the Schr6dinger equation with the po
tential W is given by 

if; W (k,O,x) = if; v (k,O,x) - f d 3y h wv (x,y)if; v (k,O,y), 

(7.8) 

from which we obtain the equation 

[..::lx -..::ly - W(x) + V(y)]h WV(x,y) 

=83(x-y)[V(x)- W(x)]. 

Thus, 

V(u) - W(u) = - 2 lim ~ { dO 
.---0 )e.u > ° 

(7.9) 

X O·V uh (u + 1€O,U - !€O). (7.10) 

The generalized nonlinear GL equation is obtained 
similarly by concluding from (7.3) that 

(U)WV)-I[(U)WV)t]-1 = fif; v dpw if; Vt 

and subtracting (7.4), 

U)vw(U)vw)t _ 8 = f if; v d (pw _ pV) if; vt. 

Explicitly, this reads, for Ixl > Iyl, 

h VW(x,y) = h ~(x,y) - ( d 3Z h VW(x,z)h vW(y,z)*. 
)Izl < lyl 

(7.11) 

It must be noted, however, that if h is a distribution this 
equation may not make any sense. 

8. CENTRAL POTENTIALS 

Suppose that V(x) = V(lxl). In that case h (x,y) can de
pend on x and y only via x·y and we expand 

IxllylhV(x,y) = L YL(x)Y!IY)K/(\xl,lyl), (8.1) 
L 

Eq. (5.7") ofIlI then becomes for s < t 

[ 
a2 a

2 
( 1 1 ) ] ---+/(/+ 1) --2" + V(t) KL(t,s) =0 

as2 at 2 t 2 s 
(8.2) 

and K (t,s) = 0 for s > t. Eq. (5.9) of III implies that for alII 

a 
- 2-K/(s,s) = V(s). 

as 
(8.3) 

Alternatively, if we wish to regard K/(t,s) as satisfying a par
tial differential equation even across its discontinuity at t = s 
then this equation is 

[ 
a2 a

2 
( 1 I ) ) ---+1(1+ 1) --- + V(t) K/(t,s) 

as2 at 2 t 2 S2 

d = - 28(t - s) - K/(s,s), (8.4) 
ds 

which in view of(8.3), is identical with the result of inserting 
(8.1) in (5.7) ofIlI. 

We define the functions ¢/(k,s) and ¢ ~(k,s) by the 
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expansions 

tP (k,O,s) = I (ik )/ tP/(k,lxl)Y!(O )YL(x), (8.5) 
L Ixl(21 + I)!! 

eikO.x = "" (ik )/ tP O(k IxI)Y*(O)Y (x). (8.5') 7' Ixl(2/+ I)!! /, L L 

Then (5.5') of III leads to 

tP/(k,t) = tP ?(k,t) - f dS I K/(t,s)tP \Ol(k,s). (8.6) 

The generalized Gel'fand-Levitan equation (6.7) is easi
ly seen to lead to 

K/(t,s) = g/(t,s) - fdU K/(t,u)g/(u,s), (8.7) 

where g/ is defined by the expansion 

Ixllylho(x,y) = I YL(x)Y!(y)g/(lxl,lyl)[(21 + 1)!!]-2 
L 

so that 

g/(t,s) = J tP ?(k,s)d Ip/ - p?)tP ?(k,t), 

where dip/ - p?) is defined by the expansion 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

dip -pO)(k,O,O') = I YL(O)Y!(O')dlp/ -p?)(k). 
L 

(8.10) 

Equations (8.3), (8.2), and (8.7) are the well-known equa
tions 13 for the inverse problem of angular momentum I. 

We also note that the relation (5.1') together with the 
expansions 

t/J(k,O,x) = (11k Ixl)I i/t/J/(k,lxl)Y!(O)YL(x), (8.11) 
L 

J(k,O,O') = Ift(k)YL(O)Y!(O'), (8.12) 
L 

and (8.5) lead to 

tP/(k,lxl) = (21 + l)!!k -1-1t(k )t/J/(k,lxl). (8.13) 

From this we may conclude l4 thatft is the well-known Jost 
function for the angular momentum I. Equation (8.12) may 
be replaced by 

J(k,O,O') - 8(0,0') = (1I41T)I (21 + I) 
I 

X [ft(k) - I ]p/(O.O '). (8.12') 

Thus the three-dimensional equations reduce to all the 
well-known ones for central potentials. The question wheth
er hand J are/unctions rather than distributions is related to 
the question of the convergence of the expansions in (8.1) and 
(8.12'). A similar reduction of the generalized Marchenko 
equation for central potentials does not appear to be possi
ble. This is not surprising in view of the fact that the radial 
Marchenko equations deal with Jost solutions. 

9. SUMMARY 

Let us refer to the mapping of a potential Vas a function 
lR3--.lR (with varying restrictions needed for various pur-
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poses) to the scattering amplitude A as a function 
R X S 2 X S 2 --.C, defined by the Schrodinger equation, as oF. 
The series of papers II, III, and the present one, have dealt 
with its inverse, oF-I, leading from A to V. The following 
aspects of oF-I have been considered: 

( 1) Reconstruction, 

(a) uniqueness, 

(b) reconstruction procedure; 

(2) Construction, 

(a) existence, 

(b) uniqueness, 

(c) construction procedure. 

By (I) I mean the reconstruction of the underlying potential 
if the given scattering amplitude is known to be associated 
with one. The uniqueness questions (la) and (2b) are an
swered by Lemma 3.1 ofII (which is not new). Two alterna
tive new reconstruction procedures have been given: a gener
alized Marchenko equation and a generalized Gel'fand
Levitan equation. 

If there are no bound states [which can be ascertained 
from the scattering amplitude by means of the Levinson 
theorem, (5.3) of II] then the reconstruction proceeds via the 
generalized Marchenko equations, a linear integral equation 
whose kernel was proved to be compact (Theorem 2.1 of III). 
If there are bound states then their eigenvalues and charac
ters (which here take the place of the norming constants in 
one dimension) are constructed from A by a method given in 
Sec. 5 of II. The reconstruction via a generalized Marchenko 
equation is then accomplished by Sec. 4 (Lemma 4.1) of III. 

In the generalized GL method it is first necessary to 
construct the generalized Jost function from the given am
plitude. This is done via Theorem 4.1 of this paper by solving 
a generalized Hilbert problem by means of a generalized 
Marchenko equation (Lemma 2.2 of this paper). This leads to 
the spectral function, (7.13) ofIl [(6.9) of this paper], for the 
"regular solutions." For potentials with exponential fall-off 
generalized linear and nonlinear GL equations are estab
lished "in general" in Secs. 6 and 7 of this paper. In contrast 
to the generalized Marchenko equation they can by expected 
to have noncom pact kernels that are distributions. On the 
other hand, they are integral equations on finite domains. 
Reduction of the generalized GL equation for central poten
tials to the well-known radial GL equations is given in Sec. 8 
of this paper. 

Ifan amplitude A, lRXS2XS2--.C, is given and is not 
known to be associated with a potential, there is a nontrivial 
existence or characterization problem: to characterize those 
functions A that are in the range of f. A partial answer is 
provided by the construction procedure, as given by Theo
rem 3.1 of III if there are no bound states, and by Theorem 
3.1 of the present paper if there are. The essential character
izing property is the miracle, as defined in these theorems. 
However, the problem of characterizing the functions whose 
pre-images under oF are potentials in certain specific rel
evant classes, such as L 'nL 2 or the Rollnik class, is still 
open.'s 
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The following new results have emerged as incidental 
effects of the solutions of the inverse problem. The bound 
states of the Schr6dinger equation in 1R3 have received a new 
characterization (Sec. 5 of II); a set of generalized Hilbert 
problems for operator-valued functions has been solved (Sec. 
2 of this paper); a Jost function and a "regular solution" of 
the Schr6dinger equation in 1R3 have been constructed and 
their most important properties have been established (Secs. 
4 and 5 of this paper). 

Note added in proof I am indebted to Professor Y. Saito 
for pointing out to me that the equation four lines from the 
bottom of the left-hand column ofp. 1713 of II is in error and 
should be replaced by 

V'(x 0) = (0 - yO'Y)'VV(x + y) . 
,y, 1 - (O.y)2 

As a result the proof of Lemma 3.2 of II is invalid. A modifi
cation of this proof by means ofH6lder's inequality leads to 
the following replacement of Lemma 3.2: If the assumptions 
stated in Lemma 3.2 of II are made, and in addition it is 
assumed that 3C., and Il such that for all kelR3 

W(k)1 ,C.(,u2 + Ik 1
2
)-., 

where Vis the Fourier transform of V, then for allp > 4, 3C2 
such that for all fa P(S 2) 

f: '" dk k 211AJII~ < C Ilfll~, 
where 11·llp is the Lp-norm. 

This form of Lemma 3.2 (and its corresponding change 
in the corollary stated in II) suffices for all subsequent 
results. 

I am also aware of some misprints in III. The lower 
limits on the k-integrals in the equations on lines 7 to 10 from 
the bottom of the right-hand column on p. 2192 should all be 
- 00. Equation (A3) is valid for 0 < a < 1. The equation four 

lines below (A3) should read 

(0' - 0 ")2(0 _ 0 ")2 = (2 - 10 + 0 'lu)2 

- 10 - 0 '1 2(1 - U
2

)COS
2 1,6, 

and similarly in the integral in the next line. In line 6 from 
below in the same column, it should be 0 (la2 - 11 a/2 - .), and 
in line 4 from below, a2>b 2. 
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A sharper upper bound on the spin-flip cross section is found by applying the variational 
calculus with three equality constraints and unitarity. These are the total cross section, elastic 
cross section, and the forward slope. Unitarity of the partial waves provides the inequality 
constraints. 

PACS numbers: 03.80. + r, 02.30.Wd, 11.90. + t 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In two previous papers 1.2 we extended the application 
of the variational calculus to problems in elementary particle 
scattering3

.4 to cases with spin. The results of Ref. 1 on the 
upper bound of the spin-flip cross section were applied to 
1T+ p scattering to find numerical solutions. 5 We are in the 
process of applying these results to other spin !-spin 0 cases. 
The solutions we found show that the bound gets weaker as 
the energy increases. 

It can even be larger than the elastic cross section. Con
sidering that the input is the total cross section, the result is 
still an improvement on the input. At low energies there is no 
difference between the elastic and total cross sections. How
ever, at large energies, adding the elastic cross section as a 
third constraint should improve the bound. 

In this paper we add the elastic cross section to our 
constraints. The results are not altogether trivial. With two 
constraints the inelastic class I + I - had no contribution. 
Now it may contribute. Partially inelastic classes 1+ B - and 
I - B + could contribute before only to saddle points, but not 
to the maximum. With three constraints they can contribute 
to the upper bound. 

In Sec. II we write the expressions for the spin-flip cross 
section, total cross section, elastic cross section, and the for
ward slope. Using these quantities, as well as the partial 
waves, we write the Lagrange function. The maximum con
ditions are found by taking the second derivatives of this 
function. In this section we also define four classes according 
to the elasticity of the partial waves. 

In Sec. III the forms of the partial waves in these four 
classes are found. Because of the existence of the third con
straint the possibilities are larger and the expressions a little 
more complicated. The existence of the third I-independent 
Lagrange parametery makes it possible for the maximum 
conditions to be satisfied in all classes. As we already men
tioned before, this was not the case with two constraints. 

In conclusion we summarize and discuss our results. 

II. CONSTRAINTS, LAGRANGE FUNCTION, AND THE 
FOUR CLASSES 

For simplicity we define G, Ao, E, and S instead of (J'SF' 

(J'T, cr, and dA Idt I, ~ o. 

-IResearch supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council (NSERC). 

k dA I S= 4k2---m-- I/(/+ 1)[(/+ l)a,+ +Ial_]' 
(s) dt '~O 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(4) 

Here (J'SF is the spin-flip cross section, (J'T the total cross sec
tion,cr elastic cross section, A the imaginary part of the scat
tering amplitude, dA I dt I I ~ 0 the forward slope, k the c.m. 
momel)tum, and a, + ,a,_ ,r, + ,rl _ the imaginary and real 
parts of the partial waves. 

The inequality constraints of unitarity are 

ul=al+ -ay+ -0+;;'0, 

v, = a,_ - ay_ - 0- ;;.0. 

(5) 

(6) 

The problem is to maximize G subject to constraints 
(2)-(6). The Lagrange function is 

L = G + aAo + yE + (3S + I(l + 1)A1u, + IIIL1v,. 

(7) 

To preserve notation of the previous work we called the 
Lagrange parameter of the new constraint E,y. As before, 
A, ;;.O,IL,;;'O from the theory of inequality constraints and the 
factors (I + 1) and I are chosen for convenience. We also 
define the frequently appearing combinations 

B=_2_1_ D 2(/+ 1) 
21 + l' 21 + 1 

(8) 

We now differentiate L with respect to a, a rand +, ,-, '+ 
r,_ . 

JL O. --= gIVes 
Ja,+ 

(B + Y -A,)a,+ - Ba,_ + Ha + 1(1 + 1).8 + Ad = O. (9) 

JL O. --= gIves 
Ja,_ 

Da,+ - (D + r - IL,)a,_ 

JL O. --= gIves 
Jr,+ 

- Ha + I (I + 1).8 + IL,] = O. 
(10) 

(B + Y - A,)r,+ - Br,_ = O. (11) 
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aL 0' --= gives ar,_ 
Dr,+ - (D + Y - /-ll)rl_ = 0. (12) 

As in the case with two constraints we define four classes 
according to whether a pair of amplitudes It + ,It _ are both 
elastic, both inelastic, first one elastic and second inelastic, 
and vice versa: 

I+I- = !flu,>O,v,>Oj, AI =O,/-ll =0, (13) 

I+B- = !f lUI >O,vl =OJ, AI =0,/-l1>0, (14) 

I-B+ = !flul =O,vl>Oj, A,>O,/-l, =0, (15) 

B+B- = !flu , =O,vl = OJ, A,>O,/-l,>O. (16) 

For a fixed value of I a pair of amplitudeslt + ,It _ belongs to 
one and only one of these classes. 

To find the maximum conditions we also take the sec
ond derivatives of L, 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

For a maximum we have from the negativeness of the second 
variations 

B + y-A,,,O, 

D + Y - /-l1"0. 

(23) 

(24) 

III. FORMS OF THE PARTIAL WAVES IN DIFFERENT 
CLASSES 

Class I + I -: In this class AI = O,/-ll = 0. Hence Eqs. (9) 
and (10) become 

(B+y)a ,+ -Ba,_ +Ha+/(/+1)13] =0, (25) 

Da,+ -(D+y)a,_ -Ha+/(/+ 1)13] =0. (26) 

Unless 2 + Y = 0, we have (27) 

(28) 
1 

- -[a + 1(1 + 1)13]. 
2y 

From unitarity 

0" - _l_[a + I (I + 1)13]" 1. 
2y 

(29) 

From maximum conditions (23) and (24) we find for this class 

B + y"O, (30) 

D+ y"O. (31) 

Since y is 1 independent only partial waves with I values that 
satisfy (30) and (31) can contribute to the solution. We also 
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note that in the absence of the constraint E this class did not 
contribute. Equations (11) and (12) become for this class 

(B+y)rl+ -Br,_ =0, (32) 

Dr,+ - (D + y)rl_ = 0. (33) 

rl + and rl_ will satisfy these two equations only if the deter
minant vanishes. In this case 

y= -2. (34) 

We note that when the determinant of(32) and (33) van
ishes, that is when y + 2 = 0, the inhomogeneous Eqs. (25) 
and (26) are consistent. That is, 

B+y B 
--=-- -1 

D D+y 
(35) 

is satisfied. 

In this case the real and imaginary parts of the partial 
waves must satisfy 

(B-2)a ,+ -Ba,_ +Ha+/(/+l).8]=O, 

(B - 2)r,+ - Br,_ = 0, 

al+ -ai+ -0+ >0, 

al _ -ai_ -0- >0. 

When the determinant does not vanish 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

Class I + B -: In this class AI = 0, /-ll >0. Equations (9)
(12) become 

(B +y)al+ -Ba,_ +Ha+/(/+ 1)P] =0, (41) 

Da,+ - (D + y - /-l/)a l_ - Ha + 1(1 + 1).8 + /-ll] = 0, 
(42) 

(B + y)rl+ - Br,_ = 0, (43) 

Dr,+ - (D + Y - /-ll)rl_ = 0. (44) 

For rl + and rl_ to be different from zero the determinant of 
Eqs. (43) and (44) must vanish. This condition gives 

/-l,(B + y) = y(y + 2). (45) 

This is an equation between y and I. Since y is I-independent 
only certain I values can satisfy this equation. When the de
terminant ofEqs. (43) and (44) vanishes the other two deter
minants in Eqs. (41) and (42) must also be zero; i.e., 

B + y B a + 1(/ + 1)13 . (46) 
D D + Y - /-ll a + I (I + 1).8 + /-ll 

This equation gives either 

(47) 

or 

a + 1 (I + 1)13 + y = o. (48) 

Since in the class I + B - ,A I = 0, the first case is similar to the 
class I + I - except that VI = 0. The second possibility 
I (I + 1) = - (a + y)//3 can be satisfied at most by two I val
ues and at most by one positive integer I value if a, /3 and y 
are such that the right-hand side is a positive integer. 

In the first case the equations satisfied by the partial 
waves are identical with Eqs. (36)-(39), except that (39) is 
now an equality. 
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In the second case they are 

(B+r)al+ -Bal _ -!r=O, 

(B + r)rl+ - Brl_~ = 0, 

al+ - a~+ - ~+ >0, 

al _ -a~_ -~_ =0. 

When the determinant is different from zero 

rl+ =rl_ =0. 

In this class VI = a l _ - a~_ - ~_ = 0. 

(49) 

(SO) 

(51) 

(52) 

Except for the special values of I that might satisfy Eq. 
(45) we have in general 

VI =al _ -a7_ =0. 

Hence 

(i) Ifal_ =1,fromEq.(41)wefindfora l + 

al+ =_l_!B-Ha+l(/+ 1l8J). 
B+r 

(53) 

Equation (42) gives 

/il = 2+r[a+/(/+ 1).8+2rl. 
B+r 

(54) 

We now impose the unitarity condition 

O.;;;al+ .;;;1 

on Eq. (53). Together with the maximum condition (23) this 
gives 

2B.;;;a + 1(1 + 1),8.;;; - 2r. (55) 

The maximum condition (24) imposed on (54), together with 
/il >0, Eq. (55), and B + r';;;O, gives 

r> -2 (56) 

and 

BD 
a + 1(1 + 1).8.;;;-- - r. 

2+r 
(57) 

(ii) If al _ = 0, we find from Eq. (41) 

1 
a l + = - [a+/(/+l).8]. 

2(B+r) 
(58) 

From Eq. (42) we find 

PI = - 2+ r [a+/(/+ Il8J. 
B+r 

(59) 

The unitarity condition 

O.;;;al + .;;;1 

imposed on (58) together with the maximum condition (23) 
gives 

O';;;a + 1(1 + 1)/3.;;; - 2(B + r). (60) 

The maximum condition (24) imposed on (59), together with 

/il >0, 

Eq. (60), and B + y.;;;O gives 

r + 2>0 (61) 

and 
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BD 
a + 1(/+ 1l8> - --- y. 

2+y 
(62) 

Unlike the two-constraint (Ao,s) case, we can not sum the 
contributions of partial waves we found to G, Ao, E, and S 
explicitly using the sums of powers of integers. This is be
cause of the presence of y next to B in the denominators of 
(53) and (58). However in applications to numerical problems 
there is no difficulty in forming finite series and we did not 
find much difference in using the closed form of the series or 
summing a finite series with a few terms. 5 

Class 1-B +: In this class .,1.1 >0"ul = O. Equations (9)
(12) become 

(B + r - A.ilal+ - Bal _ + Ha + 1(1 + 118 + A.d = 0,(63) 

Da,+ - (D + r)a,_ - Ha + 1(1 + 118 J = 0, (64) 

(B + r - A.,)r/+ - Br,_ = 0, (65) 

Dr,+ - (D + r)r,_ = 0. (66) 

For r, + and rl_ to be different from zero the determinant of 
Eqs. (65) and (66) must vanish. This condition gives 

A./(D + r) = r(y + 2). (67) 

This is an equation in r and I. Since y is I independent only 
certain I values can satisfy this equation. 

When the determinant ofEqs. (65) and (66) vanishes the 
other two determinants in Eqs. (63) and (64) must also be 
zero; i.e., 

B + y-A. I 

D 

B 
=--= 

D+r 
This equation gives either 

r+ 2=.,1.1 =0 

or 

a+I(/+ 1l8+r=O. 

_ a+/(/+ 1l8+A. I • (68) 
a+/(/+l).8 

(69) 

(70) 

Since in the class I - B + ,/i, = 0, the first case is similar to the 
class I + I - except that U I = 0. Again, the second possibility 
(70) can be satisfied at most by two I values, and only by one 
positive integer I if - (a + r)/P is a positive integer. 

In the first case [Eq. (69)] the equations satisfied by the 
partial waves are identical with Eqs. (36)-(39), except that 
(38) is now an equality. 

In the second case (Eq. (70)] they are 

Dal+ - (D + r)a,_ +!y =0, (71) 

Dr,+ - (D + r)r,_ =0, (72) 

a,+ -a7+ -~+ =0, (73) 

a l _ -a7_ -~- >0. (74) 

When the determinant of (65) and (66) is different from zero 

rl+ = r,_ = 0. 

Except for the special values of I that might satisfy Eq. (67) 
we have in general 

U 1 =al + -a~+ =0. 

Hence 

/' 1 

"'0 
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(i) If al + = 1, from Eq. (64) we find for aI_ 

l 
al _ =--ID-Ha+/(/+ 1)13]). 

D+r 
Equation (63) gives 

,,1,/= 2+ r [a+/(/+l)13+2r1. 
D+r 

We impose the unitarity condition 

O<a l _ <1 

(75) 

(76) 

on Eq. (75). Together with the maximum condition (24) this 
gives 

2D<a + I (I + 1)/3< - 2r. (77) 

The maximum condition (23) imposed on (76), together with 
AI >0, Eq. (77), and D + r<O gives 

r> - 2 (78) 
and 

BD 
a + 1(1 + 1)/3<-- - r. (79) 

2+r 
(ii) If al + = 0, from Eq. (64) we find for aI_ 

l 
a l _ = - {a+/(/+ 1)/3}. (80) 

2(D+r) 
Equation (63) gives 

,,1,/= - 2+r [a+/(/+l)131. (81) 
D+r 

We impose the unitarity condition 

O<al _ < 1 

on Eq. (80). Together with the maximum condition (24) this 
gives 

O<a + I (I + 1)13< - 2(D + r). (82) 

The maximum condition (23) imposed on (81), together with 
AI >0, Eq. (82), and D + r<O gives 

and 

r+2>0 

BD 
a + I (I + 1)13> - -- - r· 

2+r 

(83) 

(84) 

The remarks about summing the series of G, Ao, E, and S 
with the partial waves given by their forms in the class I + B -
apply also to the class I - B + 

Class B + B -: In this class neither A I nor 111 is zero. As 
before we have to solve Eqs. (9)-(12). We also note that the 
determinant of the homogeneous equations (11) and (12) is 
the same as the determinant of the inhomogeneous equations 
(9) and (10). If this determinant does not vanish the solutions 
ofEqs. (11) and (12) are trivial: 

r l + = 0, r l _ = O. 

Since in the class B + B -, UI = 0 and VI = 0 we have 

/,1 /,1 
a l + = and a l __ = 

'" 0 '" 0 
This leads to four possibilities: 

(i) When a l + = a l _ = 0, 
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a + I (I + 1)/3 + AI = 0, a + I (l + 1)/3 + 111 = O. 

Hence 

AI = - {a + 1(1 + 1)/3};;;.0, 
(85) 

111 = - {a + 1(1 + 1)/3};;;.0. 

Obviously this case does not contribute to G, An, E, or S. 
(ii) When a l + = 0, a l _ = 1, Eqs. (9) and (10) give 

AI =2B- [a+/(/+ 1)/31>0, (86) 

111 = 2(D + r) + [a + 1(1 + 1)/31>0. (87) 

With Eqs. (23) and (24) we also find from (86) and (87) 

a + I (I + 1)/3 + r<B, (86a) 

a + I (I + 1)/3 + r> - D. (87a) 

The analysis of these inequalities as functions of I is the same 
as in the two-constraint (An'S) case. y = a + I (I + 1)/3 is a 
parabola in the variable I with its extremum at I = -! The 
sign of /3 determines whether the extremum is a maximum or 
minimum. Band D, as defined by Eqs. (8), are respectively 
monotonically increasing or decreasing functions, asymp
totically approaching 1. 

(iii) When al + = 1, a l _ = 0, Eqs. (9) and (10) give 

AI =2(B+r)+ [a+/(/+ 1)/31>0, (88) 

111 = 2D - [a + 1(1 + 1)131>0. (89) 

With Eqs. (23) and (24) we also find from (88) and (89) 

a+/(/+ 1)13 +r>-B, (88a) 

a + 1(1 + 1)/3 + r<D. (89a) 

(iv) When al + = 1, al _ = 1, Eqs. (9) and (10) give 

AI =111 = 2r+ [a + 1(/ + 1)131>0. (90) 

With Eqs. (23) and (24) we also find from (90) 

a + 1(1 + 1)13 + r>B, 

a + 1(1 + 1)13 + r>D. 

(90a) 

(90b) 

We note that this case does not contribute to G even though 
it contributes to An, E, and S. 

(v) Finally there is a fifth case for the class B + B -. This 
is when the determinant of the homogeneous equations (11) 
and (12) vanishes. In this case the remaining two determi
nants ofEqs. (9) and (10) also must vanish. We can then write 

These equations are satisfied for 

AI = 111 = 2 + r· 

a+I(l+ 1)/3+,1/ 

a+i(/+ 1)/3+11/ 
(91) 

(92) 

In this case Eq. (9) is proportional to (10) and Eq. (11) propor
tional to (12). The partial waves are given by the solutions of 
the following set: 

Da l + +Ba l _ -Ha+i(/+I)/3+2+r1=0, (93) 

Drl + + Brl _ = 0, 

al + - a; + - r7 + = 0, 

al _ - a; _ - r7 _ = O. 

The solutions of these equations are 

I. A. Sakmar 

(94) 

(95) 

(96) 
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=J... a+/(/+ 118+r+2[a 1(1 lin D-BJ 
4 [a+/(/+ 1)f3+r]D + + lfJ+r+ , (97) 

= J... a + I (I + I 18 + r + 2 [a I (I lin B _ D I 
4 [a+/(/+I18+r]B + + lfJ+r+ , (98) 

= T6 [:: ~i~: !~: ~]~; 2 [a + 1(1 + I18 + r + D - B] [B 2 - (a + 1(1 + I)f3 + r - D )2], (99) 

=T6 [::~%: :~:~~;2[a+/(/+ I)f3+r+B-D][D2-(a+/(/+ IV3+r- B )2J. (100) 

Here because of the positivity of AI and,ul and Eq. (92) 

r+ 2>0. 

Unitarity imposed on (97) and (98) give two possible domains both for a l + and a l _ • They are 

2 --<a + 1(1 + I)f3 + r<:2, 
21 + 1 

- 2<:a + 1(1 + I18 + r< __ 2_. 
21 + 1 

(101) 

(102) 

The contributions of al + ,al _ ,rl + and rl_ to AD' Sand G are given by 

I~ A()=-L)a+/(/+ 118+r+2)(2/+ 1) 
4 L, 

= a + r+ 2 ((L2 + 1)2 -Ln +~[L2(L2 + W(L2 + 2) - (LI -I)L~(L, + 1), 
4 8 

(103) 

I L, 

S = 4" 2: [a + I (I + I18 + r + 2] 1(/ + 1 )(21 + 1) = a + r + 2 [L2(L2 + 1 )2(L2 + 2) - (L) - I)L f (L, + 1)] 
L, 8 

+ ~ [L ~(L2 + I)2(L2 + 2f - (L, - WL i(L I + W], (104) 

1 L, 2 
G=-2:{4-[a+/(I+1V3+r]2}(21+1)=4-(a+ r ) [(L +W-L2]- (a+r18 

8 L, 8 2 , 8 

X [L2(L2 + If(L2 + 2) - (LI - I)L i(L I + 1)] 

- ~: [L i(L2 + If(L2 + 2)2 - (L, - I?L ilL, + 1)2). (105) 

Because in theclassB + B - both partial waves are elastic, the 
contributions of the amplitudes (97)-(100) to E are equal to 
their contribution to AD' that is Eq. (103), 

L, 

1 
E=- 2:(a+/(/+ 118+r+2)(2/+ I). 

4 L, 
(106) 

This completes the discussion of the forms of the partial 
waves in all classes. 

Solutions are found by fitting AD' E, and S with partial 
waves from different classes. Three Lagrange parameters a, 
/3, and r are determined by these three conditions. However, 
the choice of partial waves from different classes is not trivial 
and has to be made systematically. In general when AD' E, 
and S are fitted the partial waves will have the required form, 
but will not satisfy the conditions [like (101) and (102) for 
instance] imposed by unitarity and maximality. These condi
tions have to be tested after the constraints are fitted. Ifsolu
tions exist they will satisfy these conditions. Those partial 
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waves that do not satisfy the required conditions have to be 
discarded. We refer the reader to Ref. 5 for the applications 
to 11'+ p, as well as the 11'-p and KN cases that will be 
forthcoming. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We applied the variational calculus in a systematic way 
to scattering problems with spin to extremize one quantity 
(in this case G) with other quantities as constraints (3 in this 
case). The unitarity of the partial waves is taken fully into 
account, treating the unitarity as inequality constraints. The 
single series form of G, AD' E, and S in terms of real and 
imaginary parts of the partial waves is crucial for the ap
proach used. 

For the spin ~-spin 0 particle scattering there are two 
partial waves}; + ,}; _ belonging to the same I values (except 
I = 0). This makes it possible to study all possibilities by con
sidering four classes in which both partial waves are elastic, 
inelastic, one elastic the other inelastic, and vice versa. Since 
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one or both of the I-dependent Lagrange parameters A1,/11 
vanish in some classes, the partial waves have well defined 
forms in each class. Moreover, the unitarity and the maxi
mum condition put lower and upper limits on the quantity 
a + I (I + 1){J that appears in partial waves. 

Numerical solutions are found by fitting the given con
straints with partial waves from different classes, which have 
the prescribed forms of each class and also satisfy the condi
tions imposed by unitarity and maximality. At high energies 
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where Ao and E differ appreciably three constraints should 
restrict G much better than two constraints. 
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Building things in general relativity a) 
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In the context of general relativity, there is a sense in which certain objects cannot be 
constructed, using reasonable matter, from normal initial conditions. An attempt is made to 
capture this sense as a definition. The implications of such a definition, along with some related 
results and open questions, are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 04.20 - q 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Certain solutions of Einstein's equation in certain con
texts are commonly regarded as unphysical, 1 on the grounds 
that they represent systems which could not be "built from 
ordinary matter and initial conditions." A prominent exam
ple is the solutions representing white holes. 2 Can one in fact 
pin down any precise sense in which it is actually true that 
certain objects cannot be built within general relativity? 

A suitable definition might have direct application to 
such issues as cosmic censorship,3 or the energy--entropy 
conjecture of Bekenstein.4 But it could also have other rami
fications. The solutions representing white holes, of course, 
manifest a number of surprising features peculiar to general 
relativity. What other unexpected features lie before us in the 
theory? It would seem to be difficult to find even a line of 
attack on so broad a question. Yet one line would be to 
search for other solutions satisfying the definition of "un
buildable." As a second example, one might hope to learn 
something by turning such a definition on other theories. 
Consider electromagnetism. No analogous notion seems to 
present itself naturally there, i.e., Maxwell's equations are 
normally taken as the sole conditions on the fields. Can this 
difference be traced, for instance, to some structural differ
ence between the theories themselves? 

We here provide some preliminary ideas and results on 
these issues. 

A tentative definition can be formulated as follows. By 
an initial-data set we mean a three-dimensional manifold T 
with positive-definite metric qab and symmetric tensor field 
Pab' such that the mass and momentum density of matter, 
given by the constraint equations 

,u=!(a' -pabpab +pmm2), r=Db(pab_pmmqab), (1) 

satisfy the energy condition 

,u> (rJa )112, (2) 

where Da is the derivative operator, and a' the scalar curva
ture, of qab' Let I = (T, qab ,Pab) and I' = (T',q~b,p~b) be 
two such initial-data sets. Think of I as representing the "as
sembled building materials" and of I ' as the "final configura
tion to be built". Accordingly, we say that I' can be built 
from I, I-I', if, given any compact subset C' of T', there 
exists a space-time with Cauchy surfaces Sand S ' such that 
(i) the induced data on S coincides with that of I, and the 
induced data on a compact subset of S' coincides with that of 

alSupported in part by the NSF, under Contract No. PHY 78-24275. 

C' in I', (ii) S' is everywhere to the future of S, and (iii) the 
space-time satisfies the energy condition 

T taib ...... o ab , (3) 
for all future-directed timelike vectors t a and tb, where Tab is 
the stress-energy by Einstein's equation. 

The restriction to a compact subset of S'-physically, 
the restriction to building only finite objects-is imposed to 
avoid some awkward issues involving boundary conditions. 
This restriction implies in particular that "can be built from" 
will in general be time-reversible in the appropriate sense. 
Note that this is not an initial-value formulation: Nothing 
playing the role of an equation of state has been specified. 
The manipulation of the stresses-which are entirely at our 
disposal-is the mechanism by which one would "build" I' 
from 1. But this arrangement, we claim, is physically appro
priate. After all, the process of building a log cabin, say, from 
a forest consists exactly of applying judiciously chosen 
stresses. 

The idea would be to find a large class of initial-data 
sets-consisting of almost aJ1-such that any in this class 
can be built from any other. These would represent the "rea
sonable initial conditions". The remaining initial-data sets 
would represent the "unbuildable objects" including, pre
sumably, the holes, and perhaps various other 
configurations. 

2. OTHER THEORIES 

It is convenient, in order to gain a general idea of what 
this definition means and how it operates, to consider first 
some analogous, but simpler, arrangements. 

Consider the theory of test stress-energies. An initial
data set I consists of fields,u and J a on Euclidean 3-space T, 
subject to the energy condition (2). We write I-I' if, given 
any compact subset C' of T', there exists in Minkowski 
space-time a conserved stress-energy field Tah satisfying the 
energy condition (3) and two parallel fiat spacelike Cauchy 
surfaces, S ' to the future of S, such that the data induced by 
Tal> on S is that of I and the data induced on some compact 
subjset ofS' is that on C' in/'. That is, we consider the case of 
general relativity, but with no gravitational field. 

First note that, were the energy conditions omitted 
above, we would have immediately that I-I' always. This 
follows from the fact that, locally, any conserved stress-ener
gy in Minkowski space-time can be written as Tab 
= V m V nR ambn, where R ambn is any tensor field having the 
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algebraic symmetries of a Riemann tensor. But this potential 
can be adjusted arbitrarily from one Cauchy surface to the 
other. 

Since there are no white holes in the absence of gravita-
tional fields, one might have though that we would still have 
1--1' always even with the restriction to reasonable matter, 
in the sense of the energy conditions above. Unfortunately, 
this fails. The physical reason is that conservation of total 
energy-momentum now comes into play, since the energy 
condition requires that matter not travel faster than light, 
and so not come in from spatial infinity. This observation is 
made precise by the following. 

Lemma: Let, in Minkowski space-time, Tabbe symmet
ric and conserved, satisfying the energy condition (3) every
where, Sand S ' be Cauchy surfaces with S ' to the future of S, 
and C' be any compact subset of S '. Then the total energy
momentum on I - (C ')r\S in S exceeds that on C' in S' by a 
future-directed timelike or null vector. 

The proof is easy. Contract Vb Tab = 0 with any con
stant, future-directed timelike vector field and integrate, by 
parts, over I -(C')nI +(S). The boundary terms on Sand C' 
give the two total energy-momenta, while that on the null 
boundary between the Cauchy surfaces is non-negative, by 
(3). As an example, let I have JL = 0 andr = O. Then, by the 
Lemma,I_/' only for /' = I. 

This lemma can also be used to illustrate why it is con
venient to "build" only compact regions of the final configu
ration. Suppose, in the definition above, compactness of the 
region C' of S ' were omitted. Then, for I any initial-data set 
with JL vanishing nowhere, and I ' any set with JL' of compact 
support, we would have 1-41'. The energy condition im
poses, in a sense, a remnant of an initial-value formulation. 

It is easy to avoid these difficulties associated with con
servation. For I = (T,JL,r) and /' = (T',JL',r') initial-data 
sets, we say that I has sufficient energy-momentum for I' if, 
given any compact subset C ' of T', there is a compact subset 
C of T such that the total energy-momentum on C exceeds 
that on C' by a future-directed timelike vector. This condi
tion, in short, guarantees that the lemma will represent no 
obstruction to building. 

So, provided we demand that there be sufficient energy
momentum, is it then true that always I_I '? The answer, as 
it turns out, is still no. Consider first initial data for a null 
fluid, i.e., Ja = /.lva, with JL>O and va constant and unit. It 
follows from the lemma that the only conserved Tab in Min
kowski space-time satisfying the energy condition (3) and 
inducing on a flat slice this data is that corresponding to 
evolution of the data as a null fluid. That is, we recover, for 
this degenerate choice of data, a full initial-value formula
tion. Now consider data I consisting of two separated pieces 
of null fluid going in opposite directions, i.e., J a = JLva in one 
region and Ja = - JLva in another, with these two regions 
separated by a 2-plane orthogonal to va. Again, the only evo
lution is that as a null fluid. But for this I the total energy
momentum is strictly timelike. Hence, there is sufficient en
ergy-momentum for I' consisting, say, of data for a small, 
static, spherical fluid ball. Yet, while there is sufficient ener
gy-momentum, we do not have I_I '. 

It seems likely that such examples-in which I consists 
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of certain arrangements of regions of null fluid-are unsta
ble, in the sense that certain strategically placed but arbitrar
ily small amounts of non-null matter will permit I_I' for 
reasonable I '. Further, it seems likely that these are the only 
remaining counterexamples. Thus, we may conjecture that, 
whenever I has sufficient energy-momentum for I', and I is 
"not regions of null fluid" in a suitable sense, then 1--1 '. One 
precise version of "not regions of null fluid"-perhaps some
what stronger than necessary-is to demand that (2) be a 
strict inequality wherever JL =I- O. The physical idea of the 
proof would be to use some of the matter of the initial-data 
set I to construct rubber bands to collect the matter into a 
confined region, forming eventually a static spherical fluid 
ball. Then, reversing this procedure, one would reconstruct 
from the fluid ball a given compact region of the initial-data 
set I'. Unfortunately, translating this idea into a full proof 
seems to be difficult. In any case, it appears to be the case 
that, subject to these caveats, anything can be built from 
anything in the theory of test stress-energies, 

The discussion above illustrates the impact of sources 
on the notion of building. As a second example, to illustrate 
the impact of radiation, consider electromagnetism. Let an 
initial-data set I consist of vector fields Ea and B a, the latter 
divergence-free, in Euclidean 3-space T. Write I-I 'if, given 
any compact region C ' of T " there exists in Minkowski 
space-time a solution of Maxwell's equations (possibly with 
nonzero charge-current), together with flat parallel space
like Cauchy surfaces, S' to the future of S, such that the data 
induced on S by the Maxwell field is that of I and the data 
induced on some compact region of S' is that of I' on C '. 
Stated in this way, it follows immediately that any initial
data set can be built from any other in electromagnetism. 
Indeed, the most general Maxwell field is the curl of an arbi
trary vector potential. One merely adjusts that potential 
smoothly from the value determined by the data on S to that 
on S '. Thus, there are no additional conditions over and 
above the field equations to be imposed in electromagnetism. 
There are no "Maxwell white holes" to be argued against on 
other grounds. 

Of course, the key difference between general relativity 
and electromagnetism is that there is nothing in the hitter 
analogous to the energy condition in the former. One can 
force a closer analogy-at sacrifice of physical content-by 
modifying the electromagnetic case as follows. Demand, of 
the charge-current vector for the Maxwell field in Min
kowski space-time, that it be future-directed timelike or null; 
and correspondingly demand of each initial-data set 
that p = DaE a be non-negative. That is, one deals with 
charges having only one sign. What now happens is similar 
to that of the case of test stress-energy. The lemma is re
placed by an analogous statement, with analogous proof, but 
with "total charge" replacing "total energy-momentum". 
We say that! = (T,Ea,B a) has sufficient charge for 
I' = (T' ,E a',B a'j if, given any compact subset C ' of T' there 
exists a compact subset C of T such that the total charge on C 
exceeds that on C'. There appears to be nothing in the elec
tromagnetic case analogous to the "regions of null fluid" in 
the case of test stress-energies. 

So, in view of the remarks above, one might suspect 
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that, provided I has sufficient charge for I', we shall have 
1---+1'. But this, too, fails. For example, let I 'be the initial-data 
setwithE,a=B'a=O.LetlhaveEa= Ela+ E2

aand 
B a = B I a + B2°. Let EI a be the Coulomb electric field of a 
small spherical charge distribution, of total charge q, cen
tered at the origin, and Bla = O. Let E2a, B2° represent two 
plane waves, on either side of the origin, directed toward the 
origin. That is, in Euclidean coordinates, let B2 a = f(x 2)z", 
wherefis a non-negative rapidly increasing function of its 
argument, vanishing at zero, and E2° = f(x 2

) y"a or - f(x 2
) l' 

for x negative or positive, respectively. Now, I clearly has 
sufficient charge for l' and yet, we claim, l' cannot be built 
from I. A sketch of the proof follows. Suppose, for contradic
tion, that 1---+1'. Choose, for the compact region C' of T' on 
which the data of I' is to be reproduced, a ball oflarge radius 
r centered at the origin. Let E a and B a be the resulting elec
tric and magnetic fields in space-time (so, e.g., these must 
vanish in C '), and r;;>r, the time-separation between the two 
slices. Next note that, for EO, B a any solution of Maxwell's 
equations with vanishing sources, we have 

d - - - - -
- CEoEa + BaBa ) + Da(e"mn(EmBn + EmBn)) = rEa, 
dt 

(4) 

where r is the current density of E a
, B a. Now choose 

E a, B a such that E a vanishes on T', B a vanishes outside of 
C' on T', andB a is a positive multiple ofz" in C'. Integrating 
(4) over the region of space-time between the slices, we obtain 

f (EaEa + BOBa ) = f rEa' 
JT J(T.T'J 

(5) 

But, by our choice of fields, the left side is bounded below by 
essentially f(t 2) while, since the charge-current must be fu
ture-directed timelike or null, the right side is bounded 
above by essentially tq. This contradicts our choice off 

The physical idea behind this example is clear. One 
wishes to expunge the fields from the region C' of size r at 
some time t. This is to be done by manipulating a total charge 
q. But, with no efforts at manipulation, the field strengths 
will grow very quickly in time, because of the imploding 
plane-waves with strength determined by f With only finite 
charge available, no manipulations can succeed at any future 
time over the plane waves. 

The key to this example is the presence, on I, of inc om
ing radiation of increasing intensity. This suggests that we 
shall always have 1---+1', provided I has sufficient charge for 
I', and each satisfies suitable boundary conditions. This is 
true. GivenI, I', and the compact region C' of T', assemble a 
sufficient amount of charge of I into a large spherical ball of 
uniform density. Next, hold this charge in this configura
tion, and the remaining charges of I fixed, for a sufficiently 
large time that the radiation incident on the ball (from the 
initial data on I in the asymptotic region) becomes small. 
Then, distribute a small amount of charge about the surface 
of the ball to cancel out any future incoming radiation. The 
result is that, after some finite time, the field inside the ball 
will be maintained as the static electric field of the uniform 
charge distribution. Finally, just reverse this process to re
construct the data to be produced on the region C' of T'. 
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3. DISCUSSIONS 

We now turn to the central issue-that of providing a 
suitable definition of "buildable objects" in general relativ
ity. The definition of the Introduction should serve this pur
pose, provided that two additional conditions, as suggested 
by the examples of the previous section, are appended. 

First, the example of electromagnetism suggests that 
there should be imposed boundary conditions on the initial
data sets considered. Otherwise, it seems likely, the defini
tion would not capture the intended meaning, for a rather 
benign final configuration could not be built from an initial 
configuration with strong incoming radiation. Fortunately, 
the formulation of such a condition should pose no difficul
ties, for there are available several definitions of asymptotic 
flatness at spatial infinity.5 

Second, the example of test stress-energies in Min
kowski space-time suggests that there should be imposed on 
the initial-data sets a condition reflecting "sufficient energy
momentum". That some such condition is appropriate even 
in the presence of curvature is illustrated by the following 
observation. Let I be any initial-data set with vanishing 
sources, and l' any set with sources somewhere nonvanish
ing. Then, as an immediate consequence of a theorem of 
Hawking,6 I' cannot be built from I. The problem, however, 
is that it is by no means clear how a suitable condition is to be 
formulated: The "total energy-momentum of the matter," 
which plays the central role in the case of a test stress-energy, 
is normally regarded as undefined in the presence of gravita
tion. One possible line of attack would be to make use of 
Witten's expression 7 for the total energy-momentum of an 
isolated system, an expression which separates naturally into 
field and matter contributions. 

As an illustration of this issue, we given an example of a 
simple, natural question one would wish to be able to answer. 
Let Ibe initial data for a static spherical fluid ball of matter, 
of total mass M, and I ' data for a similar ball of mass M ' , with 
M' > M. Can I' be built from I? That is, can a large star be 
built from a small star? Intuitively, one would expect not, 
and indeed one can prove not with the additional condition 
that the intervening space-time be spherically symmetric. 
But the full question apparently remains open. 

Finally, we remark that there is in fact a result to the 
effect that "white holes cannot be built from ordinary mat
ter". Let I be initial data for a static, spherical fluid ball 
("ordinary matter"), and I' data with a past trapped surface 
("white hole"). Then I' cannot be built from I, for if so the 
corresponding solution of Einstein's equation would violate 
a singularity theorem. 8 
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We make a quantitative comparison between the pure-nonsoliton part of the inverse scattering 
method of Belinskii and Zakharov (BZ) and the homogeneous Hilbert problem of Hauser and 
Ernst (HE), these being two independent representations of an infinite-dimensional subgroup % 
of the Geroch group K of invariance transformations for spacetimes with two commuting 
Killing vectors. An explicit formula for the BZ representing matrix function Go(A ) in terms of the 
HE representing matrix function u(t ) is derived. It is shown how certain solution generating 
techniques (e.g., Harrison's Backlund transformation, HKX transformation, generation ofWeyl 
solution from fiat space, generation of n-Kerr-NUT solution from n-Schwarzschild) can be 
derived directly from the BZ formalism, including the soliton part in some cases, thereby 
bringing our understanding of the BZ formalism up to the level of the more fully developed HE 
formalism. A technical point which needed to be resolved along the way was how to analytically 
continue the complex matrix potential F (t ) across a quadratic branch cut and onto the second 
Riemann sheet. Finally, we consider how the subgroup % C K represented by the BZ and HE 
formalisms can be enlarged either by simple limiting transitions or by relaxing boundary 
conditions. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 02.30. + g 

1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY 

The "inverse scattering" technique is an attractive and 
powerful formalism for solving certain systems of nonlinear 
partial differential equations of mathematical physics. The 
essential feature of the method is to write down an overdeter
mined system oflinear eigenvalue equations (a so-called L-A 
pair) whose integrability conditions are the given nonlinear 
system. Then methods of functional analysis can be applied 
to generate new solutions of the linear system from old, and 
hence new solutions of the original system from old. Most if 
not all of the partial differential equations which are known 
to yield to the inverse scattering method also exhibit other 
remarkable phenomena such as an infinity of conservation 
laws, Backlund transformations, Bianchi diagrams, and 
nonlinear superposition principles. I 

In the case of Einstein's gravitational field equations 
with two commuting Killing vectors, there are two rival in
verse scattering methods found independently by Belinskii 
and Zakharov2 (BZ) and Hauser and Ernse-5 (HE). The lat
ter provide an explicit representation of the infinite-dimen
sional Geroch group6 K of invariance transformations 
(strictly speaking, a large subgroup % L of K5) and was de
rived initially from the earlier representation of the associat
ed Lie algebra given by Kinnersley and Chitre7

-
IO (KC). The 

HE formalism has been developed and applied in a series of 
papers,3-5.11 some of the highlights of which are the follow
ing: reduction of certain ingenious solution-generation tech
niques of Kinnersley and coworkers (e.g., fiat space--..Weyl,9 
Schwarzschild--..Kerr, 10 HKX transformation 12) to relative
ly simple problems in complex-variable theory3,4; a proof of 

alSupported in part by the National Science Foundation [AST79-220l2-
AI). 

hlRichard Chace Tolman Research Fellow. 

Geroch's conjecture6 that the K group is (multiply) transitive 
on the space of solutions in a certain well-defined sense5; and 
recognition that Harrison's Backlund transformation 13,14 is 
contained in the K group. II Belinskii and Zakharov2 sepa
rate invariance transformations into "soliton" and "nonsoli
ton" parts, these ideas being taken from the theory of certain 
nonlinear wave equations (or their elliptic counterparts) in 
quantum physics. I Subsequent papers 15 have concentrated 
almost exclusively on the pure-soliton BZ transformations 
which are permutable Backlund transformations and have 
been shown to be closely related to the Harrison and HKX 
transformations. 16 

It is apparent at a glance that the HE formalism and the 
pure-nonsoliton part of the BZ formalism are qualitatively 
similar: both reduce the nonlinear field equations to an ho
mogeneous Hilbert problem (HHP) or regular Riemann 
problem in complex functional analysis. However, the prob
lem of providing quantitative mathematical formulas con
necting the two formalisms is far from straightforward even 
though the exact relation between the respective eigenfunc
tions F (t ) and 'I/J(A ) is known 16 (see Appendix B). What is 
needed is an explicit formula for the BZ representing matrix 
function Go(A ) ("scattering data") in terms of the HE repre
senting matrix function u(t). The result [Eq. (2.35) below] 
shows how a particular transformation in one formalism can 
be written in the other. 

In Sec. 3, we show how to solve the BZ homogeneous 
Hilbert problem for four special classes of Go(A ) matrices. 
They are (A) Harrison's Backlund transformation, 13,14 (B) 
the null generalized HKX transformation, 12,16 (C) genera
tion of the general Weyl or Einstein-Rosen solution from 
fiat space,9 and (D) B-grouplO generation of the nonlinear 
superposition of n Kerr-NUT particles from n Schwarzs
child particles. The first three examples can be directly com-
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pared with the corresponding calculations in the HE formal
ism. The fourth case, however, is quite different and belongs 
in the pure-soliton framework. 

Before the explicit relation (2.35) connecting Go(A ) to 
u(t) can be constructed, it will be necessary to make precise 
the assumptions about gauge, analyticity properties, and 
boundary conditions used in the BZ formalism. In particu
lar, the boundary condition, Ga( (0) = I (unit 2 X 2 matrix) in 
Ref. 2 will be dropped as it is unnecessarily restrictive, and 
the requirement of symmetry of Ga(A ) will be replaced by a 
more complicated symmetry condition in order to achieve 
internal consistency. The chosen boundary conditions, etc., 
were motivated by the corresponding conditions chosen by 
Hauser and Ernst. Hauser and Ernst have also studied the 
analyticity properties of the F (t ) potential in the complex t 
plane.4.5 In order to understand the analyticity properties of 
the corresponding BZ eigenfunction '1/1(,..1, ) in the complex ,..1, 

plane, we need the exact form of the analytic continuation of 
F (t ) across a quadratic branch cut in the t plane and onto the 
second Riemann sheet. This problem is solved in Appendix 
A using some powerful ideas in Ref. 5. 

With the boundary conditions and other assumptions 
in Sec. 2, the solutions ofthe HHP's for given u(t ) or Ga(A ) are 
guaranteed to be unique. However, some of these conditions 
can be relaxed with the result that the solutions are no longer 
unique, but may depend on some arbitrary "constants" 
which are actually arbitrary functions of the spacetime co
ordinates. One must then substitute the class of solutions 
admitted by the HHP's directly into Einstein's equations 
and/or the equivalent eigenvalue equations in order to see 
which are genuine gravitational solutions (the final solutions 
may be unique or contain some integration constants). The 
mixed soliton and non soliton transformations of Belinskii 
and Zakharov2 are an example of this phenomenon where 
the functions X I (,..1, ) and X2(A ) or their inverses are allowed to 
have poles in the regions of theA plane where they would be 
required to be analytic in the case of a pure-nonsoliton trans
formation. It is not clear, when the rules have been so 
changed, whether the pure-soliton and mixed transforma
tions are in K itself or some larger group. 17 In fact, the 2n
soliton transformation is necessarily in K because it is identi
cal (up to some gauge and trivial transformations) to the 2n
fold Harrison transformation 16 which is known to be in K. II 
In Ref. 16, we also proved that the (2n - 1 )-soliton transfor
mation is the product of 2n - 1 Harrison transformations 
and the Kramer-Neugebauer involution 18 in any order. In 
Sec. 4, we discuss the possibility of including the Kramer
Neugebauer involution in a suitable analytic continuation of 
the subgroup .5Y L C K represented by the HE formalism. 

In Sec. 4, we also discuss more straightforward analytic 
continuations of .5Y L which can be represented in the HE 
formalism by relaxing boundary conditions at t = 00. A sim
pie example is thes = 00 limit of the null (and nonnull) HKX 
transformation which was calculated in Ref. 16 by exponen
tiating the appropriate limiting infinitesimal transforma
tion. In the HE formalism, the null HKX transformation 
with finite s is represented by a U(I ) matrix with a simple pole 
at t = s inside the closed contour L. The limiting HKX trans
formation can be derived from an HHP with u(t ) = I and 
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x _ (t ) = 0 (t ) as 1_ 00, and an additional parameter can be 
incorporated by also allowing u(t ) = 0 (t ) as t_ 00 • As in the 
case of the BZ soliton transformations, the solution of this 
modified HHP involves an arbitrary matrix function of the 
space-time coordinates which must be determined by substi
tution into Einstein's equations. By taking limits of more 
complicated transformations as singularities of u(t ) go to in
finity, it is clear that u(t) and X _(t) can be allowed to have 
virtually any type of singularity at t = 00, including branch 
points and nonisolated essential singularities. The special 
boundary conditions at t = 00 on u(t) and X _(t) chosen by 
Hauser and Ernst are thus seen to be not necessary for the 
preservation of Einstein's equations but have the convenient 
property of guaranteeing uniqueness of the solution of the 
HHP for given u(t) and input F(t). 

The gravitational field equations in the presence of two 
commuting Killing vectors, which are reducible to the Ernst 
equation 19 for a complex potential g', are applicable to many 
problems both within and outside the general theory of rela
tivity. For example, they apply to stationary axisymmetric 
vacuum fields,2a cylindrical wave fields,21 the interaction re
gion of colliding plane waves,22 electrostatic and magneto
static Einstein-Maxwell fields,23 classical nonabelian gauge 
theories,24 self-dual Yang-Mills fields,25 and are closely re
lated to the principal chiral fields. 26 The largest body of lit
erature applies to the case of stationary axisymmetric vacu
um gravitational fields, but most of the results in one theory 
can be shared with the others. 27 In this paper, we wish to 
treat the stationary axisymmetric and cylindical wave cases 
together, keeping in mind that there is a simple complex 
coordinate transformation that maps one case onto the oth
er. Also, many of the references already cited (e.g., some of 
Refs. 3,4,7-9, 11, 15) consider extensions of the theory of 
the K group or soli tonic methods to stationary axisymmetric 
electrovac Einstein-Maxwell fields, but only the vacuum 
case will be treated in the present paper. 

The canonical form of the metric of stationary axisym
metric space-time is 7.20 

(1.1) 

A,B = 1,2,/11122 - (/d2 = - p2, wherex l,x2,p, andzare 
time, azimuthal, radial, and axial coordinates, respectively, 
andhB and r are functions ofp and z only. A change of 
variable, 

a = ip, {J = z, (1.2) 

(and change of sign of ds2 to preserve signature - 2) puts the 
metric in the form appropriate to cylindrically symmetric 
gravitational waves: 

ds2 = - I ABdx4dxB + e2T
( - da2 + d{J2). (1.3) 

Here,jll 122 - (fd2 = a 2
,jAB and r are functions of a and {J 

only, and Xl, x2
, a, and (J are axial, azimuthal, radial, and 

time coordinates, respectively. The coordinates a and{J are 
to be identified with the fields at;, 1J) and (J (;,1J) of Ref. 2. 
When the BZ formalism is under consideration, we shall use 
the metric form (1.3) exclusively (Sec. 3D excepted), whereas 
in the HE formalism, we shall use (1.1) and (1.3) interchange
ably.27 The function r, which can be calculated fromlAB by 
quadrature, will play no further role in this paper. 
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When a particular solution of the elliptic (stationary 
case) or hyperbolic (wave case) field equations governinglAB 

is given, a number of other important auxiliary potentials 
can be calculated. We refer the reader to the literature, espe
cially Refs. 3-S, 7-10, and 16, for the field equations and 
defining relations for potentials and Refs. 2, 13-16, and 28 
for pseudopotentials and eigenfunctions. We use the matrix 
notation, 

g = (JAB) = (~I t
f

l2) = (I fi,.,2 =p/~f-I)' 
~21 22 - leu '" 

(1.4) 

and so g is symmetric and 

det g = - p2 or a 2. (1.5) 

The SL(2)-tensor notation used extensively in Refs. 7-10 and 
16 will not be used here except for brief appearances in Secs. 
3B and 4. From the real matrix potential g, one can construct 
a complex matrix potential, 7 

~II H= (HAB ) = 
ZI 

(1.6) 

[see Eq. (A2)] for which 

g = ReH or lAB = ReHAB' (1.7) 

and H12 - HZI = 2iz or 2if3. The 11 component of H is the 
complex Ernst potential,I9 

I&' = HII =1 + it/!. (1.8) 

The inverse scattering technique is applicable to this 
problem because it is possible to construct a complex matrix 
potential ("eigenfunction") F(t )3-5,9-12.16.29 which is a nontri
vial function of three variables,lp,z,t ) or (ap,t ), by solving a 
simple linear partial differential equation, Eq. (AI) (or non
linear characteristic equation 10 or Riccati equation 16). This 
was originally introduced in Ref. 9 as a generating function 
of potentials, 

F(t) = iE + tH + t 2H(2) + t 3H(3) + ... (1.9) 

[cf. Eqs. (A6a,b)], where 

E = (0 1) 
- 1 O' 

(1.10) 

Hauser and Ernst used F(t) as their basic field variable and 
determined some of its analyticity properties in the complex 
t plane (t may be called a "spectral parameter.") There is the 
important result: 

Theorem (Hauser and Ernst5): In a Ip,z) domain con
taining the origin (0,0) for which I&' is an analytic function of 
Ip,z)andl =10, there is a unique gaugeforF(t )suchthatF(t lis 
analytic in the whole complex t plane and 

F(t) (~ ~) is analytic at! = 00, (1.11) 

except for two quadratic branch points of index -!, joined 
by a cut, at the zeros of 

S(t)= [(1-2tzf+4t2p2]1/2, S(O)= 1. (1.12) 

We shall call this gauge "special HE gauge" as in Ref. 11. A 
change of gauge [see Eqs. (AS) and (AS)] introduces Ip,z)
independent singularities in the finite t plane and/or at 
t = 00 .30 If I&' is analytic andl #0 at a point (O,zo) of the z 
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axis, but not at (0,0), we assume that the regular point has 
been brought to the origin by a translation, z~z - ZOo If I&' is 
singular and/or 1= 0 along the whole z axis, then the mini
mally singular form of F(t) may be quite different [see Eq. 
(4.27) below and Ref. 4]. Analytic continuation of F(t) in 
special HE gauge across the branch cut and onto the second 
Riemann sheet will reveallp,z)-independent singularities at 
t = 0 and in places that depend on the functional form of 
I&'(O,z). The exact functional relation between the two values 
of F(t) on the two Riemann sheets [we writeF(t) for the sec
ond sheet] is calculated in Appendix A. 

Belinskii and Zakharov use a different matrix potential, 
ljJ(A ) = ljJ(a,f3.A. ), and different spectral parameter A whose 
relations to F(t) and t, respectively, are discussed in Ref. 16 
and Appendix B here. Note that the complex A plane maps 
onto the double-sheeted Riemann t surface which is the do
main of the function, 

(1.12') 

We restrict attention to (a,f3 ) domains for which 1131 > a > 0 
so that the image of the circle 1,1 I = a is the finite line seg
ment along the real axis of the t plane joining the zeros of S (t ) 
traced in both directions and not passing through t = O. The 
A-values, A and a Z /,1, map to the same t-values, but on differ
ent Riemann sheets. Appendix B gives the exact functional 
relation between ljJ(A ) and ljJ(a 2 /,1 ). 

Finally, we wish to discuss briefly the homogeneous 
Hilbert problem (HHP) posed by Hauser and Ernst to pro
vide simultaneously an explicit representation of a large sub
group (% L of Ref. S) of the Geroch group K and a practical 
method of generating new solutions from old. The reader is 
referred to Refs. 3-S for a more detailed treatment, and Ref. 
11 for notations and conventions. Z9 

The transformation group % L C K is isomorphic to the 
Lie group of2 X 2 matrix functions u(t) ofacomplex variable 
t, subject to the conditions: 

det u(t) = 1; (1.13a) 

u(t) is real for real t; (1.13b) 

u(t) is analytic in a neighborhood of t = 00; (1.13c) 

(~ t ~ I) u(t) (~ ~) is analytic at! = 00. (1.l3d) 

The group product is the usual matrix product. Next, draw a 
simple closed contour L in the complex t plane enclosing all 
the singularities of u(t ) and symmetric about the real axis. 
The interior of L is denoted L + and the exterior L _. Then 
choose a particular gravitational solutionfAB or equivalent 
solution I&' of the Ernst equation 19 and calculate theF(t) po
tential in special HE gauge. Restrict the Ip,z) domain to a 
region sufficiently close to (0,0) so that the two quadratic 
branch points of F(t) and the cut joining them lie wholly in 
L_. So F(t) is analytic in L + L+ and u(t) is analytic in 
L+L_. 

A new solution 1&", together with associated potential 
F'(t) in special HE gauge, which is the transform of I&' under 
the element of % L represented by u(t ) can be calculated by 
solving the following homogeneous Hilbert problem: deter
mine a matrix function X _ (t ) analytic in L + L _ and a ma-
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trix function X +(t) or, equivalently, F'(t) = X +(t )F(t), ana
lytic in L + L + such that 

X _(t) = X +(t )F(t )u(t )F(t )-1 

= F'(t )u(t )F(t )-1. 

The boundary conditions are 

X+(O) = I, F'(O) = iE, 

X -(t) is analytic at t = 00. 

The solution exists and is unique.5 

(1.14) 

(l.15a) 

(l.15b) 

A consequence of the use of special HE gauge is that the 
above construction of the transformation group % L is inde
pendent of the contour L: henceforth we drop the subscript 
Lon % L' In fact, it is sufficient to specify thatF'(t) or X +(t) 
be analytic in the whole t plane except for two branch points 
joined by a cut at the zeros of S (t ) and satisfy conditions 
(1.15a) and(1.II) and thatX_(t) beanalyticatthetwo branch 
points of S (t ) and at t = 00. This construction does not admit 
gauge transformations in K of the form (A5) (except for 
If _If + itPo' tPo real constant). Also, as already mentioned, 
a larger subgroup of K can be represented by relaxing the 
boundary conditions at t = 00 (see Sec. 4). 

2. THE HOMOGENEOUS HILBERT PROBLEM OF 
BELINSKIl AND ZAKHAROV AND THE FORMULA FOR 
Go(A) IN TERMS OF u(t) 

The pure-non soliton part of the inverse scattering tech
nique of Belinskii and Zakharov2 is a representation of a 
subgroup of K (at least as large as %) in the form of an 
homogeneous Hilbert problem qualitatively similar to that 
of Hauser and Ernst.4

,5 In this section, we determine the 
exact quantitative relationship between the BZ and HE for
malisms, but first we must set up the correct boundary con
ditions for the BZ HHP and establish the analyticity proper
ties of the BZ eigenfunction "'(A ). The spectral parameter A is 
related to t by the quadratic transformation discussed in the 
first paragraph of Appendix B. 

The respresenting matrix in the BZ formalism is a non
degenerate (i.e., possessing an inverse) 2 X 2 matrix function 
Go(A ), which is a function of a, (3, and A such that, when 
written as a function of a, (3, and t using (B3a,b) is afunction 
of t only,31 and is real for real t. We shall not use the BZ 
conditions,2 

GO(A) is symmetric, Go( 00) = I, (2.la,b) 

as the former will be incompatible with our choice of gauge 
and the latter is unnecessarily restrictive: instead, we shall 
derive alternative conditions from first principles. We shall 
in future write Go(t ) for this representing matrix, with the 
understanding that t is given by the right-hand side ofEq. 
(B 1). Go(t) may have (a,/3 )-independent singularities any
where in the complex t plane, but not branch points at the 
zeros of S (t). Choose an (a,f3) domain with 1(31 > a such that 
Go(t ) is analytic on the circle IA I = a, to be denoted r. 32 Let 
the interior of rbe denoted r2, exterior rl' 

The BZ eigenfunction "'(A ), a function of a,(3, and A or t, 
is related to F(t) byl6 

"'(A) = t -IS(t) ReF(t), (2.2) 
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for IA I < a, and its analytic continuation to IA I >a is deter
mined in Appendix B. In particular, 

"'(0) = g = Re H. (2.3) 

We impose special HE gauge on F(t). As a result, "'(A) is 
analytic everywhere in r 2 and on r. Furthermore, condition 
(1.11) implies 

"'(A) (~ (A _ ~2)-1) is analytic at A = A2, (2.4) 

where A2 is the zero of A 2 + 2{3A + a 2 in r2, and A I is the 
other zero in rl' If If is sufficiently well behaved at 
(a,/3 ) = (0,0) = (p,z), then a similar condition holds at 
A = A I' Condition (2.4) will later necessitate a boundary con
dition on Go(t) at t = 00 (i.e., at A = AI,2): 

(~ t ~ I) Go(t) (~ ~) is analytic at t = 00. (2.5) 

The BZ HHP is to find X I (A ) analytic and nondegener
ate in r + r l and at A = 00 and X2(A ) analytic and nonde
generate in r + r 2, such that, on r, 

XI(A) = X2(A )G(A), 

where 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

We use a prime to denote transformed variables. The new 
metric g/ and eigenfunction ""(A) in special HE gauge are 
given by 

""(A) = X2(A )"'(A), g' = ""(0) = X2(0)g. (2.7a,b) 

In addition to the HHP, Belinskii and Zakharov also 
impose an auxiliary functional relation, 

(2.8) 

7 denoting matrix transpose, which is compatible with the 
HHP and our choice of gauge. (It will be seen to be related to 
Eq. (75) of Ref. 4.] The transpose of Eq. (2.8) is 

g' = X2(A )gXI(a2/A )T. (2.9) 

Now put A = 0 in Eq. (2.9) and compare with Eq. (2.7b): we 
find 

XI(OO) =1. (2.10) 

This the boundary condition atA = 00 that we shall use. It is 
intended to replace the BZ conditions (2.1 b) and X2( 00) = I, 
which are more restrictive. In fact, we do not require Go{t ) or 
X2(A ) to be analytic at A = 00, and so the HHP is not neces
sarily "canonical. ,,26 

The mixed soliton-nonsoliton transformations2 are so
lutions of a generalization of the above HHP in which X2(A ) 
is allowed to have poles at specified points, A = p(s I)'" .,p(s n ), 

in r 2 and so, from Eq. (2.8), xM) is degenerate at 
A = V(SI), ... ,V(sn) in r l [see Eqs. (B3a,b)]. The solution of this 
generalized HHP is not unique and it is necessary to resort to 
the differential equation2 for ""(A) to identify the residues of 
X2(A ) at the poles in r2. The pure-soliton transformations, as 
yet the only case discussed in any detail in the litera
ture,2,15,16 are the special cases of the mixed transformations 
for which 

(2.11) 
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Before discussing the determinant of Go(t ), we must re
call from Ref. 2 that the BZ formalism does not guarantee 
the relations 

det g' = a 2
, det ""(A) = A 2 + 2{3A + a 2 = A It 

(2. 12a,b) 

for the transformed solution. In fact, it is well known that 
Eqs. (2. 12a,b) do not hold in the pure-soliton case and so 
could not hold, in general, in the mixed soliton-nonsoliton 
case. In any case, however, a "physical" metric and eigen
function satisfying all of the field equations and eigenvalue 
equations can be constructed from the rescalingsz.16

: 

g~h = a(det g,)-1/2g" (2.13a) 

"'~h = (A It )1/2(det ",')-I/Z",' = (det X2) -1/2XZ"" 
(2.13b) 

It is easy to see that Eqs. (2. 12a,b) hold in the pure-nonsoli
ton case provided 

det Go(t) = 1. (2.14) 

We shall show that condition (2.14) can be imposed on Go(t) 
without loss of generality in all cases. The non matrix HHP, 

(2.15) 

01.Z analytic and nonvanishing in r l •z, respectively, has the 
unique solution, 

0u(A) = exp { - _1_ r D(A ') dA ,}, AEFI.z, 
21Ti JrA'-A 

(2.16a) 

where 

D (A ) = In det Go(t) = D (az I A ) (2.16b) 

[note that no branch cuts ofD (A) intersect the circler]. The 
change of variable, A '----+az I A ", in Eqs. (2.16a) yields the 
functional relation, 

01(aZIA) = Oz(O)lOz(A). (2.17) 

Define 

Go(t) = [det Go(t )] - I/ZGo(t ), G(A ) = ",(A )Go(t )",(A ) - I, 

(2.1Sa,b) 

XI(A) = OI-lIz(A )XI(A), Xz(A) = Oz -I/Z(A )Xz(A ),(2.1Sc,d) 

andobservethatdet Go(t) = 1 = det G(A). ThentheHHPfor 
the pure-nonsoliton or mixed cases can be rewritten in terms 
of barred quantities: 

XI(A ) = Xz(A )G(A ), 

¢'(A) = Xz(A )",(A) = O2 -IIZ(A )""(A), 

g' = XI(aZIA )gXz(A (= O2 -I/Z(O)g'. 

In the pure-nonsoliton case, we must identify 

0u (A ) = det XI.Z (A ), 

and so 

(2.19a) 

(2.19b) 

(2.19c) 

(2.20) 

det Xu (A) = 1, g' = g~h' ¢'(A) = "'~h (A ). 
(2.21a,b,c) 

In the mixed or pure-soliton cases, we must still use Eqs. 
(2. 13a,b) with barred quantities on the right-hand sides. In 
these cases, Eqs. (2.19a,c) imply 
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[A - v(sd] [A - v(sz)] ... [A - v(sn)] 

[A -,u(SI)] [A -,u(sz)]· .. [A -,u(sn)] ' 
(2.22) 

in agreement with Eq. (5.16) of Ref. 16. In future, we accept 
condition (2.14) and drop the bars. 

We now turn to the determination of the correct sym
metry condition on the representing matrix Go(t). This will 
be deduced from the HHP (2.6a,b), the auxiliary relation 
(2.S), and the following functional relations which are 
proved in Appendices A and B: 

F(t) = iF(t)h (t), 

"'(aZ I A ) = A -lge",(A )h (t), 

where 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

and! = Re ~, tP = 1m ~,evaluated at a = 0, /3 = (2t )-1. 
Thematrixh (t ) obeys the relations (A12). InEq. (2.23),F(t lis 
the value of the analytic continuation of F (t ) on the second 
Riemann sheet. [The validity of these relations depends on 
analyticity of ~ (a ,/3 ) at the origin (0,0), which can be brought 
about by a time translation,/3--/3 + constant (or axial trans
lation, z--z + constant, in the stationary case), if ~ is analyt
ic at at least one point of the axis.] 

Now, use Eq. (2.6a) to eliminate XI in Eqs. (2.S) and (2.9) 
and replace A by a Z I A in the latter: the results are 

g' = Xz(aZIA )G(aZIA )gXz(A (, 

g' = Xz(aZIA )gG (A)T Xz(A )T. 

Comparison of these two equations gives 

G(a2IA)g = gG(A (. 

(2.26a) 

(2.26b) 

(2.27) 

Next, use Eqs. (2.6b), (2.14), (2.24), and (B14) and observe 
that g and ",(A) can be cancelled from the final equation [re
member that Go(t ) is unaffected by the replacement, 
A----+az I A ]. The result is 

h (t )Go(t)h (t )-1 = Go(f )-1. (2.2S) 

From Eqs. (A12), this can be written 

[Go(t)h (t If = - I, (2.29) 

which itself implies 

tr[Go(t)h (t)] = tr[h (t )Go(t)] = O. (2.30) 

Since the product of a traceless matrix with e in either order 
is symmetric and vice versa, it follows that Eq. (2.30) ex
presses the required symmetry condition on Go(t ). 

Weare now in a position to establish the exact relation
ship between the BZ nonsoliton and HE formalisms. Start 
again with Eq. (2. 14a) and use Eqs. (2.7a), (2.6b), (2.24), and 
(B14) to obtain an equation in which g, ",(A) and their trans
forms can be cancelled out. The result is 

h '(t )Go(t)h (t )-1 = I, (2.31) 

where h '(t) is calculated from Eq. (2.25) with primed varia
bles. This equation, which can be written 

h '(t) = h (t )Go(t )-1 = Go(t)h (t), (2.32) 

is in fact a formula for the transformed Ernst potential ~' on 
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the axis a = ° = p, according to Eq. (2.25). It is an important 
formula in its own right and, incidentally, shows that Go(t) is 
a genuine representation of % in that the group product is 
represented by the matrix product. An alternative interpre
tation ofEq. (2.32) is that it provides a formula for Go(t) in 
terms of the initial and final values of the Ernst potential on 
the axis, thereby demonstrating the transitivity of % on the 
space of solutions analytic at and near (a ,/3 ) = (0,0). Already, 
Hauser and Ernst have derived just such a formula for their 
representing matrix u(t )5: 

( -it~l) (tW', i)u(t) W = 0, (2.33) 

where Wand W' are to be evaluated at a = ° = p, 
/3 = (2t)~ I = z. Indeed, Eq. (2.33) has already been used in 
the derivation of Eq. (2.25) in Appendix A. 

By expressing W' as the subject in Eq. (2.33) and sepa
rating into real and imaginary parts, we get from Eq. (2.25) 
the equivalent formula, 

h '(t) = u(t)h (t)u(t)~ I, (2.34) 

in agreemen t wi th Eq. (A 15) which was derived directl y from 
the definition (AII)ofh (t). Finally, comparisonofEqs. (2.32) 
and (2.34) reveals the desired relationship between Go(t) and 
u(t ): 

(2.35) 

Clearly, conditions (2.5), (2.14), and (2.30) [or (2.29)] on Go(t) 
are satisfied identically. 

Now, if one wishes to calculate the transform of Wand 
F (t ) under an element of % C K represented by u(t ), one can, 
in principle, substitute Eq. (2.35) into Eqs. (2.6a,b) and solve 
the BZ homogeneous Hilbert problem. However, a serious 
difficulty arises with a large class of u(t ) matrices for which 
the HE HHP can be solved explicitly in closed form. These 
u(t) matrices have only poles and/or quadratic branch 
points II and represent finite products of null generalized 16 
HKX transformations l2 and Harrison transformations. 13.14 
The HE HHP can be solved without a detailed knowledge of 
the analytic behavior of F( p,z,t) or W( p,z) and the resulting 
expression for F '( t ) is a rationalfunction ofF (t ) and the val ues 
of F(t) and possibly some of its t-derivatives at the singular 
points of u(t). The same methods will not work for the BZ 
HHP in its present form because of the appearance of h (t ) 
which depends on the analytic behavior of W (0,(2t ) ~ I) in the 
complex t plane. In the next paragraph, we provide an alter
native formulation of the BZ HHP in which h (t) does not 
appear. 

Substitute Eq. (2.35) into Eqs. (2.6a,b) to give 

XI(A) = X2(A )",(,..1, )u(t)h (t)u(t)~lh (t)~I"'(A )~I. (2.36) 

Define 

Y(A) = ""(A )u(t )"'(A)~ I 

(2.37a) 

Then, from Eqs. (2.36) and (2.24), 

Y(A) = XI(A )ge"'(a2/A )u(t)"'(a2/A )~I( ge)~I. (2.37b) 

The new form of the HHP is expressed by equating the right
hand sides ofEqs. (2.37a) and (2.37b). Also, in terms of the 
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matrix function Y(A ), the auxiliary relation (2.8) reads 

g' = Y(a2/A )gY(A )T. (2.38) 

Observe that all the factors in Eq. (2.37a) are analytic in 
r 2 - [,..1,21 except u(t) and all the factors in Eq. (2.37b) are 
analytic in r l - [All except u(t). [Conditions (1.13d) and 
(2.4) guarantee that Y(A ) is analytic at both A = ,..1,1,,..1,2'] This 
fact allows the new HHP to be solved in closed form for the 
u(t ) which have only poles and quadratic branch points as in 
Ref. II. [Of course, the HHP (2.6a,b) can be solved by the 
same methods in a large number of cases where both F (t ) and 
Go(t) are specified.] In Sec. 3, we derive the Harrison and 
HKX transformations from the HHP (2.37a,b) by methods 
comparable to those of Ref. 11, and we also generate the 
general Weyl (Einstein-Rosen) solution from fiat space us
ing the original form (2.6a,b) of the BZ HHP. 

The unknownsX+(t) andX~(t) in the HE HHP can be 
expressed in terms of the BZ unknowns X2(A) and XI(A) by 
the following symmetric relations: 

X +(t) = 2 A 2 [ - X2(A)(Al - ige) 
a -A 

+ XI (a2/A )(a2A ~II - ige)], 

2 A 2 [ - Y(A )(Al - ige) 
a -A 

(2.39a) 

(2.39b) 

,..1,82 in (2.39a), no restriction on A in (2.39b). These equa
tions show directly that X +(t) is analytic in the region r 2 of 
the A plane, and X ~(t) is invariant under the replacement 
A-a2 /,..1, and hence is analytic at the branch points of S (t ) in 
the t plane. The inverse relations are 

X2(A) = ReX+(t) -A ~I ImX+(t)ge, ,..1,82, (2.40a) 

XI(a2/A) = ReX+(t) - (A /a2) ImX+(t)ge, A82,(2.40b) 

Y(A) = Re X ~(t) - A ~ 11m X ~(t )ge, for all A. (2.40c) 

These five relations, together with Eq. (2.35), allow the BZ 
HHP to be deduced from the HE HHP and vice versa. In 
particular, the auxiliary relations (2.8) and (2.38) are immedi
ate consequences ofEq. (75) of Ref. 4 and vice-versa. Thus 
the restriction on the gauge of ""(A ) implied by (2.8) is com
patible with the original gauge restrictions on the potentials 
of Ref. 8. If mixed soliton-nonsoliton transformations are 
under consideration, X I,2 (A ) and Y (A ) in the aboveformulas 
should be replaced by.:l ~ I /2X I.2 (A ) and.:l ~ 1/2 Y (A ), respec
tively, where.:l is given by Eq. (2.22). 

There is an important qualitative difference between 
the group representations denoted by u( t ) and G o( t ). First, u (t ) 
can serve as a representing matrix for an abstract Lie group 
which exists independently of solutions of Einstein's equa
tions, whereas Go(t) cannot: condition (2.30) explicitly in
volves the Ernst potential W through h (t). Further, since 
Go(t) is uniquely determined in terms of the initial and final 
solutions by Eq. (2.32), it follows that Go(t) does not faithfully 
represent the multiple transitivity of the %-group. We can 
say that Go(t ) faithfully represents a simply transitive factor 
group in which each element is an equivalence class of mem
bers of % which transform any initial solution to the same 
final solution. The equivalence class for each Go(t ) can be 
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expressed by solving Eq. (2.35) for u(t): the result is 

u(t) = Go(t )1/2! [cos e (t)]1 + [sin e (t )]h (t)), (2.41) 

where e (I) is an arbitrary function of t, real for real I, and 
analytic in L + L _ and at I = 00, and where 

Go(t )1/2 = D -1/2[1 + Go(t)], 

D = det[1 + Go(t)] = 2 + tr Go(t). 

(2.42a) 

(2.42b) 

The transformations in c5Y which preserve asymptotic 
flatness in the stationary axisymmetric case can be identified 
from Eq. (2.33) which expresses 1&"(O,z) in terms of I&'(O,z) 
and U(I). A simple calculation shows that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for preservation of asymptotic flatness up 
to a NUT parameter is 

(~ t ~ I) u(t) (~ ~) is analytic at t = O. (2.43a) 

According to Eqs. (2.35) and (2.25), an equivalent statement 
IS 

(~ t ~ I) Go(t) (~ ~) is analytic at t = O. (2.43b) 

The definition of asymptotic flatness assumed here is given 
in Appendix B of Ref. 16. It must be emphasized how trivial
ly easy it is to identify asymptotic flatness preserving trans
formations in terms of representing matrices. This powerful 
feature allows the investigator to work confidently with 
more general transformations in % since it is easy to recog
nize combinations of the latter which preserve asymptotic 
flatness (e.g., even number of Harrison transformations) and 
to identify members of %, if any, which map a given asymp
totically non flat solution to an asymptotically flat solution 
(e.g., single Harrison transform of the "stationary C 
metric"). 

3. EXAMPLES 

In this section, we investigate the BZ homogeneous Hil
bert problem (2.6a, b) or its alternative form (2.37a, b) in four 
special cases: (A) Harrison's Backlund transforma-
tion, 13.14.16 (B) the null generalized HKX transforma-
tion, 12,16 (C) generation of the general Weyl (Einstein-Ro
sen) solution from flat space,9 and (D) generation of the 
nonlinear superposition of n Kerr-NUT particles from the 
superposition of n Schwarzschild particles using the B 
group, 10 The first three examples have already been treated 
in the HE representation (Refs. 11, 3 and 11, and 4, respec
tively) and it is instructive to compare the calculations, Also, 
Hauser and Ernst have generated Kerr-NUT from 
Schwarzschild using their integral-equation representation 
of the B group.3 In Sec. 3D, we discuss the B group from the 
standpoint of the BZ and HE HHP's and we find that the BZ 
representation of the n -Schwarzschild-+n -Kerr-NUT 
transformation is different from the others, being of pure
soliton type. 

A. Harrison's Backlund transformation 

Let us solve the BZ HHP written in the alternative form 
ofEqs. (2.37a, b), 
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l/I'(A )u(t )l/I(A ) - I 

= XI(A )gel/l(a21 A )u(t )l/I(a2 I A )-I(ge)-I, (3.1) 

U(t)=(1-7)-1/2(_~_1 -c~t-I). (3.2) 

The unknowns are ljI'(A ) analytic in r 2 and obeying condition 
(2.4) and XI(A ) analytic in r l and obeying condition (2.10). 
Write 

(A -1l2j(A -Ill) = A 2 + (2(3 - s-I)A + a 2 

= A (st ) - I (s - t ), 

with 112 = ll(s)EF2• III = v(s)EFI' Since u(t) appears linearly 
and homogeneously in Eq. (3.1), the quadratic surd 
(1 - sit )-1/2 cancels out and so u(t) can be replaced by the 
rational matrix function, 

v(t) = ( 1_1 
-c 

- c[ 1 + SA -I(A -1l2)(A -Iltll) 
1 ' 

(3.3) 

which has poles at A = 0, 00 and a vanishing determinant at 

A =1l2,1l1' 
Now, l/I'(A )v(t )l/I(A )-1 is analytic throughoutr2 (includ

ing A = A2 and A = 1l2) except for the origin A = 0 where it 
has a simple pole with residue, 

g' (~ - ~sa2) g-I = cs ~::J (f12' -fll)' (3.4) 

Similarly, XI(A )gel/l(a21 A )v(t )l/I(a21 A )-I(ge)-I is analytic 
throughout r l (including A = Al and A = f.ltl and grows lin
early aSA-+oo, say ~eA, where 

e = cs C ~). 
It follows that 

l/I'(A )v(t )l/I(A )-1 = XI(A )gel/l(a2 I A )v(t )l/I(a2 I A )-I(ge)-I 

=AA -I + B + CSA (~ ~) =Z(A), (3.5) 

where A and B are matrices depending only on (a, (3), to be 
determined. 

From Eq. (3.5), 

l/I'(A) = A Z(A )l/I(A )ev(t (e, (3.6) 
S(A - 1l2j(A - Il tl 

XI(A) = - A Z(A )g(l/I(a2IA )-I( 
S(A -1l2)(A -Ill) 

Xv(t(l/I(a2/A )Tg-I, (3.7) 

where we have used the identity (B 14). The right-hand side of 
Eq. (3.6) must not have a pole at A = 112 in r2 and the right
hand side of Eq. (3.7) must not have a pole at A = III in r l • 

Since v(t ) is degenerate at A = III and A = 1l2, the conditions 
that the respective residues vanish reduce to the following 
column-vector equations: 

ZVt2)l/IVt2) (~) = 0, 

Z Vttlgel/lVt2) (~) = O. 
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These equations provide only four equations for the eight 
unknown entries inA andB. SinceA is given by either side of 
Eq. (3.4), we have 

A (III) =/A ( 1) = 0 
112 - W 

(3.10) 

[recall Eq. (1.4)]. A fourth column-vector equation can be 
deduced from the requirement XI( 00) = I. Taking the limit 
asA.-oo of the right-hand side ofEq. (3.7), we find 

B (~) = (C~I) + cs(~ ~) gE¢(O{~) 

= C :-~s¢), (3.11) 

where ¢ = 1m 15'. In deriving Eq. (3.11), we have used Eqs. 
(B8b), (B5), (A6b), and (1.8). 

The solution of Eqs. (3.8)-(3.11) for the matrices A and 
B is now a straightforward problem in linear algebra. The 
result, after some rearrangement, is 

( 
c-Ilm T 

A = Im[(1 _ icsl5')T] 

B = ( - c- IRe T c-
I 

) 

- Re[(1 - icsl5')T] I + cs¢ 

- c( I - lsf3) C ~) , (3.12b) 

where the complex pseudopotential T is defined by 

T = 1(N/TIO» (3.13a) 

(~::) = (,ul -1l2)-1(1 + ill2 -lgE)¢(,u2{~)' (3.13b) 

Hence, from Eqs. (3.6), (3.5), and (3.3), the solution of the 
HHPis 

¢'(A.) = - [s(A. -1l2)(A. -Ill)] -I{A +).,B + cs)., 2(~ ~)} 

x¢()., (c~ I c[ 1 + s)., -I()., l- 1l2)()., -Ill)]) . 

(3.14) 

The limiting form of this equation as ),,-0 gives the trans
formed metric 

(3.15) 

where 

I'll = - (l/c2s)Im T, (3.16a) 

1'12 = - (l/cs)lm[(1 - icsl5')T] + /w, (3.16b) 

1'22= -(l/s)Im[(I-icsl5')2T] +2c/w(1 +cs¢) 

+c2f(l-lsf3). (3.16c) 

It can now be shown directly that Eqs. (2.S) [or (2.3S)] and 
(2.12a, b) are satisfied identically. 

It is not difficult to obtain the transformed complex F (t ) 
potential from ¢'().,) and g'. The relevant formulas are in 
Appendix B. Restrict)., to the open disk F2 so thad = Il(t), 
112 = Il(s), III = vIs). We find 
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1(N) = F22(S) + cF21 (s), 1(0) = Fds) + cF11(s), (3.17) 

r(t) = _t_ ( - c-IT c-
I 

) 

t -s cIs - t)t -I - (I - ics'6')T 1 - icsl5' 

( 
I cst -I) 

XF(t) c-I I ' 

in exact agreement with Refs. II and 16. 

(3.18) 

The principal difference between the derivation of Eq. 
(3.IS) here for the Harrison transformation and the deriva
tion of the same equation in Ref. 11 [Eq. (3.21)] arises from 
the fact that each singularity of u(t ) or v(t ), or degeneracy of 
v(t ), in the t plane corresponds to two singularities in the)., 
plane, one in F 2, the other in rl' Thus the number of un
known coefficients to be determined in the BZ HHP is exact-
1y double the number in the HE HHP. The same comment 
applies to the product of several Harrison transformations, 
including confluent cases such as the null HKX transforma
tion which is the product of two Harrison transformations 
with same s parameters. 11.16 Thus the HE HHP leads to 
shorter computations in these cases. An additional advan
tage of the HE formalism is the use of complex potentials 
which also often lead to shorter expressions. 

B. The null HKX transformation 

In Ref. 11, we solved the HE HHP for the u(t) given by 
the following SL(2)-covariant expression, 

u(t)=UAB(t)= -~B + [at/(t-s)]~qB' (3.19) 

where a, s and ~ (A = 1,2) are real constants, a being a 
canonical group parameter for fixed s and~. [In SL(2)-ten
sor equations, ~B = E = €AB is the index raising and lower
ing operator, e.g., qB = cr€XB, ~ = ~Xqx' and, in particu
lar, € B A = - ~ B = 8~.] The result was the null generalized 
HKX transformation, I 1.16.33 

F'AB(t) = kAX(t) 

aqCqDFAc!S) [GDX(s, t) -sIs - t)-I€D X ]} 
+ E F gXB(t), 

1 - aq q GEF(S, s) 
(3.20) 

where 

s tS(s) X 
GAB(S,t)=--€AB +--FXA(S)F B(t), (3.21) 

s-t s-t 

gAB(t) = UBA(t) or g(t) = U(t)-I (3.22) 

[recall g(t) = - gA B(t), gAB(t) = eg(t), and Eq. (BI4)]. This 
transformation preserves modified special HE gauge30 since 
u(t) is analytic at and near t = 00 but does not satisfy condi
tion (1.1 3d), except when ql = O. The factor gXB(t) on the 
right-hand side ofEq. (3.20) is a gauge function since 
g(t ) [= - gAB (t )] satisfies conditions (AS). If this gauge 
function is deleted [i.e.,gxB(t) = €XB or g(t) = 1], the result
ing transformation is denoted the "extended" HKX trans
formation. 16 This transformation is of pure-soliton type and 
the close relationship between certain pure-soliton and pure
nonsoliton transformations is discussed at the end of this 
subsection. 
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In order to derive the null HKX transformation (3.20) 
from the BZ nonsoliton formalism, we must abandon SL(2) 
covariance and insist on special HE gauge and condition 
(1.13d). These requirements can be met by multiplying the 
u(t) of Eq. (3.19) on the left by30 

(
1 - b) a(ql)2 

b = 0 b - --'-'-',-:---:-l' - 1 + aqlq2 . 
(3.23) 

The resulting representing matrix is 

( 

aqlq2t 
1-

ii(t) = bu(t) = (1 + aqlq2)(t - s) 
_ a(q2)2t 

t-s 

This ii(t ) has a simple pole at t = s and hence, when written as 
a function of A., it has simple poles at A. = J.L2 = J.L(s) in r2 and 
A. = J.L I = v(s) in r l as in the preceding subsection. 

We take the BZ HHP in the form (2.37a, b) and observe 
immediately that Y(,1. ) must be analytic everywhere except 
for simple poles at A. = J.L2' J.L I only. Thus 

Y(,1. ) = Y( 00) [I + _C_ + ~], (3.25) 
,1.-J.L2 ,1.-J.LI 

where C and D are matrix functions of (a, {3 ) to be deter
mined, and, from the boundary condition (2.10), 

Y(oo)= -eii(O)e= (b-I)T. (3.26) 

The HHP now reduces to the problem of writing down and 
solving eight linear equations for the eight unknown entries 
in CandD. 

We shall not show the details of the calculation, but 
only how the required number of equations can be written 
down, for thereafter the completion of the calculation is a 
straightforward problem in linear algebra. [Compare with 
the calculation of RA B in Eq. (3.4) of Ref. 11.] First, equate 
the residues at A. = J.L2 on both sides of Eq. (2.37a) and the 
residues at A. = J.LI on both sides ofEq. (2.37b). We obtain 
expressions for the matrices C and D in terms of the column 
vectors 

X2(,u2)¢(,u2) e2(1 :~qlq2))' XI(,uI)ge¢(,u2) (q2(1 :~qlq2) , 
respectively. To obtain linear algebraic equations for these 
column vectors, express X2(,1. ) and XI(,1. ) as the subjects in 
Eqs. (2.37a, b), respectively, and take the appropriate limits 
as ,1.-+J.L2' J.LI' respectively. The final results are 

where 

21 2 [mI+J.L2- lnge ]¢(,u2)qqTe¢(,u2)-I, 
m +n 

(3.27a) 

(3.27b) 

m = 1 - aJ.L2 qTe¢(,u2)-I~(,u2)q, 
s(,u I - J.L2) 

(3.28a) 

n= (3.28b) 
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(3.29) 

This completes the determination of ¢'(,1. ): 

¢'(,1.) = (b-1([I + _C_ + ~]¢(,1. )u(t)-Ib- I. 
A. - J.L2 A. - J.L I 

(3.30) 

Reversal of the trivial transformation represented by Eq. 
(3.23) yields30 

¢'(,1.) = [I+-C-+~]¢(,1.)U(t)-I. (3.31) 
A. - J.L2 A. - J.Ll 

Equation (3.20) for the transform of the complex F (t ) poten
tial can now be obtained from Eq. (3.31) by a straightforward 
application ofthe formulas of Appendix B [see also Eqs. 
(6.15)-(6.37) of Ref. 16). 

It is instructive to compare this pure-nonsoliton trans
formation with the pure-soliton "extended" HKX transfor
mation l6 for which 

¢'pb(,1.) = [I +,.£- + -!l-]¢(,1.), (3.32) 
.Il.-J.L2 .Il.-J.LI 

and Go(t) = I = u(t). This is precisely the BZ two-soliton 
transformation in the limit where the two poles ofX2(,1. ) in r 2 

coalesce to form a double pole at A. = J.L2' The quantity in 
square brackets must now be interpreted as..::1 - 1/2X2 (,1. ) and 
so, from Eqs. (2.13b) and (2.22), we have 

XI(,1.) = X2(,1.) = A. - J.LI [I + _C_ + _D_] 
A. - J.L2 A. - J.L2 A. - J.L I 

= I + C + D + (,u2 - J.LI)I + (,u2 - J.LI)C . 
A. - J.L2 (A. - J.L2)2 

(3.33) 

We see that the only difference between the pure-soliton and 
pure-nonsoliton versions of the null HKX transformation is 
the trivial transformation of Ref. 30 and a different choice of 
gauge. It isjust the singularities of the gauge functions which 
are manifest in..::1 - 1/2X2 (,1. ) in r 2' The only significant differ
ences appear in the statements of the respective HHP's and 
the actual details of the derivations: in the pure-nonsoliton 
case, C and D are uniquely determined from the HHP; in the 
pure-soliton case, a partial fraction expansion of the form 
(3.33) is the starting point and CandD are determined by Eq. 
(2.8) and the differential equations for the ¢(,1. ) potentiaV 
a~qB being the constant of integration. More generally, a 
similar relationship can be established between the 2n-fold 
Harrison transformation with s = s., S2' ... , S2n (pure-nonso
liton) and the BZ 2n-soliton transformation for which X2(,1. ) 
has poles at A. = J.L(s d, J.L(S2)' ... , J.L(S2n) in r 2. However, 
(2n - 1 )-soliton BZ transformations contain as a factor the 
Kramer-Neugebauer involution 18 which is not in 5Y but 
may be obtainable as some sort of fanciful limit of pure
nonsoliton transformations in 5Y -see Sec. 4. 

The extended HKX transformation can also be derived 
from a slight modification of the HE formalism which close
ly parallels the BZ pure-soliton derivation. The representing 
matrix is 

u.(t) = g(t )u(t) = I, (3.34) 

but the contour L is drawn so that the pole in u(t ) and g(t ) at 
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t = s is outside L, i.e., in L _. The HHP takes the simple 
form 

x -(t) = X +(t) = r(t )F(t )-1, X +(0) = I, (3.35) 

in which X +(t) is analytic in L+ and X _(t) is analytic in L_ 
and at t = 00 except for a simple pole at t = s. The general 
solution is 

r(t) = [I + stN ]F(t), 
t-s 

(3.36) 

where N is an arbitrary complex matrix function of (p, z). 
Equation (A 7a) shows that N is traceless and degenerate, and 
Eq. (A 7b) leads to a formula for N· in terms of N. However, 
to completely determine N up to two constants of integra
tion, it is necessary to substitute Eq. (3.36) into the differen
tial equations (AI) and (A2). Not surprisingly, this is a some
what lengthier derivation of Eq. (3.20), whether with 
g(t) = u(t )-1 or g(t) = I, than the derivations above and in 
Ref. II where the HHP's had unique solutions. 

c. Generation of the general Einstein-Rosen or Weyl 
solution from flat space 

Kinnersley and Chitre9 have shown that the abelian 
subgroup of K generated by the r 12 (k ), k = 0, I, 2, ... , maps 
flat space to the general Weyl solution 

~=f=e2¥, Xpp+p-IXp+Xzz=O, (3.37) 

for which X (p, z) is analytic at and near (0,0). More recently, 
Hauser and Ernst4 generated the Weyl solution from flat 
space using their HHP with 

u(t) = es(t)\ k = (~ _ ~) , (3.38) 

where 5 (t )isanalyticinL_, onL, andatt = 00, and obtained 
the contour integral expressions, Eqs. (3.47a, b) below. In 
this subsection, we shall do the corresponding calculation in 
the BZ formalism and obtain the cylindrical-wave counter
part of the Weyl solution, the Einstein-Rosen solution. 2 I 

From Eqs. (2.35) and (A22), the BZ representing matrix 
is 

Go(t) = e2s (t)\ (3.39) 

where now 5 (t) = 5 (t (A )) is analytic on and near r and at 
,1= ,11.2' FromEq. (A20) and Appendix B, the ",(A ) potential 
for flat space is 

",(A) = (0
1 

0) (3.40) A 2 + 213,1 + a 2 
. 

Since",(A ) commutes with Go(t ),itfollowsthatG (A) = Go(t). 
The BZ HHP (2.6a, b) can be reduced to a nonmatrix HHP 
by the substitutions, 

XI(A) = exp[21]dA )k], X2(A) = exp[21]2(A )k], (3.41) 

where 1]1.2 (A) arenonmatrix functions of a,f3, and A analytic 
in r + r l •2 , respectively. The HHP takes the form 

1]dA) = 1]2(,1) + 5(t(A )), 1]1(00) = O. (3.42) 

The unique solution is 

(A ) = - _I i 5 (t (A ')) dA " 
1]1.2 2' 1 , 1 1T1 r /l, -/l, 

(3.43) 
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from which we obtain the transformed solution 

g' = exp[21]2(0)kl(~ :2)' (3.44a) 

""(A) = exp[21]2(A )kl(~ ,12+ 2~A + a2)' (3.44b) 

This result is in agreement with Eqs. (3.37) and (A24) written 
in (a, 13) coordinates with 

(3.4Sa,b) 

Let us now deduce a contour integral for 13 (t ) in the cut 
complex t plane, the branch cut as usual joining the zeros of 
Sit}. First, from Eqs. (3.43) and (3.4Sb), 

f3(t) = - _I . ( [_,_2 __ ~]5(t(A '))dA' 
2m Jr A - A A 

___ I ([_1_ _ I ]E:-(t(A '))dA' 
- 21TiJr A'-A A'-a2/A ~ , 

AEF2• (3.46) 

Next, deform the circle rto a simple closed contour r' lying 
inside r such that the annular portion of r 2 between r ' and 
r does not contain any singularities of 5 (t (A ')) or the points 
A' = A2 0rA ' = A. The change of varia bid ' = ,u(t ')mapsthe 
contour r' to a negatively oriented (clockwise) contour L 'in 
the cut t' plane which encloses the cut itself but no singulari
ties of 5 (t ') nor the point t' = t. Since the integrand has no 
residue at t ' = 00, the contour L ' can be replaced by a posi
tively oriented contour L such that the cut lies in the exterior 
L _ and all the singularities of 5 (t ') and the point t' = t lie in 
the interior L +. The result of the transformation is 

___ 1 (JJ!..ldt' 
X- 21Tilt'S(t') , 

f3(t)= - _1_ (~1..J.ddt', tEL+, 
21Ti 1 SIt') t' - t 

(3.47a) 

(3.47b) 

in exact agreement with Ref. 4. By differentiating under the 
integral sign, one can readily show that X andf3 (t )IS (t ) satisfy 
the cylindrical wave equation and that Eq. (A2S) in (a, 13) 
coordinates holds. 

D. Generation of the nonlinear superposition of n Kerr
NUT particles from n Schwarzschild particles using the 
B group 

by 
The B group of Kinnersley and Chitre 10 is represented 

u(t) = ( cos e (t ) 
- t sin e(t) 

t - I sin e (t)) , 
cose(t) 

(3.48) 

where e (t ) is analytic in L + L _ and at t = 00. It was shown 
by KC to map flat space to itself, Schwarzschild to Kerr
NUT, and the Zipoy-Voorhees solutions34 with integer 0-
parameter to generalizations of the Tomimatsu-Sato solu
tions,35 to be called the KC solutions. Hauser and Ernst have 
generated Kerr from Schwarzschild using contour integra
tion methods3 but the same results can be obtained directly 
from the HE HHP. We shall show that, more generally, the 
nonlinear superposition of n Kerr-NUT particles (4n pa
rameters: mass, angular momentum, NUT parameter, and 
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position onz axis for each particle) can be generated from the 
superposition of n Schwarzschild particles (2n parameters) 
using the HE representation of the B group. This is not nec
essarily the best method of calculation: the general n-Kerr
NUT solution can be generated more easily from fiat space 
by applying 2n Harrison transformations 16,28,36 or the BZ 
2n-soliton transformation.2 

The HE HHP can provide a rational explanation of the 
fact that the infinite-dimensional B group generates only a 
finite number of arbitrary constants in these cases. First, the 
F(t) potential of the input Weyl solution (n-Schwarzschild, 
Zipoy-Voorhees) must not be put in special HE gauge, but 
the unique gauge for which 

f3 (t) = f30dd (t), (3.49) 

as discussed in Appendix A. [Equation (3.47b) gives f30dd (t) 
when tEL_, special HE gauge when tEL+.] The t-plane sin
gularities of f30dd (t ) all lie in L _. Second, before specializing 
the harmonic function X, a short calculation shows that 

G (t )=F(t )u(t )F(t )-1 (3.50) 

is even in S (t ) and is in fact analytic at the branch points of 
S (t). The x-potential for n Schwarzschild particles is the 
Newtonian potential of n rods with (mass)l(length) = lI2 in 
geometric units and with endpoints at z = Z; ± K;, i = I, 
2 ..... n. K; > O. on the z axis. (A Zipoy-Voorhees particle is the 
limiting case where tJ rods coincide.) The formulas for X and 
f3odd (t) are 

n x· - 1 
X= 2:!ln-'--, (3.51) 

;=1 x; + 1 

n x;(1-2tz;)-2K,ty; -Sit) 
f30dd (t) = 2: !In , (3.52) 

;=1 x;(1-2tz;)-2K,ty; +S(t) 

where (x;, y;) are prolate spheroidal coordinates for each 
particle defined by 

t:) = (2K;) - I [ p2 + (z - Zj + K;)2] 1/2 

±(2K;)-I[p2+(Z_Z; _Ky]I12. (3.53) 

positive for x;, negative for y;. The key property is that G (t) 
and G (t )-1 are analytic throughout L_ except for simple 
poles at 

(3.54) 

when these numbers are distinct, and poles of higher multi
plicity when there are coincidences. 

From Eqs. (1. 14) and (3.50), 

X+(t) =X_(t)G(t)-I. (3.55) 

of which the left-hand side is analytic in L+ and the right
hand side is analytic in L _ except for the aforementioned 
poles at t = sl, ... ,sZn' It follows that X +(t) is a rational func
tion of t of the form, when the Sj are distinct, 

Zn tAo 
X+(t)=F'(t)F(t)-1 =1+ I _1_, (3.56) 

j= I t - Sj 

the Aj being complex matrix functions of (p, z) to be deter
mined. When tJ of the Sj are equal, a sum of partial fractions 
appropriate to a pole of order tJ should be included in X +(t). 
Finally, the requirement ofanalyticityofX_(t ) = X +(t)G (t) 
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at the points t = S 1 .... 'S2n in L _ gives 4n column-vector equa
tions for the 2n unknown matrices A j' uniquely determining 
the latter. The final solution does not depend on the detailed 
behavior of the function 0 (t) but only on the values of 0 (t) at 
t = SI'''''S2n (and derivatives of orders up to tJ - 1 when tJ of 
the Sj are equal). 

The above discussion will assist us in determining how 
the B group is represented in the BZ formalism. We shall 
remain in the context of stationary axisymmetric fields. 
First, since h (t) is given by Eq. (A22) for all Weyl solutions 
when the gauge obeys Eq. (3.49), it follows from Eqs. (2.35) 
and (3.48) that 

Go(t) = I, XI(A) = Xz(A ). (3.57) 

Clearly, the transformation is of pure-soliton type. Since the 
function 0 (t ) has disappeared from the problem, the arbitrary 
constants generated by the transformation will not appear 
now as values of e (t) at t = sp""sZn but as integration con
stants. From Eqs. (2.13b). (2.40a). and (3.56), we see that 
Ll - 1/2X2(A ) has poles at 

A = ,u(stl, ...• ,u(s2n) in r 2, 

(3.58) 

A = v(s\),,,,,V(S2n) in rp 
simple if the Sj are distinct. nonsimple otherwise. But X2(A ) 
itself cannot have simple poles in r z for then Ll -1/2X2(A ) 
would have quadratic branch points according to Eq. (2.22). 
Thus Xz(A ) has double poles atA = ,u(sJ) .... "u(SZn) in r2 when 
the Sj are distinct, and poles of double the previous order 
otherwise. It then follows that Xz(A ) is analytic throughout 

rl' 
The preceding paragraph identifies the n-Schwarzs-

child to n-Kerr-NUT transformation as a special case of the 
4n-soliton transformation in which the poles of X2(A ) in r 2 

are all of even order. When the Sj are distinct, the full trans
formation factorizes into 2n extended HKX transforma
tions, 16 whose t/ parameters must be chosen appropriately. 
For example, two of these special extended HKX transfor
mations map Schwarzschild to Kerr-NUT, four map double 
Schwarzschild to double Kerr-NUT,37 two of rank zero and 
two of rank one 12.38 map Zipoy-Voorhees tJ = 2 to the full 
KC tJ = 2 solution. 10 

Only 2n of the 4n integration constants in the 4n-soliton 
transformation can be chosen independently as there are 
only 2n values of e (s)). Also. since the n-Schwarzschild solu
tion is the general static 2n-soliton solution (meaning 2n
soliton transform of flat space), the general4n-soliton trans
form of the n-Schwarzschild solution with same s-param
eters will be a special limiting form of the 6n-soliton solution 
or 3n-Kerr-NUT solution in which the 6n s-parameters co
incide in threes. This latter solution may be interpreted as 
the nonlinear superposition of n KC tJ = 3 particles in which 
each particle has six of its eight allowed degrees of freedom 
(including NUT and z position). We need to reduce the six 
degrees offreedom to four in such a way that each KC tJ = 3 
particle reduces to just a Kerr-NUT particle. 

It was claimed in Ref. 16 and will now be proven that n
Schwarzschild transforms into n-Kerr-NUT under 2n of the 
special extended HKX transformations for which 
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q4 = (1, 0) (type I), 

or q4 = (0, 1) (type II). 

(3.59a) 

(3.59b) 

(The type I transformations are precisely the original HKX 
transformations of Ref. 12 and type II can be obtained from 
type I by interchanging the tensor indices 1 and 2.) A conse
quence ofEq. (6.46) of Ref. 16 is that these special HKX 
transformations factorize into two BZ one-soliton transfor
mations of which the first maps static solutions to static and 
the second maps static to stationary. Let the static-to-static 
BZ transformations be denoted type I or type II according to 
the type of the HKX transformations. Since BZ pure-soliton 
transformations commute exactly, we may perform the 2n 
static-to-static transformations first, choosing the type so as 
to cancel the Schwarzschild particles one by one and eventu
ally leave flat space. Then the remaining 2n static-to-station
ary transformations will map flat space to the nonlinear su
perposition of n Kerr-NUT particles. 

The explicit transform of the general Weyl solution un
der the type I and type II BZ transformations is easily calcu
lated from Eq. (5.19) of Ref. 16. The results are 

type I BZ: e2x' = a- ljl(s)e2X, 

type II BZ: e2 l:' = a- l v(s)e2X, 

(3.60a) 

(3.60b) 

where a = i p. Consider the case where the Schwarzschild 
rod singularities are nonoverlapping and take them one at a 
time. Suppose a given rod connects z = Zo - K = (2s I)-1 to 
Z = Zo + K = (2s2) - I along the z axis, with K> O. Three cases 
need to be distinguished: 

Case 1: 0«2s l)-1 «2s2)-I; 

Case 2: (2stl- 1 <0«2s2)-I; 

Case 3: (2s tl- I < (2s2) - I < o. 
The correct choice ofBZ or HKX type depends on the value 
of (p, z) and the location of the branch cut joining the zeros 
of S (t) in the t plane. To remove this ambiguity, let the cut 
intersect the real axis at points t < minIs I ""'S2n ) or 
t> max(sl, ... ,s2n) so that S (s)) > 0 for all). A straightforward 
calculation now shows that the selected Schwarzschild rod 
singularity can be cancelled out by applying the following 
types of double BZ transformation: 

Case 1: type I at s = Sl and type II at s = S2; 

Case 2: type II at s = Sl and s = S2; 

Case 3: type II at s = SI and type I at s = S2' 

S = (2Z)-I. The corresponding types of double HKX trans
formation map the Schwarzschild particle to Kerr-NUT as 
required rather than to KC {) = 3. The applications of the B 
group in Refs. 3 and 10 belong to Case 2. Additional cases 
can be introduced by changing the sign of some of the X, in 
Eq. (3.51) (negative mass particles) and/or replacing some of 
the Xi by ±Yi' 

4. LIMITING TRANSITIONS AND RELAXATION OF 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

We have already remarked that the boundary condi
tions at t = 00 chosen by Hauser and Ernst are not necessary 
for the preservation of Einstein's equations, but have the 
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convenient property of guaranteeing uniqueness of the solu
tion of the HHP. For example, there are many transforma
tions in % represented by u(t) matrices with some sort of 
singularity at t = s, say, inL+, which have well-defined lim
its as S-oo. Simple examples which can be treated by ele
mentary methods are the s = 00 limits of the Harrison and 
HKX transformations (and products thereof) for which u(t) 
and/or X _(t) have, respectively, quadratic branch points 
and poles at t = 00. Here, we shall discuss the s = 00 null 
HKX transformation, which preserves asymptotic flatness 
as for finite s. 

A formula for the s = 00 null HKX transform of F (t ) 
can be obtained by simply puttings = 00 in Eq. (3.20). (Actu
ally, in Ref. 16 it was shown by direct exponentiation that the 
s = 00 nonnull HKX transformation is given by essentially 
the same expression.39

) The formula can be substantially 
simplified by observing that the limiting forms of Eqs, (A 1) 
and (A 7a,b) imply that 

(4.1) 

where FA is a complex vector function of( p, z) or (a, (J) and 
hB is a real constant vector, in any gauge for which FAB(t) is 
analytic at t = 00. Similarly, the generating function 
GAB(S, t) defined by Eq. (3.21) is well defined as either sor t or 
both tend to infinity, the limiting forms being 

GAB(S, 00) = - S (S)FXA (s)FXhB' 

GAB(oo, t) = EAB + 2trFx F X
B(t)hA, 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

GAB ( 00, 00) = EAB + GBA (00,00) = gAhB + GhAhB' 
(4.2c) 

wherer = (p2 + Z2)1/2 = ({J2 _ a 2)1/2, Gis a complex scalar 
function of( p, z) or (a, (J), andgA is any real constant vector 
satisfyinggxh x = 1 (i.e., glh2 - g2hl = 1). [We choose a 
(p, z) domain and branch cut so that S (t )It-2r as t- 00 : if 
the cut is a straight line segment, then z < 0 or {J < - a.] 
From Eqs. (A 1) and (A 7b), the vector FA and scalar G satisfy 

VFA = - (i!2r) [ZVHAX + pVHAX ]FX, (4.3a) 

VG = F*x VF x = (i/2r') [(Z2 - p2)VHxy 

+ 2pzVHxy ]FXF Y, (4.3b) 

F* A = r-l(zFA + I!AXFX), (4.4a) 

G * = G - ir-1xyFXF y. (4.4b) 

With the aid of Eqs. (4.1) and (4,2b,c), the limiting form 
of Eq. (3.20) reduces to 

F'AB(t) = FAB(t) + 2ktrFA FxF X
B(t )/(1 - kG), (4.5) 

where k = a(qXhx)2/(l- aqXqYgxh y); k is the only essen
tial parameter. Transformations of the form (4.5) form a one
parameter Lie group and hence iteration does not lead to 
further transformations. 

It is not difficult to deduce from Eq, (4.5) an HHP 
which admits Eq. (4.5) as a solution. It is more instructive, of 
course, to see the HHP derived from the limit as s--> 00 of the 
HHP for the finite-s HKX transformation. For this purpose 
the form (3.35) of the HHP in which the pole at t = 5 is out
side the contour L is more useful. The limiting form of Eq. 
(3.35) as 5-00 is 

X_(t)=X+(t)=F'(t)F(t)-I, X+(O) =1, (4.6) 
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whereX+{t) is analytic inL + L+,X_(t) is analytic in 
L +L_, and 

X_It) = Ott) as t--+oo. (4.7) 

The u(t ) matrix is the unit matrix l. The general solution of 
this HHP is 

F'AB(t) = (tAX - INA x)FXB(/), (4.8) 

where NA B is an arbitrary complex function of (p, z). To 
identify NA B, it is necessary to go back to the differential and 
algebraic relations satisfied by F'(t). Equation (A7a) shows 
that N A S is null (i.e., det N = 0) and traceless (i.e., 
NAS = N BA ) and so we have the factorization, 
NA B = NA N B. From Eqs. (4.1) and (4.8), the condition that 
F'AS(t) be analytic att= 00 requires that NXFx = 0, imply
ing that NA is proportional to FA' However, this condition 
can be relaxed as an a (t ) term in F' AS (t ) can be absorbed by a 
change of gauge. 

The differential equation (AI) for F'(t) implies that the 
vector NA satisfies 

2zVNA - 2pVNA 

= - iNxVHAX - !NANxVNx + NA Vz. (4.9) 

This equation can be solved by first looking for a particular 
integral proportional to FA and comparing with Eqs. 
(4.3a,b). The particular integral is found to be 

NA = [2kr/(1 - kG)] 1I2FA, (4.10) 

where k is a real constant. Substitution ofEq. (4.10) into (4.8) 
gives the s = 00 HKX transformation (4.5). 

This transformation can also be obtained from the pure
nonsoliton part of the BZ formalism by relaxing conditions 
(2.4) and (2.5). If conditions (2.4) and (2.5) are replaced by the 
requirements that '1/1(,1 ) and Go(t ) be analytic at A = ,12' the 
solution of the BZ HHP remains unique and the resulting 
transformations are products of elements of %, the s = 00 

HKX transformation (4.5), and the unimodular linear trans
formation of Killing vectors. Consider the BZ HHP in the 
form (2.37a,b) with 

(4.11) 

d = d AS a constant matrix, det d = 1, and let '1/1(,1 ) be in 
modified special HE gauge,30 i.e., '1/1(,1 ) is analytic in r + r 2 
and tP AS (,12) = 2r(Re FA )h s· The solution of the HE HHP 
with uA S (t ) = d As is simply a rotation of Killing vectors II: 

FAB = d/ds Y/XY ' F'AB(t) = dA xds yFxy(t) (4.12) 

(note dAB = E d E). The method of solution of the BZ HHP 
follows almost exactly the same lines as in Sec. 3B, so it is not 
necessary to show details. The final result is found to be 

where 

2ntrFxFzFZ y(t ) ], 

m+nG 
(4.13) 

m=dXyhxgy, n=dXyhxhY. (4.14) 

The transformation (4.13) is clearly the product of the trans
formations (4.5) with k = - n/m and (4.12). The factor 
(4.12) can be chosen to be the simple translation of Footnote 
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3D, but not the identity transformation for then n would be 
zero. 

The general solution ofEq. (4.9) leads to a two-param
eter enlargement of the s = 00 HKX transformation. First, 
by considering gauge changes in F(t) with g(t) = 0 (t) 
as t--+ 00, the general solution ofEq. (4.3a) can be shown to be 

F~en) = aFA + bF(l)A xhx , (4. 15a) 

a, b real constants, where F~1, F~1, .. ·, are the coefficients 
in the descending power series, 

FAS(t) = FAhS + t -IF% + t -2F~1 + "', 
which converges for It I > (2r)-1 in modified special HE 
gauge. [Equations (AI) and (A7a,b) lead to differential and 
algebraic equations for the F~1 and Eqs. (4.2a,b,c) imply 
2rFxF~1 = - gs - Gh s .] Substituting F~en) for FA in the 
right-hand side of Eq. (4.3b) and integrating gives 

Gisen) = a2G + 2abr[Fx h yF(2)XY - detF(l)] 

+ 2b 2rhxhyF(l)z XF(2)ZY. (4.15b) 

The general solution of Eq. (4.9) is now 

N = ( 2r )II2F (sen), (4.16) 
A 1 _ Glgen) A 

and the enlarged s = 00 HKX transformation takes the form 

2trF(genIFIgen)F x (t) 
F'AS(t)=FAs(t)+ A x B, (4.17) 

1 _ G(sen) 

reducing to (4.5) when a2 = k, b = O. This transformation 
preserves asymptotic flatness and, in particular. maps flat 
space to extreme Kerr-NUT. 

The transformation (4.17) cannot be iterated as it stands 
because F'(t) = 0 (t) as t--+oo. This can be repaired by the 
gauge change, 

F" AS(t) = F'AX(t )gxs(t), gAB(t) = eAs + (b /a)thAhS' 
(4.18) 

The limit as t--+ 00 now gives 

a-IF(gen) a- 2G(gen) 

F" = A, Gil = , 
A 1 _ G(gen) 1 _ Gisen) 

h "A =hA +a2gA• g"A =gA' 

(4. 19a,b) 

(4. 19c,d) 

The combined transformation given by Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18) 
satisfies the HHP, 

x _(t) = F"(t )u(t )F(t )-1, (4.20) 

X_It) analytic in L +L_, F"(t) analytic in L + L+, with 

u(t)=UAB(t)= -~s + (b/a)thAhB' (4.21) 

and boundary conditions 

X_(t)=O(t), F"(t)=O(I) as t-+oo, (4.22) 

and, as usual, F" AS (0) = iE AS' These transformations can be 
iterated and do not close to form a finite-dimensional Lie 
group but span an infinite-dimensional subgroup of K out
side % which preserves asymptotic flatness. The product of 
n such transformations satisfies an HHP of the form (4.20) 
with 

u(t) = O(tn), X_it) = O(tn), F"(t) = 0(1) (4.23) 

as t~oo, and with u(t) a matrix polynomial in tofdegreen. If 
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u(t ) also has singularities in L +, then the solution of the HHP 
is the product of an element of ,% and n transformations 
(4.17)-(4.18). 

The Harrison transformation also has a well-defined 
limit as s- 00, namely 

( 
T 

F't -
( ) - - t -I - i'l/T 

-:- I)F(f)( - (h2Ihl)t 1), 
l~ t ° 

(4.24a) 

where T = F21 F I, and can be enlarged to have one continu
ous parameter (b la) by taking 

(4.24b) 

It is a trivial matter to write down an HHP for this transfor
mation in which 

u(t) = 0 (t 1/2), X _(t) = 0 (t 1/2), (4.25) 

as f- 00, the branch cut joining t = ° to t = 00. In Eq. 
(4.24a), we have deliberately chosen a gauge such that the 
s = 00 Harrison transformation can be iterated. The product 
of two of the transformations (4.24) is identical to the trans
formation (4.17)-(4.18) up to a translation 
liJ---+(r) + cons tan t. 30 

There is an important discrete involution due to 
Kramer and Neugebauerls which plays a major role in the 
theory of the Geroch group and Backlund transforma
tions 16.28 but which lays outside all existing representations 
of K. This transformation, to be denoted (I), has the effect, 

j' = pf- I, liJ' = N, (4.26a,b) 

1/1' = - jliJ, '1/' = pf- I 
- i)liJ, (4.26c,d) 

wherej = V( - 1) and the symbols are defined by Eqs. (1.4) 
and (1.8). [The complex conjugation operation of Eq. (A 7b) 
does not apply toj, i.e., i* = - i,j* = j.] A natural question 
to ask is whether (I) can be obtained as some suitably defined 
limit of a sequence of elements of % as in the preceding 
paragraphs. Such a limit, if it exists, would be rather con
trived and probably not have much practical utility. We 
shall conclude this paper by presenting an HHP for (I) and a 
one-parameter family oflimiting transitions which work for 
Weyl solutions but not for stationary solutions. 

In Ref. 16, the (I I-transform of F (t ) was calculated by 
first calculating the transforms of F(t) under QI4.16,40 and 
Q = (I)Q(I) with the aid of Neugebauer's commutation theo
rem28 and the KC recurrence relations. 8 Using Eq. (A7b), 
the result can be written, 

F'(t)=(1-2tZ+2jtP)-1/2Vt-I(~ ~)+A] 

XF(t )C~ ~). (4.27a) 

where 

( 
i)~' 

A = ~~' _ 2( P + jz) 
- 1 ) 

- i)~ 
(4.27b) 

and ~' is given by Eq. (4.26d). The (I I-transform ofF *(t) can 
be deduced by taking the i-complex conjugate of both sides 
of Eqs. (4.27a,b). IfF (t ) is in special HE gauge, then F '(t ) is 
analytic in the whole complex t plane except for quadratic 
branch points of index -! at the two zeros of S (t ) as well as 
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at t = 00, necessitating two cuts. This is an optimum choice 
of gauge in this case as one of the conditions for the existence 
of special HE gauge [namely,J' =/=Oonz axis near (0, 0)] is not 
met; in factj' ( p, z) = 0 (p)asp-Dforallpointson the axis at 
which the original solution is nonsingular. 

The right-hand side of 

X -It) = (1 - 2tz + 2jtp) I 12F'(t )(~ - j~ -1)F(t )-1 

(4.28) 

is analytic in L_ and at t = 00 and so Eq. (4.28) may be 
regarded as an HHP for the unknowns X _ (t ) andF' (t ). (It can 
be interpreted in one complex dimension by writing 
j = - Ei, E = ± 1, and later replacing E by i).) With the 
boundary conditions (A6a,b) on F'(t ) supplemented by either 
Eq. (A 7a) or the relation H '12 - H '21 = 2iz, the solution 
(4.27) is unique except that ~' is an undetermined function 
of (p, z). Equation (4.26d) for ~' can then be deduced from 
either Eq. (A2) or (A 7b). 

Equation (4.28) suggests that a suitable candidate for 
the representing matrix of the (I) transformation is 

(
0 't -I) 

uo(t) = ( - jt ) 1/2 1 - iO . (4.29) 

This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that if an element 
gEK is represented by u(t) and its dual elementg = (I )g(I) by 
u(t), then 

u(t) = uo(t )u(t )uo(t). (4.30) 

Equation (4.30) can be proved without difficulty from Eqs. 
(3. 19a,b,c) of Ref. 16 which relate the infinitesimal tJ1 trans
formations8 to their duals and Eqs. (4.4)-(4.6) of Ref. 11 
which relate the rJ1 to their representing matrices. Further
more, the representing matrix of the BZ one-soliton trans
formation can be calculated by multiplying the u(t ) matrices 
of the respective factors in Eq. (5.28) of Ref. 16 [Harrison 
transformation; (I) transformation; translation, scaling, and 
gauge transformations] and the result is, perhaps not sur
prisingly, the unit matrix. 

Let (J) denote the product of the involution ~ _~ - I 

(gravitational duality rotation through 1T radians) and the (I) 
transformation. Since (J) has the effect, e2

)(' = pe2X
, on the 

general Weyl solution, ~ = e2x, it follows that if(J)EK, then 
(J) must be in some analytic extension of the subgroup of % 
represented by Eq. (3.38). The effect of the subgroup (3.38) 
on Weyl solutions is the linear superposition, 

(4.31) 

where; and jj (t ) are given by the right-hand sides of Eqs. 
(3.47a,b) with S (t) = - ;(0, (2t )-1); note that e2x(p, z) is ana
lytic and non vanishing at and near the origin. The (J) trans
formation represents a linear superposition of X with the 
potential of an infinite cylindrical bar ofline density ~ (recall 
that the Schwarzschild "rod" has line density!). If a piece of 
the bar containing the origin is removed, say 
Zo - K < Z < Zo + K, then the superposition is of the form 
(4.31) with 

(4.32) 

where the (x, y) are prolate spheroidal coordinates [see Eq. 
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(3.53) with Zi = Zo and sUbscript i dropped] and is represent
ed by 

u(t) = (O'-~(t) ;). O'(t) = [4K2 _ t -2(1 - 2tZO)2] 114. 

(4.33) 

Let this transformation be denoted (lK); (lK )E% when 
K> IZol. Now fix (p, z) and Zo and let K decrease to lzo I and 
thence to zero: we find e2x--+p and so (lK )--+(1) as K---+O when 
applied to Weyl solutions. 

The (lK )-transform of a generic stationary solution also 
has a well-defined unambiguous limit as K---+O. The limit, 
however, depends on Zo and is different from the (l)-trans
form for all Zoo To prove this statement, it is sufficient to 
exhibit a single counterexample. Now the (lK )-transform of a 
slowly rotating solution, 

If = e2x + iet/J + 0 (e2
), 

V/X = 0, V/t/J - 4VX·Vt/J = 0, 

(4.34a) 

(4.34b) 

e small, can be calculated explicitly by contour integration. 
First, contour integral expressions for t/J( p, z) and, more gen
erally, F( p, z, t) analogous to Eqs. (3.47a,b) can be written in 
terms of X (0, z) and t/J(O, z), assumed to be analytic at and near 
z = 0. Equation (2.33) provides an infinity of u(t ) matrices of 
the form u(t) = / + ev(t ) which map If Weyl = e2x to 
If = e2x + iet/J. Then, to first order in e, the multiplicative 
HHP (1.14) reduces to an additive boundary value problem 
solvable by standard methods. The final results are 

F(t) = [I + eY +(t )]Fweydt), 

H = H Weyl + icY +(O)e, 

t/J= - Y+(Ob 

where 

1 1 t Y+(t) = - -. -
2m L s - t 

( i/l(s) 
X Vt2(s)e -- 2X 

t/J(O, (2s)-I)e - 21i(s) 

SIs) 

e
2x )dS 

- i/l(s) 

(4.35a) 

(4.35b) 

(4.35c) 

(4.36) 

for t in L +. In these equations, FWeyl (t ) is given by Eq. (A24), 
HandHweYI byEq. (A6b),xand,8(t )byEqs. (3.47a,b),/l(t )by 
Eq. (B3a), and the contour L encloses all the singularities of 
t/J(O, (2s)-I). 

The (lK )-transform of the slowly rotating solution (4.34) 
is also given by Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) with x,,8 (t), t/J, etc., 
replaced by primed variables, x',,8 '(t), t/J', etc., calculated 
from Eqs. (4.31), (4.32), and 

t/J'(O, (2s)-I) = if(s)t/J(o, (2s)-I). (4.37) 

When K> IZol, the contour L encloses the two branch points 
of if(s) at s = t(zo ± K) - I and the cut joining them, to be 
denoted C I (without loss of generality, take Zo > 0). The cut 
C2,joining the zeros of S (s), crosses the real axis on either side 
of CI' To understand how Y' +(1) varies as K decreases to Zo 
and beyond, view the complex s plane in the Riemann sphere 
topology. When K <ZO, the cut CI occupies the two semi
infinite portions, - 00 <s.q(zo + K)-Id(zo - K)-I.;;;;S < 00, 

of the real axis, and C2 passes between. The contour L takes 
the form of two open infinite arcs enclosing the two parts of 
CI in the positive sense, as well as the point 1 and all the 
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singularities of t/J(O, (2s) - I), and may be deformed to a clock
wise contour L ' enclosing only the cut C2 (as in Sec. 3C). As 
K---+O, L (or L ') and C2 are pinched off at s = (2z0) - I as the 
two ends of CI close up the gap, and the integral takes the 
limiting form 

Y' +(t) = _1_ r _t_ t/J(O, (2s)-I)e - 2Pls) 

21T 1" s - t S (s) 

X ( - ip v(~)e2X) ds, (4.38) 
- /l(s)e - 2X lp 

where L " is a "figure-eight" shaped contour which crosses 
itself at s = (2z0) - I and encloses C2, 1m s > 0, in the positive 
direction and C2, 1m s < 0, in the negative direction. 

As an application of Eq. (4.38), the simple solution 

If = I + it/Jo, w = 0, (4.39) 

t/Jo small constant, transforms under (lK) in the limit as K---+O 
to 

cP' . - 1,1, ' - 1,1, 1 I - cos e (4 40) 
(iJ = P + 211T 'f'Or, W = 1T 'f'0 n ,. 

I+cose 
to order t/Jo, where the spherical coordinates (r, e) are defined 
by p = r sin e, z - Zo = r cos e. For each zo, this is different 
from the (l)-transform, which is simply If' = I, w' = -No. 
Equations (4.38) and (4.40) also hold when zo';;;;O [in the case 
Zo = 0, the cut C2 joins s = t(z - ip)-I to i 00 and t(z + ip)-I 
to - i 00 and L " consists of two infinite lines crossing the 
plane from left to right, one enclosing C2 , 1m s> 0, in the 
positive sense, the other enclosing C2, 1m s < 0, in the nega
tive sense]. The limits as Zo--+ ± 00 are also well defined if 
one compensates unbounded terms by additive constants in 
w' and t/J' and by suitably adjusting the gauge of F'(t). Under 
this latter limit, the transform of (4.39) becomes 

If' =p + 2i1T- I t/JoZ, w' = + 21T- I t/Jo Inp. (4.41) 

A somewhat different limiting transition can be carried 
out by superposing a finite rod oflength 2K and line density a, 
e2x = 2K[(X - I)/(x + Ijp/2 (Zipoy-Voorhees 0 = t parti
cle), and letting K--+ 00 with the midpoint fixed at z = zoo In 
this case, the limiting procedure involves rather lengthy and 
difficult asymptotic techniques and it is necessary to adjust 
gauge and admit the translation W--+w + constant in order to 
absorb terms of order In Kin F 'It ). The limiting transform of 
the solution (4.39) turns out to be (4.41) (upper sign if Zo < 0, 
lower if Zo > 0). 

The limiting transitions discussed in the preceding 
paragraphs do not succeed in obtaining the Kramer-Neuge
bauer involution (/) as the limit of some sequence of members 
of %. At this stage, the question of whether or not (/) is in 
some analytic continuation of % (and therefore in K by defi
nition) remains open. Nevertheless, the foregoing calcula
tions are instructive in that they show for the first time how 
large classes of solutions involving logarithmic singularities 
along the entire z axis can be generated from flat space using 
the Geroch group. 
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APPENDIX A: ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF F(t) ONTO 
THE SECOND RIEMANN SHEET 

The complex matrix potential F(t) 
[ = FAB(t) = FAB(p, z, t)] of Kinnersley and Chitre9

•
10 (KC) 

satisfies the two partial differential equations 

U -
VF(t)= S2(t) [(1-2tz)VH-2tpVH]EF(t), (AI) 

V = (a /ap, a laz), V = (alaz, - alap), whose compatibility 
is guaranteed by the differential equations for the matrix 
potential H [= HAB = HAB(P, Z)],1·8 

VH = ip-lgeVH. (A2) 

In Eqs. (AI) and (A2) we have used the notation, 

S (t ) = [(1 - 2tZ)2 + 4t 2p2] 1/2 

= [(1 - 2tp)2 - 4t 2a2] 112, S (0) = 1, (A3) 

e = ( _ ~ ~), (A4) 

and g = Re H is the 2 X 2 block of the metric [see Eqs. (1.1)
(1.5)]. If cylindrically symmetric gravitational wave solu
tions rather than axially symmetric stationary solutions are 
under consideration, one should replace the coordinates 
(p, z) by (a, P), where a = ip, P =;z, and perform the neces
sary analytic continuations. 

If Fo(t ) is a particular solution of Eq. (A 1) for given 
g = Re H, the general solution is 

F(t) = Fo(t )g(t), (AS) 

whereg(t) is a rational matrix function oft only, not ofp or z. 
Since some of the freedom in F (t ) is used up by the initial 
conditions, 

F(O) = ie, F(O) = H, 

and first integrals, 

(A6a,b) 

detF(t) = - l/S(t), (A7a) 

S(t)F*(t) = 2itgEF(t) - (1- 2tz)F(t), (A7b) 

F*(t ) being the complex conjugate ofF (t *),g(t ) is accordingly 
restricted to obey 

g(O) = I, det g(t) = 1, g*(t) = g(t). (AS) 

This non uniqueness in the definition of F(t) gives rise to the 
infinite-dimensional group of gauge transformations6

•
9 act

ing on the hierarchy of KC potentials [coefficients in the 
power series expansion (1.9)] which leave invariant the met
ricg = ReH. 

Hauser and Ernst5 have proved that, under general cir
cumstances, there exists a unique gauge (denoted here "spe
cial HE gauge") such that F (t ) is analytic in the whole com
plex t plane except for quadratic branch points at the two 

( 1 0). I' zerosofS (t )joined by a cut and thatF(t) 0 t Isana ytlcat 

t = 00. Furthermore, the two branch points are of index -! 
in such a way that 

F(t) =A (t) + B (t )/S(t), (A9) 

whereA (t )andB (t ) are analytic atthezeros ofS (t), but will in 
general have (p, z)-independent singularities elsewhere. The 
principal condition in Hauser and Ernst's theorem is that 
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F (t ) be evaluated in an open (p, z) domain containing the 
origin (0, 0) for which ~ = HII is an analytic function of p 
andz and! = Re ~ #0 [see Ref. 5 for a detailed discussion of 
the analyticity properties of ~(p, z) and F(p, z, t )]. 

In this appendix, we wish to give an explicit determina
tion of the matrix functions A (t ) and B (t ) in Eq. (A9), or, 
equivalently, a formula in terms of F(t) for 

F(t) =A (t) -B(t)IS(t). (AW) 

F(t) is simply the result of analytically continuingF(t) across 
the branch cut and onto the second Riemann sheet. This 
two-sheeted Riemann surface will not necessarily be the 
whole Riemann surface for the maximally extended function 
F (t ) because of possible (p, z)-independent branch points in 
F(t) on the second sheet. Since the differential equation (AI) 
is even inS (t), it follows thatF(t ) also satisfies Eq. (AI) and so 

F(t)=iF(t)h(t), (All) 

where h (t ) is some matrix function of t only, to be determined 
(the imaginary unit i is introduced for later convenience). 
The inverse relation, F (t ) = iF (t )h (t ), and Eqs. (A 7a,b) give 
the following constraints on h (t): 

det h (t) = 1, h (t)2 = - I, 

tr h (t ) = 0, h *(t) = h (t ) (A12) 

[cf. Eqs. (6.53) and (6.54) of Ref. 16]. These relations hold for 
any choice of gauge for F(t). 

The determination of h (t ) in terms ofthe Ernst potential 
~ invokes some of the main results of Ref. 5. First, since 
special HE gauge is unique when it exists,5 it follows that, in 
this gauge, h (t ) is uniquely determined in terms of ~ . (It will 
be seen that the converse is also true.) First, let us use the 
homogeneous Hilbert problem (HHP) to find how h (t ) trans
forms under an element of the Geroch group represented by 
u(t ). With a prime denoting transformed variables, the HHP 
reads, 

(A13) 

whereX _It )isanalyticinL_ (theexteriorofL ) and att = 00, 

F'(t) and F(t) are analytic in L+ (the interior of L ). On the 
second Riemann sheet, we must have 

X -(t) = F'(t )u(t )F(t )-1 
= F'(t)h 'It )u(t)h (t )-IF(t )-1, (AI4) 

since neither X _(t) nor u(t) can have branch points at the 
zeros of S(t) in L_. Comparison ofEq. (AI4) with (AI3) 
shows that 

h '(t) = u(t)h (t)U(t)-I. (AI5) 

This derivation does not presuppose that either F(t lor F'(t lis 
in special HE gauge. If both are in the special gauge, u(t) is 
necessarily analytic in L _ and obeys the HE boundary con
dition att = 00 [see Eq. (1.l3d)].51t is obvious from Eqs. (AS) 
and (A 11) that an arbitrary gauge change, 

F(t )-F(t )g(t), 

has the effect 

h (t )-g(t )-Ih (t )g(t). 

(AI6a) 

(AI6b) 

The next step is to find all u(t ) analytic in L _ which map 
flat space ~ = 1 to a given stationary solution 
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'if' = 'if'( p, z), preserving special HE gauge. It will be neces
sary that 'if' be analytic in a (p, z) domain containing the 
origin (0, 0). The following formula of Hauser and Emst5 

gives implicitly all group elements u(t ) which map any given 
initial solution 'if to any given final solution 'if' preserving 
special HE gauge: 

( '( -I) 
(t'if',i)u(t) -~ =0, (AI7) 

where 'if and 'if' are to be evaluated atp = 0, z = (2t)-I. The 
real and imaginary parts of this equation, together with the 
determinant condition (I.I3a), provide three equations for 
the four components of u(t). Now put 'if = 1 and 

'if' =/ + i¢ =/(0, (2t)-I) + i¢(O, (2t )-1) (AI8) 

in Eq. (A 17) and solve for the components of u(t ) in terms off, 
¢, and one arbitrary function of t (hereafter we drop the 
prime on 'if'). The result is 

( (/-112 0)( cosO(t) t-lsinO(t)) 
u t) = _ t¢/-1/2 /1/2 _ tsin O(t) cos O(t) , 

(AI9) 

where 0 (t ) is analytic in L _ and at t = 00, but otherwise 
arbitrary. The matrix on the right in Eq. (AI9) represents the 
general B-group element 10 which maps flat space to itself, 
preserving special HE gauge. This result also shows inciden
tally how 'if ( p, z) can be deduced uniquely in terms of 'if (0, z) 
from the HHP. 

Finally, in order to explicitly calculate h (t ) for any given 
solution 'if, one need only introduce the flat space expression 
in the right-hand side ofEq. (AIS). For flat space,9 

F(t) = ( S;t) S~t) ) (A20) 
_ itv(t) p(t) , 

Sit) Sit) 
where 

p(t) = 1 - 2tz - S (t), v(t) = 1 - 2tz + S (t) . 
2t 2t 

(A21) 

It follows that h (t ) for flat space is given by 

h (t) = e -~ -). (A22) 

Hence, substituting Eqs. (AI9) and (A22) into Eq. (AIS), we 
find thath (t ) for any solution 'if = / + i¢inspecialHEgauge 
is given by 

(A23) 

with/and ¢ evaluated atp = 0, z = (2t )-1. Notice that the 
HE boundary condition that 

F(t{~ ~) 
be analytic at t = 00 is satisfied on both Riemann sheets. 
Notice also that ifh (t) is known, then 'if (0, z) can be deduced 
immediately from Eq. (A23), and then 'if ( p, z) and F(t) are 
determined uniquely by the HHP. 

Although the F(t) potential for the general Weyl solu-
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tion, 'if = e2x, Xpp + p-IXp + Xzz = 0, is well known, it is 
not at all obvious how to identify which gauge is special HE 
gauge. The expression given in Ref. 12 can be written 

eX 0 Sit) 

( 

t 

F(t) = (0 e-x) _ itv(t) 
Sit) flit) 0 
p(t) (0 e - Pit). 

i ) 

Sit) Sit) 
(A24) 

where /3 (t) = /3 (p, z, t) satisfies 

V/3(t) = (1 - 2(Z)~~t~ 2tpVx, /3(0) = X. (A2S) 

/3 (t) is defined up to an arbitrary additive function of t only. 
This arbitrariness corresponds to the freedom to change 
gauge in F (t ) wi th a diagonalg( t ) matrix. Since V /3 (t ) is odd in 
S (t ), there is a natural particular integral ofEq. (A2S), which 
we denote /3odd (t), which is also odd in S (t). This natural 
gauge for the Weyl F (t I-potential is precisely the gauge used 
by KC to derive the Kerr and generalized Tomimatsu-Sato 
solutions from special Weyl solutions. 10 In Ref. 16, we calcu
latedF(t ) with the choice,8 (t) = /3odd (t )andfoundthath (t lis 
the same for all Weyl solutions and is given by the flat space 
expression (A22). However, this natural gauge is not special 
HE gauge (except for flat space) as/3odd (t) has (p, z)-indepen
dent singularities in the complex t plane. A direct calculation 
shows that if 

/3 (t ) = /3odd (t) + o(t) (A26) 

in Eq. (A24), where 0 (t) is some function of t only, then 

_t-le-28It)) 

o . (A27) 

If F(t) is in special HE gauge, then e ±P(t) must be analytic 
throughout the t plane (including t = (0) except for quadrat
ic branch points at the zeros of S (t). In that case, 0 (t ) is 
uniquely determined by equating the right-hand sides of 
Eqs. (A27) and (A23) with/ = e2K

, ¢ = O. The result is 

o(t) = X(O, (2t )-1). (A28) 

A direct proof of this result can be obtained from the contour 
integral expression (3.47b) by observing that the residue of 
the integrand at t ' = t is even in S (t ) and the remainder of the 
integral is odd in S (t ) and that 5 (t ) = - x(O, (2t ).- I). 

APPENDIX B: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ¢(..1,) AND 
¢(a2/..1,) 

The complex spectral parameter A used by Belinskii 
and Zakharov2 (BZ) is related to t by the quadratic 
transformation, 16 

t = t (A ) = A /(..1, 2 + 2/3..1, + a 2
), (Bl) 

so that the image of the full A plane is the two-sheeted Rie
mann tsurface which is the domain ofS (t ) with branch points 
at the two zeros, 

(B2) 

of S (t). To fix ideas, we consider (a, /3) domains for which 
I /31 > a > O. Then the branch cut may be taken as the finite 
segment of the real axis joining the zeros and not passing 
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through t = O. For t on the first Riemann sheet (excluding 
cut, including t = 00), the inverse of Eq. (B I) is 

A = f-L(t) = [1 - 2t {3 - S (t )]/2t, (B3a) 

and the image in theA plane is the open disk, IA I < a, denoted 
r 2 (note t = 0 implies A = 0). For t on the second Riemann 
sheet (excluding cut, including t = 00), the inverse of Eq. 
(BI) is 

A = v(t) = [I - 2t{3 + S (t )]l2t = a 2/f-L(t), (B3b) 

and the image in the A plane is the region, IA I > a, denoted 
r" as well as A = 00. The two zeros of A 2 + 2{3A + a 2, 
namely A = A2 inr2 and A = AI inri' map to the two points 
at infinity of the Riemann t surface. The circle IA I = a (de
noted r) maps one-to-two onto the branch cut itself. To un
derstand this a little better, consider counterclockwise cir
cles, IA I = a - {) in r 2 and IA I = a + {) in r l , where {) is 
small and positive. The former maps to a clockwise closed 
curve enclosing and closely fitting the cut in the t plane, the 
latter to a similar but counterclockwise curve on the second 
Riemann sheet. 

The BZ matrix eigenfunction ",(A) is related to F (t ) by 16 

",(A) = t -IS(t )P(t), IA I <a, (B4) 

where the matrix functions P (t ) and Q (t ) are defined by 

F(t) = P(t) + iQ(t), F*(t) = P(t) - iQ(t). (B5) 

This result was proved in Ref. 16 by directly comparing the 
differential equations for ",(A )andP (t). Thedifferentialequa
tions also allow a multiplicative matrix function of t only 
(reducing to the unit matrix at t = 0) on the right ofEq. (B4) 
(gauge change + t-dependent rescaling) but without loss of 
generality we set it to be identically unity in order that ",(A) 
be analytic in r 2 whenever F{t) is in special HE gauge. The 
HE condition (1.11) at t = 00 also implies corresponding 
conditions on ",(A ) atthe two zeros of A 2 + 2{3A + a 2[seeEq. 
(2.4)]. 

Analytic continuation ofEq. (B4) to IA I> a gives, with 
an obvious notation, 

",(A) = - t -IS(I)P(t), IA I >a, 

or, equivalently, 

",(a2/A) = -t-IS(I)P(t), IAI<a. 

(B6a) 

(B6b) 

[In Eq. (B6a),A = vItI; in Eq. (B6b),A =f-L(t), a21A = v(t).] 
Now, from Eqs. (B5) and (All), 

P(t)= -Q(t)h(t), Q(t)=P(t)h(t), (B7a,b) 

whereh (t )isgiven by Eq. (A23)ifF(t) is in special HE gauge, 
and from Eqs. (AI6a,b) otherwise. We reproduce here some 
simple identities given in Ref. 16 which are immediate conse
quences of Eqs. (A7a,b) here: 

P(I) = - v-l(t)geQ(t), Q(t) =f-L-I(t)geP(t), (B8a,b) 

det P (t) = tf-L(t )/S 2(t), det Q (t) = tv(t )/S 2(t), 

det ",(A) = A 2 + 2{3A + a 2
• 

From Eqs. (B7a) and (B8b), we have 

P (t ) = - f-L - I(t )geP (t )h (t ). 

(B9a,b) 

(BID) 

(BII) 

Finally, from Eqs. (B4) and (B6b), we obtain the desired 
relationship: 
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"'(a 2 I A ) = A - Ige",(A )h (I ). (BI2) 

Although Eq. (B12) was derived for IA I <a, it holds for 
all A. This can be seen from the inverse relation 

",(A) = - Aeg- I",(a2/A)h (t )-1 

= (A / a 2)ge"'(a2 
/ A )h (t ), 

where we have used E- I = - E, det g = a 2
, h (t r 

(B13) 

= - h (t), the symmetry of g, and the following identity sat
isfied by any nondegenerate matrix M: 

eM Te = - (det M)M -I, (BI4) 

T denoting matrix transpose. 
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Consistency of the Cauchy initial value problem in a nonsymmetric theory of 
gravitation 
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The consistency of the Cauchy initial value problem in a theory of gravity based on a 
nonsymmetric metric is investigated. It is demonstrated that the dynamical equations preserve 
the constraint equations as the evolution of the initial data occurs. The consistency is shown 
rigorously using the full field equations rather than the series expansion used previously. 

PACS numbers: 04.50. + h 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A new theory of gravitation has recently been proposed 
and developed. 1-3 The theory is based on a nonsymmetric 
metric gp.v and the two premises: 

(i) The transposition-invariant (Hermitian) length of a 

vector, A"', given by (gp.vA p. A V), is preserved under parallel 
transport with respect to a connection A ~v(F~v in free 
space); 

(ii) A local inertial frame of reference exists such that at 
a point xp. = x/"', 

A ~vllx = x' = 0. 

The theory has been shown to possess a rigorous spheri
cally symmetric solution of the vacuum equations. 1 When 
the known solutions of the theory are analyzed, radical de
partures from general relativity are seen at small distances 
(static solutions) 1 and early times (cosmological solutions).4,5 
The theory agrees with all current relativity experiments. 1,6 

The formalism for the Cauchy problem has been pre
viously set Up7 by considering an expansion of the metricg,lV 
about Minkowski space, 17

1
"" This is necessary at present, 

because of the difficulty in working with the closed form of 
the metric connection r~,.,K This paper is concerned with 
the consistency of what appears to be an overdetermined 
system of equations for the forward propagation of gil'" in 
time, thus completing the work mentioned in Ref. 7. 

II. FIELD EQUATIONS AND IDENTITIES 

The vacuum field equations can be derived by a Palatini 
variation from the vacuum Lagrangian density 1.7 

L = It"RIll.( W), (2.1) 

where we have used the notation X = (v - g) X and 

R,..,.(W) = W~~".i3 - ~(W~{3.,. + W~r3'11) 
- W~" W;;{3 + W~{3 W;;,.. (2.2) 

Here W~\. is a nonsymmetric affine connection. Performing 
the variation yields the field equations 

gl"'.(T - gp"r~(T - gllpr~,. = 0, 

gll"'I.,. = 0, 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

RIll.(F) = ~WI".III' (2.5) 

where r~,. is a Hermitian connection related to W:". by 

W A - r A 21:0 A W 
Jll' - Jl\' -jOlt l' 

(2.6) 

and W" is given by 

W,. = W1vA I = ~(W~A - W1,,)· (2.7) 

Equation (2,6) guarantees the four conditions r,.. = r1P.A I 

= 0, which are equivalent to the four equations (2.4). The 
contracted curvature tensor R,..v(F) is 

R,..v(F) = r!v.[3 - ~(r!{3I,v + rfv{3I.,..) 

- r~vr~{3 + rfu{3lr~v' (2.8) 

W,.. represents an auxiliary vector field and the Lagrangian 
(2.1) is invariant under the abelian gauge transformation I 

W~ = W,.. + A..,.., (2.9) 

where A. is an arbitrary scalar field. 
The coordinate and gauge invariance of the Lagrangian 

can be used to generate five identities of the theory.9 Four of 
these are generalized Bianchi identities: 

[gavGpv(F) + gvaGvp(F)la +gI-'v.pGl'v(F) =0, (2.10) 

where 

with 

R (F) = ~{3Ra{3(r). 

The remaining identity can be written as 

gI'VI.v.,.. = 0. 

III. THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Consider a three dimensional hypersurface S oriented 
in space. We can choose, without loss of generality, a coordi
nate system such that the surface S is described by X O = 0. 
On Swe are given the initial data gill") ,glll,,).O,gltJ l,gltJl.a,gloi I' 
and Wi with the restriction goo> 0. We can then calculate all 
the interior derivatives of gill' and Wi on S. The gauge free
dom of W,l [Eq. (2.9)] can be used to set Wo = 0. 

It has been shown by Moffae that under a fiat space 
expansion of gill" the nth order field equations can be rewrit
ten as a set of dynamical equations (i,) = 1,2,3): 

(n) (n) (n) 
(3.1) 

(n) (n) (n) (n) 
(3.2) 
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(n) (n) (n) (n) 

V2 + L ' Wi•O = ~[ijI.Oj - a g(/O I (/0 I 
(3.3) 

(n) (n) (n) 
(3.4) 

g(/Ol.oo = g[ijI.Oj + C(i.O / 

where the right-hand sides are determined by the initial data, 
interior derivatives, and the lower order dynamical equa
tions. As well, there is an additional set of constraint 
equations: 

(n) 

R uo) =0, 

(n) 

Roo = 0, 

(n) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

g [Oil,; = 0, (3.7) 

which can be rewritten in the form of initial data constraints. 
The compatibility of the above systems has been demonstrat
ed by Moffat. 7 

The nature of the dynamical equations is such that they 
can be integrated forward in time consistently, provided the 
constraint equations remain true once they are fulfilled at 
xo=O. 

IV. CONSISTENCY 

The dynamical set of equations is derived from the field 
equations (;,j = 1,2,3) 

RIij) =0, 

R[I"'I = iW[v.1-' I' 

g [ilL) = 0 
.It , 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

and the initial constraint set of equations is derived from 

R(iO) = 0, (4.4) 

Roo = 0, (4.5) 

g[Oi l ,; = O. (4.6) 

The equations to be investigated are (4.4)-(4.6). The objective 
is to show that the existence of the dynamical equations 
(4.1)-(4.3) is sufficient to maintain the validity of the con
straint equations (4.4)-(4.6) for all xo, once the constraint 
equations are satisfied at Xo = O. 

If we rewrite (4.3) as 

g[ID).D + g[ijl.j = 0 

and take the divergence, we find 

g[iOI.iO = O. 

When this is combined with the initial constraint 

g[iO) . = 0 at XO = 0, 
.1 

we have the unique solution of (4.8), 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

g[iO I., = 0 for all xO. (4.10) 

Thus Eq. (4.6) is maintained for all xO. 

Now consider the Bianchi identities (2.10). If we substi
tute for G,ll.(T) and R (F) with (2.11)-(2.12) and utilize the 
relationship 

g''',pg,,,, = - 2(V -g),p' (4,11) 
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we find after some algebra 

[gavRpv + gvaRvp],a - t'vRll-v,p = O. (4.12) 

Separating g"P and RaP into symmetric and skew parts, Eq. 
(4.12) becomes 

Ripv) g(av),a + g(av)Ripv).a + R [pv Ig[avl,a 

+ ~g[avIR [pv,a I - !g(p.v)R(p.v),p = 0 

with 

(4.13) 

R[pv,a 1= R[pv]'a + R[val,p + R[apl.,.· (4.14) 

That R [pv,a I = 0 can be seen immedi~t~ly by considering E~. 
(4.2), which is valid for allxobecause It IS part of the dynamI
cal system of equations. Also the term g[avl,aR [pv I can be 
seen to be zero by writing it as 

g[avl.aR[pvl = g[aol.aR[pO 1+ g[ail.aR[pil' (4.15) 

where g[aDI.a = 0 by Eq. (4.10) and g[ni),a = 0 by Eq. (4.3). 
Thus Eq. (4.13) becomes 

Rip,,) g(av).a + g(av)Ripv),a - !g(p.V)R(,uv).p = O. (4.16) 

We now rewrite Eq. (4.16) as two sets of equations by 
consideringp = 0 and k (k = 1,2,3), 

R(D,.)g(aV),a + g(av)R(DV),a - !g(,uV)R(p."I,o = 0, 

R (m'l (av)R I (p.,'IR - 0 
(h) g ,a + g (h),a - 2g (,uvl,k - . 

(4.17a) 

(4.17b) 

From Eq. (4.1) we have R(ij) = 0 identically for all xll-; thus all 
derivatives of R(iJl vanish and we have 

R(ijl,1' =0. (4.18) 

Expanding the terms in Eqs. (4.17a) and (4.17b) by separat
ing the summed indices into space and time parts and using 
Eqs. (4.1) and (4.18) we have 

- 2 [R (m'l + v")R j Roo,o = ----un (D"I g ,a g (Ov)J' 
g 

(4.19a) 

1 [ R (aOI + (OjIR 
R(Ok 1,0 = - (JO (Ok I g .0 g (Ok IJ 

g 
- ~g()()ROO,k - g(OjIR(Oj).k j. (4. 19b) 

The left-hand sides of(4.19a) and (4.19b) contain all the 
time developments of Roo and R IOk ) while the right-hand 
sides depend only on the metric tensor, its derivatives, and 
the interior derivatives of of Roo and R IOk ). If we assume the 
analytic behavior of the metric tensor, then this system has a 
unique solution when combined with the initial constraints 

R 0 R 0 at XO = O. ()o=, 10k) = 
The solution is 

Roo = 0, R(Dk I = 0 for all xO. 

Thus Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) are maintained once they are satis
fied on the initial hypersurface S. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated that the constraint equations 
are maintained by the dynamical system, thus making it pos
sible to consistently integrate the metric and J¥" field for
ward in time from the original hypersurface S. In the work 
presented, we have shown this result in a manner dependent 
only on the analytic behavior of the metric and not on the flat 
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space expansion, thereby making the consistency rigorous. 
This work, when combined with that of Ref. 7, leads to 

a solution of the Cauchy problem within the context of the 
new gravitation theory,1 provided the flat space expansions 
in Ref. 7 converge. There still remains the problem of finding 
a rigorous dynamical solution for the gin' using a closed form 

for the r ~'" 
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A Kerr-like metric is obtained by means of a complex coordinate transformation in the Brans
Dicke theory. 

PACS numbers: 04.50. + h 

Newman and Janis l have given a derivation of the Kerr 
metric by performing a complex coordinate transformation 
on the Schwarzschild metric. Later, Newman et 01.2 applied 
a similar technique to the Reissner-Nordstrom solution to 
obtain the charged Kerr metric (Kerr-Newman solution). In 
this paper we have followed a similar procedure to obtain the 
metric of a rotating body in the Brans-Dicke theory. Coordi
nate transformations have been made on the usual Brans
Dicke metric3 to bring the line element formally into the 
standard Schwarzschild-like form. Then, complex coordi
nate transformations have been carried out and the Kerr-like 
metric is obtained in the Brans-Dicke theory. 

The Brans-Dicke line element in isotropic form' may 
be written as 

ds2 = e2U,,[ 1 - B Ir ] 2IA dt 2 _ e2{3"(1 + B Ir)4 
1 +Blr 

x[ I-Blr]2IA-c-II/A[d~+~(d02+sin20d¢2)1. (I) 
I +Blr 

By making a change of scale r-Y(!3o, t_teU
" of the coordi

nates rand t, the line element (I) becomes 

S = dt -(I+rolr) d 2 (1 - rolr)2IA 2 4[ 1 - rolr]2lA - c - IliA 

I + rolr I + rolr 
X [d~ + ~(dO 2 + sinO d¢ 2)], (2) 

where ro = Befi". Substituting 7in place of r with the help of 
the relation 

7= r(1 + 70/2r)2, (3) 

in Eq. (2), we have 

ds2 = (I - 27017)71dt 2 - (1 - 270/7)s-ld'P-

- 'P-( 1 - 27017)sdO 2 - 'P-( 1 - 270/7)ssin20 d¢ 2, (4) 

where 

11 = 1/A., S = (A. - c - 1)lA., and 70 = 2ro. (5) 

We now choose a time coordinate u such that 

du = dt - (1 - 270/7)15 - 71- 11/2d7. (6) 

With the help of (6) the line element (4) becomes, 

ds2 = (I - 270/7)71du2 + 2( I - 270/ 7)171 + 5 - 1J12dudr 

X - 'P-( I - 270/7)sdO 2 - 'P-( I - 270/7)ssin20 d¢ 2. (7) 

The contravariant components of metric (7) 

g44 = 0, 

gil = _ (1 - 270/7)1-5, 

gl4 = (1 _ 2~/7)-I7I+s-II/2, 

g22 = ( _ 1/'P-)(I _ 2~/7) - 5, 

g33 = ( _ 1/'P-sin20)(1 - 270/ 7) - 5, 

can be represented in the alternate form 

where 

111 = Of, nl' = [I - 27017] - 171 + 5 - 1)/28.: 

- HI - 270/7] 1- SOf, 

(8) 

mil = [~2r(l - 270/7)5/2] - I [8{ + (i/sinO)~ ], (9) 

inl' = [~2r(l - 270/7)5/2] - I [8{ - (ilsinO)~ ]. 

(The previous use of bars on r is dropped and any bar now 
appearing on r indicates its complex conjugate value.) 

The coordinate r is allowed to take complex values and 
the tetrad is rewritten in the form 

II' = Of, nl' = [I - ro(1/r + 1/7)] -171+5- 11128.: 

- H {I - rot 1/r + 1/7)}] I - SOf, 

mil = [~2r{1 - ro(1/r + 1/7)}s12] - 1 [8{ + (i/sinO)~], 
(10) 

inl' = [~2r{ I - rot 1/r + 1/7)}s /2] - 1 [8{ - (ilsinO)~ ]. 

(II' and nil are kept real and ml' and inll the complex conju
gates of each other.) 

We now formally perform the complex coordinate 
transformation 

r' = r + iacose, e' = e, 

u' = u - iacose, ¢' = ¢, 

(11) 

on vectors 111, nl' and ml'(in'l' is defined as the complex conju
gate of m'I'). 

If one allows r' and u' to be real, we define the following 
tetrad 
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m'l" = 12(r' + iacos(J) 1 _ 0 [ 
- ( 2r r' )5 /2] ~ 1 

V r,2 + a2cos2(J 

X [iasin(J (8.: - 8Jt) + ~ + (i/sin(J )0';], 

;:n'1" = 12(r' - iacos(J) 1 _ ror ~ 
[ 

- ( 2')512] 1 
V r,2 + a2cos2(J 

X [ - iasin(J (8.: - 8Jt) + ~ - (i/sin(J)Oj]. (12) 

The metric coefficient !/''' now takes the form 

(13) 

From (12) and (13) the desired line element may be written as 
(dropping the prime) 

ds2 = [1 - r 2r~r 2 ] 71(du - asin2(J d¢J )2 
+ a cos (J 

+2 1- 0 [ 
2r r ] 71 + 5 ~ 1)12 

r + a2cos2(J 
X (du - asin2(J d¢J )(dr + asin2(J d¢J ) 

_ [1 _ 2ror ]5 (r + a2cos2(J) 
r + a2cos2(J 

X (d(J 2 + sin2(J d¢J 2). (14) 

Metric (14) represents the axially symmetric gravitational 
field of a rotating mass in Brans-Dicke theory. There is no 
dependence of the line element on the angular coordinate ¢J 
so that the solution (14) is manifestly axially symmetric. 

A further simplification is made by another coordinate 
transformation so as to make the line element (14) as similar 
as possible to that of rotating flat space which contains only 
one off-diagonal term in the metric tensor, a term in d¢Jdt. 

The desired transformation is4 

du = di + Adr, d¢J = d~ + Bdr, (15) 

where A and B are functions of r only. The values of A and B 
are 

A= 
[a2sin2(J + (r + a2cos2(J)( I _ 2rorl(r + a2cos2(J ) liS ~ 71 + 1)12] 

r + a2 
- 2ror 

_ a( 1 _ 2ror/(r + a2cos2(J) -(1' + 5 - 1)/2 

r + a2 
- 2ror 

Then, the coefficient of dr is 

_ r + a2cos2(J (1 _ 2ror )5 
r + a2 

- 2ror r + a2cos2(J . 

In view of (15), the metric (14) (dropping the carets on t 
and ¢J ), may be written as 

ds2 = (I - 2rorlp)71(dt - OJ d¢J)2 

- (1 - 2rorl p )5p(dr I/J + d(J 2 + sin2(J d¢J 2) 

+ 2(1 - 2r(dpj<'OJ(dt - OJ d¢J )d¢J, (16) 

where 

OJ = asin2(J, p = r + a2cos2(J, /J = r + a2 
- 2ror, and 

u = (n + 5" - 1)/2 = - ellA. 
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The expression for <P (Brans-Dicke scalar field) is 

<P = <Po(1 - 2r(dpj<', (17) 

where <Po is a constant. 
A check has been made on the Brans-Dicke field equa

tions and it has been found that ( 16) and ( 17) satisfy them. 
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The kinetic equations proposed by Ziff are analyzed and their connection with the homogeneous 
Boltzmann equation is discussed. For a family of models generalizing the Tjon-Wu and 
Bobylev-Krook-Wu equations, the ordinary and Laguerre moment equations are considered. 
Beyond the existence of a unique solution in L I, conditions for the convergence of the Laguerre 
expansion are found and asymptotic estimates are given. 

PACS numbers: OS.20.Dd, 

INTRODUCTION 

The Tjon-Wu (T. W.) equation I is the prototype of a 
class of kinetic equations describing the time evolution of a 
spatially homogeneous system of identical particles whose 
collisions conserve energy and mayor may not conserve mo
mentum. The general structure of such equations first pro
posed by Futcher et 01. 2 was discussed by Ziff3 and the con
nection with the d-dimensional Boltzmann equation (B.E.) 
was given for special models by Ernst and Hendriks.4 Barns
ley and Turchetti investigated the connection with the 3-
dimensional B.E. for arbitrary cross section.s The same au
thors proved that a B.E. for Maxwell-like molecules, for 
which Bobylev, Krook, and Wu (B.K.W.) provided an ex
plicit solution,6.7 was related to the T. W. equation by an 
Abel transformation. 8 The method of integral transforms 
allowed the construction of new models,4 all solvable via a 
Laguerre polynomial expansion.4

•
9 The Laguerre expansion 

was first proposed to solve the T. W. and some related equa
tions by Ernst, \0 Barnsley and Cornille, II and Futcher et 01. 2 

A global existence theorem for solutions in L I of the T. W. 
equation was also shown to hold. 12

•
13 The convergence of the 

Laguerre expansion was proved for a family of initial condi
tions in the case of the T. W. and B. K. W. equations 11.14 and 
extended to a B. E. for Maxwell molecules with an angle 
dependent cross section. 15 

The aim of this paper is to carry out a systematic analy
sis of a class of models proposed by Ziff to which belong the 
T. W. and the B. K. W. models. In Sec. 1 we discuss some 
necessary conditions the kernels of the kinetic equations 
should satisfy in order to be actual B. E. Such conditions 
allow the a priori estimates related to particle number and 
energy conservation and asymptotic behavior (H theorem). 
In Sec. 2 we discuss the moment equations and the Laguerre 
polynomial expansion for the Ziff models. In Sec. 3 we first 
prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions in L I. The 
equations for the Laguerre moments are examined and 
shown to have solutions in 12 for initial conditions with not 
too large norm. As a consequence the corresponding La
guerre expansions do converge in L 2 due to an isometry with 
12. Finally using differential inequalities the approach to 
equilibrium is determined and the H theorem is justified. 

1. KINETIC EQUATIONS 

The Boltzmann equation for a homogeneous gas of 
identical particles in d = 3 space dimensions reads 

af (v,t ) = _1_ ( dw (2'" dE (". sin XdX 
at 417 JR' Jo Jo 

XB (g,x) [f(v',t If(w',t) - f(v,t If(w,t)], (1.1) 

where v, w; v', w' are the collision velocities, 
g = I v - wi = I v' - w'l is the modulus of the relative veloc
ity, X and E are the polar and azimuthal angle of the vector 
v' - w', and B (g,X) is the collision rate related to the center of 
mass scattering cross section a by B (g, X) = ga(g,X). 

Since Eq. (1.1) involves the kinematical difficulties of 
two particle collisions, equivalent equations depending, as 
the T. W. equation, only on the energy variables were consid
ered. The general structure of such equations can be written 
according to Ziff3 

aF(x,t) = (OOdy (OO dz[P(y,z;x)F(y,t)F(z,t) 
at Jo Jo 

-P(x,y;z)F(x,t)F(y,t)). (1.2) 

The variables x,y,z are the kinetic energies of particles in the 
collision y + z-+x + w where energy conservation requires 
w = y + z - x; F(x,t) is the energy distribution function and 
the kernel P(y,z;x) gives the probability for this collision to 
occur. Sufficient conditions on P for particle number and 
total energy conservation were analyzed by Ziff, who wrote 
the analytic expression of P corresponding to the original B. 
E. (1.1) for the B. K. W. model. For deterministic models Pis 
linearly related to the cross section of the corresponding B. 
E. Ernst and Hendriks4 exhibited an integral relation be
tween P and the collision rate B in arbitrary space dimen
sions d for two classes of models specified by B (g,X) = gna(r) 
with n = 0,2 and a(r ) arbitrary. The relation between P and 
B in space dimensions d = 3 and for arbitrary cross section 
was investigated by Barnsley and the author. S Choosing the 
relation between the distribution function sf and F according 
to 

F(x,t) = 417(2x)1/2f((2x)1/2,t), (1.3) 

it was found that P can be written as 

P( 'x) = t?"(x}t?"(y +z -x}t?"(y}t?"(z) 
y,z, (2y) I 12 (2z) I 12 

XK(ly-zI,ly+z-2xI,y+z), (1.4) 

where K is linearly related to the collision rate B by a double 
integral and enjoys the symmetry property 

K (a,b,c) = K (b,a,c). (1.5) 

As will be shown later Eq. (1.4) with the only constraint (1.5) 
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on K guarantees particle number and energy conservation 
but does not guarantee momentum conservation. The latter 
is a hidden constraint and requires a particular functional 
structure of K. For isotropic cross sections namely B = B (g) 
one has 

K(a,b,e) = - dr B(2ve cos ~) + B(2ve sin ~) , 1 171'12 [ ] 
2 A 2 2 

(1.6) 

where 

A = arcsin max( : ' ~ ). (1.7) 

In order to include the models corresponding to the Boltz
mann equation in dimensions d =I- 3 and eventually other sto
chastic kinetic models which do not correspond to momen
tum conserving B. E. in any dimension we replace (1.4) by 

P ( 'x) = tJ (xw (y + z - xw (Yw (z) 
y,z, p(y)p(z) 

K(ly - zl,ly + z - 2xl,y + z), (1.8) 

where K enjoys the symmetry (1.5). The only constraint on 
p(.) is positivity. For B. E. in space dimensions d we have 
Ply) = (2y)d 12 ~ I. In order to exhibit the symmetry properties 
leading to the conservation laws and the H theorem we intro
duce a new distribution function 

A 

F(x,t) = F(x,t )P(x), (1.9) 

a new kernel 

P(y,zlx,w) = K(ly - zl,lx - wl,y + z)o(y + z - x - w) 

(1.10) 

so that the kinetic equation (1.2) reads 

p(x) aF~~,t) = f" dy 100 

dz 100 

dw P( y,zlx,w) 

X [F( y,t )F(z,t) - F(x,t )F(w,t)]. (1.11) 

On the kernel P one readily verifies the invariance under the 
exchange of the initial particles y+-+z, of final particles x+-+w, 

P(y,zlx,w) = P(z,ylx,w) = P(y,zlw,x) = P(z,ylw,x) 

(1.12) 

and of initial and final particles among themselves, conse
quence of time reversal in variance 

P(y,zlx,w) = P(x,wly,z). (1.13) 

The last symmetry property was discussed in a less transpar
ent form by ZiW as "inverse collision symmetry" and by 
Futcher and Hoare l6 as "detailed balance condition." 

Assuming that Eq. (1.11) has a solution and taking 
(1.12) and (1.13) into account we derive particle number and 
energy conservation and the asymptotic behavior in t as a 
priori estimates. Le~ing qJ(x) be a continuous function of x 
and assuming that F(x,t )P(x)<P (x) is integrable for XE[O, 00 [ 

and that the integrand on the right hand side of (1.11) multi
plied by qJ(x) is absolutely integrable with respect to all the 
energy variables and t, then using (1.12) and (1.13) we obtain 
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d 100 

A - F(x,t)qJ (x)p(x)dx 
dt 0 

1 100 100 100 100 

= - dx dy dz dw P( y,zlx,w) 
4 0 0 0 0 

X [F( y,t )F(z,t) - F(x,t )F(w,t)] 

X [IP (x) + IP (w) - qJ (y) - qJ (z)]. (1.14) 

Among all continuous functions only the linear function sat
isfies the functional equation 
qJ (y) + qJ (z) = IP (y + z - x) + IP (x) identically. As a conse
quence the only constants of motion ofEq. (1.11) are the first 
two moments .do, .d I of the solution 

.d n(t) = f''p(X,t )xnp(x)dx = 100 

F(x,t )xndx. (1.15) 

Ifwe chooseqJ(x) = In F(x,t) then by the same procedure we 
show that 

dH 100 

A A - .;;;0, H = F(x,t )In F(x,t )P(x)dx. 
dt 0 

(1.16) 

If we assume that H is bounded below, then for t-+ 00 H must 
reach a constant value so that dH I dt = 0. As a consequence 
In F(x,t) has to be asymptotically a linear function of x, 

limF(x,t) = ae ~f3x, limF(x,t) = ap(x)rf3x • (1.17) 
t-- .... ex:; 

The normalization condition we choose to fix the positive 
constants a and /3 is 

a=U""e~Xp(X)dx)~I, /3= 1 

so thatj(o = 1. 

2_ THE ZIFF MODELS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 

(1.18) 

The models proposed by Ziff are defined by Eq. (1. 2) 
where the kernels depend on a continuous parameter and 
will be denoted by p(m)(y,z;x). The analytic structure of these 
kernels is specified by Eq. (1.8) with 

p(x) = xm ~ I, K (a,b,e) = e2m - 3qlm)[~ - ~max(ale,b Ie)], 
(2.1) 

where q(m) is the incomplete beta function defined by 

qlm)(A) = (m - 1)L'" [u(l- u)]m- 2du. (2.2) 

The distribution function associated with P (m) will be denot
ed by F(m) and one can notice thatF(1) andF(3/2) are the T. W. 
and B. K. W. distribution functions respectively, since 
qO) = 1 and q(3/ 2) = arcsin VA, in agreement with (1.4) and 
(1.6) for B = 1. Cornille and Gervois l5

•
17 and Ernst and 

Hendriks4 have shown that these models can be interpreted 
as momentum conserving B. E. in dimensions d = 2m. 

A crucial property of the kernelsp(m)(y,z;x) is that their 
integral on the variable x is independent of y and z. In fact as 
assumed by Ziff and proved in the Appendix one gets 

1"" p(m)(y,z;x)dx = 1. (2.3) 

We assume F(m)(x,t) to satisfy the regularity condition of 
Sec. 1 so that according to (1.17), (1.18), and (2.1) its asymp-
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totic limit is given by 
m-I 

limFlm)(x,t) = _x __ e - x 

h", rIm) 
(2.4) 

and its zero order moment is equal to 1. Then Eq. (1.2) takes 
the form 

aFlm) at (x,t) + Flm)(x,t) 

= 1''' dy Sa'" dz plm)( y,z;x)Flm)( y,t )Flm)(z,t). (2.5) 

The moments of plm) were assumed by Ziffafter gener
alizing the results of the T. W. and B. K. W. models and 
allowed him to reconstruct the kernels themselves. In the 
Appendix, following the reverse procedure, given P 1m) ac
cording to (1.8) and (2.1) we compute its moments and find in 
agreement with Ziff 

i"'plm)(y )xnd (m)n f yi zn-
j 

,z;x X= -- £.. -----, 
o n + 1 j=O (m)j (m)n_j 

(2.6) 

where we used the notation (m)n = rIm + n)/r(m). The 
normalized moments M~m)(t) defined by 

vRlm)(t) 1 Sa'" Mlm)(t) = n = _ Flm)(x,t)xndx (2.7) 
n vR~m)( 00) (m)n 0 

satisfy the following equations of motion: 

dMlm) 1 n 
__ n_ +Mlm)= __ " M(m)Mlm). (2.8) 

d n 1 £..t J H-J' 
t n + j=O 

as can be easily verified after multiplying (2.5) by x n
, integrat

ing on x, and using (2.6) and (2.7). 
A procedure to solve (2.8) with initial values M~m)(o) 

determined by the initial distribution has been derived in 
Ref. (11). However, in order to reconstruct the energy distri
bution at time t it is necessary to use a basis of orthogonal 
polynomials in [0,00 [ with respect to a measure whose natu
ral choice is Flm)(x, 00). Such a basis is provided by the La
guerre polynomials of order m - 1 for which we choose the 
standard normalization 

L ~m - I)(X) = (m)n ,F,( - n,m;x) 
n! 

= i (- ~)k (n + m - 1), 
k=O k. n-k 

(2.9) 

where ,F, is the Kummer hypergeometric function. The 
orthogonality relations explicitly read 

("'Flm)(x,oo)L ~m - ')(x)L 1m - ')(x)dx = (m)n 8jn . (2.10) 
Jo n! 

We expand the distribution function in a series, whose con
vergence properties will be investigated later, 

Flm)(x,t) = Flm)(x, 00) ! 8 ~m)(t)L ~m - I)(X), (2.11) 
n=O 

where the coefficients 8 ~m)(t ), hereafter called Laguerre mo
ments, are given by 

(2.12) 

The connection between the 8 ~m) and the normalized mo-
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ments is found using (2.12), (2.9), and (2.7) and reads 

8~m)(t) = ktO( - l)k(~)M~m)(t). (2.13) 

As a consequence (2.13) and (2.11) solve the initial value 
problem for Flm)(x,t). Nevertheless following Ernst and 
Hendriks4 we notice the remarkable property of 8 ~m)(t ) 
which satisfy the same differential equations as M~m)(t). In 
fact, as we prove in the Appendix, the Laguerre moments of 
plm)(y,z;x) are given by 

Sa'" plm)(y,z;x)L ~m - ')(x)dx 

(m)n i L 1m - I)(Y)L ~m_j I)(Z) J1(n - JI! (2.14) 
(n + I)! j=O (m)j(m)n_j 

and consequently from (2.5) and (2.14) we obtain 

d8 lm ) 1 n 
_n_ + 81m) = __ "8Im)8Im) . (2.15) 

d n 1 £..} n-J' 
t n + j=O 

3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 

Even though existence and uniqueness theorems are 
known for solutions in L I of the original B. E. for cutoff 
potentials 'S no such results are in general available for the 
recently proposed kinetic equations (1.2), be their origin de
terministic or not. Moreover the solutions obtained via the 
Laguerre polynomial expansions for some of these models 
require existential theorems inL 2 spaces in order to be rigor
ously justified. 

The T. W. model was quite intensively investigated. An 
existence and uniqueness theorem for continuous positive 
initial data in L I was first given using the method of mono
tone iterates. 19 The classical theorem on differential equa
tions in Banach spaces, based on contraction mapping in its 
weak form, was used to prove the existence of a local weak 
solution in L I and the extension to any time was achieved by 
an iterative process based on estimates of the L I norm. 12 

Finally existence and uniqueness of solutions in L I of the 
Tjon-Wu equation were shown to follow in the neatest way 
from a theorem of Brezis. 13 The same theorem allows one to 
select a class of initial data for which solutions in L 2 do exist. 

In this section the above mentioned results are extended 
to the Ziff models. Dropping from now on the index m we 
write Eq. (2.5) 

dF(t) + F(t) = (SF)(t), (3.1) 
dt 

where S is the mapping defined by the right hand side of (2. 5). 
Equation (3.1) is to be interpreted as a differential equation in 
a Banach space L I (0, 00 ) whose norm we denote by 

(3.2) 

Lemma 1: S maps the unit ball of L I (0,00 ) into itself and 
is there uniformly Lipschitz. 

In fact if PEL 1(0,00) from (2.3) follows that 

IISFII,<llFlli. (3.3) 

Moreover if F and G belong to the unit ball of L I (0,00) then 
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we have 

IISF - SG III = i oo 
dXlf" dy i oo 

dz P(y,z;x) 

X [F(y)F(z) - G(y)G(z)] I 

= loo dxlloo dy loo dz P(y,z;x) 

X [F(y) - G(y)][F(z) + G(z)]1 

<IIF+ GIIIIIF- GII I<21IF- Gill' (3.4) 

To obtain this result the symmetry P(y,z;x) = P(z,y;x) has 
been used. 

The Brezis20 theorem on differential equations in Ban
ach spaces we need is the following. 

Theorem 1: Let 'If be a closed convex of a Banach space 
and let S be a mapping of 'If into 'If such that 

IISF - SG II <clIF - G II 
for a constant c, then for V Foe 'If there exists a unique func
tion F(t)e'lf such thatF(t) is absolutely continuous in (O,T] 
for any T, differentiable on ]O,T(, and satisfies Eq. (3.1) with 
F(O) =Fo. 

As a consequence the following result holds. 
Theorem 2: Given any FOE 'If , where 'If is the unit ball of 

L I (0,00 ), then there isa unique solution F (t )E'If of Eq. (3.1) 
with initial condition F(O) = Fo. Moreover if FOE 'If +, where 
'If + is the intersection of 'If with the positive cone, then 
F(t)E'If +. 

It is important to notice that the physical solution be
longs to the border of c(; + defined by IIF III = 1. In fact if 
FE'If + then IISF III = IIF Iii. Moreover we can write 

F(t) = e - 'F(O) + i'e1r - 'I(SF)(r)dr (3.5) 

and due to the positivity condition for F(t) we obtain 

IIF(t )111 = e -, \IF(O)III + felr-'IIIF(r)ll~ dr. (3.6) 

Thesolutionof(3.6)forIlF(0)1I1 = 1isI\F(t)1I1 = 1. Asacon
sequence F(t) will satisfy the original equation (1.2). 

Another relevant question concerns the convergence of 
the Laguerre polynomial expansion introduced in the pre
vious section. For this purpose we consider the Hilbert space 
L 2(0,00) with respect to the measure r -I(m)xm - Ie - x. Let
ting cJ> (x,t ) be the normalized energy distribution we write its 
Laguerre expansion as 

cJ> (x,t) = F(x,t) 
F(x,oo) 

! [~]I12e.(t)L ~m - II(x), 
n~O (m)n 

(3.7) 

where, in agreement with (2.11), the new Laguerre moments 
en are related to the previous ones by 

A [(m)n ]112 
en = -- en 

n! 

and satisfy the differential equations 

den + e. = _1_ [(m)n ]112 
dt n + 1 n! 

n [ k !(n - k)! ] 112 A A 

X I eken _ k· 
k=0 (m)dm)._k 
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(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Let us denote by 11·112 the norm inL 2 (0, 00) with respect 
to the measure r -I(m)xm-Ie-x, namely, 

A A A A 

Let us also denote bye (t) = (e2(t ),e3(t ), ... ,e.(t ), ... ) a vec-
tor of the Hilbert space /2 with norm 11·11 given by 

Ile(t)11 2 = ! e~(t). (3.11) 
1':1=2 

We remark that the first two equations (3.9) for n = 0,1 read 

de A A A deAl A AA 

o +e -e 2 e ee Tt 0- 0' Tt+ 1= 0 I' (3.12) 

IfF (x,t ) is a solution of(2.5) corresponding to a positive 
i~itial condition with unit L 1(0,00) norm, then we know that 
eo(t) = eo(t) = IIF(t lilA. = 1. Moreover if xFI(x,t) also be
longs to L 1(0,00) then el(t) also exists and has a constant 
value. Consistently with the asymptotic behavior that will be 
later rigorously justified we choose el(t) to be zero. 

Lemma 2: The series (3.7) establishes an isomorphism 
and an isometry between L ~O, 00 ) a~d /2. 

In fact accounting for eo = 1, e l = ° we have 

11cJ>(t)ll~ = 1 + lIe(tllI 2
• (3.13) 

As a consequence rather than investigating the L 2 contain
ment of cJ> J! ), we investigate the /2 containment of e (t ). The 
equation e (t) satisfies can be written 

!!.-e(t) + e(t) = (Te)(t). 
dt 

T is a mapping in I 2 defined by 

Te = Tie + T2e, 

where TI is the linear mapping 

A 2 A 

(Tle)n = --en, n>2 
n+l 

and Tz is given by 

(T2e). 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

{

O' 2,n <4 

= _1_[(m). ]
112

nf 2[ kIln-kIf ] 1I2e
k
8,,_k' 

n + 1 n! k ~ 2 (m)dm)n _ k 

n>4. (3.17) 

In order to apply the Brezis theorem to Eq. (3.14) we 
need to estimate the /2 norm of Te. Letting mo be the integer 
part of m and noticing that (m)k >(mO)k we have 

max [ 
k !(n - k)! ] 112 

2<;;k.;;n - 2 (m)k(m)n _ k 

[ 
__ k---,!(,--n_-_k--,-)! _ ] 1/2 , max 

2.;;k';;n - 2 (mO)k (mo). _ k 

= (mo - I)! max [mtf 1 ]112 
2.;;k.;;" - 2 j = 1 (k + j)(n - k + j) 

[ 
2!(n-2)! ]112 (3.18) 

= (moh(mo)n _ 2 • 

Indeed for any fixedj the minimum of(k + j) (n - k + j) for 
kE[2,n - 2] is reached at any of the ends. As a consequence 
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(3.19) 

The estimate of the norm of T/!i follows from (3.17) and 
(3.19) and reads 

IIT28112 = f (T28)~ <c211811 4
, (3.20) 

n=4 

where c is a constant given by 

c2 = f 1 2 (m)n 2!(n - 2)! . 
n = 4 (n + 1) n! (moh(mo)n _ 2 

(3.21) 

When m is an integer then m = mo and the series can be 
explicitly summed according to 

c2 = 2 f 1 
m(m + 1) n=4 (n + 1)2 

X [1 + 2(m - 1) + m(m - 1) ] 
n n(n - 1) 

= 2 [(m-2)(m-3)(rr'l _ 20S) 
m(m + 1) 2 6 144 

_ (m - I)(Sm - 24) ]. (3.22) 
48 

The containment properties of Tin [2 are summarized 
by the following lemma. 

Lemma 3: T maps the ball of [2 of radius R = l/3c into 
" itself and is there uniformly Lipschitz. In fact if 118 II <R then 

from (3.1S), (3.16), and (3.20) we obtain 

IIT811<IITI 811 + IIT2811<~11811 + cIl8112<~R + cR 2 = R. 

(3.23) 

Furthermore if e and (j are in the ball of radius R, then 

II T8 - T$ II <~118 - $ II + cl18 + $ 11118 - $ II 

«~ + 2cR )118 - $ II = tl1 8 - $ II. (3.24) 

In order to evaluate T2 (8 - $) we have used the symmetry 
of the coefficients in (3.17) for h-+n - k so that 
8)! 8n _)! - jk $n _ k"can be replaced by 
(8k - I/Ik )(8n - k + I/In - k)' 

Theorem 3: Given an initial condition 8 (0)€[2 such that 
118 (Olll < l/(3c)thereisa ~iquesolution8 (t )El 2 ofEq. (3.14) 
for any t> 0 such that 118 (t III < l/(3c). 

The proof trivially follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 
3. From Lemma 2 follows that if <P (0) belongs to the ball of 
L 2(0,00) of radius R = [1 + l/9C2]1/2 then the normalized 
solution at time t,<P (t) defined by (3.7), also belongs to the 
same ball. As a consequence for this class of initial condi
tions the Laguerre expansion is convergent. 

" To conclude this section we show that 118 (t)ll converges 
exponentially fast to 0 implying that the normalized solution 
converges exponentially fast to 1. 
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A 

" Theorem 4. Given an initial condition 8 (0)€[2 such that 
118 (0)11 < l/(3c) then t~e following inequalities hold for the 
norm ofthe solution 8 (t) ofEq. (3.14). 

" 118(O)lle- 5/13 

1 + ~lIe (Olll(1 - e - 5/13) 
A 118(0)lIe- tI3 

<118(t)ll< x . (3.2S) 
1- 3cIl8(Olll(l-e- t13 ) 

In fact scalar multiplying Eq. (3.14) by 8 (t) and taking 
(3.16) and (3.20) into account we have 

I
....!.... ~118 (t lII2 + 118 (t )1 12 1 <~1I8 (t lII2 + cll8 (t )11 3

• 
2 dt 

(3.26) 

The following two differential inequalities obtained from 
(3.26), 

and 

....!.... ~[e2tI3118 (t )112] <ce - 1/3[e2t13118 (t lI12]3/2 (3.27) 
2 dt 

+ ~ [elOl13 118(tllI21> _ce-SI/3[eIOI/3118(tllI2]312, 

(3.28) 

are readily solved to yield (3.2S). As a consequence the as
ymptoticbehaviorof<Pisgivenby II<P (t )112 = 1 + 0 (e - 21/3). 

APPENDIX 

Ordinary moments 

In order to prove (2.3) and (2.6) we first write the kernels 
plml(y,z;x) oftheZiffclass, defined by (1.8), (2.1), and (2.2) in a 
more explicit way, 

p Iml( y,z;x) = if (y + z _ x){} (x) (y + z)2m - 3 qlml(A), 
(yzr- I 

where A is a function of y,z,x such that for z > y 

A = ~ _ ! max( Iy - zl , Iy + z - 2x1 ) 
y+z y+z 

x 

z+y 

y 

z+y 

x 
1---, 

z+y 

z>y>x 

z>x>y 

x>z>y. 

(AI) 

(A2) 

Due to the summetry of P Iml(y,z;x) for y~z the kernel is then 
completely defined. The moments .9~ml(y,z) of plml(y,z;x) are 
given by 

.9~ml = i'" xnplm)(y,z;x)dx 

= (y + z)2m - 3 {icY xnqlm)( _x_ )dX 
(yz)m - I 0 Z + y 

+ qlml( -y _ )iZxndx 
z+y Y 

+ f+Yxnq,m{ 1 - z: y ) dX}; (A3) 
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changing integration variables we have 

9~ml 

and the last integral is the difference of two incomplete beta 
functions. For n = 0 we immediately verify that 

( + )2m + " - 2 {LY/IZ + yl 
= Z Y [A" + (1 - A )"]qlml(A )dA 

(yzt- I 
0 

1 z" + I _ y" + I (y )} + __ qlml __ 
n + 1 (z + y)" + I Z + y . 

(A4] 

91ml = L"" plml(",z'x)dx = (m _ 1) (z + y)2m - 2 
o V' , ( )m _ I 

o zy 

Integrating by parts and accounting for qlml(O) = 0 we find (Y/IZ +yl 

XJo [A(I-A)]m- 2d[A(I-A)]=1. (A6) 

(AS) 
I 

For arbitrary nand m>2 integer we can write (AS) using the 
binomial expansion for A m - 2 = [1 - (1 _ A )] m - 2 and 
(I-A t- 2

, respectively, 

m 1 (z + y)2m + " - 2 m - 2 (m 2)LY/IZ + yl 9~ml = --- mIL (- l)k - [(1-11. t+n+k-I -A m+n+k-I]dA 
n + 1 (zy) - k = 0 k 0 

- -- ~ ( - 1) 1 - ----'--"--
_ m - 1 (z + y)2m + " - 2 m - 2 k (m - 2) 1 [ Z" + m + k + y" + m + k ] 

n + 1 (zy)m - I k~O k m + n + k (z + y)" + m + k 

= m-l 1 {B(m_l,m+n)(z+y)2m+"-2_ ~2(_W(m-2) 1 
n + 1 (zyt- I k=O k m + n + k 

.(zm +" + k + ym +" + k)(Z + yt - 2 - k}, (A7) 

where B (.,.) denotes the beta function. We can then write 

9~ml = m - 1 ~ _ I {B (m _ I,m + n)n+ f -1(2m +.n - 2\,,2m +" - 2 -izl + R } 
n + 1 (zy) i = m - I ; r 

(m - I)! " + m - I ym - I + " - izl - m + I m - 1 R 
= (m+n-l)! L + ----

n + 1 i = m _ I ;1(2m + n - 2 - ;I! n + 1 (zyt - I 

= _1_ (n + m -I)! i (m -I)! (m -I)! y"-izl. 
n + 1 (m - I)! i=O Ii + m - I)! (n - j + m - I)! 

(A8) 

In fact we can show that R, which is a polynomial in z, y defined by 

R =B(m _ I,m + n)~2(2m +.n - 2)(y2m+"-2-izl +rm+"-2-iy] 
i=O ; 

_ mf 2(_I)k(m-2) 1 (~+"+k+ym+"+k)(z+y)m-2-\ 
k=O k m+n+k 

(A9) 

vanishes identically. We have simply to expand (z + yt - 2 - k and write 

m-2(2m + n - 2} R=B(m-l,n+m)L . 2m+"-2-izl 
i=O ; 

_ mf 2( _ l)k(m - 2) 1 mf 2(m - ~ - k\,,"+2m-2-izl + (z++y) 
k=O k m+n+k i=O ; r 

= mf2y2m+"-2-izl[B(m -I,n + m)(2m +.n - 2) _ m"t-
i
( _1)k(m k- 2)(m - ~ - k) 1 ] + (z++y). 

j=O ; k=O ; m + n + k 

Each of the coefficients in the last sum vanishes identically as 
one can easily check, accounting for the identity 

±(-I)k(k
1
) 1 =B(I+I,n+m). (All) 

k=O n+m+k 

We finally remark that the result proved for any integer m >2 
and valid for m = 1 (as a direct calculation shows) can be 
analytically continued to any value of m > 1 since 9~ml, see 
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(AW) 

(AS), is analytic for fixed n, y, z in a region containing the 
positive m axis beyond m = 1. 

Laguerre moments 

The Laguerre moments 2"~ml(y,z) of the kernel 
plml(y,z;X) can be easily computed starting from the relation 

~Llm-lI(x) = i (n) (_X)k (AI2) 
(m)" " k=O k (m)k 
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and (AS), which combine to yield 

2"~m) =...!!::..- L ~m - l)(X)p(m)(y,z;x)dx , Sa"" 
(m)n 0 

i(-l),,(n)_l_iL~. 
k~O k k + 1 j~O (m)j (m)k_j 

(A13) 

We then make use ofthe following identity: 

i (n) -l-iajbk __ j 
k~O k k+ lj~o 

= _1 i ± C)anf(n - k)bl , 

n+ 1 k~Oj~O . J I~O I 
(AI4) 

valid for any two sequences aj' bj . The proof of(A14) is im
mediate if we assume that aj' bj are moments of two mea
sures, namely 

aj = f aidA (a), bj = f PjdB (f3). 

In this case in fact (AI4) is verified if 

i (n)_l ±dpk
-

j 

1<=0 k k + 1 j~O 

= _l_i(l+a)k(l+p)n-k 
n+lk~o 

(A15) 

(A16) 

and to show that (A16) holds we simply notice that the left 
hand side can be written 

i (n) _l_pk+ 1 - ak+ 1 

k~O k k+l {l-a 

= i (n) 1 (13 kd 
k ~ 0 k P _ aJa x x 

= 
1 (1+Pt+1-(1+at+ 1 

n+l (l+p)-(l+a) 
which is identical to the right-hand side of (A16). 
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(A17) 

Finally using (A13) and (A14) we have 

2"~m) = _1_ i ± (-YY (k)nfk (- z)/(n - k) 
n + 1 k~Oj=O (m)} j 1=0 (m)1 I 

_1_ i ~L~m-l)(y) (n - k)! L ~m_-kl(z). 
n + lk~o (m)k (m)n-I< 

(A1S) 
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Mathematical problems of irreversible statistical mechanics for quantum 
systems. I: Analytic continuation of the collision and destruction operators 
by spectral deformation method 
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We study some mathematical problems posed in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and 
subdynamics theory developed by Prigogine and coworkers. We study in the superspace of the 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators the solution of the Liouville-von Neumann equation. The 
application in this frame of the spectral deformation methods yields expression of analytic 
continuations of a class of matrix elements of the resolvent of the Liouville-von Neumann 
operator, and this allows the analytic continuation of the collision and destruction operators. 
However, it is impossible to obtain simultaneously analytic continuation of the creation operator 
in this frame. The above results will be used in the second part of the article in order to study the 
pseudo-Markovian equation. 

PACS numbers: 05.30.Ch 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of sUbdynamics was introduced by Prigo
gine, George, and Henin 1

•
2 in order to describe the irrevers

ible process of the approach to equilibrium linked to the 
microscopic reversible dynamics. Very briefly speaking, the 
main idea of this theory is to find a suitable subspace of 
operators in which the total evolution generated by the Liou
ville-von Neumann operator reduces to a semi group of op
erators related to the contributions of some singularities of 
the anayltic continuation of [tP(z) - Z]-l [where tP(z) is the 
so-called collision operator3

] to the total evolution of the 
density matrix. The subspace 1T corresponding to poles near 
the orgin describes the asymptotic approach to equilibrium. 

The main object of this paper is to develop a method of 
analytic continuation of the operators involved in this theory 
by considering only those solutions of the Liouville-von 
Neumann equation which are of Hilbert-Schmidt type. The 
general mathematical structure in which such analytic con
tinuations exist is not well defined. In this respect, we have 
undertaken a preliminary study in a rather simplified math
ematical structure. Here, we should point out that the space 
of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators contains all density matri
ces but it does not contain observables with continuous spec
tra. However, this space owing to its Hilbertian structure, 
allows the adaptation of the methods of analytic continu
ation previously elaborated in Hilbert spaces. These are es
sentially methods of analytic continuation of some matrix 
elements of the resolvent of a self-adjoint operator by use of 
an unbounded similarity between this self-adjoint operator 
and non-self-adjoint operators having spectra in the lower 
half-plane. 

It is important to point out here that these methods only 
permit analytic continuation of some matrix elements of the 
resolvent of the Liouville operator and this limitation is the 
main reason it is impossible to obtain a projection operator 
corresponding to the subdynamics 1T in the Hilbertian struc
ture. Nevertheless, they allow the construction of analytic 
continuation of the collision and destruction operators. 

In the first part of this article we formulate the problem 
of the analytic continuation of the Liouville-von Neumann 
operator as a spectral deformation problem, and we deduce 
the analytic continuation of the collision operator tP(z) and 
the destruction operator !iJ (z). In the second part we study 
the contributions of the complex singularities of (tP(z) - Z)-l 

analytically continued to the solution of the von Neumann 
equatIon, and we apply the formalism to the Lee model with 
a suitable cutoff. 

The systems which we study here are quantum systems 
and their states are density matrices. The dynamics of these 
systems are described by Hamiltonians H (i.e., which are 
self-adjoint operators) acting on the space of wavefunctions 
JrC and the evolution of any density matrix p is given by 

p(t) = e - itHpeitH = U,p, (1 ) 

that is the solution of the Liouville-von Neumann equation 

i ~p(t ) = Lp(t ). at 
Here L is the Liouville operator 

Lp = [H,p] = Hp - pH. 

(2) 

(3) 

We should mention that the Liouville operator may be 
defined as the generator of the group of operators Ut [Eq. (1)] 
defined on the space of operators of Hilbert-Schmidt type 
:£ i.e., Tr,y (p*p) < + 00. This space has a Hilbertian struc
ture with the scalar product 

<P,p') = Tr,y (P*p'). (4) 

L is then an unbounded self-adjoint operator with a dense 
domain,!iJ (L ).4 Many results concerning the definition of L 
are given in4

; we add here (proof in Appendix A) a complete 
characterization of the domain of L: 

p belongs to the domain of L, !iJ (L ), if and only if 
p!iJ (H) c!iJ (H) and Hp - pH extends to a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator, [Hp - pH] -. (In the following (A) denotes the 
bounded extention of an operator A. ) 

For t > 0, pIt ) can be expressed as an inverse Laplace 
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transform when p(O) belongs to fiJ (L ): 

U,P = e - ilLp = ~ I dz e - izl ~(O), 
2l1TJc L - z 

where cis line going from ( + 00, + ic) to ( - 00, 

+ ic),c >0. 

(5) 

A method developed by the Brussels school consists in 
studying the solution of the von Neumann equation (5) by 
using a decomposition of the resolvent 1/(L - z) through 
two orthocomplementary Hermitian projectors P and Q: 

P+Q=l. (6) 

Generally P projects onto the subspace of density matrices 
which are diagonal in a given orthonormal basis of JY'. This 
yields the following decomposition of 1/(L - z): 

(L -Z)-I = [P+ "6'(z)] [1/I(z) -z] -I[p+ fiJ(z)] 

+ (QLQ - Z)-IQ, (7) 

where 1/I(z), fiJ (z), and "6' (z), respectively called the collision, 
the destruction of correlations, and the creation of correla
tions operators,3 are given by 

1/I(z) = - PLQ (QLQ - Z)-I QLP, 

fiJ(z) = - PLQ (QLQ - Z)-I, 

"6' (z) = - (QLQ - z) -I QLP, 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

and PLP is generally taken as vanishing. From the above 
formulas it follows that the part Pp(t ), denoted also Po(t ), is 
given by 

Po(t)=Pp(t) = - _1_. le- iZI [1/I(z)-z]-IPpdz 
2m Jc -Ii . - -.- e - ,ZI [1/I(z) - z] -I fiJ (z)Qp dz. 

2m c 
(11) 

Another formula can be similarly derived for the "correlation 
part" Qp(t ) denoted also Pc (t ). 

Remark: In order to make QLQ a self-adjoint operator 
and to define 1/I(z) as a family of bounded operators it is neces
sary to specify the projection P. It is sufficient to choose P 
projecting onto a subspace included in the domain of L, i.e., 
R (P)~fiJ(L) (see Ref. 4). 

The method then consists in the study of the contribu
tions of the singularities of [1/I(z) - z] -I to the contour inte
gral (11) supposing that [1/I(z) - z] -I, fiJ (z), and "6' (z) admit 
analytic continuations from the upper half-plane to the low
er one. In this part of the article we will extend 1/I(z) to analyt
ic family of operators 1/1+ (z) in some region Do of the lower 
half-plane. We will also extend analytically fiJ (z) Qp(O) to Do 
for a class of initial statesp(O). The solutions of the equation 

[1/I+(z) - z]Pp = 0 

in Do that are isolated poles of [1/I(z) - z] - 1 in Do near the 
origin give the asymptotic irreversible evolution of Pp(t ). If 
"6' (z) admit, also analytic continuation in Do, then the iT 
projection operator can be constructed.5 This hypothesis 
cannot be verified here as we shall show at the end of this 
section [see also (Ref. 4)], and only some matrix elements of 
"6' (z) can be analytically continued to Do. 

In order to construct analytic continuations of these 
operators we study the analytic continuation of the resolvent 
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(QLQ - z) -I. To this end we use the work of J. M. Combes6 

generalizing several techniques of analytic continuation of 
resolvents of self-adjoint operators.7 It consists oflooking for 
a non-self-adjoint operator (QLQ)d related to QLQ via un
bounded similarity operators U and U such that 

(P',(QLQ-Z)-Ip ) = (Up', [(QLQ)d -Z]-IUp) 

for suitable p and pi, so that for these matrix elements the 
domain of analyticity of (QLQ - z) - 1 is extended up to the 
continuous spectrum of (QLQ )d which lies in the lower half
plane. 

Here it is important to stress the fact that this method is 
possible only when the Hamiltonian has absolutely continu
ous spectrum and the interaction has some mathematical 
properties. It implies also a selection of the class of initial 
states [via Qp(O)] as advocated by Prigogine and co-workers. 8 

2. SPECTRAL DEFORMATION OF THE LIOUVILLE 
OPERATOR 

In this paragraph we study the problem of the similarity 
between the Liouville operator L and a non-self-adjoint op
erator L d • In the next paragraph we shall study the problem 
ofthe similarity between the projection (1 - P) and a non
self-adjoint projection operator (1 - P d) and apply the result 
to QLQ. 

Let us formulate generally the problem of the spectral 
deformation of an operator via unbounded similarity. 

Definition 1: Let A 1 be a closed densely defined operator 
in some Hilbert space JY', which generates a strongly con
tinuous semigroup eitA

, of type a l .9 

The operator A 2 is a spectral deformation of A 1 if: (1) A 2 

generates a strongly continuous group e - ilA, on a Hilbert 
spaceJY'2 0ftypea 2• _ 

(2) There exists a pair of closed invertible operators (U, 
U) from JY', to dY'2 with dense domains and ranges such that 

(Up', Up) = (P',p) (12) 

for all pi in fiJ (U) and p in fiJ (U). 
(3)(A - Z)-I fiJ( U) c fiJ(U) for all z E C with Im(z- ) > 

max (a, a 2) 

and 

(13) 

Let us recall that a complex number z belongs to the 
resolvent set of A l,p(Atl, that is the complement of the spec
trum of AI, ifIm(z) > a I' We denote by u(A ) the spectrum of 
the operator A. 

We have the following lemma: 
Lemma 1 (with the notation of definition 1): If A2 is a 

spectral deformation of A 1 then 

(i)P E IiJ(U)~-iA"p E fiJ(U), t;;;.O 

and 

Ue - ilA,p = e - ilA, Up. (14) 

(ii)P E fiJ (U )nfiJ (A ) and Up E fiJ (A2)~A IP E fiJ (U) and 
A2Up = UAIP. (15) 

Proof Let us use a slight modification of(5) to express 
e-iA''pforarbitraryp,t> Oandc > a/o 
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e - iA'lp = lim _ duJ' dz e - iz, __ l_p. 11W 1-W'+iC 1 

0>-> 00 Ii) 0 w' + ic A I - Z 

By the closedness of U and using (13), we have 

. ( 1 lW 1- w' + ic . 1 ) . hm U - dli)' e - 'z, p = ertA2 Up, 
0>->+00 Ii) 0 w'+ic AI-z 

for c > max (a pa2 ). Using again the closed ness of U we 
conclude the first part of the Lemma. If, now 
p E ii7(U)nii7(A I) and Up E ii7(A 2), then we can differentiate 
the two sides ofEq. (14). The closedness of U ensures that 
AIP E ii7(U) and (15) follows. Q.E.D. 

From (13) it follows that 

(U·p',(A I - Z)-Ip) = (P', (A2 - z)Up). (16) 

As the domain of Uis included in the range of U·, R (U·) 
[for U·;J U - 1, see (12)] then (16) implies that we have 

(P',(A I -Z)-Ip ) = (Up', (A2 -Z)-IUp), (17) 

for alllp, pi) E ii7 ( U) X ii7 ( U) and all z such that Im(z) 
> max(a I' a 2 ), and therefore (P', (A I - z) - Ip) can be ana
lytically continued to the resolvent sets of A I and A 2' 

Let us return to our dynamical system described by the 
Hamiltonian H. If HI and H2 are two spectral deformations 
of H via ( VI' VI) and (V2' V2), respectively, our problem here 
is to deduce a spectral deformation of L. Define the 
semigroup 

Ud(t)p = e-iH'lpeilHt. (18) 

It is easy to see that Ud(t) is generated by the operator - iLd 
defined on a dense domain by 

(19) 

Now Ld is a spectral deformation of L. Let us give the proof 
of this result. Define the operators U I and U I by 

U'(I<p )("'1) = IVI<P )(V2"'1, 
UI(I<pI)(""I) = WI<P')(V2",'I-
These are two invertible closable densely-defined oper

ators which extend to operators U and U respectively, and 
satisfy 

Up = (VIPV!)-, 

Up = (VIPV!)-, 

(20) 

(21) 

for p in suitable domains (see Appendix B). The relation (12) 
can be verified directly. It remains to prove the third point of 
Definition 1. Consider (<p, "') in ii7 (VI) X ii7 (V2). By using the 
following relation (Ref. 11, p. 484) for a generator T of a 
semigroup of type a, 

--= i e'Zle-,,1 dt, 1 100

• .~ 
T-z 0 

Im(z»a, (22) 

we obtain for L, 

_1_1<p) ("'I = Joo dteiZ' Ie - iHl<p) (e - iHl"'l. (23) 
L -z Jo 
On the other hand, by the closedness of U and Lemma 

1, we have 
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= if dt 1 VleiH,<p ) (V2e - iHt"'leiZ' 

= i iT dteizt Ie - iH,tVI<P ) (e - H,tv2"'1, (24) 

and the last integral converges for 1m (z) sufficiently great as 
7~ 00. This implies that (L - z) - 11<p ) ("'I belongs to ii7 (U), 
and 

U(L - z)-II<p) ("'I = (Ld - Z)-I U l<p) ("'I. (25) 
The above argument extends, without difficulty to any p in 
the domain of U by using its closedness and we obtain the 
following theorem: 

Theorem 1: If HI and H2 are two spectral deformations 
of H via (VI' VI) and (V2' V;) respectively, then the operator 
Ld given by 

LdP = [HIP -pHn-

is a spectral deformation of L via (U, U) given by 

Up = VIPV! 

and 

3. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF THE COLLISION AND 
DESTRUCTION OPERATORS 

We will investigate in this section analytic continu
ations of the collision operator. This means the extension of 
the domain of analyticity of the matrix elements 

(P', ",(z)P) = (QLPp', (QLQ - z)-IQLPp), 

for allp and pi, from the upper half-plane to some region in 
the lower half-plane through the real axis. It follows from the 
method developed in the preceding section that this is possi
ble if there exists a spectral deformation (QLQ)d of QLQ 
with a continuous spectrum in the lower half-plane, and if 
QLP p belongs to the domains of the operators U and U for 
all p. This is possible if the projection operator P satisfies 
some conditions, namely if P is transformed through the 
similarity Uinto a projection operator Pd such that QdLdQd 
is a spectral deformation of QLQ via (U, U), where 
Qd = 1 - Pd' These conditions on Pcan be stated as follows: 
If P projects on a subspace contained in the domain of the 
operators U and fJ, then the operator 

Pd = (UPU- I
)- (26) 

defines a non-Hermitian projection operator. Ifmoreover 
R (Pd)Cii7(Ld), then QdLdQd is a spectral deformation of 
the operator QLQ. 

The above result is rather expected. It means that the 
analytic continuation problem cannot be solved for any re
presentation P. We give the verification of the above proper
ties in Appendix C. 

Let us now compute the expressions of the analytic con
tinuation of ",(z). 

First we verify under the above conditions these two 
relations: 

PLQ = U-IPdLdQdU, 

QLP = U -IQdLdPd U 
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(the domains problems are discussed in Appendix C). Now 
by using the fact that QdLdQd is a spectral deformation of 
QLQ, i.e., 

U-1(QdLdQd -Z)-IUp = (QLQ-Z)-Ip 

for 1m (z) > ° sufficiently great, we get 

U-1PdLdQd(QdLdQd -Z)-IQdLdPd U 

=PLQ(QLQ-z)-I QLP, 

or using a compact notation 

",(z) = U-1"'d(Z)U, 

where 

"'d(Z) = - PdLdQd(QdLdQd - Z)-IQdLdPd' 

[We similarly define the operators g; d(Z) and '1ff d(Z).] Now 
U -1"'d(Z)U is analytic inp(QdLdQd) and coincides with ",(z) 
for 1m (z) > 0; this yields the analytic continuation of "'(z). A 
similar result can be computed for g; (z)Qp if p belongs to the 
domain of the operator U. Then we summarize our result in 
the following theorem: 

Theorem 2: The collision operator ",(z) defined by (8) for 
1m (z) > ° extends to an analytic family of bounded opera
tors "'+(z) in the resolvent set of the spectral deformation 
QdLdQd of QLQ. ",+(z) is given by 

+ {"'(Z), Im(z) > 0, 
'" (z) = U-1"'d(Z)U, Im(z)..;;Ozep(QdLdQd)' 

Thus destruction operator g;(z)Qp defined by (9) has an 
analytic continuation g; (z)Qp for p in the domain of U from 

the upper half-plane to the lower one inp (QdLdQd)' given by 

g; + (z)Qp = { ~ (z)Qp, Im(z) > 0, 
= U g; d(Z)UQp, 1m (z)..;;O,z E (QdLdQd)' 

Corollary: The family [",(z) - Z]-I has an analytic con
tinuation from the upper half-plane top (Ld)0p(QdLdQd)' 
given by 

[tP(z) - z] - I 

{

[tP(Z)_Z]_I, 

= PU- I 1 U-1p, Im(z)..;;O, 
"'d(Z) -z 

(",+(z) - Z)-I 

Im(z) >0, 

Remarks: We have constructed the analytic continu
ation of [",(z) - Z]-I. It remains to study the complex isolat
ed singularities of [",+(z) - Z]-I. Now the poles of 
(",+(z) - Z)-I are all pointsz inp(QdLdQd)' where the "dis
persion equation" 

[",+(z) - z]Pp = 0, 

or equivalently, 

["'d(Z) - z ] PdP = 0, 

(30) 

(30') 

has a nonvanishing solution PdP; these z E C which are solu
tions of the dispersion equation are exactly eigenvalues of Ld 
for the eigenvectors 

(31) 
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(see Appendix D). 
It follows that the operator '1ff (z) may not admit an ana

lytic continuation similar to the collision and destruction 
operators. In fact, one can easily see that U - I '1ff d (z) U coin
cide with '1ff (z) for 1m (z) > ° and sufficiently great. However, 
this operator may not be defined in the lower half-plane, and 
surely not for the solution of the dispersion Eq. (30); for in 
this case we get from (31) and (15), 

L U-1pz = U-1Ldpz = U-1zpz =zU-1pz, 

that is, U - Ipz would be an eigenfunction of L with a nonreal 
eigenvalue z. This contradicts the self-adjointness of Land 
'1ff d (z)P f. g; (U - I) = R (U). Therefore we conclude that in 
the Hilbert-Schmidt space, it is impossible to obtain rigor
ously a if projection operator with spectral deformation 
methods. All we can do is to continue analytically matrix 
elements of '1ff (z) in the lower half-plane. 

In the next paper we shall study the contribution to the 
diagonal part Pp(t) of the poles of (",+(z) - Z)-I in order to 
obtain the "pseudo-Markovian" kinetic equation 
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APPENDIX A 

The following conditions are equivalent: 
(l)p E g;(L), 
(2)p!!fi(H)cg;(H)and(Hp - pH)extendstoaHilbert

Schimidt operator. In this case Lp = (Hp - pH) - for 
PEg; (L ) where - denotes the bounded extension. 

Proof It has been shown 12 that PEg; (L ) if and only if 
there exists a constant Cp such that 

II [(U, - 1)/t )P112 ..;; cp 

for all t. Let I "'i J be an orthonormal base in g; (H); then, 

I{U, ; 1 }II~ = ~II [(U, _ 1)/t )P"'i 112. 

On the other hand, it is easy to see that 

d 
dt(U,P)'" = U, [H,p]", 

for all '" E g; (H). Then, 

U, - Ip"'i = (lit) r'ds e- isH [H,p]eiSh"'i' 
t Jo 

This implies the following inequaltity: 

I{U, ; 1 }"'iIl 2
..;; + LdS II [H,p]e

iSH
"'iI1

2
, 

as {eiSH"'i} is an orthonormal basis for all s; then by the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we get 

II(U, - 1 \-II~ ..;; I..!.. r'ds II [H,p ]eisH"'i 112 
t r i t Jo 

1 i' = - dsll [H,p]lI~ = II[H,p]II~· 
t 0 
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This proves that 2=> 1. The converse was proved in Ref. 4. 
APPENDIXB 

If the domain of U· is the set of P such that 
R (P)C ii1(Vr) and Vrp V2 extends to a Hilbert-Schmidt op
erator, then 

U·p = [Vrp V2 ]-· 

Similarly, we have for U·, 
fJ·p = [Vrp V2 ]-. 

Proof u· = U'· by a theorem of von Neumann. 
Letp E ii1(U·), then for all (t/J,l/J) E ii1(vd X ii1(V2) we 

have «(!Vlq? ) (V2l/J1l,p) = Tr(!V2l/J) (Vlq? \P) 
= (Vlq?,p V2l/J) 

= Tr (Il/J) (q? JU.p) 

= (q?,U·pl/J). 

Thus P V2l/J E fi) (V.) and Vrp V2l/J = U .pl/J. Let us prove 
the converse. If p is such that R (p V2)~ fi)(vt) and 
Vtp V2 E .!f, then for all q? E fi) (VI) and l/J E fi) (V2) we have 

«(/q?)(¢/),[VtpV2]-) = (q?,VtpV2l/J) 
= (Vlq?,pV2l/J) 

= «(/V)q? ) (Vzl/JI),p) 
= (U'(Iq? )(l/JI),p)· 

Thusp E fi)(U·) and U·p = [VtpV2 ]-. Let us finally re
mark that if [Vrp V2] - is Hilbert-Schmidt then 
p V2l/J E ii1 (Vt),l/J E ii1 (V2 ). This implies by the density of 
R (V2) and the closedness of Vt thatpl/J E ii1(Vr) for all 
l/JEdY'. 

Corollary: If p E fi) ( U J then R (P) C fi) (Vtl and V lP V t 
extends to a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. In this case U is giv
en by 

Up= (VtPVr]-. 

Similarly, for U 
Up = [V tP Vn-, p E fi)(U). 
Proof Let (q?,l/J) E fi)(Vt)Xfi)(V!andp E ii1(U). Then, 

(U·Uq? ) (l/JI),p) = «(lVtq? ) (V!l/JI,p) 

= (Vrq?,p V!l/J) 
= «(!q?) (l/JI),Up) 

= (q?,(Up)l/J). 

ThuspV!l/J E g(Vtl and V tPV!l/J = (Up)l/J. 
APPENDIXC 

(I) UPU -I extends to a projection operator Pd: it is 
sufficient to see that UPU - I is bounded. In fact PU - I is 
bounded for (PU -I)*::J U *-Ip = UPand UPis bounded by 
the closed graph theorem. Therefore UPU - I is bounded for 
R (P)cii1(U). 

(2) QdLdQd is the spectral deformation of QLQ. It can 
be easily seen that QdLdQd is densely defined and closed 
when R (Pd)C,q;(Ld) and R (P;)Cii1(L ;). In this case 
QdLd Qd generates a semigroup as a result of the stability of a 
generator through bounded perturbation (Ref. II,p. 495). To 
prove Property 3 of the definition, let p E ,q; ( U) and denotes 

p' = (QLQ-Z)-Ip . 

We have 
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(L - zlo' = [QLQ - z1o' + PLP '_ LPp'. 

Now (L - z) belongs to !iJ (U). In fact (QLQ - zlo' = p and 
PLp' are in,q; (U). Moreover, LPp' is also in!iJ (U) as a result 
of the Lemma 1 [UPp = Pd UPp E !iJ (Ld) J. Thus 
p E (L - Z)-Ifi)(U)C,q;(U). Applying Lemma 1, we get 

(QdLdQd - Z)Up' = U(QLQ - zlo'. 

Thus 

U(QLQ-Z)-Ip = (QdLdQd -Z)-I Up 

1m (z) > 0 sufficiently great and this completes the proof. 
(3)1t follows from above that QLPp E ,q;(U) and 

UQLPp = QdLdQd UPp. This verifies (27). Equation (2S) is 
verified similarly. 
APPENDIX D 

The poles of[l/J+ (z) - z] -I in the lower half-plane are 
poles of [l/Jd(Z) - z] -I, and these are poles of(Ld - Z)-I nec
essarily, i.e., isolated eigenvalues of L d • 

We shall show that Zo E P(QdLd Qd) is an eigenvalue of 
L d if and only if the equation 

has a non vanishing solution. 
Let p # 0 be an eigenfunction of Ld for the eigenvalue Zo: 

LdP = zrP. (DI) 

This last equation is equivalent to the following two 
equations: 

PdLdPdP + PdLdQdP = ZoPdP, 

QdLdPdP + QdLdQdP = ZOQdP' 

(D2) 

(D3) 

Let us multiply (D2) by (QdLdQd - Z)-I on the left, use 
the equation (T - z) - I Tc I + z( T - z) - I for the resolvent 
of an operator T, and pass to the limitz-zo. We get easily the 
following equations: 

l/Jd(ZO)PdP = ZoPdP, (D4) 

QdP = cr; d(ZO)PdP. (D5) 

This implies that (D4) has a nonvanishing solution PdP, 
otherwise, QdP will be vanishing and this contradicts equa
tion (Dl). 

Let now Zo to bea point inp(QdLdQdJ such that (D4) has 
a non vanishing solution and letp = PdP + cr; d(ZO)PdP. Thus 
we have 

PdLdP = PdLdPdP + PdLdQdP· 

Substituting (D5) in (D6) we get 

PdLdP = ZoPdP' 

On the other hand, we have 

QdLdP = QdLdPdP + QdLdQdP 

(D6) 

(D7) 

= QdLdPdP - QdLdQd(QdLdQd - ZO)-IQdLdPdP 
= ZO(QdLdQd - ZO)-IQdLdPdP 
= zo cr; d(ZO)P = ZOQdP' (DS) 

Thus, by adding (D7) and (DS) we get 

LdP = zoP, 

and this prove that Zo is an eigenvalue of L d • 
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We study in the frame of the superspace of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators the contributions of 
some complex singularities of the analytic continuation of (1/1 (z) - z) - I to the diagonal part of the 
solution of the Liouville-von Neumann equation. Under some conditions, the e operator of the 
pseudo-Markovian master equation can be explicitly constructed. It is necessary to specify the 
diagonal representation and the class of initial conditions having regularity properties. This 
Hilbertian structure does not allow the construction of a closed subspace which reduces the 
Liouville-von Neumann operator L, giving an exact irreversible subdynamics; more elaborate 
mathematical structures are therefore necessary. The above methods are illustrated in the case of 
the Lee model. 

PACS numbers: OS.30.Ch 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the first part of this article (referred to here as 1)1 we 
have given expressions of analytic continuations of the colli
sion and destruction operators. These operators play an im
portant role in the theory of the nonequilibrium statistical 
mechanics,2 based on the study of the solution of the Liou
ville-von Neumann equation for t> 0: 

1 i . 1 U,p= - -.- e-JZ' __ pdz, 
211T C L-z 

(1) 

whereL is the Liouville operator acting on a density matrixp 
as follows: 

Lp=Hp- pH, 

and H is the Hamiltonian of the system. For this purpose, 
one introduces the decomposition of the resolvent of L by 
two orthocomplementary projection operators P and 
Q= I-P: 

(L - z) - I = [ P + 'G' (z)]( 1/1 (z) - z) - I [ p + g (z)) 

+ (QLQ-Z)-IQ, 

where 

I/I(z) = - PLQ(QLQ-z)-IQLP, 

g(z) = - PLQ(QLQ-z)-IQ, 

'G' (z) = - Q (QLQ - z)-IQL P, 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

which are called respectively collision, destruction of corre
lations, and creation of correlations operators. 

In this theory, analytic continuations of 1/1 (z),g (z), and 
'G' (z), respectively 1/1 t(z), gt(z), and 'G't(z), in the lower half
plane together with the solutions of the equation 

[l/It(z)-zJPp=O (6) 

yield complex poles and provide contributions to (1) which 
allows separation of the evolution into irreversible 
subdynamics. 

We have tried to study the mathematical problems 
posed by this theory in the frame of the space of the Hilbert
Schmidt operators. The limitations of this structure have 

been pointed out in the first part of this article. There, we 
have used a method of spectral deformation which gives ex
pressions of analytic continuation 1/1 t(z) and g t(z), and we 
have shown that the operators 

I/It(z) = U -I PdLdQd(QdLdQd - Z)-IQdLd Pd U, (7) 

§t(z) = U-I PdLdQd(QdLdQd -Z)-IU, (8) 

define analytic continuations of I/I(z) and g(z) from the up
per half-plane to the lower one. Here QdLdQd is a spectral 
deformation of QLQ. Let us recall briefly and heuristically 
the above notions. 

A non-self-adjoint operator HI, with a spectrum in the 
lower half-plane, is a spectral deformation of a self-adjoint 
operator H if there exist two (unbounded) operators Vand V 
such that 

(VI/I, V rp > = (I/I,rp > , 

V -I(HI - Z)-I VI/I = (H - Z)-II/I, 

for Im(z) > 0 and sufficiently great. 

(9) 

(10) 

If now, HI and H2 are two spectral deformations of H 
via (VI VI) and (V2 V2 ), then we may construct a spectral de
formation of L, namely, 

(11) 

via two unbounded operators U and U given in terms of 
(VI' VI) and (V2' V2 ). The operators Land Ld act on the space 
of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators, denoted .Y. Then, intro
ducing the projection P d = UPU -I, we have shown that 
QdLd Qd is a spectral deformation of QLQ, where 
Q = 1 - P and Qd = 1 - Pd' 

In the next paragraph, we study the contributions of the 
singularities which result from the solutions of the disper
sion equation (6) to the diagonal part of the density matrix 
given by 

Pp(t)= __ 1_ r e-iz, __ I __ Ppdz 
2i1T Jc 1/1 (z) - z 

__ 1_ r e-izl I g(z)Qpdz. 
2i1T Jc 1/1 (z) - z 

(12) 
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2. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DIAGONAL PART OF THE 
DENSITY MATRIX 

Let Zo be an isolated singularity of [ 1[1 t(z) - z] - I; then 
Zo is an isolated singularity of (l[Id - z) -I, and also an isolat
ed singularity of (Ld - z) - I. If 1Tz. is the projection operator 

1 f 1 1Tz. = - - dz--, 
2i1T Y." Ld - Z 

( 13) 

then the residue of (1[1 t(z) - z) -I is - 1'0' with 

1'0 = PU-1AoU P, (14) 

where 

Ao = Pd 1Tz• Pd (14') 

ifzo is a pole; then 1Tz. is of finite rank and the same is true for 
Ao. We shall study here the contributions of N poles of order 
one (ZI,z2, ... ,zN)' to the diagonal partP p(t). For general poles 
of order /t, analogous but more complicated conditions can 
be established similarly as in Ref. 3. We consider only poles 
such that the ranges of A;, R (A;) are linearly independent. 
Let .7 be the direct sum of these subspaces: 

N 

.7 = ~ R (AJ (15) 
;=1 

Let IF; J f~ 1 be the complementary projectors on R (A;), not 
necessarily Hermitians, satisfying 

IF;=l,., 

F; F j = o;.j F;; 

one can define the operator () in .7 by 

() = Iz; F;. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

It follows from (12) that the contributions of these singulari
ties to Pe - ;tL P p, which we denote by Po.o(t) give 

(19) 

where A is defined by 
N 

A= I A;. (20) 
i= I 

Using the relation Pd = U PU -., we can easily see that 
the family of operators FI, ... ,FN' defined by 

(21) 

is a family of projection operators of P.Y, and we have 

F;Fj = o;.jF;. (22) 

Let .r be a direct sum of R (F;): 
N 

Y= ~ R(F;), 
i= I 

(23) 

and let 0 be the bounded operator in Y defined by 

(24) 

Thus we have 

Po.o(t) = e - ;etA p, (25) 
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where A is given by 

(26) 

with 

(27) 

p'(t) = e - iet p' is the solution of the differential equation in 
.r: 

i !..- p'(t ) = 0 p'(t ) at 
for allp'EY. 

(28) 

Thus Po.o(t) is a solution of the Eq. (28). In a similar 
way, we can extract from (12) the contributons of the poles 
I z 1 , ••• ,z N J to Pe - ;tLQ P for all Q pin fi' (U), which we denote 
by Po,c(t): 

Po.c(t) = Ie-;z;t PU-1A;!iJd(z;)UQp 
; 

= PU-1e-;fJtBUQp, 

where B is the operator given by 

Po.c(t) can also be written as 

Po.c (t ) = e - ;etjjQ p, 

where jj is given by 

jj = U-1BU. 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

This gives the contributions of these poles to Pe - ;tLQ P 
for all PEfi' (U): 

Po(t) = e - ;et [A + jj] p. (33) 

IfnowR (B )kR (A )-thatisequivalenttothecondition 
N(A *)kN(B *)-then by the Lagrange's multipliers the
orem there exists an operator D * such thatB * = D *A *, i.e., 
B = AD. Thus, we have 

Po(t ) = e - ;etA [ P + jj 1 p, (34) 

where jj = U -IDU. That is true in particular if I R (A r) J, 
i = I, ... ,N, are linearly independent [When R (A;) and 
R (A r) are two set oflinearly independent subspaces we shall 
say that the Iz; J verify the direct sum property.], and G r is 
the projection operator on R (A r) along ~ j#; R (A 1), then 
D is given by 

D = I G;fi' d(ZJ 
; 

In this case, Po(t) is given by 

Po(t) = e - ;9tU -1 PdirU p, 

(35) 

(36) 

where ir is the sum of the eigenprojection operators of Ld 
corresponding to the eigenvalues zo; = 1, ... ,N, i.e., 

ir= L 1Tz" 
I 
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One can see from (35) that ir has the following expression: 

ir = [C + Pd]A [Pd + D ], (39) 

C = I CG'd(zj)Fj. (40) 
j 

This method allows calculation of the contribution of 
the poles (ZI, ... ,zn) to the mean value Tr(O p(t)) for an observ
able 0 in ~(U). Let us denote this contribution (0 (t) -. It 
follows that 

(O(t)- = Tr((UO j-(.I (t)U p)), 

where ~ (t ) is the semigroup defined in ir Y by 

~(t)= [C+ Pd ]e- j9IA [Pd +D]. 

A question arises then as to whether it is possible to find 
a semigroupl' (t) = U -I~ (t )Uin a subspace of Y which is 
the range of some projector, iT = U -lirU, obtained from ir 
by similarity. This cannot be the case in our framework. 4 

The mathematical reason is that the range of irU cannot be 
included in R (U). This means that the range of iT goes out of 
the space and cannot be a projection operator. To see this, let 
us consider some p in ~ (U) such that 11'z, U pE~ (U -I). 
Then, we have 

U(L - Z)-IU- 111'z,U P = (Ld.- Z)-111'z,U P 

= -(Z-Zj)-111'z,Up. 

Thus, 

(L -Z)-IU- 111'z,U P = - (z - Zj)-IU- 111'z,U p, 

and Zj is an eigenvalue of L, but L is a self-adjoint operator. 
This fact does not depend on the order of the polezj; it holds 
even when Zj is an isolated essential singularity of Ld • 

Comparing with (38) our remark implies thatR (CG' d(Zj)) 
cannot be included in R (U) for Im(zj) #0, that is what we 
assert in the part I concerning the impossibility of continuing 
analytically CG' (z) inp(QdLd Qd) as a family of bounded oper
ators, simultaneously with lJI(z) and ~(z)Qp. 

We can conclude that for each initial state pta) belong
ing to the domain of the operator U, we associate a modified 
initial state .0(0) belonging to the subspace Y, 
pta) = [A + B] pta), which at time t obeys an independent 
equation (28) in Y which is integrated by a semi-group gen
erated by a not necessarily self-adjoint operator 0. 

Let us close this paragraph with some remarks on the 
asymptotic limit of Po(t ) when t_ + 00. We have to answer 
the following question: 

Does lim Po(t ) = lim P pIt ) (or = lim ~ ( P pIt ) dt)? 
t ··.00 l-oo T_oo T Jo 

As is well known, the second limit is equal to 
limz---o' Z P (L - z) - 1 P = PEo p, where Eo is the projection 
on the null space of L. In the basic works on the subdynamics 
theory, it was assumed that IJI (z) and ~ (z) can be analytically 
continued in the origin which is, furthermore, an isolated 
singularity of (IJI t(z) - z) - I. In this case, the contribution of 
the origin gives a stationary state which can exhibit the prop
erties of eqUilibrium (collisional invariants) [an invariant t/J is 
a collisional invariant if it satisfies IJI ( + iO) Pt/J = ° (see ref
erences and properties in Ref. 5]. The problem of finding a 
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spectral deformation operator L d, such that [Ld - z] -I has 
isolated singularity in the origin, is open. One can avoid this 
difficulty if the origin belongs to P(QdLd Qd)' thus IJI (z) and 
~(z)Qp have analytic continuations at the origin. We have 
the following properties: 

( 1 ) If the origin is in p( Qd L d Qd ), then Eo P is a collisional 
invariant for allp in ~(U), i.e., IJIt(iO)Eop = 0. 

Proof If OeP(QdLdQd)' then (Qp',(QLQ-Z)-'Qp) 
can be analytically continued at the origin for all PE~ ( U) 
andp'E~(U). Then we have 

lim z(p',(QLQ-Z)-'Qp) =0. 
z--o+ 

On the other hand, the strong limit 

- lim z(QLQ - Z)-IQ = Qo 
z---o • 

exists and is equal to the projection on N (QLQ ). By the densi
ty of ~(U) we have 

limz(QLQ _Z)-IQp = 0, pE~(U). 
z---o' 

This implies (Ref. 5), that Eop is a collisional invariant. 
(Note that in this case IJIt(iO) = U-1IJld(0)U). 

(2) If an element p in ~ ( U) is such that 

- lim Z(Ld -Z)-IUp=11'0Up, 
z---o . 

where 11'0 is the projection operator on N (L d ), then 
Eo pE~ (U) and 

UEop = 11'0U p. 

Proof From the definition of a spectral deformation 
operator we have for allp'E~(U·), 
(p',U(L - Z)-I p) = (P',(Ld - z)-'U p), then, from our 
hypothesis we have 

(U· p',Eop) = (p',11'0U p). 

This implies that Eo pE~ (U). Q.E.D. Let us consider now 
the case where Ld has the following property: 

- lim Z(Ld - Z)-I P = 11'0' 
z---o . 

(41) 

where 11'0 is the projection operator onto the null space of L d • 

We include inpo(t) the contributionpo( 00) = U -'Pd11'0 U p. 
By using the decomposition of (Ld - z) - 1 via P d and Qd and 
(41), we see that 

(42) 

where Ao = Pd11'0 Pd' From property (2) above we have for 
allpE~(U), 

.00(00)= PEop= lim ~ (Pp(t)dt. 
T-_", T Jo (43) 

Finally, the null space of the operator e is the subspace 
R (Ao) = R ( Pd11'0 Pd). One can easily verify (similarly to 
theorem III, Ref. 5) that N(e) = N(lJId( + iO)) which is 
equivalent toNtO) = N(IJI( + iO j), whereN(O) = U -'R (Ao)· 
This implies, by the Lagrange's multiplies theorem, that 
there exists an operator n such that 

0= nlJl( + iO). (44) 
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So we have the following result: 
Theorem 1: Let p belong to ffl ( U). If the origin belongs 

toP(QdLdQd) and if - lim Z(Ld - Z)-I = 1To, then 
z--+<)+ 

(I) lim,_"" Po(l) = Pol 00 ) = PEo P and this limit is a 
collision invariant. 

(2) N (e) = N (l/I ( + iO )) and there exists a linear 
operator il such that e = ill/l( + iO). 

Remarks: We see that the operator U -11ToUis well de
fined and U -11ToU P = Eop, while U -11Tz U cannot be de
fined when Im(z) < O. So we cannot derive for the correlation 
Qp(t) an equation of the form 

Pc(t) = Qp(t) = CPo(t), (45) 

because Cis not defined as an operator. However, (45) can be 
verified for a class of observables in a weaker form: 

Tr(OQp(t)) = (fiO,cupo(t), 

where OEffl (il) and 

(46) 

In the theory of subdynamics the whole space on which 
L acts is decomposed into two orthogonal subspaces iT .5t' 
and iT.5t' where iT and iT are two complementary projectors. 
The first one is interpreted as the asymptotic part of the 
dynamical evolution describing the approach to equilibri
um, and the second describing the transcient effects. It ap
pears here that iT goes outside the space .5t' and then one 
cannot speak of projection in the rigorous sense. In the 
framework of the space .5t', the above decomposition can be 
established mathematically inR ( U) and understood in .5t' for 
a class of initial states and a class of observables. Similarly, 
one can only define matrix elements of iT which cannot be 
considered as a proper operator in .5t'. 

3. APPLICATION TO THE LEE MODEL 

We will give an application of the preceding theory in 
the sector of one particle V of the Lee model without recoil 
effect.6 The Hilbert space Jf'" is 

Jf'" = Jf'" v Ell Jf'" N,O , 

where J¥'v is the Hilbert space of one particle Vand J¥' N,O 

the Hilbert space of one particle N and one particle e, A 
vector l/I in Jf'" is given by 

l/I= !a(p),b(q,k)}, 

a(p) being a square integrable function describing a state of 
particle Vwithmomentump = Ip],P2,P3J andb (q,k) being a 
square integrable function describing a state of one particle 
N with momentum q = I q I' q2' q31 and one particle e with 
momentum k = I k ],k2,k3 ). M, m, and Jl will denote the 
mass of V, N, and e respectively, The dynamics are described 
by the Hamiltonian H composed of a free part Ho and an 
interactionAH[if), where A is the coupling constant andf is 
a real cut-off function depending on tp,q,k ). We suppose fur
ther thatfis a square-integrable function, i.e., 

flftp,q,kWd3pd3Qd3k< + 00. 
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The free Hamiltonian Ho is defined by 

Hol/l= !Ma(p), (m + Ee(K))b(q,k)) 

for all l/I E H such that Eo(k)b (q,k) is square-integrable, 
where Ee(k) = (k 2 + p2)1/2 and k 2 = k ~ + k ~ + k ~. H[ is 
given by 

H[if)l/I 

= {fftp,q,k)b (q,k) d 3p d 3k, fftp,q,k)a(p) d 3p }. 

H[(f) is a bounded operator oftype Hilbert-Schmidt and 
ffl(H) = ffl(Ho). 

We introduce now the unitary representation of the di
latations group on L 2(JRn), V(y), defined by 

(V(y)f) (p) = e - nY1Y(e - Yp). 

for p E JRn and y E JR. Then for l/I E H, the representation of 
the dilations group is defined by 

V(y)l/I = l/I(y) = ! e - 3Y/2a(e - Yp), e - 3Yb (e - Yq, e - Yk)}. 

Let ffl (V/3) [resp. ffl (V/3)] be the set of vectors l/I of Jf'" such 
that l/I (y) has an analytic continuation in the strip S /3+ (resp. 
S /3- ) of the complex plane, where S /3+ (resp. S /3- ) is the strip 

S /3+ = ! y E qO.;;;Im (y)<:tk 1T/2J 

(respectively S /3- = lYE q - 1T/2 < - fi<:Im(y)<:O j) 

and S/3 = S /3+ US /3- . 

We define V/3 (resp. V/3) on ffl (V/3) [resp. ffl (V/3)] by 

V/3l/1 = l/I (ifi), 

V/3l/1 = l/I ( - ifi). 

We will suppose from now on theftp,q,k) is a dilatation ana
lytic cut-offfunction, i.e., the family of real square-integrable 
functions 

(V(y)f)tp,q,k) = E - r9I Y(eYp,e'- Yq,e- Yk) 

can be extended to an analytic family in S /3 of square-inte
grable functions. Then the family of operators 

H(y) = V(y)HV( - y) 

= Ho(Y) + H/(f(y)) 

extends to a ~elf-adjoint analytic family for YES /3 [i.e., 
H (y)* = H (y)] with g; (H (y)) equal to the domain of Ho. This 
result was proved by Weder. 7 

Now the operators V/3 and V/3 are invertible self-adjoint 
operators and V/3 = Vi ](Appendix A). Moreover, the func
tion YES /3+ --«(jJ (y), l/I (y) for l/I,(jJ E g; (V/3) X ffl (V/3 )isana
lytic in S; and coincides with «(jJ, l/I> for y E JR; then 

(V/3(jJ, V/3l/1) = «(jJ, l/I). 

We shall give the application of the formalism devel
oped above. The operator - iH (ifi ), 0<:13 < 1T /2, is a infinites
imal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup. In fact, 
the spectrum of iH o(ifi ) is in the first quarter of the complex 
plane (see Fig. I and Ref. 7), and as iHo(ifi) is a normal opera
tor, so it is an m-accretive operator (Ref. 8, p. 279) and then 
- iHo(ifi) is an infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of 

contraction (Ref. 8, p. 485). This implies that - iH (ifi) 
- i(Ho(ifi) + AH/(f(ifi )) is an infinitesimal generator on a 
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duced from the Ichinose lemma on the spectrum of a product 
of unbounded operators which says that o-((A ®I - I ®B)-) 
= o-(A ) - o-(f3 ) if A and B are closed densely defined opera

tors such that 

and 

o-(A )~ (z E CI I arg(z) I dJA l. 
o-(BK{zECIlarg(z)I<8f31. 8A +8n <1T, 

\, II(A (resp.B) - rei¢ )-III.;;;C (t;6 )/r, 1t;6 I > eA (resp. ef3). , 
'- So, takingA = H (ifJ) - ..1.0 + 1 and B = H ( - ifJ) - ..1.0 + 1, 
\ where Ao is the minimum of the spectrum of H, the condi

tions of the Ichinose lemma are satisfied, the last inequality, 

FIG. I. The spectra of Lp and H(ifl) for 1T/4 <fl <1,/2. The spectrum of 
H (ifl) is situated at the right ofthe figure while spectrum of Lp is drawn in 

the center. 

strongly continuous semigroup of bounded operators on K 
of type (uo = A IIHI(f(i,8 ))11, [HAf(i,8)) is a compact opera
tor], by Theorem 2.1. of Chap. X of Ref. 8. Finally by the 
results of Aguilar, Combes, Balslev, and Weder (see, e.g., 
Ref. 7) [H (y) - z] -I is analytic in S p for 1m (z) > O. This 
means that 

and 

Vp(H - Z)-I '/I = (H (i,8) - z) -I '/I (1/1) 

for '/I E ~ (Vp) and Im(z) > {Uo' Iffollows that H (i,8 ) is a spec
tral deformation of H. 

We introduce now the operators Up and Up defined on 
the linear spans of { 197) ( '/I 1,97, '/I E ~ ( Vp ) J and 
{ 197') ('/1'1,97', '/I' E~(Vp) J respecti~ly, as in Chap. 2 of I, 
and we take the closure of Up and Up which we denote by 
Up and Up respectively. Then, the operator L p' 

Lpp= [H(i,8)P-pH(i,8)]~ pE~(Lp) 

is a spectral deformation of L (we used the property 
H(y)* =H(r)). 

Theorem 2: The operators Up and Up have the follow
ing properties 

(I) Up and Up are self-adjoint operators and 
- -I Up = Up . 

(2) the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i)pE~(Up). 

(ii) R (pK~(vp) and VppVp 
extends to a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
In this case we have Up = (Vpp Vp) -. 

(3)p E ~(U p) if and only ifp* E ~(U p) and 
U pp* = (U pp)*, _ 

A similar theorem holds for Up. We give the proof in 
the Appendix B. 

We have now to investigate the spectrum of L p. It is 
easy to see that 2" is isomorphic toK ® K by noticing that 
the Hilbert space of the operators of Hilbert-Schmidt type 
on L 2(R") is isomorphic to L 2(R" X R"), which is again iso
morphic to L 2(R") ® L 2(R"). Furthermore, one can verify 
that L p is unitarily equivalent to the closed operator 
[H (i,8 ) ® I - I ® H ( - i,8 )]-:-The spectrum of L p can be de-
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I.e., 

II(H( ± ifJ) -..1.0 + 1 - rei¢)-III.;;;C(¢ )/r, I¢ I >fJ, 

being proved by Blaslev and Combes.9 Then, 

0-( [H (ifJ ) + I - ..1.0) ® I - I ® (H ( - ifJ ) - ..1.0 + I) ] - ) 

= 0-( [H (ifJ) ® I - I ffi H ( - ifJ)] -) 

= oiH (ifJ)) - o-(H ( - ifJ)) 

= {x - y, x,y E o-(H (ifJ Ill. 
Thus we have proved the following theorem: 

Theorem 3: The spectrum of L p is the set 

(x - y,x,y E oiH (ifJ)) l· 
The operator H (ifJ ) was studied by Weder applying the 

Blaslev-Combes methods and its spectrum is known. 7 

The essential spectrum of H (ifJ) is equal to the essential 
spectrum of Ho(ifJ), it is a curve beginning in m + fl and 
going to infinity asymptotically to the direction e = - fJ. 
Each real eigenvalue of H (1/1 ) (different from M and m + fl) is 
a finite-dimensional one, and it is at the same time a real 
eigenvalue of H. The set of those real eigenvalues is a bound
ed set and is independent of fJ. Each isolated complex eigen
value is finite dimensional and is independent of fJ as long as 
it is not absorbed in the essential spectrum. It is finally locat
ed in the region between the curve of the essential spectrm 
and the real line. 

It is easy to see that if {Zi l are the eigenvalues of H (ifJ ), 
then {Zi - ~ l are eigenvalues of Lp. In particular, Zi - Zi' 
whose absolute value is interpreted as the life time of the 
unstable V particle, is also an eigenvalue of L p embedded in 
the essential spectrum of L p' This essential spectrum is the 
difference between the essential spectrum of Lp and its con
jugate. It contains, further, the curves beginning at 
m + fl - Zi and Zi - m - fl, and going to the infinity in the 
directions 8 = - fJ and 8 = + fJ in the lower half-plane (see 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). 

We will give examples of projection P satisfying the 
conditions of the Sec. 3 of I. 

Let Y N = (at(p), ... ,aN(P) l be a finite orthonormalfam
ily of K v' and such that V(y)a i extends to an analytic family 
of vectors of K v for YES f3' Then the projector P N given by 

N 

PNp= L (a",pa,,)la,,)(anl, 
n=1 

which projects on a subspace of N([Ho,]) fulfills all the re
quirements formulated in I. The projection operator P N.f3 is 
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FIG. 2. This figure represents the spectra of Lp and H (it3J for 0 <t3<1T/4 
similarly as in the Fig. 2. 

given by 

P N.PP = L /p n.p ) (P n.p/ , 
n 

wherepn.B = /an(ip)(an (iI:1)/. IffurthermorePN converges 

strongly to P, then P = lim P N fulfills the same require-
N~oo 

ments, as can be easily verified. This convergence occurs if, 
for example, the orthonormal system! an 1 satisfies 

LI/an ( ± iP )//2 < + 00. Then, one easily verifies that 

(i)R (P ) C Pfi (Up )nPfi (Up )nPfi (L ), 

(ii)R (Pp)CN(Lo.p)CPfi(Lp), 

(iii)R (P;)CN(L ~.p)CPfi(L ;), 

for L ~.P = La. _p and Lo.p/a) (a'/ = 0 when /P 1< 1T/2 and 
a,a' EK v' Here Lo denotes [Ho, .]. 

We have now to investigate the extended domain of 
analyticity of 1[/ (z), Pfi (z)Qp, and [1[/ (z) - z] - I, that is the in
tersection of the lower half-plane with p(QpLp Qp). The es
sential spectrum of QpLp Qp is the limit of the domain of 
analyticity of 1[/ t(z), etc. Let us characterize this essential 
spectrum for finite-dimensional projection operator P. 

As Pp is finite-dimenensional projection operator, it is 
then compact, and so is Pp8Lp and 8LpPp, where 8Lp de
notes the commutator [H/(f(iP)), .]. Let 
yo>ao + 118LpPp -Pp8Lpli. Then 

118LpPp - 8L/3P/3(L/3 - iy)-III..;; 1, (47) 

where a o is the type of the semigroup generated by - iLJ3. 
Equation (47) is a consequence of the following inequality 
(Ref. 8, p. 485): 

111!(Lp - iy)1/ < 1!(y - ao) for y > ao. 

The condition (47) is sufficient to prove that the essential 
spectrum of QdLdQd is equal to the essential spectrum of 
Lp.8 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied the possibility of a construction of the 
theory of sub dynamics which describes the irreversible phe
nomena in the frame of the space of Hilbert-Schmidt opera
tors. We have tried to investigate conditions under which 
different steps of the formal construction could be realized in 
this frame. 

Firstly, the problem of the existence of analytic con-
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tinuation of matrix elements of the resolvent of the Liou
ville-von Neumann operator can be solved under some con
ditions. Such a condition is the existence of a spectral 
deformation of L by a non-self-adjoint operator for which 
the essential spectrum lies in the lower half-plane. This con
dition can be verified in the Lee model when the interaction 
has some analyticity properties; this is an application of the 
Combes-BIas lev theory. The class of mat ric elements of the 
resolvent of Liousville-von Neumann operator admitting 
analytic continuation is characterized by the domains of two 
unbounded operators, and these domains cannot be equal to 
the whole space. Thus, the construction of analytic continu
ation is also a restriction to a class of initial states having 
some regularity properties. 

Secondly, the study of the contributions of poles which 
are solutions of a dispersion relation is possible for some 
choices of the projection operator P, and consequently, of 
the representation which defines diagonal elements. Such 
conditions are related to a domain of regular diagonal matri
ces density having the above analyticity properties. In this 
case, it is possible to show that some contribution Po(t ) ofthe 
diagonal part Po(t ), obeys an evolution generated by a non
Hermitian operator e and this contribution tends to a colli
sional invariant when the initial state has some analyticity 
properties. 

However, here we cannot speak about a subdynamics in 
the proper sense of a closed subspace in which e - ilL reduces 
to a semigroup for t > 0 and which is the range of a projection 
operator iT. In this frame we may only define matrix ele
ments of the so-called iT operator. The passage from these 
matrix elements to a proper operator requires supplemen
tary mathematical structure and this goes beyond the frame 
of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators considered here. 

APPENDIX A 

The operator Vp and Vp (defined in Sec. 3) are invertible 
self-adjoint operators and Vp = V p- I. 

Proof If V(y)1[/ = 1[/ (y) is analytic in S /3+ , then for 
YES p+ and aER, V(a)l[/(a) = I[/(y + a). Thus, 
V(y) 1[/ (iP) = 1[/ (y + iP ) for all y ER and it is analytic in S p- . 
Thismeansthatl[/(ip) EPfi(~)and ~1[/(iP) = I[/.Byinvert
ing Vp and Vp we prove that Vp Vp C 1, and the last asser
tion follows. Let up prove the self-adjointness. For all 1[/, 

1[/' EPfi(Vp), thefunctions (I[/',I[/(y) and (1[/'( - ji),I[/) are 
analytic inS p+ ,andfory ER, (1[/',1[/ (y) = (1[/'( - y),I[/). By 
the uniqueness of the analytic continuation we have 

< 1[/',1[/ (iP) = (1[/ 'UP), 1[/), 

thus Vp C V~. Let, I[/EPfi(V~), then for all g:>EPfi(Vp), 
(g:>, 1[/ ( - y) = (g:>(y),I[/), r ER, has an analytic continuation 
(g:>(ji),1[/ ) inS i . Ifwe prove that (g:>, 1[/( - r) has an analyt
ic continuation in S p- for all g:> EK, then 1[/ (y) has an analyt
ic continuation in S / ' that is r/JEPfi ( Vp ). 

By the density of the domain of VP' there exists a se
quence g:>n E.@(V) such that g:>n-Kfi for all g:> E cW'. 
(g:>n (y), 1[/ ),y ES p- is a sequence of analytic functions which 
con verges for r ER to (g:>( r), 1[/) = (g:>, 1[/ ( - r). This se
quence is uniformly bounded for y E R and for all 
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y = a + ip. In fact 

I (IPn(a + ip),1[1 >1 = I (Vp V(a)cp" , 1[1 > I 
= l(cp,,(a),V~I[I)1 

<!lIP" II 11V31f1 II 
<M 11V31[111. 

Then, (IPn (n, IfI ) is bounded in S p- and it converges by Vita
li's theorem to an analytic function in S Ii, and we have 

(1P,IfI(iP) = lim (1P,,(ip),I[I) 
11-+00 

= lim (IP" V; 1[1 ) 
"-00 

= (cp,V~I[I), 
i.e., V~ 1[1 = 1[1 liP I = Vf3 If1. 

APPENDIXB 

Proof of Theorem 2: We will prove first that if A and B 
are self-adjoint operators in,Jr, then the closure of the oper
ator A X B defined on the linear span of 
II 'P) ( 1[11 ,cp E ~ (A ),1[1 E ~ (B ) I by 
(A XB Ilcp){1[I1 = IA'P) (BI[II is self-adjoint. One can easily 
verifythatA • xB· = A XBC(A XB ) •. ThenA XBissym
metric. Let E (.d ) and F (.d ) be the spectral families of A and B 
corresponding to the finite Borel set .d CR. The union of 
(E(.d )1fI, IfI E J¥',.d C R I is dense in£',andsimilarlyforF(.d ). 
Then the linear span of liE (.d )IP ) (F (.d ') IfII ,'P, 1[1 EJY I is a 
dense set in Y of analytic vectors for A X B; this follows 
from 
IIiIA "E(.d)1P )(B"F(.d ')l[IlIltnln! 

= IliA nE(.d)cp 1IIIBnF(.d ')'P lit "In! 

<eIlAE(.:l )III1 BF(.:l·)II' /l1P1111 IfI II, 

and by the Nelson Lemma A X B is essentially self-adjoint. 
This proves the self-adjointness of Up and Uf3.fJp = fJ p- I is 
evident, and the second part follows from Appendix B of I. 
LetpE~(Uf3)' then for 1P,I[IE~(Vp) we have 

( Vf3p Vp I[I,'P) = (V(J l[I,p. Vp'P) 

= (1[I'(Vf3PVf3 )·IP); 

thus p. Vf3'P E~ (Vp) and Vpp* Vp C (Vf3p V(3)*. This implies 
thatp*E~(Up) and Uf3p* = (Uf3p)*. The proof of the theo
rem is complete. 

This theorem characterizes completely ~ (U(J)' It is 
known that the Hilbert space of the operators of HiIbert
Schmidt class of L 2 (R") is isomorphic to L 2(R" X R"). Then 
for all p EX' there exists four kernels P v. v liJ,i),), P V,NO 

(ji,ij' ,k'), P NO,v (q,k,jJ), P NO.Ne (Q,k,ij' ,k) such that 

pl[I = U Pv,v(p,p')a(ji') d 3p' 
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+ fpv.No(ji,ij',kl)b (i[,k') d V d 3k I, 

f P NO, v(qk,p')alj3 ') d 3p' 

+ f P NO, NO (q,k,i[,k ')b (ij' ,k 'J d V d 3 k ' } 
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for all given 1[1 = {a(ji'),b (i[ ,k') }. 
Corollary: The following two conditions are equivalent 

foralIpEY: 
(l)p Efii(Up), 
(2) The family of operatorspy,y = V(y~V(y'), y,y'eR., 

has the following property: 
(i)Prro (resp. Py •• Y') extends to an analytic family of 

bounded operators for aU yeS / and fixed r' 0 E R (resp. for 
all y' E S /3- and fixed Yo ER). 

(ii)PilI,YI (resp·Pr, _ iP) extends to an analyticfamiIy 
of bounded operators in S Ii (resp. S;:). 

(iii) PilI, _ iP is an operator of Hilbert-Schmidt type. 
In this case 

UpP =PiP,-ifJ' 

Proof: 1=::}2. Let P E~ (Up). By Theorem 2, p·Efii (Up), 
and for all IfI e.Jr, V (y~* 1[1 extends to an analytic family of 
vectors of,Jr in S 13+ . Let Vy = V(a)Vb for y = a + ib. It is 
easy to see that Vy = Vb Via). Thus Vyp* is a bounded oper
ator(R (p*)C~(Vb))and VyP*V( - yb) =P~.y;, isananalyt
ic family of bounded operators for all YES 13+ . On the other 
hand, 

• (- =) - (= ;;\ Pr.r;, p,p - Pro,'? p ,p" 

where we omit the index (v,v) fromp •. v (ji,F) for economy of 
notation. The other kernels of p have the same properties. 
This implies thatPr.,)" is an analytic family of bounded oper
ators for all y' E S 13- , and one sees easily that Pro.)" 
= V(Yo) [pVb , ]- VIa'), where y' = a' + ib 'E S Ii. 

Similariy by Theorem 2, V(y)PV( - yb)1[I extends to an 
analytic family of vectors of £' in S l ,andp r.Y. is a family of 

bounded operators analytic in S l. This proves (i). To prove 
(ii) one remarks thatR ([pVp ]-)Cfii(V{J)' For if I[IE £" 
then by the density of 9 (V{J) there exists a sequence 
I[In Efii(V{J) such that I[In-l[I. Thus 
p V{J tft" - [p Vp J - tft,n- 00 and V{Jp Vp 1[1 n is convergent, and 
this implies that p V{J 1[1 efii (V{J)' This means that Pr.- iP is 
again a family of bounded operators analytic inS; . Similar
ly, Vr [p. V{J ] is an analytic family of bounded operators in 

S {J+ , and this implies that p is an analytic family bounded 
operators inS {3- • It is evident thatpif3. _ iP = VpP Vp• and (iii) 
is immediate. 

The converse is an easy consequence of the Theorem 2. 
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Positive-operator-valued observables in a complex Hilbert space ~ based on a topological 
homogeneous space G / Hand G-covariant with respect to a strongly continuous unitary 
representation on ~ of a locally compact group G are investigated. The goal is to determine 
whether they are the weak integrals of some positive-operator-valued densities relative to a G
quasi-invariant measureJL on G /H. To this end, the notion ofa kernel Hilbert space is 
generalized to spaces of equivalence classes with respect to JL of mappings of G / H into a complex 
Hilbert space~. 

PACS numbers: 05.90. + m, 02.40. + m 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The notion of an observable introduced by Davies and 
Lewis I in their axiomatic approach to statistical physical 
theories differs from the usual one in two respects. In the first 
place, the space of which an observable is based is not always 
a subset of R and, secondly, an observable is not necessarily 
a projection-valued measure on a subset ofR (or, what 
amounts to the same by the spectral theorem, a self-adjoint 
(linear) operator). Davies and Lewis define an observable as a 
positive-operator-valued measure on a set X, equipped with 
a O'-field of subsets, and taking values in the topological dual 
space V' ofa real Banach space Vwhen V' is equipped with 
the weak-* topology. The physical meaning of X is either 
that of a configuration or of a phase space, while V is inter
preted as a state space. Using this definition, a joint observ
able for position and momentum in phase space, which gives 
the probabilities of approximate simultaneous measure
ments, can be constructed (Ref. 2,3.4) and a position observ
able for the photon (a "fuzzy observable,,3) can be exhibited 
(cf. also Ref. 4). 

In what follows, we shall restrict ourselves to consider a 
real Banach space V which describes an irreducible quantum 
system without superselection rules, namely, the Banach 
space (with the trace norm) of all self-adjoint trace class oper
ators in a complex Hilbert space~. Then V' is the set of all 
self-adjoint elements of the complex vector space .!f (~) of 
all continuous (linear) operators in ~. We shall suppose 
.!f (~) endowed with the weak operator topology, since with 
this topology we obtain the same observables as with the 
ultraweak one. Moreover, our observables will be based on 
sets X which are locally compact spaces, and they will be G
covariant with respect to some strongly continuous unitary 
representations of a locally compact group G. Our goal will 
be the characterization of G-covariant observables, on a 
transitive topological G-spaceX, which admit a density, i.e., 
which are the weak integrals of a family (parametrized by X) 
of continuous positive operators. 

In Sec. II, we recollect some basic definitions and facts 
concerning observables, G-covariance, etc., and introduce 
the notion of a density of an observable. We investigate in 

'''Supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation. 

Sec. III a generalization of the usual concept of a kernel 
Hilbert space (by allowing spaces of classes of mappings), 
and then we establish in Sec. IV the equivalence between the 
existence of a density of a given covariant observable and the 
possibility of identifying its carrier space with a certain ker
nel Hilbert space. 

Throughout the paper, every group operation consid
ered will be tacitly assumed to be a left one; consequently, 
every quasi-invariant (resp. invariant) measure will be left 
quasi-invariant (resp. left invariant). The term "measure," 
with the exceptions of "POV -measure" and "PV -measure" 
in Sec. II, has to be understood as "real Radon measure" and 
measurability will always be in Bourbaki sense (Ref. 5, Chap. 
4, §5). If X is a locally compact space, we shall denote by q; x 
the Borel structure (i.e., the O'-field) generated by its closed 
sets. The symbol ¢ A will stand for the characteristic function 
of a set A, and [f] for the equivalence class of a mapping f 
with respect to the measure in point. If ~ is a Hilbert space, 
then (·I·)!! (resp. 11·11.1t) will denote its scalar multiplication 
(resp. its norm); as usual, the adjoint ofa linear mapping A of 
Hilbert spaces will be denoted by A *. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Let Xbe a locally compact space, and let ~ be a complex 
Hilbert space. An observable in ~ based on X is a normalized 
(weak) Borel positive-operator-valued measure (concisely, a 
Borel POV-measure) on X acting in~, namely, a mapping 
M:q; x-..!f (~) satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) M is positive, i.e., M (B »0 for all BEq; x and 
M(0)=0. 

(ii) M is (weakly) countably additive, i.e., if (Bi lieN is a 
sequence of mutually disjoint elements of ,VJJ x' then 

(11.1) 

where "W-L" means convergence in the weak operator to
pology on 2" (~). 

(iii) M (X) = Idl) (normalization). 
We say that M is a decision (or sharp) observable6 when, in 
addition to (i)-(iii), the following condition is satisfied: 

(iv) M(B )M(B ') = M(BnB ') for all B,B' in q; x' 

In other words, a decision observable is a normalized Borel 
projection-valued measure (concisely, a Borel PV-measure). 
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Remark 1: The convergence of (11.1) in the weak opera
tor topology also implies convergence in the strong operator, 
ultraweak, and ultrastrong topologies (Ref. 7, Remark 1). 

Definition 1: LetXbe a locally compact space, let 11 be a 
measure on X, and let ,S) be a complex Hilbert space. An 
observable M in ,S) based on X is said to admit a Il-density if 
there exists a mapping D M :xt--+Mx (a Il-density) , defined 
Il(x)-a.e. in X, and taking its values in the set !.t' (,S))+ of all 
positive continuous operators in ,S), such that 

M(B) = J 4'B(x)Mxd,u(x) weakly 

for all B E [Jjj x' 

Notice that the Il-density D M is unique Il(x)-a.e. 
Given a locally compact group G, a locally compact G

space X, a strongly continuous unitary representation U of G 
on a complex Hilbert space ,S) and an observable M in ,S) 
based on X, we say that Mis G-covariant with respect to U if 
the pair U,M satisfies 

U(g)M(B)U(g)-1 =M(g.B) 

for all g E G and all B E [Jjj x' The G-covariant observable Mis 
said to be transitive if so is the G-space X. Two observables, 
Min ,S) and M' in ,S)', which are both based on X and G
covariant with respect to U and U', respectively, are said to 
be unitarily equivalent if there exists a unitary mapping Vof 
,S) onto ,S)' such that 

VU(g) = U'(g)V for all g E G 

and 

VM (B ) = M '(B )V for all B E [Jjj x' 

Remark 2: An observable M in ,S) based on X determines 
a Radon observable M R based on X and taking its values in 
!.t'~(,S)), namely, in the vector space!.t' (,S)) equipped with the 
weak operator topology (Ref. 8, § 2). Let 'G'~ (X) be the com
plex Banach space of all continuous complex-valued func
tions on X vanishing at infinity. Then MR is the continuous 
linear mapping of 'G'~(X) into !.t'~(,S)) defined by 

MRIf) = Jf(X)dM(X) IfE 'G'~(X)); 
it satisfies M R 1f»0 whenever]>O and is such that 

The Radon observable M R is G-covariant with respect to U if 

U(g)MRIf)U(g)-1 =MR(gj) IfE 'G'~(X)), 
wheregjis defined by (gj)(x) =f(g-I.X). 

In the following, we shall formulate every result in 
terms of observables defined as POV-measures; the transla
tion in the language of Radon observables is 
straightforward. 

Let G,x,fl,,S), and Ube as above and suppose in addition 
that 11 is G-quasi-invariant. If an observable M in ,S) based on 
X is G-covariant with respect to U and admits all-density 
DM:x~Mx' then, for each g E G, we have 

U(g)Mx U(g)-l = a(g,x)Mg•x ,u(x)-a.e. (11.2) 

Here a is a quasi-invariance factor of 11, i.e., a real-valued 
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function on G xX such that, for each g E G, 

Il g = a(g")'Il, 

where the measurellg is defined by Ilg (A ) = 1l(g·A ) for all 11-
integrable sets A. 

If H is a closed subgroup of G and X is the (topological) 
homogeneous space G / H, there always exists a nontrivial 
positive G-quasi-invariant measure 11 on X unique up to 
equivalence (Ref. 9, Chap. 7, § 2, Theorems 1 and 2), i.e., a 
nontrivial positive measure 11 on X such that, for each g E G, 
the measurellg is equivalent tOil. More precisely, let 1T be the 
canonical mapping of G onto G / H and let Ll G (resp. Ll H) be 
the modulus function of G (resp. of H). There exist continu
ous real-valued functions p > 0 on G satisfying 

p(gh) = (LlH(h )/LlG(h ))p(g) 

for all g E G and all h E H, defining a nontrivial positive G
quasi-invariant measure 11 on G / H with a quasi-in variance 
factor a given by 

a(g,1T(g')) = p(gg')/p(g') (11.3) 

for all g,g' in G. We shall then say that 11 is defined by a p
function. Moreover, we shall denote by 11 # the unique mea
sure on G such that 

for all continuous real-valued functionsf# on G with com
pact support, where 'V is any Haar measure on H. Hence 11 # 

is the measure with density p relative to some Haar measure 
on G (Ref. 9, Chap. 7, § 2, Lemmas 4 and 5). 

Proposition 1: Let G be a locally compact group, let Hbe 
a closed subgroup of G, and let 11 be a nontrivial positive G
quasi-invariant measure on G / H defined by a p-function. If 
M is an observable in a complex Hilbert space ,S) based on 
G /H, ifit is G-covariant with respect to a strongly continu
ous unitary representation U of G on ,S), and if, in addition, it 
admits all-density DM :Xl--+Mx such that Mx is a projection 
Il(x)-a.e., then 11 is G-invariant. 

Proof By taking the square of(II.2), we obtain, for each 
gEG, 

a(g,x) = 1 Il(x)-a.e., 

whence the G-invariance of 11 .• 
Remark 3: If, in Proposition 1, Uis irreducible and Mx 

is a one-dimensional projection Il(x)-a.e., then M is the ob
servable defined by a system of coherent states relative to U 
based on G /H (Ref. 2, 8.5, Theorem 5.2; Ref. 10). 

Let G,H,1T,1l be as above. We denote by Ind~ U the 
(strongly continuous unitary) representation of G induced by 
a strongly continuous unitary representation U of H on a 
complex Hilbert space, say st. We shall assume that Ind~ U 
is carried by L ~(G /H,Il;U), a complex Hilbert space de
fined as follows (cf., for instance, Ref. 11, Chap. VI, § 4, 
Theorem 15). Let s be an arbitrary but fixed section associat
ed with 1T, and let .Y be the complex vector space of map
pings of G / H into st generated by allll-negligible ones and by 
all those of the formf# 0 s, wheref# is a continuous map
ping of G into st satisfying 

f#(gh) = U(h )-If#(g) (II.4) 
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for all g E G and all h E H and such that the function 
X't--+llf#(s(x))llsr on G IHhas compact support. We denote by 
.Y'.~(G IH,j.l;U) the completion of.Y in the locally convex 
complex vector space of all mappings f of G I H into st: such 
that the function xf-+ 1 If(x) IIi iSj.l-integrable on G IH and 
whose topology is defined by the seminorm 

fi--+ Ilf(x)lIidj.l(X) . (f )1/2 

IffE .Y'~(G IH,j.l;U) is notj.l-negligible, there exists aj.l#
measurable mappingf# of G into st: satisfying (11.4) andf# 0 

s = f Notice that if a mappingf# of G into st: satisfying (11.4) 
is j.l # -measurable, the function gt-+Ilf#(g) 1 Lit is j.l # -measur
able on G and the function xf-+Ilf#(s(x)) list is j.l-measurable 
on G IH (Ref. 9, Chap. 7, § 2, Proposition 6). Then 
L i (G I H,J..l; U) is the Hausdorff space associated with 
.Y'i(G IH,j.l;U). We have, for eachg E G, 

(Ind~U)(g)[f) =~] /fE .Y'i(GIH,j.l;U)), (11.5) 

wherefg(x) = a(g-I,x) l12f(g-I.x ) (x E G IH). 
If G is second countable, there exists a Borel section 

associated with 1Tand, via this section,L i (G IH,j.l;U) can be 
identified with L i (G I H,p), the complex Hilbert space of all 
j.l-square-integrable mappings of G I H into St 

We shall denote by Pst the decision observable in 
L i(G IH,j.l;U) based on G IH defined by 

Pst(B)[f) = [<,6e1] ([f)eLi(GIH,j.l;U);BE 8#G/H)' 
Proposition 2: Let Gbe a locally compact group, letHbe 

a closed subgroup of G, let /-1 be a nontrivial positive G-quasi
invariant measure on G I H defined by ap-function, and let.~ 
be a complex Hilbert space. If M is an observable in S) based 
on G I H, which is G-covariant with respect to a strongly con
tinuous unitary representation U of G on .~, there exist a 
strongly continuous unitary representation y( U) of H on a 
complex Hilbert space .~ and an isometric mapping V of ~) 
into L~, (G I H,j.l;Y( U)) satisfying 

U(g) = V*(lndYty(U))(g)V for all g e G, 

M (B) = V*P" (B)V for all B E dJ GIH' 

and such that the set 

{P,,(B)V<,6 IBE ·;qG/IIand<,6E.~} 

is total in L i(G IH,J..l;Y(U)). The mapping Vis surjective if 
and only if M is a decision observable. The triple 
(L i(G IH,J..l;y(U)),lnd~y(U),Psr) is unique up to unitary 
equivalence. 

Proof See Ref. 7, Proposition 2 and end of Sec. 3 .• 

III. KERNEL HILBERT SPACES 

In this section, we generalize the notion of a kernel Hil
bert space from that of a space of complex-valued func
tions l2

•
13 defined in a locally compact space X to that ofa 

space of equivalence classes with respect to some measure of 
mappings of X into a complex Hilbert space. Following the 
lines traced by Kunze l4 in the case of continuous mappings, 
we emphasize the relation between the existence of a kernel 
and the continuity of some "evaluation mappings" (cf. also 
Refs. 15 and 16). 
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Definition 2: LetXbe a locally compact space, letj.l be a 
measure on X, and let st: be a complex Hilbert space. A posi
tive /-1-kernel K on X acting in st: is a mapping of X xX into 
.Y'(st:) satisfying 

I (K(x",xj )<,6;I<,6k),,;;;'O (III. 1) 
j{--j,/';r J 

for all finite index sets J, all xj , x k in X, and all <,6j ,<,6 k in St It is 
said to be admissible if the relation [K (.,y)<,6] = [K (-,z)tP] be
tween equivalence classes with respect to /-1 of mappings of X 
intost impliesK (.,y)<,6 = K (·,z)tPforally,zinX an all <,6,tP in st. 

A square-integrable positive /-1-kernel (on X acting in Sf) 
is a positive /-1-kernel K such that the mapping K (.,y)<,6 is /-1-
square-integrable for all y E X and all <,6E.~, satisfying in 
addition 

I(K (x,y)<,6 IK (x,z)tP)" d/-1(x) = (K (z,y)<,6 ItP)" (111.2) 

for all y,z in X and all <,6,tP in St 
Remark 4: By reason of (111.1), the operator K (x,x) is 

positive for all x E X. In addition, we have K (x,y)* = K (y,x) 
for all x,y in X because (111.1) and the positivity of K (x,x) and 
K (y,y) imply 

Im((K(x,y)* - K(y,x))<,6 ItP)st = 0 

for all <,6, tP in St. 
Let Y(X;st:) be the complex vector space of all mappings 

of X into st: and let F (X;st:) be the quotient vector space of all 
its equivalence classes with respect to /-1. We shall call a j.l
selection every linear mapping a of F (X;st:) into Y(X;st:) such 
that [a([f])] = [f] for allfE Y(X;st:). 

Proposition 3: Let K be an admissible positive /-1-kernel 
on a locally compact space X, equipped with a measure /-1, 
acting in a complex Hilbert space .~. Then there exists a 
unique complex Hilbert space stK of equivalence classes with 
respect to /-1 of mappings of X into st satisfying the following 
conditions: 

(1) The set (i)K = {[K (.,y)<,6 ) lYE X and <,6Est} is total in 

(2) There exists a /-1-selection a such that the linear 
mappmg 

E:: [f)f--+a( [f) )(x) 

ofst:K intost: is continuous for all x EX and E ~E:* = K (x,y) 
for all x,y in X. 
If K (.,y) isp-measurable in X for allyeXthen st:K is a Hilbert 
space of equivalence classes of p-measurable mappings; K is 
an admissible square-integrable positive p-kernel if and only 
ifst:K is a Hilbert subspace of L ~(X,J..l). Moreover, if K (.,y) is 
continuous in X for ally eX when .Y' (st:) is equipped with the 
strong operator topology, then st:K can be identified with the 
unique complex Hilbert space of continuous mappings of X 
into st: which satisfies (1) and (2) with obvious modifications 
(cf. Ref. 14, Theorem 1). 

Proof Let SP(®K) be the linear span of®K inF(X;st:). By 
virtue of (111.1 ) (cf. Remark 4), there exists a (unique) positive 
Hermitian sesquilinear form (·1·) on SP(®K) such that 

([K(.,y)<,6) 1 [K(-,z)tP)) = (K(z,y)<,6 ItP)st (111.3) 

for ally,zinX and all <,6,tP in st. Note that (111.3) is meaningful 
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becauseKisadmissible: in fact, if[K (.,y')cp'] = [K (.,y)cp] and 
[K (-,z')if!'] = [K (.,z)if!], we have 

(K (z' ,y')cp , I if!').lf = (K (z' ,y)cp I if!').I! = (cp IK (y,Z'W)Sf 

= (cp IK (y,Z)if!)\1 = (K (z,y)cp I if!)'1 . 
It follows then from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that 

(,1·) is nondegenerate. For letf= IK (·,xj)cpj (XjE X; CPjE~) 
j 

with a finite sum; for each x E X we have, using (111.3), 

Ilf(x)lIit = I(K(x,xj)cpj IK(x,xk)CPk)st 

whence 

j,k 

= I([K(.,xj)cpj]1 [K(.,x)K(x,Xk)CPk]) 
j,k 

.;;;1I[f]1I 1I[~K("X)K(X,xj)cpj]1I 

.;;; II [f] II(K (x,xif(x)lf(x))st 112, 

Ilf(x)llst';;; II [f] II 11K (x,x) II 112 (IlIA) 

andf(x) = 0 whenever II if] II = O. In addition, (111.4) implies 
that for every Cauchy sequence ([fn ]) in SP(®K) with 

fn = IK(.,xj)cpj' 
jEJ" 

where I n is some finite index set, the sequence Ifn) converges 
pointwise in Y(X;~). Thus SP(®K) is dense in a unique com
plete vector subspace of F (X;~). Equipped with the scalar 
multiplication (·I·)K which extends (·1')' this subspace is the 
wanted Hilbert space ~K' 

To show that condition (2) is satisfied, we choose a fl
selection cr continuous in stK when .7(X;st) is endowed with 
the topology of pointwise convergence and such that 

cr([K (.,y)cp ]) = K (.,y)cp 

for ally E X and all cpE~. This choice makes sense because K is 
admissible. Moreover, for each x E X, the mapping 
if] f-+Oi[f])(x) ofsp(®K) into~iscontinuous by (111.4) and can 
be uniquely extended to a continuous linear mapping of stK 

into~. It follows that the mappingE ~ is continuous and that 

(K(x,y)cp I¢).!! = (E~[K(.,y)cp] I¢).!! = ([K(.,y)cp] IE~·¢)K 

for allx,y inX and allcp,¢in~, whereE~· is the (continuous) 
adjoint of E~. Using (111.3), we get 

E~·¢ = [K(·,x)¢], (III.5) 

whenceE~E:· =K(x,y). 
The assertion about the wmeasurability follows from 

EgorofPs theorem (Ref. 5, Chap. 4, § 5, Theorem 2) and from 
(Ref. 5, Chap. 4, § 5, Proposition 6). If K is an admissible 
square-integrable positive,u-kernel, then, by virtue of(III.2), 
sp(® K ) equipped with the scalar multiplication (·1,) is a pre
Hilbert subspace of L ~(X'fl) whose closure is ~K' The con
verse is straightforward. In the case where K (.,y) is continu
ous for ally e X, every element ofstK contains a continuous 
mapping defined by means of K (Ref. 14, Theorem 1); the 
space of all these mappings identifies to ~K in an obvious 
way .• 

Remark 5: It follows from (111.5) that E~·, and there
fore E~, is uniquely defined by Kfor allxeX. Thisjustifies, a 
posteriori, the superscript "K." 
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Corollary: LetX./L,K, and ~ be as in Proposition 3. Then 

(i) K is reproducing in ~K' i.e., for eachy EX, each CPE~, 
and each if] E~K' we have 

([K(.,y)cp] I [f])K = (cp IE:[f])st. 

(ii) For each (x,y) EX xXwe have 

11K (x,y)11 2
.;;; 11K (x,xJlIIiK (Y,y)ll· 

Proof Assertion (i) follows from (111.5). From (IlIA), 
withf = K ("y)cp (y E X; cP E~), we obtain 

11K (x,y)cp Iii.;;; II [K (.,y)cp ] II~ 11K (x,x)ll, 

i.e., 

(K (x,y)*K (x,y)cp Icp)st «K (Y,y)cp Icp)st 11K (x,x)ll, 

whence assertion (ii) .• 
Proposition 4: LetX,,u, and ~ be as in Proposition 3. If ~ 

is a complex Hilbert space of equivalence classes with re
spect to fl of mappings of X into ~, then the following condi
tions are equivalent: 

(i) There exists an admissible positive fl-kernel K on X 
acting in ~ such that ~K =~. 
(ii) There exists afl-selection cr such that, for each x eX, 
the linear mapping 

Ex:[f] f-H7([f])(X) 

of ~ into st is continuous. 
Proof (i) =? (ii): This follows from Proposition 3 with 

Ex =E~. 
(ii) =? (i): Since Ex is continuous for all x EX, its adjoint 

E ~ is continuous; hence we have a mapping K of X xX into 
.Y(~) defined by 

K(x,y)=E"E;. (111.6) 

This mapping is a positive ,u-kernel on X acting in ~, for, if J 
is any finite index set, then 

I (K(xk,xj)cpjlcpk)st = I (ExkE~cpjlcpk)st 
jEJ,kEJ jEJ.kEJ 

= I\IE~jcpjll~>O 
jEJ 

for all xj,x k in X and all CPj ,t/J k in~. Now, for each pair x,y of 
elements of X and for each cP E st, we have 

K(x,y)cp = ExE;cp = o-(E;cp )(x); 

thus E;cp = [K (',y)cp ] and K is admissible. On the other 
hand, if (E;cp I [f]).\) = 0 for all y E X, all CPE~, and a certain 
if] E~, then (cp lo-([f])(Y))st = (E;cp I [f]).\) = 0, whence 
o-([f]) = Oand if] = O. Therefore, condition (1) of Proposition 
3 is satisfied and, as condition (2) is fulfilled by assumption 
and by (111.6), with E ~ = Ex (x EX), assertion (i) follows 
from Proposition 3 .• 

Corollary: If X is a locally compact space equipped with 
a nontrivial measure fl and if ~ is a complex Hilbert space, 
then the mapping i:(x,Y)f-+ld.!! of X xX into .2"(~) is an ad
missible positive fl-kernel on X acting in ~ such that ~ J is 
isomorphic to~. When, in addition, X is compact and p 
positive, the admissible positivep-kernel (1/ p(X))/ is square
integrable. 

Proof The complex vector space 53 of the equivalence 
classes with respect to fl of all constant mappings of X into Sf 
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becomes a Hilbert space isomorphic to ~ when equipped 
with the scalar multiplication (·I·)l! defined by 

([f] I [f'])\, = (((x)lf'(x))!l' 

wheref /' are arbitrary constant mappings of X into ~ and x 
is any element of X. The ,u-selection (j defined by oift1) = J, 
wherefis any constant mapping of X into~, makes the 
evaluation mapping Ex: [f] 1---+0( [f] )(x) continuous for all x, 
e X and we have ExE; = Id,R for all x,y in X; hence ~l = R 

• Remark 6: In what precedes, we never have excluded 
thepossibilityofgetting[K(.,y)<p] = [K(·,y)¢']with<p =I=¢,fora 
given y e X, i.e., E :*<p = E :*¢'. It is easy to check that, for 
an arbitrary y e X, the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) E:* is injective. 
(ii) E: has a dense range in ~. 
(iii) K (y,y) is strictly positive. 
Remark 7: Let K be an admissible square-integrable 

positive Il-kernel on X acting in ~; then we have 

([f] I ff'J)K = f(E:[f] IE:ff'J),Rd,u(x) 

for all ft], ft'] in ~K' If Il is positive, the mapping 
M:{!g xf--+2'(~K) given by 

M(B)= f<PB(X)Mxdll(X) weakly, 

where Mx = E:* E:, is an observable in ~K based on X 
which admits a,u-density DM:x -Mx defined everywhere 
in X. If for any continuous operator A in ~K' we define a 
mapping A K of X xX into 2'(~) by 

A K(y,x) = E:AE:*, 

we obtain 

E:A ff] = fA K(y,x)E:ff]dll(X) weakly 

for all ft] e ~ K and all y e X. In fact, for each <pe~, we have 

(E:A ffJI<p),R =(ffJIA*E:*<P)K 

= f(E:ff] IE:A *E:*<p ),Rdll(x) 

= f(A K(y,x)E:[f] I<p ),Rdll(X). 

IV. DENSITIES 

Equipped with the results of Sec. III, we now can estab
lish a connection between the existence of a density of a co
variant observable acting in s;, and the existence of a kernel 
Hilbert space isomorphic to s;,. 

Proposition 5: Let G be a locally compact group, let H be 
a closed subgroup of G, and let Il be a nontrivial positive G
quasi-invariant measure on G IH defined by ap-function. 
Given a complex Hilbert space s;, carrying a strongly con
tinuous unitary representation U of G and an observable M 
in s;, based on G I H which is G-covariant with respect to U, 
let V: s;,_L i (G I H "u;y( U)) be the isometric mapping of Pro
position 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) M admits a,u-density DM:x t--Mx • 

(ii) There exists an admissible positive Il-kernel K on 
G IH acting in ~ such that ~K = vs;,. 
Proof (i) => (ii): Since 
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M(B) = f <PB(X)Mxd,u(x) weakly (B e (!g G/H), 

then, for each ft] e Vs;, and each B e {!g GIH' we have 

(M(B W*ff] I V*ff])~ = (P,R(B Iff] I ff])L' 

= J <PB(x)IIEx ff] lI~dll(x) 

= f <PB(x)IIMt V*ff] lI~dll(x), 
where Ex is the evaluation mapping at x defined by an arbi
trary,u-selection. It follows that 

IIEx ff] II,R = IIMt V* [f] 11(>..; IIMlll II [f] II V(> Il(x)-a.e. 
(IV.I) 

Since (11.5) can be translated as 

ExfInd~r{U))(g) =a(g-I,x)1I2Eg '.x (IV.2) 

for all x e G /H and allge G, we see that Ex is continuous in 
Vs;, for all x e G / H. By Proposition 4, there exists an admissi
b�e positive Il-kernel K on G / H acting in ~ such that 
~K = Vs;, and Ex = E: for all x e X. In addition, it follows 
from (IV.1) that 

Mx = V*E':Ex V (xeX). 

(ii) => (i): By Proposition 4, the linear mapping E: is 
continuous for all x e G IH. Since 

f<PB(X)(V*E:*E:V<P I<p )"dll(X) 

= fll<pB (x)E: V<p II~dll(x) 
= IIP!t(B W<P IIi, = (M(B)<p I<p)(> 

for all B e {!g GIH and all <pes;" the observable M admits all
density 

DM:x ~Mx = V*E:*E:V 

defined everywhere in G / H.. 
Remark 8: It follows from the proof of Proposition 5 

that E: is continuous for all x e G / H so that we can choose a 
Il-density DM:x r-Mx defined everywhere in G /H and 
satisfying 

Mg.x =a(g,x)-IU(g)MxU(g)-1 (IV.3) 

for all g e G and all x e G I H. In addition, by (IV.2) we have 

K (g.x,g·y) = E:'xE:': = a(g,x)-1/2a (g,y)-I/2E:E:* 

= a(g,x)-1/2a (g,y)- 1/2K (x,y) (IVA) 

for all g E G and all x,y in G I H, and we can say that K is G
quasi-invariant. 

If Il is G-invariant, then (IV.3) becomes 

Mg.x = U(g)MxU(g)-1 (IV.5) 

and (IVA) 

K (g·x,g·y) = K (x,y), 

i.e., K is G-invariant. It follows now from (IV.5) that if there 
exists x lEG / H such that Mx is a projection, then Mx is a 
projection with the same rank of M x , for all x E G /H (cf. 
Remark 3). 
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By choosing x = Xo = H in (IV.3) and (IV.5), we see that 
DM is completely determined by Mxo E 2" (S))+, the repre
sentation U, and the function a. For each h E H we have, by 
virtue of (11.3), 

U(h )Mxo = (..jH(h )/..jG(h ))Mxo U(h) 

and, if f-l is G-invariant, 

U(h )Mxo = Mxo U(h). 

The following Corollary 1 extends to every locally com
pact group G a result already known for G compact and 
second countable (Ref. 2,4.5, Theorem 5.3). 

Corollary 1: Let G,H,f-l,S), U, and Mbe as in Proposition 
5. If S) is finite-dimensional, then M admits a f-l-density. 

Proof The linear mapping Ex of Proposition 5 is con
tinuous for all x E G / H because VS) is finite-dimensional.. 

Corollary 2: Let G,H,f-l,S), U, and Mbe as in Proposition 
5. If G is second countable, f-l is diffuse, S) is infinite-dimen
sional, and M is a decision observable, then M does not admit 
a f-l-density. 

Proof We use the notation of Proposition 5 and assume 
that M admits af-l-density defined everywhere in G / H. Let C 
be a compact subset of G / H with f-l(C) > 0; put 

a = supIIE:II, 
xeC 

and define, for each ¢lESf:, a mappingf# of G into Sf: by 

f#(s(x)h) = Uo(h )-I¢lc.,(x)¢l (x E G /H;h E H), 

where s is any Borel section associated with the canonical 
mapping of G onto G / H, Uo = y( U), and Co is af-l-integrable 
subset of C such that 0 <f-l(Co) < l/a2 (which exists because 
f-l is diffuse). Then, withf = f# 0 s, we have [f] E 

L i(G /H,f-l;Uo); moreover, liE :[f] 11.1t = 11¢l11.1t f-l(x)-a.e. in 
Co. Ifwe choose ¢l such that 11¢llli = l/f-l(Co), then we have 
II [f] IlL' = 1 and liE :[f] list> a f-l(x)-a.e. in Co, which is 
impossible .• 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently Grosse and Martin 1 (GM) initiated the study 
of Regge trajectories in confining potentials. They proved 
that for pure power-law potentials 

V(r) = 1", a>O (1 ) 

the energy levels En (I ) in the complex angular momentum (/ ) 
plane are analytic for Re(1 ) > -l It would be interesting to 
extend the above theorem for a class of potentials of the form 

V(r) = J~f(a)r'da, p;;'O when a>O. (2) 

But as remarked by GM, their technique is unsuitable for 
superposition of potentials. However, a slight extension of 
the GM technique could prove the desired analyticity of 
En (/) in the half-plane Re(/) > -! for the class of potentials 

V(r) = r + kr t3, k > 0,0.4 </3 < 1. (3) 

This is done in Sec. II. As will be clear the proof actually 
holds for 

V(r)=r a +kr t3,k>O, (4) 

with appropriate bounds on/3. In Sec. III we present another 
method of proving the analyticity of En (I) for the class of 
potentials 

V(r) = r + k/3r t3, - 2 </3 <!. (5) 

This includes the interesting case of "Charmonium poten
tial" if /3 = 1 and a > O. We still lack, however, a proof for 
the analyticity of En (l) in the gap !</3.q. 

II. SUPERPOSITION OF POTENTIALS: CASE I 

In this section we follow the GM approach. So we brief
ly state the results, stressing only the points where modifica
tions are necessary. 

(a) For the potential (3) the Schrodinger wavefunction 
u(z) for any fixed I,E and k > 0 is analytic in z, at least in the z 
plane cut along the negative real axis. It has the asymptotic 
behavior 

u/uo-I asz-00,uo=z-1/4, 

exp[ -1Z3/2 + Ezi 12 + 0 (z-I 12)] (6) 

for largzl <1T. 
(b) It has been shown by GM that lmEn(A )/lmA >0, if 

A = I (I + 1). Hence En (A) has no isolated pole or essential 
singularity in the A plane cut along -! to - 00. The argu
ment which excludes natural boundaries in the case with 
pure power potential will remain valid in our case. Thus we 
need only to consider branch points. To discard branch 

points the strategy is to characterize the energy level for any / 
by the number of zeros of the corresponding wavefunction in 
a sector (independent of I) of the z plane. 

(i) Let A be real and A > -l The Schrodinger equation 
along a ray z = tei</> is (2# = fz = 1) 

( -:r: + :2 + te3i</> + kt t3ei(2 + t3)</> )u = Ee2i</>u, k > 0, /3 < 1. 

By multiplying by u* and integrating, we get 

Re(u'u*) = Ldt'{lu'1 2+ luI2[t~2 +t'cos3cp 

(7) 

+ kt 't3cos(2 + /3 )cp - Ecos2cp ]}, (8) 

Im(u'u*) 

= I'dt 'luI 2[t 'sin3cp + kt't3sin(2 + /3)cp - Esin2cp ]. 

(9) 

If Icp I < 1T/3, u-o as t_ 00 and the integration sign f~ in (9) 
can be replaced by - f;'. In this case the integrand in (9) is 
monotonically increasing (decreasing) if cp > ° (cp < 0). So we 
can choose the limits in such a way that the integrand as
sumes a constant sign. Hence Im(u'u*)#O which shows that 
u has not zero in ° < Icp I < 1T/3. Next we consider the 
combination 

Re(u'u*)cosy - Im(u'u*)siny. (10) 

It will be different from zero if we can find y such that 

cosy> 0, cos(3cp + y) > 0, 

cos[(2 + /3)cp + y] > 0, cos(2cp + y) < 0. (11) 

The inequalities hold uniformly provided we choose 

1T/3< Icp I < 1T and ° </3 < 1. 

Hence we get 
Lemma 2.1: For a real A> -! and ° </3 < 1, u has no 

zero in ° < Icp I < 1T. 
(ii) Let A be complex. Choose, for instance, 1m A> 0. 

Equation (9) becomes 

f' [ImA Im(u'u*) = Jo dt'lul 2 [(2 + t'sin3cp 

+ kt't3 sin(2 + /3)cp - IE Isin(2cp + argE)]. (12) 

IfO < cp < 1T/3, the integral tends to zero if t-oo. Moreover, 
sin3cp > 0, sin(2 + f3 )cp > O. So we have sin(2cp + arg E) > 0. 
Hence we conclude that 
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(13) 

Also an argument similar to that applied in the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 shows that 

Lemma 2.2: For IrnA > 0, u has no zero for 
- 1T/3 <<,6<0.0 We now prove the following 

Lemma 2.3: For IrnA > 0, u has no zero for <,6 = 51T/6 if 
we restrict f3 in 0.4 < f3 < 1. Also u has no zero for t large 
enough and 1<,6 1 < 1T. 

Proof: Here we can only use the limit (O,t ): 

I, [IrnA 
Im(u'u*)= /t'luI2 7+t' 

+kt'(3Sin(2+f3)5: -IE1SinC; +argE)]. (14) 

According to (13), we have 1T < 51T/3 + argE < 21T. Hence 
the integrand is positive if we have sin(2 + f3 )51T/6 > 0. This 
gives the boundsonf3:~ <f3 < 1. The upper bound is chosen to 
meet the boundary condition at infinity. This proves the first 
part of the lemma. The second part follows from the Eq. (6). 

We have thus proved that, for real A > -!, u(z) has only 
n real zeros (corresponding to the nth level En) and no other 
zero in the sector 1<,6 1 < 1T. For complex A (with, for instance, 
IrnA > 0) there are no zeros in - 1T13 < <,6<O,no zeros on the 
line <,6 = 51T/6, and no zeros at infinity in the sector ° < 1<,6 1 < 1T. Hence, if we vary A continuously starting from 
and returning to a point on the A real axis the number of 
zeros cannot change and we get back the same energy level. 
Thus En (A ) has no branch point in the cut A plane. Hence we 
conclude 

Theorem 2.1: The energy level En (I) in the potential 
VIr) = r + kr(3, k> 0,0.4 <f3 < 1 is analytic in Re(/) > - i 

The proof can also be extended to potentials 
VIr) = r a + kr (3, k > 0, 2a/(4 + a) <f3 < a < 4. 

III. SUPERPOSITION OF POTENTIALS: CASE II 

We now consider the class of potentials 

V (r) = r + kf3,P, (5) 

where k is any real number. The special choice of the cou
pling parameter does not reduce the generality of the class of 
potentials. To prove the anlyticity of the energy eigenvalue 
En (I) in Re(/) > -! we need, in this section, the following 
result. 

Theorem 3.1: The energy eigenvalue (En) in the poten
tial (5) is analytic in f3 for - 2 <f3 <! for any fixed I in the 
half-plane Re(/) > -!. Moreover, for f3 in this interval, the 
energy eigenvalues are non degenerate. 

We shall prove this theorem using the well-known 
Kato-Rellich theory. Let us denote 

d 2 A 
T= dr+-;I+r+kf3r(3, A=/(/+l), (15) 

which is a formal differential operator. At the beginning we 
restrict f3 only by the inequality f3 > - 2. Then with real 
I> -!, T defined as an operator in L 2(0, 00 ) is of the limit
point type at infinity for all values of I, limit-circle type for 
- ! < I <! and limit-point type for I>! at the origin. Hence 

for the self-adjoint extension of the symmetric operator T in 
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L 2(0, 00 ) we need a boundary condition at r = ° which corre
sponds to the usual normalization condition 
limr--..o r - 1- 1 U = 1, u belonging to the domain of T. We thus 
have 

Definition 3.1: The operator family H (f3';" ) is the unique 
self-adjoint extension of the symmetric operator T in 
L 2(0,00), and it is defined on thedensedomainD (H) which is 
the set of all uEL 2(0,00 ) such that du/ drEL 2(0,00 ), u(O) = 0, 
and TUEL 2(0,00). Forcomplex/withRe(/) > - ~,H (fJ';" ) will 
be defined on D (H) as a closed operator with the following 
property 

H (fJ';" )* = H (f3,i], 

where H (fJ';" )* is the adjoint of H (fJ';" ). 
Let us denote by Vthe maximal multiplication operator 

r(3 in L 2(0,00). 

Lemma 3.1: V is H (0';" )-compact for - 2 <f3 < l uni
formly in I lying in any compact set in Re(/) > -~. 

Proof: Our proof follows a similar approach of Graffi et 
al. 2 We first note that the kernel of the integral operator 
H (0';" )-1 is given by the Green's function 

where 

/,.(x) = (~x)I/2I,,(~x3/2), 

gl'(x) = GX)I/2Kv(~X3/2), v = t(21 + 1). 

Iv and Kv are modified Bessel functions. Hence the kernel of 
the operator V H (0';" ) - 1 is given by x(3G (x,y). Now it can be 
shown (see Appendix) that 

1'0 100 

Ix(3G (x,yWdxdy < 00 

uniformly in f3 and Ion compact sets in the interval 
- 2 <f3 <! and in the half-plane Re(/) > -!, respectively. 

Thus VH (0';" ) - 1 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and hence 
compact. We note incidentally thatH (0';" )-1 itself is a com
pact operator which follows for f3 = ° in V. The above obser
vations prove the lemma. 3 

Corollary to Lemma 3.1: For any fixed / in 
Re(/ ) > - 112, H (fJ';" ) is a hoI om 0 rphic family of type A inf3 
for - 2 <f3 <! and it has compact resolvent. 

Proof: V is H (0';" )-compact implies that V is H (0';" )
bounded with relative bound zero for - 2 < f3 <!. Hence by 
standard arguments,4 the result follows. 

As a consequence of the corollary every non degenerate 
eigenvalue of H (f3';" ) is analytic in f3 near f3 = f30 with 
f3oE( - 2,!). 

Lemma 3.2: Consider an operator 

P (f3) = - (21Tlr Jc [H (f3,A ) - z ]-Idz, 

where C encloses only En = En (0) and no other eigenvalue of 
H (0), ). Then P (fJ ) is bounded holomorphic in f3 in 
- 2 <f3 < !foreach lin Re(/) > - !and soP(fJ lis theprojec

tion operator corresponding to En (f3). Also for each f3 in 
- 2 < f3 <! the dimension of the range space of P (f3 ) is I. 

Proof The proof will be given in two steps. 
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Step 1: The operator 

P = (21Ti)-lL[H(0,A) - z] -ldz 

is the projection operator corresponding to En for each fixed 
linRe(/) > -!. Since En is analytic 1 in Re(1 ) > -!, H (O,A lis 
nondegenerate in Re(1 ) > - 1/2 and so 

dim [range P] = 1. (16) 

Now, 

[H(.8,A)_Z]-1 

= [H(O,A)-z]-I{1 +k/3r P [H(O,A)-z]-I}-I. (17) 

Hence the lhs of (17) is holomorphic provided 

Ilk/3rP [H(O, A) - z]-lll < 1. 

We write, 

No = inf N (.8), Mo = infM (z). 
-2<P<1I4 ZEC 

Then with the choice 

Ik 1 < 1/2MoNo (18) 

we see that [H (.8,A ) - Z]-l andhenceP (/3) isholomorphicin 
- 2 </3 <! for each I in Re(/) > - l' Also the dimension of 

the range of P (.8) is I, which follows, by continuity, from (16). 
Hence the lemma is proved for small k satisfying (18). 

Step 2: The lemma, however, holds for any k. To show 
that we first note that Step 1 is true actually for potentials 

VIr) = pr + k/3r P, p > O. (19) 

[In fact, all our earlier resutls remain true for (19). We chose 
p = 1 only for the convenience of notation.] Here the bound 
corresponding to (18) is independent ofp, since in the present 
case the infim urn of N (.8,p) and M (z,p) are taken also on p on a 
compact set. Now the well-known Symanzik scaling law 
gives 

En (1,1]) = p- 2/3En (P,k), 

1] = kp - (f3 + 2)13. (20) 

We suppress the /3 dependence in En for convenience. 
Choosep small and Ik 1 <!MoNo· Then the projection Pp(.8) 
corresponding to En (p,k ) is holomorphic in/3 and dim [range 
Pp(/3)] = 1. HenceEq. (20) shows thatP(.8 ) corresponding to 
En (1,1]) is also holomorphic in/3and dim[rangeP(.8)] = 1 for 

1 11]1< p-If3+2)l3. (21) 
2MoNo 

Sincep is small and arbitrary, (21) implies that 11]1 would be 
arbitrary but a finite number. In otherwords P (.8 ) corre
sponding to En (1,1]) is holomorphic in/3for any finite real 1]. 
This proves the lemma. 

Lemma 3.2 means thatH (/3,A ), I fixed with Re(/) > -!, 
is non degenerate for - 2 </3 <!. So each eigenvalue En (.8) is 
non degenerate. This together with the remark below the cor
ollary to Lemma 3.1 completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 

We are now in a position to prove the main result. As 
remarked in Sec. II, it is only necessary to show the nonexis
tence of branch points and natural boundaries in the energy 
eigenvalue as a function of I in Re(l) > -!- Let us first ex-
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clude branch points. We do this by constructing a contradic
tion. We begin by writing two Schrodinger equations 

" (A) E - Un + --;; Un = nUn' (22) 

-V~+(~ +r+k/3rp)vn =EnVn, -2</3<!, (23) 

where A = I (I + 1). According to Theorem 3.1, En (.8,A ) is 
analytic in/3for - 2 </3 < !for any fixed A in theA plane cut 
along -! to - 00 and En(O,A ) = En (A) for each n. We also 
know that En (A ) is analytic in A in the cut plane. Let us 
suppose that, for a nonzero /3, En (.8,A ) as a function of A has a 
branch point at A = ,.1,0' Hence, after a complete revolution 
aroundA = ,.1,0' the Eq. (23) [with A replaced by ,.1,0] becomes 

(24) 

where m =1= n. Now making ,.1,0 fixed we vary /3 so that /3-0. 
We thus get [since no two eigenvalues coalesce at/3 = 0] 

(25) 

Equation (22) can also be considered as one obtained from 
Eq. (23) by letting/3-0. Thus, if we assume the existence ofa 
branch point at A = ,.1,0 for a nonzero /3 we arrive at two 
different Eqs. (22) and (25), respectively, by letting/3-0 be
fore and after a complete revolution around A = ,.1,0' This 
means that A = ,.1,0 should also be a branch point of En (A ) 
which is not the case. Hence the contradiction. Thus En (.8,A ) 
has no branch point in the cut A plane if - 2 </3 <!. 

Natural boundaries are also automatically discarded. 
This follows from Theorem 3.1 which states that En (.8,A ) is 
well-defined for each A in the cut plane and each /3 in 
- 2 </3 <!. Hence we conclude 

Theorem 3.2: The energy eigenvalue En (I) in the 
potential 

VIr) = r + k/3r P, - 2 </3 <! 

is analytic in I in Re(/ ) > -!. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

We have proved the analyticity of En (l) in the half
plane Re(l ) > -! for potentials 

VIr) = r + k/3r P 

in two nonoverlapping regions of /3: (i) ~ </3 < I, k> 0 and (ii) 
- 2 < /3 <!, k real. Weare still unable to bridge the gap 

!</3<l However, our proof includes the physically interest
ing case of the popular Charmonium potential. 
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APPENDIX 

The proof of the uniform convergence of the integral 

1= IO 100 

IxPG(x,y)1 2dx dy (AI) 
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will be given below. The integrand is nonnegative. Also from 
the asymptotic properties of the Bessel functions Iv and Kv 
the repeated integral 

f'" dx X2f3 f'" 10 (x,yWdy 

can be shown to converge uniformly in /3 in the interval 
- 2 + 'YJ</3<! - 'YJ, 'YJ > 0 for each fixed I in Re(l) > - l' 

Hence by Fubinis theorem,5 the integral I is uniformly con
vergent in /3 in the interval - 2 + 'YJ</3<! - TJ, TJ > 0 but 
pointwise convergent in I in Re(1 ) > - l' Explicitly this 
means that for any ~ > 0 we can find 81(1) > 0,82(1) > 0 and 
X 1(/) > 0, X 2(/) > 0 such that 

II - fJ:"IXf3G(x,yWdXdYI <'f" (A2) 

for x' <8 1(l),y' <82(/), x" >X,(l),y" >X2(1) and for all/3in 
- 2 + 'YJ</3<! - TJ, 'YJ > O. 

We next consider the Dixon-Ferrar representation6 for 
the Green's function 

G (x,y) = 1~XY L~ e - vqlo(tu)dq, Rev> 0, (A3) 

where 

liJ = ( - Xl _ y3 + 2x3/2y3/2coshq) 1 12, 
x3 + y3 

cosh qo = 312 3/2' V = *(21 + 1). 
2x Y 

Clearly the representation holds uniformly in I in Re(/) - l' 
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Inserting the representation in I and using the asympotic 
properties of lo(to) we now see that the integral I is uniform
ly convergent in I in any compact set in Re(l ) > -1 and in /3 
in - 2 + TJ</3< - ~ - TJ, TJ > 0. Accordingly, for any € > 0, 
we can find positive constants 8 1,82,%" X 2 independent of I 
and /3 such that 

II - fJ:" Ixf3G (x,y)1 2dxdyl <~ (A4) 

for x' < 8" y' < 82, x" >X j , y" > X2 and for /3 in 
- 2 + TJ</3< - ~ - TJ, TJ > 0. 

Now 8i (l) and Xi (I), i = 1,2, in (A2) are independent of 
/3. The uniform convergence of I in I for 
- 2 + TJ</3< - i - TJ, TJ > 0, implies that 

8i(1) = 8 i , Xi(/) = Xi in this subinterval and hencefor all /3 
in - 2 + TJ</3 <! - TJ, TJ > O. Hence I is uniformly conver
gent over compact sets in the respective domains of the pa
rameters I and /3. 

'H. Grosse and A. Martin, Phys. Rep. 60, 343 (1980). 
2S. Graffi, V. Grecchi, S. Levoni, and M. Maioli, J. Math. Phys. 20, 685 
(1979). 

'See, e.g., the proof the the second part of Lemma 5.8, p. 304 in T. Kato, 
Perturbatioll Theory for Lillear Operators (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1976). 

4T. Kato, Ref. 3, Theorem 2.6, pp. 377-78. 
5W. Rudin, Real alld Complex Allalysis (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1974). 
"V. de Alfaro and T. Regge, Potential Scatterillg (North-Holland, Amster
dam, 1964), p. 191. 
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We start with an unperturbed system containing a homoclinic orbit and at least two families of 
periodic orbits associated with action angle coordinates. We use Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser 
(KAM) theory to show that some of the resulting tori persist under small perturbations and use a 
vector of Melnikov integrals to show that, under suitable hypotheses, their stable and unstable 
manifolds intersect transversely. This transverse intersection is ultimately responsible for 
Arnold diffusion on each energy surface. The method is applied to a pendulum-{)scillator 
system. 

PACS numbers: 46.10. + z,03.20. + i 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper (Holmes and Marsden) I we devel
oped a method for proving the existence of Smale horseshoes 
in two-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian and nearly Hamil
tonian systems. This paper extends those methods to systems 
with three or more degrees offreedom. We start with an 
unperturbed system containing a homoclinic orbit and at 
least two families of periodic orbits associated with action 
coordinates. We use KAM theory to show that some of the 
resulting tori persist under small perturbations and use a 
vector of Melnikov integrals to show that, under suitable 
hypotheses, their stable and unstable manifolds intersect 
transverselly. This transverse intersection is ultimately re
sponsible for Arnold diffusion on each energy surface. 

Our methods are a generalization of those of Arnold2 

where "Arnold diffusion" was first introduced. The applica
tions are, however, somewhat different and, we believe, of 
more direct physical interest. 

For two-dimensional forced systems, the existence of 
transverse homoclinic orbits using Melnikov type methods 
is discussed in Chow, Hale, and Mallet-Paret, 3 Holmes,4 and 
Greenspan and Holmes. 5 These methods apply to two-de
gree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems through the process 
of reduction and are discussed in Holmes and Marsden. I 
These methods also apply to certain infinite-dimensional 
problems with external forcing and damping; see Holmes 
and Marsen.6 The purpose of this paper is to extend the Mel
nikov method to Hamiltonian systems with three or more 
degrees of freedom where the new phenomenon of Arnold 
diffusion arises. 

The main example treated in this paper is a Hamilton
ian system consisting of a pendulum coupled to two oscilla
tors (with amplitude-dependent frequencies). The system is 
shown to have Arnold diffusion. Using the techniques in our 
previous paper, one can also show that the Arnold diffusion 
on a certain energy surface survives suitable positive and 
negative damping perturbations. 

"IResearch partially supported by ARO contract DAAG·29-79-C-0086 
and by NSF grants ENG 78-02891 and MCS-78-06718. 

We shall assume that our coordinates are given in ca
nonical form. However, many interesting problems involv
ing rigid body dynamics are best done in a more general Lie 
group theoretic context. This situation is discussed in 
Holmes and Marsden.? 

2. TRANSVERSAL INTERSECTION OF INVARIANT 
MANIFOLDS BY MELNIKOV'S METHOD 

In this section we are concerned with perturbations of 
Hamiltonian systems of the form 

HO(q,p,x,y) = F(q,p) + G (x,y), (2.1) 

where (q,p,x,y) are canonical coordinates on a 2(n + I)-di
mensional symplectic manifold P; q and p are real and 
x = (x\ ... ,xn),y = lYl, ... ,Yn)' We assume the coordinates are 
canonical although, in some examples such as the rigid body, 
this requires modification (Holmes and Marsden?). We shall 
also assume that action-angle coordinates (81, .. ·,8n ,J1, ... ,Jn) 
can be found in a certain region of phase space such that (2.1) 
takes the form 

HO(q,p,8,J) = F(q,p) + i Gi(IJ 
i= 1 

We also assume that Gi(O) and that 

aG 
ilj(Z) = --' >0 for Z >0. 

alj 

The perturbed problem we consider has the form 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

H€(q,p,8,J) = F(q,p) + i Gi(Ii ) + EH l(q,p,8,J), (2.4) 
i= 1 

where H I is 21T-periodic in 81> ... ,8 n • Now we recall how this 
(n + 1 )-degree-of-freedom system may be reduced to an n
degree-of-freedeom non autonomous system; the reader 
should refer to Holmes and Marsden 1 for details. 

Choose one of the action coordinates, say In. Since 
il n (In) > ° for In > 0, we can invert the equation 

H€(q,p,8,J) = h 

to obtain 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
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Ifwe write 

L E = L 0 + €L 1 + 0 (e), 

then a simple computation shows that 

L O(q,p,/I'''''/n _ I;h ) 
n-I 

= G n- I(h - F(q,p) - I Gj(/j )) 
j~ 1 

and 

L l(q,P,OI, .. ·,On ,/I, .. ·,/n _ I;h ) 

H l(q,P,OI, ... ,On ,/I, ... ,/n _ I),L O(qIJP,/I, ... ,/n _ I;h ) 

I1n(L O(q,p,/I'''''/n _ I;h)) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Changing variables from t to On and writing ( )' for (d / dOn) 
( ), Hamilton's equations for HE become 

aL E aL E 
q' = - ap' p' = aq' 

OJ~ = aL E I ~ = _ aL E J' - 1 n 1 (2 10) 
- -, J ao.' - , ... , -. . 

a~ J 

Using (2.7)-(2.9), Eqs. (2.10) are in the form of a 21T-periodi
cally forced n-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system. No
tice thatL 0 is (formally) completely integrable, having n con
stants of the motion given by 

L O(energy) and (/I, .. ·,/n _ I) = (/1, .. ·,1n _ 1 ), 

or alternatively, 

L 0 and (G1(/1), ... ,Gn _I (In -I)) = (hl, .. ·,hn -I)' 

(This reflects the general fact that complete integrability is 
preserved by the reduction process). 

Assume now that the Hamiltonian F has a homoclinic 
orbit (q(t ),p(t )) joining a saddle point (qo,Po) to itself. (The 
case ofheteroclinic orbits connecting different saddle points 
proceeds in the same way.) The Hamiltonian system for L 0 

thus has an (n - 1 )-parameter family of invariant (n - 1)
dimensional tori T(hl, ... ,hn _ I) given by 

Gj(/j ) = hj = const [i.e., ~ = Ij = G j- I(hj ) l, 
OJ = I1pjOn + OJ(O)(mod 217'), j = 1, ... ,n - 1, (2.11) 

q = qo, P =Po' 

Correspondingly, the system for Fhas an n-parameter fam
ily of invariant tori T(hl, ... ,hn). Henceforth we write the 
(phase) constants of integration OJ (0) as OJJ = 1, ... ,n - l,n. 

The torus T(h p ... ,hn _ I ) is connected to itself by the n
dimensional homoclinic manifold 

Gpj) =hj , 

OJ = I1pj)On + OJ, j = 1, ... ,n - 1, 

q=ij(O-O~), p=p(O-O~), 

(2.12) 

where the phase constant 0 ~ associated with the "reduced" 
degree offreedom appears explicitly. This manifold consists 
of the coincident stable and unstable manifolds of the torus 
T(hl, .. ·,hn _ I); i.e., 

W'(T(hl, .. ·,hn_ I )) = W"(T(hl, .. ·,hn -I)) 

given by (2.12). See Fig. 1. 
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I j , hj' 8j 2n-periodic, 

j , 1, ... -1 

x 

T(h
1

, ... , h
n

_
1

) 

FIG. I. The homoclinic orbit for the FsystemXthe invariant torus 
T(h"oo.,h. _ ,) gives the homoclinic manifold of the torus. 

For €#O the system (2.10) possesses a Poincare map PE 

from (a piece of) (q,P,OI, .. ·,On _ I ,ll, .. ·,ln _ I) space to itself, 
where On goes through an increment of 217', starting at some 
fixed value 0 ~ (which will be suppressed in the notation). 
The tori T(hl, ... ,h n _ I) are invariant manifolds for Po. In 
fact, these tori are isotropic submanifolds (i.e., the canonical 
2 form w vanishes on them), a fact we shall need later. 

The program is to show that for €#O some of the tori 
persist and that their stable and unstable manifolds intersect 
transversely. To do this we shall invoke the KAM (Kolmo
gorov-Arnold-Moser) theory and Melnikov's method. The 
result will then be interpreted as Arnold diffusion. 

Let us first discuss the invariant tori. The manifold ob
tained by setting q = qo,p = Po is a (2n - 2)-dimensional nor
mally hyperbolic invariant manifold, say Mo, for our Poin
care map Po. Thus, for € small, Mo perturbs uniquely to an 
invariant manifold ME for PE. The KAM theory now can be 
applied to the family of invariant tori T(hl, ... ,hn _ I) on Mo. 
If the hypotheses of nondegeneracy and nonresonance holdS 
then the torus T(hl, ... ,hn _ I) will perturb to an invariant 
torus TE(hl, ... ,hn _ I) for PE' for € sufficiently small (depend
ing upon the precise "degree" of non degeneracy). Moreover, 
the proof shows that this torus is also isotropic.9 We note 
that the perturbed torus TE has the same frequencies I1j (hj ) 

as the unperturbed torus and thus the perturbed phase an
gles do not drift appreciably from the unperturbed ones. We 
use this fact below. 

Although a set of positive measure of the perturbed tori 
persist near the original ones, the resonant tori containing 
continuous families of periodic motions generally break into 
finite sets of alternating elliptic and hyperbolic periodic or
bits with associated homoclinic motions, as in Arnold 
[1978V (p. 397). The boundaries of the elliptic islands are 
conventionally drawn as homoclinic orbits of a flow: these 
actually belong to an associated averaged ( = canonically 
transformed) system. Restoration of the terms omitted in 
averaging leads to the prediction that these islands will, in 
turn, be surrounded by regions containing transverse homo
clinic orbits (cf. Holmes4

) but these regions are smaller than 
any power of €, since they can be removed by successive 
averaging operations. In fact such "stochastic layers" are 
generally exponentially small in € and attempts to compute 
them by the Melnikov method necessitate a careful examina
tion of errors. This will be the subject of a further publica
tion; cf. Sanders [1980].10 

In the case of two degrees of freedom for which the 
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unperturbed reduced system has a hyperbolic saddle point 
xo = (qo,Po), solutions of the perturbed system lying in the 
perturbed stable and unstable manifolds of the perturbed 
saddle point x£ of the map P £ can be expanded in power 
series which converge uniformly in the intervals indicated: 

WS~ =.i(O-OO)+€X~(O,OO)+O(e), OE[OO,oo), 

WU~ = .i(0 - 0°) + €X~(O,OO) + o (e), OE( - 00,0°]' 
(2.13) 

where 

-(0 _ 00) = (q(O - 00)) 
x \0(0 _ 00) 

is the unperturbed homoclinic orbit. (Recall that the period
ic variable 0 has replaced time.) For details, see Holmes,4 
Sanders, 10 or Greenspan and Holmes.s [Basically (2.13) fol
lows from the fact that the perturbed solutions lie in mani
folds of solutions forward- or backward-asymptotic to the 
perturbed saddle points.] Similarly, solutions lying in the 
perturbed invariant manifolds W S( T£), W U( T£) of a per
turbed torus T£ can be expanded in convergent power series 
in € in such intervals, since the perturbed actions are € close 
and the perturbed angles do not drift but remain close to the 
unperturbed angles on the tori. This result will be used im
plicitly in what follows. 

The perturbed invariant manifolds WS(T.) and WU(T.) 
of the torus T. for the map p. are n-dimensional manifolds 
lying C r close to the unperturbed homoclinic manifold given 
by (2.12), i.e., 

F= h, lj = lj, j= I, ... ,n - 1, (2.14) 

where his the energy of the homoclinic orbit for F. Now we 
are ready to give a criterion for the transversal intersection of 
WS(T.) and WU(T.). In order for the results to be applicable, 
it is useful to present the hypotheses in terms of data given 
for the original, rather than the reduced, system. 

We consider a Hamiltonian system with n + 1(;>3) de
grees of freedom of the form 

=F(q,p) + i G,(l,) 
i= 1 

(2.15) 

Introduce the following assumptions and terminology: 
(H 1) F contains a homoclinic orbit (q(t ),p(t )) connecting 

a saddle point (qo,Po) to itself. Let hbe the energy of this orbit. 
(H2)!1j (lj) = G/(Ij ) > 0 forj = l, ... ,n. 
Let h > h and let the unperturbed homoclinic manifold 

be filled with an n-parameter family of orbits given by 
(q,P,OI,· .. ,On,lI, .. ·,ln) = (q(t),p(t),!1Mdt + O~, ... ,!1n(ln)t 
+ 0 ~ ,ll, ... ,ln). Pick one such orbit and let I F,H I J denote 

the (q,p) Poisson bracket of F(q,p) and 
H l(q,P,OI, ... ,On,lI, ... ,ln) evaluated on this orbit. Similarly, 
let Ilk,HI) = -aH)/aOk ,k=I, ... ,n-l be evaluated on 
this orbit. Define the Melnikov Vector M (0) 
= (MI, .. ·,Mn _ I ,Mn) by 
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MdO?, ... O~, h,h l ,h2, ... ,hn_ l ) 

= J: 00 Ih,H1ldt, k = l, ... ,n-l 

Mn (0 ~ , ... ,0 ~ ,h,h ),h2,· .. ,hn _ I ) 

= J: 00 (F,H I Jdt. (2.16) 

n-I 

(Wenotethath n = h - h - L hj ; In andhn do not explic-
. j= I 

Itly enter the calculations, since In is eliminated by the re-
duction process; we also note that these integrals need not be 
absolutely convergent, but we do require conditional 
convergence. ) 

(H3) Assume that the constants Gj(lj) = hjJ = I, ... ,n, 
are chosen so that the unperturbed frequencies 
!11(I1), .. ·,!11(In) satisfy the nondegeneracy conditions [i.e., 
!1 ;(lj)#OJ = 1, ... ,n - 1] and the nonresonance conditions 
mentioned above (cf. Arnold,S Appendix 8). 

(H4) Assume that the multiply 21T-periodic Melnikov 
vector M:lRn_lRn (which is independent of €) has at least one 
transversal zero; i.e., there is a point (O? , ... ,O~) for which 

M(8?, ... ,0~) = 0 

but 

det[DM(O~ , ... ,O~)]#O, 

where DM is the n X n matrix of partial derivatives of 
MI, ... ,Mn with respect to O~ , ... ,87, the initial phases of the 
orbit. 

Here is our main theoretical result. 
Theorem 2.1: If conditions (H 1 )-(H4) hold for the sys

tem (2.15) then, for € sufficiently small, the perturbed stable 
and unstable manifolds W S( T.) and W U( T.) of the perturbed 
torus T. intersect transversally. (See Fig. 2.) 

Remark: The conclusions imply that the perturbed sys
tem has no analytic integrals other than the total energy H' 
and, for n + 1;> 3, that Arnold diffusion occurs. This is dis-

£ 

FIG. 2. The stable and unstable manifolds of the invariant torus T, for the 
Poincare map in the reduced space for a system with three degrees of free
dom. This figure occurs in (q,p.{),,l,) space [one dimension (I,) is sup
pressed]. in a ()~ = fixed cross section for fixed total energy h. 
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cussed in the next section. 
Proof First we notice that the brackets of the original 

functions project to corresponding brackets of the reduced 
system: 

(L o,L Il = I i FH Il 
[fln(lnlf I ' 

and 

(2.17) 

(lk,L'l=-_I-rlk,H'j, k=I, ... ,n-1 (2.18) 
fln(ln) 

(see Holmes and Marsden, I Prop. 3.1). 
We next wish to relate these brackets to a vector mea

suring the distance between the perturbed stable and unsta
ble manifolds. 

Consider the suspended system in 
(q,p,al, .. ·,an _ I ,11.· .. ,1n _ I ) space. Pick a transversal2eo to 
the unperturbed homoclinic manifold WS(T) = W"(T) in 
(q,p,al, .. ·,an _ 1,11"",1. _ I) space at the point 
(q(O),p(Ol,a ~ , ... ,a ~ _ I ,1" ... ,1n _ I ) and at "time" a ~. Now for 
E' sufficiently small, WS(T.) and W"(T.l intersect .Ie" in 
unique points in (q,p,al, ... ,a. _ 1,1" ... ,1. _ I ) space, which we 
denote 

x~(aO,a~) and x~(aO,a~). 

The unique trajectories in (q,p,al, .. ·,an _ I ,l1, .. ·,1n _ I ,a.) 
space with these points as initial conditions and time an will 
be denoted 

x~(aO,a.) andx~(aO,an)' 

As in Holmes and Marsden,6 a measure of the distance be
tween these vectors and the tangent to WS(T) = W"(T) in 
the "an direction," i.e., the direction of XL'" the Hamilton
ian vector field of the unperturbed dynamics, is provided by 
the symplectic form w. Let 

def 

.J •. n(an,a~) = w(Xu,x; -x~) =.J.;;' -.J.~ + Ole). 

Now as an --+ + oo,x~--+T. and as an --+- oo,x~--+T. so, as 
in Holmes and Marsden6 Lemma 5, we obtain 

.J •. n (a ~) = .J •. n (a ~,a ~) 

_ E'Mn(a?, ... ,a~_I,a~) +O(e) 
[fl (1n)]2 . (2.19) 

Note that the integrals (2.16) are well defined since one inte
grates forward along the stable manifold and backward 
along the unstable manifold [cf. Eq. (2.13)]. 

A crucial feature of this calculation is the fact that 
.J .;n {an ,a ~ )--+0 as an --+ ± 00 since w vanishes identically on 
T. This holds as follows. The invariant tori are isotropic and 
.J .;n (an ,a ~) = w{X L" ,E'x~ ) where XL 0 and x~ are evaluated 
on the unperturbed homoclinic manifold and x~ is the solu
tion of the first variation equation. Since XL" is tangent to T, 
x~ necessarily approaches a tangent to T, so as Tis isotropic, 
.J .;n --+0. We note that in this context the perturbed torus T. 
may move [by 0 (e)] and need not remain fixed as in the spe
cial case treated by Arnold2 or as in Melnikov's II paper (cf. 
Holmes4

). 

Thus. Mn{a~ , .... a~ _I ,a~) measures the leading non-
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trivial component of the distance between W'{T.) and 
W"{T.) (up to a constant) in a direction transverse to the 
"dynamic" variable an. Likewise. Mi (i = I ..... n - I) mea
sures the distance between WS(T.) and W"{T.) in the direc
tion transverse to the generator of the ei variable. The theo
rem now folIows from these facts. 

Remarks: 1. One can. of course, permute which of the 
action-angle variables is used for the reduction procedure. 
The remaining oscillators must satisfy the KAM nonreson
ance and nondegeneracy conditions. 

2. Gruendler l2 has treated the 2n-dimensional, periodi
cally forced case in which one also has an n-parameter family 
of unperturbed homoclinic orbits but in which they are ho
moclinic orbits to a hyperbolic saddle point x and 
dimW'{x) = dimW"(x) = n. Again one obtains a general
ized n vector of Melnikov functions each depending upon n 
arguments, one of which is the section time (e~) and the 
remaining n - I of which serve to parametrize the family of 
orbits. The manifolds WS(x) and W"(x) are both necessarily 
isotropic, so one can proceed in a way analogous to that here. 
However, no KAM theory is needed and ordinary horse
shoes rather than Arnold diffusion occur. Gruendler applies 
the theory to the case of a periodically forced spherical 
pendulum. 

3. The theorem can be somewhat generalized. For ex
ample. many integrable systems do not decompose precisely 
as assumed in the form F{q.p) + !.;~ I Gj{lj) and one some
times finds that the unperturbed "frequencies, " 
flj = JGj/JI;, also depend upon (q.p). If this occurs, and 
flj(Ij.q,p) is not constant on the unperturbed manifold, then 
it must be incorporated into the Poisson brackets [cf. Eqs. 
(2.17) and (2.18)]. This situation will be dealt with in Holmes 
and Marsden. 7 

4. Alan Weinstein has pointed out that even without 
hypothesis (H4). the stable and unstable manifolds of the 
perturbed torus T. must intersect. This comes about as fol
lows. As in the standard Melnikov analysis (Holmes and 
Marsden).6 pick a 2n-dimensional cross section!' e ~. The sta
ble and unstable manifolds T. for the associated Poincare 
map. W'(T.) and W"(T.). are Lagrangian submanifolds of 
!.en which are coincident at E' = O. Lagrangian intersection 
the~ry (Arnold 13 and Weinstein 14) shows that the perturbed 
manifolds must intersect. This observation generalizes one 
of McGehee and Meyer. IS It follows that the hypothesis (H 4) 
holds/or generic perturbation terms H I. However, condition 
(H4) allows one to check transversality in specific cases. 

5. In contrast to our results, Easton and McGehee 16 use 
Moser's 17 fixed point theorem to show that some homoclinic 
orbits in a model system survive under special perturbations. 
Alan Weinstein points out that, similarly. at least two homo
clinic orbits survive perturbations of the spherical pendu
lum's S I family of homoclinic orbits. 

3. NONINTEGRABILITY AND ARNOLD DIFFUSION 

If the stable and unstable manifolds W S{A ), W utA ) of a 
hyperbolic invariant set A intersect transversely then it fol
lows from the lambda lemma (Palis. 18 Newhouse l9

) that 
W'(A ) accumulates on itself and WU(A ) accumulates on it-
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self. A similar result holds for the invariant tori in the pre
sent case (cf. Arnold,2 Theorem 1); more precisely, if 
Lli C W U( T,) is an n-dimensional neighborhood of a trans
verse homoclinic point XE W U( T, )n W S( T,), and Ll2 C W U( T,) 

is any open disk, then there are points of uP; (Ll III ying 
n;.O 

arbitrarily close to Ll 2. Such a torus T, is said to be a transi-
tion torus. The torus is said to lie in a transition chain of 
transition tori T!,T;, ... ,T~ if the unstable manifold WU(T~) 
ofthejth torus transversely intersects the stable manifold of 
the (j + l)st. This holds in our case since, by KAM theory, 
the set of "sufficiently irrational" tori preserved when E#O 
has measurep(E)_l as E-D (it is, in fact, a Cantor set). Thus, 
for sufficiently small E one can find tori T ~,T ~ + I which are, 
along with their stable and unstable manifolds, arbitrarily 
C r close away from the torus and these manifolds have large 
"oscillations" near the torus as in Holmes and Marsden, I 
Fig. B.l. It follows that if W U( T ~) intersects W S( T ~) trans
versely it must also intersect WS(T~ + I) transversely. Apply
ing the same argument to T~ + I,T~+ 2, ... , one constructs a 
transition chain. Orbits lying in WU(T~) therefore accumu
late on WU(T;) for k>j and these orbits and nearby ones 
provide a mechanism by which solutions can "diffuse" from 
the neighborhOOd of the torus to any other in the transition 
chain. (cf. Arnold,2 Theorem 2). An argument analogous to 
that above shows that WU(T~ + I) intersects WS(T~) and thus 
that diffusion can take place in both directions along the 
chain. Note, however, that the length of the chain is general
ly governed by the perturbation strength E, since as E in
creases the set of perturbed tori generally diminishes. 

The mechanism outlined above, which we attempt to 
portray in Fig. 3, is the basis for Arnold diffusion. Clearly it 
can only occur in systems with three or more degrees of 
freedom (n>2), since the unperturbed 2n-dimensional re
duced Poincare map must admit continuous families of tori 
connected by smooth homoclinic manifolds, and this cannot 
occur in two dimensions. For more information, numerical 
examples, and physical insights, see Chirikov20 and Lieber
man. 21 The main physical consequence of diffusion is that 
( given sufficient time) energy can be transferred back and 
forth in relatively large amounts between distinct physical 

81 

FIG. 3. Intersections of manifolds and Arnold diffusion in a three degree of 
freedom system. The Poincare section 82 = 8 ~ is shown on the energy sur
faceH' = h. 
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components or vibration modes of the system. Moreover this 
transfer of energy will typically take place in an irregular 
manner, in contrast to the regular quasiperiodic energy 
transfer occuring between modes in linear or other integra
ble systems. 

Thus, in contrast to the two-degree-of-freedom case, in 
which the sufficiently irrational invariant tori, preserved for 
small perturbations, serve as boundaries to regions of homo
clinic (chaotic) motions in the three-dimensional total-ener
gy manifold, in systems with three or more degrees of free
dom the solutions can diffuse from torus to torus along 
transition chains; the n tori which are preserved do not 
bound regions of 2n + 1 space for n>2. In our case, since 
two-way transition chains can be chosen, we can find period
ic motions of arbitrarily high period close to such chains, just 
as in the standard two-dimensional horseshoe example. The 
density of the set of such motions and the dense orbit accom
panying them guarantees nonexistence of any additional 
analytic integrals other than the total energy H '. (In fact one 
sees that such dense orbits exist within neighborhoods of any 
transverse homoclinic orbits connecting a torus to itself, 
without invoking the idea of diffusion.) 

The presence of a small amount of noise in a system is 
believed to "stabilize" in some sense the occurrence of Ar
nold diffusion, in the same way that noise often "stabilizes" 
or "makes visible" horseshoes (cf. Holmes and Marsden. I). 

4. AN EXAMPLE:THE SIMPLE PENDULUM COUPLED 
TO TWO OSCILLATORS 

We illustrate the theory developed above with a gener
alization of our earlier two-degree-of-freedom pendulum
oscillator model (Holmes and Marsden [1981P). Consider a 
simple pendulum linearly coupled to two nonlinear oscilla
tors. For simplicity we assume that the oscillators are identi
cal (this is not important) and that their Hamiltonians can be 
expressed as G ((x7 + Y7)12) or, equivalently, in action-angle 
coordinates as 

G (I; ), i = 1,2, 
with 

aG 
n(I;) = aI(I;)#O forI; >0 

I 

and 

n '(I) = a
2

G (I)#O 
I aI7 I 

(4.1) 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

[cf. Eqs. (2.3) and condition (H2) of Sec. 2]. Elimination of 
either II or 12 by reduction is then possible. For definiteness, 
we shall assume that 12 is removed. Our assumption of the 
form G ((x7 + Y7)/2) is merely for computational conve
nience, since more "realistic" anharmonic oscillators lead to 
Hamiltonians G (I; ) expressed in terms of, for example, ellip
tic functions (cf. Greenspan and Holmes5

). 

The system to be studied has the Hamiltonian 

H' = p2/2 - cos q + GI(II! + G (12) 

+ (E/2)[((2IIlI/2 sin (JI - q)2 + ((212)112 sin (J2 - qf]. 
(4.3) 
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The unperturbed orbits in the homoclinic manifold are given 
by 

(ij, ft, 0 1, O2, II' 12 ) = ( ± 2 arctan(sinh t), ± 2 sech t, 

12 (l1)t + O~ ,12 (/2)t + 0~'/1'/2)' (4.4) 

where h > 1 is the total energy and Ii = 1 the energy of the 
homoclinic orbit, and GI(lI) = h l ,G2(/2 ) = h - 1 - hI' As
sumptions H( 1) and H(2) of Theorem 3.1 are therefore satis
fied and, in view of (4.2a) and (4.2b) we can pick h and hI so 
that the nonresonance conditions necessary for application 
of the KAM theorem are met. To check the final assumption 
we compute the Poisson brackets 1/1,H I) and IF,H I). From 
(4.3) we have 

and 

IF,HI) = aF aH
I 

_ aF aH
I 

aq ap ap ap 

= sin q·O - p[ - ((2/tJ l/2 sin 0 1 - ql) 

- ((2/2)1/2 sin O2 - q)] (4.5) 

= p[(2/1)1/2 sin 0 1 + (2/2)sin O2 - 2q]. 

Thus, using (4.4) we have 

MdO ~ ,0 ~ ,h,h d 

and 

= f: 00 - [(2/ 1)1/2 sin(n (l1)t + O~) 
+ 2 arctan(sinh t )] 

X(2/1)1/2 cos(n (I1)t + Ondt 

M 2(0 ~ ,0 ~ ,h,h d 

= f: 00 ± 2 sech t [(2/1)1/2 sin(n (l1)t + O~) 

+ (2/2) I /2 sin(n (l2)t + 0 ~) + 4 arctan(sinh t) ]dt. 

(4.6) 

Noting that the integrals of products of odd and even 
functions vanish over the infinite domain and taking the 
positive branch of the homoclinic manifold, these two func
tions become 

MI = 2(2/dl /2[Joc oc arctan(sinh t )sin(n (Idt )dt ]sin 07, 

M2 = 2(2Id I/
2[f: 00 sech t cos(n (I1)t )dt ]sin O~ 

+ 2(212)1/2[f~ = sech t cos(n (l2)t )dt ]sin 0~.(4.7) 

For brevity we write 

(4.8) 

To evaluate the first conditionally convergent integral 
we choose, for computational convergence, the limits as 
follows: 
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f
Nrr/ w , 

lim arctan(sinh t )sin UJlt dt 
N-----+oo - Nrr/cu( 

= lim { __ 1_ arctan(sinh t )coSUJlt I Nrr/w, 

N--H.£ lUI - Nrr/oJ( 

+_ cosUJ I dt 1 fN7T/(O) , t} 
UJ I - N7T/(O) , 1 + sinh2t 

I foo = - sech2 t cos UJlt dt 
UJ I - oc 

= _1_(1TUJ I )CSCh(1TUJ I ). (4.9) 
UJ I 2 

The final integral is obtained by the method of residues. 
Similarly, we have 

f: oc sech t cos UJ/ dt = 1TUJj sech( 1T;j). ) = 1,2, (4.10) 

and thus 

MI = 21T(2/d l/2 CSCh( 1T;1 ) sin O~, 

M2 = [(2/dl/2UJI sech( 1T;1 ) sin 07 

+ (2/2) I /2UJ2 sech( 1T;2 )sin 0 ~ ]. (4.11) 

One obtains a similar result (with an appropriate change of 
sign) on the negative branch of the manifold. 

We therefore find zeroes when 0 ~ = k1T,O ~ = 11T for all 
integers l,k and it is easy to check that 

det DM = aMI aM2 _ aMI aM2 / 

aoo aoo aoo aoo e'.'=k7T 
I 2 2 I o~ = lrr 

± 8rUJ2(11 12)1/2 CSCh( 1T;1 )sech( 1T;2 };iO. (4.12) 

Thus the final assumption is satisfied for suitable choices of h 
and h I and we have 

Theorem 4.1: For E sufficiently small the Hamiltonian 
system (4.3) has a set of two-dimensional invariant tori of 
positive measure each of whose unstable manifolds inter
sects its stable manifold transversely. Moreover, a finite 
transition chain of such tori T;, ... ,r; can be chosen such 
that WU(T~) intersects WS(T~ + I) transversely and 
WU(T~ , I) intersects W'(T~) transversely,) = 1, ... ,m - 1. 
Thus, orbits can be found which pass from the neighborhood 
of any torus T; to the neighborhood of any other torus T ~ in 
the chain. This situation obtains on every energy level 
Hf=h>1. 

Remarks: 1. Arnold's2 example is similar to ours in 
some respects, but he employed explicit external forcing, 
taking at-periodic two-degree-of-freedom system 
Hf(q,p,O,l,t) rather than a three-degree-of-freedom autono
mous system. This perturbation was further chosen to van
ish on the tori, so that the perturbed tori lie in the same 
positions as the unperturbed tori. As we remarked in Sec. 3, 
this is not necessary since the bracket UJ(X L",x L, ) = I L (] ,L I J 
vanishes on the unperturbed isotropic tori, and thus the inte
gral of the Poisson bracket along the unperturbed orbits still 
provides a good measure of the separation of the perturbed 
manifolds. 
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2. Although the theorem asserts that diffusion occurs 
on every energy level h > 1, the latitude available for choice of 
h I and hence for satisfaction of the nonresonance conditions 
increases with h. Thus the "sufficiently small E" approaches 
zero as h---+l. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper and its companions (Holmes and Mars
den 1.7), address the general question of perturbations of inte
grable multidimensional Hamiltonian systems. A particular 
area of interest is the development of a method for investigat
ing the integrability of the perturbed problem, and for pro
viding a qualitative description of orbits in phase space. 

In the present paper we have combined a reduction 
technique with a vectorial version ofMelnikov's II method to 
establish the existence of Arnold diffusion in Hamiltonian 
systems with at least three degrees of freedom. This in turn 
implies that the system is non integrable in the classical sense: 
there are no analytic integrals other than the total energy. 
The method is applied to the specific case of a pendulum 
coupled to two nonlinear oscillators. It is shown that the 
stable and unstable manifolds of nonresonant tori that sur
vive under a small perturbation intersect transversely. We 
briefly discuss how this enables points in phase space to 
diffuse. 
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Global theorems for boundary-free viscous incompressible fluid flows of 
finite energy a) 
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It is shown that the action for boundary-free incompressible fluid flow (i.e., the time-integral of 
the kinetic energy of the motion) is an absolute minimum with respect to all velocity-field 
transformations u-u· ifu· is structured suitably in terms ofu and an arbitrary solenoidal test 
field f. As suggested by this physical minimum principle, inequality analysis is applied to obtain 
an upper bound on the time derivative of the dissipation integral, from which there follow 
sufficient conditions for a monotone-decreasing dissipation integral and a monotone-decreasing 
global Reynolds number. The latter result provides an experimentally consistent necessary 
condition for passage from laminar to turbulent flow. Finally, inequality analysis is employed to 
derive a time-dependent lower bound on the maximum velocity gradient in a generic boundary
free flow of finite energy. 

PACS numbers: 47.10. + g, 03.40.Ge, 47.15. - x, 47.20. + m 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There does not exist 1-$ an exclusively u-dependent func
tional which is stationary in the function-space neighbor
hood of any solution to the Navier-Stokes equation 

aulat + u·Vu - vV"u + p-IVp = 0, V·u-O. (1) 

In (I), u = u(x,t ) denotes the velocity field of an incompress
ible viscous fluid,p = p(x,t) is the fluid pressure, and vandp 
are the constant kinematic viscosity and constant density of 
the fluid, respectively. Although a conventional variational 
principle for (1) cannot be formulated, it is possible to set up 
an adjoint-field variational principle" by introducing an un
physical auxiliary solenoidal flow; however, since the auxil
iary flow must vanish identically as a consequence of the 
adjoint-field variational principle, the practical usefulness of 
such a variational principle is known to be quite limited. 6 

A physical minimum principle for viscous incompress
ible boundary-free flows of finite energy is presented in Sec. 
II. It is shown in (11) that the action defined by (10), the time 
integral of the kinetic energy of the motion, is an absolute 
minimum with respect of all velocity-field transformations 
u-u* provided that u satisfies (I) and u* is structured ac
cording to (8), where f is an arbitrary solenoidal test field. 

In Sec. III inequality analysis suggested by the mini
mum principle is applied to obtain the upper bound (18) on 
the inertial-force viscous-force inner-product integral de
fined by (7). The result (18) is then used to establish sufficient 
conditions for a monotone-decreasing dissipation integral (4) 
and a monotone-decreasing global Reynolds number (14). 
The latter result provides the experimentally consistent nec
essary condition for passage from laminar to turbulent flow: 
R>4.410. 

In Sec. IV it is shown that the inner-product integral (7) 
also has the bound displayed in (33). From this result there 
follows the time-dependent lower bound on the maximum 
velocity gradient that is exhibited in (35). 

"The work reported here was supported by NASA grant NAGl-llO. 

These global theorems for boundary-free Navier
Stokes incompressible fluid flow are valid quite generally, 
irrespective of the velocity-field's initial value, for all flows 
such that the energy integral (2) is finite at the initial instant 
oftime. This assumption requires the flow velocity to vanish 
as Ixl- 00, but it does not restrict the flow for finite values of 
x. 

II. PHYSICAL MINIMUM PRINCIPLE 

Consider boundary-free flows of finite kinetic energy 
~pA, where 

A .= A (t )= I lui" d~x, (2) 

with the integration over all x in unbounded three-dimen
sional Euclidean space R ,. Since I u I can be assumed to be 
bounded for all x and t, the finiteness of (2) is guaranteed by 
the condition lim,x .X (lxl'/"Iul) = O. Notice that (2) is a Lia
punov functional, 

A_dAldt= -2vA
" 

(3) 

A I = A I(t) - I (u.V"u) d\x = I IVul" d~x (> 0), (4) 

as a consequence of (I) and Gauss' theorem, where 
IVul"-(auilaxj)(auilaxJ However, the dissipation inte
gral A I may increase or decrease with time, since it also fol
lows from ( I) and Gauss' theorem that 

A I dA ,1dt = - 2vA" + 21, (5) 

where 

A" = A 2(t )-I IV 2ul 2 d·~x (> 0), 

I = I (t)== I(U.VUHY2u) d IX. 

(6) 

(7) 

The inertial-force viscous-force inner-product integral de
fined by (7) is usually positive and may be dominantly so in 
(5), as in a transition from smooth laminar flow to rapidly 
varying turbulent flow, with A I typically increasing during 
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the transition by several orders of magnitude. 
Let f = f(x,t ) denote an arbitrary solenoidal test field 7 in 

R.\ X (t ',t "). Infinitely differentiable and nonzero over a com
pact point set contained in the interior of R j X (t ',t "), f van
ishes identically along with all of its derivative at the termi
nal times t = t ',t ". Define the transformed flow 

u*=u + af/at + vV 2f + u·Vf - f·Vu. (8) 

From the solenoidal quality of u and f it follows that (8) is 
solenoidal: V·u* -0. Moreover, u* = u at t = t ',t II because f 
and its derivatives vanish at t = t ',t ". Observe, however, that 
the transformed flow (8) is not required to satisfy (1); rather, 
what makes (8) significant is that (u* - u) is generally or
thogonal to u in the Hilbert-space sense, 

J" f (u* - u)·u d.1x dt = 0, (9) 

since u satisfies (1) throughout R.1 X (t ',t "). Hence, the action 

W= W[uJ £1'" A dt (10) 
2 " 

is an absolute minimum with respect to all flow changes 
u-u*, 

W*=W[u·J =£1'" f lu·1 2 d 3xdt 
2 " 

= W[uJ + W[u· - uJ 

:::}W < W·, (11 ) 

Conversely, the minimum principle (11) for arbitrary u* de
fined according to (8) implies that u satisfies (1) through 
R j X (t ',t II ).x Thecase of strict inequality holds in (11) because 
a test field f(=¢=O) cannot satisfy the linear homogeneous 
backward diffusion equation which follows from (8) and 
u· u through R j X (t ',t "). 

Noether's analysis can be applied to derive global dyna
mical relations from (11), just as if (11) were a variational 
principle with u· unstructured and close to u in a function
space sense, Thus, for example, (3) is obtained by prescribing 
a sequence of test field such that f-=¢i (t )u, (¢i (t ') = ¢i (t ") 
= 0), substituting u· -= (1 + ¢ )u + ¢i (au/at + vV2u) into 

(11), and taking t/J to be small. Similarly, (5) is obtained by 
prescribing f-=t/J(t )V2u, (t/J(t ') = t/J(t ") = 0), and substituting 
the associated u· given by (8) into (11). 

The functional (10) can be recast in a form that relates to 
the results in the following sections. Since u in (10) must 
satisfy (1), use can be made of(3) and (5) after performing two 
integrations by parts with respect to t, and (10) becomes 

W = £(tA + vt 2A ,) I ," + pv I'" t 2(vA2 - I)dt. (12) 
2 ,',' 

Evaluated at the terminal times t' and til, the lead terms in 
(12) are invariant under the replacement u-u·, because 
u· = u at t = t ',t ", On the other hand, the entire right-hand 
side of(12) must increase under the replacement u-u·, in 
accord with (11). Hence, the quantity (vA 2 - I) is minimal 
for u satisfying (1) in the context of u-u· flow transforma
tions. This observation suggests that useful dynamical for
mulas can be obtained by applying inequality analysis to (7) 
and (5), as is done in the following sections. 
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III. MONOTONE-DECREASING DISSIPATION 
INTEGRAL AND GLOBAL REYNOLDS NUMBER 

There are two dimensionless variables associated with 
the integral quantities (2), (4), and (6). First, we have the 
broadness') of the velocity field 

B=B(t)-AA,2A 2 -1. (13) 

The latter quantity is positive, because the Schwarz inequal
ity guarantees that B>O and the critical case B = 0 (requir
ing a Boussinesq V2u = - A - 'A ,u flow of infinite energy in 
R.1) is precluded. In the case of freely decaying isotropic ho
mogeneous turbulence through a finite spatial region, B is 
quasiconstant with time, changing only slowly from one pe
riod of decay to the next." 

The second dimensionless variable is the global Reyn
olds number 

(14) 

with the composition implied by (2) and (4) of an average flow 
velocity times an average flow length-extension divided by 
the kinematic viscosity constant v. If the flow is smoothly 
laminar and the quantity (14) is sufficiently small at a certain 
instant of time, then the flow remains smoothly laminar with 
a monotone-decreasing dissipation integral (4) for all subse
quent time, i.e., there can be no transition to turbulence. In 
fact, we can establish the following 

Theorem 1: If R is less than or equal to 3.902 at any 
instant of time, then R < 0 and A , < 0 for all subsequent time. 

The global Reynolds number (14) is actually monotone 
decreasing for somewhat larger initial values, and we can 
also establish 

Theorem 2: If R is less than or equal to 4.410 at any 
instant of time, then R < 0 for all subsequent time. 

As preliminary to the proofs of these two theorems, 
note that 

f (u·Vu)·u d 3X = ~ f u,Vlul
2 

d 3X 

== - + f(V,u)IU I2 d 3x = 0 (15) 

by virtue of the incompressibility condition in (1). With the 
aid of (15), Eq. (7) can be rewritten slightly and bounded from 
above by applying the Schwarz inequality: 

I = f(u'VU).(V2U+A -IA l u)d 3x 

<[f lu,Vul 2 d 3x f IV2u+A -IAlul2d3Xr2 

< [(Iul 2
max AI)(BA -IA ml/2 

= lui B 1I2A -1/2A 312 
max 1 • (16) 

Here lul max =maxx lu(x,t)1 is the maximum magnitude of 
the velocity in the flow at the time T, and lu,Vul 2 

= uiudau/aXi )(au/axk )< lul 2 
max (auj/aXm )(auj/axm) has 

been used in (16), along with definitions (2), (4), (6), and (13). 
By employing the bound 10 

lul max < (2/3(3) 1I21T) 112A I/SA/18 

= (0.3500)(B + 1)3/8A -1/4A I
3/4, (17) 

the final member of(16) yields 

I < (0. 35(0)B 1/2(B + 1)3/8A -3/4A\9/4. (18) 
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In view of (18), one obtains the differential inequality from (5) 

~AI < - v(B + l)A -IA i + (0. 35OO)B Ill(B + 1)3/8A -3/
4A 1

9 /
4 = - vA -IAI2[B + 1 - (0.35OO)B Ill(B + 1)3/8R ], (19) 

2 

where (13) and (14) have been introduced. The square-bracketed quantity is nonnegative in the final member of (19) if 

R.;;;;(2.S57)(B + qs/SB -1/2. (20) 

Since the minimum value of the right-hand side of(20) is 3.906 (atB = 4)A 1< 0 is implied by (19) for R.;;;;3.906, irrespective of 
the value of B. That the latter condition on R is maintained dynamically is seen from the differential inequality for the time 
rate-of-change of(14), expressed with the aid of(3) and (19) as 

R =dR Idt=_I_(A -314AA I
I/4 +A 1/4AI-3/4A.l< - ~A -3/4Aj5/4[B + 2 _ (0.35OO)B 1/2(B + 1)3/8R]. 

4v 2 
(21) 

Hence, R decreases with time if 

R.;;;;(2.857)(B + 2)B -1/2(B + 1)-318. (22) 

Irrespective of the value of B, (22) is satisfied for R.;;;;4.410, 
since the minimum value of the right-hand side of (22) is 
4.410 (at B = 10.70). This completes the demonstration of 
Theorems 1 and 2 .• 

Because a rapid increase in R is concomitant with a 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow, Theorem 2 indi
cates that R > 4.410 is a necessary condition for the initiation 
of turbulence. For freely decaying isotropic homogeneous 
turbulence through a finite spatial region of volume V with 
lui rapidly approaching zero outside the region, the quantity 
(7) is given by9 

1 = «(u.Vu).(Vlu) V 

= B (t + (0.090045) In B )vA -IA 12
, (23) 

where A = (luI 2
) V and A I = < IVuI 2

) V. One obtains 

R>BI12(B+ 1)-3/8(1.905+0.25731nB) (24) 

by substituting (23) into the left-hand side of (18). Increasing 
monotonically with increasing B, the right-hand side of (24) 
attains the value 4.406 for B = 37.0, the largest broadness 
observed for isotropic homogeneous turbulence.9 Thus, the 
necessary condition for turbulence, R > 4.410, agrees with 
experiment. 

IV. LOWER BOUND ON THE MAXIMUM VELOCITY 
GRADIENT 

Manifesting the effect of inertial-force nonlinearity in 
(5), the inner-product integral (7) admits a supplementary 
upper bound which can be employed in place of (IS) in ana
lytical applications. The latter inequality, displayed below in 
(33), provides an immediate lower bound on the maximum 
velocity gradient at time t. Large values of the velocity gradi
ent are characteristically featured by the "solutions turbu
lente" of Leray and more recent authors, II and thus (35) can 
serve to indicate the presence of (possible local) turbulence in 
the flow. 

First observe that 

f (JU;lJXk )uj(Jlu;lJxjJXk) d 3X 

= - ~ f(JuJJXj )(JU;lJXk)(Ju;lJXk)d 3x 

=0 (25) 
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by Gauss' theorem and the incompressibility condition. 
Thus, by applying Gauss' theorem to (7), one obtains 

1= - f (Ju;lJxj)(Ju,IJXk)(JujIJXk)d3X. (26) 

Now it is easy to verify by successive application of Gauss' 
theorem and the incompressibility condition that 

f (Ju;lJxj)(JuJJxd(JukIJx;) d 3x = O. (27) 

As a consequence of (27), (26) is expressible as 

1= - ~ f (trS 3 )d 3x, (28) 

where the symmetric traceless rate-ofstrain matrix S has the 
elements 

Sij=Ju;lJXj + JuJJx;. 

For any real symmetric matrix M, 

tr M = 0 => Itr M 31 ';;;;~/2 (tr M2)3/2, 
(6)1 

(29) 

(30) 

as immediately shown by expressing the traces in terms of 
the real eigenvalues of M. Therefore (28) yields 

1.;;;;_1_ f (tr S2)3/2 d 3x (31) 
6(6)1/2 ' 

while an upper bound on the trace of S 2 follows from (29) as 

tr Sl = 2 [(Ju;lJxj)(Ju;lJxj) + (Ju;lJxj)(JuJJx;)] 
';;;;4(Ju;lJxj)(Ju;lJxj)_4IVuI 2

• (32) 

Hence, (31) implies that 

1«~r/2 f IVul 3 d 3x, (33) 

with strict inequality holding because (26) vanishes [by vir
tue of (27)] for the case of equality in (32). 

The lower bound on the maximum velocity gradient at 
time t, I Vu I max =maxx I Vu(x,t ) I, is obtained directly from 
(33), (4), (5), and (13) as 

IVulmax>AI-1 f IVuI 3 d 3x>(1.837)A1- II 

= (0.91S6)[A I-
IA1 + 2v(E + l)A -IA I]. (34) 

Finally, by using (3) to eliminate A I from (34) we have the 
result 

IVul max > (0.9186)[A -IA' - (B + l)A -IA ]. (35) 
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In the case of freely decaying isotropic homogeneous 
turbulence, theory9 and experiment give A ex: t - n for 
t>to( > 0) with n(> I) and B quasiconstant with time; thus it 
follows from (35) that 

IVul max > (0.9 I 86)(Bn -I)t-I. (36) 

Derived here as a rigorous and general concomitant of the 
Navier-Stokes inertial-force nonlinearity, (36) is a remark
able bound on the decay of \Vu\max in isotropic homogen
eous turbulence. This result is most interesting for the ex
perimental values9 n = 3.3, B = 37.0, which also give 
< IVuI 2

) 1/2 ex: t - 2.15; for this type of very high Reynolds 
number turbulence, the dominant inertial force sustains a 
locallVul max which decays more slowly than the average 
velocity gradient <IVuI 2)1/2. 
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All exact solutions of Einstein's equation that represent static, axisymmetric black holes 
distorted by an external matter distribution are obtained. Their structure-local and global-is 
examined. The Hawking temperature is derived and laws of thermodynamics given for both the 
total system of black hole and external matter and the black hole considered as a single system. 
The evolution, induced by Hawking radiation, of distorted black holes is discussed. 

PACS numbers: 97.60.Lf 

1. INTRODUCTION 

By far the largest part of our insight into the structure of 
black holes has come from the study of two families of exact 
solutions-the Schwarzschild and Kerr. For these exam
ples, a great deal is now understood about their local and 
global classical geometries, their roles as backgrounds for 
quantum fields, and their behavior as thermodynamic sys
tems. I To what extent are the properties of these examples a 
reliable guide to those of more general black holes? Might 
there be new, unexpected effects, either classical or quan
tum, associated with holes that, for one reason or another, do 
not happen to appear in these examples? Complete answers 
to such questions would presumably involve finding the gen
eral, dynamical exact solution for a black hole-something 
that seems far out of reach. But hints and partial answers can 
be obtained, along at least two lines. 

One is to study approximate solutions. A great deal is 
known, for example, about the behavior of first-order per
turbations off the Schwarzschild and Kerr solutions. 2 Fur
ther, computer calculations have been carried out for the 
dynamical evolution of holes under various situations. 3 The 
great advantage of these approaches is that one often retains 
the flexibility to tailor the approximate solution to a realistic 
astrophysical situation, e.g., the incidence of gravitational 
waves on a hole, or the coalescence of two black holes. 

A second line is to increase our supply of exact sol utions 
representing black holes. It might be expected, as has hap
pened before, that qualitatively different effects would show 
up most readily in such exact solutions. The problem is that 
restrictive, simplifying conditions must be imposed to even 
begin, and there tends to be little flexibility in the choice of 
these conditions. Indeed, it is not easy offhand to think of 
any good candidates, for the only isolated static or stationary 
black holes are Schwarzschild or Kerr,4 while dynamical 
solutions suggest equations not readily solved. 

There is, however, one class of solutions for black holes 
that is amenable to exact treatment: Retain the time-inde
pendent character but drop the condition "isolated." That is, 
consider static or stationary holes in the presence of some 
external distribution of matter. Such solutions should ap
proximate those for dynamical holes which relax on a time 
scale much shorter than that of the external matter. Further 
simplification results from considering only holes that are 
static (as opposed to stationary), and also axisymmetric. 

Now the external metric near the hole must be a Weyl solu
tion, and all these are essentially known.5 

General classes ofWeyl solutions representing black 
holes of spherical horizon-topology distorted by external 
matter have been discussed by Israel and Khan,6 Mysak and 
Szekeres/ and Israel. 8 An example in which the horizon has 
toroidal topology has been constructed by Peters.9 However, 
all holes in this class have apparently not yet been found and 
classified. In Sec. 2, we find all static, axisymmetric local 
black holes. The problem is not so much to determine the 
metric-for it is Weyl-but rather to determine which Weyl 
solutions are and which are not black holes. It turns out that 
spherical and toroidal are the only possibilities for the topol
ogy of horizon cross sections. The spherical class consists 
essentially of the solutions given in Refs. 6-8. The Peters 
example is but one of the many possibilities in the toroidal 
class. 

In Sec. 3, we discuss various classical properties of the 
holes. Simple expressions are obtained for their mass, hori
zon-area, and surface gravity. The spherical holes turn out to 
have virtually the same qualitative features-as regards 
their singular behavior as well as the location and topology 
of external regions, horizons, crossing points, and internal 
regions-as the Schwarzschild holes. The global properties 
of the toroidal holes are also explored. 

The solutions with distorted black holes are natural ex
amples for explicit study of the laws of black-hole mechanics 
and thermodynamics-the laws that describe how such sys
tems change under variations in their external environment. 
Israel has studied some properties of these solutions in this 
connection. 8 In Sec. 4, we discuss the mechanics and ther
modynamics of the Weyl black holes. While of course the 
usual, general laws, appropriate to the system of hole plus 
external matter, are here applicable, we find further that 
laws can be formulated for Weyl black holes considered as 
single systems, acted upon by the tidal gravitational forces of 
the external matter. 

In Sec. 5, we treat the evolution, which results from the 
Hawking radiation, of the distorted Weyl black holes. A pe
culiarity of the Weyl construction allows a simple descrip
tion of this evolution in terms of a background potential. 

Finally, in Sec. 6 we show that the results of the pre
vious two sections-the local laws of thermodynamics and 
the description of the evolution~an for the most part be 
generalized to include all static distorted holes. 
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2. THE WEYL BLACK HOLES 

We first recall the Weyl construction.5 Since we wish to 
retain the possibility of holes involving nontrivial topology, 
we state this construction in global form. 

Let S be a connected orientable, three-dimensional 
manifold, hab a flat, positive-definite metric on S, and cp a a 
Killing field for (S,hab) that is "rotational" in the sense that, 
with r = cp acp a' we have Dar Dar = 1. Ordinary Euclidean 
space with the usual rotational Killing field is of course one 
example, but, because we have imposed no global condi
tions, there are numerous others. Writing out, in a local re
gion of the flat space, all Killing fields, one sees that our 
normalization condition on r implies that cp a is surface or
thogonal, and, conversely, that any nonconstant surface-or
thogonal Killing field cp a can be rescaled by a constant to 
achieve Dar Dar = 1. By the axis we mean the set of points of 
S, if any, at which r = o. Our normalization of r also implies 
that, near any axis point, the orbits of cp a are closed curves of 
period 21'(. 

Now let U be any smooth function on S satisfying the 
equations 

DaDa U = 0, cpaDa U = 0, (2.1) 

where Da is the derivative operator associated with hab . Let 
Vbe any smooth function that satisfies 

Da V = [Da mD n(r) -1h mnDa(r)] Dm UDn U, (2.2) 

and that vanishes on the axis. Note that the right-hand side 
of (2.2) is smooth, and, by virtue of (2.1), has vanishing curl. 
So, a solution V of (2.2) always exists locally-but of course 
not in general glObally. By adding a constant to V, one can 
always achieve its vanishing at one axis point. Then, since 
the right-hand side of (2.2) vanishes identically at all axis 
points, this V will vanish on the entire portion of the axis 
connected to that point. However, when the axis consists of 
several pieces, the resulting V will not in general then vanish 
at all axis points. So, U must be chosen such that it does. 
Finally, note that, by (2.2), Vis also axisymmetric: 
cpaDa V= O. 

Now let M = S X B, let t a denote the natural vector 
field on M in the B direction, and regard tensor fields on S as 
fields on M. Then the Weyl metric 

g"b = eW - 2vh ab + r- 2eW (1 _ e - 2V)cp acp b _ e - Wt at b 

(2.3) 

on M is a solution of Einstein's equation with vanishing 
stress energy. This space-time has commuting, orthogonal, 
surface-orthogonal Killing fields t a (complete and every
where timelike, with squared norm - eW ) and cpa (with 
squared norm re - W). 

It is shown in Appendix A that, aside from certain 
anomalous cases, every static, axisymmetric solution can be 
written in Weyl form, (2.3), and that this characterization is 
essentially unique. 

The most famous Weyl solution is the external 
Schwarzschild solution. 10 Let (S,hab ) be Euclidean space, in 
ordinary cylindrical coordinates r ,z,cp, but with a segment H 
of the axis, oflength 2m (m some positive number), centered 
at the origin removed from S. Let cp a be the rotational Kill-
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ing field in the "cp direction." Set 

Us =! In[r(m -z + ((m _Z)2 + r)1/2)-1 

X(m + z + ((m + Z)2 + r)1/2)-I}, (2.4) 

the potential of a line mass, of unit density, located on H. 
This Us satisfies (2.1). Let Vs be that solution of(2.2) which 
vanishes on the axis of S (H excluded). Then (2.3) for these 
choices is precisely the external Schwarzschild solution of 
mass m. The Schwarzschild horizon is "at H." The present 
coordinatesr and z are related to the standard Schwarzschild 
coordinates, rs and Os, by the formulas 

r = rs(rs - 2m) sin2 Os, z = (rs - m) cos Os. (2.S) 

The external Schwarzschild solution of course repre
sents a static, axisymmetric (indeed, spherically symmetric) 
isolated black hole. We now wish to identify those Weyl so
lutions which represent nonisolated holes, i.e., those in the 
presence of some static, axisymmetric external gravitational 
field. To this end, we say that a four-dimensional Weyl solu
tion (2.3) is a local black hole ifit has an extension to a true 
static black hole such that the original Weyl solution forms a 
neighborhood of the horizon in the external region. In more 
detail, we require of the extension that it be asymptotically 
fiat at null infinity, retain t a as a complete Killing field that 
becomes a unit time-translation asymptotically, and have a 
future horizon (i.e., a null surface that separates points from 
which there is a future-directed timelike curve to null infin
ity from those from which there is not) that is connected and 
nonsingular (i.e., of the form C X R with the B's the null 
generators and the C 's compact, connected cross sections). 
The reasons for this definition are the following. First, since 
the Weyl solutions come with vanishing stress energy, they 
will not include explicitly the matter distribution responsible 
for the "external gravitational field." We accommodate this 
fact by letting our Weyl solution represent only a neighbor
hood of the hole itself, with this external matter, implicitly, 
in the extension. Note that, out of convenience, we impose 
no energy condition on the external matter. Next, recall that 
the horizon of a static black hole is the set of points at which 
the static Killing field becomes null. I I Hence, since t a is 
strictly timelike in any Weyl solution, this solution cannot 
include the actual horizon points. For this reason, we de
mand only that the Weyl solution be an external neighbor
hood of the horizon. Note that essentially no conditions have 
been imposed above on the topology of either the horizon or 
the space-time in its neighborhood. 

Fix a local black hole. Then, since the norm of 
t a

, - e w, approaches zero on the horizon, while the norm of 
cp a, re - w, must remain bounded, their product, r, must 
vanish on the horizon. That is, the horizon must appear "as 
r-+O" in the Weyl solution. It is shown in Appendix B that 
the topology of a cross section C of the horizon must be that 
of either a torus or a sphere. Intuitively, rp a either vanishes 
nowhere on C (resulting in a torus), or has a zero-point (re
sulting, on working outward from this point, in a sphere). 
There is further analyzed, in Appendix B, the detailed be
havior of hab and U as r-+O which is necessary in order that 
extension through a horizon actually be possible. With the 
convention that two holes are regarded as "the same" if they 
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coincide in some neighborhood of the horizon, there results 
the following list of all local black holes. 

The spherical holes have been obtained in Refs. 6-S. Let 
H be the line segment of length 2m centered at the origin in 
Euclidean 3-space as in the Schwarzschild example,let Sbe 
any small oRen neighborhood of H, and set S = S - H. Set 

~ A 

U = Us + U, wher~...us is given by (2.4) and Uis aw smooth 
solution of (2.1) on S, i.e., including H, such that U assumes 
the same values, 12 U, on the two ends of the segmentH. These 
choices, we claim, always yield a local black hole. 

We first show the existence of an extension through a 
horizon. Set V = Vs + V, where Vs is the Schwarzschild 
function, and substitute into (2.2): 

Da V = [8a
1mDnl(,.l) -!h mnDa(,.ll] 

X (2Dm UsDn 0 + Dm ODn 0). (2.6) 

Consider now the metric 

lSsb = e2U, - 2 V'h ab + r-2e2Us(1 _ e2 VS)tp atp b 

_ e - 2Use - 4"t at b. (2.7) 

This will be recognized, from (2.3), as the exterior Schwarzs
child metric of mass m, with "the time rescaled by a con
stant." Rewrite our Weyl metric, (2.3), in the form 

~ _ ~ _ 2U. ~ ~ 

g"b = e2U 2V lSsb + r 2e 'e2U( 1 _ e - 2V)tp atp b 

_ e - 2U'e - 2U (1 _ e4U - 4u - 2V)t at b. (2.S) 

The plan is to find an extension of the metric g"b on M by 
extending each of the tensor fields on the right in (2.S). First, 
take the usual full Kruskal extension to manifold M, of the 
Schwarzschild metric gs ab, and extend each of tp atp band 
tat b from M to Mby retaining its character as the square of a 
Killing field of gs abo There remains only to extend to M the 
coefficients of gs ab,tp atp b, and tat b in (2.S). To extend 0, first 
note that, as an axisymmetric solution of Laplace's equation 
in a neighborhood of H, 0 is an analytic function of the varia
bles rand z, for ,.l sufficiently small and positive and z suffi
ciently close to the interval [ - m,m]. Analytically extend 0 
as a function of these variables, and substitute from (2.5).13 
Next, extend Vto Mby (2.6), verifying, from smoothness of 
0, that the right side is smooth" Final~, recombine these 
extensions of gs ab,tp atp b, tat b, U, and V to M, according to 
(2.S), to obtain our extension of the Weyl metric gab' There 
remains only to check smoothness of the coefficients of 
tp atp band tat b on the right in (2.S). For the first, note from 
(2.6) that V, and so the smooth combination e2U (1 - e - 2V), 

is axisymmetric and vanishes on the axis. But ,.le2U, is the 
squared norm of the rotational Killing field tp a in gs ab, and 
so their quotient, the coefficient of tp atp b in (2.8), is smooth. 
Similarly, to see that the coefficient of t:t b is sI1looth, fi~st 
note that the smooth combination e - 2U (1 _ e4U - 4u - 2 V) 
vanishes on the horizon, as one checks by integrating (2.6) 
along a straight line parallel to and near H, beginning at one 
end. [It was to achieve this vanishing that we inserted the 
He .- 4u" into the last term of(2. 7).] But e2U" the squared norm 
of t a in gs ab, also vanishes on the horizon, with nonzero 
gradient there, and so their quotient is smooth. 14 

We next show the existence of an extension that 
achieves asymptotic flatness. This is easy. Extend S as a 
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manifold, hab as a Riemannian metric, tp a as a vector field, 
and U and Vas scalar fields-not necessarily retaining flat
ness of hab' the Killing character of tp a, or Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) 
on U and V-such that (S,h ab ) is asymptotically Euclidean, 
tp a is asymptotically a rotational Killing field, and U and V 
are asymptotically zero. Now substitute into (2.3) to obtain 
the desired extension. Note that the failure to satisfy (2.1) 
and (2.2), in particular, will result in matter in the external 
region. 

For the second class of local black holes, the toroidal, 
the background Schwarzschild metric above is replaced by 
certain flat Weyl solutions. Consider again Euclidean 3-
space, in cylindrical coordinates (r ,z,tp ) and with tp a the rota
tional Killing field, but only that portion with - m<,z<,m, 
where m is some positive number. Now identify points la
beled (r, - m,tp ) with those labeled (r,m,tp + a), where a is a 
constant. That is, we make the z coordinate cyclic, with peri-
0d 2m, at the same time introducing a tp twist through angle 
a. Denote the axis (a circle of circumference 2m) by H, and 
again let S be a small open neighborhood of H and set 
S = S - H. Thus, S is a three-dimensional manifold with 
positive-definite flat metric hab and rotational Killing field 
tp a. Next, let U I' = In(r12m), a solution of (2.1) on S, and 
VI' = In(rlm), a solution of(2.2). (For later convenience, the 
constants have been so chosen as to give agreement with the 
behavior of Us and Vs near the center of H in the Schwarzs
child case.) Then (2.3) yields a corresponding Weyl solution, 
which, in the present coordinates, takes the form 

This will be recognized as a flat space-time, consisting 
of the product of a twisted flat torus (labeled by z and cp, with 
the identifications above) and a region of two-dimensional 
Minkowski space (labeled by rand t ), namely that region in 
which the boost Killing field t a is future-directed timelike. 

These flat Weyl solutions are clearly local black holes. 
The extension through a horizon is that obtained by extend
ing the region of Minkowski 2-space above through the two 
null lines "r = D." An extension to achieve asymptotic flat
ness is obtained by the same argument as in the spherical 
case. In fact, one can achieve such an extension with, in an 
appropriate sense, a nonsingular external region. First 
choose S to have as outer boundary a torus, then choose an 
asymptotic region with inner boundary a 2-sphere, and final
ly join these two using the fact that there exists a compact 3-
manifold with boundary consisting of the disjoint union of a 
torus and a sphere (namely, the result of removing an open 
solid torus from a 3-ball). All such extensions will have nega
tive mass in the external region, as a theorem of Hawking 
shows. IS 

We now obtain the distorted versions of these toroidal 
holes, by an argument similar to that above for the spherical 
holes. Set U = UI' + 0, where 0 is any smooth solution of 
(2.1) on S, i.e., including H. There resultsJrom (2.3), we 
claim, a local black hole. Set V = VI' + V, and substitute 
into (2.2): 

Da V = 2Da 0 + [8';D n(,.l) -!h mnDa(,.l)] Dm ODn 0. 
(2.10) 
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It follows that 0 - ! V = ~ approaches a constant on H, and 
from this that a solution V of (2.10) always exists globally in 
S. Now set 

.,ab 2U1'- 2VTh ab + -2 2Ue( 1 - 2VT\ a b 
5T = ere - e ,q; q; 

_ e - 2UTe - 4Ut at b, (2.11) 

i.e., (2.9) with time rescaled by a constant, and rewrite our 
Weyl metric, (2.3), in the form 

~ ~ 2U ~ ~ 

g"b = e2V - 2V g"i' + r- 2e Te2V (1 _ e - 2V)q; aq; b 

_ e - 2VIe - 2U (1 _ e4U - 4u - 2V)t at b. (2.12) 

The extension through a horizon is obtained exactly as in the 
spherical case. First extend the 4-manifold M and g T ab as for 
the flat toridal holes above; then q; aq; band tat b retaining 
their character as squares of Killin~ fields; then 0 using its 
analyticity in z and r; and finally V using (2.10). Then re
combine according to (2.12). The check of smoothness is 
much easier in this case. An extension to achieve asymptotic 
flatness is the same as that for the flat toridal holes. A par
ticular hole in this class has been studied by Peters.9

•
16 

Thus, we obtain two broad classes, spherical and toroi
dal, which, by Appendix B, include all Weyllocal black 
holes. 

3. STRUCTURE OF THE BLACK HOLES 

It follows from (2.8) and (2.12) that our extended solu
tions for distorted holes have all the qualitative features of 
their undistorted versions-the extended Schwarzschild so
lution for the spherical holes and the flat space-times, as 
extended, for the toroidal. In particular, the distorted holes 
all have two horizons, each a null surface topologically 
S 2 X IR for the spherical or S I X S I X IR for the toroidal. The 
generators of these horizons are given by the static Killing 
field. The two horizons meet on a topological 2-sphere (2-
torus), on which the static Killing field vanishes. From the 
external region, one can cross one of the horizons in the 
future timelike direction, or the other in the past, and in 
either case reach an internal region, in which the static Kill
ing field is spacelike. These two internal regions"touch" on 
the 2-sphere (2-torus) at which the horizons intersect. From 
the viewpoint of an external observer, there is both a black 
hole and a white hole. Going "through the wormhole," one 
crosses a second horizon and reaches a second external re
gion. Its geometry can be identical to that of the original 
external region, but the static Killing field is there past-di
rected. The two external regions "touch" on the 2-sphere (2-
torus) at which the horizons intersect. No timelike curve can 
pass from one external region to the other. Of course there 
are, globally, many other extensions of the external metrics 
of the distorted holes, just as there are for the external 
Schwarzschild space-time. 

We also see from the constructions leading from (2.8) 
and (2.12) that our extended distorted holes have vanishing 
sources in the internal regions. Further, the distortion intro
duces no "new singular behavior" inside the horizon, in the 
sense that (2.8) and (2.12) are smooth wherever gs ab andgT ab 

are, respectively. Thus, in the spherical case, we expect that 
each internal region terminates in singular behavior, one to 
the past and one to the future. For the toroidal holes, the 
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undistorted backgrounds are nonsingular in the internal re
gions. Thus, it is possibl~that for all or a large class of 
choices of the potential U these holes are geodesically com
plete. The toroidal holes have no trapped surfaces just inside 
the horizon. All the distorted holes require external matter. 
Whereas for toroidal holes this matter cannot satisfy an en
ergy conditon everywhere, 15 it seems likely that for certain 
spherical holes-those with u sufficiently negative-it can. 

Since the horizons are null and are generated by a Kill
ing field, all cross sections of the horizons (topologically, 
spheres or tori) have the same geometry. For the undistorted 
holes these are, of course, metric 2-spheres or certain twisted 
flat tori. For the distorted holes, the geometry can be read all 
directly from Eq. (2.8) or (2.12). 

A local distorted black hole in the spherical case is 
uniquely characterized by specifying the length, 2m, of the 
segment H on the axis in Euclidean space, together with an 
axisymmetric solution, 0, of Laplace's equation, defined in a 
neighborhood of H and having the same value u at the two 
ends of H. Since the horizon occurs "at H," and since there 
V = 20 - 2u, the geometry of the horizon is uniquely deter
mined by 0 evaluated on H, i.e., by the one function of one 
variable, O(z), defined for - m<z<m. Evaluating the hori
zon geometry from (2.8), we obtain the metric 

ds2 = 4m2e - 2u [e2U - 2ude 2 + e2u - 2U sin2 e dq; 2], (3.1) 

where 0 is made a function of e by substituting z = m cos e. 
This is an axisymmetric-but not in general spherically sym
metric-metric on a topologicaI2-sphere. All analytic (since 
o necessarily is) axisymmetric horizon geometries are possi
ble. As an intuitive example, suppose that 0 were larger near 
the ends of H (z near + m and - m) than near the middle (z 
near zero). Then (3.1) would represent a 2-sphere "squashed 
inward on its poles." 

Similarly, the toroidal holes are characterized by value 
of m, the "twist parameter" a, a certain axisymmetric solu
tion 0 of Laplace's equation, and the constant value u of 
o - ! V on approaching the horizon. As above, only 0 on 
the axis, i.e., only the function O(z), defined for - m<z<m 
and periodic, enters the horizon geometry. From (2.12), we 
obtain the metric 

(3.2) 

where cp has period 21T, z ranges from - m to m, and 
( - m,q;) and (m,q; + a) are identified. The geometry is that 
of a twisted torus with Killing field, and, again, all analytic 
ones are possible. 

In the spherical case, we may interpret physically the 
distortion of the geometry of the horizon, as follows. Fix a 
distorted hole, characterized by 2m and 0. Consider now the 
Weyl solution defined by U = 0, a solution that of course is 
smooth up to and includingH. We may think of this solution 
as representing "the background gravitational field caused 
by the external masses alone, with no hole present." Then 
our distorted hole, the Weyl solution defined by 
U = Us + 0, would represent "the combination of a 
Schwarzschild hole and this background gravitational 
field." It seems to be difficult to make these remarks precise, 
because of all the usual problems of comparing two different 
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metrics. But this interpretation is at least suggested by the 
fact that Us, the Schwarzschild potential given by (2.4), ap
proaches zero far from H. Thus, the two Weyl solutions (the 
distorted hole, given by U = Us + f), and what we wish to 
call the background field, given by U = f)) are in some sense 
"nearly equal far from the hole." But this is what we would 
expect physically: A black hole, placed in a background 
gravitational field, should have a small effect on the distant 
external mass distribution responsible for that field. Presum
ably, this interpretation is most appropriate for small holes 
and distant matter. 

In any case, let us for a moment accept this interpreta
tion. Then we may think of a black hole as an elastic body, 
subject to Hooke's law. The stress is the Weyl tensor of the 
background metric, evaluated on H; the strain is the horizon 
geometry (3.1) (or, more precisely, its deviation from spheri
cal). It is not difficult to write out explicitly the stress-strain 
relation. But this formula is not very illuminating, for both 
the stress and strain have an infinite number of degrees of 
freedom. One can, however, see intuitively that the "elastic 
constant" has the correct sign. Consider the case in which f) 
is larger near the ends of the segment H than near its center. 
Then a free test particle, released at rest near one end of H in 
the background geometry, will tend to fall inward toward 
the center of H. That is, a test physical object, placed near H 
in the background field, will tend to be "pushed inward from 
the ends of H." But this agrees with our interpretation of the 
horizon geometry, (3.1), in this case. 

It is also possible to interpret physically the condition in 
the spherical case that f) assume the same value at the two 
ends of the segment H. Consider a test particle, released ini
tially at rest (i.e., with its four-velocity parallel to the static 
Killing field t a) in the background field. Then this particle 
will remain at rest if and only if the gradient of f) vanishes at 
the location of the particle. Otherwise, it will feel a force 
from the gravitational field, and move off. So, if a black 
hole-an extended object-were to be placed in this field, we 
would expect some similar condition-the vanishing of 

A 

some average of the gradient of U-in order that the hole 
experience no net forc~ and so remain at rest. The difference 
between the values of U at the two ends of H is the appropri
ate average. 

Is there an analogous separation of the solutions for 
distorted toroidal holes into one solution representing the 
undistorted hole and another representing the background 
gravitational field into which it has been placed? There is, 
but the interpretation is somewhat less clearcut in this case. 
Given a distorted hole, defined by the ,Rarameters 2m and a 
and the Laplace solution U = U r + U, we may certainly 
consider the two Weyl solutions given by U = Ur , the "un
distorted hole," and by U = f), the "background gravita
tional field." But note, first, that the parameters m and a for 
the distorted hole enter the Weyl solutions for both the un
distorted hole and the background field. Thus, we are forced 
to regard the background field, which fixes both m and a, as 
an arena in which can be placed only certain un distorted 
holes, namely those with the same values of m and a. A 
second complication involves the interpretation of the pa
rameter u as an "effective potential" of the background field 
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at the location at which the hole is to be placed. Such an 
interpretation is at least reas5?nable in the spherical case, for 
there u is determined from U, as its values at the ends of H. 
But, in the toroidal case, u arises only at the point, in writing 
down the full distorted solution, at which we must choose 
the constant in V. [This freedom disappears in the spherical 
case, because there we must require vanishing of Von that 
part of the axis away from the horizon.] In short, the phys
ical meaning of u in the toroidal case is by no means clear. A 
final difficulty is that the interpretation of the solution with 
U = U r as the "un distorted hole" is weakened by the fact 
that these local black holes, if fully extended to achieve as
ymptotic flatness, must necessarily contain external matter. 
This circumstance constrasts with the spherical case, in 
which the un distorted holes are Schwarzschild solutions, 
which require no such external matter. 

Our parameters have been so chosen that the masses of 
all the spherical and toroidal holes-defined using the Ko
mar integral with the static Killing field t a of (2.3)-arejust 
m. In particular, even the flat, undistorted toroidal holes 
have nonzero mass! The area of the horizon is obtained by 
integrating (3.1) for spherical, or (3.2) for toroidal: 

(3.3) 

Thus, the Schwarzschild mass-area relationship is in general 
violated for the distorted holes. But this is exactly what one 
expects physically. The mass defined by (A 1161T)1/2 is analo
gous to the rest mass of a particle, ( - pap a) I /2, where p a is 
the four-momentum. The Komar mass m is analogous to 
- Pa t a. For a particle at rest (p a parallel to t a), these two 

differ by a redshift factor, essentially the norm of t a. But this 
redshift factor appears in (3.3), as "e - 2u." Note that the hole 
looks to the ends of the segment H to decide what redshift 
factor to assume. 

For both the spherical and toroidal holes, the surface 
gravity, 

K2 = lim !(V atb)(Vat b) = lim e4U
- 2Vh abDa UDb U, (3.4) 

where the limit is at the horizon, is given by 

K = (4m)-le2u
. (3.5) 

Note that KA 1m = 41Tfor all holes, independent of topology 
and distortion. 

4. MECHANICS AND THERMODYNAMICS OF 
DISTORTED BLACK HOLES 

The work of Bekenstein l7 and Hawking l8 has shown, 
and that of many others confirmed, that the mechanical laws 
governing classical systems containing black holes can be 
placed in analogy with those of thermodynamics. Further, 
the resulting correspondence between mechanical black
hole variables (horizon area, surface gravity, etc.) and ther
modynamic variables (entropy, temperature, etc.) has inde
pendent physical meaning when quantum mechanics is tak
en into account. This correspondence has been made explicit 
for a number of examples, including the Kerr black holes. In 
this section, we first review this work as it applies to the 
systems of black hole plus distorting matter considered in 
the previous sections. In the process we obtain explicit ex-
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pressions for the temperature and entropy of the distorted 
black holes. Next, using the natural decomposition of the 
W ey I potential U into pieces assignable to the black hole and 
distorting matter, we go slightly further. We consider the 
black hole as a single system acted upon by the gravitational 
forces of the external matter, and find that its laws continue 
to have a simple correspondence with those of 
thermodynamics. 

We begin our discussion of the thermodynamics of dis
torted black holes by deriving the Hawking temperature. 19 
Consider quantum particles in the background space-time of 
a distorted black hole. One expects there to be particle states 
inside the horizon that have negative energy when viewed 
from infinity. The ability of the system to occupy such states 
should then give rise, by pair creation, to Hawking radiation 
of particles at infinity. While the determination of all the 
details of this radiation is in general difficult, there is a sim
ple argument that yields certain general features. Imagine 
placing the black hole in a large, suitably confining box, to
gether with radiation at some temperature. Is there some 
temperature for this radiation such that the resulting system 
will be in thermal equilibrium? If so, then one expects that 
the radiation from the free hole will be thermal with precise
ly this temperature. As Gibbons and Perry20 have shown, the 
existence and value of such an equilibrium temperature can 
be determined directly from the static space-time geometry. 
They argue that it is a general property of thermal equilibri
um that the thermal Green's function of the quantum fields, 

with Killing time t replaced by it, become periodic in this 
"complex Killing time," with period the inverse of the equi
librium temperature. Conversely, the existence of a periodic
ity in complex Killing time should allow the construction of 
a thermal Green's function. 

Thus, the Gibbons-Perry prescription for determining 
the existence and value for the temperature of thermal equi
librium for a static black hole is the following. First, write 
the metric in the external region in the form 

(4.1) 

where Yabt b = ° and t ata = - e2U. Next, introduce Killing 
time t-such that t a and Vat are parallel and t aVa t = 1. 
Then, on that part of the space-time manifold external to the 
horizon, introduce the positive-definite metric that results 
from reversing the sign of the first term on the right in (4.1). 
Now consider any positive number p (a candidate for the 
period), and identify, in this external space, all points lying 
on the same ta-orbit and having t-values that differ by p. 
Find those p's, if any, such that the positive-definite metric 
on this identified manifold can be extended to include an axis 
of t a (a "bolt" in the terminology of Gibbons and Hawking)21 
at e2U = 0, i.e., where the horizon was. If such a period p 
exists (easily shown to be unique, in the presence of a hori
zon), then lip is the equilibrium temperature. It is not diffi
cult to show that, if the space-time contains a compact hori
zon-crossing 2-surface, on which t a vanishes, then there 
necessarily exists such a p, for this surface becomes the axis 
of tao 

A consequence of the Gibbons-Perry prescription is a 
simple formula for the equilibrium-and hence radiation-
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temperature of a static black hole in terms of the surface 
gravity22: 

T= K/21r. (4.2) 

This is immediate from the first equality in (3.4). 

Some remarks are in order concerning the physical 
meaning of this temperature. At infinity, the Green's func
tion will approach the Green's function for fiat space-time 
appropriate to a system in thermal equilibrium. With the 
Killing field t a normalized to unity at infinity (a normaliza
tion we will henceforth assume), the temperature T given by 
(4.2) will be that measured by an ordinary thermometer at 
rest at infinity. This Twill not, therefore, be the temperature 
measured by a static thermometer elsewhere in the space
time. 23 In the familiar way, a constituent of the gas moving 
freely through the space-time will preserve Pat a, where Pais 
its 4-momentum. In equilibrium, this conserved energy must 
be the same everywhere in the gas. A static thermometer, 
however, measures energy relative to a unit vector parallel to 
t a. Thus, the locally measured temperature differs from Tby 
a red shift factor24: 

(4.3) 

All the distorted spherical and toroidal holes construct
ed earlier have a crossing surface, and so a Hawking tem
perature. From (3.5) and (4.2), this temperature is 

(4.4) 

In the spherical case with no distorting matter, and so with 
u = 0, (4.4) reduces, of course, to the Schwarzschild value. 
We claim that the effect of reasonable distorting matter in 
the spherical case is to lower the temperature from its 
Schwarzschild value. Indeed, in the presence of sources Ein
stein's equation projected along t a reads 

DaD 0 = 81re2(U - 2VI(T - I Tlg ) tat b (4.5) a ab i ab . 

Under the strong energy condition, the right side is nonnega
tive, and therefore 0, and so u, is nonpositive. By (3.3), there
fore, the effect of such distorting matter is to lower the tem
perature for fixed A (and also for fixed m)-the same 
direction as the effect of rotation. The effect of either spin
ning up or distorting an initially Schwarzschild black hole is 
always to lower its temperature. In the toroidal case, by con
strast, while we still have (4.5), no conclusion as to the direc
tion of temperature change from distortion is possible, not 
least because we cannot then impose the strong energy 
condition. 

The laws of mechanics for an axisymmetric system con
sisting of black hole plus distorting matter have been given 
by Bardeen, Carter, and Hawking.25 The zeroth law states 
that the surface gravity is constant over the horizon. 26 The 
first law states that, between two nearby equilibrium 
configurations, 

oM = (K/81r) oA + oQ, (4.6) 

where oM is the change in the total mass, oA is the change in 
horizon area, and oQ is a certain expression involving the 
change in the stress-energy ofthe external matter, interpre
table as the change in its heat content as measured from 
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infinity. The second law states that,classically, the area of 
the horizon is nondecreasing. With the temperature given by 
(4.2), the first law becomes identical with the first law of 
thermodynamics, provided the black hole is assigned an en
tropy equal to one quarter its area. The generalized second 
law can then for formulated in the usual way that the entro
py of the black hole plus that of the external matter is 
nondecreasing. 

The general laws above concern the total system, con
sisting of the black hole together with its distorting matter. 
They, of course, apply in particular to the spherical and tor
oidal holes of the previous sections. But for these we can 
write down further laws for the black hole regarded as a 
single system acted upon by external gravitational forces. 
The zeroth and second laws, being already local to the hole, 
remain unchanged. But various forms of the first law are 
available, depending on how the mass of the hole is 
characterized. 

For example, using the Komar mass m, the mass of the 
hole alone as measured at infinity, one has from (3.3) and the 
identification of the thermodynamic variables 

8m = T8S + m8u. (4.7) 
This is a version of the first law of thermodynamics, with the 
term m8u = (mass of hole) X (change in external potential) 
interpreted as the work done On the hole by the variation in 
the external matter. This interpretation is confirmed by the 
observation that, for slow changes in which neither matter 
nor gravitational waves cross the horizon,27 8A = 0, and so, 
by (4.7), m8u is indeed tM change in the mass m. 

There is also a version of the first law appropriate to 
observers who, living near the hole, have no access to infin
ity. These observers cannot determine the Komar mass m, 
for they do not know how to scale the static Killing field t a to 
make it unit at infinity. That is, these observers could deter
mine the Weyl potential U only up to an arbitrary additive 
constant. At least in the spherical cases, they might resolve 
this ambiguity by computing Us, the "potential due to the 
hole," and demanding that the difference, U - Us = 0, 
vanish at the ends of the segment H. In this way, these ob
servers would rescale the static Killing field by a redshift 
factor, and so would obtain for their mass of the hole 

-u min, = me . 

Then, from (3.3), 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

as we would expect for observers having access only to the 
hole. Similarly, these observers would measure locally a tem
perature, (4.3), for the radiation, i.e., a temperature that ap
proaches infinity at the hole. They would attribute this effect 
to the local redshift caused be the hole, and so would correct 
it to an "ambient background temperature" using the red
shift factor for the hole, eU

'. Thus, their version of the tem
perature would be 

(4.10) 

From (4.9) and (4.10), we obtain a local version of the first 
law 

(4.11) 
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There is no work term in this version because these observers 
effectively ignore the overall potential due to the external 
matter. In the toroidal case, the definitions (4.8) and (4.10) 
still yield (4.11) of course, but the physical interpretation of 
these definitions in terms of local observations seems less 
natural. 

5. EVOLUTION OF RADIATING DISTORTED BLACK 
HOLES 

The Weyl formalism leads to a simple and explicit de
scription of the behavior of axisymmetric, distorted holes 
with spherical topology as they evolve by radiating quantum 
particles. 

For the applicability of this description, we shall re
quire (i) that the evolution be sufficiently slow that the hole 
can be regarded as evolving through a sequence of equilibri
um states, (ii) that the evolution be sufficiently fast that insta
bilities which would tend to move the hole off axis can be 
ignored,28 and (iii) that the mass of the hole be sufficiently 
small that its effects on the external matter can be neglected. 
By (iii), we may regard the external matter as fixed during the 
course of the evolution. That is, we have a fixed Weyl back
ground, with potential 0, in which the hole evolves. By (i) 
and (ii), the hole can be represented, at each instant oftime, 
by a segment H of length 2m on the axis of the background, 
where m is the instantaneous mass ofthe hole. Since the hole 
is to be in equilibrium, H will be so located that the potential ° assumes the same values at its two ends. As the hole 
evolves by radiating, its various parameters, including m, 
will in general change. Thus, the segment H, with slowly 
changing length, will.£ontinually readjust its location to 
maintain equality of U at its two ends. In the analogous ar
rangement of a Newtonian rod of fixed mass density in a 
background potential, the corresponding behavior would 
follow from adiabatic invariance of the action. 

An example of a background potential 0, produced by 
external matter perhaps more concentrated in the equitorial 
plane than on the axis, is shown in Fig. 1. In this example, 
there is a unique location of the segment H for each value of 
m: As its length changes, its center will always remain on the 
dashed curve shown. Thus, we may take u, the common 
value of Oat the ends of H, as a function of m, the half-length 
of H. In this example, u~m) is an increasing function of its 
argument. 

r---~-------------" ' z , u \ / 

2m I 

-~/~/ 

FIG. I. The equilibrium position of the segment H in a background pote1};: 
tial U. The segment of length 2m positions itself such that the potential U 
assumes the same value (denoted u) on its two ends. This determines the 
function u(m). As m changes, the center of H moves along the dashed curve 
shown. 
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In general, from the function u(m), as determined by the 
background field, together with (3.3) and (4.4), which respec
tively express the area A of the horizon and the temperature 
T of the hole in terms of m and u, we obtain 

8m = aT( 1 - m ::) -18A, (5.1) 

8T = - I..:... (1 - 2m~) (1 - m~) -18A. (5.2) 
4m dm dm 

Thus, the behavior in time of all the parameters characteris
tic of the hole is determined from that of anyone. But the 
time rate of change of A is given by the area-decrease 
formula27 

dA = _ ~ f (Tab) tat b dA. 
dt K 

(5.3) 

Here (Tab) is the renormalized expectation value of the 
stress energy of the quantum fields, the integral is over a 
certain cross section of the horizon, and t is Killing time. 
While the magnitude of the right-hand side of (5.3) is of order 
AT4

, its detailed evaluation is in general difficult. But there is 
a simple argument, using the static character, conservation 
of (Tab)' and positivity ofthe energy flux at infinity, which 
yields that this right-hand side is always nonpositive. 29 

Therefore the horizon area (entropy) of the hole decreases 
monotonically with time in the course of the evolution. The 
direction of change of m and Tare now given by (5.1) and 
(5.2). 

As an example of these remarks, consider the potential 
fi shown in Fig. 2. At the location of segment I, 
O<m duldm <!. So, by (5.1) and area decrease, the mass of 
the corresponding black hole will decrease as it radiates. The 
segment will therefore become shorter, and so will settle 
downward into its potential well. Meanwhile, by (5.2) and 
area decrease, the temperature of the hole will increase. This, 
of course, is the normal behavior for a Schwarzschild hole. 
At the location of segment A, on the other hand, 
m duldm > 1. So, by (5. 1) the mass of the corresponding hole 
will increase with time, the segment moving upward in the 
diagram, while, by (5.2), the temperature is increasing. The 
behavior of the hole represented initially by segment Cis 
more complicated. There, ! < m duldm < 1, and so the hole 
will initially have decreasing mass, its segment settling into 
the potential well, but with temperature also decreasing. The 
segment, on reaching location D, cannot bifurcate into two 
segments, one in each potential valley, as is guaranteed by 
general theorems. 3o So, the segment, still representing a hole 
with m and Tboth decreasing, will continue to move down
ward, approaching location E, where m duldm =!. There 
by (5.2), the temperature reaches a minimum, the mass con
tinuing to decrease. So, the segment, representing a hole 
evolving with decreasing m and increasing T, will continue 
past location F, where m duldm = 0, and then on toward 
location G. At G, m duldm = ± 00 (plus from below, minus 
from above). By (5.1) and (5.2), the segment will move 
smoothly through location G, with the temperature of the 
hole continuing to increase, but its mass reaching a mini
mum there. The hole now grows more massive and hotter, as 
its segment approaches H, where m dul dm = 1. This H re-
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presents a local minimum of horizon area. There will occur a 
"runaway" toward H, presumably in finite time, and with 
rapidly increasing (but finite) m and T. Thereafter, there is 
no quasistatic equilibrium configuration. 

Thus, depending on the behavior of m dul dm-the val
ues of which are determined solely by the background gravi
tational field-there can occur evolving black holes with 
various combinations of increasing or decreasing Tor m . We 
note that these effects will not be seen by the local observers 
of the previous section, for they, using (4.9) and (4.10), will 
always find mint decreasing and Tint increasing during the 
evolution. 

I t seems unlikely that the condition of reasonable exter
nal matter will eliminate the effects described above. Indeed, 
the only obvious constraint on the potential fi (z) would seem 
to be that 1m dfi Idzl, wherem measures the sizeofa hole the 
potential can accommodate, cannot greatly exceed the order 
of one. To see this, let M be an effective total mass of the 
external matter, and L its characteristic distance from the 
hole. Then 

Im~~1 Sm (~). (5.4) 

But one expects MIL S I, in order that the external matter 
not be inside its Schwarzschild radius, and 
miL <A 1/21L S 1, in order thattheexternal matter notbe in 
contact with the hole. So, 1m dfi Idzl S 1. While this~, of 
course, a genuine restriction on the external potential U (one 
violated, e.g., near location A in Fig. 2), the behavior of fi 
near locations F, G, and H in Fig. 2 shows that there is no 
corresponding restriction on the values of m duldm. 

The shape of the horizon during the course of the evolu
tion of the hole can of course be determined from (3. 1). The 
more nearly constant fi is along the segment, the more near
ly spherical the hole. Thus, in the normal situation, such as 
that of the hole whose segment begins at location I in Fig. 2 

AI w>1 

---------------~~~-
CI w<1 

FIG. 2. A potential D on the axis that illustrates different possible behaviors 
of an evaporating distorted Weyl black hole. Various possible line segments 
If.. and their corresponding values of w = m du! dm are shown on this plot of 
U versus z. The arrows indicate the momentary direction of motion of the 
segment induced by the Hawking radiation. As described in the text, the 
segment at I represents a hole that will heat up and lose mass, the segment 
decreasing its length and settling to the bottom of the well. The segment at A 
will move upward off the diagram, the hole increasing both its temperature 
and mass. The segment at C will move through positions D, E, F, and G, 
with the evolution of the hole becoming nonquasistatic before its segment 
reaches H. As described in the text, the temperature of the hole at first 
decreases, reaches a minimum at E, and then increases through the rest of 
the evolution. The mass decreases through locations D, E, and F, reaches a 
minimum at G, and thereafter increases. 
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and thereafter settles into the potential well, the hole be
comes more nearly spherical as it evolves. The hole whose 
segment begins at location A, on the other hand, becomes 
less spherical. But the argument above suggests that it may 
not be possible to realize the situation of location A with 
reasonable external matter. In fact, these observations gen
eralize. One checks from the geometry that the deviation 
from spherical, measured by the difference between the 
maximum and minimum of {J along the segment, can in
crease during the evolution only when m is increasing and 
further d (J / dz at the two ends of the segment have opJ(osite 
signs. However, from (5.1), this can occur only if 1m dU /dzl 
exceeds two at at least one end of the segment, which may 
violate the argument of (5.4). These remarks suggest that 
there may be a general theorem to the effect that distorted 
holes in the presence of reasonable external matter must, 
during the course of their evolution by Hawking radiation, 
become more spherical. 

F or the specific heat of the hole we have, from (5.1) and 
(5.2), 

c = 8m = _ m + 2m
2 
~. 

8T T T dm 
(5.5) 

For m du/dm >~, this specific heat is positive, in contrast 
with the usual situation for isolated black holes and for iso
lated self-gravitating systems in general. The reason for this 
behavior is the same as the reason why the specific heat of an 
ideal self-gravitating gas confined to a box can be positive: 
the action of external forces. 31 

An intriguing question left unanswered here concerns 
the details of the Hawking radiation from the distorted 
holes, and in particular the question of whether this radi
ation carries net linear momentum along the axis of symme
try. For wavelengths short compared to the size of the hole, 
the radiation should be similar to that from an irregularly 
shapped black body radiating at a constant temperature 
from its surface. The resulting radiation has an angular dis
tribution appropriate to the shape of the body, but carries no 
net linear momentum. But for wavelengths comparable to 
the size of the hole, the answer is less clear. Unfortunately, 
the actual motion of the hole itself, as described above, pro
vides no information about the emission of momentum. 
Consider again the analogous Newtonian arrangement: A 
rod of fixed mass density in an external potential, which 
slowly loses mass from its ends and thereby shrinks and set
tles into the potential well, as in Fig. 1. By adiabatic invari
ance, no matter how the rod slowly disposes of its mass-by 
tossing it in one direction or another-the rod will still settle 
with its center along the dashed line in Fig. 1. The potential 
soaks up the excess momentum. It would be of interest to 
have a direct calculation of (Tab) for at least some of the 
distorted holes. 

6. GENERAL STATIC BLACK HOLES 

We have seen in Sec. 4 that, for distorted Weyl holes 
with spherical topology, there can be formulated a version of 
the first law that applies to the system consisting only of the 
hole itself; and, in Sec. 5, that there can be followed in some 
detail the quasi static evolution that results from the Hawk-
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ing radiation of the hole. It is natural to ask how much of this 
material can be generalized to the nonaxisymmetric case, 
i.e., to the class of all static distorted black holes in the back
ground field of an external matter distribution. We shall 
show in this section that significant generalization is 
possible. 

The relevant parameters for an axisymmetric W ey I hole 
are its surface gravity and temperature, its horizon area and 
entropy, its Komar mass, and the effective potential u. Con
sider now a static, not necessarily axisymmetric, black hole 
in a static external matter distribution. Which of these pa
rameters are still available in this case? The surface gravity, 
given by (3.4), is again constant on the horizon, and the tem
perature T may again be defined in terms of it by (4.2). In
deed, assuming only the presence of a crossing surface, the 
Gibbons-Perry argument leading to (4.2) applies equally 
well in the present case. The static Killing field again gener
ates the horizon, and so the area A is again independent of 
cross section. We may again identify S as !A, as suggested by 
the general first law (4.6). The Komar mass m of course 
makes sense for any static black hole: 

1 i 'I"Imt "dA ah m = - €abmn v , 
41T c 

(6.1) 

where t a is the static Killing field, the integral is over any 
cross section C of the horizon, and dA ah is the surface ele
ment of this cross section. 

The difficult parameter is of course the effective poten
tial u. In the Weyl case, u is defined by writing the Weyl 
potential U as the sum of one potential, Us, regarded as due 
to the hole, and a second potential, {J, regarded as due to the 
external matter, and evaluating {J at the ends of the segment 
H that defines the hole. In the absence ofaxisymmetry , with 
no Weyl form, we do not of course have such a decomposi
tion. Nonetheless, we may generalize the definition of u as 
follows. Consider a solution with a static, distorted hole with 
spherical topology and a distribution of external matter. 
Imagine building up this solution by the following proce
dure: First assemble the distribution of external matter, and 
then take a black hole, initially a Schwarzschild hole far 
from the matter, slowly move it into the vicinity of the mat
ter, find a position at which the now-distorted hole is in equi
librium, and release it there. In the course of moving the 
hole, its Komar mass will change from its initial value, m oc , 

to some final value, m. We define u to be the redshift factor 
relating these two masses: 

moo=me-~U. (6.2) 

This formula is suggested, e.g., by the fact that a particle, 
beginning at infinity with mass moo and moved to an equilib
rium position at which t ata = - e2u

, will there have mass m 
satisfying (6.2). 

At infinity, our hole is Schwarzschild, and so has hori
zon-area 161Tm:, . But, by (5.3), this area will not change 
during the slow motion to the equilibrium position. So, from 
(6.2), we have 

(6.3) 

The temperature T can also be expressed in terms of m and u. 
Indeed, Bardeen, Carter, and Hawking25 have shown that 
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the relation KA 1m = 41T, verified in Sec. 3 for the Weyl case, 
holds for any static black hole. The proof consists of substi
tuting in (6.1) the usual expression for ,\;mt n in terms of t m 

and the gradient of its norm, using the second expression 
(3.4), and integrating. From this and (6.3) we obtain 

(6.4) 

The local version of the first law for general static holes 
is now immediate. Take the variation of(6.3) and use (6.4): 

om = ToS + mou. (6.5) 

In addition, much of the discussion in Sec. 5 of the evo
lution of the holes can be carried over to the general static 
case. A hole, initially in the asymptotic region with given 
mass, will, when moved to its equilibrium position, acquire 
some values for m and u. So, we may regard u as a function of 
m. Equations (5.1) and (5.2) again give the changes in m and 
T during the evolution, and the argument of (5.3) again yields 
that the area A decreases as a result of the radiation. This is 
the machinery needed to treat the evolution. 

But these results in the general static case do suffer, in 
comparison with the Weyl case, from significant limitations. 
For a distorted Weyl hole, we have a mathematically natural 
prescription for extracting from the Weyl potential U a back
ground potential fJ. Therefore u is determined, say as a func
tion of m, immediately from the background gravitational 
field, with the result that the local first law and the discus
sion of evolution are made explicit. In the general static case, 
by contrast, while we do have an opertional definition of u, 
and exactly the same formulae relating T, A, m, and u, we do 
not have the same direct access to the values of u. As an 
example of this difference, recall that we showed in the Weyl 
case, in Sec. 4, that u must be nonpositive under the strong 
energy condition on the external matter. It is by no means 
clear that any similar result holds in the general static case. 

7. DISCUSSION 

Static, axisymmetric black holes are a remarkably sim
ple class of solutions of Einstein's equation. They come in 
just two topological types-spherical and toroidal-each 
with its own global structure. Their local properties are de
termined by a single solution of Laplace's equation, while 
many of their physically interesting characteristics (e.g., ho
rizon area, surface gravity) are expressed in terms of just two 
parameters, m and u. Despite this simplicity, there is a great 
variety ofWeyl black hole solutions. They can thus be used 
to illustrate and formulate thermodynamic and quantum be
havior in a way not possible for the Kerr family of isolated 
black holes. 

It would be of interest to see to what extent the results 
obtained here can be generalized to other classes of black 
holes. Dynamic holes would seem to be too difficult for im
mediate investigation. The time-independent holes can be 
classified according to whether they are static or stationary 
(i.e., whether the time symmetry is surface orthogonal), and 
whether they are rotating or nonrotating (i.e., whether the 
time symmetry generates the horizon). Whereas all static 
holes must be nonrotating, the stationary holes include some 
(all axisymmetric32

) that are rotating, and, apparently, some 
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that are not.·B A very special class of stationary, rotating 
black holes can be obtained by taking the present Weyl class 
of local black holes, choosing for the "time symmetry" a 
suitable linear combination of t a and cp a, and then extending 
to achieve asymptotic flatness with this time symmetry an 
asymptotic time translation. 

What, in analogy with the Weyl case, are the possible 
topologies for cross sections of the horizons of these more 
general black holes? If the external matter satisfies an energy 
condition, then in all cases only spherical topology is possi
ble, as Hawking has shown. 15 Suppose, however, that this 
energy condition were relaxed. Then, for axisymmetric 
holes-a class that includes all rotating holes as well as our 
Weyl examples-the only possibilities are spherical and tor
oidal, by the argument of Appendix B. But for holes nonaxi
symmetric and with no energy condition, are more compli
cated topologies possible? Our consideration of the Weyl 
case suggests that, should such holes exist, the external dis
torting matter would have to be very carefully constructed 
(in addition to its having negative energy). For the Weyl tor
oidal holes, for example, there must always be external mat
ter (or singular behavior) extending "through the dough
nut.,,34 Is there any analogous result for more complicated 
topologies? Suppose, under such an arrangement, the matter 
were slowly moved from the vicinity of the hole to distant 
regions. How would the hole, which could not, presumably, 
permit this to happen while retaining its horizon-topology, 
react? Similarly, what would happen if a spinning gyroscope 
were dropped into a hole with other than spherical or toroi
dal topology? The hole could not become rotating consistent 
with its horizon-topology. To what equilibrium state would 
it finally settle, and how would it radiate to achieve this 
state? 

Space-times with distorted black holes provide useful 
examples for the formulation and study of the laws of black
hole thermodynamics. As we saw in Sec. 6, thermodynamic 
laws can be formulated with general static black holes, not 
only for the total system of hole plus external matter, but 
also for the black hole considered as a single system. Can 
similar laws be formulated for stationary, axisymmetric 
black holes? The two key starting points in Sec. 6 were the 
relation between m, K, and A and the operational definition 
of the potential u, both in the general static case. The former 
has been generalized, including angular velocity and angular 
momentum, to stationary holes. 25 But what of the latter? 
What is needed is the proper definition of the work done on 
the black hole by axisymmetric deformations of the external 
matter. The static case suggests that some insight into this 
may be obtained by studying the changes in the parameters 
describing the hole as it is lowered axisymmetrically into an 
axisymmetric distorting system. 

In addition to these issues, which involve generalizing 
Weyl results, there remain a number of interesting questions 
concerning the Weyl black holes themselves. We mention a 
few. 

In Sec. 5, we discussed the quasistatic evolution of a 
single radiating Weyl black hole in a background of distort
ing matter. One might consider the case of two or more black 
holes evolving together. Each hole will then feel not only the 
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field of the external matter, but also the evolving fields of the 
other black holes. Neglecting the absorption of Hawking ra
diation by the holes, this problem should be soluble by the 
methods of Sec. 5. 

It would further be of interest to settle the question 
raised in Sec. 5 as to whether a distorted black hole can radi
ate linear momentum. A related issue, also raised in Sec. 5, is 
whether a static black hole always evolves in its static back
ground in such a way as to reduce its spherical symmetry. A 
broader question concerns the evolution of isolated but mo
mentarily distorted black holes. Do such holes radiate in 
such a way as to increase or descrease their distortion? If the 
distortion increases and the hole radiates momentum, could 
there result a runaway effect? Or, are there general results 
which forbid this? 
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APPENDIX A: THE WEYL CHARACTERIZATION 

Essentially every static, axisymmetric solution of Ein
stein's equation can be written in Weyl form, (2.3), and this 
characterization is essentially unique. The details follow. 

Let (M,gab ) be a solution of Einstein's equation, with 
zero stress-energy and with commuting, orthogonal, sur
face-orthogonal Killing fields, t a (complete and everywhere 
timelike) and rp a. Let there exist an orientable spacelike slice 
S in this space-time, everywhere orthogonal to t a and such 
that every point of M is reached in one and only one way by a 
t-orbit from a point of S. Then M = S X JR. Define smooth 
scalar fields U and? on S by the formulae 

e2U = -tatbgab , ?e~2U=rparpbgab' 

Let X be the scalar field on S given by 

X = e~ W~b(Var)(Vbr) 
= !(V arpb )(varp b) + e ~ WVa UVa(?) 

-?e~W(VaU)(vau), 

(AI) 

(A2) 

where Va is the derivative operator of (M,gab)' The second 
expression follows from the first, expanding the derivative of 
rp a in terms of its norm and using (A 1). ThisX is nonnegative, 
by the first expression, and smooth, by the second. 

Were our metric in Weyl form, then, from (2.3) and 
the first expression (A2), we would obtain X = e ~ 2V. Hence, 
the following two properties would hold: (i) X = 1 at all axis 
points (where r = 0), and (ii) X is strictly positive. But the 
converse is also true. Let these two properties hold. Then (ii) 
implies that the V defined by X = e ~ 2vis smooth, and (i) that 
this V vanishes on the axis. Hence, defining h ab on S by (2.3), 
our metric would be in Weyl form. Furthermore, this repre
sentation would be unique, except for the freedom to rescale 
rp a by a constant in those situations in which there is no axis. 
[When there is an axis, this freedom is lost, by condition (i).] 
There remains, therefore, only the issue of when conditions 
(i) and (ii) can be achieved. 

Condition (i): First note thatX cannot vanish at any axis 
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point, for otherwise, by the second expression (A2), both rp a 

and its derivative would vanish at a point, implying rp a = 0 
everywhere. Furthermore, taking the gradient of the second 
expression (A2), we find that the gradient of X vanishes on 
the axis. Thus, by rescaling rp a by a constant, we can always 
achieve X = Ion anyone connected part of the axis. Unfor
tunately, the axis will in general consist of more than one 
connected component, and it is not true in general that X 
assumes the same constant value on each component. (When 
not, then the metric has no Weyl form. Note that this is a 
quite different issue than the usual one of "wire singulari
ties.") But constancy of X on the entire axis does hold in cases 
of interest, e.g., whenever all closed rp a-orbits have the same 
period, and whenever rp a is complete. 

Condition (ii): It is a consequence of Einstein's equation 
that r is harmonic in local 2-surfaces in S orthogonal to rp a. 

However, X vanishes where and only where the gradient of r 
vanishes [first expression, (A2)], which in turn is where and 
only where the gradient of the corresponding complex ana
lytic function vanishes. 35 Therefore, either X = 0 every
where, or else X has at most isolated zeros. The case X = 0 
everywhere leads to fiat space-time: Writing out explicitly 
the vanishing of the projection of the Ricci tensor into the 2-
planes orthogonal to the Killing fields, and using X = 0, one 
obtains U = const. But this implies (since t a is surface or
thogonal) that t a is a constant vector field in the space-time, 
and so (equating to zero the second derivative of tal that 
Cabed t d = 0, where Cabed is the Weyl tensor, and so (since t a 

is nowhere null) that Cabed = O. Thus certain representations 
of fiat space-times as "static and axisymmetric" cannot be 
written in Weyl form. 

The case of isolated zeros of X, as it turns out, can occur. 
An example (obtained by merely repeating the standard 
Weyl construction, but without introducing an r coordinate) 
follows. In a neighborhood of the origin of the fiat 2-plane 
with Euclidean coordinates x,y, let r be the (harmonic) func
tion 2 + X2 - y2, and let Ube any solution of 
/:JJ2U + r~ '(i0 a U)(gJar) = 0 having gradient (0,1) at the 
origin, where gJ a is the fiat derivative operator. Now con
sider the equation 

,r:/! a V = (YJ mrgJmr)-' [2m!il a U{/J b U 

-rgJmUY)mUgab + Yia,g;b r ] /i)br. (A3) 

Away from the origin, the curl of the right side of(A3) van
ishes identically, and, taking a divergence there, we have 
gJ 2 V = -!il a UgJ a U. On approaching the origin, 
Yi m r g; mr = 4(X2 + y2) vanishes quadratically. But both the 
expression in square brackets in (A3) and the fj)br vanish at 
the origin, by our choices of rand U, and so the right-hand 
side of (A3) remains bounded at the origin. It follows36 that V 
satisfying (A3) is smooth, including at the origin. The metric 
is now given by 

ds2 = e -t 2V ~ W (dX2 + dy2) + ?e ~ Wdrp 2 _ eWdt 2. (A4) 

The isolated zero of X is of course at the origin. These solu
tions are apparently new, but just barely so as they are Weyl 
solutions, and hence known, almost everywhere. 

Thus, except for certain solutions with anomalous glo
bal t-behavior, certain with anomalous global axis-behavior, 
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certain representations offtat space-time, and certin local 
solutions of the type (A4), all static, axisymmetric solutions 
are Weyl. 

APPENDIX B: BLACK HOLE CANDIDATES 

Let the Weyl solution (2.3) associated with (S,hab ,U, V) 
be a local black hole in the sense of Sec. 2. We show that this 
solution must, at least in a neighborhood of the horizon, 
coincide with one of the local Weyl holes listed in that 
section. 

First note that a cross section of the horizon must be a 
compact, orientable two-dimensional manifold with posi
tive-definite metric and nonzero Killing field rp a. Since the 
sum of the indices of the zeros of rp a must be the Euler num
ber ofthis cross section, and since, by the Killing character, 
each index must be + 1, there are just two possibilities: a 
topological sphere (two zeros of rp G) and a topological torus 
(no zeros). We first sketch the topological structure of each 
possibility. 

In the spherical case, the orbits of rp a must, from their 
behavior near a zero, all be closed circles of the same period. 
Rescale rp a so that the period is 21T. The axis in the external 
region must meet this cross section in just the two zero
points. In a neighborhood of the horizon, S must be topologi
cally S 2 X JR. Further, as we showed in Sec. 2, r must vanish 
on the horizon. Thus, as r-+O, the ends of the cylinders of 
constant r in S must collapse down to an axis, their centers to 
the horizon. One shows from this that (S,h ab ,rp a) must be of 
the form S = S - H, where H is a segment of the axis in 
Euclidean 3-space with axial Killing field rp a, and Sis an 
open neighborhood of this H. The Weyl potential U must of 
course be smooth on S, but may be singular in Sat H. 

In the toroidal case, S must, in a neighborhood of the 
horizon, be topologically S 1 xs 1 X JR, with theS 1 xs I'S the 
surfaces of constant r. There can be no axis in such a neigh
borhood. If the orbits of cp a are closed circles on these tor
uses, they must all have the same period, in which case we 
may rescale rp a so that the period is 21T. If the orbits are not 
closed, then each orbit is dense in its torus, in which case we 
may choose a new axial Killing field rp a which does have 
closed orbits. The angle a of Sec. 2 is defined by starting at 
any point p of a torus, moving within that torus orthogonally 
to rp a until reaching the point, q, at which the rp a-orbit 
through p is next encountered, and setting a the rp-angle 
between p and q on this orbit. Thus, in S we have flat tori of 
constant r, each with Killing field rp a of period 21T, with these 
tori converging, as r-D, to the horizon. That is, we have 
S = S - H as in Sec. 2, with, again, U smooth on S but in 
general singular on H in S. 

The rest of the argument is local, dealing with the de
tailed behavior of U near H. The idea is to show that the 
presence of the Killing fields and a horizon imply that U 
must go "like In r" near the horizon, whence U - Us or 
U - Ur must be smooth at H. 

Since we have a local black hole, the norms of the two 
Killing fields, eW and r e - w, must be bounded near H. 
That is, for some constant c we have 

In r- c <U< c (Bl) 
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in a neighborhood of H. But these bounds on U imply in tum 
that Uis a distribution onS. Thus8 = D 2Uis also a distribu
tion, and, by (2.1), one with support in H. The next step is to 
show that the distribution 8 is that of a line-density. LetJbe 
any smooth, nonnegative function with compact support in 
S. Then we have 

8(f) = {JD 2J)U dV = lim { (D 2J)U dV Js x~Jr>x 

=~~l=x(jDaU- UDaJ)d~a 

= ~i~ I = x D a (fU) d~ a (B2) 

= !,~~ ro-
1J:" dx l=!a(fU) d~a = !,~~J=r"fU dA, 

where the first step is the definition of 8, the third follows by 
integration by parts, using (2.1), the fourth from the fact that 
the limit of the integral of the second term in the previous 
step vanishes, from (B 1), and the sixth from performing the x 
integral. But this last expression for 8 (f), together with the 
second inequality (Bl), implies the second inequality of 

21T f!dZ<8(f)<0. (B3) 

The first inequality of (B3) follows by repeating this argu
ment, replacing Uby In r - U. But it is not difficult to show 
that a distribution 8 with support in H and satisfying (B3) for 
every nonnegative test functionJ must be of the form 

(B4) 

for some integrable functionp on H with O<p< 1. Thus, we 
have shown so far that the source for U must be a line density 
on H, with strength everywhere between zero and one. 

We next show that the strength must be one. Write out, 
from D 2 U = 8, U as the sum of the inhomogeneous solution 
obtained using the Green's function and p and a homogen
eous solution on S. There follows an expression for D a U, and 
from this that, for almost all points p of our segment H, the 
limit, along an integral curve of - Dar approachingp, of 
w(r) = rJU /Jrisp(p), and of rJU /Jz is zero. (The homo
geneous solution does not contribute in these limits.) But this 
implies, from (2.2), that V approaches p( p)2 In r, in the sense 
that the quotient approaches one, and that U approaches 
p( p) In r. Now consider 

(Va tb)(V ctd )g"Cgbd 
= e4U - 2V(Da U)(Db U)h ab;n- 2e4U - 2VW 2. (B5) 

Since we have a local black hole, the left-hand side must be 
bounded near H, and so therefore must the right-hand side. 
ForO <p(p) < 1, this right side approachesp(p)r- 2

[PIPI - 11', 

which is not bounded. For p(p) = 0, boundedness requires 
that r- 'w2 be bounded, which contradicts the property that 
U = Sw/r approach - 00 at H. So, p( p) = 1 almost every
where, i.e. (since only inte$rals of p count) everywhere. 

Now set U = Us + U in the spherical case (H a line
segment), and U = Ur + 0 in the toroidal (H a circle), with 
Us and U r as given in Sec. 2. Then, since the strength of the 
source of U is one-precisely the strength of the sources of 
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Us and U T-fJ is a distributional solution of Laplace's equa
tion, with zero source everywhere on S. It follows that U is 
smooth. 

Thus, we recover both the topology of (S,h ab ,ip a) and 
the form of U given in Sec. 2. 
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ERRATA 

Erratum: Inverse scattering. II. Three dimensions 
[J. Math. Phys. 21,1698 (1980)] 

Roger G. Newton 

(Received 26 February 1982; accepted for publication 26 February 1982) 
Physics Department, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405 

PACS numbers: 03.6S.Nk, 99.10. + g 

that :3 C 1 and,u such that for all kEJR-' 

!V(k)1 .;;;C1(,u2 + Ik 12)-1, 

I am indebted to Professor Y. Saito for pointing out to 
me that the equation four lines from the bottom of the left
hand column of p. 1713 is in error and should be replaced by 

V'(x 0)= (O-YO.y).VV(x+Y). 
,Y, 1 - (e-y)2 

where Vis the Fourier transform of V, then for allp > 4, 3C2 

such that for all fEL P(S 2) 

f: 00 dkk 211A, fll~ < C21Ifll~, 
where 11·llp is the L P norm. 

As a result the proof of Lemma 3.2 is invalid. A modification 
of this proof by means of Holder's inequality leads to the 
following replacement of Lemma 3.2: If the assumptions 
stated in Lemma 3.2 are made, and in addition it is assumed 

This form of Lemma 3.2 (and its corresponding change 
in the corollary on p. 1704) suffices for all subsequent results. 

Erratum: Inverse scattering. III. Three dimensions, continued 
[J. Math. Phys. 22, 2191 (1981)] 

Roger G. Newton 

(Received 26 February 1982; accepted for publication 26 February 1982) 
Physics Department, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405 

PACS numbers: 03.6S.Nk, 99.10. + g 

The lower limits on the k-integrals in the equations on 
lines 7 to 10 from the bottom of the right-hand column on p. 
2192 should all be - 00. Equaticn (A3) is valid for 0 < a < 1. 
The equation four lines below (A3) should read 

and similarly in the integral in the next line. In line 6 from 
below in the same column, it should be 0 (la 2 _ 11 a/2 - I), 
and in line 4 from below, a2 ;;.b 2. 

(0' - 0 ")2(0 - 0 ")2 = (2 -10 + 0'lu)2 

- 10 - 0 r(1 - u2
) COS2tP, 

Erratum: On the existence of simultaneous synchronous coordinates in 
spacetimes with space like Singularities [J. Math. Phys. 22, 2659 (1981)] 

Robert M. Wald and Ping Yip 
Enrico Fermi Institute, University o/Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637 

(Received 10 February 1982; accepted for publication 12 February 1982) 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb, 99.10. + g 

In the publication of our paper, several paragraphs in 
Sec. IV were printed twice, with the second printing corre
sponding to the uncorrected galley proofs and thus contain
ing some minor errors. Therefore, the material beginning on 

line four of the first column ofp. 2664 and ending on the fifth 
line below Eq. (4.6) on the second column of that page should 
be deleted. 
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